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NAMES AND SUBJECTS IN THE SECOND VOLUME.

Adelsberg, Giotto of, 183
Adversity, the uses of, 31

jSsop and his Fables, 93
Alexandria, Catacombs of, 255— excavated Tomb of the

Kings at, 251

Alligator, description of the, 20
Alps, Horn of the, lines on, 63
Andes, volcanic Mountains of the, 39
Animals, natural affection of, 46
Anne, Princess, daughter of Charles I.,

19
Ant and Glow-worm, 240
Anthony, St. and the Cobbler, 171
Antiparos, Grotto of, 79
Anti<iuity, lines on, 233
Aphorisms, 27, 31, 45, 109, 179, 232,

239
April, history of the month of, 120

Anniversaries in 120, 136, 144,

152, IGO
Asia Minor, earthquakes in, 122
Ass, anecdote of, 216
Auningabad, Temples of EUora, near,

164

JSacon, Lord, extract from, C? ; re-

marks by, 14, 29, 93, 114 ; remark
on Atheism by, 144 ; aphorism of,

239
Balloons, 243
Banana, 203
Marietta, ancient tomb at, 167
Bear, the Scandinavian, 61
Beattie, remark from, 176
Beauty, human,*various ideas of, 239
B('de, the Venerable, anecdote of, 60
Bell-rock lighthouse, 157
Berkeley, Bishop, remark by, 146
Bernard, St., the Dogs of, 177
Better Land, the, 107
Bible, history of English versions of, 53
Bird-catching in Shetland, 228
Birds and Animals, their happiness, 55
Birds, Migratory, 92, 101, 111, 189

Birds' Nests, 52
Bird Spider, the, 85^

Blair, Extracts from, 182, 187, 198, 235
Blanchard, aerial voyages of, 244-5

Blessed be thy Name, 184
Blood, circulation of the, 171
Bolton Priory, account of, 60
Bombay, famine at, 119
Borromeo, Cardinal, noble conduct of,

153
Boyle, Hon. Robert, 91
Bradley's Sermons, extract from, 99
Bray, Mrs., on old age, 182.

Burke, remarks by, 83, 242
Burns, Robert, Biographical notice of,

102
Burying in Churches, remarks on, 53

Cactus tribe, 204
Cairo, Catacombs at, 255
Calabria, Earthciuakes in, 122, 124
Campbell, Elspy, 6?
Canary Islands, Catacombs of, 168
Canterbury Cathedral, account of, 138
Capital, 109
Caraccas, Earthquake at, 126
Carolina, South, Earthquakes in, 126
Catacombs, Grecian, 167
Catania, destruction of, 122
Cathedrals—York, 18 ; Canterbury, 138;

Lincoln, 170; Worcester, 210
Cawnpore, description of, 217
Cecil, remarks by, 2, 29, 200, 247
Cemetery, a Sicilian, 90
Centurion, Lion-head of the, 104
Chance hit, a, 240
Chapel, St. George's, Windsor, descrip-

tion of, 234
lines sug-,

gested by a visit to, 235
Chatles II., circumstances attending

his flight, 93 ; sarcasm of, on
Vossius, 99

Chaucer, specimen from his Melibeus,
199

Chelmsford, Epitaph in the Parish
Church of, 155

Chelsea Hospital, Statue of Charles II.

at, 194
Chepstow Castle, account of, 57
Chichester, Dean of, on popular lite-

rature, 12
Chiff-chaff, the, 92
Chili, Earthquake in, 127
Chinese Prison, description of, 22
Church of England, Lord Bacon's

opinion, 115
Cicero, remark by, 14
Coleby Church, 116
Coleridge, remark by, 31
College, Bishop's, Calcutta, 109

Commons, House of, 25
Contcntedncss, Jeremy Taylor on, 231
Cottager, Russian, and Dutch Ship-

master, 95
Cotton Gown, Story of a, 8?
Cowley, Abr.iham, tlie poet, 117
Cuckoo, 111

and Water-wagtails, 243
Cunning, remark on by Bacon, 239
Custom House of London, 186

Daens, John, anecdote of, 46
Deaf and Dumb, instruction of, 155
Death, Bishop Porteus on, 139
Death, preparation for, 91
Deluge, the, 91
De Rozier, the first aeronaut, 243

;

fatal voyage of, 244
Devil's Bridge, the, 23
Devotion not hostile to Cheerfulness,

243
Diffidence, instance of, 85
Distich, remarkable, 47
Drinking, intemperate, predisposition

to disease from, 158
Dromedary and Camel, 44
Drowning," Hints for the prevention of,

224
Dr. Samuel Johnson, letter of, 53

;

anecdotes of, 239
Drunkenness, effects of, 13

Dutch, the, of old, 114
Dyer, lines by, 198

Earthquakes, some account of, 121

Egypt and Nubia. Cavern Temples and
Tombs of, 249

Elephant, 140
and Tiger Fight, 141

Elephanta, Temple of, 162
El-kab, Sepulchres at, 255
• Giotto at, 256
England, III.. 19

England's Merry Bells, 223
Epitaphs, 45 ; remarkable, 53, 114, 153
Etna, Mount, 37
Evelyn, John, 68
Evening Cloud, 6
Exmouth, the late Lord, anecdote of,

144

Famine at Bombay, 119
Farewell, 159
Farnborough Church-yard, Epitaph in,

95
Fear of Death, 115
February, history of the month of, 31

Anniversaries in, 32, 48, 56,

64, 72
Fenelon, Remark by, 232
Fern-owl, 189
Ferns, 203
First Grief, the, 198
Fortune-telling, or Astrology, folly of

a belief in, 174
Fountains Abbey, Ruins of, 147
Friendly Associations, on the forma-

tion of, 182
Friendship, Bishop Mant on, 83
Friendship, lines on, 170
Frost of 1684, 13
Fuller, remarks by, 46, 63, 83

Galileo, extract from the life of, 59
Garnerin, his Balloons, 244-5
George III., a Prayer composed by, 178
Germany, Limestone Caverns in, 76
Giants' Causeway, 50
Gibraltar, Rock of, 130
Good, Dr. Mason, lines from the Per-

sian by, 215
Good Manners, remark on, bv Locke,

224
Grasses, importance of, 208
Great American Aloe, 51
Gresham, Sir Thomas, his Statue, 225

Hall, Bishop, remark by, 15
Hammond, remark by, 239
Happiness, sensu.il, 198
Harrow on the Hill, 66
Heaths. 204
Heber, 'Bishop, biographical notice of,

108 ; supplicatory lines by, 178 ;

on the love of God, 211 ; his liberal

sentiments, 224.
Hecla, Mount, 39
Heraldry, No. I., the Shield, 172
Hindoo Superstitions, 42
Hooker, Richard, Biographical Notice

• of, 174
Hume, David, and his Mother, 139
Humility, true, 99
Hunter, remarks by, 3, 14, 27
Hydrometer and Chinese merchant, 3
Hymn, the Marineis', lH

Hymn for S.^turday Evening, 160

by Bishop Middletou, 170

Ibsambal, the Temples at, 251
Iguana, the, 173
Illustrations, local, 116
Improvement, Human, Paley on, 179
India-rubber Tree, 4
Industry, Sir Joshua Reynolds on, 146

Infant's Peril, 246
Insects, usefulness of, 143; the changes

of, 212
Intimacies, particular, Blair on, 235
Iron and Steel, improvement of by

burying, 71
Ischia and Procida, Isles of, 34

.Jameson, Mrs., Remarks by, 223, 240
January, history of the month of, 7

Anniversaiies in, 8, 16, 23, 31
Japanese Sea, Volcano in, 40
Jefferson's Rules for Life, 46
Jenner, Dr., forty signs of rain, 232
Jeremy Taylor, remarks by, 22, 43, 43
Jesse, remarks by, 198, 200
Jewish Tale, a, 176
Jews, the, 47
Johnson, Dr., letter to his God-daugh-

ter 53 ; remarks by, 15, 146

;

anecdotes of, 239
Jones of Nayland, remarks by, 71> 85
Jortin, remarks from, 71, 102, 142
July, history of the month of, 248

Anniversaries in, 248
June, history of the month of, 200

Anniversaries in, 200, 216, 224,

232, 240

Karli, Temple of, 166
Katharine's, St., Hospital, 131
Kaulfussia, Amellus-iike, 95
Kendal Church, Epitaph in, 53
Kent's Caverm near Torquay, 76
King Arthur's Round Table, 138

King George's Sound, account of Na-
tives of, 62

Kirauea, Volcano of, 40
Kirkdale Cave, 75
Knowledge, remark on, by Bacon, 19

Ladye Chapel, account of, 180
Land Crabs, Indian, 70
Lapwing and Hind, remark on, 237
Latimer, Bishop, letters of, 199
Leaning Towers, 114, 196, 242
I-eopard, 4
Lesson, an early, 47
Letting and Hiring, 214
Life, and its end, 95
Lighthouse, the Bell-rock, 157
Lightning, powerful effect of, 200
Lima,. Earthquakes at, 122
Lincoln Cathedral, 170
Lion and Unicorn, 50
Lipari, Vulcano, and Stromboli, 33
Lisbon, Earthquajce at, 123

Litany, portion of7 versified, 99
Literary Trifling, Milner on, 231
Living well, 83
Lo 1 the lilies of the field, 184
London Stone, 63
Lords, House of, 97
Lunardi, first ascent of, in England, 244

Macdonnell on Education, 224
Magpie, anecdote of, 216
Malham Cove, Yorkshire, 212
Mant, Bishop, remarks by, 63, 71
March, history of the month of, 72

Anniversaries in, 72. 88, 96,

104, 112
Marriage Customs, ancient, 142
Materials of Writing, origin of, 46
May, the month of, history of, 160

Anniversaries in, 160, I76, 184,

192, 200
Memory, instances of, 246
Mendip Hills, Caves in the, 75
Microscope, the No. I., 82 ; No. II.,

148 ; No. III., 236
Middleton, Bishop, Hymn by, I70
Milan, the Plague at, 153
Mineral Kingdom, No. I., Gold, 227
Moderation, Plutarch on, 232
Mole, the, 247
Monkey-bread, 204
Monkeys, the, and the Camel, 248
Monte Nuovo, Birth of, 36
Montgomery, J., the Last Day, 115,

Monument, the, of London, 106
Moon, the, 135
More, Sir Thomas, letter of, 199
More, Mrs. H., Lines by, 179

Naples, Catacombs of, 167
Nature, a lesson from, 240,

Natural Caverns and Grottoes, somo
account of, 73

Nelson, Lord, anecdote of, 232
Newgate, 84
Niagara, Visit to Ihe Falls of, 242
Nightingale, HI, 222
Night-jar, 189
Nubia, excavated Temples in, 250

Obedience, Early, lesson of, 187
Olive. tree, the, i07
Orchideae, 205

Palgravc, remark bv, 142
Palms, 203
Parachute, Garnciin's, 245
Paris, Catacombs of, 168
Parliament, Houses of, 25, 9?
Pascal, remarks by, 55, 69
Passage of the Israelites through the

Red Sea, 2

Passion, remark on, by Mrs. Jameson,
223

Passions, aphorism, 99
Passover, modern celebration of, 134
Paviland, Cave of, 75
Pause before you follow example, 3
Pearl Fishery in Ceylon, 5
Persian Ambassador at St. Paul's, emo-

tion of, 224
Petrarch, anecdote of, 99
Phlegra;an Fields described, 36
Pisa, leaning Tower at, 242
Pitcher-plant, the, 159
Plants, on the green colour of, 63
Plato, anecdote of. 146
Plover, the great, 93
Polypi, description of, 148-9
Poole's Hole, 74
Poor Laws, 230
Popular Literature, lecture on, 12
Prayer, lines on, 135

the voice of, 192
Pride, 247
Prodigal Son, the, 119
Property, origin of, 15
Prose Writers, English, 199
Prussia, the present King of, anecdote

of, 99
Psalm Ixxx., paraphrase of, 71

Rail

Rale]
1 of, 232

Sir Walter, remarks by, I7I1

on-., 235
181
necdote of, 95

Rambl
Rattle!
Rave
Rebit
Red Sea, "'SWfeof the, 48
RefT9[ttoii.% tin retiring to rest, 216
Keid's Essavs, Extracts from, I7I, 198,

239
Relations and Friends, tlie loss of, 146
Relics, curious, 198
Religion, the importance of, 59
Revenge, Mason on, 119
Rich and Poor, 21

Rome, Catacombs of, 167
Round Table, King Arthur's, 188
Running Water, 46
Russian Serf and people, condition of

the, 69
Rutland, Earl of, Advice by, 175

Sabbath, the Christian, remark on, 239
on the, 247

Sadler, descent of, in the Irish Sea, 245
Salsette, Temples in, 163
Sandwich Islands, Volcanoes in, 40
Saturday Evening, Hymn for, 160

Night, 176
Science, practical, curious discoveries

in, 191
Scoipion, the, 197
Scott, remarks by, 67, 192, 231
Scott, Sir Walter, remark by, 71
Seed, remark by, 45
Self-conceit, 159

Seneca, extract from, 99; remark by,

119
Sensual Happiness, 193

Sherlock, exhortation by, 91 ; extract
from, 178

Shetland Islands, Bird-catching in, 228
Shropshire peasant's son, the, 90
Silent he sleeps, 43
Sinking, the art of, 239
Slide of Alpnach, 207
Snow-storms, Scotch, 27
South, remark by, 159, 247
Spenser, Edmund, biographical notice

of, 189
Spirit of Life and Love, 3
Spirituous Liquors, history and effects

of, 86
Spring Journey, the, 187
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Spring, singular, 198
Stage-coacli Travelling, 23T
Statues, National.— Charles I., US;

J
Charles II„ 194; Sir T. Gresham,
225

Straw-platting, 29, 178
St. John the Apostle, anecdote of, 83

Sugar-cane, Cultivation of, 210
preparation of, 220 ; mode of

refining in Europe, 222

Sulphur Island, 40

Surabawa, eruption of, 40
Supporters of the Royal Arms, ancient

and modern, 50

Surinam Toad, 15

Surnames, on the origin of, 6
Swallows, 101

^

Syracuse, Catacombs of, 167

Table-talk. Luther's, extraat from, lU
Tapastry, the Bayeux, 92

Taxes, 150
Taylor, Jeremy. Letter from, to John

Evelyn, 223
on repentance, 135 ; remarks

by, 14, 22, 43, 45
Tea, cultivation, manufacture, and use

of, 9
Temple, .inciont, at Girgenti, 100

Temples, Cavern, and Tombs, account

of. 161

Tcstu, M.. his ascent from Paris, 245

Thebes, &c., Catecombi of, 253

The days of thy mourning shall be
ended, 26 .

The Way to be Happy, 15

Thursd.iy, Maundy, or Shere, 115 J
Tillotson, remark by, 136.
Time, lines on, 159
Time's Takings and Leavings, 219
Titus, Arch of 2?
To my Son, 23

Towers," Le.ining, ' of Bologna," 114 ;

Caerphilly and Uridgenorth Cas-
tles, 196; Pisa, 242

Townson, remark by, 159
Trading, Sunday, 8?
Truth. 99

the power of. 69
Tusser's Poems, extract from. 14'

Tweirth-day, old customs on, 4
Twilight, 199

'Vaccination among the American In-
dians, 223

Vegetation, on the various characters
of, 201

Vesuvius, Mount, 35 ' ,
Victory, the fore-mast of the, 31
Villiers', the two, Dukes of Bucking-

ham, 238
Volcanoes, the principal, toma account

of, 33

Volcanoes of the Meditflrranoon, 34

;

sub-m.irine, 39
Vossius, anecdote of, by Addison, 99

W.ilton, Isaac, extract from, 184
Warton, Remark by, 174
W*tson, Bishop, on life and its end, 95
Weeping Willow, 3
Western Isles of Scotland, Caves in, 78
Weyer's Cave, Virginia, account of, 229
Wickliff, specimen of his Bible, 199
Wilmot. Sir Eardley, anecdote of, 239
Wokey Hole, 74
Worcester Cathedral, 210
Writing, history of, 9i

Yorda's Cave, 74
York Column, the, Carlton-tenreic«, 43
York Minster, description of, 18
Youth, the Days of my, 150—— the Days of our, 155
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Alligator, 20'

Aloe, the great American, 52

Animalculae found in stagnant water,

81
Antiparos, Grotto of, 73
Aroters and Shields, 1/2 ]

Bamboo, punishmentby, 140
"

Bayeux Tapestry, Specimen of the, 92

Bell-rock Lighthouse. 157

Bernard. St., the Dogs of, 177

Bird-catching in Slietland, 228 .'

Bird Spider. 85
Bishop's College. Calcutta. 108

Blanchard's Balloons and Steering Ap-
paratus, 244 1

Bolton Priory, 60

'

Borromeo, San Carlo, Statue of, 153

Bottle-tit and nest, 52

Brahminical Sculpture. Dus Awtar, ot

EUora, 165
, . ^^

Bridgenorth Castle, Shropshire, 19?

Caerphilly ^Castle, GlamorgansWre,

196
Camel, 44

, , ,„-
Canterbury Cathedral, 137

Capuchin Cemetery, near Palermo, 89

Carvings on the Pulpit of St. Katha-

rine's Chapel, 133

Catania, View of the City of, 129

Cawnpore. View of, 217

Cedars of Lebanon, 208

Chepstow Castle. 57
Chertsey. Cowley's House at, 117

Chiff-Chaff, 92
Chrysalis and Butterfly. 213

Cbleby Church, Lincolnshire, 116— Porch of^ 116
, Font of, 117

Cotopaxi, Mount, 3^^
Cuckoo, 112 ^,a.
Cdstom-house, London, loo

Deaf and Dumb, Asylum for, in the Old
Kent Road, 156

De Rozier's Balloon. 344
Devil's Bridge. Cardiganshire. 24
Dromedary, 44

Elephant, 140
El-kab, Grotto at, 256
Epidendrum antenniferum, 205
Etna, Mount, 37
Evelyn, John, 68

Fern Owl, 189
Fingal's Cave, Staffft,73

Fossil Bones, 77

Gailenreuth, Cavern of, 77
Giants' Causeway, Ireland, 49
Gibraltar, Bock of, 129

Gilbert do Clare, his Shield and Coat
of Arms, 172

Girgenti, Temple of Concord at, 100

Harrow-on-the-Hill, 65
Church of, 65

Horseman and Shield, from the Seal of

King Stephen, 172

House of Commons, 25
House of Lords, 97 .

Ibsambal, Temple of, and Banks of the

Nile. 249
Interiorof, 252
Sculptures in,

252
Iguana, or Eatable Lizard, 173

India Rubber Tree, 48 .

Indra Sabah, at EUora, 161

Kaulfussia, the Amellus-like, 96

Katharine, St., old Church of, 132

New Chapel of, 132'

Kennory, Temple of, at Salsetto, 164

Kent's Cavern, entrance to. 76
Keylas. Temple of. at EUora. 165
King Arthur's Round Table. 188
Kirkdale Cave, entrance to, 76

Ladye Chapel, restored. View of, 180
Leaning Towers of Bologna, 113
Leopard, 4
Lincoln Cathedral, 169 '

Lisbon, Ruins of Cathedral at, 121
London Stone. 64
Lunardi's Balloon, 244],

Malham Cove. 212 '

Medal. Fall of Judaea, 29
Memnonium, Sculpture Ontside the

Walls of, 250
Microscopic KepresentationB of Polypi,

148-9

Mole, 248
Mongolfier'sB.alloons, 244
Monument, the London, 105

Newgate, oid, 84
Nightingale, 112

Olive-tree, 107

Palms, Grove of, 201

Parachute, Garnerin's descent in a, 245

Pearl Oyster, 5
Shell, inside of, 5

Perilous situation of Major Money, 245

Philippa. Queen, and Edward III., 133

Piilegra-an Fields, 36.

Pines and Firs, 207 ^
Pisa, Leaning Tow er at, 241 ]

Pitcher-plant, 159

Plover, the Great, 93
Pulistena, Fissures near, 124

Prickly Pear and Cochineal Insects, 205

Kadiata, Worms, and Insects, 236-7

Rattle-snake, 181
Red Sea, Passage through, 1
Reed Wren and Nest. 53
Rosamo, Plain of, circularbollows in,

124
Ruins of Fountains Abbey, 148

Sadler's descent in the Irish Chantiel,
245

Scandinavian Bear, 61
Scorpion, 197
Serapis, remains of the Temple of, 126
Shields of Henry V., &c., 173
Spenser's residence at Kilcohnan, 180
Statue of Charies I., 145

Charles II.. 193
Sir T. Gresham, 225

Stromboli, Island of, 38
Sulphur Island, 40
Sugar-cane, opening the Land for, 220

Vitting, 221
- Mill, 221

Sugar Boiling-house,., 221
Swallows, 101

Tea, Green, drying and rolling of, 9
• process of mixing, 12

plant, cultivation of the, 9
gathering the leaves of, 9

Temple at Elephanta, 163

Titus, Arch of, 27
-Bas-reliefs from, 38

Toad, the Surinam, 16

Vesuvius, Monnt, 33
Vorticella Scnta, 81

Weyer's Cave, 229
Windsor, Choit of St. Georgt's'Chapal,'

233
Worcester Cathedral, 209;

York Column, St.^James's Tajik, iJ

York Minster, 17
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THE SATURDAY MAGAZINE. [January 5,

PASSAGE OF THE ISRAELITES THROUGH
THE RED SEA.

This week we present our readers with a cut taken
from Mr. Danby's well-known picture of the Passage

of the Red Sea by the Israehtes under the conduct of

Moses. The subject almost immediately follows, and
connects itself with, that of Mr. Roberts's picture,

which was particularly noticed in this Magazine some
time ago. Both pictures fall within the same general

class of design ; a class in which the striking effects

of light and shade, combined with a certain vastness

and indefiniteness of outline, are principally studied,

to the partial neglect of the higher and more truly

imaginative objects of the art. We repeat, that we
should be sorry to see this style of painting more
generally pursued than it is at present, because we
much fear its ultimate tendency will be to lower the

character of the art as expressive of beauty and moral
power; nevertheless, we willingly acknowledge the

pleasure we have received in musing upon this im-
posing representation of the place and circumstances
of one of the most memorable scenes in the departure
of the Hebrews from the land of Egjrpt.

When the children of Israel had completely
detached themselves from the dominion of the king of
Egypt, the object which, in pursuance of prophecy and
the divine command, they had to accomplish, was to
inarch to the borders of that pleasant land—the land
of Canaan—which had been promised of old to them,
through their great ancestor Abraham. The direct

road to Palestine from Rameses, the chief seat of the
Hebrews in Egypt, and probably the same as Goshen,
was to the north, by the line of the Mediterranean
Sea ; and the march in this direction, if unopposed,
might, probably, have been performed in the course
of four or five weeks. But all this district, or, at

least, the part of it adjoining the immediate boundary
of the Holy Land, was inhabited by a strong and
•warlike people called Philistines, and we are expressly
told by Moses that it was by special direction of God
himsetf, that the Israelites dechned the nearest road,
and took, instead of it, a turn to the south or south-
west, and came to Succoth, which Josephus supposes
to be the more modern Latopolis ; from Succoth
they advanced to Etham, at the extreme northern end
of the western branch of the Red Sea. This western
branch was called Sinus Horoopolites, by the ancient
Greeks and Romans ; and by modern nations, the
Gulf of Suez. Here they were, as Moses says, on
the edge of the Wilderness, or that vast desert which
is situated between the rich river-soil of the Delta of
Egypt, and the southern parts of Palestine. Here
they had, in fact, very nearly headed the gulf, and, if

escape from Pharaoh was their immediate care, the
Israelites had only to proceed a day's journey right
forward, and it would be obvious that the nature of
the ground, and the deficiency of water, would effec-

tually check the pursuit of a considerable army, the
chief strength of which, we know to have consisted
in chariots and cavalry.

At this critical juncture, however, God commanded
Moses to lead the great host of the Hebrews back
again from the onward road, and encamp them far-

ther to the south, on the west or Egyptian side of the
Red Sea. The place of such encampment was
pointed out before Pi-hahiroth, between Migdol and
the sea. It is said that Pi-hahiroth means an opening
into the mountains, and the result of much laborious
investigation has been that, in fact, the Israelites were
thus led into a glen or combe, in which their retreat
was rendered difficult by surrounding rocks, and their
advance, to all human speculation, absolutely imprac-
ticable by the sea in front. Now we are told that

God gave this remarkable command to Moses, for

that Pharaoh would say of the children of Israel,

They are entangled in the land ; the wilderness hath
shut them in. " And I, the Lord, will harden Pha-
raoh's heart, that he shall follow after them ; and I

will be honoured upon Pharaoh and upon all his host

;

that the Egyptians may know that I am the Lord."
Thus, therefore, the tyranny and falsehood of Pharaoh,

.

and the idolatrous wickedness of the Egyptians, were
to undergo the last and finishing act of divine re-

tribution,—that retribution to be brought about and
signalized by such a marvellous demonstration of
the omnipotence of God over the ordinary laws and
processes of the material world, as should, for the

time being, strike dumb with astonishment the wor-
shippers of birds, and beasts, and reptiles, and life-

less forms of nature, and also should remain in

everlasting record, an awful proof of the unsleeping

government of the Lord. May we not also surmise
that, by this apparently strange direction given to

the march, the faith of the leader was intended to be
tried ; for certainly, xuider all the circumstances of the

flight of the Israelites, and the notorious reluctance

and double-dealing of Pharaoh, such a command
must have seemed, at first, to Moses, whose practical

acquaintance with the country cannot but be pre

sumed, almost entirely destructive of his nearly ac-

complished hopes of the deliverance of his fellow-

countrymen.
What God had foretold, and what Moses and the

Israelites had good reason, upon htunan considera-

tions, to apprehend, took place. Pharaoh collected

his forces, and followed the track of the escaping

host, and came within sight of them, when they were
encamped before Pi-hahiroth. Thus, the Israelites

were completely hemmed in. Their situation seemed
desperate to the multitude ; they feared the vengeance
of their irritated task-masters, and in the bitterness

of their spirits, they thus threw their reproaches upon
Moses. " Because there were no graves in Egj'pt,"

said they to him, " hast thou taken us away to die in

the wilderness ? wherefore hast thou dealt thus with us,

to carry us forth out of Egypt? Is not this the

word that we did tell thee in Egypt, saying, ' Let us

alone, that we may serve the Egyptians ?
' For it had

been better for us to have served the Egjrptians, than

that we should die in the wilderness." And Moses
said unto the people, " Fear ye not ; stand still, and
see the salvatioii of the Lord, which he will show to

j'ou to-day; for the Egyptians whom ye have seen

to-day, ye shall see them again no more for ever. The
Lord shall fight for you, and ye shall hold your

peace." Upon this, that mysterious pillar—of cloud by
day, and of fire by night—which had hitherto appeared

in advance of the Israelites, shifted its position

to their rear, and stood up between them and the

pursuing Egyptians. Then Moses, by divine com-
mand, stretched out his hand over the arm of the

sea which ran before the camp, and immediately

a strong east wind began to blow, the waters were

driven back, and a dry passage appeared throughout,

to the other side of the gulf. Along this awful pass,

the Hebrews marched during the night, and by the

morning light, were all safely arrived at the opposite

coast. The Egyptians had witnessed this wonderful

escape of their imagined victims, and in their blind-

ness and fury, followed them into the miraculous

path. But now their appointed hour was come.

In the words of the sacred text, " It came to pass,

that in the morning watch, the Lord looked unto the

host of the Egyptians, through the pillar of fire and
of the cloud, and troubled the host of the Egyptians,

and took off their chariot-wheels, that they drave*
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them heavily ; so tnat the Egyptians said, * Let us

flee from the face of Israel, for the Loi-d fighteth for

them against the Egyptians.' Then the Lord said

unto Moses, ' Stretch out thine hand over the sea,

that the waters may come again upon the Egyptians,

upon their chariots, and upon their horsemen.' And
Moses stretched forth his hand over the sea, and the

sea returned to his strength when the morning
appeared; and the Egyptians fled against itj and

the Lord overthrew the Egyptians in the midst of the

sea. And the waters returned, and covered the cha-

riots and the horsemen, and all the host of Pharaoh

that came into the sea after them ; there remained

not so much as one of them. Thus the Lord saved

Israel that day out of the hands of the Egyptians
3

and Israel saw the Egyptians dead upon the sea-

shore."

Niebuhr, the Danish traveller, thinks the place of

the passage was near Suez. At this point, the water

is about two miles across, and Niebuhr himself forded

it. But he says, that the sea must have been deeper

in old time, and extended further towards the north.

Burckhardt agrees with Niebuhr ; others place it

about thirty miles lower down. Still, wherever the

passage was effected, the Mosaic account cannot, by
any fair interpretation, be explained without miracu-

lous agency.

Bruce, the traveller, has well observed, that the

doubts of its having been done by miracle do not

merit any particular attention to solve them. " This

passage," says Bruce, " is told us by Scripture to be

a miraculous one ; and if so, we have nothing to do
with natural causes. If w^e do not believe Moses, we
need not believe the transaction at all, seeing that it

is from his authority we derive it. If we believe in

God, that He ' made ' the sea, we must believe He
could ' divide ' it, when He sees proper reason : and
of that He must be the only judge. It is no greater

miracle to divide the Red sea than to divide the river

Jordan. If the Etesian wind, blowing from the north-

west in summer, could keep up the sea as a wall on
the right, or to the south, of fifty feet high ; still

the difficulty would remain of building the wall on
the left hand, or to the north. Besides, water stand-

ing in that position for a day must have lost the

nature of fluid. "Whence came that cohesion of par-

ticles, which hindered that wall to escape at the sides ?

This is as great a miracle as that of Moses. If the

Etes-ian winds had done this once, they must have
repeated it many a time before and since, from the

same causes. Were all these difficulties surmounted,
what could we do with the ' pillar of fire ?

' The
answer is, we should not believe it. Why then
believe the passage at all ? We have no authority
for the one, but what is for the other : it is altogether

contrary to the ordinary nature of things : and if

not a miracle, it must be a. fable."

Moses, an eye-witness, expressly declares, that the
agency was direct, immediate, and foretold of God

3

and how can there be any room for explaining this

away, without at once denying the veracity of the
sacred historian himself ?

There are on the spot traditions of this memorable
event still existing. The wells or fountains in the

neighbourhood, are still called by the names of Moses
and Pharaoh. " Wherever," says Niebuhr, " you ask an
Arab where the Egyptians were drowned, he points to
the part of the shore where you are standing. In one
bay they pretend to hear, in the roaring of the waters,
the waihngs of the ghosts of Pharaoh's army 3" and
Diodoras Siculus, who lived about the commence-
ment of the Christian era, relates a tradition derived
by the Ichthyophagi (the^^eople who live on fish,)

from their forefathers, that once an extraordinary

reflux took place, the channel of the gulf became
dry, the green bottom appearing, and the whole body
of water rolling away in an opposite direction. After

the dry land, in the deepest part, had been seen, an
extraordinary flood-tide came in, and restored the

whole channel to its former state.

SPIRIT OF LIFE AND LOVE.

Thou hear'st the rustling amongst the trees.

And feel'st the cool, refreshing breeze,

And see'st the clouds move along the sky,

And the corn-fields waving gracefully.

'Tis the Wind that rustles amongst the trees,^

That comes in the cool, refreshing breeze,

That drives the clouds along the sky,

And causes the corn to wave gracefully.

The Wind is something thou canst not see,

'Tis thin Air—and a source of life to thee,

And it teaches that something may really be.

May exist, and work, which thou canst not see.

And those who are under the Spirit's control,

Perceive in their minds, and feel in their soul.

That the Spirit of Light which comes from above.

Is a Spirit of Life, and a Spirit of Love.|

Sacred Musical Offering.

THE HYDROMETER AND THE CHINESE
MERCHANT.

The Hydrometer is an instrument by which the strength

of spirit is determined, or rather by which the quantity of

water mixed with the spirit is ascertained; and the depend-

ence which may be placed on its accuracy, once gave rise

to a curious scene in Cliina. A merchant sold to the purser

of a sliip a quantity of distilled spirit, according to a sample
shown ; but not standing in awe of conscience, he after-

wards, in the privacy of his store-house, added a quantity

of water to each cask. The article ha\ing been delivered

on board, and tried by the hydrometer, was discovered to be
wanting in strength. When the vendor was charged with

the fraud, he stoutly denied it ; but on the exact quantity of

water which had been mixed with the spirit being named,
he was confounded; for he knew of no human means
by wliich the discovery could have been made, and, trem-

bling, he confessed his roguery.—If the ingenuity of man
is thus able to detect the iniquity of a fellow-creature, and
to expose his secret practices, how shall we escape the all-

seeing eye of the Almighty, that omniscient Being, " who
both will bring to Ught the hidden things of darkness, and
\vill make manifest the counsels of the heart ?"

Pause before you follow Example.—A mule, laden

with salt, and an ass, laden with wool, went over a brook

together. By chance the mule's pack became wetted ; the

salt melted, and his burden became lighter. After they

had passed, the mule told his good fortune to the ass, who,

thinking to speed as well, wetted his pack at the next

water ; but his load became the heavier, and he broke down
under it.

The Weeping Willow.—Tliis admired tree is a native

of Spain. A few bits of branches were enclosed in a pre-

sent to Lady Suffolk, who came over with George the Se-

cond. Mr. Pope was in company when the covering was
taken off, and, observing the pieces of sticks appeared as if

there was some vegetation in them, he added, " Perhaps

they may produce something we have not in England."

Under this idea, he planted it in his garden, and it produced

the willow-tree which has given birth to so many others.

It was felled in November, 1801.

There is not a nobler sight in the world than an aged
Christian ; who, having been sifted in the sieve of tempta-

tion, stands forth as a confirmer of the assaulted, testifying,

from his own trials, the rcaUty of rehgion ; and meeting,

by warnings, and directions, and consolations, the cases of

all who may be tempted to doubt it. Cecil.

Wit is brushwood : Judgment is timber. The first makes
the brightest flame ; but the other gives the most lasting

heat, HUNTER.
33—2
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I'HE LEOPARD.
The Leopard is much inferior in size to the tiger,

and differs from that animal in the marks upon its

skin, which take the form of roses or rings, made up
of a number of spots, which arc very thickly scattered

over the whole of the upper part of the body, legs,

and tail ; its rapacity is also less, and it very rarely

The Leopard.

attacks mankind. Great confusion existed among
naturalists as to the proper mode of distinguishing

this animal from the Panth-er ; in the latter, however,
the markings are always in the form of spots, but
the diiFercnt species of each are not easily ascertained,

as the marks on the skin differ so much in those that

are known to be of the same kind, and even on both
sides of the same individual.

The Leopard is frequently met with in Asia;
but in Africa it abounds, and is very destructive,

committing dreadful havoc among camels, horses,

antelopes, goats, sheep, and other domestic animals.

Frequenting the banks of rivers, it takes its prey
by surprise, either lurking in thickets, from which it

darts when it approaches within a convenient dis-

tance, or creeping on the belly till it reaches its

victim : it climbs trees in pursuit of monkeys and
smaller animals with ease. Travellers relate that the
flesh is of an excellent flavour, and white as veal.

The negroes take the Leopard in pit-falls for the
sake of the flesh, as well as for the skins, which latter

sell at a very high price. Collars, bracelets, and
other ornaments, composed of the teeth of the Leo-
pard, also constitute an article of finery in the dress
of the negro women, and are esteemed valuable as

charms to prevent the power of witchcraft.

The chief food of the larger beasts of prey is the

antelope, of which there are upwards of forty varieties

known in Africa alone.

TWELFTH DAY.
Which is so called from its being the twelfth after

Clu*istmas-day, is termed also the feast of the Epi-

phany, from a Greek word signifying manifestation, in

memory of our Lord's having been on that day madci
manifest to the Gentiles.

The customs observed on this day, in different

countries, were originally intended to do honour to the

Eastern Magi, oi wise men, who came from a distance

under the guidance of a star, to inquire after Christ,

and, having been directed to Bethlehem, paid him
homage, and offered him presents there. Various
have been tlie conjectures of the learned, relating to

these sages, both as to their station, and the particular

coimtry from which they travelled: but it is most
probable that they were Gentile Philosophers, who, by
the Divine influence on their minds, had been led to

improve their knowledge of nature, as the means of

leading them to that of the one living and true God.
From passages in the Sacred Writings, we may conclude

that the word Magi denotes those who were proficients

in learning, and especially in astronomy, and other

branches of natural philosophy : and it is reasonable to

suppose, that these wise men had heard the prophecies

concerning the Messiah from the Jews who lived upon
their borders. They watched, therefore, with attention,

for the tokens of his coming, and followed the sign

given them, to do him homage, thus becoming the first

representatives of the Gentile world. With regard to

the country from which they came, Grotius and other

writers think that it was Arabia, which is often in

Scripture called the East, and was famous for gold,

frankincense, and myrrh ; of which, we learn, they

br-ought portions, as offerings to Him whom they

recognised as a Iting. It is customary, even at this

day, in Eastern countries, for people to offer some
present to any illustrious person whom they visit, as

a mark of respect to a superior.

The Old Custom of drawing King and Queen
ON TwELFJH Night.

Selden (in his Table Talk) says, " Our choosing
Kings and Queens on Twelfth Night has reference to

the three Kings." To explain this, we must observe

that the Magi, or wise men, who followed the guidance
of the star, after the Nativity, to Bethlehem, were, by
a common, but not well-founded notion, supposed to

be three kings : and some fanciful persons went so

far, as not only to invent names for them, but to de-

scribe their persons. " Of these Magi, or Sages,

(vulgarly called the Three Kings of Colen,) the first,

named Melchior, an aged man, with a long beard,

offered gold ; the second, Jasper, a beardless youth,

offered frankincense ; the third, Baltasar, a black, or

moor, with a large spreading beard, offered myrrh."
In consequence of this strange conceit, therefore,

of the wise men having been kings, and from an idea

of doing them honour, the ancient custom of choosing

King and Queen on Twelfth Night is thought to

have taken its rise. This choice was formerly made
by means of a lean, found in a piece of divided cake,

the person who happened to select it being the Kiny

of the Bean. It appears to have been very common
in France ; and among the Cries of Paris, a poem,
written about six hundred years since *, beans for
Twelfth Day are mentioned.

We also find, from some verses of the time of

Queen Elizabeth, that the Twelfth-cake was made
with plenty of plums, and with a Bean and a Pea.

Whoever got the former, was to be King ; whoever
found the latter, was to be Queen.

In Queen Elizabeth's progresses through the coun-

try, she was entertained with poems, speeches, &c., at

the houses which she visited. The following is part of a
dialogue, recited at Sudley, on one of these occasions :

(Melibceus). Cut the cake : who hath the bcane shall be
King ; and whei-e the peaze is, shee shal be Queeno.

(Nisa). I have the peazc, and must be Qucene.
{Mel). I the beane, and King ; I must conimaundc.

And in a poem, of somewhat later date, called Twelfe
Night, or King and Queene, we have.

Now, now, the mirth comes,
With the cake full of plums,

Where Beane s the King of the sport here

;

Beside, we must know.
The Pea also

Must revcU as Queene m the court here, &c.
* Buakd's PppuJar Antiqwties,
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THE PEARL-FISHERY IN CEYLON. "

The country round Aripo, on the north-western coast

of the island of Ceylon, is flat, sandy, and barren,

presenting nothing to the eye, but low brushwood,

chiefly of thorns and prickly pears (amongst which
is the plant that nourishes the Cochineal*), and here

and there some straggling villages with a few cocoa-

nut trees. But Condaachty, three miles distant,

where, in general, nothing is to be seen but a few

miserable huts, and a sandy desert, becomes, during

the period of the pearl-fishery, a populous town,

several streets of which extend upwards of a mile in

length (though, as the houses are only intended as a

shelter from the sun and rain, they are very rudely

constructed), and the scene, altogether, resembles a

crowded fair on the grandest scale. The people most
active in erecting huts and speculating in the various

branches of merchandise, are Mohammedans, Cinga-

lese (natives of Ceylon) , and Hindoos from the opposite

coast of the continent of India. Apparently, however,

from their natural timidity, none of the Cingalese are

divers, and scarcely any of them engage in the other

active parts of the fishery : they merely resort hither

for the purpose of supplying the markets.

About the end of October, in the year preceding a

pearl-fishery, when a short interval of fine weather
prevails, an examination of the banks takes place. A
certain number of boats, under an English superin-

tendent, repair in a body to each bank, and having,

by frequent diving, ascertained its situation, they take

from one to two thousand oysters as a specimen.

The shells are opened, and if the pearls collected

from a thousand oysters be worth three poimds ster-

ling, a good fishery may be expected. The " banks,"

accidental deposit ' or extravasation of the liquor

secreted by the animal, in the gradual enlargement of

its shell,—very small in the first instance, but iu

creased by successive layers of pearly matter.

Meleagrina Margaiitifera.

or beds of oysters, are scattered over a space in the

gulph of Manaar, extending thirty miles from north to

south, and twenty-four from east to west. There are

fourteen beds (not all, however, productive), of which
the largest is ten miles long, and two broad. The
depth of water is from three to fifteen fathoms.
The pearl-oysters in these banks are all of one

species f, and of the same form : in shape not very
unlike OTir common English oyster,—b»t consider-

ably larger, being from eight to ten inches in circum-
ference. The body of the animal is white, fleshy, and
glutinous : the mside of the shell (the real " mother
of pearl,") is even brighter and more beautiful than
the pearl itself : the outside smooth and dark-coloured.
The pearls are most commonly contained in the
thickest, and most fleshy part of the oyster. A single

oyster will frequently contain several pearls, and one
is on record, as having produced one hundred and
fifty. The pearl itself is probably the result of some

• The insect from which our most beautifuLgcarlet dyes arc pre-
pared.

t The Meleagrina Margaritifera of Lamarck.

Inner view, showing the Pearls.

Sometimes the English government of Ceylon

fishes the banks entirely at its own risk ;
sometimes,

the boats are let to many speculators : but, most fre-

quently, the right of fishing is sold to one individual,

who sub-lets boats to others. The fishery for the sea-

son of the year 1804, was let by government to an

individual for no less a sum than 1 20,000/.

At the beginning of March, the fishery commenced,

and upwards of two hundred and fifty boats were em-
ployed in the fishery alone. These, with their crews

and divers, and completely equipped with every thing

necessary to conduct the business of the fishing, come

from different parts of the coast of Coromandel. After

going through various ablutions and incantations, and

other superstitious ceremonies, the occupants of these

boats embark at midnight, guided by pilots, and as

soon as they reach the banks, they cast anchor, and

wait the dawn of day.

At about seven in the morning, when the rays of

the sun begin to emit some degree of warmth, the

diving commences. A kind of open scaffolding,

formed of oars and other pieces of wood, is projected

from each side of the boat, and from it the diving-

tackle is suspended, with three stones on one side,

and two on the other. The diving-stone hangs from

an oar by a light rope and slip knot, and descends

about five feet into the water. It is a stone of fifty-

six pounds weight, of a sugar-loaf shape. The rope

passes through a hole in the top of the stone, above

which a strong loop is formed, resembling a stirrup-

iron, to receive the foot of the diver. The diver wears

no clothes, except a slip of calico round his loins,

—

swimming in the water, he takes hold of the rope, and

puts one foot into the loop or stirrup, on the top of

the stone. He remains in this upright position for a

httle while, supporting himself by the motion of one

arm. Then a basket, formed of a wooden hoop and

net-work, suspended by a rope, is thrown into the

water to him, and in it he places his other foot. Both

the ropes of the stone and the basket he holds for a

little while in one hand. When he feels himself pro-

perly prepared and ready to go down, he grasps his

nostrils with one hand, to prevent the water from

rushing in ; with the other gives a sudden pull to the

running-knot suspending the stone, and instantly

descends : the remainder of the rope fixed to the

basket is thrown into the water after him, at the

same moment : the rope attached to the stone is in

such a position as to follow him of itself. As soon

as he touches the bottom, he disentangles his foot

from the stone, which is immediately drawTi up, and
suspended again to tha projecting oar in the same
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manner as before, to be in readiness for the next diver.

Tlie diver, arrived at the bottom of tlie sea, throws

himself as much as possible upon his face, and col-

lects every thing he can get hold of into the basket.

When he is ready to ascend, he gives a jerk to the

rope^ and the persons in the boat, who hold the other

end of it, ha\il it up as speedily as possible. The
diver, at the same time, free of every incumbrance,

warps up by the rope, and always gets above water a

considerable time before the basket. He presently

comes up at a distance from the boat, and swims
about, or takes hold of an oar or a rope, until his turn

comes to descend again ; but he seldom comes into

the boat, until the labour of the day is over. When
a young diver is training to the business, he descends
in the arms of a man completely experienced in the

art, who takes great care of him, and shows him the

manner of proceeding, and the pupil at first brings up
in his hand a single oyster, a stone, or a little sand,

merely to show that he has reached the bottom. The
length of time during which the divers remain under
water, is rarely much more than a minute and a half;

yet in this short period, in a ground richly clothed

with oysters, an expert diver will often put as many
as one hundred and fifty into his basket. There are

two divers attached to each stone, so that they go
down alternately : the one rests and refreshes, while

the other plunges. The men, after diving, generally

find a small cjuantity of blood issue from their nose
and ears, which they consider as a favourable symp-
tom, and perform the operation with greater comfort
after the bleeding has commenced. They seem to

enjoy the labour as a pleasant pastime, and never
murmur or complain, unless when the banks contain

a scarcity of oysters, though their labours are conti-

imed for six hours.

When the day is sufficiently advanced, the head
pilot makes a signal, and the fleet set sail for the shore.

All descriptions of people hasten to the water's edge
to welcome their return, and the crowd, stir, and noise

are then immense. Every boat comes to its own
station, and the oysters are carried into certain paved
enclosures on the sea-shore, where they are allowed

to remain in heaps (of course, well guarded) for ten

days, that time being necessary to render them
putrid. When the oysters are sufficiently decayed,

they are thrown into a large vessel filled with salt

water, and left there for twelve hours to soften their

putrid substance. The oysters are then taken up,

one by one, the shells broken from one another, and
washed in the water. Those shells which have pearls

adhering to them are thrown on one side, and after-

wards handed to clippers, whose business it is to dis-

engage the pearls from the shells, with pincers.

When all the shells are thrown out, the slimy sub-

stance of the oysters remains, mixed with sand and
broken fragments of shells, at the bottom of the

vessel. The dirty water is lifted out in buckets, and
poured into a sack made like a jelly-bag, so that no
pearls can be lost. Fresh water being then added
from time to time, and the whole substance in the

vessel continually agitated, the sand and pearls

together are by degrees allowed to sink to the bottom.

As soon as the sand is dry, it is sifted ; the large

pearls, being conspicuous, are easily gathered ; but the

separating the small and diminutive (" seed pearls,"

as they are called), is a work of considerable labour.

When once separated from the sand, washed with
salt water, dried, and rendered perfectly clean, they
are sorted into classes, according to their sizes, by
being passed through sieves. After this, a hole is

drilled througii each pearl ; they are arranged on
\6tnngs, aad are then fit for the jmarkct.

Pearls have been considered as valuable ornaments
from the earliest times : they are mentioned in the

book of Job (xxviii. 18), and are often alluded to by
the classical WTiters. There have been various at-

tempts made to imitate them successfully, one of the

most singular of which,—known to have been prac-

tised early in the Cliristian a;ra, on the banks of the

Red Sea,—is still carried on in China. A hole is bored

in the shell of the pearl-oyster, a piece of iron-wire

inserted, and the oyster restored to its place : the

animal, wounded by the point of the wire, deposits

a coat of pearly matter round it : this gradually

hardens, successive layers are added, till a pearl ot

the requisite size is fijrmed, and the shell is once
more brought to land.

False pearls are made of hollow glass globules, the

inside of which is covered with a liquid, called jjcarl-

essence, and then filled with white wax. This liquid

is composed of the silver-coloured particles, which
adhere to the scales of the Bleak (Ablette), and was
first applied to this purpose early in the last century

by a Frenchman of the name of Jacquhi.

In the year 1761, Linnaeus discovered the art by
which the muscles which are found in many of our
rivers might be made to produce pearls : but we
believe it has never been made public. The muscles

found in the river Conway, in Wales, and in some of

the rivers of Scotland, have not unfrequently produced
large and fine-coloured pearls. F. E. P.

[Abridged from Cordiner's History of Ceylpti.J

THE EVENING CLOUD.
A CLOUD lay cradled near the settinj^ sun,

A gleam of crimson tinged its braided suovi^,

Long had I watch"d the glory moving on

O cr the still radiance of the lake below

;

Tranquil its spirit seem'd, and floated slow,

E'en in its very motion there was rest.

While every breath of eve that chanced to blow

Wafted the traveller to the beauteous west ;

—

Emblem, methought, of the departed soul,

To whose white robe the gleam of bliss is given.

And, by the breath of mercy, made to roll,

Right onward to the golden gates of heaven

;

Wliere, to the eye of faith, it peaceful lies,

And tells to man hi& glorious destinies.

ON SURNAMES.
The names which were at first given to men seem to

have had a relation either to some remarkable quality

by which an individual might be distinguished, or to

some particular circumstaiace in his history. Although

there be many names, of the meaning of which all

trace has been lost, yet it is by no means probable

that any senseless sound was ever applied as a desig-

nation to man. Of this we have so many examples

in sacred and profane history, that we may draw this

conclusion from analogy, as well as probability. Thus

the word Adam, in the Hebrew language, signifies

earth, and was given to the parent of mankind in

remembrance of his being formed out of the dust of

the ground. When Eve exclaimed, in her joy at the

birth of her first-born son, "I have gotten a man
from the Lord," she gave to him the name of Cain,

which signifies possession. To the Jewish lawgiver

was given the name of Moses, which, in the Hebrew

tongue, is drawn forth, in remembrance of his being

drawn out of the water by the daughter of Pharaoh.

Numberless similar instances might be adduced from

Holy Writ, as well as from the Greek and Roman
languages.

Turn we now to the ancient form of our own lan-

guage, the Anglo Saxon, in which we shall find abun-

dant proof of that which has been asserted. Thus,
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Colbert signifies an illustrious pledge ; Wilfred, peace

to many ; Edmund, happy peace ; Conrad, powerful in

counsel ; Albert, all illustrious ; with numberless others,

which it Avould be impertinent here to produce.

The use of surnames, as applied to individuals, is

as ancient as the time of Jacob ; to whom the name
of Israel, or a prince with God, was given, in remem-
brance of his having WTestled with the angel, and
prevailed. We find, also, among the Greeks, such sur-

names as Poliorcetes, the destroyer of cities ; Halicarnas-

sensis, the Halicarnnssian ; with others of like import.

Among the Romans, surnames began early to be

used as hereditary distinctions ; being derived, as

names were anciently, from some qualification of the

bearer, or event in his history. Thus the surname
of CorvMs^ was applied to a family whose ancestor

supposed himself to have received assistance from a

crow on the field of battle. One who was consul of

Rome, after the kings were expelled, was surnamed
Publicola, from his friendship for the people. The
ancestor of the great orator Marcus Tullius, when he
had successfully cultivated the Cicer or vetch, was
surnamed Cicero. All these names, and numberless
others of like import, descended to the posterity of

those who first bore them.

I suppose the Romans were the only nation in old

time who bore hereditary surnames. Amongst the

barbarous people who possessed, in their room, the

dilTerent countries of Europe, it is not unlikely that

such might be applied to individuals distinguished

among their brethren by some notable quality. It

was in the eleventh centtiry that they began to be
adopted universally throughout Europe, as hereditary

marks of distinction, and they were introduced into

this land by the Norman invaders.

At first, it would seem, they were confined to the

gentry, or nobility ; who, to their Christian names,
commonly added the names of those towTis or villages

of which they were severally lords, whether in Nor-
mandy or England : as Roger de Montgomery , William

de Courtney, Joceline de Percy, William de Copeland,

Thomas de Stanley, &c.*.
" The most simaames in number," says Camden,

" the most ancient, and of best account, have been
local, deduced from places in Normandie and the
countries confining, being either the patrimoniaU pos-

sessions, or native places of such as served the con-

queror, or came in after, out of Normandy ,- as Mor-
timer, Warren, Albigny, Gournay, Devereux, Tanker-

ville, " "Neither," says he, "is there any
village in Normandy that gave not denomination to

some family in England." Moreover, several surnames
were formed by adding Fitz (or son), to the name of

the bearer's father ; as Fitz Osborne, Fitz Stephen,

Fitz Patrick, Fitz Gerald, &c. ; this addition not being,

at that time, the mark of illegitimacy. Others there

were which denoted the quality or occupation of the

bearer : as Basset, the fat ; Giffard, the liberal ,•

Howard, the high warden; Boteler, the grand butler;

with others of the like sort.

; In course of time the use of surnames was adopted
by the other classes who added to their Christian

names the titles of their crafts : as Smith, Baker,

Fowler, Turner, &c. ; or the names of their fathers :

as Thomson, the son of Thomas ; Dickson, the son of
Dick ; Lawson, the son of Lawrence ; Hodgson, the son

of Roger ; Gibson, the son of Gilbert ; &c. : or the

qualities of body or mind for which they were dis-

tinguished : as Long, Grey, Brown, Love, Humble,
Young, Slender, &c.
Of those surnames which are in use in oiir days.

There {"fyet, in the south-west part of Cumberland, a, family

whose forefathers have beea lords, these eight centuries, of the vil-

lage whose name they bear.

many proceed from the causes above mentioned, as

well as from others which it would be endless here
to enumerate. It would be well, however, to mention
a few of the changes which many of those first alluded
to have undergone : thus, for de Bello Monte, wc
read Beaumont ; for de Cadurcis, Chaworth ; for de
Malo Lacti, Mawley ; for de Novd Villd, Neville ; for
de Insuld, Lisle; for de Altd Ripd, Dealtry; &c.
We can no more, at sight of a name, determine

the rank of him who bears it. They whose fathers
wielded the lance or the battle-axe, now handle the
ploughshare, or strike the anvil ; and the sons of those
bold yeomen, who drew the bow or tilled the ground,
now make laws for their fathers' land.

THE MONTH OF JANUARY
Janttary was distinguished as the first month of the year by
Numa Pompilius, the second king of Rome, when he added
it and the month of February to the calendar or year of
Romulus, the founder and first king of that city. This
month, which consists of thirty-one days (originally only
thirtj), derived its appellation from the Latin Jantiarius,
in honour of Janus, a Pagan deity, held in the highest
veneration. The first month of the year was named after
him, not only on account of his great reputation for judg-
ment respecting things that were past, and his presumed
foresight, or foreknowledge of events to come ; but also,
because he was supposed to have the gates of heaven com-
mitted to his particular charge ; from which circumsfance,
he was always represented with a key in his right hand.
Hence, too, every Roman door or pate had the name of
Janua ; therefore, the _^rsi month being styled Januarius,
many authors have considered that name to have denoted
this period as a door, or opening to a new era, or renewal
of time ; for Janus presided over time, as well as over
war and peace. The statue of Janus had tvco faces,
turned from each other ; one old, and expressive of expe-
rience in, or allusive to, things past ; the other young,
and typical of his looking forward to the future, or into
time to come. On some occasions, he was represented with
four faces, emblematic of the four seasons, over which he
was supposed to have control. He was still further dis-

tinguished as the deity presiding over the year, by beirifj

exhibited as sitting in the centre of twelve altars ; to denote
Numa's di\-ision of the year into twelve months. On this

occasion figures were engraven on his hands, to mark the
extent, or number of days, to which the year was aug-
mented by that sovereign.

Numa, who was a wise and peaceful prince, by taking
away the honour of leading the y^a^ from March, which was
dedicated to Mars, the pagan god of war, and by gi\"ing that

preference to January, perhaps sought to induce his people to

value the benefits of Peace, rather than those to be expected
from a state of warfare ;—but he was also actuated by the

desire to begin the year at that period when the Sun should
reach its greatest declension, or fall ; and so keep pace with
the progress of that luminar)-, until it had fulfilled its course,

or until the same period next year. The temple dedicated

to Janus, was ordered, however, to be kept shut in time of

peace, and open during war : and so powerfully did the

amiable example and precepts of Numa operate upon his

subjects, that he had the satisfaction, during his reign,

of seeing this temple closed;—although the Romans
were usually so addicted to war, that in the space of 800
years, it was closed only six times. The first and longest

period was during the hfe time of Numa himself: the

second at the end of the First Punic War ;

—

thrice during
the reign of Augustus :—and the sixth-time during the

reign of the emperor Nero.—It may be remarked in this

place, that when Julius Caesar made his alteration in the

Roman Calendar, he made Juno supersede Janus, as the

guardian deity of the Month of January.

Verstegan observes, that our Saxon ancestors originally

styled this month, " Wolf-Monat ;" because persons

were in greater danger of being devoured by Wolves in

that season of the year than in any other :—for, the ground
being covered with snow, and wild animals, generally, keep-

ing within their dens and holes, as much as possible,

these creatures, havin<? no fiesh to feed upon, became so

ravenous as to attack human beings. When Christianity

be^an to prevail in Britain, " Aefter-Yula," that is After-

Christmas, became the name of the month of January.
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In old paintings, the month of January is represented

by the figure of a man clad in white ; which is typical of

the snow that usually lies on the ground at this season :

—

he is blowing on his fingers to indicate the cold ; and under

his left arm he holds a billet of wood ;—or a brazier lies at

his feet, filled with flaming wood and glowing charcoal,

Near him stands the figure which usually represents the

Sign of Aquarius, (or that twelfth part of the Zodiac, or

sun's apparent annual course,) into which the Sun enters

on the 19th of this month. The Anglo-Saxons, who were
greatly addicted to drinking, depicted January as a man
seated at a table and drinking ale from a goblet : in the

back ground were seen persons ploughing with oxen, sow-

ing seed, and otherwise employed in agricultural labours

peculiar to the winter season of the year.

TUESDAY, 1st JANUARY.
The Day of CincuMCisiON, or New Year's Day.—This day was
kept as a festival by the Greeks, in which they celebrated the com-
pletion of the sun's annual course, and rejoiced that it had again

begun its enlivening progress; and, in honour of Janus, by the

Romans, who were in the habit of sending presents of dried figs,

dates covered with leaf-gold, also honey and other sweetmeats, to

their friends ; expressing a wish that they might enjoy the sweeU of

the year into which they had just entered ; they also visited and con-

gratulated each other, and offered up vows for mutual preserva-

tion. The Day of Circumcision was instituted in the Christian

Church, by Pope felix III., A.D. 467, under the denomination of

the Octave of Chrhtmas; and introduced into the English Liturgy ih

1550, in commemoration of the Circumcision of Jesus Christ, ac-

cording to the Jewish ritual, on the 8th day after his nativity.

The First of January having been observed by Pagan nations as

a day of rejoicing, and for offering up sacrifices to the idol Janus,
the primitive Christians celebrated it as a Fast, in order to avoid even
the semblance of joining in their customs and worship. Accord-
ing to the Catholic Legends, it was held in such high esteem by the

Romans, that they would not sully it even by martyring the Chris-

tians, at such a joyful penod ! It is still kept as a hoFiday through-
out the several nations of Europe and America ; the bells of most
of the churclies being rung at midnight to welcome the New Year.

A'NlsHVERSARIES.

1067 William the Conqueror crowned at Westminster.

1308 William Tell, the Swiss patriot, aroused his countrymen against

tbe Austrians : tho opposition was carried on during three

centuries, and terminated in the independence of Switzerland,

by tho treaty of Westphalia, A.D. 1G48.

1651 Charles II. crowned King of tlie Scots, at Scone, near Perth.

1639 Abdication of J(i»ies II. King of England.
1730 Edmund Burke born.

1801 The Union of Great Britain with Ireland, as established by
Act of Parliament, is dated from this day.

J801 Piazzi, an astronomer of Palermo, in Sicily, discovered a new
planet, which he named Ceres.

WEDNESDAY, 2nd.
This day is a Jewish Fast, on account of the first approaches made
by Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, towards tlie siege of Jerusa-

lem, as recorded in the 29th chapter of Jeremiah.
18 Livy, the Roman historian, died at Padua, his native city.

18 On the same day and year, Ovid, the Latin poet, died.

1727 General Wolfe born.

1801 Lavater, the Physiognomist, died at Zurich.

1827 Dr. John Mason Good died near London.

THURSDAY, 3rd.

Marcus Tullius Cicero, the great Roman orator, born in the 107th
year before the birth of Christ.

1322 Philip the Long, King of France, died. Once, when urged to

punish a rebellious nobleman, he said to his courtiers, " It is

pleasant to have vengeance in our power, and not to take it."

1670 General Monk, Duke of Albemarle, died.

J795 Josiah Wedgewood, the celebrated chemist and potter, died.

1805 Charles Townley, the collector of the Townleiau JMarblcs in

the British Museum, died.

FRIDAY, 4th.

1568 Roger Ascham, tutor to Queen Elizabeth, died.

1580 Archbishop Usher born.

SATURDAY, 5th.

1477 Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, killed at the Battle of
Nancy.

1724 Czartan Petrarch, a Greek, died at Rofrosch, near Temcswar
in Hungary, aged 185 years.

17.57 Damiens attempted to assassinate Louis XV. of France.
1827 Fredterick, Duke of York, died.

SUNDAY, 6th.

Epiphany, Twelfth Day : or Old CiinisTMAS Day.—The Greek
word Epiphaneia, signifies an appearance, apparition, or manifesta-
tion ; and this day is kept as a festival throughout Christendom, in

commemoration of the manifestation, or appearance, of Christ upon
earth. Thfi early Christians celebrated the feast of the Nativity of

Jesus, during twelve days ; namely, from Christmas, the day of his

birth, untl the twelfth day onwards : the first and last of these days
were denominated Epiphany ; namely, the greater and the tester

Epiphany ; and they were observed with the greatest solemnity.
Theyicst, or greater one, was celebrated on account of Christ having,
on that day, become incarnate, or assumeo the human form ; or, as

the Scriptural writcis have it, " made his appearance in the flesh."

The leeimd, or lesser Epiphany, was observed on account of th-ee

manifestations, or appearances, which were all thought to have taken
place on this day, although not in the same year; the first was the

sta' which conducted the Magi, or wise men, from the east towards
Bethlehem ; the second, the descent of the Holy Ghost, in the form of
a dove, at the baptism of Christ in the river Jordan ^ and the third,

the turning of the water itito wine, at the marriage in Cana, which
was the first miracle that Jesus performed.
The EiMi'HAMY or Twelfth-Day, appears to have been observed as

a separate Feast in the year 813; but Pope Julius I. is said to have
distmguished the Feasts of the Nativity and Epiphany, so early as
the middle of the fourth century.

In order to commemorate the oflferings of the ancient Magi, the
King of Great Bntain, either personally or through his Grand
Chamberlain, annually oflTers a quantity of gold, frankincense, and
myrrh, on this day, at the altar of the Chapel Royal, St. James's.
In Spain, where Epiphany is called the Feast of the Three Kings, tho
sovereign is accustomed to make similar offerings.

From the circumstance of this festival being held twelve days after

Christmas, it has derived the common name of Twelfth Day ; by
which appellation it is most generally known. Throughout Chris-
tendom, it is the custom to provide a fruit cake for each family

^

thence denominated Twelfth Cake. (See page 4).
England is not singular in the festive observance of Twelfth

Day ; for nearly the whole of Europe practises the like customs
;

which differ only in a few particular points, arising from national,
political, or religious prejudices. In Roman Catholic countries,
the Carmval commences on TwELrrn Day, and usually lasts till

Lent. Lighting fires in the wiieat-fields on this day, is still common
in some parts of Hereford and Gloucestershire ; and the evening con-
cludes with feasting and dancing :—a similai custom in Scotland and
Ireland, is denominated Belteign ; that is, " The fire of the God Baal.'

1402 Joan of Arc, the Maid of Orleans, born
1698 Metastasio, the famous Italian poet, bom.

MONDAY, 7th.

Plough-Monday.—Anciently on the first Monday after Epiphany,
all husbandmen resumed the Plough . In many parts ofthis country,
especially in the North, the Plough is still drawn in procession from
house to house, by men gaily decorated with ribbons ; and in many
cases, by others dressed as clowns, witches, &c.

1658 Calais, which had been in possession of the English during
two hundred years, surrendered to the French.

1715 Fenelon, Archbishop of Cambray, died.

1763 Allan Ramsay, the Scottish pastoral poet, died.

1785 Mr. Blanchard, accompanied by Dr. Jefferies, went from
Dover to Calais, in an air-balloon.

TUESDAY, 8th.
Dedicated to St. Lucian.

1258 The city of Bagdad taken by the Tartars.
1642 Galileo, the celebrated Tuscan astronomer, died.

1784 A Treaty signed at Constantinople, by which the Crimea was
given up for ever by the Turks, to Russia.

AVEDNESDAY, 9th.
1757 Fontenelle, Author of Dialogues of the Dead, &c., died.

1806 Public Funeral of Admiral Lord Nelson.

THURSDAY, lOlh.

1645 William Land, Archbishop of Canterbury, beheaded on Tower-
hill, in the 71st year of Ms age, on a false accusation of treason.

1778 LinncEus, the celebrated Swedish botanist, died.

FRIDAY, nth.
^Hilary Term begins.

1698 Peter the Great, Czar of Russia, came to England, and
worked as a mechanic in the dock-yard at Deptford, as

well as in the workshops of various mechanics ; in order to

carry the English arts into his own country.
1753 Sir Hans Sloane, physician to George II., a celebrated botanist

and collector of curiosities, died at Chelsea.
1801 Cimarosa, the celebrated Italian musician, died.

SATURDAY, 12th.

1807 Leyden, in Holland, severely injured by the explosion of a

large quantity of gunpowder ; 150 persons killed, and upwards
of 2000 wounded.

SUNDAY, 13th.

FinsT Sunday afteh Epiphany. Cambridge Hilary Term begins.

1790 Monastic Establishments suppressed in France.
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HISTORY OF THE CULTIVATION, MANUFACTURE, AND USE OF TEA.

Plate I. Cultivalion of the Tea-Plant.

Plate II. Galhtring the Leaves of ths Tea-Plant.

The tree, or rather slinib, from the leaves of which
that refreshing and now indispensable beverage called

Tea is made, is a native of China and Japan, ni

which countries alone it is cultivated for use. It is

an evergreen, somewhat resembling the myrtle in

appearance, and grows to a height varying between
three and six feet. It is capable of enduring great

variations of climate, being cultivated alike in the

neighbourhood of Canton, where the heat is at times

almost insupportable to the natives ; and around the

walls of Pekin, where the winter is, not unfrequently,

as severe as in the north of Europe. The best sorts.

Vol H.

however, are the production of a more temperate cli-

mate ; the finest teas are said to be grown in the pro-

vince of Nanking, occupying nearly the middle sta-

tion between the two extremes mentioned above j and

the greatest portion of what is brought to the Cantoa
market, and sold to the European merchants, is the

produce of the hilly, but populous and industrious,

province of Fokien, situated on the sea-coast to the

north-east of Canton. It appears to thrive best in

valleys, or on the sloping banks of hills, exposed to

the southern sun, and especially on the banks of rivers

or rivulets.

34 z
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The first European writer who mentions tea is

Giovanni Botero, an eminent Italian author, who pub-

lished a treatise, aljout the j^ear 1,090, on the causes

of the magnificence and greatness of cities. He
does not mention tea by name, but he describes it in

such a manner, that it is impossible to mistake it.

" The Chinese," he says, " have a herb, out of which

they press a delicate juice, which serves them for

drink, instead of wine : it also preserves their health,

and frees them from all those evils which the immo-
derate use of wine produces among us."

The tea-plant is propagated from the seed, and the

manner of sowing it is represented in Plate I.

Holes are drilled in the ground at equal distances,

and in regular rows ; into each hole the planter

throws as many as six, or even a dozen seeds, not

above a fifth part of the seed planted being expected

to grow. Wliile coming to maturity, they are care-

fully watered ; and though, when once out of the

ground, they would continue to vegetate without

further care, the more industrious cultivators annuall}^

manure the ground, and clear the crop from weeds.

Amongst other stories relative to the tea-tree, it

has been said that some of the finest specimens grow
on the precipitous decUvnties of rocky mountains,

where it is too difficult or too dangerous for human
beings to gather them ; and that the Chinese, in order

to procure them, pelt a race of monkeys, which in-

habit these inapproachable recesses, wth stones, pro-

voking them to return the comphment with a shower

of tea-branches. This story, however, refutes itself

:

the tea-plant, whose leaves are worth gathering for

home use or for commerce, is a cultivated, not a wild

plant ; and where man could not approach to gather,

he certainly could neither sow, water, nor manure.

The leaves of the tea-plant are not fit for gathering

until the third year, at which period they are in

their prime, and most plentiful. TVTien about seven

years old, the shrub has generally grown to about

the height of a man, and its leaves become few and
coarse : it is then generally cut do\\'n to the stem,

which, in the succeeding summer, produces an exu-

berant crop of fresh shoots and leaves j this opera-

tion, however, is sometimes deferred till the plant is

ten years old.

The process of gathering the tea, as represented in

Plate II. is one of great nicety and importance. Each
leaf is plucked separately from the stalk ; the hands
of the gatherer are kept carefully clean, and, in col-

lecting some of the fine sorts, he hardly ventures to

breathe on the plant. At a place called Udsi, in the

island of Japan, is a mountain, the climate of which

is supposed to be particularly congenial to the growth

of tea, and the whole crop which grows upon it is

reserved for the sole use and disposal of the emperor.

A wide and deep ditch roiuid the base of the moun-
tain prevents all access, except to the appointed

guardians of its treasures. The shrubs are carefully

cleansed of dust, and protected from any inclemency

of the weather. The labourers who collect the leaves,

are obliged, for some weeks pre%'ious, to abstain from
all gross food, lest their breath or perspiration might
injure the flavour ; they wear fine gloves while at

work, and during that period bathe two or three

times a day.

Notwithstanding the tediousness of such an opera-

tion, a labourer can frequently collect from foiu- to

ten, or even fifteen pounds a day. Three or four of

these gatherings take place during the season ; viz.,

towards the end of February or beginning of March;
in April or May ; towards the middle of June ; and
in August. From the hrst gathering, which cousLsts

^^\^ /'i^f the very young j^d tender leaves only, the most/

valuable teas are manufactured ; viz., the green tea

called Gunpowder, and the black tea called Pekoe.

The produce of this first gathering is also denominated

in China, Imperial tea, probably because where the

shrul) is not cultivated with a view to supplying the

demands of the Canton market, it is reserved, either

in obedience to the law, or on account of its superior

value, for the consumption of the emperor and his

covirt. From the second and third crops, are manu-
factured the green teas called in oiu* shops Hyson and
Imperial, and the black teas denominated Souchong
and Congou. Tlie light and inferior leaves separated

from the Hyson by winnowing, form a tea called Hyson-
skin, much in demand by the Americans, who are also

the largest general purchasers of green teas. On the

other hand, some of the choicest and tenderest leaves

of the second gathering, are frequently mixed with

those of the first. From the fourth crop is manu-
factured the coarsest species of black tea called Bohea

;

and this crop is mixed with an inferior tea, growTi in

a district called Woping, near Canton; together with

such tea as remained unsold in the market of the last

season.

Owing to the minute division of land in China,

there can be few, if any, large tea-growers ; the plan-

tations are small, and the business of them carried

on by the owTier and his own family, who carry the

produce of each picking immediately to market, where
it is disposed of to a class of persons whose business

it is to collect and dry the leaves, ready for the

Canton tea-merchants.

The process of drying, which should commence as

soon as possible after the leaves have been gathered,

differs according to the quality of the tea. Some
are only exposed under a shed to the sun's rays, and
frequently turned. The process represented in the

next cut, and which we shall now explain, is supposed
to apply only to the green teas.

A drying-house, as represented in Plate III., will

contain from five to ten or twenty small furnaces,

on the top of each of which is a flat-bottomed and
shallow iron pan ; there is also a long, low table,

covered with mats, on which the leaves are spread

and rolled, after they have gone through the first

stage of the process, which we may call baking.

When the pans are heated to the proper temperature,

a few pounds of fresh-gathered leaves are placed

upon them : the fresh and juicy leaves crack as they

touch the pan, and it is the business of the operator

to stir and shift them about as rapidly £is possible,

with his bare hands, until they become too hot to be

touched without pain. At this moment, he takes oflf

the leaves with a kind of shovel, hke a fan, and pours

them on the mats before the rollers, who, taking them
up by small quantities at a time, roll them in the

palms of their hands, in one direction onlj' ; while

assistants with fans are employed to fan the leaves,

in order that they may be the qmcker cooled, and re-

tain their curl the longer. To secure the complete

evaporation of all moisture from the leaves, as well as

the stabihty of their curl, the operation of drj'ing

and rolling is repeated two or three times, or even

oftener, if necessary,—the pans being, on each suc-

cessive occasion, less and less heated, and the whole

process performed with increasing slowness and cau-

tion. The leaves are then separated into their several

classes, and stored away for domestic use or for sale.

It was, at one time, supposed that the green teas were
dried on copper pans, and that they owed their fine

green coloiu- to that circumstance, which was also

said to render a free use of them noxious to the

hmiiau frame ; but this idea is now held to be with-

out any foundation, the most accurate experiments
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having failed in detecting the slightest particle of cop-

per in the infusion.

After the tea has been thus gathered by the culti-

vator, and cured and assorted by those who, for

want of a better name, we may call Tea-collectors, it

is finally sold to the "Tea-merchants" of Canton,

who complete the manufacture by mixing and gar-

bhng the different qualities, in which women and
children are chiefly employed : the tea then receives

a last drying, is divided according to quality, packed

in chests, and made up into parcels of from one hun-
dred to six hundred chests each, which are stamped
with the name of the district, grower, and manufac-
turer, and called, from a Chinese word, meaning seal

or stamp. Chops.
The use of tea as a beverage in China is of an anti-

quity beyond record, and is as universal as it is ancient

;

from the emperor to the lowest peasant or labourer, all

alike drinlc tea, varying only in quality. That consumed
by the common people must, however, be not only of

an inferior class, but very weak ; as the native attend-

ants on Lord Macartney's embassy were continually

begging the refuse leaves, which had been already

used by the English, because, after pouring fresh water

over them, they obtained a better beverage than what
they had usually an opportunity of enjoying. On the

other hand, some tea presented by the emperor Kien-
Long to Lord Macartney was found to want some-
what of the astringency which the British tea-drinker

is accustomed to look for and to value in the infusion.

Thrice at least in the day every Chinese drinks tea,

but all who enjoy the means have recourse to the re-

freshing beverage much more frequently ; it is the

constant offering to a guest, and forms a portion of

every sacrifice to their idols. It is made in China as

with us, by pouring boiling water on the dried leaves
3

but the Chinese use neither milk nor sugar.

Mr. Elhs, in an account of one of Lord Amherst's
visits of ceremony to Kwang, a mandcirin of high
rank, says, " The tea served round was that only
used on occasions of ceremony, called Yu-tien : it

was a small-leafed highly-flavoured green tea. In
Lord Amherst's and Kwang's cups there was a thin

perforated silver plate, to keep the leaves down, and
let the infusion pass through. The cups used by the

Mandarins of rank, in form, resemble coffee-cups,

and are placed in a wooden or metal saucer, shaped
like the Chinese boats."

From Mr. Ellis's Journal we also transcribe the

following passage, descriptive of a plantation, and of

the Chinese method of irrigation. " Our walk led

us through a valley, where we saw, for the first time,

the tea-plant. It is a beautiful shrub, resembling a

myrtle, with a yellow flower extremely fragrant. The
plantations were not here of any extent, and were
either surrounded by small fields of other cultivation,

or placed in detached spots ; we also saw the ginger

in small patches, covered with a frame-work to pro-

tect it from the birds. Irrigation is conducted by a

chain-pump, worked by the hand, capable, I think,

of being employed in England with advantage. An
axle, with cogs, is fixed at each end of the trough,

over which the flat boards pass ; at the end of the

uppermost axle cross-bars are attached, serving as a

wheel ; to these again handles are fixed, which the

man works, using each hand alternately. The labour
is light, and the quantity of water raised considerable.

The view from the tap of the mountain repaid the

labour of ascent. The scene was in the true moun-
tain style, rock above rock in endless and sublime
variety. This wildness was beautifully contrasted by
the cultivation of the valleys, speckled with white

cottages aad farm-houses. We had been observed

from the low grounds by the peasants, and on our
descent were received by a crowd, who followed ua
with shouts, that might, had it not been for their

subsequent civility in offering us tea, have been mis-

taken for insolence ; as it was, they certaiiUy were
merely the rude expressions of astonishment."

In Japan, where tea is also a beverage common
to most classes of persons, they reduce it to a fine

powder, which they place before the company, in a
box forming part of the tea-equipage. The cups
being filled with warm water, the powdered tea is

taken from the box, on the point of a knife, and
thrown into the cups, which are then handed to the

company.
It remains only to give a short account of the in-

troduction of tea into England, and of the progress

of a trade, which to use the words of Mr. M'Culloch,

is, considering its late rise, and present magnitude, the

most extraordinary phenomenon in the history of

commerce. The Dutch are said to have brought tea

to Europe early in the seventeenth century, but there

is no trace of its being known in this country until

after 1 G50 ; in 1 6G0 it is coupled with coffee, chocolate,

and sherbet, in an act imposing a duty of eight-pence

a gallon on all quantities of these liquors sold in

coffee-houses. That it was, however, in no very exten-

sive demand, even among people of fashion, and as a

foreign luxury, may be conjectured from a memoran-
dum of Pepys, who says in his Diary, " 25th Septem-

ber, 1661, I sent for a cup of tea, a China drink, of

which I had never drunk before."

Three years after, two pounds two ounces of it were

considered a present which it was not unworthy the

king (Charles the Second) to receive from the East

India Company, and in 1667 that company, for the

first time, gave an order to their agents to send some
on their account, to England, limiting the order, how-
ever, to one hundred poMnds of the best that could be got

.

The price of some brought from Holland about this

time by the Earls of Arlington and Ossory, distin-

guished noblemen of the court of Charles the Second,

is said to have been 6O5. a pound.

The tea trade of England did not make much
progress during the early part of the eighteenth cen-

tury, for the importation between the years 1700 and

1710, amounted to less than 800,000 pounds. It

was still a scarce luxury, confined to the wealthy : it

was made in small pots of the most costly china,

holding not more than half a pint, and drunk out of

cups whose capacity scarcely exceeded that of a large

table-spoon. It is probably to this period, or some-

what later, that we may refer the anecdote, if true,

of the country lady, who receiving as a present, a

small quantity of tea, in total ignorance of its real

use, looked upon it as some outlandish vegetable,

boiled it until she thought it was tender, and then,

throwing away the water, endeavoured to eat the

leaves.

Those of our readers who may wish for more

information respecting the progress of this important

trade than our limits enable us to give, will find it in

M'Culloch's Dictionary of Commerce, to whifh valu-

able work we are indebted for some of the materials

of this paper. We have only room to add, that,

in the century bet^yeen 1710 and 1810, the teas

imported into this country, amounted to upwards of

750 millions of pounds, of which more than than G30

millions were sold for home consumption ; between

1810 and 1828, the total importation exceeded 427

millions of pounds, being on an average between

twenty-three and twenty-four millions a year 5 and
in 1831, the quantity imported, was 26,043,223

pounds.
34—2 A
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Plate III. Drying and ilolhug the Green Tea.

IV Final Process of Mixing the Tea,

POPULAR LITERATURE.

EXTRACT FROM A LECTURE DELIVERED TO THE CHICHESTER
LITERARY AND PHILOSCTPHICAL SOCIETY,

By the DEAN OF CHICHESTER, the President.

The Lecturer, after detaiiing the process by which
literature has gradually become cheap and accessible

to all orders of society, proceeds to say :

" It is not, at present, a question, whether this

state of things was to have been desired, or to have
been deprecated. It is perfectly in vain for any man,
however elevated or powerful, to offer the feeble re-

sistance of his single strength to the course and
impulse of events. But, for myself, I confess that

(with certain restrictions and cautions, to which I

shall presently allude) I cannot consider this state of

things as at all to be regretted.
" As a general question, ignorance must ever be

considered as an evil, knowledge as a good ; and, in

proportion as the former is circumscribed, and the

latter diffused, so much is gained to the great cause
" ~**U|nan improvement and happiness. Still less

-'^iision of knowledge be lamented, in respect

religion and morality. So long as

truth is elicited, illustrated, and confirmed, we, who
believe the religion that we profess, and the morality

whose principles we acknowledge, both to stand on
the basis of truth, cannot but rejoice. It must, also,

be a matter of gratification, that the faculties with

which God has endowed mankind should be culti-

vated and improved in the greatest number of per-

sons. The imagination, the memory, the reason, are

the gift of our common Creator ; nor can any one of

these faculties be neglected or disused, without dero-

gating from the perfect man, exactly as he is dete-

riorated, if any of his bodily powers—his eye or his

ear—were obstructed in the exercise of its proper

functions.
" It surely must also happen that intellectual culti-

vation will, in many instances, call men off from gross

and vulgar gratifications ; will soften their ferocity,

and curb their violent passions. Neither does it ne-

cessarily follow, that mental improvement will rendei

.them unfit or indisposed for performing those labo-

rious offices, which indigence imposes on the great

mass of mankind. Men pique themselves, not on
what they possess in common with others, but on
what exempts them from the ordinary herd. Were
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reading and ^^Titing universal, were the minds of all

cultivated and improved, men would no more be vain

of such accomplishments, than they now are vain of

being able to walk or to see.

" It still remains a fact, that may be confirmed by

reference to authentic documents, that the greatest

number of crimes is committed by the ignorant ; and it

is also a truth, proved by experience, that the cultivation

of the working classes has produced numerous cases

of individuals, whose talents have been called forth,

whose minds have been expanded, and who have

been rendered happier and better by education, with-

out their having been in the sfightest degree unfitted

for the duties of their humble station.

" I might cite the names of Struthers, of Millhouse,

of Jones, of Colling. But I should be unpardonable

in travelling so far from home, when our ov,n city

can, at this moment, aiford the living instance of an

individual*, who has successfully cultivated the

poetical talents which Providence has given him
;

who has endured the trial of praise from the illus-

trious and the talented, without contracting a single

habit unsuitable to his station in life ; and who has

made his cultivated intellect serve only as a means of

maintaining a family, of affording to himself a solace

and recreation from toil, and of delighting his mind
with the bright and fair creations of the imagina-

tion."

THE SEVERE FROST OF 1684.

[Extract from Evelyn's Diary.']

Jan. 24.—" The Frost continuing more and more se-

vere, the Thames, before London, was still planted

with booths in formal streets, all sorts of trades and
shops, furnished and full of commodities, even to a

printing-press, where the people and ladies took a

fancy to have their names printed, and the day and
the year set down, when printed on the Thames : this

humour took so universally, that it was estimated the

printer gained five pounds a-day, for printing a line

only, at sixpence a name, besides what he got by
ballads, &c. Coaches plied from Westminster to the

Temple, and from other stairs to and fro, as in the

streets ; sleds, sliding with skaites, a bull-baiting,

horse and coach-races, puppet-plays and interludes,

cooks, tippling, and other lewd places ; so that it

seemed to be a bacchanalian triumph, or carnival on
the water ; whilst it was a severe judgment on the

land, the trees not only splitting as if lightning-struck,

but men and cattle perishing in divers places, and
the very seas so locked up with ice, that no vessels

could stir out or come in. The fowls, fish, and birds,

and all ovur exotic plants and greens, universally pe-

rishing. Many parks of deer were destroyed ; and
all sorts of fuel so dear, that there were great con-

tributions to keep the poor alive. Nor was this sevei'e

weather much less intense in most parts of Europe,

even as far as Spain in the most southern tracts.

" London, by reason of the excessive coldness of

the air hindering the ascent of the smoke, was so filled

with the fuliginous steam of the sea- coal, that hardly

could any one see across the streets, and this, filling

the lungs with its gross particles, exceedingly ob-

structed the breast, so as one could scarcely breathe.

There was no water to be had from the pipes and
engines ; nor could the brewers and divers other

tradesmen work, and every moment was full of dis-

astrous incidents."

It appears, by the following extract from an old

MS. account-book of a parish in the city, of sums
expended, that, in consequence of the distress occa-

* Charles Crocker, a shoemaker, author of the Vale of Obscurity,
and other very pleasing Ptems.

sioned to the poor by this trost, a King s Letter was
issued for their relief :

—

1684. Collected on ye 13 and 20 of Janx by vertue of his
^ties letter for y" releefe of y poors people in distress by

reason of y^ extreame hard weather y-' some of thirty-two

pounds and tenn shillings. L.xxxii. x*

DRUNKENNESS.

Drunkenness is the parent of idleness; Poverty is the ofTspring of

idleness. The drunkard's work is little, but his expenses are

great. Dr. Jonssox.

We proved, very lately, the healthiness of Great Bri-

tain, by the best of tests—the length of life which

Enghshmen enjoy over the inhabitants of other coun-

tries, provided they take no desperate courses to

shorten their existence. We have now to contrast

this pleasing statement, by pointing out one of the

great and besetting sins of the land—one which, from

its prevalence, brings with it, more than any other, the

greatest mass of sorrow, wretchedness, and crime.

We speak of drunkenness, and of drunkenness of the

most dangerous kind, and which is brought on by the

abuse not simply of intoxicating, but of poisonous

liquors *.

Those who are most fatally and obstinately attached

to this vice, must, in some interval of reflection (for

such moments will occur), admit that the use of

ardent spirits has both corrupted their minds, and

weakened their bodies—thus destroying both vigour

and virtue at the same moment. The unhappy sub-

ject is rendered both too idle, and too feeble for work.

So that while drinking makes man poor by the pre-

sent expense, it disables him from retrieving the ill

consequences by subsequent industry.

Dr. Willan, in his Reports on the Diseases in London,

states his conviction, that " considerably more than

one-eighth of all the deaths which take place in the

metropolis, in persons above twenty years old, hap-

pen prematurely , through excess in drinking spirits."—
" Some," he adds, " after repeated fits of derange-

ment, expire in a sudden and violent phrensy. Some
are hurried out of the world by apoplexies ; others

perish by the slower process of jaundice, dropsy, in-

ternal ulcers, and mortification in the limbs."

Our present object is to show the results, the

fatal results of drunkenness, as they affect, at the pre-

sent moment, the good order and well-being of society.

Our facts and statements are derived from a valuable

body of Evidence annexed to a " Report of the House

of Commons, on the Observance of the Lord's Day/'

for it happens, that amongst the many bad conse-

quences of drinking, none is more striking than the

desecration of the Sabbath, both by the drunkard him-

self, and all who administer to his miserable passion.

Doctor John Richard Farre.

I consider that the use of spirits has greatly increased

the diseases of the lower classes, and at the same time

tended to demoralize their minds.

Are you acquainted generally with the habits, and

wishes, and inclinations, and the general dispositions of the

lower orders of the people, from your practice ?- In all

classes ; and during the earlier period of ray life, as the

physician of a public medical institution, I had the charge

of the poor in one of the most populous districts of Lon-

don. I have now been engaged in Great Britain in the

study and practice of medicine forty years, and during that

period, I have had an opportunity of seeing the destructive

etfects of spirits on all classes, on a large scale : and I have

no hesitation in saying it is the great enemy of the British

constitution.

* In the year 1830, the home consumpdon duty on spirits was

paid, in England alone, on upwards of tivelve millions and a half of

gallons, of which quantity, upwards of seven millions and a half were

British. It is known that by different processes, the quanuty of raw

spirits is increased very largely—the before-mentioned quantity, there-

fore, great as it is, is very far indeed below the amount copjumed.
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Mr. John Wontner, Keeper of Newgate.

I consider, that the allowing public-houses and the gin-

shops to be kept open before Di\'ine Service in the morning
causes a greater breach of the Sabbath th.an almost any
thing else. In my immediate neighbourhood, I see them
at five, six, seven, eight, and nine o'clock in the morning,
coming out of the houses in a state of disgraceful inebria-

tion.

So that, in point of fact, the law permitting the public-

houses to remain open until the hours of divine senice,

gives the opportunity to many to get into such a state of in-

toxication, that they are quite unfit for the religious duties

of the day ; is not that so ? Quite ; they are indisposed

to it also.

In your experience, have you found these gin-shops to be
the source of almost all the crime in the metropolis ?

I have found prisoners innumerable, I may say, as to whom
the love of drink, and the fault of being able to obtain it at

so cheap a rate, has been the ruin of them, and the cause

of bringing them to distress.

The Ret. J. E. Tyler, Rector of St. Giles's.

There are many families of the lower class of English
mechanics and labourers, which I know from my own
knowledge to be truly religious, and within their sphere
very exemplary ; but they, especially the younger branches

of their families, are now more than ever exposed to the

worst sorts of temptation in the sti-eets, and round the doors

of gin-shops and public-houses. It is lamentable to see the

number, of young girls especially, to whom the present

gin-shops give such facilities for their wicked doings as

they never had before.

Drunkenness has been lamentably on the increase ; and
notwithstanding all the efforts of myself and those inhabit-

ants who act with me, great outi'ages are constantly taking

place whilst we are going to church and returning. I ear-

nestly press on the gentry in my parish, not to use their

carriages to come to church on Sundays, but the dreadful

scenes of intoxication and debauchery to which they are

exposed, as they walk along the street, quite disarm me
in this respect.

Will you have the goodness to state to the Committee
the observations that you have made, applicable to the ob-

servance of the Lord's-<lay ? 1 have been most painfully

reminded of the habits of drunkenness, dissipation, and
profligacy, prevailing on Saturday night and Sunday, in a

degree far more lamentable than through the rest of the

week. Tlie cases of cholera are reported to me, as chairman
of the Board of Health, in writing every evening, and by
an officer every morning. The cases of cholera on Sunday
and Monday, generally exceed those of any other day,

sometimes two-fold, at others four-fold, ten-fold, and even
as fourteen to one.

The Hox. and Rev. Gerard T. Noel, Curate of
Richmond.

Drunkenness is a vice which accelerates pauperism
beyond every other : make a man diink, and you bring
him soon upon the parish.

Mr. George WiLS0N,^r»!e?7y Overseer ofSt. Margaret's,
Westminster.

Will you have the goodness to describe what scenes

have been exhibited on the Sabbath morning in your

parish ? 1 should say that drunkenness, and riot, and
debauchery, on the Sabbath morning, exceeded the whole
aggregate of the week besides, in Tothill-street, Broadway,
Strutton-ground, and those low parts of Westminster.

Then people who assemble on Sunday morning do not

assemble merely for the purposeof marketing ? No, not

merely for that purpose, the streets are very much impeded
by a number of persons making their purchases, but the

number is certainly greatly increased by drunken persons,

male and female, who are turned out of the public-houses.

It would be impossible for myself and my family to attend

the church in the Broadway ; I have attempted sometimes
to take my family there ; 1 have six children, and it is not

safe for their persons to approach the church, for at eleven

in the morning the public-houses are discharged of their

contents, and the great proportion of the people who come
out of them, are in a state of beastly intoxication ; mecha-
nics, labourers, prostitutes, and thieves, who are quarrelling,

and sometimes fighting, and talking in the most obscene
manner ; I cannot permit my children or female senants
to come in contact with the horrid scene ; and it ill fits the

mind, even of myself, for those devotional feelings which
are essential when we approach the house of God.

I would beg to state, from the observation I have made,
and particularly during the time I was in oflice, that the
scenes of drunkenness appeared to me to commence from
tlie period of the mechanic receiving his pay on the Sa-
turday night ; he would frequent the public-houses on the
Saturday night, and get a stimulus, and then he would
wait for the opening of the pubUc-houses on Sunday morn-
ing, when he completed his intoxication by church-time,
and then fall into the hands of women of the lowest
class, by whom all these houses are filled ; he is taken by
them to their haunts, where, if he has any property, the
work of destruction is completed, and on Monday morning
he is unfit to attend to his usual avocations, frequently gets
discharged, and subsequently applies to the parish for relief.

Mr. Thomas Baker, Superintendent ofthe C, or St. James's
Division of Police, describing the evils resulting from
Avhat are called pay-tables, at public-houses, where work-
people are, most improperly, paid by some persons, instead
of at their masters' work-shops, says :

—

These poor wretches, who have been standing or waiting
an hour or two in the pubUc-house, have become three parts
intoxicated; the foreman then comes; he pays them their

wages, stops out of that for their week's drinking, which he
answers the publican for, and they can drink as much as
they like, so that they do not go beyond their wages ; and
these men thus deprive their children and their wives of

three parts of what they earn during the week. The wife

comes to the public-house ; she gets nothing whatever of

the wages. In the course of an hour or two, one of them
is carried by my police, in a state of insensibihty, perhaps
followed by one or two of his companions, and he has
perhaps a few halfpence, or a few shillings in his pocket,

and it is stated by his companions, that he received so and
so, and he had so much when he received his wages, and he
has lost all but these few halfpence or shillings ; he is

locked up during the night ; on the Sunday morning I

release him. This is the main-spring of the disorder, and
the debauchery, and I may say also, the immoral acts. In
the division, it is altogether dreadful : the scenes which
spring from the disorder of those public-houses. Then his

companions come, and perhaps his wife comes in the morn-
ing, to see by the books what was found upon him, and per-

haps there are a few halfpence only, and he has been either

robbed, or spent away all the rest of his week's eaiSiings,

and the wife begins to cry out, and says, there arc so many
children, and there is not a loaf of bread in the house, and
perhaps she will scramble together a few halfpence on the

Sunday to go to provide what she can for the children and
herself during the Sundav. H. M.

The study of literature nourishes youth, entertains old

age, adorns prosperity, solaces adversity, is dehghtful at

home, unobtrusive abroad, deserts us not by day nor by
night, in journeying nor in retiremait. Cicero.

Observation and instruction, reading and conversation,

may furnish us with ideas, but it is the labour and me-
ditation of our own thoughts wliich must render them
either useful or valuable.

Hasty conclusions are the mark of a fool : a wise man
doubteth, a fool rageth, and is confident : the novice saith,

I am sure that it is so ; the better learned answers, Perad-

venture it may be so, but I prithee inquire. Some men
are drunk with faiicy, and mad with opinion. It is a little

learnin<r, and but a little, which makes men conclude has

tily. Experience and humilitv teach modesty and fear.

Jeremy Taylor.

Fortune is like the market, where many times if you can
stay a little, the price will fall: at other times she tu-neth

the handle of the bottle first to be received, and after, the

belly, which it is hard to clasp. There is no greater wisdom
than well to time the beginnings and onsets of things.

B.A.COX.

No man can be provident of his time, who is not prudent
in the choice of his company.

—

Jkremy Taylor.

Idleness travels very Isisurely, and Poverty soon over-

takes her. ^Hunter.
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ORIGIN OF PROPERTY.

The first objects of Property were the fruits which

a man gathered, and the wild animals he caught
;

next to these, the tents and houses which he built,

the tools he made use of to catch or prepare his food
;

and afterwards, weapons of war and offence. Many
of the savage tribes in North America, have advanced

no farther than this, yet; for they are said to reap

their harvest, and return the produce of their market

with foreigners, into the common hoard or treasury

of the tribe.

Flocks and herds of tame animals soon become
property; Abel, the second son of Adam, was a keeper

of sheep ; sheep and oxen, camels and asses, com-

posed the wealth of the Jew'ish Patriarchs, as they do

still of the Modern Arabs. As the world was first

peopled in the East, where there existed a great

scarcity of water, wells probably were next made
Property ; as we learn, from the frequent and serious

mention of them in the Old Testament, and conten-

tions and treaties about them, and, from its being

recorded, among the most memorable achievements

of very eminent men, that they dug or discovered

a well.

Lund, which is now so important a part of property,

wliich alone our laws call real property, and regard

upon all occasions with such peculiar attention, was
probably not made property in any country till long

after the institution of many other species of pro-

perty ; that is, till the coimtry became populous, and
tillage began to be thought of. The first partition of

an estate which we read of, was that which took
place between Abram and Lot : and was one of the

simplest imaginable :
" If thou wilt take the left

hand, then I will go to the right ; or if thou depart

to the right hand, then I will go to the left."

There are no traces of property in land in Caesar's

account of Britain : but little of it in the History of

the Jewish Patriarchs ; none of it found among the

Nations of North America ; the Scythians are expressly

said to have appropriated their cattle and houses,

but to have left their land in common.

Property in immoveables continued, at first, no
longer than the occupation, that is, so long as a

man's family continued in possession of a cave, or his

flocks depastured upon a neighboiu-ing hill—no one
attempted, or thought he had a right to disturb, or

drive them out ; but when the man quitted the cave,

or changed his pasture, the first who found them
unoccupied, entered upon them by the same title as

his predecessors : and made way, in his turn, for any
one that happened to succeed him. All more per-

manent property in land, was probably posterior to

civil government and to laws : and, therefore, settled

by these, or according to the will of the reigning

chief. Paley.

Upon a Man sleeping 1 do not more wonder at any
man's art, than at his who professes to think of nothin;^

;

and I do not a little marvel at that man who says he can
sleep without a dream ; for the mind of man is a I'estless

thinir ; and though it give the body leave to repose itself,

as knowing it is a mortal and earthly piece, yet itself being
a spirit, and therefore active, and indefatigable, is ever in

motion. Give me a sea that moves not, a sun that shines
not, an open eye that sees not, and I shall yield there may
be a reasonable soul that works not. It is possible that
through a natural or accidental stupidity, a man may not
perceive his own thoughts (as sometimes the eye or ear
may be distracted, not to discern his own objects) ; but, in

the mean time, he thinks that, whereof he cannot give an
account : like as we many times dream, when we cannot
report our fancy. Since my mind will needs be ever work-
ing, it shall be my care that it may always be well em-
ployed. Bishop Hall.

THE WAY TO BE HAPPY.
JJY JOHN BYRON, M.A.

A HERMIT there was, and he lived in a grot.

And the way to be happy, they said he had got,

As I wanted to lea'-n it, I wont to his cell.

And when I came there, the old hermit said, " "VVel!,

Young man, by your looks, you want somethinsj, I see,

Now tell me the business that brings you to mo ?
"

" The way to be happy, they say you have got,

And as I want to learn it, I've come to your jii-ot.

Now I bef? and entreat, if you have such a plan.

That you'll write it me down, as plain as you can."

Upon which the old hermit went to his pen,

And brouf^ht me this note when he came back again.

" 'Tis being, and doing, and having, that make
All the pleasures and pains of which beings partake.

To be what God pleases,—to do a man's best.

And to have a good heart

—

is the way to be blest."'

That prudence which the world teaches, and a quick sus-

ceptibility of private interest, will direct us to shun need-
less enmities ; since there is no man whose kindness we
may not some time want, or by whose malice we may not
some time suffer. Johnson.

THE SURINAM TOAD.

Of all the species of Toad, there is perhaps none more
disgusting in appeai*ance, or more curious in its his-

tory than that shown in the annexed figure. It is

found in great numbers in Surinam, and other places

in the warmer latitudes, as well as in both North
and South America. The peculiarity for which it is

most remarkable, consists in the extraordinary man-
ner in which its young are hatched. After the female

has deposited her spawn, her partner places portions

of it, with the assistance of his fore-paws, upon her
back ; she then takes to the water, and those parts

on which the spawn is laid begin soon to swell, and
the egg becomes attached to her skin, while a thin

film is spread over it ; the spots, containing her
future young, appearing like round projections. By
degrees a small hole is formed in the back of the

mother for each of the eggs, and in these chambers,
protected by their filmy covering, the young imdergo
all their changes of form, the parent, in the mean
time, never quitting the water. To explain these

changes, it will be only necessary to describe those

that take place in the common toad of England.

The eggs of the toad are found, in large masses,

in stagnant waters, covered with a kind of jelly, and
may be easily distinguished from those of the frog,

which appear in long strings, like so many rows of

pearls, with a black spot in the centre of each. This

black speck in the egg of both animals, by degrees,

enlarges, and becomes at length of the size of a pea,

with a black thread, like a tail, attached to it. The
jelly-like covering, on which the young one feeds,

becomes gradually thinner, and at length bursts, and
the young toad begins its life in the water, in the

form of a tadpole. When it has first left the egg,

that part which forms the head has small black

fringes attached to either side, and with these it is

supposed to breathe ; these fringes soon disappear,

and it then breathes by means of gills, in the same
manner as a fish ; it remains in this form for several

weeks, feeding,, as most fishes do, upon any animal

substances that come within its reach : it is soon,

however, destined to undergo another and most ex-

traordinary change. At the hinder part of the black

mass that looks like its head, two legs appear, and, if

carefuUy examined, two others may be seen in front,

but underneath the skin ; the tail also becomes
shorter, and at last disappears ; the forelegs are set

at liberty; a horny beak, which, till now, had
covered the extremity of the nose, falls off the open-
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The Sunnam Toad,

ing of the gills is closed, and the perfect animal ap-

pears ; it is no longer able to breathe while under
water, it refuses all dead animal substances, and
seeks the land, to hunt insects for its living.

The toad is distinguished from the frog, by its

clumsier appearance, and sluggish crawling move-
ments ; its body is covered with small pimples, from
which, when alarmed, a fetid humour flows, capable,

in the instance of the Surinam toad, of blistering the

skin when applied to it ; but which has been impro-

perly considered poisonous. The most probable use

of this liquid is to moisten the body of the animal

when exposed to the heat of the sun, the warmth of

whose rays would otherwise render its skin so dry as

to prevent its movement, and in the end cause its

death. Disgusting, however, as this creature appears,

the negroes in Surinam will eat the hinder legs of

the species figured in our engraving. In winter, these

animals remain torpid in the mud at the bottom of

ditches and ponds, and only recover their activity

when the warmth of the spring has hatched or re-

stored to animation the numerous tribes of insects on
which they feed. Toads are known to reach a very

great age.

Pennant, in his British Zoology, gives a curious

account of a toad's having lived in a kind of domestic

state for more than forty years, and of its having

been in a great degree tamed or reclaimed from its

natural shyness or desire of concealment ; since it

would always readily come out of its hole at the ap-

proach of its master and other inmates of the family,

in order to be fed. It grew to a very large size, and

was considered as so singular a curiosity, that even

ladies requested to see the favourite toad, and ad-

mired its beautiful eyes ; it was therefore often placed

on the table, and fed with various insects, which it

seized with great quickness, and without seeming to

be embarrassed by the presence of company. This

extraordinary animal generally resided in a hole be-

neath the steps of the house-door fronting the garden
j

and might probably have survived many years longer,

had it not been severely wounded by a raven, which
seized it before it could take refuge in its hole ; and
notwithstanding it was liberated from its captor, it

never again enjoyed its usual health, though it con-

tinued to live for above a year after the accident

happened.

ANNIVEllSARIES.

MONDAY, 14th JANUARY.
Oxford Hilary Term begins.

1742 Edmund Haliey, the iistronomer, died.

1753 Berkeley, the amiable Bishop of Cloyne, died.

TUESDAY, 15th.
Duke of Gloucester, born.

1559 Queen Elizabeth crowned at Westminster.
1761 Pondicherry captured by the English ; being the last settle-

ment possessed by the French in the East Indies.

1795 The Prince of Orange took refuge in England, on account of
Holland being occupied by the French army.

WEDNESDAY, 16th.

1556 The Emperor Charles the Fifth resigned the Crown of Ger-
!nany to his son, Philip, and retired to a monastery.

1589 M. Bussy-le-Cterc, who had the command of Paris, during its

siege by Henry the Fourth, sent the Parliament to the Bas-
tille, where they were fed on bread and water only,

1794 Edward Gibbon, the historian, died.

1809 Sir John Moore, K.B., killed at Corunna.

THURSDAY, 17th.

1756 Mozart, the great composer, born.
1792 George Home, Bishop of Norwich, author of the Commentary

on the Psalms, &c., died.

FRIDAY, 18th.

Prisca. Old Twelfth Day.
1595 Mahomet the Third, succeeding Amurath the Tliird, Sultan

of the Turks, put to death, by strangulation, twenty-one of
his brothers, and ten women.

1719 Sir Samuel Garth, M.D., author of The Dispensary, died.

SATURDAY', 19lh.

1472 Copernicus, the astronomer, born.

1728 ]Villiam Congreve, tlie poet, died.

1736 James Watt, the engineer, born, at Greenock, in Scotland,

SUNDAY, 20th.

Sf.coxd Sunday after Ei-itiiany.

1327 l^dward the Second, K.ing of England, deposed.
1771 Dissolution of all the Parliaments throughout France; and

the Grand Council of the King converted into a Parliament.
1788 Australia, or New South Wales, began to be colonized.

1790 WiUia7n Howard, the philanthropist, died, at Cherson, in New
Russia.

1813 Wieland, the German poet, died.
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YORK MINSTER.

Nothing perhaps can exceed the grandeur of York
Minster, as a specimen of ancient English architecture.

It is justly esteemed the glory of the city in which it

stands ; and it has become more interesting, from the

changes and injuries, which it has from time to time
undergone. To enter minutely into the particulars

relating to its history and architecture, is, with our
limited space, impossible : but we can furnish a ge-

neral account of the cathedral, and certain dates of

the different portions of the building as they at pre-

sent exist. These, we trust, will prove acceptable to

our readers.

The first church dedicated to St. Peter, in the city

of York, is supposed to have owed its origin to Ed-
wyn, King of the Northumbrians, who was converted

to Christianity, A.D. 627 ; but it was scarcelj^ finished

when that prince fell in battle. His head is said to

have been interred in this cathedral, and his body in

the monastery of Whitby.
The church built by Edwyn, was burnt dowTi in

74 1 , and, being afterwards rebuilt, had the same fate in

1069. Thomas, a canon of Bayeux, and the first Nor-
man archbishop, in addition to appointing the several

dignities in the cathedral, repaired the fabric, which
was again destroyed by a fire that accidentally oc-

curred in 1137, reducing to ruins the greater part of
the city. In 1171, Archbishop Roger began to rebuild
the choir, in which the Norman style prevailed : cir-

cular arches, single and massive pillars with plain

capitals, and an entire freedom from all the "aid of

ornament," were here conspicuous.

York minster was, however, afterwards entirely re-

newed ; and by the care and munificence of some
succeeding archbishops and other benefactors, the

stately fabric now standing was erected.

Of the present building, the south part of the
cross-aisle or transept is o'l as ancient a date as 1227,
and is supposed to be the oldest portion of the min-
ster : .at that time, in the reign of Henry the Third,
the large heavy pillar had given place to a cluster of
slender and elegant columns ; a quantity of rich

foliage adorned the capitals ; the windows were made
high, narrow, and pointed ; and the light tracery ran
round the vaultings of the roof. The north transept
was built in the same character in 1260. The first

stone of the nave was laid with great state in 1291,
and it was finished with the two western towers about
the year 1330. The materials for building the nave
•were supplied by Robert de Vavasour and Robert de
Boulton, earl of Boulton, the former of whom gave
the stone, the latter the timber. The memory of
these noble benefactors is preserved by statues at the
east and west ends of the cathedral.

The choir just alluded to, as built by Archbishop
Roger, not corresponding with the rest, was taken
down, and a new one begun in 1365, and the
great central tower in 1370. The eastern win-
dow, which forms the grand termination of the
choir, was put up in the reign of Henry the Fourth.
The glazing of this magnificent winciow was done at

the expense of the dean and chapter, by John Thorn-
ton, of Coventry, who, by the contract then made,
was to receive four shillings per week for his work,
and to finish it within the space of three years. He
was, also, to have one hundred shillings per annum
besides, and ten pounds more at the conclusion, if he i

continued and finished his work to the satisfaction of
his employers. The sum may at first appear small, par-
ticularly when the extreme beauty of the colouring,
and the manner of execution in this window is con-
sidered j but it is no longer surprising, when the

difference in the value of money is taken into account,
j

The nobility and gentry of the north of England
were at all times great contributors to this magnifi-
cent structure ; and the experience of our own times
is sufficient to prove that, when such assistance is

actually required, it is not denied in these days.

The following are the dimensions of York minster.

Whole length from east to west 524J feet.

Breadth of tlie east end 105
Breadth of the west end ]()9

Length of transept from north to south 222
Height of the grand lantern tower 236
Height of the nave 99
Height of the east window 75
Breadth 32

The interior of the minster is in every respect
answerable to the grandeur of its exterior, and ex-
hibits a striking specimen of the progressive styles

of architecture which marked the reigns of the
English monarchs, from Henry the Third to Henry
the Sixth or Seventh inclusive, with the last ofwhom
Gothic architecture may be said to have ceased.

The newest portion of the building, but not the
least beautiful, is the organ-screen, at the entrance of
the choir. It is of a florid kind, ornamented with
fifteen statues of the kings of England, and is pro-
bably of the time of Henry the Seventh. When the
great repairs were recently made in the Minster, to

which we shall more particularly allude, it was at one
time contemplated to remove this screen eastward, in

consequence of its concealing the bases of two great

pillars, which help to support the lantern tower ; but
the plan was afterwards abandoned, as likely to injure

the proportions of the choir, besides that it would
have sacrificed some of the statues on the screen. It

would be difficult indeed to imagine a view more cal-

culated to fill the mind with awe and delight than
that which is presented on entering the west end of
the minster. The columns, the arches, " the long
drawn aisle," the screen, not intercepting the noble
eastern tvindow, which sheds its rich and varied lifjht

through the forms of kings and prelates, giving that

air of mingled gravity and beauty so appropriate to

the sacred place, and assisting to lift the soul to Him
who made us, whom the heaven of heavens cannot
contain, and yet who dwells in the hearts of those

who worship Him in spirit and in truth.

This spacious building is well-adapted for music,
and considering its size, favourable to the ccmveyance
of sound ; a point to which great attention seems to

have been paid in the construction of our Cathedrals.

Its importance in all churches, for the general pur-
poses of hearing properly, and for the due effect of

psalmody, scarcely requires to be pointed out. But
the advantages possessed by York Minster in this

respect were never so fully displaj'ed, as at the Musi-
cal Festivals which have been held there.

The fii'st of these took place in September, 1823,

when the number present on one of the days was
4860, and of vocal and instrumental performers 459.

This performance of sacred music, which was
chiefly from the works of Haydn and Handel, is said

to have been most grand "and striking, surpassed by
nothing of the kind except the commemoration of

Handel in Westminster Abbey, in 1784.

The benevolent object in view was the benefit of

the York County Hospital, and of the General Infir-

maries of Leeds, SheHield, and Hull, to which be-

tween seven and eight thousand pounds were divided,

as the balance of tlie receipts. Two similar festivals,

for the same purpose, wei'e subsequently held in the

minster, in 1825 and 1828.

In recording in our pages a short sketch of this

splendid cathedral, we now come to a memorable event

in its history which excited most painful emotions at

the time of its occurrence, and.must be yet fresh ia
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the recollection of many of our readers. Early in the

morning of the 2d of February, 1829, York minster

was discovered to be in flames. A boy, one of the

choristers, happened to be passing through the min-

ster-yard, and accidentally stepping upon a piece of

ice was thrown on his back. Before he could rise,

he saw a quantity of smoke issuing from several parts

of the roof. As soon as the doors were opened, the

beautiful wood-work of the choir was found to be

extensively on fire. It soon spread to the roof,

which shortly after fell in. The pews on each side of

the choir were completely demolished j the organ

(a modern and excellent one) was consumed ; the

screen, however, upon which it rested, sustained very

little injury. The great eastern window, which is

styled the " glory of the cathedral," and for the fate

of which intense anxiety was felt by many during the

conflagration, remained almost entire. The fire was
not accidental. It was traced to be the work of a

deranged fanatic, who was afterwards tried for the

crime at York, found to be insane, and sentenced to

imprisonment for life in New Bethlehem hospital,

London.
A very becoming and generous spirit soon mani-

fested itself in the nobility and gentry of the county,

and of other places, for the restoration of the min-
ster. A meeting was held in the following month, at

which Mr. Smirke, the architect, furnished a state-

ment of the mischief occasioned, and an estimate of

the probable cost for a thorough repair, to be per-

formed after the original designs. The dean and
chapter concurred in his recommendation, and on a

liberal and public subscription being entered upon
for the purpose, pledged themselves to the restoration

of the minster to its fonner strength and beauty.

This has been amply fulfilled. Mr. Smirke's first

object was to give security to the fabric, and to repair

substantially the walls, and the shafts of the pillars

which had suffered from the fire. Masons weie em-
ployed to prepare a new altar-screen, the ornamented
capitals of the clustered pillars, new mouldings and
cornices, all according to the original models, frag-

ments of which still existed. The roof of the choir

was constructed of teak, a wood which has been
known to last firm, in situations where even oak has
failed. The elaborate stalls and seats, with the

tabernacle-work over them, were formed with the as-

sistance of parts remaining among the ruins, and of

drawings formerly made. These found employment
for a considerable number of carvers and other

workmen in London. It may be remarked, that in

the progress of these works, some instances of former,

but partial and imperfect, repairs were found, and of

course, s-upplied by such as were of more solid

execution.

The discoveries under the floor of the choir were
very interesting, consisting of a series of Norman
pillars, the remains of the crypt of a church more
ancient than any part of the present building. These
pillars stand within the space of those of the choir,

and are ornamented, in spiral lines : they were found
by the workmen while employed in clearing away the

rubbish from the interior of the organ-screen. It

may be fairly conjectured, that this was the lower
portion of the church built by Thomas, the Norman
archbishop before mentioned, or perhaps of that of

Archbishop Roger, whose choir was removed for a
more modern one.

It is not perhaps generally known, that the arch-
bishops of York had anciently the privilege of a mint.

There are coins still extant, one as early as the eighth

century, struck by archbishops in this right. The
last ai'chbishop who struck money in this mint, was

Dr. Edward Lee, the successor of Wolsey. He died

in 1544.

Among the ciu-iosities preserved in the treasury of

York minster, two articles deserve particular atten-

tion. One is a very ancient ivory horn, granted in

the Saxon times, u-ith certain lands, by Ulphus, a

prince of Deira. It was lost at the period of the re-

formation, but was restored to the dean and chapter

by Henry Lord Fairfax (into whose fathers hands it

had accidentally fallen) in 1675< The ether is a

mazer-bowl or maple-ho'wX edged round with silrer,

gilt, and with silver feet, anciently given by Arch-

bishop Scroop to the cordwainers' company of the

city. M.

ENGLAND.—Ill

In England, a man of small fortune may cast his

regards around him, and say, with truth and exulta-

tion, " I am lodged in a house that affords me con-

veniences and comforts, which even a king could not

command some centuries ago. There are ships cross-

ing the seas in every direction, to bring what is useful

to me from all parts of the earth. In China, men
are gathering the tea-leaf for me ; in America, they
are planting cotton for me ; in the West India Islands,

they are preparing my sugar and my coffee ; hi Italy,

they are feeding silk-worms for me ; in Saxony, they

are shearing sheep, to make me tlothing j at home,
powerful steam-engines are spinning and weaving for

me, and making cutlery for me, and pumping the

mines, that minerals useful to me may be procured.

My patrimony was small, yet I have post-coaches

running day and night, on all the roads, to carry my
correspondence ; I have roads, and canals, and
bridges, to bear the coal for my winter fire ; nay, I

have protecting fleets and armies around my happy
country, to secure my enjoyments and repose. Then
I have editors and printers, who daily send me an
account of what is going on throughout the world,

amongst all these people who serve me ; and, in a

corner of my house, I have Books !—the miracle of

all my possessions, more wonderful than the wishing-

cap of the Arabian Tales ; for they transport me
instantly, not only to all places, but to all times. By
my books, I can conjure up before me, to vivid ex-

istence, all the great and good men of old ; and, for

my owm private satisfaction, I can make them act

over again the most renowned of all their exploits.

In a word, from the equator to the pole, and from
the beginning of time until now, by my books, I can

be where I please."

This picture is not overcharged, and might be much
extended ; such being the miracle of God's goodness

and providence, that each individual of the civilized

millions that cover the earth, may have nearly the

same enjoyments, as if he were the single lord of all.

Dr. Arnott's Elements of Physics. H. M.

Knowledge is not a couch whereupon to rest a searching-

and restless spirit ; nor a terrace for a wandering and varia-

ble mind to walk up and down in ; nor a tower of state for

a proud mind to raise itself upon ; nor a commanding fort

for strife and contention ; nor yet a shop for profit and side

,

but a rich storehouse for the gbry of the Creator, and the

relief of man's estate. Bacon.

When the Princess Anne, daughter of Charles the First

(who died, the 8th of December, 1640), lay upon her death-

bed, and nature was almost spent, slie was desired by one

of her attendants to pray : she said that she was not able to

say her long prayer, meaning the Lord's Prayer, but she

would say her short one, "Lighten mine eyes, O Lord, that

I sleep not the sleep of death." The little innocent had no

sooner pronounced these words, than she expired : she was

not quite four years of age. Granger's Biographical

History of England.
35—2
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THE ALLIGATOR.
The annexed engraving, which has been reduced

from the original of Madame Merian, the German
naturaUst, represents this formidable reptile in the

act of seizing a serpent engaged in the destruction

of the alligator's eggs. The greatest enemies to

the increase of these terrific creatures are serpents of

all descriptions, which abound in the hot climates

where the alligator is found, and break and devour
great quantities of their eggs. The number of eggs

produced by them is so great, that if they were not

subject to many casualties, the countries they in-

habit would be completely overrun with them. The
alligator itself is also said to lessen the number of its

progeny, by destroying many when very young.

The Crocodile of the Nile, of which genus the

alligator is but a species, also finds an enemy in a

little animal, about the size of a pole-cat, called the

ichneumon, which is peculiarly quick in discovering

the place in which the eggs are concealed. The term
alligator is applied to the various species of Crocodiles

that are found in America, while the name Gavial

has been given to such as inhabit the East Indies

and the islands of the Indian Ocean, and the origi-

nal word is more especially used when speaking of

that species which abounds in the Nile. In the cen-

tral parts of Africa, the crocodiles attain a very large

size, in many instances being found as much as

thirty feet in length. Their principal places of resort

are the banks of rivers, swampy grounds, overgrown
with weeds, and inland lakes ; but they never ap-

proach the salt water. The natives who inhabit these

districts are in constant fear of these enormous crea-

tures, yet, although their power of doing mischief is

extremely great, their natural timidity, and the low
state of their instinctive faculties, allow them, com-
paratively, but few opportunities of exerting it.

Many strange tales have been told of their pecu-

liarities, which later observations have proved to be un-

founded ; among other errors, it was supposed that they

possessed the faculty, knowii in no other animal, of

moving the upper instead of the lower jaw. The pecu-

liar manner in which the lower jaw is attached to the

upper has been the cause of this error. In quadrupeds,

the point at which the bones are jointed, is always on
the under part, but in the crocodile that point is

behind, and in consequence of the shortness of its

legs, and the great length of its jaw, the reptile is

compelled to throw back its head before it cati open
its mouth 5 an operation which produces, in a certain

degree, the appearance of moving the upper jaw. Its

movements, though, in particular cases, very rapid,

are, in others, much limited ; in a straight line, it

can run with considerable speed; but its power of

motion sideways is much restricted, from the little

pliability of the joints of the back, and the thickness

of its external covering. The swiftness, however,

with which the head is turned, is very great ; and
this, in addition to its sideway movement, would ren-

der it rather unsafe to any enemy placed by its side,

unless at a considerable distance.

The general opinion respecting these creatures is,

that their ferocity and intractability are so great as

to render them perfectly untameable ; but experience

in other classes of the animal creation ought to have

taught us that every animal, under proper manage-
ment, must bend to the mental superiority of man.
We have also many instances on record to the same
effect.

The priests of the temple of Memphis, in Egypt,

in the celebration of their heathen mysteries, were in

the habit of introducing tame crocodiles, as objects

of worship to the deluded nmltitude. They were fed

from the hands of their conductors, and decorated

with jewels and wreaths of flowers. It is also re-

ported, by the traveller Bruce, that the children in

Abyssinia frequently amuse themselves by riding on
the backs of these reptiles with perfect impunity.

They have been also employed for the purpose of

defence. The fortifications of the Dutch, in the island

of Java, are surrounded by water ; and, to pre-

vent the deseition of their soldiers, or the approach
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of their enemies, they placed crocodiles in the ditches,

to deter either from crossing them.

The age to which they live must be very gi-eat,

from the slowness of their growth, and the large size

they attain. The eggs, from which they are pro-

duced, are not larger than those of a goose, which,

considering the magnitude of the full-grown animal,

is another surprising fact.

The Crocodile swallows its prey whole, and feeds

indifferently on fish or small quadrupeds ; and the

upper teeth, instead of resting with their points upon
the under when the mouth is closed, enter between
them, and thus prevent all chance of escape. It but

rarely attacks mankind. On either side of the under
part of the lower jaw, a small opening is found, from
which the creature can force, at will, a liquid possess-

ing the smell of musk. This property has been lately

noticed by Mr. Thomas Bell, in a paper inserted in

the Transactions of the Royal Society of London, and,

in his opinion, the reptile employs it for the purpose
of attracting fish into the places it haunts.

RICH AND POOR.

Besides those who work for their living, some at a

higher rate and some at a lower, there are others who
do not live by their labour at all, but are rich enough
to subsist on what they, or their fathers, have laid up.

There are many of these rich men, indeed, who do
hold laborious olHccs, as magistrates and members of

parliam.ent. But this is at their own choice. They
do not labour for their subsistence, but live on their

property.

There can be but few of such persons, compared
with those who are obliged to work for their living.

But though there can be no country where all, or the

greater part, are rich enough to live without labour,

there are several countries where all are poor; and
in those countries where all are forced to live by their

labour, the people are much worse off than most of

the labourers are in this country. In savage nations,

almost every one is half-starved at times, and generally

half-naked. But in any country in which property is

secure, and the people industrious, the wealth of that

country will increase ; and those who are the most
industrious arid frugal, will gain more than such as

are idle and extravagant, and will lay by something

for their children ; who will thus be born to a good
property.

Young people who make good use of their time, are

quick at learning, and grow up industrious and steady,

may, perhaps, be able to earn more than enough for

their support, and so have the satisfaction of leaving

some property to their children ; and if they, again,

should, instead of spending this property, increase it

by honest diligence, prudence, and frugality, they may,
in time, raise themselves to wealth. Several of the

richest families in the country have risen in this

manner from a low station. It is, of course, not to be

expected that many poor men should become rich

;

nor ought any man to set his heart on being so : but
it is an allowable, and a cheering thought, that no
one is shut out from the hope of bettering his con-

dition, and providing for his children.

And would you not think it hard that a man should
not be allowed to lay by his savings for his children ?

But this is the case in some countries, where pro-
perty is so ill-secured that a man is liable to have all

his savings forced from him, or seized upon at his

death ; and there all the people are miserably poor,
because no one thinks it worth his while to attempt
saving any thing.

There are some countries which were formerly very

productive and populous, but which now, under the
tyrannical government of the Turks, or other such
people, have become almost deserts. " In former times,

Barbary produced silk ; but now most of the mul-
berry-trees (on whose leaves the silk-worms are fed)

are decayed : and no one thinks of planting fresh

trees, because he has no security that he shall be
allowed to enjoy the produce.

Can it be supposed that the poor would be better

off if all the property of the rich were taken away and
divided among them, and no one allowed to become
rich for the future ? The poor would then be much
worse off than they are now 3 they would still have
to work for their living as they do now ; for food and
clothes cannot be had without somebody's labour.

But they would not work near so profitably as they
do now ; because no one would be able to keep up a

large manufactory or farm, well stocked, and to

advance wages to workmen, as is done now, tor work
which does not bring in any return for, perhaps, a

year or two. Every one would live, as the saying is,

'"from hand to mouth," just tilling his own little

patch of ground enough to keep him alive, and not
daring to lay by any thing, because if he were sup-

posed to be rich, he would be in danger of having his

property taken away and divided.

And if a bad crop, or a sickly family, brought any
one into distress, which would soon be the case with

many, what could he do after he had spent his little

property ? He would be willing to work for hire
;

but no one could afford to employ him except in

something that would bring in a very speedy return.

For even those few who might have saved a little

money would be afraid to have it known, for fear of

being forced to part with it. They would hide it

somewhere in a hole in the ground, which used for-

merly to be a common practice in this country, and
still is in some others,' where property is very scarce.

Under such a state of things the whole country would
become poorer and poorer every year. For each
man would labour no more than just enough for his

immediate supply ; and would also employ his labour

less profitably than now, for want of a proper divi-

sion of labour ; and no one would attempt to lay by
any thing, because he would not be sure of being
allowed to keep it. In consequence of all this, the

whole produce of the land, and labour of the country
would become much less than it is now ; and we
should soon be reduced to the same general wretched-

ness and distress which prevails in many half- savage

countries. The rich, indeed, would have become
poor ; but the poor instead of improving their con-

dition, would be much worse off than before. All

would soon be as miserably poor as the most desti-

tute beggars are now. Indeed, so far worse, that

there would be nobody to beg of.

It is best for all parties, the rich, the poor, and the

middling, that prop^ty should be secure, and that

every one should be allowed to possess what is his

own, and to gain whatever he can by honest means,
and to keep it or spend it, as he thinks fit,—provided

he does no one any injury. Some rich men, indeed,

make a much better use of their fortune than others :

but one who is ever so selfish in his disposition can
hardly help spending it on his neighbours. If a

man has an income of 5000/. a year, some people

might think, at first sight, that if his estate were
divided among one hundred poor families, which
would give each of them 50/. a year, there would
thus be, by such a division, one hundred poor families

the more enabled to subsist in the country. But
this is quite a mistake. Such would indeed be the
case if the rich man had been used to eat as much
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food as one hundred poor families, and to wear out

as much clotliing as all of them. But we know this

is not the case. He pays away his income to ser-

vants, and labourers, and tradesmen, and manufac-
turers of different articles, who lay out the money in

food and clothing for their families. So that in

reality, the same sort of division of it is made as if it

had been taken away from liim. He may, perhaps, if

he be a selfish man, care nothing for the maintaining

of all these families ; but still he does maintain them.

For if he should choose to spend 1000/. a year in

fiue pictures, the painters who are employed in those

pictures are as well maintained as if he had made
them a present of the money, and left them to sit

idle. The only difference is, that they feel they are

honestly earning their living, instead of subsisting on
charity ; but the total quantity of food and clothing

in the country is neither the greater nor the less in

the one case than in the other. But if a rich man
instead of spending all his income, saves a great part

of it, this saving will almost always be the means of

maintaining a still greater number of industrious

people. For a man who saves, hardly ever, in these

days at least, hoards up gold and silver in a box, but

lends it out on good security, that he may receive

interest upon it. Suppose, instead of spending 1000/.

a year on paintings, he saves that sum every year.

Then this money is generally borrowed by farmers

or manufacturers, or merchants, who can make a

profit by it in the way of their business over and
above the interest they pay for the use of it. And
in order to do this, they lay it out in employing

labourers to till the ground, or to manufacture cloth

and other articles, or to import foreign goods : by
which means the corn, and cloth, and other com-
modities of the country are increased.

The rich man, therefore, though he appears to have

so much larger a share allotted to him, does not

really consume it, but is only the channel through

which it flows to others. And it is by this means
much better distributed than it could have been

otherwise.

Tlie mistake of which I have been speaking, of

supposing that the rich cause the poor to be the

worse off, was exposed long ago in the fable of the

stomach and the limbs :

—

" Once on a time," says the fable, '* all the other

members of the body began to murmur against the

stomach, for employing the labours of all the rest,

and consuming all that they helped to provide, with-

out doing any thing in return. So they all agreed

to strike work, and refused to wait upon this idle

stomach any longer. The feet refused to carry it

about ; the hands resolved to put no food into the

mouth for it ; the nose refused to smell for it, and

the eyes to look out in its service ; and the ears

declared they would not even listen to the dinner-bell

;

and so of all the rest. But after the stomach had

been left empty for some time, all the members began

to suffer. The legs and arms grew feeble ; the eyes

became dim, and all the body languid and exhausted.
" Oh, foolish members," said the stomach, " you

now perceive that what you used to supply to me,

v.as in reality supplied to yourselves. I did not

consume for myself the food that was put into me,

but digested it, and prepared it for being changed

into blood, which w£is sent through various channels

as a supply for each of you. If you are occupied

in. feeding me, it is by me in turn, that the blood-

vessels which nourish you, are fed."

You see then, that a rich man, even though he may
care for no one but himself, can hardly avoid benefit-

ing his neighbours. But this is no merit of his, if

he himself has no design or wish to benefit them.
On the other hand, a rich man who seeks for de-

serving objects to relieve and assist, and is, as the

Apostle expresses it, " ready to give, and glad to dis-

tribute, is laying up in store for himself a good foun-

dation for the time to come, that he may lay hold on
eternal life." It is plain from this, and from many
other such injunctions of the Apostles, that they did

not intend to destroy the security of property among
Christians, which leads to the distinction between
the rich and the poor. For, their exhortations to

the rich, to be kind and charitable to the poor,

woiild have been absurd if they had not allowed that

any of their people should be rich. And there could

be no such thing as charity in giving any thing to

the poor, if it were not left to each man's free choice,

to give, or spend, what is his own. Indeed, nothing

can be called your own, which you are not left free

to dispose of as you will. The very natm-e of charity

implies, that it must be voluntary ; for no one can be

properly said to give any thing that he has no power
to withhold. The Apostle Paul, indeed goes yet

farther, when he desires each man " to give according

as he is disposed in his heart, and not grudgingly,"

because " God loveth a cheerful giver."

When men are thus left to their own inclinations,

to make use of their money, each as he is disposed

in his heart, we must expect to find that some will

choose to spend it, merely on their o^^^l selfish en-

joyments. Such men, although, as you have seen,

they do contribute to maintain many industrious

families without intending it, yet are themselves not

the less selfish and odious. But still we are not the

less forbidden to rob, or defraud, or annoy them.

Scripture forbids us to " covet our neighbour's

goods," not because he makes a right use of them,

but because they are his.

When you see a rich man who is proud and sel-

fish, perhaps j'ou are tempted to think how much
i better a use jou would make of wealth, if you were
: as rich as he. I hope you would : but the best

j

proof that you can give that j'ou would behave well

;
if you were in another's place, is by behaving well in

' your own. God has appointed to each his own trials,

and his own duties ; and He will judge you, not

according to what you think you woxild have done in

some different station, but according to what j'ou

have done, in that station in which He has placed you.

A CHINESE PRISON.
Prisoners, who have money to spend, can be accommo-
dated V. ith private apartments, cards, ser\ants, and every

luxun". The prisoners" chains and fetters are removed

from their bodies, and suspended against the wall cf the

apartment, till the hour arrives when the higher authorities

go the rounds : after that ceremony is over, they are again

hung up, where they hurt no one.

But those who have no money to bribe the keepers are

in a woful condition. Not only are they deprived of every

alleviation of their sufferings, but actual inlliction of punish-

ment is added, to extort money, to buy " burnt-oiferings to

the god of ttie Jail," (as the phrase goes). For this pur-

pose, the prisoners are frequently tied up, and tiogged ; at

night, they are fettered down to a board, neck, wrists, and
ancles, aniid filth of the most disgusting nature, whilst the

rats are permitted to gnaw their limbs. This place of tor-

ment is proverbially called, in ordinary speech, Te-yuk, a

term equivalent to the worst sense of the word Hell.

Canton Register. M. A. B.

The Emperor Constantine the Great, said, his life was

something more honourable than that of shepherds, but

much more troublesome. Jeremy Tavlor.

If you desire the happiiwss of your child, teach him obe-

dience and self-restraint.
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ANNIVERSARIES IN JANUARY.
MONDAY, 21s*

Agnes. Fabian.
1790 The French deputy, M. Guillotin, proposed to the National

Assembly the adoption of that dreadful instrument of death,

which has ever since borne his name.
1790 Attempt to destroy King George the Third, by throwing a large

stone through the window of his carriage, as he was passing

through St. James's Park, to open the session of Parliament.

1793 Louis the Siiteenth, King of tlie French, beheaded by his re-

bellious subjects, at Paris.

1814 Bernardin de St. Pierre, author of the Studies of Nature and
Paul and Virginia, died, near Paris, aged 77.

TUESDAY, 22nd.

Vincent,

1654 Oliver Cromwell entered the House of Commons with his sol-

diers : having abused the Blembers, he turned them out of

the House, and put an end to the Long Parliament, by lock-

ing the doors, and taking away the key in his pocket

!

1788 Lord Byron, the poet, born.

1823 J. J. Angerstein, the founder of the Angerstein (now the Na-
tional) Gallery of Pictures, died.

WEDNESDAY, 23rd.

1570 The Earl of Murray, Regent of Scotland during the minority

of James VI. asiassinaled at Linlithgow, by Hamilton, of

Bothwellhaugh.
1792 Sir Joshua Reynolds died.

1806 The Right Hon. William Pitt died, at Putney, in Surrey.

1820 Edward, Duke of Kent, died at Sidmouth, in Devonshire.

THURSDAY, 24th.

1712 Frederick the Great, King of Prussia, born at Berlin.

FRIDAY, 25th.

Conversion of St. Paul.—This miraculous event took place in

the year 36 of the Christian era, as Paul was travelling to Damas-
cus; from whence he was going to bring all persons to Jerusalem,
to be tried and put to death, whom he shouL' find believing in the

name of Christ. After his conversion, he became a most zealous and
active preacher of the very religion which he had been so violently

engaged in destroying. He was the great Apostle of the Gentiles.

This festival was established at a very early period.

SATURDAY, 26th,

1815 Napoleon escaped from the island of Elba.
J823 Dr. Edward Jenner, the discoverer of vaccination, died at

Berkeley, in Gloucestershire.

SUNDAY, 27th.

The Third Sunday after Epiphany.
1773 The Duke of Sussex born.

1823 Dr. Charles Hutton, the mathematician, died, aged 86.

TO MY SON.

My little boy ! I love to see

Thy playful wiles, thy motions free,

Thy roguish looks, thy smihng face.

Thy tottering, unsteady pace.

Thy little, persevering ways,
Thy restless limbs, thy earnest gaze !

My little boy ! I love to hear
Thy tiny footsteps, pattering near

;

The little imitative sounds.

With which thy scanty speech abounds
;

Thy liquid tones, thy soft appeals.

Which oft my rugged manhood feels.

And, shaking oft" all graver care,

Is forced in thy delights to share !

Oh ! what, dear boy ! in future years.

Will be thy fathers hopes and fears ?

Perhaps, thy smooth and tiny brow.

That seems to mock letiection now,
Contracted with a thoughtful look,

Will trace, in many a learned book,

Profoundest truths,—or wondering gaze,
Perplex'd in subtle error's maze.
Oh ! happy task, thy views to clear,

To warn, to stimulate, to cheer !

A moment's space let dreams like these
A father's wandering fancy please.

Who feels how different may be,

Dear boy ! thy fates i-eality.

Full soon, o'er thy untimely grave.
May sor'-ow its full measure liave

;

Full soon But why this anxious care ?

Let idle terrors melt in prayer.

May Christ, my son ! whose child thou art.

Give thee a pious, humble heart

;

Enable thee to conquer sin.

And, late or soon, heaven's joy to win !

I venture not to add to this

A second prs"*"-, for earthly bliss, T, K. A.

THE DEVIL'S BRIDGE.
Pont y Monach (the Monk's Bridge), or, as it is

vulgarly called, the Devil's Bridge, is situated in

Cardiganshire, in South Wales. It is a single arcli,

of between twenty and thirty feet span, thrown over
another arch, which crosses a tremendous chasm.

According to tradition, the lower arch was con-
structed by the monks of the neighbouring al)bey,

called Strata Florida Abbey, about the year 1087, but
this is not correct, as the abbey itself was not founded
till 1164, The country people, in superstitious days,

deeming it a work of supernatural ability, gave it the

strange name by which it is now generally known,
Giraldus mentions having passed over it in 1 1 88, when
travelling through Wales with Baldwin, Archbishop
of Canterbury, to preach in favour of the Crusades,

The upper arch was built over the other at the

expense of the county, in 1753, and the iron balus-

trades were added by Mr, Johnes in 1814, The
lower arch may be distinctly viewed by looking over

the upper bridge ; but the whole scene is so enveloped

in wood, that the depth is not perceived ; and many
an incurious traveller has passed the Devil's Bridge

without distinguishing its circumstances from an
ordinary road. The cleft over which these two
bridges extend has evidently been enlarged, and was
perhaps originally produced by the incessant attack of

the impetuous river Mynach on the solid wall of rock.

In order to view the scenery of this romantic spot,

the visiter should first cross the bridge, and then

descend by the right of it to the bottom of the aper-

ture, through which the Mynach drives its furious

passage, having descended from the mountains about

five miles to the north-east. The effect of the double

arch is picturesque ; and the narrowness of the cleft,

darkened by its artificial roof, increases the solemn

gloom of the abyss.

On regaining the road, the second descent must be

made by passing through a small wood, at the dis-

tance of a few yards from the bridge, to view the

four successive falls from the point of a rock in

front. Each of thess is received into a deep pool at

the bottom, but so diminished to the eye, at the

present point of view, as almost to resemble one

continued cascade. The first fall takes place at a

short distance from the bridge, where the river

is confined to narrow limits by the rocks. It is

carried about six feet over the ridge, and projected

into a basin at the depth of eighteen feet. Its next

leap is sixty feet, and the third is diminished to

twenty, when it encounters rocks of prodigious size,

through which it struggles to the edge of the largest

cataract, and pours in one unbroken torrent down a

precipice of 110 feet.

The height of the various falls is as follows :
—^first

fall, 18 feet; second fall, 60; third fall, 20; and

fourth fall, or grand cataract, 110; from the bridge

to the water, 114; making, altogether, 322 feet.

As, however, no allowance is here made for the

inclined direction of the river in many parts (and

there are numerous interruptions to its passage), the

total height from the bridge to the level of the stream,

at its junction with the Rheidol, may be computed

at nearly 500 feet. The rocks on each side of the

fall rise perpendicularly to the height of 800 feet, and

are finely clothed with innumerable trees, vegetating

between the crevices, and forming one vast forest.

Near the Devil's Bridge, by the side of the Mynach
Falls, is the Robbers' Cave, near the basin of the

first fall. This is a dark cavern, inhabited in the

fifteenth century by two men and their sister, called

Plant Matt, or Matthew's children, who infested the

neighboTirliood a.s plunderers, and who contimied
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The Devil's Bridge, Cardiganshire,

their depredations for many years with impunity.
They were, at length, however, taken up for com-
mitting murder, and executed. The descent to this
cavern is very difficult.

The view from the windows of the Hafod Arms,
near the Devil's Bridge, is perfectly enchanting. Im-
mediately below, and only separated from the house
by the road, is a profoimd chasm, stretching east and
west about a mile, the almost perpendicular sides of
which are covered with trees of different kinds. At
the bottom of this abyss runs the river Myiiach, its

roaring tide hidden from the eye by the deep shade
of surrounding woods, but bursting upon the ear in
the awful sound of many waters—in the thunder of
numerous cataracts

; whilst in front of the spectator
the Rheidol is seen rushing dowTi a chasm in the
mountains with tremendous fury.

The woods in the vicinity of the Devil's Bridge
abound with nests of the Formica Herculanea, the
largest species of ants that are natives of Britain :

these nests are composed of small ends of twigs, form-
ing a heap a yard or two across, and from one to two
feet high. The insects themselves exceed in size
three of the ordinary black kind, and are possessed
of uncommon strength.

In the superstitious times before alluded to, it was
common for great works of art, or peculiar formations
of nature, to be called by the name of the Devil. Thus
the famous bridge over the Reuss, i.i Switzerland

(see Saturday Magazine, vol. i., p. 251,) is also called
the Devil's Bridge

; and in our own country we have
the Devil's Punch-Bowl, in Hampshire, and the
Devil's Dyke near Brighton. In Germany is the
Devil's Wall, erected by the Romans, the building
of which commenced in the time of the Emperor
Adrian, and occupied nearly two centuries. It ex-
tends for 368 miles over mountains, through valleys,
and over rivers ; in some places it now forms elevated
roads and paths through woods ; buildings are erected
upon it, and tall oaks flom-ish upon its remains.
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THE HOUSES OF PVBLIAMENT.

Inlenof of the House of Commons,

I. THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.
The Lower, or Commons House of Parliament, in

•which the representatives of the people hold their

assembUes, was originally a chapel, built by king

Stephen, and dedicated to St. Stephen. It was re-

built in 1347, by Edward the Third, and erected by
that monarch into a collegiate church, under the

government of a dean and twelve secular priests.

Being surrendered to Henry the Sixth, he gave it to

the Commons for their sittings, to which use it still

continues to be applied.

The old house was formed within the chapel, chiefly

by a floor raised above the pavement, and an inner

roof, considerably below the ancient one. At the

period of the Union with Ireland the house was en-

larged, by taking down the entire side walls, except

the buttresses that supported the original roof; and
erecting others beyond, so as to give one seat in

each of th©«recesses thus formed, by throwing back
part of the walls. The present house is still too

small, but is fitted up in a very good style. A gallery

runs along the west end, and the north and south

sides are supported by slender iron pillars, crowned
Vol. II.

with gilt Corinthian capitals. The whole of the house

is lined with wainscot, and the benches of the mem-
bers have cushions, covered with leather.

At the time the inner walls were stripped of the

wainscoting for the purpose of making the alterations,

a great part of the ancient decorations was found in

tolerable preservation. The entire walls and roof

were covered with gilding and paintings, and pre-

sented a supei'b and beautiful remnant of the fine

arts, as they were patronised in the munificent reign

of Edward the Third. The gilding was remarkably
solid, and highly burnished, and the colours of the

paintings vivid : both one and the other being as fresh

as in the year they were executed. One of the paint-

ings had some merit as a composition ; the subject

was, the Adoration of the Shepherds. A multitude of

arms were blazoned on the south wall, and near them
were two or three painted figures, in fantastic dresses.

Undearneath the house are some remains, in great

perfection, of a chapel, of curious workmanship ; and

one side of a cloister, the roof of which is not sur-

passed in beauty by Henry the Seventh's chapel. A
small court of the palace also remains, and forms

part of the dwelling-house of the Speaker of the

36
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House of Commons, from which, during the sittings

of the House, he ])roceeds in state, preceded by the

mace, and attended by a train-bearer, &c.

The Speaker's Chair, which is shghtly elevated above

the floor, and stands at some distance from the wall,

is highly gilt and ornamented ; and on the top of it

are placed the royal arms. Before the chair is a

table, at which sit the clerks, who take notes of the

proceedings, read the titles of bills, Ike. The seat

on the floor, on the right-hand of the Speaker, is

generally occupied by members of the administra-

tion, and is, therefore, called the Treasury Bench , and,

on the opposite side, is that usually occupied by the

leading Opposition members. "

Tiie House generally assembles about fovir o'clock
;

and a few minutes before that time, the Speaker takes

his place at the upper part of the table, on the right,

or Treasury side. The Chaplain of the House, being

placed also at the upper part of the table on the left

side, reads the customary prayers. This done, the

Speaker, standing before the chair, proceeds to count

the House. When he has counted forty members,

which is the number requisite to form a quorum, he

sits down, and the House is constituted. If there be

not forty members present, the House is adjourned

until the next day.

The House very rarely sits on Saturdaj^ ; and on
Wednesday, business of importance is seldom taken.

When a member purposes the introduction of a new
bill, he gives notice of his intention ; which notice is

printed in the Votes, for the information of the mem-
bers. On the day fixed for making the motion, he

briefly states the principle and purpose of his bill,

and moves for leave to introduce it. If the House
consent, an order for its introduction is made. The
bill, in manuscript, being brovight in, the introducers

move that it be read a first time. The question for

discussion, on the second and third steps, is precisely

the same,—namely, whether the House will entertain

the bill at all ; for, as yet, the House knows nothing

of it, save, what has been stated to them by the intro-

ducer. If the first reading be agreed to, that motion
is followed by an order for the printing of the bill,

and a day is fixed for the second reading.

On the second reading, the qiiestion submitted to

the House is, whether, taken as a whole, the end and
purpose of the bill is such as may be properly enter-

tained. As this is a question of principle, and not
of detail, the entire bill must at this stage be accepted

or rejected. If the bill pass the second reading, an
order is made, and a day appointed, for its being

committed to a Committee of the whole House.
On going into Committee, the Speaker leaves the

Chair, and the Chairman of Committees presides, not

in the Chair, but at the head of the table, on the seat

usually occupied by the First Clerk. The House then

proceeds to consider the bill clause by clause, either

in the order in v/hich the clauses stand, or in any other

which may be deemed most convenient. If there be

not time for the consideration of all the clauses at one
sitting, the Speaker having again taken the Chair, the

Chairman of Committees reports the progress that

has been made, and asks leave to sit again. When
all the clauses are gone through, he brings up the Re-
port, that is, the bill with all the amendments made
ia it by the Committee, and a day is fixed for taldng
the Report into consideration. When the Report has
been considered, and approved of, the bill is ordered
to be fairly WTitten out or engrossed, and a day is

fixed for the third reading. If the third reading be
agreed to, the House proceeds to consider whether it

shall pass the bill to which it has agreed.

Previous to the question of the bill's being passed,

any number of amendments may be made in the bill

by way of "rider 5" but these amendments muet not

alter tlie principle of the bill. The passing of the bill

is simply its being sent to the Lords, if it have not

been there already ; or its being sent there again, in

order to the Royal assent being given to it.

Private Bills are introduced on petition instead

of notice ; and, if any opposition be signified, the first

step is to refer the petition to a Select Committee. If

the Committee report favourably, the bill is read a

first time, and goes through the other steps, in the

same manner and order as a Public Bill.

There are three ways in which a Motion may he
rejected,— 1st, by a direct negative ; 2nd, by a motion
of adjournment

J
3rd, by the previous question. When

the question is put, "that this bill be now read a

second time," those who are against the bill may,
according to the first method, simply negative the

question ; but the more usual way is to move that

the question be altered by leaving out the words after

"that," and inserting the words "a second time this

day six [or three] months." The question put to the

House in this case, is Avhether the words proposed to

be left out shall stand part of the question or not.

The previous question is chiefly used in respect of

resolutions or motions for returns. Instead of simply

rejecting the resolution, it is got rid of by moving
that the question for its adoption be not put to the

House at that time.

In bills that have passed the Lords before coming
to the Commons, no motion for leave to bring in is

required, and the first reading is always conceded as

matter of courtesy. The Lords observe the same rule

in respect of bills that hav e passed the Commons.
At every step in the progress of a Bill, it may be

opposed ; and, if the House see fit, rejected. In Com-
mittee, every clause, every line, every word may be
made the subject of a question. At every step of its

progress in the House, it is competent for a member
to move the adjournment of the debate or of the

House, and he may renew this motion as often as he
pleases. In Committee, instead of the motion for ad-

journment, a member may move that progress be
reported 3 which amounts to the same thing.

In the House,—that is, when the Speaker is in the

Chair,—a member can only speak once, unless by
way of explanation ; or, in the case of the mover of

the question, by way of reply. In Committee, a mem-
ber may speak any number of times. A member
may, however, speak not only on the main question,

but on all such questions as arise incidentally in the

course of the debate.

THE DAYS OF THY MOURNING SHALL BE
ENDED."

Oh ! weep not for the joys that fade

Like evening lights away ;

—

For hopes that like the stars decayed,

Have left thy mortal day

;

For clouds of sorrow will depart,

And brilliant skies be given
;

And, though on earth the tear may start,

Yet bliss awaits the holy heart

Amid the bowers of Heaven !

Oh ! weep not for the friends that pass

Into the lonesome grave,

As breezes sweep the withered grass

Along the restless wave

;

For though thy pleasures may depart,

And darksome days be given
;

And lonely though on earth thou art,

Yet bliss awaits the lioly heart.

When friends rejoin in Heaven,
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SCOTCH SNOW-STORMS.
The most dismal of all the snow-storms on record, is

" the thirteen drifty days." This extraordinary storm,

as near as I have been al)le to trace, must have oc-

curred in the year 1G20. The traditionary stories

and pictures of desolation that remain of it, are the

most dire imaginable ; and the mention of the thir-

teen days to an old shepherd, in a stormy winter

night, never fails to impress his mind with a sort of
religious awe, and often sets him on his knees be-

fore that Being who alone can avert such another
calamity.

It is said that, during thirteen days and nights,

the snow-drift never once abated ; the ground was
covered with frozen snow when it commenced, and,
during all that time, the sheep never broke their fast.

The cold was intense, to a degree never before re-

membered ; and, about the fifth and sixth days of
the storm, the young sheep began to fall into a sleepy

and torpid state, and all that were so affected in the
evening, died during the night. The intensity of the
frost-wind often cut them off, when in that state, in-

stantaneously. About the ninth and tenth days, the

shepherds began to build up large semicircular walls

of their dead, in order to afford some shelter for the
remainder of the living ; but they availed but little,

for about the same time they were frequently seen
tearing at one another's wool with their teeth.

"When the storm abated, on the fourteenth day
from its commencement, there was, on many a high-
lying farm, not a living sheep to be seen. Large
misshapen walls of dead, surrounding a small pro-
strate flock, likewise all dead, and frozen stiff in their

lairs, were all that remained to cheer the forlorn

shepherd and his master j and though, on low-lying
farms, where the snow was not so hard before, num-
bers of sheep weathered the storm, yet their consti-

tutions received such a shock, that the greater part
of them perished afterwards ; and the final conse-
quence was, that about nine-tenths of all the sheep
in the south of Scotland were destroyed. In the
extensive pastoral district of Eskdale Moor, which
maintains upwards of twenty thousand sheep, it is

said none were left alive, but forty young wedders
on one farm, and five old ewes on another. The
farm of Thaup remained without a stock, and with-

out a tenant, for twenty years after the storm ; at

length one very honest and liberal-minded man
ventured to take a lease of it, at the annual rent
of a grey coat and a pair of hose. It is now rented
at 500/. An extensive glen in Tweedsmuir, belong-
ing to Sir James Montgomery, became a com-
mon at that time, to which any man drove his

flocks that pleased, and it continued so for nearly a
century.

The years 1709, 40, and 72, were all likewise

notable years for .severity, and for the losses sus-
tained among the flocks of sheep. In the latter, the
snow lay from the middle of December until the
middle of April, and all the time hard frozen. Par-
tial thaws always kept the farmer's hopes alive, and
thus prevented him from removing his sheep to a
low situation, till at length they grew so weak that
they could not be remov€;d. There has not been
such a general loss in the days of any man living, as
in that year. It is by these years that all subsequent
hard winters have been measured, and of late, by
that of 1795 ; and when the balance turns out in
favour of the calculator, there is always a degree of
thankfulness expressed, as w^ell as a comf>osed sub-
mission to the awards of Divine Providence. The
daily feeling naturally impressed on the shepherd's
mind, that all his comforts are so entirely in the

hand of Him who rules the elements, contributes
not a little to that firm spirit of devotion for which
the Scottish shepherd is so distinguished. I know
of no scene so impressive as that of a family seques-
tered in a lone glen, during the time of a winter
storm

;
and where is the glen in the kingdom that

wants such a habitation ? There they are left to the
protection of Heaven, and they know and feel it.

Throughout all the wild vicissitudes of nature, they
have no hope of assistance from man, but are con-
versant with the Almighty alone.

Before retiring to rest, the shepherd uniformly
goes out to examine the state of the weather, and
makes his report to the little dependent group
within—nothing is to be seen but the conflict
of the elements, nor heard but the raving of the
storm. Then they all kneel around him, while he
recommends them to the protection of Heaven ; and
though their little hymn of praise can scarcely be
heard even by themselves, as it mixes with the rciar

of the tempest, they never fail to rise from their
devotions with their spirits cheered, and their con-
fidence renewed, and go to sleep with an exultation of
mind, of which kings and conquerors have no share.
But of all the storms that ever Scotland witnessed,

or, I hope, will ever again behold, there is none of
them that can once be compared to the memorable
24th of January 1795, which fell with such peculiar
violence on that division of the south of Scotland,
that is between Crawford-muir and the border.
Within these bounds seventeen shepherds perished,
and upwards of thirty were carried home insensible,
who afterwards recovered : but the number of sheep
that were lost, far outwent any possibility of calcula-
tion. One farmer alone, Mr. Thomas Beattie, lost
1440 ; and many others, in the same quarter, from
600 to 800 each. Whole flocks were overwhelmed
with snow, and no one ever knew where they were,
till the snow dissolved, when they were all found
dead. Many hundi-eds were driven into w^aters,

bums, and lakes, by the violence of the storm, where
they were buried or frozen up ; and these the flood
carried away, so that they were never seen nor found
by the owners at all.

The following anecdote somewhat illustrates the
confusion and devastation that it bred in the country :

the greater part of the rivers, on which the storm
was most deadly, run into the Solway-Frith, on
which there is a place called the Beds of Esk,
where the tide throws out and leaves whatsoever is

thrown into it by the rivers. When the flood after
the storm subsided, there were found in that place,
and the shores adjacent, 1840 sheep, nine black
cattle, three horses, two men, one woman, forty-five
dogs, one hundred and eighty hares, besides a number
of meaner animals.

Life appears long to the miserable ; to him that is happy,
a moment. If this hold true of eternity, how dreadful will
the condition of some be !

If you would know the value of a guinea, try to borrow
one of a sti-anger. Hunter.

THE ARCH OF TITUS.
The Emperor Titus having conquered Judea, and
taken Jerusalem, the Roman senate decreed, that a
triumphal arch should be erected to his honour.
This arch still remains, and is one of the most cu-
rious and interesting monuments of ancient Rome.
It is attractive to the sculptor, the antiquary, and the
historian, in many points of view—^but above all it is

interesting to tlie Christian 3 and to the Jew so deeply
affecting, on account of the humiliating calamity which

3G—

2
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it ••ecords, that, it is said, no man of that nation will

ever willingly pass under it. It is not simply the

event tliat it coinniemorates, so intimately connected

both with the Law and the Gospel, from which it

derives its interest, though that is remarkable enough,

but the strong light which it throws by its sculpture

upon several of those sacred deposits of the temple,

which were most intimately connected with the ser-

vice of the Jewish ritual, and carry us back even to

the time of the great legislator himself.

The Arch of Titus is situated on the eastern decli-

vity of the Palatine mount. On approaching it from
the south (being the side least injured by time) its

oiiginal form is lost in ruins at each extremity ; but

the arch itself, a column on each side of it, with the

frieze and attic, are still pretty entire. The build-

ing, in its original form, must have been nearly an
exact square. It is constructed of white marble.

In the space formed by the curve of the arch, there

are winged figures, personifying Fame. Upon the

frieze is a representation of a sacrifice, with an alle-

gorical figure at the extremity of the procession,

carried upon a litter.

Upon the attic appears the following inscription

:

SENATVS
ropvLvsQvii: . romanvs .

DIVO . TITO . DIVI . VKSPASIANI . F.
VKSPASIANO . AVGVSTO.

Which may be thus translated

:

THE SENATE
AND PEOPLE OF ROME,

TO THE DIVINE TITUS, THE SON OF VESPASIAN
THE AUGUST.

Upon entering the arch (which is about fourteen
or fifteen feet wide) on each side are oblong spaces,
seven feet in height, by nearly fourteen in length,
containing a representation of the triumph of Titus,
when he returned to Rome, after having taken Jeru-
salem.

On the east side appears the emperor in a triumphal
car, dra\vn by four horses; Victory is crowning him
with laurel; Rome personified as a female figure,
conducts the horses ; and citizens and soldiers crowned
with laurel, compose the crowd that attends him.

On the opposite side, is another and more interest-

ing part of the procession, exhibiting the spoils taken
from the temple of Jerusalem ;—the golden candle-
slick with seven branches, the golden table, and the

silver trumpets, carried and accompanied by many
figures crowned with laurel, and bearing the Roman
standards.
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During the time these sculptures were in execution,

the objects themselves must have been under the

eyes of the artist, as the accidents to which their

loss is attribut(!d, happened long after the arch

was completed. The same sacred vessels made
under the immediate direction of Moses, did not

exist in the Temple at the time it was destroyed :

those brought back from Babylon having been

carried off by Antiochus Epiphanes, but they were

immediately replaced by persons well acquainted

with their form, and it is still easy to trace the

general outlines of these objects in Exodus xx v. 3—36.

The Jewish Historian, Josephus, an eye-witness of

the triumph of Vespasian and Titus, distinctly

mentions these objects as making a conspicuous

figure in the procession. After mentioning some
other particulars, he says, " But for these (spoils)

that were taken in the Temple of Jerusalem, they

made the greatest figure of them all ; that is, the

golden table of the weight of many talents ; the

candlestick also that was made of gold,"—" the

branches were in number seven, and represented the

honour in which the number seven was held among
the Jews." He then adds, " and after these triumphs

were over, Vespasian resolved to build a temple to

Peace : he also laid up therein these golden vessels and
instruments that were taken out of the Jewish temple,

as ensigns of his glory. But still he gave orders that

they should lay up their law and the purple veil of

the holy place in the imperial palace itself, and keep

them there*."

Thus, although injured by time and accident, there

is still standing at Rome a resemblance, taken from
the objects themselves, of the holy instruments and
vessels, originally formed according to divine instruc-

tion, 3323 years ago ; bearing undeniable evidence to

the truth of the Mosaic history.

It is probable that part of these injuries may be

attributed to the antipathy which the Jews have to

this monument of their final overthrow. The lapse

of eighteen centuries has not effaced the memory of

that calamity from the minds of the modern Jews.

At little more than a thousand paces from this

monument, there is another memorial of their sub-

jugation. In what is called the Ghetto Ebrei (or

abode for Jews), from five to six thousand of them
reside, and are confined every night, from an hour
after sun-set till an hour before sun- rising, in a few

narrow and dirty streets that have been allotted to

them.

After eighteen centuries of persecution, they remain
a living monument and illustration of some of the

most remarkable passages of Scripture prophecy.

Moses foretold in detail, the miseries of the siege

which Josephus has related, and predicted the signal

punishment that awaited their unbelief ; and the

honours conferred upon Titus for completing their

ruin, took place at the distance of no less than half a

century from the time that our Saviour forewarned
them of its approach. These prophecies are in our
hands, and the captive nation itself has been dispersed

among us to attest their accomplishment.
If the present condition of the Jews be a fact, for

which we have the evidence of our senses, so the

• The Copy of the Law and the Purple Veil of the Sanctuary
were accordingly preserved in the imperial palace ; thus they all

remained for more than 300 years, till in the sack of Rome, 455, they
fell into the hands of Genseric, and were carried into Africa to

Carthage : from thence they were afterwards translated to Constan-
tinople, then the capital of the Roman empire, by Belisarius, who
recovered them in Ms conquest of Africa ; and by a strange vicissitude

they were again transferred to Jerusalem. What has become ofthem
since, it is difficult to conjecture ; it is suspected by some, they were
carried to Persia in the year 641, by Chosroes, but there are doubts
whether the ship in which they were embarked ever reached its des-
tination.

memory of those events which led to it, have been
guarded by e\ ery circumstance that can give authen-
ticity to history*.

Two Roman emperors of eminent renown (Ves-
pasian and Titus) were employed in the work of de-
struction, and the notice taken ot it by their contem-
poraries proves it to have been regarded as the most
prominent achievement of their reign. The exploits

of Roman power were recorded and speedily published
to the utmost limits of an empire that extended from
the Thames to the Euphrates. Surviving the con-
vulsions by which that mighty empire was torn in

pieces, the Jews remain a distinct people, preserving

with religious care the history of their crimes, and
sentences of condemnation, and though in avowed
enmity to Christianity, supporting by their obstinacy

the evidence of its truth.

* Medals were also struck on the occasion, on one side of which
there is a female figure in the attitude of grief, under a palm-tree,
with the words JuiJ«A Capta, and on the other, the head of Ves-
pasian or Titus.

Duties are ours : events are Gods. This removes an in

finite burden from the shoulders of a miserable, tempted,
dying creature. On this consideration only can he securely
lay down his head and close his eyes. Cecil.

Each has his fault we readily allow ;

To this decree our dearest friend must bow
;

One's too careless, another's too con-ect,

And all, save our sweet self, have some defect.

DisciiETiON in speech is more than eloquence. Bacox.

STRAW-PLATTING.
The following notice of Straw-platting, abridged from
a fuller account, collected during the lastAutumn in the

districts where the occupation is followed, is published

under the impression that it will excite an interest

for the improvement of this ingenious manufacture,

and lead to the adoption of it in new districts, where
the supply of a populous neighbourhood may render it

a profitable employment to industrious females. At
the present time, upwards of 200,000 females are en-

gaged in the process.

The precise period when the Dunstable bonnets
made of straw-plat, that is of entire wheat- straws,

platted in long narrow strips, and afterwards sewn
together, were invented, is unknown. The Dunstable

bonnet is probably a century and a half old.—Gay, in

his Shepherd's Week, said to have been WTitten about
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1 720, in giving an account of the valuables bequeathed

by a dying shepherdess, says

—

My new straw hat, so trimly lined with green,

Let Peggy wear.

The weight and clumsy appearance of these bonnets,

which confined the work generally to the small straws,

probably first suggested the idea of dividing the straw
5

but the difficulty of making the division so that each

of the parts might be equal, the labour expended in

the operation of splitting, and the unevenness of the

work where the splits were not of equal breadth,

m\ist have retarded the progress of this ingenious

branch of our manufactures very considerably.

The first attempts to divide the straw, were by
means of knives ; but this was a work that occupied

much time. About thirty years ago, a mode was in-

vented of dividing the entire straw into equal parts,

by means of little instruments called " Machines,"
and then platting the divided parts. The ingenuity of

the inventor (a great benefactor to his country,) was
rewarded by realising a fortune of 30,000/. ; and from
that time may be dated the use of the plat made from
divided straws.

The Straw-platting Districts include Bedfordshire,

Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, and Essex. In many
other courtties the platting is partially followed, and it

may be well adopted in other districts for the supply

of the neighbovirhood.

The material generally used is ripe wheat-straw
;

but rye and other straws have been used, and within

the last ten years large quantities of Italian straw, said

to be both of corn and grass, have been imported,

and woi-ked up into what are called Tuscan plat.

Experiments on the different straws of corn and
grass, and on the precise times when they should be

cut, whether before or at the time when the corn

and grass are ripe, might lead to some discoveries,

which would add to the profits of the manufacturei-s,

as well as to the durability and beauty of the bonnets.

Straw -platting is of importance to farmers, in these

times, in an agricultural point of view, from the in-

creased value of good straw ; twopence per jjound

being given for it in the rough—that is, ^vithout the

heads of corn,—in the straw-plat districts.

The platter should be furnished with, 1st. a knife,

to cut the straw ; 2nd. a tub (or box) and cover, with

a few ounces of brimstone, and something of iron to

burn it upon, for fumigation ; 3rd. machines for divid-

ing the straws ; 4th. a work-bag ; 5th. a plat-mill
;

6th. a cloth to wrap the work in ; 7th. a piece of paste-

board, to roll the plat round as it is worked ; 8th. a

bottle with water, to wet the straw j 9th. a piece of

deal, half a yard broad, to wind the platting upon.

The process of platting is as follows : The straw-

drawers, or farmers' labourers*, are employed in

drawing out the straws and cutting off the heads of

com (for threshing would bruise and split the straw)

.

When this is done, it is sometimes sold to the platter

in the rough, at about twopence a pound. The next

process is to strip the straw of the leaves that sheathe

the stalk, and cut it into proper lengths. Each straw

is taken, root upwards, and stripped, and then cut with

a knife (not too sharp), ready for whiteiiing or steam-

ing, so as to allow it to be cut again into shorter un-

jointed lengths. The straws so cut, supposing the

root up, are the upper or top, the middle, and the

lower or bottom. Very good straw will produce

three 5 but generally there are two, the upper and
lower. Good straws must be straight. The lengths

are cut twice, for the ends are liable to be injured in

stemming, and the straw requires to have a good end
to work with.

> It is seldom the platter takes the business in the first stage.

After whitenmg, the straws are again examined,
and the good ones separated from the bad. They
are then again cut, so as to be from eight to ten

inches in length, and are again put into smaller bun-
dles, about ten inches round, tied with straw ; and
in that state are taken to the plat-market for sale.

The process of whitening, or steaming, consists in

subjecting the straw to the fumes of brimstone, in a

close tub or box. The bundles, or handfuls, are first

dipped in water, then shaken a little, so as not to

retain too much moisture^ and put on their ends
round the inside of the tub or boxf. About an
ounce of brimstone, broken into small pieces, is

placed in the centre of the box, on a plate, or piece

of tin or iron, and lighted ; and the box is shut or

closed up, to keep out the air and prevent the fumes
escaping.

The straws are examined by the platter before they
are cut or used. The following are the principal

faults. 1st. Black-haud, spottiness, or spot, which fre-

quently arises from the rubigo, or rust in wheat ; this

is a great fault, frequently occurring in unfavourable
seasons : 2nd. Red- hand, or redness, which is also a

fault spoiling the appearance of the plat ; 3rd. Bruised
straw

J
4th. Jointed straw ; 5th. Crooked straw. The

three latter kinds will not divide, or work well.

The good straws are divided into three or four

sizes, according to the calibre of the straw, or degree

of fineness, for the different works.

The straws are then cut into splints by the Ma-
chines, of which there are two kinds. One kind,

probably the earliest, consists of a pointed wire, upon
which the straw is forced ; it then comes in contact

with 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, or 11, sharp divisions (the

Nos. 5, 6, 7 are the most usual), which divide the

straw into so many equal parts. These instruments

have handles, and are made of either brass or iron
j

some are made more crooked than others ; the price

is from twopence upwards. The other kind consists

of the point and sharp part let into wood. Several

instruments, as the Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7, are in one
piece of wood. This latter instrument sells, in white

wood, or oak, for one shilling and upwards ; in maho-
gany, somewhat dearer.

These ingenious instruments, and the plat-mills,

after mentioned, are obtained with difficulty except at

the market-stalls, on market-days, in the straw-plat

districts ; they may, however, be procured in London.
By the division of labour, it is usual in manufac-

tories for one person (a Splitter) to examine, sort,

and split the straw for fifty others, who are called

platters, or braiders.

The straws, when split, are termed splints ; of

which each worker has a certain quantity. Before

working up the splints or straws into plat, those

which are more or less ciu-ved or hollow, are flat-

tened. This was attempted to be done by the com-
mon rolling-pin, but latterly by aii instrument of

work called the Plat Mill ; made generally of deal,

but sometimes of box-wood. The straw is put be-

tween the cylinders of this mill, and worked two or

three times through it, by which the splints become
flat, and are easy to work. The plat-mill in use at

present is soon put out of order ; and an acceptable

service would be rendered to several English counties,

by the improvement of this simple but important

machine.

It is almost impossible to describe the mode of

t A washing-tub, or a common tea-box, such as are sold by the

grocers, will answer the purpose ; but a superior kind of box is

used by Mr. Collier, of Ivingho, Bucks, a very intelligent manu-
facturer. It is a large oblong box, in which are placed the bundles

of straw, reserving a place for the brimstone, which is let in by a

trap-Qoor at one end : th» box may be opened in six or eight bom's.
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working straw into the different plats ; it can only be

learnt under an able and kind instructress, who may
be obtained from the straw-plat districts, on reason-

able terms ; when females are taught quite young,

however, it is not difficult of acquirement. There

are many schools in the districts, but they are suscep-

tible of considerable improvement.

Platters work first with the top of the straw (the

root being upwards) ; the other end is generally either

spotty or discoloured by the sun and air ; the top is

bright, having been covered by the leaf, which sheatha

about two-thirds of the length up to the next joint.

The platter leaves the lower ends unplatted, which
appear in regular work at one side.

Platters should be taught to use their second fingers

and thumbs, instead of their fore-fingers, (often

required in turning the si^lints,) which very much
facilitates the platting, and they should be cau-

tioned against wetting the splints too muchj taking-

care, in double platting, to use enough to make the

straws stick together.

After a piece has been platted, it shovild be wound
round a board, half a yard broad, and fastened at

the top with yarn, and kept there several days, to

form it into a proper shape.

Of the different plats, which are numerous, the

principal are the following. First : the Dunstable, or

whole straw ; a considerable improvement has taken
place in the imitations ; as 2nd. the Rustic, of four

coarse straws : this is a large plat, and used in making
very common bonnets and hats ; 3rd. the Pearl, of fo\u-

small straws , not much used, being very expensive
;

4th. the Devonshire of seven straws ; 5th, theJine-seven
;

6th. the Backbone, also worked in seven ; 7th. the Dou-
ble-seven : the straws are in the doubles wetted and
laid together, and worked double ; 8th. the Eleven

Straw ; 9th. the Double Eleven; 10th. the Lustre, Or

shining, of seventeen straws; 11th. the Wave, of

twenty-two straws, the straws appear as if worked
oneway; 12th. the Diamond, of twenty-three straws.

The platter works and sells by scores, or pieces of

twenty yards long ; and three score, or three and a

half of the commoner straws, will make a bonnet.

The bonnet-makers cut the score into half scores or

ten yards, and a quarter score, or five yards.

A good platter can make half a score in a day, or

three score a week
;
good work will always command

a sale, both in winter and summer.
It is not mtended here to describe the further pro-

cess in making bonnets and hats ;— the plat is, by
the best manufactm-ers, bleached (which is a delicate

process). At Luton, and in some other places, there

are regular bonnet-bleachers. The plat is then

sewed, by the bonnet-sewers, (a diflicult branch of

business,) who make and form the bonnets and hats,

which are then blocked; (an operation very laborious,

and giving rise to disease of the chest, very often

ending fatally. Can this be remedied ?) The bonnets
and hats are then pressed, and after being wired, lined,

and ticketed, are ready for sale.

There are markets for the sale of the large bundles
of long straw, both rough and properly stripped

;

the short straws ; the straw-plats ; and the bonnets,
&c., throughout the straw-plat districts. The best

bonnet-market is at St. Alban's, but there are others
at Luton, Dunstable, and Braintree ; these markets
are held only in the morning, from about eight to

ten o'clock, and the plat buyers always attend. The
price of Double-seven (common plat) in October,
1832, was under eighteen-pence a score ; three score
and a half make a bonnet, which may be purchased
at the market by the public^ and be made up at the
bonnet-maker's. 'W.

Temvle, January 1, 1833.

THE USES OF ADVERSITY.
Though dark the clouds, the wint'ry winds severe.
That sadden, Albion, half thy varied year,

Yet thence rude vigour nerves the sturdy swain,
Tiience vernal youth renews the smihng plain

;

Those blasts, whose harsh edge rasps the gentle cheek,
Whose touch is rudeness to the downy sleek,
Impart to rature all-prolific power,
Health to the bud, and fraj^ranco to the ilower.

Which, kissd anon by zephyrs moist and bland,
With pleasant odour fills the joyous land.

So, churlish Fortune rears her favourite child,

Inured to breath as sharp, and skies as wild

;

In such a clime fair Wisdom strikes her root,

And hardy Virtue's vigorous scions shoot;
'Tis there the germs of moral beauty form,
There, full of promise, prosper in the storm,
Till wood at length by some auspicious gale,

Their blossoms open, and their sweets exhale
;

Those precious sweets, by sterner seasons given,
Whose grateful incense gladdens earth and heaven!—H.

His present Majesty, when residing in Bushy Park, had
a part of the foremast of the Victor)', against which Lord
Nelson was standing when he received his fatal wound, de-
posited in a small temple m the grounds of Bushy House,
from which it was afterwards removed to the upper end of
the dining-room, with a bust of Nelson upon it. A large
shot had completely passed through this part of the mast,
and while it was in the temple, a pair of robins had built
their nest in the shot-hole, and reared a brood of young
ones. It was impossible to witness this little occurrence
without reflecting on the scene of blood and strife of war,
which had occurred to produce so snug and peaceable,a re-
treat for a nest of harmless robins. Jesse's Gleanings.

Men balance a moment in possession against an eternity
in anticipation : but the moment passeth away, and the
eternity is yet to come.

In wonder all philosophy began ; in wonder it ends : and
admiration fills up the interspace. But the first wonder is

the offspring of Ignorance : the last is the parent of Adora-
tion . C LEJS.1DGE

.

ANNIVERSARIES IN JANUARY.

MONDAY, 28th.

814 Charlemagne, King of France, and Emperor of Germany, died.
1547 Henr^ VIII. King of England, died at Whitehall.
1596 Sir Francis Drake, the celebrated English Admiral, died.
1612 Sir Thomas Bodlcy, from whom the Bodleian Library at Ox-

ford (the largest in Europe,) takes its name, died.

1613 Louis XIII. of France issued an edict against Duelling, with a
declaration that he would never grant the royal pardon in

such a case.

1725 Peter the Great, Czar of Russia, died at Petersburgh. Ca-
therine I. proclaimed Empress.

TUESDAY, 29th.

1579 Union of the Seven Provinces of Holland, signed at Utrecht.
1820 His Majesty, George III. died at Windsor, aged 82, and in

the 60th year of his reign.—Accession of King George IV.

WEDNESDAY, 30th.

INIartyrdom of King Charles I. of England. A. D. 1649.
1790 A Life-boat first put to sea, at South Shields, on the Tyne.
1826 The Menai Suspension Bridge, which connects the isle of

Anglesey with tne county of Caernarvon, opened.

THURSDAY, 31st.

Hilary Term Ends.
1616 Cupe Horn first doubled.
1788 Sir Ashton Lever, the celebrated Naturalist, and founder of

the Leverian Museum, died suddenly at Manchester.
1788 Charles Edward Stuart, grandson of James II. King of Eng-

land, died at Florence.

THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY.
It has been already stated (p. 7), that when Numa Pompilius
altered the Roman Calendar, he added January and February to

the year ; making the latter the second month. Following the ex-
ample of the Greek calendar, he assigned to it twenty-nine days

;

which number Julius Cajsar continued ; but Augustus Caesar re-

duced them to twenty-eight, adding the twenty-ninth, or expunged
day, to his oun month of August ; still Numa's number was, in a
manner, kept up ; for, every fourth year, an additional, or twenty-
ninth (lay was intercalated between the twenty-third and twenty-
fourth of February. These alterations made by the Emperor
Augustus, are retained in our calendar, with this slight difference.
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—that the intercalated day, instead of remaining nnnoticed, is every

fourth, or leap year, styled the 29th and last day of February.

This month, which has Piscis, or T/ie Fishes, for its sign in the

Zodiac, was placed, by Numa Pompilius, under the immediate pro-

tection of Neptune, the Pagan god of the waters ; who was held in

high estimation by the Romans, not only as holding dominion over

one of the four elements, but also on account of the advice which

he was supposed to have given for carrying off the daughters of their

neighbours, the Sabines, by the primitive inhabitants of Kome. lie

that as it may, its present name took its origin from Vi:iiuua, one of

the names of the goddess Jxmn, who presided over the purification

of women ; because the feast of the Lxipercalia was then held. Some
authors contend that it is derived from Fehruis expiatoriis, or sacri-

fices for the purgation of souls; because, at a feast which was always

held on the second day of this month, the heathens themselves not

only underwent a lustration, or purification, by sprinkling with

bunches of hyssop, dipped in water, but they also offered sacrifices to

Pluto, the iufeinal deity, on behalf of their ancestors and relatives.

By our Saxon ancestors, February was called Sprout-Kale*, or

the month in which young cabbages, or colewort, began to sprout.

They afterwards changed it into Sol-Monath, or Sun Month, from

the then returning sun, or the approach of spring ; when seeds and
plants begin to vegetate by the gradually-increasing warmth of the

se.iscn.

The common emblematic representation of February is, a man in

a dark or sky-coloured habit, bearing in his hand the astronomical

sign of Pisces, or the Fishes. In the ancient Saxon pictures, a vine-

dresser was shown in the act of pruning his trees ;— in others, a man
in a jacket, buttoned up close, striking his arms across his body, in

token of the early part of the monlli being generally the most incle-

ment portion of the year. February has also been represented by a

man clad in a white robe, with a wreath of snowdrops round his

temples, and holding a burning candle in his hand.

ANNlVEliSARIES IN FEBRUARY.
FRIDAY 1st.

1394 Charles VI. King of France, was nearly burnt to death at a
masquerade given in honour of the marriage of one of the

Queen's ladies. The king, who entered the ball-room dancing,

and covered over with flax, so as to resemble a savage or

wild man, led iu five lords chained together, and similarly

habited. The Duke of Oilcans, who was not aware of the

quality of the maskers, approached them, and in a frolic ap-
plied his lighted flambeau to one of their heads ; which,
instantly bursting into a blaze, communicated to the others,

and also set the furniture of the room on fire. The king

escaped ; but four of his chained companions were burnt to

death ; and the fifth was saved only by jumping into a vat full

of water.

1619 Charles I. King of England, was brought a second time
before his judges. The king, firm in his resolution not to

recognise this new tribunal, insisted on the insufficiency of
their power to try him. Eradshaw, the president, replied,
" that the Court held its power from the Commons of the king-
dom, to whom the kings, his predecessors, had always held
themselves responsible;" but the king challenged him to

cite an example of such jurisdiction. Cromwell, iiowever,
abruptly terminated the discussion, by saying, " that such
explanations were useless, and that the Court had no time to

lose in solving quibbles."
1733 Frederick-Augustus I., king of Poland, died at Warsaw,

aged sixty-three. This sovereign's life is a striking instance
of the vicissitudes of human life. Three years after having
been elected King of Poland, he was driven from the throne
by Charles XII. of Sweden, who gave the crown to Stanis-
laus Leczinski: but, on the defeat of Charles at Pultowa, he
was restored, and continued to reign until his death. He
was regarded by the Saxons as a father, and wa.s held in great
respect by the Poles.

1793 William Aitou, author of Ilortvs Kcwensis,—a catalogue of
the plants in the Royal Gardens at Kew,—died at Kew, in

Surrey.

SATURDAY 2d.

Candt.emas-Day.- Purification of tiie Virgin Mart. The
feast of the Purification of the Blessed Virgin was formerly celebra-
ted in this country, (and is still in Roman Catholic ones) by torch-
light processions and by the performance of Mass with a multitude of
Candles in the several churches. These customsare said to have been
derived from the Romans, who went about their city with lighted
torches on this day, in honour of Februa the mother of Mars, and
to have been introduced into the church of Rome, by Pope Sergius.
Such practices were continued in England, until the second year of
the reign of Edward the Sixth, when Archbishop Cranmer suppressed,
them, by order of tlie King's Privy Council.

Anciently, this day was called that of Christ's Presentation ; and

• Verstpg.an tells us that, by Kdc. the Saxons meant Colc-tvort, or Kele-
wurt; "which," says he, " was the greatest pot-uurt, in time long past, that our
ancestors used; and the broth made thereof was also called Kdc ox Kale."
Before we borrowed from the Frencli the words pottaijc and herb, the tirst, in
our own lang\iage was termed Kcla, and the second, uurt ; and as this Kdc-
wurt. or jjottage-herb, was the chief wintcr-wurt, or garden ve^'etable, of tlie
husbandman

; so, also, it was the first herb which in this montli began to
yield wholesome young sprouts." This venerable author goes on to sav, that
•• this herb was lield, not onlv by our ancestors, to be very K"od lioth for sus-
tenance Jind healtli ; Imt that the ancient Komans also had such an opinion
thereof, that, iluriug six luindred years, whilst Rome was uilhout phi/sidans,
the people were accustomecl to plant great stores of these rvurts. which they
accounted l)oth meal and murlicine ; for, as they did cat the wiut for suste-
nance, so dill they drink the water wherein it was boiled, as a thing sovereign
In all kinds of sickness." It may be adde.l here, that, throughout Scotland.
this mode of using Colewort, or Kail, is continued to the present day, and
that thero is no cottager so poor wlio does not cultivate his Kail-yard.

m the Reformed Church it is still kept m a solemn festival, in

memory of the humiliation of the blessed Virgin Mary, who, whilst

submitting to the law wliich enjoined personal purification after

child-birth, presented the infant Jesus in the Temple; for, to render

the first-born son holy unto the Lord, it was enjoined by the Mo-
saical ordinances, (see I.eriticus, ch. xii.) that attendance should
be given in the Temple, and that an offeringshould at the same time

be made of money, or sacrifice. The Virgin Mary accordingly at-

tended with her first-born on the Fortieth day, and presented a pair of

doves,—that being the offering suitable to her circumstances. From
this pious obedience to the law, on the part of the Mother of Our
Lord, arose the rite of Churching women after child-birth, in this

country ; but, as the ancient Mosaical institution has been abrogated
by the new and more perfect law, no other sacrifice than that of the
heart is now enjoined; nor is any precise day fixed for the public per-

formance of this act of piety.

1300 Institution of Jubilees in the Romish Church, by Pope Boni-
face VIII.

1625 Charles I. crowned at Westminster.
1799 Elizabeth Woodcock buried under the snow for eight days, near

Cambndge. See Saturd<iy Magazine, vol. i. p. 239.

1824 The ship Fame, in which Sir Stamford RafHes and his family
had sailed from Bencoolen for England, and which contained
a cargo of saltpetre, took fire and blew up, about thirty miles

south-west from the port whence she had set out. The pro-

perty lost by Sir Stamford amounted to £30,000 ; but his

papers, drawings, and collection of specimens in natural his-

tory, which he had made in Batavia, may be considered an
irreparable loss to science and to literature. The passengers
and crew were providentially saved i'n two small boats ; for

only half an hour elapsed between the discovery of the acci-

dent and the final destruction of the vessel

!

SUNDAY 3rd,

Sr PTUAGEsiMA SuNDAY .—Tlic three Sundays and weeks that precede
Lent, have long been distinguished by the names of Scptuai;esima,

Sc.iagesima,3.nd Quinqnagesima ; which terms signify the Seventielli,

Sixtieth, and Fiftieth. Many fanciful and absurd reasons have been
assigned for these titles ; but the most satisfactory one is as follows,

when the words were first applied to denote the Sundays in question,

the season of Lent had generally been extended to a fastof six weeks,
or tliirty-six days, exclusive of Sundays, which were always cele-

brated as festivals. At this time, likewise, the Sunday which we
call the First Sunday in Lent, was styled, simply, QuADnAorjjiMA,
or the fortieth day before Easter ; and Lent itself was denoted the

Quadragesimal, or Forty-Days' Fast. Now, when the three weeks
before Quadragesima ceased to be considered as weeks after the Epi-
phany, and were appointed to be observed as a time of preparation

for Lent, it was perfectly conformable to the ordinary mode of com-
putation, to reckon backwards, and, for the sake of even and round

numbers, to ccunt by decades, or lens ; therefore, the compilers of

the new ritual and of the proper offices, naturally styled the first

Sunday before Quadragesima, Quinqnagesima ; the second, Sexa-

gcsima ; and the third, Septuagesima.—See Siiei'iiehd's Elucidation

of tlie Book of Common Prayer.
Blaise,—or Blaize, was an ancient Bishop ofSebastia, in Armenia.

He suffered martyrdom, under Dioclcsian, in the year 289. He is

said to have found out the art of combing wool ; on which account,

the journeymen wool-combers in England have sometimes a grand

procession on this day. One of the trade personates the bishop, car-

rying a pair of combs in his hands. In Leeds, Norwich, and other

places, where the wool-combers are numerous, this procession excites

much interest.

1552 Peter Duchatel, Bishop of Orleans, and Grand Almoner of

France, died of apoplexy, whilst preaching before Francis I.

1738 Death of Sir Thomas Lomhe, proprietor of the famous mill for

silk-throwing; being the first and largest silk-mill ever con-

structed in England. This mill had a great influence on the

commerce of Great Britain; and a complete model of it is

deposited in the Tower of London ; the original, brought

from Italy, in pieces, was erected in the town of Derby. Sir

Thomas received a grant of 14,000/. from Parliament, for

having, by this complex machine, contributed so largely to

the national prosperity.

1794 Sixteen persons crushed to death, in attempting to obtain

admission into the Theatre in the Haymarket, London.
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SOME ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL VOLCANOES.

View of Moutit Vesuvius.

Preliminary Observations upon Volcanoes.

Although Volcanoes occupy but a small portion of the

earth's surface, and their eruptions are far from frequent,

they have, in consequence of their terrific grandeur, most
forcibly arrested the attention of mankind in all ages.

Their number is estimated at about 200 ; and they are thus
distributed. The continent of America, with its islands,

contains about 116; Asia and its isles, 66; Europe and
its isles, 13 : no volcanoes have as yet been found on the

African continent, and those of its islands are included in

the above estimate. Of these vents of subterranean fire,

about 90 are insular, or situated in islands; the remainder
are continental.

It is well known that few of the whole number of vol-

canoes throughout the world, are ever in activity at the

same time : some of them he dormant for ages ; others for

shorter periods ; whilst a few may be said to have become
altogether extinct or spent. Nor is the volcanic activity at

all proportional to the size, either of the mountain, or its

crater ; the greatest energy being often manifested by those

of the least magnitude. Those which eject lava, or red-hot

melted rock, are very few ; the matter thrown out by many
being merely ashes, with, sometimes, blocks of stone, tor-

rents of hot water, and rivers of mud. Those volcanic

mountains from which such vast volumes of water descend,
generally have their craters situated in regions of per-
petual snow; and the quantity of ttviid is, consequently,
supposed to be greatly increased lijfc^e melting of the snow
and ice during an eruption. A striking example of this is

afforded by Cotopaxi in Soiitli America : that mountain
rises above the line of perpetual frost ; consequently, when-
ever a fiery eruption takes place, the snows in and around
the crater are melted ; and so descend in torrents, sweep-
ing away the tovras and villages at its base, On one

Vol. II.

occasion, a village, thirty leagues distant, was thus over-

whelmed !

The space which volcanoes, with their theatres of action,

occupy on the surface of the globe, is comparatively small

;

it having been estimated that all the beds of lava hitherto

emitted from the bowels of the earth, that have been re-

corded in history, do not cover more than 24,000 square

leagues, which is only one 800th part of the whole earth's

surface ; but the beds of combustible matter in the bowels

of the earth, which produce them, are more extensive than

this superficial admeasurement.
Although no vei-y satisfactory theory of the natural causes

and mode of action of the volcanic fire has yet been esta-

blished, several circumstances may be mentioned, which,

in some degree, tend to elucidate them. In the first place

water seems to be a necessary agent in the production

of volcanic fire; for columns of aqueous vapour ascend,

and torrents of salt water flow, from these reservoirs of ele-

mental strife : various minerals and metals also, with sul-

phur and other combustibles, contribute to the production

of subterranean fire. These substances, lying together, or

being imbedded in separate strata, are supposed to remain

quiescent, until water flows in upon them, when they im-

mediately exert upon each other a chemical action, and

decomposition and consequent ignition take place, for then

each substance being resolved into its primary elements, a

greater volume, or bulk, is created by the expansion of

solids into fluids, and of fluids into gases or aeriform sub-

stances. Thus the interior of the earth is disturbed, and

the surface shaken, producing the phenomenon known by

the name of earthquake, whilst the decomposed combus-

tible matter, becoming every moment more and more bulky,

and incapable of continuing longer within its confines, finds

the nearest vent to the surface, by heaving up the super-
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incumbent eaVth and rocks into the shape of a cone, or in-

verted funnel, and discharging itself from the crater, or

aperture which it makes at the top, into the surrounding

atmosphere, and over the adjacent country.

This general theory will apply to all volcanoes ; not

excepting those in which the combustible matter, when
unable to find its way to the top, or previous crater, of a

dormant volcano, forms an aperture in the weakest part of

the side or base of the mountain, and thence Hows into the

sea or otherwise.

Extinct volcanoes are generally found at a considerable

distant e from the sea* ; whilst those that are most active

are in its inunediate vicinity ; and many of them are

actually submarine, or situated in the very bed of the ocean.

Wiien a volcano bursts beneath the waters of the sea, the

substances thrown up often rise above the surface, forming

rocks and islands : such has been the case throughout

every ocean on the globe. The Azores, Santorini, and
Stromboli, are islands of this description, as well as Sul-

phur Island in the Japanese sea ; but sometimes these

newly-formed isles, not possessing a sufficiently firm base
to support them, give way and disappear very soon after

their l)irth. This has been the case in our time with the

island of Sabrina, and with tlie small islet which lately

arose on the coast of Sicily.

The combustible matter which causes eruptions does not

appear to be universally diffused throughout the earth,

but is collected in particular spots, districts, or regions,

and disposed in beds or veins of smaller or greater dimen-
sions, since volcanoes appear either in groups, or in

lengthened ranges, or extended lines. Thus, Iceland and
its neighbourhood presents one group ; whilst the Andes
of America form a lengthened range of volcanic action.

Although the subterraneous connexion of the several mem-
bers of any group or line is sufficiently evident ; it does not

follow that ignition should take place in all at once : on
the contrary, eruption probably takes place only in that part

of the vein or bed, which undergoes chemical decomposition
from the causes before stated ; consequently, one volcanic

crater of a group or line will be in a state of igneous
activity, whilst the others lie dormant, or have become
entirely extinct.

VOLCANOES OF THE MEDITERRANEAN^.
Tnis-^-olcanic region may be divided into three provinces,
viz. the district around Naples; Sicily, and its Isles;
and the Greek Archipelago. The Neapolitan volcanoes
extend from Mount Vesuvius or Somma, through the
Phlegr.ean' Fields, to the islands of Procida and
IscHiA ; and within this space, the volcanic force is some-
times developed in eruptions from a considerable number
of points ; but the greater part of its action, since the
commencement of the Christian era, has been confined to
one principal and habitual vent, Mount Vesuvius.

THE ISLES OF ISCHIA AND PROCIDA.
From the remotest periods of which we have any know-
ledge, until the Christian era, Vesuvius was in a state
of inaction. Until that period, terrific convulsions took
place from time to time in Ischia and the neighbouring
Isle of Procida. Strabo states, that the latter was torn
asunder from the former, and Pliny derives its name
(Prochyta,) from the circumstance of its having been

* There are hundreds of instances throughout the globe, where
evident marks are to be found, to demonstrate that, during volcanic
action, the sea has either receded from the theatre of agitation, and
been partly ingulfed by some submarine abyss; or that the land,"
to a great extent round a volcanic crater, has been upheaved by
subterranean turmoil, to so great a height as to leave the ocean's
waves at an immense distance. As an example of these phenomena,
we shall instance Mount Bolca, in Italy, which is situated about
twenty miles north-east from Verona: the surrounding districts bear
evident marks of volcanic action in a former age, as well as of having
been at one time covered brj the sea ; although now, it appears
entirely destitute of igneous energy, and lies at the distance of at
least fifty miles from the nearest shore. Plants, shells, land and
marine animals, leaves, birds, and insects, are found deposited in this
mountam, in almost every direction; sometimes in separate beds,
and at others, combined with productions which are obviously of
volcanic origin. Nay, what is still more extraordinary, is the fact
that most of the rivers, seas, and climates of the globe, seem to
have contributed to the natural stores of Mount Bolca : for petrified
fishes of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, are found imbedded in
large masses of rock of this extraordinary mountain, which is more
than 1000 feet above the present level of the sea.

jChiefly abridged from FnoFEssoa Lyell's Principles of Geology.

poured forth by an eruption from Ischia. So viident indeed,

were the eartlKpiakes and volcanic explosions to which
Ischia was subject, that the fabulous Giant, Typhon,
(
" from whose eyes and mouth, fire proceeded, and who

hurled stones to heaven, with a loud and hollow noise,'") was
said to lie buried beneath it ! Its present circumference is

eighteen miles, its length five, and its breadth three.

Several Greek and other colonies which settled on it, were
compelled to abandon it on account of the violence of the
eruptions, earthciuakes, and burning exhalations.

Strabo, after Timaeus, informs us, that a little before the
time of the latter, Epomeo,^ or St. Nicolo, the principal

mountain in the centre of the isle, vomited fire during
great earthquakes ; that the land between it and the coast

had ejected much fiery matter, which flowed into the sea

;

and that the sea receded to a great distance, and then
returning, overllowod the island. This eruption is supposed
to have been that which formed the crater of Monte Corvo,
on one of the higher flanks of Epomeo, above Foria ; the
lava-current of which may still be traced, by the scoriae on
its surface, from the crater to the sea.

To a subsequent eruption in the lower-parts of the isle,

which caused the expulsion of the first Greek colony,

Monte liotaro has been attributed, and it bears every
mark of recent origin ; the cone is remarkably perfect, and
the crater on its summit resembles that of Monte Nuovo,
near Naples ; but the hill itself is larger, and has given
vent to a lava-stream at its base instead of its summit. It

is covered with the arbutus and other beautiful evergreens
;

and such is the fertility of the virgin soil, that the shrubs
have almost become trees ; indeed the growth of some of

the smaller wild plants has been so vigorous, tliat botanists

have had some dilliculty in recognising tlie species. An
eruption, whereby a Syracusan colony, planted by King
Hiero, was dislodged, is supposed to have given i-it-e to

that mighty current of lava which forms the promontory of

Zaro and Car?<so. The surface of these lavas is still vtry
arid and bristling, and covered with black cinders ; so that

it must have cost much labour to redeem those spots which
have been converted into vineyards *.

From the period of the great eruption last mentioned,
down to the present time, Ischia has enjoyed tranquillity,

with the exception of one eruption of lava from Cainjx) del

Arso, in the early part of the fourteenth century, which
occasioned considerable local damage.
Epomeo, the central mountain already spoken of, is 2505

feet above the level of the sea ; and is composed of greenish
hardened earth of great thickness, mixed in some parts with
layers of marl, and streams of hardened lava.

Both these mountains, like the greater portion of those in

the Terra di Lavoro, had their origin under water t; al-

though it has frequently happened to them, as to Epomeo,
that after being elevated above the level of the sea, fresh

eruptions have broken through, at various points. There aro

on diff'erent parts of Mount Epomeo, or scattered over the

lower tracts of Ischia, twelve considerable volcanic cones,

which have been thrown up since the island itself was
raised from the bottom of the sea ; and many streams of

lava may have flowed, like that of the point named Campo
del Arso, not far from the town of Ischia, in 13024;, with-

out coues having been produced ; so that this island may,
during ages previous to the remotest traditions, have served

as a safety-vaU e to the whole Terra di Lavoro, v/hilst tha
fires of Vesuvius lay dormant.

* The population of the island amounts to 25,000.

t Within 800 feet of the summit of Epomeo, Professor Lyell
found murine shelh, which have been identified with species of shell-

fish now existing in the Blediterranean.

t During part of the year 1301, earthquakes had succeeded each
other, in the Neapolitan district of the IMediteri anean range, with
feaiful rapidity ; they terminated, as above mentioned, with a
tremendous discharge of lava from the Campo del Arso. The stream
ran quite down to the sea, a distance "of two miles. Pontanus,
whose country-seat was burnt and overwhelmed by it, describes the

dreadful scene as having lasted two montlis ; many houses were
swallowed up, and a partial emigration of the inhabitants was the

consequence. Until this eruption, Ischia had enjoyed an interval of

rest of about seventeen centuries ; except in the ca«e of a slight con-

vulsion mentioned by Julius Obsequens, which occurred 91 years

before Ciirist. The present appearance of the crater is merely that

of a slight depression, surrounded by heaps of red and black scoria
or cinders ; the lava-stream, or bed, varies in colour from iron-gre^

to reddish black, and is remarkable for the glassy felspars whicli U
contains. Its surface is almost as barren, after a lapse of five centu-

ries, as if it had cooled down yesterday ; a few aromatic herbs only

appear in the interstices of the scoria; ; whilst the Vesaviaa lava of

1767 is already covered with luxuriant ve^etatioa.
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MOUNT VESUVIUS.

From the earliest colonization of Italy by the Greeks,

until the year 79 of the Christian era, Vesuvius offered no

further indications of a volcamc character than such as

mi^ht be inferred, from the similarity of its structure to

that of other extinct volcanoes, and the ancient lava-beds

on its sides. The ancient cone was of a regular form ; with

a flat summit, on which the remains of a crater of former

days (nearly filled up,) had left a slight depression : the

sides of the interior were covered with wild vines, and the

bottom was a mere barren plain. On the exterior, the

flanks of the mountain consisted of fertile fields, which were

richly cultivated ; and at the base were situated, together

with many others, the populous and flourishing cities of

Jlerculaneum and Pompeii.

The first symptom of revival of the energies of Vesuvius,

was an earthquake, in the year 63 of the Christian era,

which did considerable injury to the cities in its vicinity
;

from which time, until 79, there were several slight shocks.

In the month of August of the latter year, these became
more numerous and violent ; and at length, a tremendous

eruption showed that the volcanic fire of this region had
been recalled to the main channel.

The elder Pliny, who held the command of the Roman
fleet, stationed at Misenum, a cape or headland about twice

the distance westward from the volcano, as the city of Naples,

in his anxiety to obtain a nearer view of the phenomenon,
fell a victim to the sulphureous vapours. The younger
Pliny, his nephew, who remained with the fleet at Misenum,
has left us a very lively description of the awful scene in

his J^etters. He says, that a dense column of vapour
was first seen arising vertically from Vesuvius; and then
spreading itself out laterally, so as to resemble the head
and trunk of the Italian pine-tree. This black cloud was
occasionally pierced by_^asAesq/'_^re as vi\id as lightning

;

and the whole atmosphere suddenly became darker than
night. The eruption had commenced with such amazing
force, that ashes fell even upon the ships at Misenum

;

indeed they fell in such quantities as to cause a shoal in

one part of the sea ! In the mean time, the ground rocked
terribly ; and the sea receded so far from the shores, that

many marina animals were left exposed on the dry sand.

These appearances agree exactly with those witnessed in

more recent volcanic eruptions
;
particularly that of Vesu-

vius in 1S22 : indeed, in all times and countries, there is

a striking uniformity in volcanic phenomena.
It does not appear that in 79 any lava flowed from Vesu-

vius : the ejected substances consisted of lapilli, sand, and
fragments of rock and ancient hardened lava ; so that it is

erroneous to suppose that Herculaneum and Pompeii were
overwhelmed with streams of burning lava. These cities,

as the excavations have since proved, were buried under
showers of ashes. Neither is it true, that all the inhabit-

ants were buried alive as they sat in the theatres, as Dion
Cassius the historian states ; for during years of examina-
tion, comparatively but a few mortal remains have been
discovered in the theatres, the temples, the streets, or the
houses : many lives, no doubt, were lost ; but, the shower
of ashes and other matter being of long continuance, the
inhabitants generally had sufficient time to escape.

The first stream of lava which flowed from Vesuvius, of

which we have any account, was in the year 1036, this

being the seventh volcanic eruption since the revival of its

action. Two other eruptions took place in 1049 and 1138.

During the interval of 168 years of repose, which followed
the latter period, two minor vents of this volcanic range
opened at distant points ; viz. that of the Solfatara, in 1198;
and that of Campo del Arso in Ischia, in 1302. The next
eruption of Vesuvius was in 1306 ; and there was a slight one
in 1.500. Between the former period, and the year 1631,
there was a pause in its energies ; but Mount Etna, in the
island of Sicily, was in such a state of activity as to warrant
the conclusion that the latter volcano sometimes serves as a
channel to discharge those elastic fluids and lava, which
•would otherwise be ejected in the south of Italy.

This great pause in the eruptive action of Vesuvius was
also marked by a memorable event in the Phlegrsean Fields

;

and by the sudden formation of a new mountain near
Naples, in 1538. During nearly a century after the
birth of the latter, Vesmius still remained in a state of
quiescence ; there having been no violent eruption during
492 years. It appears that the crater was then in exactly
the same condition as the (at present) extinct volcano of
Astroni, near Naples,

Braccini, who visited Vesuvius not long before the erup-
tion of 1G31, gives this interesting description of its inte-

rior :
—

" The crater was five miles in circumference, and
about 1000 paces deep ; its sides were covered with brush-
wood, and at the bottom there was a green plain, on which
cattle grazed. In the woody parts, wild boars frequently
harboured ; and, in one part of the plain, covered with
ashes, there were three small pools ; one, filled with hot and
bitter water ; another, salter than the sea ; and the third,

hot but tasteless."' In December, 1G31, however, these
verdant plains and woods, with their wild boars and other
inhabitants, were consumed. Seven streams of lava poured
at once from the crater, and overflowed several villages at

the foot of the mountain. The city of Resina, which had
been partly built over the ancient city of Herculaneum, was
consumed by the fiery torrent. Great floods of mud, also,

or torrents of water ejected from the crater, and mixing with
the ashes, were as destructive as the lava itself.

Vesuvius had now a brief repose of thirty-five years : viz.,

until 1666 ; since which time, until the present, there has
been a constant series of eruptions, with rarely an interval

of rest during ten years together. During the last two
centuries, however, no irregular volcanic agency has con-

vulsed other points in this district.

It has been remarked, that such irregular convulsions

had occurred in the bay of Naples, in every second century

;

for example, the eruption of the Solfatara, in the 12th; of

the lava of Campo del Arso, in the 14th : and of Monte
Nuovo, in the 16th ; but the 18th century appears to be an
exception to this rule ; which is to be accounted for by the

unprecedented number of eruptions during that period :

whenever new vents have opened, there has always been
a long intermission of activity in the principal volcano.

The Cone of Vesuvius.

During upwards of one hundred years previously to 1822
the crater of Mount Vesuvius had been gradually filling

up by lava boiling from below, as well as by scoriae falling

from the explosions of smaller mouths, which were formed
at intervals on its base and sides : instead of a regular

cavity, therefore, the crater was an enclosed rocky plain,

covered with blocks of lava and cinders, and traversed by
numerous fissures, from which clouds of vapour were con-

tinually rising. In October, 1822, violent explosions,

during an emption of more than t^venty days, broke up
and threw out all tliis accumulated mass ; leaving an im-
mense chasm or gulf of an irregular shape, somewhat
resembling an oval, about three miles in circumference,

but rather less than three-fourths of a mile in diameter.

The depth of this tremendous abyss has been variously

estimated ; for from the period of its formation, it has

decreased daily by the falling away of its sides : at first,

the depth was said to be 2000 feet from the summit ; but,

after the eruption of 1822, the same was estimated at less

than 1000; indeed, more than 800 feet of the cone had
been carried away by the explosions, so that not only was
the depth of the crater made smaller, but the mountain
itself was reduced in height from 4200 feet, to 3400.

Nocturnal View of an Eruption of Vesuvius.

A LATE traveller, who made one of a party to visit Vesu-
vius by night, thus describes the phenomena of an ordinary

eruption :
" It was about half-past ten when we reached

the foot of the craters, which were both tremendously agi-

tated ; the Great Mouth threw up immense columns of

fire, shrouded in the blackest smoke, mixed with sand,

which filled our eyes and ears. Each explosion of fire was
preceded by a bellowing of thunder in the mountain. Tiie

smaller mouth was much more active ; and the explosions

followed each other so rapidly, that we could not count

three seconds between them. The stones which were

emitted were fourteen seconds in falling back to the crater

;

consequently, there were always five or six explosions

—

sometimes more than twenty—in the air at once. These

stones were not thrown up perpendicularly, in the shape of a

pillar of fire, as from the other crater, but in that of a wide-

spreading sheaf, producing the most magnificent effect

imaginable. The smallest stones appeared of the size of

cannon-balls ; the greater number were hke bomb-shells
,

but others were pieces of rock, five or six cubic feet in size,

and some of most enormous dimensions : the latter generally

fell on the ridge of the crater, and rolled down its sides,

splitting into fragments as they struck against the hard and
cutting masses of cold lava. Some of these stones, even

when on fire, are extremely hard, but the larger ones are a

complete paste offire, and whilst at a red heat are easily
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divided. Tlie sides of the crater, spangled with these hurn-

in^ stones, appeared to us like a sky thickly interspersed

with brilliant stars.

" The smoke emitted by the smaller mouth was white,

and its whole play was inconceivably grand and beautiful

:

but the other, though less active, was much more ten-ible
;

for its detonations were irregular and uncertain, and the

thick blackness of its gigantic volumes of smoke partly

concealed the fire which it vomited. Both burst, occasion-

ally, at the same instant, and with the most tremendous

fury ; sometimes mingling their ejected stones, but their

smoke never. It would be expected that the pasty matter

thus thrown up would make but little noise in its fall ; but

this is not the case ; the pieces resound like the rolling of

the hardest rocks from the summit of a mountain ; and the

hail of the smaller stones produces the same effect upon

the ear as the clatter of the falling roof of a house on fire
;

sometimes like the crack of thunder, when the lightning

has struck some object near at hand.
" If any person could accurately fancy the effect of 500,000

sky-rockets darting up at once to a height of three or four

thousand feet, and then falling back in the shape of red balls,

shells, and large rocks of fire, he might have an idea of a

single explosion of this burning mountain ; but it is doubt-

ful whether any imagination is sufficiently exalted to con-

ceive the effect of one hundred of these explosions in the

space of five minutes, or of twelve hundred or more in the

course of an hour, as we saw them ! Yet this was only

a part of the sublime spectacle which we had to admire.
" On emerging from the darkness, occasioned by the

smaller crater being hidden by the large one, as we
passed round to the other side of the mountain, we found

the whole scene illuminated by the river of lava, which
gushed out of the ralley formed by the craters and the hill

we now stood on. The fiery current was narrow at its

source, apparently not more than eighteen inches in

breadth ; but it quickly widened, and soon divided into

two streams, one of which was at least forty feet wide, and
the other somewhat less : between them they formed a sort

of island ; below which they reunited into one broad river,

which was at length lost sight of in the deep windings and
ravines of the mountain. These rivers of fire, upon which
we looked down from the top of a high precipice,—the black

rocks on the other side of the abyss,—the fantastic shapes,

which the dubious light showed in every direction,—the

horrible gloom of night in every part not illuminated by the

lava,—and the tremendous detonations and eruptions, which
we could now more clearly hear and see,—were phenomena
which I shall never forget ! Never can the awful impres-

sion of all these elements of terror be effaced from my mind !"

BIRTH OF MONTE NUOVO, (New Mountain),
In the Bay of Bai^e, near Naples.

Frequent earthquakes disturbed the neighbourhood of

Puzzuoli, during two years previous to 1538; but it was
not until the 27th and 28th of September, of that year,

that they became alarming : no less than twenty shocks
were then experienced during twenty-four hours. On the

night of the 29th, two hours after sunset, a gulf opened

between the little town of TrtperooL A, \vhich once existed

on the site of Monte Nuovo, and the baths in its suburbs,
which were much frequented. A large fissure approached
the town with a tremendous noise ; discharging pumice-stones,
blocks of unmelted lava, and ashes mixed with water, with
occasional flames. The ashes fell in immense quantities

even at Naples ; and the neighbouring town of Puzzuoli
became* deserted by its inhabitants: The sea retired sud-
denly for a space of 200 yards, and a portion of its bed was
left dry ; whilst the whole coast, from Monte Nuovo to be-

yond Puzzuoli, was elevated many feet above the bed of the
Mediterranean ; in which situation it has ever since re-

mained. On the 3d of October, the eruption ceased, so

that the hill of Monte Nuovo, the great mass of which was
thrown up in a day and a night, became accessible.

Monte Nuovo stands partly on the site of the ancient
Lucrine Lake, which was itself merely the crater of a pre-

existent volcano. This lake was almost filled up during the
eruption of 1538 ; and nothing now remains of it except a
shallow pool, which is separated from the sea by an elevated
artificial mound or beach. The height of Monte Nuovo
(that is, New Mountain) has recently been determined to

be 440 feet above the level of the Bay of Naples ; its baso
is nearly a mile and a half in circumference ; and the depth
of the crater is 421 feet from the top, so that its bottom is

only nineteen feet higher than the level of the sea.

THE PHLEGR^AN FIELDS.
In this celebrated region, which is situated on the Bays
of Baiae and Naples, are contained Monti Nuovo and Bor-
baro, hakes Avernus and Lucrine, the Solfatara, and the
town of Puzzuoli
Monte Nuovo has already been treated of: Mo^te Bar-

bara, which is adjacent to, or lies behind, Monte Nuovo, is

the Gaurus inanis of Juvenal ; an appellation given to it,

probably, from its deep circular crater, which is about a
mile in diameter. Large as this cone is, it was, no doubt,

produced by a single eruption, as was the case with Monte
Nuovo. This hill was once very celebrated for its wines,
and is still covered with vineyards ; but, when the vine is

not in leaf, it has a sterile appearance, and contrasts so

strongly with the verdure of Monte Nuovo, which is

always clothed with arbutus, myrtle, and other wild ever-

greens, that a stranger would imagine the hill of older date
to be that which was thrown up in the sixteenth century.

Avernus, a circular lake near Puzzuoli, about half a mile
in diameter, once noted for dangerous vapours like those of
volcanic craters after fiery emptions, is now a healthy spot.

The Solfatara, likewise, near Puzzuoli, which may still

be considered a half-extinguished crater, appears from
Strabo and others, to have been, before the Christian era,

in much the same state as at present
;

giving vent con
tinually to aqueous vapour, together with sulphureous and
muriatic gases, similar to those of Mount Vesuvius ; it is

also called Logo di Zolfo, or the Lake of Sulphur. A
stream of warm water flows continually into it from another
lake, situated a few yards above it, but much smaller. The
water of this lake is so highly impregnated with carbonic

acid gas, that it appears to be actually boiling.

The Fhlei^rean Fields,
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Mount Etna

MOUNT ETNA
Is situated in the island of Sicily. It is very nearly

1 1,000 feet, or upwards of two miles, above the level of the

sea ; and on a clear day may be distinctly seen from the

island of Malta, which is 150 miles off. It is by far the

largest burning mountain in Europe ; and, from its sides,

other mountains arise, which have, in different ages, been
thrown out in single masses.

The most extensive lavas of Vesuvius do not exceed
seven miles in length ; whilst those of Etna extend to

fifteen, • twenty, and sometimes even thirty miles : the

crater is seldom less than a mile in circuit, and is some-
times two or three miles.

A journey up the sides of Etna is generally considered
an enterprise of importance ; not only from the difficulty

of the route, but on account of the distance, which is thirty

miles from the city of Catania to the summit. Its gigantic

bulk, its sublime elevation, and the extensive, varied, and
grand prospects which are presented from its top, have,

however, induced the curious, in every age, to ascend and
examine it. It has been divided into three distinct regions.

The cultivated region, which extends twelve miles upwards
from the base, contains beautiful pastures, vines, and fruit-

trees in abundance, besides towns, villages, and monas-
teries. The woody or temperate region is mild and plea-

sant ; its turf is covered with aromatic plants, and the

gulfs which formerly threw out torrents of fire, are now
changed into woody valleys : the chesnut and the oak grow
here to a prodigious size. The last, or desert region, com-
mences about a mile from the summit ; the lower part is

covered with snow during the winter only ; but the upper
part is clothed with this fleecy garment all the year.

The cone is described by Sir W. Hamilton, and others,

as a little steep mountain, about a quarter of a mile high,

situated in the centre of a gently-inclined plane of about
nine miles in circumference. The crater is of an oval

shape, having its edges greatly indented by the projection

and falling back of the lava and rocks : the bottom, like

that of Vesuvius and other volcanoes, is a plain, about two
thirds of a mile round ; from which a column of smoke
constantly issues. Within an opening in the side, may
be clearly seen the liquid burning matter constantly boiling

and waving, without spreading over the bottom.
Eruptions are recorded by Diodorus Siculus, to have

taken place from this volcano, before the Trojan war. In the
eruption of 1669, the torrent of burning lava inundated a
space of fourteen miles in length, and four in breadth

:

burying beneath it 5000 villas and other habitations, with
part of the city of Catania, and at length falhng into the sea

:

dunng several months before the lava burst out, the old
mouth, or great crater, was observed to send forth much
smoke and flame, and the top fell in ; so that the cone
became much lowered. In 1809, twelve new craters

opened, about half way do^vn the mountain, and threw out
rivers of burning lava, by which several estates and farms
were covered to the depth of thirty or forty feet. In 181],
several mouths opened on the eastern side ; and discharged
torrents of burning lava with amazing force.

The last eruption of Etna was on the 3 1 st of October,
1832. About the middle of the night there suddenly arose,

without any previous indication, a column of smoke an(l

flame from the base of the last cone, on the northern side

;

and, shortly after, an immense quantity of fiery and fluid

matter was discharged from the crater, on the western side,

dividing itself into numerous burning streams. Next
morning, repeated shocks or earthquakes, the increased
noise of the lava which now flowed rapidly, and immense
volumes of thick black smoke at the foot of Monte Scavo,
announced that the eruption had increased greatly in vio-

lence, and several streams of lava now descended. On the
^nd of November, contrary to all expectation, the eruption
ceased, and the lava was found to be so far cooled, that
several adventurous obser\'ers were enabled to get upon it,

and walk a few paces. On the 3rd, the hope that the fire

was almost extinct was nearly certain ; but, in the evening,
a violent shock, followed by several smaller ones, with a
fresh quantity of smoke, foretold a fresh eruption. About
two hours before midnight, a severe shock occurred, which
was followed by black smoke, mingled with flames, and
the thunders became louder and louder every moment.
"Having approached," says Signer di Luca, (an eye-wit-

ness of this dreadful scene,) " as nearly as was prudent, to

the hollow from which the fire issued, we found four open-
ings, wliich threw out burning matter. Raising our eyes

from these openings, we observed a cleft or rent, about a
mile in length : from this cleft, volumes of smoke arose

from time to time ; and, as at the bottom it touched, as it

were, the openings just mentioned, it gave us an oppartunity

of beholding the burning entrails of the volcano, and the
great furnace in the interior of the mountain. Meanwhile,
the thunder was incessant; and the detonations w«r9 often

terrible : the lava continued to flow ; and enormous masses
of burning substances were thrown, without internption, to

a great height, mingled with vast volumes of fhme and
smoke. The shocks of earthquake hkewise were s» violent,

that horses, cattle, and other animals, fled in teror from
the places where they were feeding."

By the seventh of the month, the lava of the fou' mouths
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had traversed a distance of three miles: up to this period,

no fear had arisen in the minds of the inhahitants of

Bronte, because the pUices hitherto occupied by the lava,

were desert and barren ; but it now took a direction

among the vineyards, and consequently threatened Bronte

itself; although, indeed, the fiery cataract was still six

miles distant.

On the 12th, the current being enlarged by the continued

accession of fresh matter, rushed with great violence towards

La Musa, a fertile district of vineyards and orchards, be-

longing to the inhabitants of Bronte. On the 13th, it

covered the whole, annihilating the expense and labour of

many ages, and leaving, in the place of trees, and shrubs,

and plants, immense masses of black lava and cinders

!

After spreading widely over the level ground to the

extent of a mile, this enormous fiery current divided

into two arms ; one of which, about two hundred yards in

breadth, approached the walls of Bronte. The terrors of

the inhabitants, which were now greatly increased, con-

tinued to be further excited on the 14th, 15th, and 16th;

for, the burning stream had now approached within a mile

and a half of their habitations ! On the 1 7th, however, this

arm fortunately began to diminish, Avhilst the other in-

creased : the inhabitants, therefore, took courage, and, by

the advice of an able architect, began to erect solid bastions

or walls of stone, at San Antonio il Vccchio ; as well as to

clear a way for the enlarged current, through the high

ground, into the valley of Salice. All persons, from

Prince Maganelti, governor of the province, downwards,

including the clergy and magistrates, assisted in this ne-

cessary work.

In consequence of the direction taken by the lava, as

well as of the precautions adopted, the country round

Bronte was relieved from imminent danger ; still, prepara-

tions were made, in case of any unforeseen change, that the

people might be able to flee, and abandon as little of their

property to the devouring element as possible. Since the

18th of November, Etna has, on its eastern or opposite

side, continued to emit immense volumes of smoke, sand,

and water, from nine new mouths, which have opened in

that direction.

LIPARI.

This island, from which the neighbouring cluster of islands

takes its name, is well deserving of notice on account of

its celebrated stoves ; which, however, are the only ves-

tiges of subterraneous conflagration noxv remaining. These

consist of five caverns or grottoes, two of which have been

abandoned on account of their intense heat. In these, the

air is suffocating, and the stones are so hot that they cannot

be touched : the others are comparatively cool, and form a

comfortable retreat to the visitor. From a fissure or crack

in the floor of one of the hottest stoves, a thin stream of

sulphureous vapour issues from time to time ; indicating

that the fire beneath is merely dormant.

The epoch at which the fires of Lipari became extin-

guished, or rather the period at which the eruptions ceased,

cannot be exactly fixed. Dolomieu reckons the last erup-

tion to be as old as the sixth century ; and he conjectures

that they ceased as soon as the fires found new vents in

the neighbouring islands of Vulcano and Stromboli ;

for he has no doubt that the three islands have a submarine
communication. Of this the inhabitants of Lipari are so

well convinced, that they are in the greatest agitation

whenever Vulcano ceases to smoke, or when its passages

or vents, are obstructed : tliey then fear earthquakes ; and
arc apprehensive that the flj'cs may again burst forth in

their own island.

VULCANO.
From this mountain, the generic term, volcano, seems to

have dei-ived its origin ; and it was the superstitious belief

of the ancient inhabitants that Vulcan had here erected

those furnaces in which he forged the thunderbolts of Jove.

This mountain, which is in the form of a truncated cone,

or a cone deprived of its pointed top, is merely a case,

opening and exposing to view a second and more perfect

cone within ; in which the crater or mouth of the volcano

is situated : the latter is thus wrapped round, at least on
three sides, by the ancient cone ; being open cnly on that

side which is washed by the sea.

The base of the inner cone is separated from the steep

sides of the outer one, by a circular valley ; which terminates

on one side, by the junction of the two mountains, and on
the other sinks into the sea : in this valley, light pumice-
stones are mixed with fragments of black and glossy lava,

and buried in ashes perfectly white. A blow from a

hammer on these stones produces a loud and hollow sound,

which re-echoes in the caverns below ;
proving that the

surface is merely the arch or vault of an immense abyss,

beneath the traveller's feet.

Its eruptions have been most considerable during the

earthquakes which desolated Sicily and a great part of

Italy. In March, 1786, after subterraneous thunders and
roarings which were heard all over the Lipari Islands, to

the great terror of the inhabitants, and which were accom-

panied by frequent concussions ; the crater threw out a
prodigious quantity of sand, mixed with immense volumes
of fire and smoke. This eruption continued during fifteen

days ; and so great was the quantity of sand ejected, that

the surrounding places were covered with it to a consider-

able height ; besides much more which fell into the sea.

Lava did not flow on this occasion ; indeed such a current

has not flowed within the memory of man.

STROMBOLI.
Captain Smyth, of the Royal Navy, gives some highly-

interesting particulars of Stromboli, which is the principal

of the Lipari Isles, the whole of which contain volcanoes,

and appear to have risen from the sea. He describes it as

a conical mountain, upwards of two thousand feet high,

about nine miles in circumference, and, from every indica-

tion, a monstrous product of subterranean fire. Its inhabit-

ants consist of about 1200 contented and sturdy peasants:

its soil is of black mould, extremely fertile ; and from the

vines of its produce some of the finest wines in the Mediter-

ranean are made.
" I was once," says Captain Smyth, " going over in my

J$l<md of Slromboli,
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gun-boat to Stroinboli, when a furious south-east wind arose;

tlie only refuse from which was to run under the crater

;

where, in a nook, we rode for two nights and a day, in

partial security as to wind and weather, but certainly not

without considerable danger from the incessant shower of

red-hot stones that were hurled aloft from the crater, with

amazing rapidity. Most of these fell very near us, while

some of them exploded in the air with a whizzing sound,

like the fragments of bomb-shells after bursting. The
explosions followed each other in quick succession, similar

to the roaring of distant artillery ; while a full glare of fire

illuminated the storm at intervals, and presented an awful

but magnificent spectacle. At times, however, we were

compelled to run below, to avoid the thick cloud of sand

and ashes that covered the vessel and filled her with a

suffocating heat.
" On landing, I visited the crater: it is continually burn-

ing, with frequent explosions, and a constant throwing up of

fiery matter. When the smoke cleared away, we perceived

a heaving burning substance, which at short intervals rose

and fell in great agitation. When swollen to the utmost
height, it burst with a violent explosion ; and discharged
red-hot stones in a half-melted state, with showers of ashes,

accompanied with a strong sulphureous smell. These
masses are usually thrown up to the height of from seventy
to three hundred feet; but I computed that some of them
must have ascended above a thousand feet. I enjoyed this

superb sight until nearly ten o'clock, and as it was uncom-
monly dark, our situation was the more dreadful and grand

:

for every explosion showed the abrupt precipice beneath
us, and the foam of the waves broke furiously against
the rocks, although so far below us as to be unheard ; while
the explosions of the volcano shook the very ground on
which we sat."

MOUNT HECLA,
In thk Island of Iceland.

This volcano, which has three summits, is 5000 feet, or

nearly a mile, above the level of the sea, and lies about
four miles inland from the southern coast : it is neither so

elevated nor so picturesque as several of the surrounding
mountains; but it has been more noted than many vol-

canoes of similar extent, on account of its situation, which
exposes it to the view of ships sailing to Greenland and
North America. The surrounding territory has been so

devastated by its eruptions, as to be entirely deserted ;

and the natives assert, that it is impossible to ascend
the mountain, on account of the number of dangerous
bogs which are constantly emitting sulphureous llaraes

and smoke. The more elevated and central summit
is covered over with boiling springs, and large craters,

which continually propel fire and smoke.
When Sir Joseph Banks and his companions visited it, in

1772, they found a tract of land of about seventy miles in

extent, entirely ruined by the lava which had burst forth in

176G; and, in order to ascend the mountain for the pur-
pose of examination, they had to travel many miles over the

same destructive material. Sir G. Mackenzie, who has
given us the best account of Mount Hecla, in proceeding
to the southern extremity, descended by a dangerous path
into a valley, which had a small lake in one corner, whilst

the opposite extremity was bounded by a perpendicular
face of rock, resembling in its broken and rugged, but
glassy appearance, a stream of hardened lava. On ascend-
ing one of the abrupt pinacles, which rise out of this extra-

ordinary mass of rock, he beheld a region, the desolation

of which can scarcely be paralleled ! Fantastic groups of

hills, craters, and lava, leading the eye to distant snow-
crowned yoc^M?5, or inferior mountains ; mists arising from
waterfalls ; lakes embosomed among bleak mountains ; all

marked the furious action of fire !

The earliest eruption of Mount Hecla is said to have
occurred in 1004 ; since which time there have been about
twenty others. That of 1693 was the most dreadful, and
occasioned the most terrible devastations ; the ashes having
been thrown over the island, in every direction, to the dis-

tance of more than 100 miles. There has been no erup-
tion of lava from the mountain since 1766 ; but for some
years afterwards, flames continued to issue in considerable
quantity.

Sub-Marine Volcano.
The most tremendous eruption of the Icelandic volcanoes
that has occurred in modern times, took place in the year
1783. As a prelude to what followed, a sub-marine volcano.

broke out in the sea, at about thirty-five miles from the
main land ; this produced an island, which, for some time,
continued to emit fire and smoke, but, in about a twelve-
month, the ocean again swallowed up this portentous produc-
tion, and nothing remained but a rocky reef under the surface
of the sea.

On the 11th of June, in the before-mentioned year, the
cone called Skapta Jokul, threw out a torrent of lava,
which flowed into the river Skapta, and completely dried
it up, occupying the whole bed of the stream, which, in
many places, was from 400 to 600 feet in depth, and 200 in
width. This enormous flood of fire flowed along this rocky
channel till it entered a lake, into which the river had
flowed, and the body of water was entirely dissipated by the
rival element, which filled up the whole space. The tor-

rent proceeded till it reached some beds of ancient lava,

which were perforated with caverns ; the hot torrent nish-
ing into these, converted the water in them into steam,
which, finding no vent, blew up masses of rock by its

elastic power to upwards of 150 feet in height. On the

18th, another torrent of lava issued from the same crater,

and flowed with fearful rapidity over the surface of the
former, damming, by its course, some tributary streams of

the Skapta, and, by causing them to overflow villages, pro-

duced great devastation and ruin. The stream of lava,

after flowing many days, precipitated itself over a cataract,

and filled up an enormous gulf, which this great water-
fall had been hollowing out for ages. This einiption did
not entirely cease till the end of two years from its com-
m.encement, and destroyed no less than twenty villages,

while nearly 9000 human beings became either its imme-
diate prey, or were suffocated by the noxious vapours which
filled the air, and afterwards by a famine, produced by the
destiiiction of the cultivated regions by showers of ashes.

This convulsion is remarkable for having produced the
largest body of lava ever witnessed since the period of

authentic records. The largest stream of lava was fifty,

the other forty miles in length, and varied from seven to

fifteen miles in breadth, its ordinary thickness was 100 feet,

while in some defiles it was as much as 600

!

VOLCANIC MOUNTAINS OF THE ANDES.

Cotopaii.

Although Chimborazo, the king of the Andes, which
is 22,000 feet, or more than four miles high, is evidently
of volcaaic origin and character, our limits v/ill not permit
us to enter into a description of it ; we shall, therefore, pass
on to CoTOPAXi, the loftiest of the American mountains,
which, a t recent epochs, have undergone eruption.
Although this tremendous volcano lies near the equa-

tor, its summits, like those of Chimborazo, are covered
with perpetual snows : the height, to the top of its im-
mense crater, is almost 19,000 feet, or three miles and a
half. The explosions and eruptions from Cotopaxi are
more frequent and disastrous than those of any others in

the kingdom of Quito : the masses of rodt, and scoria) or

cinders, thrown out of it, cover a surface of several square
leagues ; and would of themselves form, were they heaped
together, a prodigious mountain.

In 1738, the flames of this volcano arose 3000 feet above
the brink of the crater ; and, in 1744, its bellowings were
heard at the distance of several hundred miles. On the 4th
of April, 1768, the quantity of ashes was so great, that the
air was completely darkened over a great part of Quito,
until three o'clock in the afternoon !

During twenty years before 1803, no smoke or vapour
had issued from the crater ; but then, the snows began sud-
dently to melt ; and, in a single night, the subterranean
fires became so active, that the outer walls of the cone
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were quite haked and of the dark colour of vitrified scorirc,

or lava. " At the port of Guayaquil,' says Humboldt,
" which is fifty -two leaj^ues distant, in a straight line, we
heard, dav and night, the roaring and explosions of this

volcano, like continued dischai'ges of a battery of powerful

artillery ; and we distinguished these tremendous sounds

even while sailing on the Pacific Ocean !

"

The plain of Malpais, in Mexico, is part of an elevated

table land, raised from 2000 to 3000 feet above the level of

the sea, surrounded by hills, indicating, by their structure,

that the region had been formerly the seat of volcanic

agency ; but since the discovery of America, no convul-

sion of this kind had been known ; and, at the middle of

the last century, the place now occupied by the volcano of

JoruUo, presented to the view fertile fields, watered by the

brooks Cuitemba and S. Pedro. In June, 1759, began a

succession of earthquakes, which terminated, after a con-

tinuance of more than two. months, in an eruption of

llaraes from the surface of the ground, while fragments of

heated rocks were projected to great heights in the air.

Baron Humboldt, who visited this spot twenty years after-

wards, foimd a mass of matter, covering four miles square,

surrounding the cones as a centre, and 550 feet in height,

and still, at this interval of time, so hot that he could light

a c-igar when inserted into the fissures at a depth of a few

inches ! The two streams above mentioned disappeared

on the eastern side of this mass, and reappeared as hot

springs on the western limits.

ERUPTION OF SUMBAWA.
Sir. Stamford Raffles, in hLs History of Java, describes

one of the most awful eruptions recorded in history, which
occurred in the mountain of Tomborow, in the island of

Sumbawa. It commenced on the 5th of April, 1815,

reached its acme on the 12th, and did not entirely cease

till July. The sound of the terrific explosions was heard

in Simiatra, at the distance of upwards of 900 miles ; and
at Ternate, in another direction, more than 700 miles off.

Of 12,000 persons who were on the island, only six-and-

twenty survived the catastrophe. This fearful visitation

was accompanied by hurricanes, which carried up into the

air men, horses, and other animals, and, uprooting the

largest trees, scattered them on the surrounding sea ; such

a fall of ashes occurred during the eruption that they ren-

dered houses uninhabitable which were situated forty miles

from the volcano, and were carried in sufficient quantities

towards Java and Celebes as to darken the air for 300
miles ; while those which fell into the sea to the west of

Sumatra, formed a bed of two feet thick, and several miles

ia extent, which impeded ships in their progress. In Java,

in the day time, these ashes produced a darkness more
perfect than that of any night. The sea rose suddenly on
the coast of Sumbawa, and the adjoining islands from two
to twelve feet, causing a wave, which rushed up the rivers,

and then as suddenly subsided ; and, in one place, over-

flowed a town called Tomboro, and remained permanently
at a depth of eighteen feet, on a spot where there had
before been dry land. The area over which noises and
other indirect effects of this convulsion were perceived,

was 1000 English miles in cii'cumference.

THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.
The whole island of Hawaii, or Owhyhee, covering 4000
square miles, and from the summit of its lofty moun-
tains down to the beach, 15,000 or 10,000 feet above
the level of the sea, may be considered one complete mass
of volcanic matter, in various stages of decomposition

;

but the principal volcano now in activity is that of Kirauea,
about twenty miles from the sea shore, the crater of which
is surrounded by steep rocks, forming an immense wall

many miles in extent.

On visiting this cra>ter, says, Mr. Ellis, " astonishment
and awe for some moments rendered us mute, and like

statues we stood fixed to the spot, with our eyes riveted on
the abyss below. Immediately before us yawned an im-
mense gulf, in the form of a crescent, about two miles in

length from N.E. to S.W., nearly a mile in width, and aj)-

parently about 800 feet deep. The bottom was covered \\'\\\\

lava and the S.W. and Noi-thern parts of it were one vast

Hood of burning matter, in a state of terrific ebullition, roll-

ing to and fro its " fiery surge" and llaming billows. Fith-
one conical islands, of varied form and size, containing so

many craters, rose either round the edge, or from the sur-

face of the burning lake. Twenty-two constantly threw out
columns of grey smoke, or pyramids of brilliant flame ; and
several of these at the same time vomited from their

burning mouths, streams of lava, which rolled in blazing

torrents down their black and rugged sides into the boiling

mass below."

The natives suppose Kirauea to be the residence of some
of their deities, who came from the neighbouring island of

Tahiti, and who, whenever they were disappointed of re-

cei\ing the tribute due to them from the inhabitants of the

island, vented their displeasurcby filling Kirauea with lava,

and spouting it out upon the surrounding district.

SULPHUR ISLAND IN THE JAPANESE SEA.
" The sulphinic volcano, from which this island takes its

name," says Captain Basil Hall, "is on the nortli-west

side ; it emits white smoke, and the smell of suljihur is

very strong on the lee side of the crater. The cliffs near
the \olcano are of a pale-yellow colour, interspersed with
brown streaks ; the ground in this place is very mgged, as

the strata lie in all directions, and are much broken ; on
the top is a thin coat of brown grass. The south end of

the island is of considerable height, of a deep blood-red

colour, with here and there a spot of bright green; the
strata which are here nearly horizontal, are cut by a whin
dyke, running from the top to the bottom of the clitf

projecting from its face like a wall.

£^2
Sulphur Jiland.
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THE YORK COLUMN, CARLTON TERRACE,
j

This beautiful Column, which, when surmounted

with the stiitue intended to be placed upon its sum-

mit, will form a most striking ornament to the neigh-

bourhood in which it stands, was built by public

subscription, as a monument to the memory of his

late Royal Highness, the Duke of York. The design

and general direction were committed to Mr Benja-

min Wyatt, the architect.

The excavation for the artificial foundation*, upon
which the structure is built, was commenced in the

month of May 1830 j and the column is now com-

pleted, with the exception of the figure which is to be

placed on the top, and the decorative eagles and fes-

toons which are to surround the base.

The column is in form about two thirds of a pyra-

mid ; the base of this pyramidal portion being a

square of fifty-six feet, and its top a square of thirty

feet. The lower pedestal is built of the famous grey

Aberdeenshire granite ; and the shaft of the colmnn,

and the upper pedestal, upon which the figure will be

placed, are of red Peterhead granite.

There is an ascent through the interior of the co-

lumn, to. a gallery which runs round the top of it, on

the outside ; from which there will be a beautiful and
txtensive view of the surrounding country. This as-

cent is by a winding flight of one hundred and sixty-

nine steps : each course of stone in the shaft of the

column having five steps placed alternately at right

angles to those of the preceding course. It is neces-

sary to know, that the five steps, together with the

newel, or central pillar, or cove, in addition to the stone

which forms the outer casing, are cut out of the solid

block.

The height of this magnificent column is the same

at that of the celebrated Trajan's column at Rome,
namely one himdred and twenty-four feet ; and the

height of the figure by which it is to be surmounted

is fourteen feet, making the whole height, from the

ground line at the top of the steps leading out of St

James Park, to the top of the figure, one hundred

and thirty-eight feet : but if viewed from the bottom

of the steps, at the level of the Park, as in the accom-

panying view, the altitude is one hundred and fifty-

six feet.

The masonry, which has received the praise of

competent judges, is by Mr. Nowell, of Pimlico.

The statue of the Dvdce of York, which is of bronze,

is nearly eight tons in weight, and is the work of Mr.

Westmacott. It is said to be an excellent likeness,

and to contain great expression in the countenance.

Although very far advanced towards completion, it

yet requires much personal care and attention on the

part of the artist, and will not be ready to be fixed

upon its pedestal in less than eight or nine months

from this time.

• The foundation is laid in a composition, forming a hard mass,

called concrete.

HINDOO SUPERSTITIONS.

GuNGOUTRi is the source of the river Ganges, ac-

counted sacred by the Hindoos, or rather the place

nearest to its source, which is in the midst of impass-

able mountains covered with snow. The Hindoos,

who worship this river, consider Gungoutri a very

sacred place, and a pilgrimage to it highly meritorious.

And indeed, if dilhculty alone could render an action

virtuous, the journey would be so in a high degree
;

for the difficulty, and even dangers of the piissage

throxigh a mountainous country, destitute of all

regular roads, and where the rude bridges set up by

the natives are frequently washed away by sudden

torrents, leaving frightlul chasms to be crossed as

the traveller best may, are more than we can easily

imagine. Captain Skinner, an English officer, has
taken this journey, and the following passages give

an account of some of the horrors of the Hindoo
shrine.

" A river as wide as the Thames at Wiftdsor, flowing
over an uninterrupted bed, hij^her than the crater of Mount
Etna (for^Gun^outri is nearly 13,000 feet above the level of

the sea), would be an interesting object, if it had no other
claim upon the mind : but the traveller must feel almost
disposed to overlook that, in the extraordinary scenes of
superstition that he is destined to witness acted on it.

" Here every extravagance that the weakness of the
human race can be guilty of, seems to be concentrated :

some, who have been wandenng for months to fill their

phials at the stream, overcome by the presence of the object
of their worship, lie prostrate on the banks ; others up to

their waists in the water, performing, with the most un
feigned abstraction, all the manoeuvres of a Hindoo wor
ship. Under the auspices of Brahmins, groups were sitting

on the bank, kneading up balls of sand, with holy grass
twisted round their fingers, intended as oflerings to the
Ganges for the propitiation of their fathers' souls, which
when ready they drop into the stream with the most pro-
found and religious gravity.

" Such faith is placed in its power of performing miracles,

thatmany haunt it for the most ridiculous purposes, convinced
that what they ask will be accorded. At this moment a fanatic

is up to his middle in the river, praying it to bestow on him
the gift of prophecy : he has travelled from a village above
Sirinagur, never doubting that the Ganges will reward bim
for his journey. He will return, he says, a prophet to his
native hill, ^here all will liock to him to have their fortunes
told, and he will soon grow rich.

" As I approached the holy shrine, a troop of pallid spec-

tres glided through the woods before me, and vanished like

the images in Banquo's glass. I thought I had reached
supernatin-al regions indeed, till a few more yards brought
me to a train of naked faquirs, Mhitened all over with ashes:

a rope was coiled round their waists, and their hair hung
down to their shoulders twisted like serpents ; their hands
close to their sides, they glided along with measured steps,

repeating constantly in a hollow tone, 'Ram ! Ram ! Ram !

'

a Hindoo word for the Deity. If it required any thing to

addtothe wiklness of the scene, these unearthly beings were
admirably adapted for it. A person little disposed to

believe in ghost stories, would start at beholding one of

these inhuman figures rise suddenly before him ; and, if

one were seen perched upon the brow of a precipice in the

glimmeiingof the moon, with an arm raised above the head
incapable of motion, and the nails hanging in long strings

from the back of the clenched hand, would doubt if indeed

it could be an earthly vision. If the sight of such an
apparition could give rise to fear, the deep sepulchral voice

with which the words ' Ram ! Ram !
' fell upon the stillness

of the night, and resounded from the rocks around, would
complete the scene of terror.

" At Gungoutri there are many sheds erected for the

shelter of pilgrims ; and as the evening was far advanced
and a storm was brewing, I went into one of them. It was
a long narrow building, and the further end was so wrapped
in darkness, that I had been some moments in it before I

perceived any thing. I was attracted by a low sullen mur-
mur, and went to the spot whence it proceeded. A miser-

able wretch had just blown a few sticks into a flame ; and,

as the hght burst upon his countenance, I unconsciously

receded, and had to summon all my fortitude to return to

him again. His eyes started from his head, and his bones
were visible through his skin : his teeth chattered, and his

v/hole frame shook with cold : and I never saw hair longer

or more twisted than his was. I spoke to him, but in vain,

he did not even deign to look at me, and made no motion,

but to blow the embers into a fresh blaze ; the fitful glare

of which, falling on his skeleton form, made me almost
think I had descended into the tomb. I found he had
come for the purpose of ending his life, by starvation, at

Gungoutri. Many faquirs have attempted this death, and
have lingered for several days on the banks of the river

without food. The Brahmin, however, assures me that no
one can die in so holy a place ; and, to preserve its charac-

ter, the inhabitants of the neighbouring villages take care

they shall not ; and bear them by force away and feed them,
or at any rate give them the liberty to die elsewhere."
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" A small temple marks the sacred source of the river*;

and, immediately opiwsite, is the orthodox spot for hathing

in, and filling the phials, which, when ready, receive the

stamp of authenticity from the seal of the Brahmin, who
wears it as a ring upon his finger : it bears the following in-

scription engraved upon it.
—

' The water of the Bhagirathi,

Gangoutri." Without such mark, the water would not

be deemed holy by the purchasei-s in the plains.

" I was not able to witness the mystery of their worship,

for they protested against my passing beyond the porch of

the temple. The sanctum seemed close and unpromising,

and I had no desire to pollute it by my touch.
" The comfort my followers obtained, with the advantage

they hoped to reap, by their prayers and ablutions at Gun-
goutri, put them in such good spirits, that they would have
followed me to the shores of Kedar Nath. The mention
of that place of suffering, is enough to make the coldest

Cliristian shudder. A melancholy delusion leads the naked,
and frequently innocent Hindoo, to brave the severest tor-

ture that the frame of man can possibly be subjected to,

with a fortitude that v.ould place him in a rank with the most
illustrious of martyrs, were it exercised in a good cause.

They wander for miles, with almost a light spirit,—over-

coming hardships at every step, that might entitle them
to be canonized,—to crown their labours, and to close their

days in hunger and in cold, that early mortifies their Umbs !

Crowds have passed from Gungoutri to that mountain (the

journey is about four days), and have never more been
heard of. Some have been known to repent when yet
near enough to return, and to have perished from their tor-

tures beneath a jutting rock, their extremities withered,
and their pains increased by the contempt and execra-
tion of all who pass them, and the yet keener stings

of their consciences, which upbraid them with want of faith,

and prospect of damnation ! They have an idea that none
can find the path to return by, unless rejected by heaven.
"A very great crime," said my Brahmin guide, " will induce
them to encounter this death."—" What crime do you con-
sider sufficient to need such an atonement ? " I asked.
" Killing a Brahmin or a cow," was his immediate answer.
—A strange association ; but they are both held in equal
veneration ; and not unfrequently the cow is most deserving
of it of the two. She does not, at any rate, seek to have such
a doctrine believed.

" It does not follow that a full pardon is accorded to the
self devoted victim. They imagine that the elect are per-
mitted to reach a high peak called Brigoo, from which they
throw themselves down to a bottomless abyss, across which
a sharp stone, projecting from the mountains, passes :

should they fall astride upon it, and be equally divided,

they are forgiven : other modes of being cut imply a shght
punishment. As the frost soon seizes on them, none who
have reached any distance in the snow ever return :

thence the belief that there is no road back for the accepted.
Those who tremble on the verge, perish, as I have said,

should they escape being stoned to death by the nearest
villagers, who believe such sinful beings would bring curses
on them.******

" In our progress towards Benares, we kept close to the
east bank of the river ; and, when distant from it two or
three hours, had an amusing variety of travellers towards
the sacred city, to enliven the route. Tlie road on the
shore appeared so crowded, that I imagined some fair was
to be held ; but I learned that this was not the case, and
the concourse was by no means unusual. There were even
whole families : there was a father carrying two baskets,
balanced across his shoulder on a pole ; his cooking-pots and
meal in one, while, in the other, ' nestled curious there an
infant lay.' The little thing sat as comfortably as possible,
covered up to ite chin in clothes, and turning its black head
about in the most independent manner. If I had not seen
this sort of travelling-cradle before, I should have taken its

inmate for one of a litter of puppies, with its muzzle poked
out of its bed. The mother followed, with a bundle upon
her head, and a child upon her hip ; while two or three
other little things trotted away by her side.

" Among other adventurers to the city, was a snake-
chaoner, who took advantage of a pause in my passage, to
sit down on the bank and pipe to his pupils,' who reared
their crests, and appeared to take real dehght in the music.
He had two, which he took from a bag, and handled with
the most perfect indifference. They seemed to be equally

• Ganges.

careless about his touch, and occasionally wound round his

arms and his neck with great familiarity.
" The approach to a fair or a horse-race, m our own

country, cannot afford greater variety or interest than an
every-<lay assemblage in the neighbourhood of Benares, if

these 1)6 the common objects, as I am assured they are. I
saw also several of the pilgrims, with whose errand I be-
came so well actjuainted at Gungoutri, carr}ing vessels of
that water into the city ; they were slung over their shoul-
ders in little baskets ; among the crowd was one man with
his arm fixed above his head, and his fist clenched, the
nails of his fingers grown through, and hanging in strips
down the back of his hand.

" So large a town (for Benares contains nearly 600,000
people) must form a grand object from the river ; and where
all, or the greater part of the inhabitants, are engaged in

the cleanly rite of bathing in the sacred stream, the spec-
tacle is beyond behef beautiful. Soon after daylight, the
daily ceremony begins ; and, until the sun grows warm,
the crowds at the river, with the parties drawing towards
it or returning from it, fill the whole place with animation.

" While I was lioating before the (jhauts (steps leading
down to the river), in admiration of the scene, it seemed to

me like some fairy dream, so unlike was it to any thing I
had ever witnessed. The devout, the indifferent, and the
profane, are so mingled together, engaged in their different

occupations of praying, washing, and playing, that it is

hard to say which predominates.
*' I could obseiTe Brahmins perfonning their prayers,

and others making offerings ; while their neighbours were
washing their clothes, and splashing away at a rate quite
enough to shake the gravity of any but a Brahmin.

" It was amusing to see a fat old priest waddle from the
stream like a turtle, and take up liis position oh the steps

of the Ghaut; while, not far from him, the light forms of
the women rose from the water, and stood with their thin
drapery lioating round them, to comb their long locks,

—

like mermaids, in all but their want of mirrors. When
their hair is nearly dry, they hold their clean robes like a
screen round their figures, and, shaking off the wet ones,
draw the others close, and are dressed in a moment.

" The figures approaching the Ghaut, some of them in
blue and rose-coloured scarfs, as well as white, with their

pitchers on their heads, and their children by their sides,

give a still more picturesque effect to the scene. The
number of boats that are passing up and down the river

the splashing of the oars, and the song of the rowers, v.ith

the screams of the children, who, without their consent to

the ceremony, are getting well ducked, complete the pic-

ture. The sun was not so high, but that the domes and
minarets of the holy city were reflected in the stream below

;

and it appeared that the town, as well as all its sons and
daughters, had fled to the bosom of the sacred river."

—

Skinner's Excursions in India.

SILENT HE SLEEPS.

Silent he sleeps! that eye,
So lately bright with hope, is closed for ever

;

Struck by the blighting plague he sank,—but never
Was one more fit to die.

Oh, what a sudden blow

!

But yesterday he lived in health and beauty.
And now they've hun-ied through their dreadful dutjj,

And left me to my woe.

Where are my friends all flown,

Those friends who shared in all my hours of gladness

;

Comes there not one to diy the tears of sadness ?

Not one :—I am alone.

Father ! to thee I turn
;

And though in sorrow, by the cold Avorld slighted.

And every dream of happiness now blighted.

Not in despair I mourn !

For there are realms above
Far brighter realms, w^here grief shall have no dwelling;

There will thy chosen rest, their voices swelling

To praise thy endless love !

As is a moment, compared to the life of man, so is the hfe

of man, compared with the continuance of tlie world ; and
the world's continuance is but a moment, in respect of

eternity. Jersmy Taylor.
38—2
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THE CAMEL AND THE DROMEDARY.

[Febrttart 2,

The Camei,

The Camel and the Dromedary are different species
of the same genus ; the one, the Camel, being fur-
nished with two hunches, and the other possessing
hut one. The species with two hunches is called the
Bactrian Camel, and is much larger, stouter, and
shorter on its legs than the other. Its native country

appears to be the warmer portion of Asia, where it

is used, principally, as a beast of burden, and it is said,

that some of these animals are siifficiently powerful

to carry as much as from ten to twelve hundred
weight.

The Dr,

The Dromedary, as may be seen by the engraving,

is more graceful in its form ; its legs are longer, and
it is much swifter in its movements than the Camel.
It is spread also over a larger tract of country, being
found throughout the whole of Arabia, and all the

northern and central portions of Africa. It is more
completely than any other creature a domesticated

animal, and has never yet been found in a wild state.

The name given to it by the wandering Arab is finely

indicative of its qualities ; it is called the " Ship of

the Desert."

To have some idea of the value of the Camel to the

inhabitants of those countries in which it is found,

we have but to consider the useful and necessary

purposes to which, in our more temperate climate,

the horse is applied ; the loss of that valuable crea-

ture would be severely felt, but it would be trifling

when compared to that of the natives of Africa or

Arabia, if depri\ ed of the senices of the Camel.
The Arab of the Desert is indebted to it for food

omedary.

and security ; its milk is nourishing, and when fer-

mented, a spirituous liquor is produced, which sup-

plies the place of wine ; its flesh is also considered

excellent food, and its skin is turned to many useful

purposes. The foot of the Camel is finely adapted

for affording a firm support on the loose sands it heis

to traverse ; being broad and flat, the toes undivided,

and spreading considerably, when placed upon the

groimd. If it were not for the services of this useful

creature, the immense deserts of the torrid zone
would be utterly impassable, and all intercourse

between many distant nations would be at once at

an end. In addition to the other means it possesses

of crossing these burning sands, where many days
may pass without a supply of water, the most pecu-
liar and wonderful construction of its stomach allows

it to lay up a store of water in a number of cells in

the interior of this organ, so formed as to allow the

animal to empty them singly, when necessary for its

support, and in this manner, from its own resources.
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to moisten its parched mouth in the dreary journey-

across the dosert.

The hunch of the Camel is a beautiful provision

made by nature, for the support of the persevering

animal when distressed for want of food ; when this

occurs, the fat of which the hunch is formed gradually

disappears, and contributes to maintain the strength

of its possessor till it is utterly exhausted. The young

camel, while living upon the milk of its mother, and

consequently not liable to be in want of nourish-

ment, is without this hunch on the back, nature,

although always bountiful never labouring to a use-

less end.

Mounted on his well-trained camel, the Arab
defies the pursuit of the swiftest horse, and retires,

unmolested, to his native wastes. To avoid danger

from the bands of robbers with which the desert is

infested, merchants and travellers collect together in

large numbers ; their goods and merchandise are

fastened on the backs of camels, whose number
sometimes amounts to several thousands ; and in this

manner they perform their journey. These assem-

blages of men and camels are called Caravans, and
are furnished with guides, who, in general, are the

parties from whom the Camels have been hired.

EPITAPHS.

In visiting a church, for purposes of curiosity only,

the objects that usually engage attention, after ex-

amining the building itself, are the memorials of the

dead. They attract us by the reputation of the

person to whose memory the tomb is raised, by the

beauty of the monument itself, or of the inscrip-

tion it bears. In the grief that is expressed, we
often partake, from having ourselves experienced a

similar loss ; and when our own age and circumstances

correspond with those of the dead, a warning voice

admonishes us of the little space that exists " be-

tween the cradle and the grave."
" When I look (says Addison,) upon the tombs

of the great, every emotion of envy dies in me
;

when I read the epitaphs of the beautiful, every in-

ordinate desire goes out ; when I meet with the grief

of parents upon a tomb-stone, my heart melts with

compassion ; when I see the tomb of the parents

themselves, I consider the vanity of grieving for

those whom we must quickly follow ; when I see

kings lying by those who deposed them ; when I con-

sider rival wits placed side by side j or the holy men
that divided the world by their contests and disputes

;

I reflect with sorrow and astonishment on the little

competitions, factions, and debates of mankind.
When I read the several dates of the tombs, of some
that died yesterday, and some six hundred years

ago, I consider that great day when we shall all of

us be contemporaries, and make our appearance

together."

An epitaph should tell its story in the most simple

language, and in the fewest words ; and the main
reason why we find so small a number that are

really excellent, is that these two plain rules are seldom
observed. We are also apt to forget, that, though
monuments are raised as tributes to departed worth,

their chief utility lies in presenting and recording

good examples for the living. The character of the

deceased should be described in a few appropriate

touches, and not be decked out with undistinguish-

able praises, which he, when living, would have
blushed to hear, and which have no power to
" soothe the dull cold ear of death."

It would indeed be well, that we remembered the

remark addressed to one who showed little mercy to

the marble-cutter, and who was distinguished rather

for the length than the excellence of his epitaphs :
—

One half will never be believed.

The other never read.

Epitaphs should, especially, be marked with a deep
devotional feeling. If sorrow be expressed, it should
not be the sorrow that is without hope ; and, again, the

hope that is cherished should be the sure and certain

hope, that " anchor of the soul" which they alone

possess " who seek for immortality." Gray, in his

beautiful Elegy in a Country Church-yard, sanctions

the practice of resorting to Scripture for epitaphs,

—

Many a. holy text around she strews,

Which teach the rustic moralist to die

and where shall we find so rich a treasury ?

It is one from which we can draw materials, suited

to every age, condition, and circumstance of life. As
one example, a mother inscribed on the grave of her

child the following simple passage, from the narra-

tive in St. Luke (vii. 12), He was the only son of

his mother, and she was a widow. What words
could have described her state of desolation so

forcibly ?

We purpose presenting to our readers, occasionally,

some of the bes't Epitaphs in our language, and
commence with the following lines, which come
plainly from the heart, and must reach the hearts

of all who read them.

Whoe'er, like me, with trembling anguish brings

His heart's whole treasure to these healing springs*;

Whoe'er, like me, to soothe disease and pain.

These healing springs has visited in vain ;

Condemn'd, like me, to hear the faint reply.

To mark the fading cheek, the sinking eye,

From the chill brow to wipe the damps of death,

And watch in dumb despair the shortening breath
;

If chance direct him to this artless line.

Let the sad mourner know—his pangs were mine.

Ordain'd to lose the partner of my breast.

Whose virtue warra'd me, and whose beauty blest

;

Framed every tie, that binds the soul to prove

Her duty friendship, and her friendship love
;

But yet rememb'ring that the parting sigh,

Appoints the just to slumber, not to die ;

The starting tear I check'd ; I kiss'd the rod,

And not to earth resign'd her, but to God.

The following is an Epitaph, upon persons in a

very humble station of hfe ; but who is there that

may not profit by such examples ?

On the Grave of Dr. Franklin's Parents, at Boston, in

New England, written by Himself.

JosiAH Franklin and Abiah, his Wife,
lie here interred.

They lived lovingly together in wedlock 55 years
;

And, without an Estate or any gainful Employment,
By constant Labour and honest Industry

(with Gods blessing,)

Maintained a large Family comfortably, and brought up
13 Children and 7 Grandchildren reputably.

From this instance. Reader,

be encouraged to diligence in thy calling,

And distrust not Providence.
He was a pious and prudent man.
She a discreet and virtuous woman ;

Their Youngest Son,

In filial regard to their Memory,
Places this Stone.

H. M
• Bristol Hot Wells.

The gates of death stand open by night as well as by day.

The best way to make men good subjects to the king, is to

make them good servants of God. Jeremy Taylor.

We see how much a man has, and therefore we envy hira
;

did we see how little he enjoys, we should rather pity him.
Seed.
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NATURAL AFFECTION OF ANIMALS.
I HAVE always jjreat pleasure in seeing the affection which

animals have for their offspring, and which sometimes

shows itself in an extraordinary and incongruous manner.

A hen who has hatched young ducks, will follow them in

iier agony into the M'ater, and will sacrifice her life to pre-

serve the lives of her chickens. A fox, or rather a \-ixen,

has been known to carry one of her cubs in her mouth,

when she has been pursued by hounds ; and whoever has

seen a dog break into a covey of young partridges, will

ha\ e had one of the strongest proofs I know, of the force of

natural affection.

An instance of parental affection in a bird was re-

cently related to me, which gave me much pleasure. A
gentleman, m my neighbourhood, had directed one of his

waggons to be packed up with sundry hampers and boxes,

intending to send it to Worthing, where he was going him-
self. For some reason his going was delayed, and he

therefore directed that the waggon should be placed under

a shed in his yard, packed as it was, till it should be con-

venient for him to send it off. While it was in the shed, a

pair of robins built their nest among some straw in the

waggon, and had hatched their young, just before it was

sent away. One of the old birds, instead of being fright-

ened away by the motion of the waggon, only left its nest

from time to time, fgr the purpose of Hying to the nearest

hedge for food for its young, and thus alternately affording

warmth and nourishment to the nest till it arrived at

Worthing. The affection of this bird being observed by
the waggoner, he took care in unloading not to disturb the

robins' nest ; and my readers will, I am sure, be glad to

hear that the robin and its young ones returned safe to

Walton Heath, being the place whence they had set out.

Whether it was the male or female robin which kept with

the waggon I have not been able to ascertain, but most
probably the latter, as what will not a mothers affection

induce her to perform. The distance the waggon went in

going and returning, could not have been less than one

hundred miles. Jesse's Gleanings,

Running Water.—It has been proved by expenment,
that the rapidity at the bottom of a stream is every where
less than in any part above it, and is greatest at the sur-

face. Also that in the middle of the stream the particles

at the top move swifter than those at the sides. This slow-

ness of the lowest and side currents is produced by friction,

and when the rapidity is sufficiently great, the soil com-
posing the sides and bottom gives way. If the water flows

at the rate of tliree inches per second, it will tear up fine

clay ; six inches per second, fine sand ; twelve inches per

second, fine gravel; and three feet per second, stones of

the size of an egg. Lyell's Geology.

The merchants of Antwerp were at one time the most
wealthy body of men in Europe. As an illustration of this,

a stoiy is told of one John Daens, who lent to Charles the

Fifth a million of gold, to enable him to carry" on his wars

in Hungary, for which he obtained the royal bond. The
Emperor, on his return, dined with the merchant, who,

after a most sumptuous entertainment, produced the bond,

not, however, for payment, but to burn it, which he is said

to have done in a fire made of chips of cinnamon. Tour
through Holland.

Jefferson's Ten Rules for observance in ordinary
Life.

1 Never put off till to-morrow what you can do to-day.

2 Never trouble another for what you can do yourself.

3 Never spend your money before you have it.

4 Never buy what you do not want because it is cheap

;

it will be dear to you.

5 Pride costs us more than hunger, thirst, and cold.

6 We seldom repent of ha^1ng eaten too little.

7 Nothing is troublesome that we do willingly.

8 How much pain the evils have cost us which have
never happened.

9 Take things always by the smooth handle.

10 When angry, count ten before you speak ; if very angry,

a hundred.

When worthy men fall out, only one of them may be

faulty at the first; but if stiife continue long, commonly
both become guilty. Fuller.

ORIGIN OF THE MATERIALS
OF W^RITING.

The most ancient mode of writing was on cylinders,

on bricks, and on tables of stone; afterwards on
plates of various materials, on ivory, and similar

articles. In the book of Job, mention is made ot

the custom of WTiting on stone and on sheets of lead.

It was on tables of stone that Moses received the

law written by the finger of God himself. The Gauls,

at the time of Caesar, WTote on tables ; but of what
they were composed is not known. These early in-

ventions led to the discovery of tables of wood

;

and, as cedar is least corruptible, they chose this

wood for the most important writings. From this

custom arises the celebrated expression of the

ancients, when they meant to convey the highest

praise of any excellent composition, that it was
worthy to be wTitten on cedar 5 though some main-

tain that this phrase refers to the oil of cedar, with

which valuable parchment manuscripts were anointed,

to preserve them. Isidore of Seville says, that the

Greeks and Tuscans were the first who used wax to

write on. They formed the letters with an iron

bodkin. But the Romans substituted the stylus,

made of bone. They also employed reeds cut in the

form of pens. ,

Naude obser\-es, that when he weis in Italy (about

1642), he saw some of those waxen tablets called

Pugillares, and others composed of the bark of trees,

which the ancients used in Ueu of paper ; which he

observes was not then in use ; for paper is composed
of linen, and linen was not then known. Hemp, he

adds, was knowTi, but not used. Rabelais, who
wrote about 1540, mentions it as a new herb, which

had only been in use about a century ; and, in fact,

in the reign of Charles the Seventh (14/0) linen made
of hemp was so scar^^e, that it is said none but the

queen was in possession of two shifts.

In the progress of time, the art of writing con-

sisted in painting with different kinds of ink. They
now chose the thin peels of certain trees and plants,

and even the skins of animals. The first place, it is

said, where they began to prepare these skins was

Pergamos in Asia. This is the origin of the Latin

name, from which we have derived that of parchment.

These skins are, however, better known amongst

Latin writers, under the name of membrana, so called

from the membranes of animals of which they were

composed. The ancients had parchment of three

different colours, white, yellow, and purple. At
Rome, white parchment was disliked, because it was

more subject to be soiled than the others, and dazzled

the eye. They frequently wrote in letters of gold

and silver on pvirple parchment. This custom con-

tinued in the early ages of the church; and there

are yet extant written copies of the evangelists of this

khid.

The Eg3'ptians employed the bark of a plant or

reed called papyrus. Specimens may be seen at the

British Museum. Formerly there grew great quan-

tities of it on the side of the Nile. It is this plant

which has given the name to our paper, although

it is made of linen rags. The Chinese make their

paper of silk.

The use of paper is of great antiquity. Some of

the specimens of papyrus which have been found in

the mummy pits of Egypt are said to be as old as the

time of Moses. The honour of inventing it is given to

the town of Memphis. Before the use of parchment

and paper passed to the Romans, they used the thin

peel found on trees, between the wood and the bark.

This second skin they called liber—whence their word

liber, a book ; and from them, our word library, and
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the French Jivre. Anciently, instead of folding this

parchment and paper, they rolled it, and the latin name
which they gave these rolls is passed into our language

—we say a volume, although our books are composed of

pages cut and bound together. The ancients were still

more curious than ourselves, in having their books

richly got up. Beside the tint of purple, with which

they tinted their vellum, and the liquid gold which

they employed for their ink, they sometimes en-

riched the covers of their books with precious stones.

The following information, taken from Casley's

catalogue of the manuscripts in the king's library, is

curious.
" Varro says, that palm-leaves, or mallow-leaves,

were all first used for writing on ; whence the word
began and continued to signify the leaf of a iook, as

well as of a tree or plant. That the ancients wrote

or engraved on brass, is manifest. The laws of the

twelve tables, and other monuments kept in the

Capitol, were engraven on that metal. The Romans
and Lacedaemonians wrote to the Jews in tables of

brass. There is a small fragment of wTiting on bark,

near a thousand years old, in the Cottonian library.

The art of making paper of cotton was discovered in

the eleventh century ; the invention of making it

of linen rags could not be much later." This last

observation differs from Naude. Curiosities of

Literature.

The following occurs in Captain Skinner's Excur-

sions in India.

" I cannot, from my experience at Mookba, with-

draw my condemnation of the mountain priests.

They are as dirty and ignorant as their brothers

whom I have already celebrated for eminence in

those qualities ; and their women ' Out Herod
Herod.' There is ono man, however, in the village,

who can write and read : he was educated at Barahal,

•where there was once a school ; but 1 fear the school-

master found himself too little appreciated to be
tempted to continue his vocation. He is a shrewd
knave, and has had the advantage of travelling a
little. He has been in the valley of the Dhoon—

a

great event. He writes on the bark of a tree—the

Boii PuUa, well known throughout India as the inner

covering of Hookah-snakes : and it makes a capital

substitute for paper. The trees are in great quantity

thereabouts ; and, as the bark is peeled off in large

sheets, it requires no preparation, nor is it necessary
to have a peculiar pen to write with, as is the case

with leaves, that are still used for that purpose iu the

east."

" The natives of Ceylon as yet employ no paper

;

they write on thin leaves of the Ola, and are obliged

to make use of an iron pen, which they support in a

notch cut in the thumb nail allowed to grow for that

purpose : a literary man is discovered by such a mark.
A quill, or a reed serves my friend of Mookba, for the

pen runs as quickly over the skin of the boii as jt

would over the surface of a glazed sheet."

AN EARLY LESSON.
Children are very early capable of impression.

I imprinted on my daughter the idea of Faith, at a

very early age. She was playing, one day, with a

few beads, which seemed to delight her wonderfully.

I said, " My dear, you have some pretty beads
there." " Yes, papa !

" " And you seem to be
vastly pleased with them." " Yes, papa !

"

Well, now throw 'em behind the fire."

She looked earnestly at me, as though she ought
to have a reason for so cruel a sacrifice. " Well,

my dear, do as you please ; but, you know, I never

told you to do any thing which I did not think would
be good for you." She looked at me rather longer

;

and then, summoning up all her fortitude—her breast

heaving with the effort,—she dashed them into the

fire,

" Well," said I, " there let them lie : you shall

hear more about them another time j but say no
more about them now."
Some days after, I brought her a box full of larger

beads, and toys of the same kind. When I returned

home, I opened it, and set it before her. She burst

into tears of ecstasy. " Those, my child," said I,

" are yours ; because you believed me when I told

you it would be better for you to throw those two or

three paltry beads behind the fire. Now, that has
brought you this treasure. But now, my dear, re-

member, as long as you live, what Faith is. I did

this to teach you the meaning of Faith. You threw
your beads away when I bid you, because you had
faith in me that I never advised you but for your
good. Put the same confidence in God ; believe

every thing that he says in his Word. Whether you
understand it or not, have faith in him, that he means
your good. Cecil.

The Jews.—Davison, in his Discourses on Prophecy,
uses the following beautiful illustration, when speaking ol

modern Jews. Present in all countries, with a home in

none ; intermixed, and yet separated ; and neither amal-
gamated nor lost, but, like those mountain-streams which
are said to pass through lakes of another kind of water,

and keep a native quality to repel commixture ; they hold
communication without union, and may be traced as rivers

without banks, in the midst of the ahen element which
surrounds them.

There was a lady of a noble family, who saw of her own
race, even to the sixth degree ; whereof the Germans made
this distich :

—

Mater ait natae, die nataj, fili4, natam
Ut moneat natae, plangere filiolam.

Thus Englished by Hakwell :

—

The aged mother to her daughter spake,
" Daughter," said she, " Arise

;

" Thy daughter to her daughter take,
*• Whose daughters daughter cries."

THE INDIA-RUBBER TREE.
(Siphonia Elastica—Elastic Resin-Tree.)

A LARGE straight tree, growing to the height of fifty

or sixty feet ; at the upper part sending off numerous
branches, covered with rough bark. This tree is a
native of South America, growing abundantly in the

woods of Guiana, in the province of Quito, and along
the borders of the river Amazon, in Mexico.

This singular substance, known by the names of

India-rubber, elastic gum, Cayenne resin, and by
the French caoutchouc, and which is prepared

from the juice of this tree, was little known in

Europe tiU long after the commencement of the last

century ; and its origin and composition was first

learned from M. de la Condamine, an active and
enterprising member of the French Academy, who
by travelling into the interior parts of South America,

had an opportunity of acquiring the necessary infor-

mation.

The manner of obtaining this juice, is by making
cuts through the bark of the lower part of the

trunk of the tree, from which the fluid resin issues in

great abundance, appearing of a milky whiteness,

as it flows into the vessel placed to receive it, but gra-

dually, on exposure to the air, becoming a soft reddish

clastic resin. To suit the different purposes for which
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it is employed in South America, tlie caoutciiouc is

shaped into various forms ; but it is commonly

brought to Europe in that of pear-shaped bottles.

The Itidta Rubber Tree.

whi-^h are said to be formed by spreading the juice

of the Siphonia over a proper mould of clay, and as

soon as one layer is dry, another is added, till the

bottle be of the thickness desired. It is then exposed

to a dense smoke until it becomes dry, when by

means of certain instruments of iron or wood, it is

ornamented on the outside with various figures. The

mould is then taken out, being first softened with

water. The Chinese elastic resin is said to be pre-

pared of castor oil and lime ; or according to Ret-

zius, it is nothing but a certain expressed oil,

evaporated by heat : hence its easy solubility.

The Indians make boats of the caoutchouc : also a

kind of cloth, which they use for the same purposes

as we use oil-cloth. Flambeaux are likewise made

of this resin, which yield a beautiful light without any

disao-reeable smell. Woodville's Med. Bot. ^

THE PASSAGE OF THE RED SEA.

In doubt, in weaiiness, in woe.

The hosts of Israel flee

;

Behind them rode the raging foe,

Before them was the sea.

The angry waters at their feet.

All dark and dread roU'd on

And where the sky and desert meet,

Spears ttash'd against the sun.

But still along the eastern sky

The fiery pillar shone ;

And o"er the waves that roUd so high.

It bade them still come on

Tlien Moses turn'd the sea toward.

And raised his hand on high
;

The angry waters know their lord,

They know him, and they lly.

Where never gleam'd the red sun-light,

"Where foot of man ne'er trod ;

Down, down they go, and left and right

The wall of waters stood.

Full soon along that vale of fear,

"With cymbals, horns, and drums.

With many a steed and many a spear,

The maddening monarch comes.

A moment—far as eye could sweep,

The thronging myriads tread ;

The next—the waste and silent deep,

"Was rolling o'er their head

!

J. J. R.

ANNIVERSARIES IN FEBRUARY.
MONDAY, 4th.

215 Death of Seplimius Severus, the Roman emperor, at York,
during his expedition into Britain,

1194 Richant I., King of England, released from his confinement
in the Castle of Olmutz, in Aloravia, where he had been im-
priBoned by the emperor, on his return through Germany,
from his Crusade against the Saracens in the Holy Land,
His ransom amounted to 160,000 marks ; each mark being
worth 13s. 4d. sterling.

1555 Rogers, a divine, burnt at the stake in Smithfield, London. He
was the first Protestant martyr during the reign of Queen
Mary.

1615 Death of Jean Baptiste Porta, a Neapolitan gentleman of
great learning. He was the inventor of the Camera Obscurit

and was the first person who conceived the project of an En-
cyclopiedia.

1746 Death of the Rev. Robert Blair, author of the celebraled poero
of The Grave.

TUESDAY, 5th.
Agatha. . '

5 The Emperor Augusttis had conferred on him, by the Roman
senate and people, the flattering title of " Pateb PATni«,"
or Father of his Country ; which appellation he is said to

have received with tears.

1783 The town of Scylla, in the south-west corner of Calabria, de-
stroyed by an earthquake ; during which, 3000 persons, who
had repaired, at nignt, to the beach, to save themselves from
the ruins of the falling houses, were in a moment swept into

eternity, by a sudden mundation of the sea. Shocks continued
to be felt during February and March ; in which time twenty-
nine cities, towns, and villages, were overwhelmed, in the

south of Italy ; as well as Messina in Sicily, which was
almost destroyed. Upwards of 50,000 human beings perished
during these dreadful convulsions.

1799 Lui^i Galvani, the discoverer of Galvanism, died at Bologna,
in Italy.

WEDNESDAY, 6th

1685 King Charles 11. died at Whitehall, and was succeeded by his

brother, the Duke of York, under the title of James 11.

THURSDAY, 7th.

1689 The Peers and Commons of England assembled at Whitehall,

under the name of The Convention (there being then no Par-
liament in existence), and declarea the throne vacant by the

abdication of King James II.

1788 Governor Philip assumed the powers of captain-general and
governor of New South Wales, on the continent of New
Holland. The royal commission for executitig this important

trust was published at Sidney Cove, nine miles from Botany
Bay.

FRIDAY, 8th.

1587 Mrtry, Queen of Scots, in the 45th year of her age, beheaded
(by order of Elizabeth, Queen of England, her cousin), at

Fotheringay Castle, in Northamptonshire, after an unjust arid

cruel imprisonment of nineteen years. She was buried in

Peterborough Cathedral ; but, on the accession of her son,

James VI. of Scotland, to the English throne, her remains

were removed to Westminster Abbe%'.

1671 Died, Richard Pendrell, the preserver and faithful guide of

Charles II., after his escape from the Battle of Worcester.

He was buried in St. Giles's Church-yard, London.

SATURDAY, 9th.

1555 Hooper, Bishop of Gloucester, burnt before the door of his own
cathedral, during the persecution of the sanguinary Queen
Mary. He suffered with the greatest firmness, in confirma-

tion of his attachment to the Protestant cause. On the same

day. Dr. Rowland Taylor was burnt at Hadleigh, in Suflfblk,

testifying the sincerity of his faith by his undaunted behaviour

1811 Death of Dr. Maskelyne, (who had been astronomer-royal

during the long periodf of forty-six years,) at Flamstead House,

Greenwich Park, near London.

SUNDAY, 10th.

Sexacesima Sunday.—This is the secoHti Sunday before Lent; or

the next to Shrove Tuesday. It is so called, because it is the six-

tieth day before Easter.
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THE GIANTS' CAUSEWAY.
The Giants' Causeway is the name given to a portion

of that stupendous range of basaltic columns which

extends over a great part of the north-eastern coast

of Ireland and the adjacent islands. It is situated

within one mile of Bushmills, on the northern coast

of the county of Antrim, and consists of a most
irregular arrangement of many hundred thousands of

columns, most of which are of a pentagonal or five-

sided form, and vary from one to five feet in thickness,

and from 20 to 2.50 feet in height.

The origin of basalt is evidently volcanic, and the

prismatic form in which it is found, appears to be the

result of its having been melted. The composition

of these pillars is well deserving the attention of the

observer : they are not of one solid stone, but com-
posed of several short lengths, curiously joined, not

with flat surfaces, but like a ball and socket or the

joints in the back-bones of fishes, the end of one being

hollowed out so as to receive that of another, the

depth of the hollow being generally about three or

four in(?hes. Although the most common form of

these columns, as we have already noticed, is five-

sided ; many are found with eight, and some with

only four sides, but notwithstanding the want of

uniformity both of figure and size, and though they

are perfectly distinct from top to bottom, yet is the

whole arrangement so closely combined at all points,

that the thinnest substance can scarcely be introduced

between them, either upon the sides or at the angles.^

The whole mass forms a kind of mole or quay, extend-
ing from the base of a steep prowontory, several

hundred feet into the sea.

The hollows on the top of the joints are of use to

the neighbouring poor; for they employ them in

summer, as salt-pans, and thus very easily procure
for themselves a kind of bay-salt. At high tide, thej'^

fill these little basins with sea-water, and the heat
of the sun and of the stone, combined with the shal-

lowness of the basin, causes the whole moisture to

evaporate in a couple of days.

This peculiar arrangement of basalt is not confined
to the coast of Ireland, but is to be met with in many
other parts of the world. Fingal's Cave, in the island

of Staffa, is formed of gigantic columns of this

mineral
; Samson's Ribs, near Edinburgh, affords

another instance ; and if we look abroad, we find

Giants' causeways not uncommon in Italy, in the

neighbourhood of Padua ; in the hills of Auvergne
and Velay in France ; and in many other parts of

the globe.

The colour of basalt is generally of a dark blueish

gray, varying, at times, to brown or red ; its texture

is granular, and, in some cases, it is nearly hard
enough to strike fire with flint.

The following account of a cave, called Dunkerry
Cavern, in the immediate vicinity of the Giants'

Causeway, and, in fact, a part of the same basaltic

formation, will give some idea of the appearance of

the basalt, when seen under other circmnstances ; it

is extracted from the Rev. G. N. Wright's Guide to

the Giants' Causeway.
" In the dark perpendicular cliff is a deep and

lofty cave, accessible by water alone ; the entrance
assumes the appearance of a pointed arch, and is

remarkably regiJar. The boatmen are very expert
in entering these caves ; they bring the boat's head
right in front, and, watching the roll of the wave,
quicldy ship the oars, and sail in majestically upon
the smooth rolling wave.

" The depth of Dunkerry Cave has not been ascer-

tained j for the extremity is so constructed, as to

reudcr the management of a boat there dangerous

;

besides, from the greasy character of the sides of the

cave, the hand cannot be serviceable in forwarding or

retarding the boat. Along the sides is a bordering

of marine plants, above the sm-face of the watei", and
of considerable depth.

" It has already been frequently observed, that the

swell of the sea upon this coast is at all times heavy

;

and as each successive wave rolls mto the cave, the

surface rises so slowly and awfully, that a nervous

person would be apprehensive of a ceaseless increase

in the elevation of the waters, until they reached the

summit of the cave. Of this, however, there is not
the most distant cause of apprehension, the roof

being sixty feet above the high water mark. The
roaring of the waves in the interior is distinctly

heard ; but no probable conclusion can be arrived at

from this as to the depth. It is said, too, that the in-

habitants of some cottages, a mile removed from the

shore, have their slumbers frequently interrupted in

the winters' nights, by the subterranean sounds of

Dunkerry Cavern. The entrance is very striking

and grand, being twenty-six feet in breadth, and
enclosed between two natural walls of dark basalt

;

and the visitor will enjoy a much more perfect view

of the natural architecture at the entrance, by sitting

in the prow, with his face to the stern, as the boat

returns."

THE LION AND THE UNICORN
;

AND THE FORMER SUPPORTERS OF THE ROYAL
ARMS OF ENGLAND.

The Lion and the Unicorn have been, for more than
two centuries, the supporters of the arms of this

kingdom. They were adopted at the time of the

union of the crowns of England and Scotland, under
king James the First, in the year 1603, and ha\'e

been used ever since. Previously, however, to that

time, there appear to have been repeated changes in

the choice of supporters of the royal arms.

The origin of supporters in general has been traced,

by some antiquaries, to the ancient tournaments, in

which the knights caused their shields to be carried

by servants or pages, under the disguise of lions,

bears, griffins, blackamoors, &c. who also held and

guarded the escutcheons, which the knights were

obliged to expose to public view some time before

tlie lists were opened. But perhaps, the best opi-

nion is, that the first origin and use of them are

derived from the custom of leading any one who was

invested with some great distinction to the prince

who conferred it, and of his being supported by two

persons of rank when he received the symbols of

honour ; and, as a memorial of that ceremony, his

arms were afterwards supported by any two creatures

which he chose. Hence it is no wonder, that,

amongst the various strange and ideal animals, such

as the dragon, the griffin, the cockatrice, and the wy-

vern, figures used in heraldry ; the unicorn also, as

we now see it represented, should have been employed

as a supporter*.

For the information and amusement of some of

our readers, we subjoin an account of the Sup-

porters of the arms of England, from the reign

of Richard the Second.
A.D.

1377 Richard the Second. His supporters were two

anyels in white, kneeling.

1399 Henry THE Fourth. The line of Lancaster com-
mencing with this monarcli, he changed the sup-

porters, and took, on the right side, a white swan,

with a yold collar and chain; and, on the left, a

white antelope, similarly collared arid chained.

* The unicorn alluded to in Scripture, is supposed to be the Rhi'

noaros unicornis, or oae-horaed rhinoceros.,
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1413 Hkvry THK Fifth. This martial kinp: had for his

8upi)orlors, on the riijht, a lion crowned; and, on

the Icl't, a white antelope, with a gold collar and
chain.

1422 Henry the Sixth had two white antelopes, also

collared and chained.

14C1 En-WARD THE Fourth. On the accession of the

House of York*, in the person of this- prince, the

supporters were, on the right, a lion ; on the left,

a white bull.

1483 Edward the Fifth reigned hut two months: this

was during the regency of the wicked and ambi-

tious Richard, Duke of Gloucester. Supporters, on

the right, a lion ; and, on the left, a white doe.

1483 Richard the Third, lale regent, had for his sup-

porters, two white boars. To these, Gray, in his

beautiful poem of The Bard, makes an aUusion, in

reference to the murder of Edward the Fifth, and of

his brother Richard, Duke of York, which was said

to have been committed in the Tower of London,
by order of this cruel tyrant, their uncle •

" The bristled boar, in infant gore.

Wallows beneath the thorny shade."

The silver boar was his badge; and he was generally

known, in his own time, under the name of the

boar, or the hog.

1485 Henry the Seventh took for his supporters, on
the right, a red dragon ; on the left, a white grey-

hound. In this king were united the houses of

York and Lancaster I".

1.509 Henry the Eighth had, on the right, a lion

crowned; on the left, a red dragon.

1547 Edward the Sixth. This king made no altera-

tion in the supporters, but retained the same as his

father had.

1553 Mary, having married Philip the Second, King of

Spain, in 1554, added the arms of Castile and
Leon to those of England, and chose for supporters,

on the right, a uhite eagle; and, on the left, a lion

crowned.

1558 Elizabeth resumed the supporters of her father,

Henry the Eighth, and of Edward the Sixth; viz.,

on the right, a lion crowned; on the left, a red
dragon.

1603 James the First, (Sixth of Scotland,) king of

Great Britain. This king assumed for supporters,

on the right',!:, a Lion crowned, and on the left the

Unicorn, which ha\e ever since that period main-
tained their distinguished posts. The reason of the

unicorn being added in lieu of the dragon, was
because James the Firsts supporters, as king of

Scotland, were two unicorns.

M.

THE GREAT AMERICAN ALOE.
(Agave Americana.)

The flowering of this plant used to be considered as

a very rare occurrence, and as not taking place till it

attained the age of one hundred years ; but the speci-

mens being now more numerous in this country,

the delay in flowering is found not to be fact. Its

interest as a marvel has, consequently, fallen off ; but

the uses of the plant still continue.

Agave Americana is not an aloe, though it goes by
the name. The true aloes belong to another natural

order, the Asphodelea;,\\h.\ch. are named after asphodel,

or king's spear, of which there are several varieties,

natives of the south of Europe. That family all contain

active principles, some of which are merely pungent,

as in the onion tribe ; others mild, by being blanched
underground, as in common asparagus ; and others,

again, are strongly medicinal, and used as drugs ; as

the aloes of Zocotora and Barbadoes. Some of that

family grow to be very large trees, as, for instance,

* The emblem of this house, as di-played on its banners, was a
white rose ; that of the rival family of Lancaster, a red rose.

t In consequence of the fatal quarrel which so long subsisted be-
tween these families, it has been estimated that, by battles and
executions, above sixty princes of the royal family, above one half
of the nobles and principal gentlemen, and above 100,000 of the

people of England, lost their lives.

t The right, or Deiter, in heraldry, being the right of the shield,

not of the spectator.

the dragon-tree (Draccrna Draco), from which the

gum-dragon of the druggists' shops is procured.

One specimen of that, in the Canary Isies, is men-
tioned as being about seventy-two feet high, and
fourteen feet in diameter at the base. Its history, as

a large tree, extends back more than 250 years.

The agave belongs to the pine- apple tribe (Brome-
liacea:), which contains no such giants as that which has
been mentioned, and none of their pungent qualities.

The whole arc natives of America, though many of

them have been transplanted to other parts of the

world. The pine-apple is well known as the most
exquisitely flavoured fruit that is produced in our
hot-houses

J
and all that branch of the order are

very fragrant ; so that, in their native countries,

where they grow, though not rooted in the earth,

they are much used for ornamenting the balconies

of houses.

The agave bears some resemblance to the pine-

apple in its leaves, only they are thicker, stifter, and
less numeroits ; but it produces no edible fruit. The
outside leaves stand round in a star, or crown ; and
the middle consists of a thick spire of leaves, so

firmly twisted together, that the edges of the one

impress the others with a seal. The points are armed
with very strong spines j so that the plant is truly

formidable, and answers well for hedges, only it

occupies considerable breadth. With us it is culti-

vated only as an ornamental plant, and is generally

set in large pots or tubs, though it bears the open

air in the milder districts, all the year round. In-

deed, it is apt to suffer more from the constant

soaking of the rain, which gets into the central spire

and rots the plant. The varieties with striped leaves

are most handsome ; but they do not flower so readily.

Indeed, none of them can be made to flower in this

country without artificial heat.

The scape, or floweriiig-stem, rises from the centre

of the titft of leaves 3 it is smooth and green, and the

branches that bear the individual clusters of flowers

come off very gracefully in douljle curves, which have

the bend downward near the stalk, and upward near

the flowers. The appearance is not unlike that of a

majestic candlestick, with successive branches, for a

great portion of its height ; and tall as the stem is,

the form of the leaves gives it the appearance of great

stability.

Tropical America is the native habitat of the plant

;

btit it abounds in the dry and warm places of the sotith

of Europe, along the sandy shores of the Mediter-

ranean, and especially in the south of Portugal, and

in the dry districts on the confines of Portugal and

Spain.

Like most plants which grow in very hot and dry

places, the rind or epidermis of the leaves resists

powerfully the action of heat, so that the interior of

the leaves is very juicy. The juice contains a good

deal both of alkali and oil (the ingredients of which

soap is composed), so that in some places of the

peninsula, it is used as a substitute for soap ; the pulp

forming a lather with water. Cattle are also fed on

the sliced or bruised leaves, at those seasons when the

pastures are burnt up by the drought. So that it is

a useful plant even in those parts of Europe where

the vegetation of more temperate climes is apt to fail.

In Mexico, it is far more useful ; and is, indeed

one of the most valuable products of the soil, answer-

ing some of the purposes which are answered by rye

in the north of Europe, barley in the middle latitudes,

and the vine toward the south. The wines and

spirits of the country are prepared from it; and

though their flavour is not much relished by Euro-

peans, they are in high estimation with the natives.

39—2
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When the leaves have come to their full size^ and
the flower-stalk is about to spring up, the heart of

the plant is scooped out, and the outside left in the

The Great American Aloe,

form of a cup. That cup soon fills with the juice,

which is i-emoved successively, till no more can be

obtained ; and the remaining leaves, as well as those

that are cut out, arc dried for fuel. The juice is set

to ferment ; and when it has undergone that process,

it is the Pulijup, or Mexican beer. It soon gets acid,

and c\ en rancid, from the quantity of oil ; but the

natives relish it. When recently made, it is said to

be much more palatable ; and probably it docs not
become unpleasant sooner than the weak and im-

perfectly fined malt liquors of this country do in

the hot season.

The juice of the Agave is also distilled into an
ardent and intoxicating spirit, called Mcrcal, or Vino

Mcrccil, in wliich the inconsiderate indulge to the same
excess as they do in spirits from grain, potatoes,

beet-root, and otlier vegetables in Europe. The
people of all countries are too fond of pi'cpainng such
beverages ; and the natives of India lay the palm-
trees under contribution for their m-rack ,• and the

hemp, for that still more intoxicating and pernicious

liquid which they call Bang.

The filjres of the Agave are tough and straight
;

and they are sometimes used as cords ; but the

proper cordage of the trojjical Americans is not made
from them ; but from the fibres of some of the

wild Bromelias ; or from the coire, or fibres, which
surround the shell of the cocoa-nut.

A specimen of the American aloe, exhibited in

flower a short time ago at the Colosseum, in Regent's

Park, London, was about twenty-five feet high j and
the panicle, or bunch of flowers, which, according to

the habits of the tribe, fade off at bottom as others

come into flower at top, was, at some times, upwards
of twelve feet.

The figures in the cut will give some notion of the

proportions of the aloe, and another plant, not in

flower, will show the difference of character in the

two states.

BIRDS' NESTS.

The extraordinary instinct displayed by birds in

the building of their nests, has long attracted the

notice, not only of naturalists, but even of the most
careless observers. If we examine them simply

as an illustration of the skill and industry of their

ingenious and interesting architects, our labour will

not be lost ; but considering the different forms in

which they are constructed, with reference to the

necessities of their inhabitants, we perceive at once

the beautiful design and regularity displayed in every

part.

Bottle Tit and Nest.

The nest of the long-tailed tit, the bottle-tit as

it is called, is somewhat in the shape of an egg ; the

inside is lined with feathers, and it has but a small
opening at the top ; one feather is always found
covering this entrance, and placed in a slanting direc-

tion, so as to carry off the rain, and prevent its enter-

ing the nest ; if the finger is introduced into this hole,

it will be found that other feathers cross each other in

various directions, all placed there with the same
intent. If the nest is built in an old black-thorn in

blossom, as was the case with the one represented in

the cut, the outer part of it is found covered with
small pieces of light- coloured moss, and other sub-
stances, so exactly agreeing in colour with the bark
of the tree in which it was placed, that it could with
dilFiculty be discovered. If the colour of the tree had
been grcon, the moss selected for the covering of the,

nest would have been green also.

In India, the birds tise still more artifice in building

their nests, on account of the monke)^s and snaJces

;

some form their hanging dwellings in the shape of a

l)urse, deep and open at the top, others with a hole in

the side. Some with an entrance at the very bottom,

forming their lodge near the summit.

The nests of the larger description of birds are

constructed with less attention to warmth, than those

of the smaller, and the reason is obvious ; the small

size of the eggs of the latter would not allow them,
if exposed to the air, to retain their necessary heat

during the temporary absence of the parent birds,

and thus they would risk becoming addled. But
the larger size of the eggs of the larger birds prevent

their temperature from being reduced for a consider-
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able time, and in these different modes of construct-

ing the nest, the economy as well as hberality of nsiture

is well exemplified: whatever is required for the

good of the creature is granted, but all superflous

labour and material is spared.

Jiced Wren and Nest.

The nest of the reed ^v^en, represented in the an-

nexed cut, is firmly lashed to the stems of reeds, a
few feet above the surface of the water, and being
fixed generally at some distance from the banks of
the stream, is secui-ely placed beyond the reach of

most of its enemies.

Letter from Dr. Johnson to his God-daughter.
The following Letter was written by Dr. Johnson, to his

god-daughter. It is transcribed from the original, which
is in the Doctors hand-writing, and is still in the posses-

sion of Mrs. Jane Langton, of Brighton, the lady to

whom it was addressed :

—

•

" My dearest Miss Jenny,—I am sorry that your pretty

letter has been so long without being answered ; but when
I am not pretty well, I do not always write plain enough for

young ladies. I am glad, my dear, to see that you write

so well, and hope that you mind your pen, your book, and
your needle, for they are all necessary. Your books will

give you knowledge, and make you respected, and your
needle will find you useful employment when you do not
care to read. When you are a little older, I hope you will

be very diligent in learning arithmetick ; and, above all, that

through your whole life, you will carefully say your prayers,

and read your Bible.—I am, my dear,
" Your most bumble Servant,

" Bolt Court, Fleet Street, Sam : Johnson."
May 10th, 1784."

Epitaph in Kendal Church.
Here lyetb the Body of Mr. Raulph Tirer,

Late Vicar of Kendal, Batcbeler of Divinity,

"Who died the 4th day of June, 1627.

London bred me, Westminster fed me,
Cambridge sped me, my sister wed me,
Study taught me, Livinf^ saught me.
Learning brought me, Kendal caught me,
Labour pressd me, sickness distresst me,
Death oppresst me, grave possesst me,
God first gave me, Christ did save me.
Earth did crave me, and heaven would have me.

The custom of burying bodies in churches is said to have
been first sanctioned by Cuthbert, Archbishop of Canter-
bury, A.D. 758, having been probibited by Augustine, the
first Archbishop of that church, who had decreed that no
corpse, either of prince or prelate, should be buried within
the walls of a city; but only in the suburbs thereof; and
that only in. the porch of a church, not in the body.
Fuller,

HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH VERSIONS
OF THE BIBLE.

The daily uninterrupted possession of privileges and
enjoyments, even of the highest order, has ever had
a tendency to cause their real value to be overlooked.

We, who, through God's blessing have full and un-
restrained access to the hearing and reading of the

Holy Scriptures, can but imperfectly estimate the

evils resulting from the want of them. Accustomed
from our childhood to see the Bible in cvery-day

familiar use, we appear to take it for granted that

such was the case always, and in every place. We
little dream, that our forefathers obtained this privi-

lege with the greatest difficulty, and preserved it not

without a struggle. So that it may be useful, as well as

interesting, to submit to general readers a brief ac-

count of the several English versions of the Bible,

which have appeared from time to time, and more
especially of our present authorized translation.

Writers of unquestionable authority assert, that

from the very earliest periods of the church, the Holy
Scriptures have been found in the language of almost

every Christian nation. This privilege and advantage

they continued to enjoy unmolested ; until that a new
power arose in the western world, claiming unheard-of

dominion o\xr men's minds and bodies, and the

court of Rome perceived that nothing was more
fatal to her assumptions of universal supremacy, than

a general and free perusal of the Holy Volume of

the Word of God. That which she long had wished,

at length she dared to do j and at a synod holden at

Toidouse in France, in the year 1228, the circulation of

the Scriptures was for the first time forbidden. The
immediate cause of this edict was the circumstance

that the Waldenses in the Valleys of Piedmont had
dared to oppose the Pope's pretensions, and to assert

that the Bible was the rule of Christian Faith, and
as such, ought to be free and open to persons of

every class. This synod, however, contented itself

with forbidding laymen to possess the books either of

the Old or of the New Testament.

In this, our country of England, the Saxons, its for-

mer masters, are known to have possessed a translation

of the Scriptures in their own language. A copy of

the Gospels of this version is remaining in manuscript

in the Bodleian Library at Oxford. The historian,

the Venerable Bede, who flourished in the seventh

century, is said to have translated the entire Bible
;

and King Alfred is reported to have done the same
thing; though the greater part of these, his holy

labours, have not survived to our times.

From the time when the religious orders multiplied

in England, the friars were ever found most vehe-

ment in forbidding the use and knowledge of the

Scriptures
;
probably, not only in obedience to the

orders received from their superiors at Rome, but

likewise, as historians assert, from a wish to conceal

their own utter ignorance of them, and general want

of learning on every subject. There were, however,

some noble exceptions.

During the reign of Edward the Tliird, about the

year 1340, Richard Hampole, an Augustinian monk,

translated the Psalter into the English of that day.

In the same king's reign, and that of his next suc-

cessor, flourished the reno\\-ncd John Widiffe, who was

educated at Oxford, being a fellow of Merton Col-

lege, and afterwards Master of Baliol ; at a later

period he became Rector of Lutterworth in Leices-

tershire. Wicliffe translated afresh the whole Bible,

about the year 1380. But this praiseworthy work
did not escape without violent opposition raised

against it. About twenty years after its appearance,

the priests attempted to suppress it; and actually
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procured a Bill for this purpose to be brought into the

House of Lords. But the truth found a patron in

John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, uncle to the king,

who is reported to have stood up boldly in his place,

and to have said, ' We will not be the refuse of all

men ; for that other nations have God's lawe (which is

the lawe of our behef ) in their own language ;' ' which

lie ailirmed (as the story sayth),with a great oath

agaynst them, whatsoever they were, that began the

BiU.'

A few years later, in 1407, Archbishop Arundel

published a Constitution, foi-bidding any person

to translate any part of Scripture ; and also, to

read any translations of it whatsoever. It is melan-

choly to think, that several persons, both men and

women, were actually burned for trangressing this

order.

The fifteenth century gave birth to the wondrous

art of Printing ; which, by God's blessing, was made
a mean of multiplying Bibles in all languages, with

great rapidity, and at little comparative cost. About
1-155 appeared the Bible in Latin"*: 1460 in German:
1471 in Italian : 1475 in Flemish: 1478 in Spanish:

14&8 in Bohemian, &c. &c. &c.

The Reformation, as was naturally to be expected,

directed men's attention earnestly and successfully to

the Scriptures, as the foundation and sole rule of

Faith ; and every exertion was used by learned men
that translations of them should become every where

accessible.

The praise-worthy labours of Luther in this particu-

lar, soon found imitators in England : and the first

who distinguished himself in this field, and who after-

wards fell a victim to the tyranny and revenge of

Rome, was William Tyndale, a native of Wales, edu-

cated at the university of Oxford : where a portrait

of him is still preserved. TjTidale determined to

furnish his countrymen with a modern version of the

New Testament. The former English translations

mentioned above had been made from the Latin Vul-

gate : but Tyndale wisely resolved to go to the foun-

tain-head, and to translate from the original Greek.

His New Testament was first printed abroad, in the

year 1526, the state of religious feeling in England
not then permitting the publication of such a work
in this country ! So little liberty then had the

Press ! [This first edition is so rare, that only one

copy and j^art of a second are known to be existing.]

The book was most eagerly received by the people
;

which when Tonstall Bishop of London heard, he is-

sued severe orders (then obeyed) to call in all the co-

pies and deliver them to him : he himself bought up
very many, and caused them to be publicly burned in

London. This decree, however, of the Bishop, only

turned to his o\\"a. confusion : for the very money
which he paid for the copies so eagerly sought after,

enabled Tyndale to prepare and circulate a re^•ised

and more correct edition.

In 1530, Tyndale published a version of the Five

Books of ^Moses ; and in 153
1
, the prophecy of Jonah,

with a preface against the pope. In 1535, appeared

the Whole Bible translated by Miles Coverdale, who
subsequently became Bishop of Exeter, but at this time

was abroad, through fear of persecution for holding

Protestant tenets. His Bible was not printed in Eng-
land (but either at Antwerp or Hamburg) though it

was dedicated to King Henry the Eighth. Shortly

afterwards, in 1536 or 1537, through the influence of

Thomas Cromwell, lord Privy Seal, the King's Vicege-

rent in Ecclesiastical affairs, and a warm favourer of

* In was the Latin Bible of 1462, which by the surprisingly rapid
multiplication of copies gave rise to the accusation of magic against
Taust its printer; from whence sprung the story, so well known for-

merly to our children of ' the Devil and Doctor Faustus.'

the Reformation, an injunction was obtained that
every Parish Church should be provided with a large

Bible, to be openly exposed in the choir for public use.

Two years after the former, there appeared a second
translation of the Bible, in folio, under the name of
Mattheivs ; consisting partly of Tyndale's version, and
partly of Coverdale's, with several corrections. In
1539 came forth the Great Bible, or Cranmers Bible,

that Archbishop being known for a special favourer
of so good a work. This was a large and handsome
folio volume, fit for the public use of Churches ; it

was chiefly a correction of ^latthew's Bible. From it

is taken that version of the Psalms which is still re-

tained and used in our Prayer books. In the same
year, 1539, appeai-ed another corrected edition, by
Richard Taverner: in 1540 and 1541, reimpressions

of the Great Bible, with a prologue by Cranmer : and
in this last year the King decreed that a cojiy of this

Bible in the great volume, should be set up in every

parish Church in England.

But soon afterwards, Henry's religious views were
turned into another direction ; and by the continual

urgent exertions of the popish party among the

Bishops, an Act of Parliament was passed, restricting

closely the liberty, formerly enjoyed, of possessing

and reading the Scriptures. This Act contains several

curious clauses : namely, all translations arc allowed,

except Tyndale's (the one most in use) ; but all pre-

ambles or notes are ordered to be cut away or blotted

oiit, from Bibles and Testaments of every translation

whatsoever. [This clause may account for the muti-

lated state in which copies of our early editions of the

Scriptures are most frequently found.] No person,

unless appointed thereto by the King or the Ordinary,

may read to others any part of the Scripture in Eng-
lish, on pain of a month's imprisonment. But the

Lord Chancellor, Captains of the wars, the Judges,

Recorders of cities, and the Speaker of the House
of Commons, ' which heretofore have been accustomed

to declare or teach any good vertuous or godly ex-

hortations in any assemblies, may use any part of

Scripture as they have been wont.' Likewise every

Nobleman or Gentleman, being a householder, may
read or cause to be read by any of his family servants,

and to his o^^•n family, any text of the Bible or New
Testament : and every merchant, being a householder

and any other persons, except women and apprentices,

might read the Bible privately to themselves. But no

women (except Noblewomen and Gentlewomen, who
might read to themselves but to none others,) artificers,

apprentices, journejTnen, husbandmen, or labourers,

were permitted to read the Bible or New Testament

in English, either privately or openly, to themselves

or to others, under pain of a month's imprisonment.

From this period nothing more was done towards the

circulation of the Bible during the remainder of

Henry's reign : but qu the contrary, a still more strict

Proclamation came forth in liis last year, 1546, pro-

hibiting even the mere possession of either TjTidale's

or Coverdale's translation.

His son. King Edward the Sixth, like a prince of

true piety and enlightened understanding, speedily

removed these obstructions, and gave every en-

couragement to the diffusion of the Holy Scriptures

among all his subjects. He issued orders, that a

copy of the Bible should be open in every parish

church, to which persons of every class might have

unrestrained access, and they were exhorted to

make good use of the privilege. Every clergyman

was ordered to possess himself of the New Testament,

and of Erasmus' paraphrase on it.

During this king's reign our Liturgy vras formed,

with great care and deliberation : and the vear 1549
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saw the first appearance of the " Book of Common
I'rayer j" which at once superseded the various Romish

formularies, under the names of Missals, Breviaries,

Graduals, Hours, Processionals, Manuals, Offices, Ponti-

ficals, SiC Several impressions of both the Bible and

New Testament were published ; but though many of

these underwent a " recognition" or revisal, no new
translation of Scripture appeared during Edward's

reign.

Upon his death, and the accession of Queen Mary,

who by education, and in feeling, was a bigoted

Romanist, all those happy beginnings received an

abrupt overthrow. Mary, through her agents. Bishop

Bonner and Cardinal Pole, carried back every thing

once more to the darkness of Popery ; issuing orders

even that the sentences of Scripture, which were in-

scribed on the walls of many churches, should be

obliterated, as " opening doors to every kind of vice !

"

But Providence mercifully interposed, and prevented

her power from becoming equal to her will, in this

respect : for the good seed had now been sown in

men's hearts, and the light of the Gospel could no

more be quenched. During her reign, as might be

expected, no step was taken towards diffusing a

knowledge of the Bible : but the old Romish Primer

of Salisbury was reprinted.

The persecution to which every leading Protestant

was now either actually subjected, or felt himself to

be at every moment liable, induced several of the

clergy to withdraw themselves for security into foreign

countries. And some of these, establishing them-

selves at Geneva, where Calvin was then flourishing

in the plenitude of his fame, undertook the formation

of a new version of the Bible. They first published

the New Testament in the year 1557, and three years

afterwards the entire Bible, accompanied by a profu-

sion of notes.

But though this version was immediately brought

into England, and circulated with no small industry,

Elizabeth being now queen, it failed to give general

satisfaction 5 and critical scholars pointed out faults

and errors in every one of the existing translations.

Upon which, Parker, the Archbishop of Canterbury,

learning that a fresh supply of copies was required

throughout the kingdom, seized the opportunity of

causing a careful revision of former translations to

be made by several very learned men, amongst whom
he distributed the Bible in distinct portions, for their

exact and particular revision. The majority of these

divines being Biyhops, the corrected version which
they published, in a large folio, in 1568, obtained the

name of " The , Bishops' Bible.'] Both this and the

version of Geneva continvied to be used during the

whole reign of Ehzabeth ; the former being princi-

pally made use of in churches, while many private

families preferred the latter.

King James succeeding to the throne in 1602,

the Puritans immediately presented to him a petition

of church-grievances, which led to the well-known

Conference at Hampton Court; where these com-
plaints were solemnly examined, and were adjudged

i'rivolous and groundless. But as they found fault,

among other things, with the Bishops' Bible, and
earnestly pressed the formation of a new translation,

the king assented to their request ; and by a Royal
Commission, delegated the important work to fifty-

four of the most learned men within his dominions :

these were enjoined to parcel out among themselves

the several portions of the work, guiding themselves
by the inspired originals, and following the Bishops'

Bible as nearly as those would permit ; making no
change in any thing for the mere love of novelty,

and submitting every part of their labours to"the de-

liberate judgment and revision of the entire body, to

be assembled at a general meeting.
These judicious regulations being received and

attended to in the best spirit, the great woi-k was
brought to a happy conclus-ion, by the united labours
of so many sound scholars, within seven years from
the issuing of the commission; the first edition of the
new Ti-anslation being published, in a large handsome
folio, in black letter, in 1611,

At its first appearance, cavils were raised against
this version, both by the Roman Catholics and Puri-

tans ; but these soon died away, and the translators

deservedly obtained, not only from our own country-

men, but also from learned foreigners, the praise of

great fidelity, united with precision and clearness of

expression. The former of these qualities was the

most important, but even the latter was not withovit

its manifold use. For, since this Bible was designed,

not ("as formerly) only for the closets of scholars, but
also for the daily use and comfoi-t of even the humblest
individual, it was essential that its language should
be freed as far as possible from every needless

obscurity, and every ambiguous or ill-understood

expression. To this, the translators appear diligently

to have attended ; and this object they were enabled

through God's Providence, so far to attam, that even
now, at the distance of more than two hundred years,

our authorized Bible continues readily intelligible to

persons of every class 3 and perhaps contains fewer

words or phrases, the meaning of which have sunk
into obscurity, than any other work in the English

language, of the same bulk and age.

Happily for this country, God's' blessed Word is

now unfettered by any human restrictions : it is

open for every one's perusal : all are taught, advised,

and exhorted, to make it their study, and look up to

it as the Great Charter of their salvation. We own
it for our sole and perfect rule of faith : we know
that countless multitudes are daily deriving from it

comfort, and joy, and hope : and, while we distribute

it around, in tens and hundreds of thousands yearly,

we pray that all into whose hands it falls may have

grace to use it in such sort, that through the blessing

of Almighty God it may make them wise unto salva-

tion. H. C.

It is impossible to view the cheerfulness, and happiness of

animals and birds without pleasure ; the latter, especially,

appear to enjoy themselves during the fine weather, in

spring and summer, with a degree of hilarity which might
be almost envied. It is astonishing how much man might
do to lessen the misery of those creatures, which are either

given to him for food or use, or for adding to his pleasure,

if he were so disposed. Instead of whicii, he often exer-

cises a degree of wanton tyranny and cruelty over them,

which cannot be too much deprecated, and for which no
doubt he will be one day held accountable. Animals ai-e

so capable of showing gratitude and affection to those who
have been kind to them, that I never see them subjected

to ill-treatment, without feeling the utmost abhorrence of

those who are inflicting it. I know many persons who,

like myself, take a pleasure in seeing all the animals about

them appear happy and contented.

Cows will show their pleasure at seeing those who have

been kind to them, by moving theirs ears gently, and put-

ting out their wet noses. My old horse rests his head on

the gate with great complacency, when he sees me coming,

expecting to receive an apple or a piece of bread. I should

even be sorry to see my poultry and pigs get out of my
way with any symptoms of fear. Jesse's Gleanings.

There is nothing in the world which does not show either

the miseiy of man, or the mercy of God, either man's im-

potence without God, or his power with God. The whole

^miverse teaches man that he is corrupt, or that he is

redeemed ; teaches him his greatness or his misery.-——

Pascal,
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A^'NIVERSARIES IN FEBRUARY.
MCfNDAY, 11th.

1650 7?e»(? Descartes, the mathematician, died in Sweden. His
body was carried to Paris, and buried with great pomp.

1763 William Sheiistone, the pastoral poet, died at the Leasowes, in

Worceslersliire.

1821 Adam Walker, the Lecturer on natural and expeiimental
philosophy, died at Richmond, in Surry.

TUESDAY, 12th,

1554 Lady Jane Grey and her husband. Lord Guildford Dudley,
(fourth son of the Duke of Northumberland,) beheaded in

the Tower of London. These illustrious young persons fell

victims to the ambition of their father, the duke. Lady .Tane,

though not then quite eighteen years of age, having been pre-

vailed on to allow herself to be proclaimed Queen of Eng-
land, on the demise of the young King Edward VI., she

and her husband were, after a reign of a few days, taken
prisoners, tried, and condemned, by the powerful party who
espoused the cause of Queen Mary. Lady Jane was exe-

cuted in about an hour after Lord Dudley. She was the

most eminent for her piety and learning, of all the ladies of

her age and time, being, in addition to her other great ac-

complishments, a perfect mistress of the Greek and Latin
languages.

1804 Emmanuel Kant, the German philosopher, died.

WEDNESDAY, 13th.

1542 Catherine Houard, fifth Queen of Henry VIII. of England,
beheaded on Tower-liill.

1689 Wn.i.iAM and Mary proclaimed King and Queen of Great
Britain; they were crowned on April the 11th. In British

history, the accession of the Protestant King William to the

throne is styled the GLonious Kevoi.utiox.

THURSDAY, 14th.

Valentine's Day, or Old Candlemas Day. Valentine, who was a
Roman bishop, was beheaded under the Emperor Valerianus, in

the year 278. It was the common opinion, that on this day birds

chose their mates ; whence, probably, the custom of choosing Valen-

tines,

1400 Richard IL, King of England, basely murdered in Ponte-
fract castle, Yorkshire, where he was a prisoner. His
strength and courage were so great, that he slew four of the

eight assassins who attacked him.
1779 Captain James Cook, who had more than once sailed round

the world, killed in a skirmish with the savages of Owliyhee,
one of the Sandwich Islands, in the Pacific Ocean.

1780 iSir William Blackstone, author of the celebrated Commen-
taries nn the Laws nf England, died.

1797 Sir John Jervis, afterwards Earl St. Vincent, obtained a
signal victory over the Spanish fleet, off Cape St. Vincent, in

Portugal.

FRIDAY, loth.

1695 On this day, Ki:>g William 111. was to have been assassinated

by conspirators, on his return from Richmond to London.
The plot was defeated by the conveyance of timely notice to

His Majesty and his Ministers.

1732 Francis Atterbury, Bishop of Rochester, a celebrated poet and
political writer, died in exile at Paris ; having been banished
from England for corresponding with the exiled royal race of
Stuart. His body was brought to England, and interred in

Westminster Abbey.

SATURDAY, 16th.

1497 Birth-day of Philip Melancthon, the celebrated divme, and co-
adjutor with Martin Luther in the great work of the Reforma-
tion of the Christian Church. He was one of the wisest and
greatest men of his age, and composed tlie famous " Confes-
sion of Augsburg," which to this day remains a monument of
his judgment and eloquence. He died April 19th, 1560.

1754 Dr. Richard Mead, a distinguished London physician, died.

His abilities and eminence in his profession, as well as iiis

general learning, and fine taste for tliose arts which embellish
human life, long rendered him an ornament of tlie age in

which he lived. It was under his auspices tliat nuifii/a/ioji

for the smalt-pox was first introduced into this country; the
experiment being successfully tried on seven condemned cri-

minals in Newgate, in the year 1721.

1796 Amboyna, a noted spice island in the East Indian Seas, belong-
ing to the Dutch , capitulated to the English : they relinquished
it, however, at the Peace of Paris, in 1814.

SUNDAY, nth.

QuiN'QUACr,STMA SuNDAY : SO Called from being the first Sunday
before Lent, and about the fiftieth day before Easter. On
this day, the Feralia, or festivals in honour of the Dead, were
kept at Rome.

1461 The second Battle of St, Alban's fought; wherein Queen Mar-
garet defeated the Earl of Warwick, and freed her husband
from captivity.

1563 'Michael Angela, a mai> illustrious for his extraordinary talents
as a painter, sculptor, and architect, died at Rome, in the
eighty-ninth year of his age.

1571 All earthquake occurred in Herefordshire, which, according to
the historians Speed and Camden, removed Marcley Hill to
a con<?iderable distance from where it formerly stood. The
ground moved was about twenty-six acres ; and in its progress
It overturned or carried away every thing which impeded its

passage. In 1583, a similar phenomenon occurred in Dorset-
shire.
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CHEPSTOW CASTLE.
Chepstow Castle is a ruin of considerable interest

to the antiquary, and offers to the eye of one who
knows nothing of it but what its present appear-
ance conveys, an object which can never fail to arrest

attention. As the engraving will sufficiently show,
it is built on the very brow of a precipice, which
rises boldly from theWye, whose tide, every ebb and
flow, washes its foundation of solid rock—one side

being advanced close to the edge, and constructed in

such a manner as to appear a part of the cliff itself

;

the same ivy which overspreads the walls, twines and
clusters round the high fragments, and down the

perpendicular side of the rock. The other parts of

the castle were defended by a moat, and consist of

massive walls, flanked with lofty towers.

The area occupies a large tract of ground, and is

divided into four courts. The grand entrance to the

east is a circular arch between two round towers.

The first court into which it leads, contains the shells

of the great hall, kitchens, and numerous apartments
of considerable size, retaining vestiges of baronial

splendour. Some Roman bricks jwhich have been
found in different parts of the ruin, have suggested
that a portion at least of the castle was of Roman
workmanship ; but evidently the work was of Nor-
man origin j the shell appears to have been built on
one plan, and at the same time ; but alterations and
additions were made by successive proprietors. Not
less than twenty-four chimneys still remain; the
principal one is handsomely decorated on the] out-
side, and the inside is glazed, a process which seems
effectually to have prevented the accumulation of
Boot.—This is in the part inhabited in modem times.

Vol. II.

and we are told it was never swept for at least eighty

years.

Like many other of its 'fellows, this castle has
repeatedly changed lords. Its early history is very

obscure. The best authorities seem to fix its origin

within a very few years after the Norman conquest,

when William Fitz Osborn, earl of Hereford, built

the castle of Striguil, which is doubtless the same
with Chepstow. Soon after his death, in 1070, his

third son, Roger de Britolio, was deprived of his

estates, and sentenced to perpetual imprisonment.

Dugdale furnishes us with the following anecdote

relating to his conduct in confinement. " Though
he frequently used many scornful expressions to-

wards the king, yet was the king pleased, at the ce-

lebration of the Feast of Easter, in a solemn manner,
as was then usual, to send to this earl Roger, at that

time in prison, his royal robes, who so disdained the

favour, that he forthwith caused a great fire to be made,
and the mantle, the inner surcoat of silk, and the upper

garment, lined with precious furs, to be suddenly

burnt; which, being made known to the king, he

became not a little displeased, and said, ' Certainly

he is a very proud man who hath thus abused me
;

but—(adding an oath, as was too much the irreligious

unchristian practice of the age ; would we could say

only of that age !)—^by the brightness of God, he shall

'never come out of prison so long as I live.' " This

Roger died in prison, and his estates being forfeited,

Chepstow Castle was transferred to the powerful

family of Clare. (Of this family was Walter de Clare,

who founded the neighbouring Abbey of Tintern, the

ruins of which excite the admiration of so many of

our countrymen every year). Richard de Clare sur-
• - 40 •
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named Strongbow (as his fathci' Gilbert had also

been) succeeded to the possession at" this forti^ess iii

1148.

The castle is now in possession of the Duke of

Beaufort, whose ancestor Sir Charles Somerset, mar-
ried Elizabeth, daughter and heiress of William, Earl

of Huntingdon, whose grandfather William Herbert,

Earl of Pembroke, appears to have possessed the

castle and manor of Chepstow, by purchase.

Through the civil wars, this castle was considered

of great importance by both contending parties. It

was at first garrisoned for the King, but was sm*-

rendered to the parliament forces under the com-
mand of Colonel Morgan. iVftervvards, the royalists,

under Sir Nicholas Kemys, took it by surprise,

and made tlie garrison prisoners of war. So much
was the possession of this place valued, that

Cromwell marched against it then in person ; but

after making himself master of the town, assaiUted

the castle without success. He then left Colonel

Ewer to prosecute the siege. But the garrison de-

fended themselves valiantly, until their provisions

were exhausted, and even then refused to surrender,

though under promise of quarter, hoping to escape by
means of a boat, which they had provided for that

purpose. A soldier of the parliament army, how-
ever, swam across the river with a knife between his

teeth, cut the cable of the boat, and brought it away.

The castle was at length forced, and Sir Nicholas

Kemys, with forty men, slain iii the assault. This

event was considered by the parliament so important,

that the captain who broxight the news was rewarded
with 50/., and a letter of thanks sent to Colonel Ewer,
and the officers and soldiers engaged in that service.

In 1645, the castle and park of Chepstow, together

with the chase of Wentwood, and several estates

which belonged to the Marquis of Worcester, and
other loyalists, to the amomit then of 2500/. a yearj

were settled on Oliver Cromwell. At the restoration

of Charles the Second, the castle, &c., were restored

to the Marquis of Worcester, and has since continued

in the possession of his descendants.

But the parts of this border-fortress around which
history has thrown the greatest interest, is the tower

in which Harry Marten, the regicide, was confined.

It is not^ as some doleful descriptions would represent,

a dungeon in which the regicide was immured and
lingered out his days in a damp, dark, cold, narrow
cell, " and which scarcely admitted a single ray of

light to alleviate the horrors of his solitary confine-

ment." " Instead of this, (says Coxe, in his Histo-

rical Tour through Monmouthsire, from which this

article is chiefly extracted,) I was surprised to find

a comfortable suite of rooms. The first story

contains an apartment occupied by himself and
his wife ; and above, were lodgings for his domestics.

The chamber in which he usually lived, is not less

than thirty-six feet in length, twentj'-three in breadth,

and of proportionate height. It was provided with
two fire places, and three windows."

Harry jVIarten, was a man of considerable talent,

but of great dissoluteness of life : after taking his

bachelor's degree at Oxford, he repaired to London for

the purpose of studying the law. But he was far

too volatile and xmsteady to succeed in that pursuit.

He shortly married a rich widow, whom he after-

wards treated with much neglect. He rejected Chris-
tianity, whose pure precepts were inconsistent with his

licentiousness ; and taking a decided line in politics

hostile to the monarchy, ran the full career of revolu-
tionary violeiice.

W^hen the temper of the times enabled him to dis-

close his ^sentiments with lees restraint. Marten added

ijisult to hatred of loygjty. " He fovced open a great

iron chest, (says Anthony Wood,) within the Coll*rj;e

of Westminster, and thence took out the crmvn,

robes, sword and sceptre belonging anciently to King
Edward the Confessor, and used by all our kings at

their inaugurations : and, with a scorn greater than

his lusts and the rest of his vices, he openly de-

clared that there should be no longer any use of these

toys and trifles ; and in the jolhty of that humour, he

invested George Wither, a Puritan satirist, in tlie

royal habiliments ; who, being crowned and royally

arraj^ed, {as tvell right became him,) did forth march
about the room in a stately garb, and afterwards,

with a thousand apish and ridiculous actions, exposed
those sacred ornaments to contempt and laughter."

Marten cooperated with Cromwell in overthrowing
all ecclesiastical estabhshments, dissolving the par-

liament, abolishing the monarchy, and bringing the

king to the scaffold ; and although he had renounced
Christianity, yet he did not scruple to use it as a cloak

for his ambitious views, boasting of having received

internal motions of the Holy Spirit, and contending

that the saints alone were entitled to govern upon
earth. He was a member of the High Court of

Justice ; regularly attended the trial of King Charles
;

was present when the sentence was pronounced ; and
signed the warrant of death. On that sad occasion

his conduct proved his intimacj' with Cromwell, and
the want of feehng in both appears from an incident

which transpired on his trial. Cromwell, taking the

pen in hand to subscribe his name, spattered with

ii\k the face of Marten, who sat next to him ; and,

the pen being delivered to Marten, he practised the

same frolic on CroooftweU. Marten, and many others

of those mock patriots who inveighed with unceasing
and loud declamations against the abuses of the

crown, its pcculatitiin and oppressioai, and lavi?h

grants, were guihy, themselves, of greater oppres-

sion, peculation, and pillage, obtained more profuse

grants from parliament, and increased the public

expenditm^e in a tenfold proportion ; so that, as

Clarendon declared, " every man that was worth
one thousand pounds paid more to the government
of the commonwealth than a man of a thousand
pounds a year ever did to the crown, before the late

troubles."

Marten, with his party, shared the phinder of the

nation, and the general pillage : he received for him-
self an assignment of 1000/. a year out of the Dxike

of Buckinghamshire's estate at Emcrsham, a present

of 3000/., and his arrears to the amount of 25,000/.

He very soon quarrelled with Cromwell, and sepa-

rated from him.

At the restoration of Charles the Second, IMarten

surrendered on the proclamation, and was brought to

trial at the Old Bailey as one of the regicides. He
was foimd guilty : but was respited, and ultimately

received a reprieve on condition of perpetual im-
prisonment. He was first confined in the Tower,
but was soon removed to Chepstow : in both which
places he was treated with great lenity.

INIarten lived to the advanced age of seventy-ciglit,

and died by a stroke of apoplexy which seized him
whilst at dinner, in the twentieth year of his confine-

ment.

It is a melancholy reflection that his long confine-

ment does not seem to have been improved by Ixiui,

as it might surely have been, in his preparation for

eternity

We cannot refrain from adding a few lines from
Robert Bloomfield's " Banks of the Wye."

Tlicn Chepstow's ruiu'd fortress caught
The mind's collected store of thought.
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A dark, majestic, jealous frown

Hung on his head, and warn d us down,

"Twas well ; for he has much to boast.

Much still that tells of glories lost,

Tlvnigh wiling years have form d the sod

"Where once the bright-helmd warrior ttod

From tower to tower, and gazed around,

While all beneath him slept profound
;

E en on the walls, where paced the brave.

High o'er his crumbling turrets wave

The rampant seedlings. Not a breath

Past through their leaves, when still as death,

We stopp'd to watch the clouds : for night

Grew splendid with increasing light.

Till as time loudly told the hour
Gleam"d the broad front of Martens tower.

Bright BJlver'd by the moon.

GALILEO.
Gaumo GalTi-ei was born at Pisa, ISth February, 1564,

of a noble Florentine Family.

He greatly improved the telescope 1609
Constructed microscopes ...1612
Discovered Jupit«r's Satellites 1614
Was sentenced by the Inquisition to a cruel imprisonment for

asserting the truth of the Copernican system, that the

W earth moved round the sun 1633
' Became blind . . ........-..%%..'.>... .1636

Died at Arcetri, aged 78, 8th January ...,-..-.•*-.'.'.-.»», .'.•••1642

He gave early indications of those taleMs wkich
were afterwards so extensively displayed. Mechanics
owe to him many discoveries, of which the most im-

portant is the theory of falling bodies. He scarcely

knew of the first trials of the telescope, before he

bent his mind to bring it to perfection. By its

agency he discovered the four satellites of Jupiter,

which showed a new analogy between the earth and
planets ; he afterwards observed the phases of Venus,
aad from that moment he no longer doubted of the

earth's motion round the sun. The Milky Way dis-

played to him an infinite number of small stars,

which, to the naked eye, the irradiation blends in

a white and continued light. The luminous points

which he perceived beyond the line, which separated

the light part of the moon from the dark, made him
acquainted with the existence and height of lunar

mountains. At length he discovered the appearances

occasioned by Saturn's ring 5 and the spots and i^ta-

tion of the sun.

In publishing these discoveries, he showed that

they proved, incontestably, the motion of the earth
;

but the idea of this motion was declared heretical by
a congregation of cardinals, and Galileo, its most
celebrated defender, was cited to the tribunal of the

Inquisition, and compelled to retract this theory in

order to escape a rigorous prison.

Convinced, however, by his own observations, of

the truth of that theory, and in order to shelter

himself from persecution, he proposed to adduce
proofs of it under the form of Dialognes between
three interlocutors. The success of these dialogues,

and the triumphant manner with which all the objec-

tions against the motion of the earth were removed,
again roused the fury of the Inquisition ; and, at the

age of seventy, he was cited a second time before

the tribunal, and compelled to abjure, as " absurd
and heretical," his theory of the motion of the

earth.

He was condemned to perpetual imprisonment

;

but released a year after, on the solicitations of the
Grand Duke of Tuscany. To prevent his withdraw-
ing himself from the power of the Inquisition, he
was forbidden to leave the territory of Florence.
Galileo was occupied with the libration of the moon,
when he lost his sight, and died three years afterwards.

In his life, is the following beautiful passage, on
the fallacy of certain theories current in his day :

—

" How great and common an error appears to me, the
mistake of those who persist in making thoir knowledge
and apprehension the measure of the apprehension and
knowledge of God ! as if that alone were perfect which
they understand to be so ! but I, on the contrary, obser\e
that Nature has other scales of proportion and perfection
which we cannot comprehend, and seem rather to class
among imperfections. If the task had bceu given to a
man, of establishing and ordering the rapid motions of the
hea\enly bodies, according to his notions of ])erfcct pro-
l)ortions, he would have arranged them according to his
rational proportions. But, on the contrary, God, with
no regard to our imaginary symmetries, has ordered thera
in proportions not only incommeasurable and irrational, but
altogether inappreciable by our intellect. A man, igno-
rant of geometiy, may perhaps lament that the circum-
ference of a circle does not happen to be exactly three
times the diameter, or some other assignable proportion, to

the circle, rather than such as we have not yet been able
to explain what the ratio between them is; but one who
has more understanding, will know that if they were other
than they are, thousands of admirable conclusions would
have been lost, and that none of the other properties of

the circle would have been true ; the surface of the sphere
would not be quadruple of a great circle, nor the cylinder
be to the sphere as three to two ; in short, no part of geo-
metry would be true, and as it now is. If one of our most
celebrated architects had had to distribute this vast multi-

tude of fixed stars through the great Vault of heaven, I
believe he would have disposed them with beautiful ar

rangements of squares, hexagons, and octagons ; he would
have dispersed the larger ones among the middle-sized and
the less, so as to correspond exactly with each other, and
then he would think he had contrived admirable propor-

tions. But God, on the contrary, has shaken them out

from Tits hand, as if by chance! and we, forsooth, must
think that He has scattered them up yonder without any
regularity, symmetry, and elegance !"

THE IMPORTANCE OF RELIGION.

In nothing does the importance of Rehgion appear
more clearly than in its suitableness to man, in rela-

tion to an unending futurity. Man cannot wholly

die— he must live for ever j and Religion is the neces-

sary discipline for a happy eternity. To man, as a

being capable of thought, and feeling, and action, re-

lated to God in the present state, and to his fellow

men, there are many things of importance besides,

though none so important as Religion. But to man
as immortal, Religion is solely important. In this

case, it not only casts other things into the shade, it

absolutely annihilates them. To the man who died

yesterday, it is now a matter of no consideration

whether he was rich or poor; whether he was ho-

noured or despised; whether he was a prince or a

beggar; whether he spent his days in mirth, or had
anxiety and sorrow for his portion ; all these things,

except for the influence they may have exerted on
the formation of his religious and moral character,

all these are now to him matters of no importance

;

but it is a matter of importance to him still, and will

continue to be so for ever, whether he was or was not

really religious ; for on that single point hinges the

happiness or the misery of eternity.

You may easily get other subjects ^n which to

employ your thoughts ; but none that so much de-

serves them as Religion, You may easily get other

objects on which to fix your affections : but none that

will reward them like Religion. You may make other

acquirements, which will be useful to you in your
social capacity ; but none .so universally and really

useful as Religion. To be without Religion, is virtually

to deny the most honourable fact which can be stated

in reference to human natm-e ; that it is closely con-

nected with the Divinity. To be without Religion, is

to be " quite unfurnished" for the awful eternity on
which we mxist soon enter. Brown.

40—2
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BOLTON PRIORY.

The picturesque remains of this once magnificent

monastic establishment are situated in Yorkshire, on
the banks of the river Wharfe, about six miles from
Skipton. The melancholy event that led to the

foundation of the monastery is related by Dr. Whit-
taker, in his History of the Deanery of Craven, and
is likewise the subject of a short but beautiful poem
by Wordsworth.
A priory was founded at Embassy, about two miles

from Bolton, by William de Meschines and Cecilia

his wife, in the year 1121, for canons regular of the

order of St. Augustine. At their death they left a

daughter, who adopted her mother's name, Romille,

and was married to William Fitz Duncan, nephew of

David, King of Scotland ; they had two sons ; the

eldest dying young, the youngest, called, from the

place of his birth, the Boy of Egremond, became the

last hope of his widowed mother. In the deep soli-

tude of the woods between Bolton and Barden, four

miles up the river, the Wharfe suddenly contracts

itself to a rocky channel little more than four feet

wide, and pours through the tremendous fissure with

a rapidity proportioned to its confinement. The place

was then, as it is now, called the Strid, from a feat

often exercised by persons of more agility than pru-

dence, who stride from brink to brink, regardless of

the destruction that awaits a faltering step. Such
w'as the fate of young Romille, the Boy of Egremond,
who inconsiderately bounding over the chasm with a

grayhound in his leash, the animal hung back, and
drew his unfortunate master into the foaming tor-

rent. When this melancholy event was communi-
cated to his mother, she was o\'erwhelmed with grief,

which only yielded to her de\'otional feeling •

And the lady prayed in heaviness

That lookd not for relief:

But slowly did her succour come,

And a patience to her grief.

To perpetuate the memory of this event she deter-

mined to remove the priory from Embassy to the

nearest convenient spot, and erected a magnificent

priory at Bolton. This priory was dissolved on the

llth of June 1540. Part of the nave of Bolton Priory

is now used as the parish-church ; the transept and
choir are in ruins j the tower and fine perpendicular

window, seen in the annexed engraving, are of later

date than any other part of the building, and may be
said to be the expiring effort of this species of archi-

tecture previous to the Reformation. It was in the

course of erection at the dissolution of the priory

;

the last prior having intended to erect a splendid

western entrance surmounted by a tower, and had
proceeded to the height of the ancient buildings when
the reformation divested him of his office. The re-

mains of the chxirch of the priory, being surrounded
by bold and majestic high grounds, are scarcely seen

\mtil the traveller arrives at the spot. They stand

on a beautiful bend of the Wharfe, on a level suffi-

ciently elevated to protect it from inundation, and
low enough for every purpose of picturesque effect.

Opposite to the east window of the priory-church the

river washes the foot of a rock nearly perpendicular,

from the top of which flows a stream forming a beau-
tiful waterfall. To the south, the landscape is equally

magnificent ; this portion of the vale of Skipton is

allowed to be one of the most picturesque spots in

the kingdom. ,

The poem of the White Doe of Rylstone, by Words-
worth, is founded on a local tradition, that for some
time after the Reformation, a white doe continued to

make a weekly pilgrimage from Rylstone over the

fells of Bolton, and was constantly found in the priory

church-yard during divine service ; after the close

of which she returned home as regularly as the con-

gregation.

One of the last things which he (the venerable Bede) did,

was the translating of the Gospel of St. John into English.

When death seized on him, one of his devout scholars,

whom he used for his secretary, or amanuensis, complained,
" My beloved master, there remains yet one sentence un-

written." " Write it then quickly," replied Bede ; and sum-
moning all his spirits together (like the last blaze of a
candle going out), he indited it, and expired. Thus God's
children are immortal, whilst their Father hath any thing
for them to do on earth ; and death, that beast, cannot
overcome and kill them, tillfirst they have finished their

testimony: which done, like silk-worms, they willingly die,

when their web is ended, and are comfortably entombed in

their own endeavours. FuLtER.
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THE SCANDINAVIAN BEAR.

The Scandinavian Bear (even supposing it to be of

the largest, or destructive species) does not subsist

for the most part on flesh ; for ants and vegetable

substances form the principal parts of its food.

However, the bear will occasionally commit devasta-

tion among the herds of small Swedish cattle,

which are seldom larger than those of the Highlands

of Scotland. But then, it is often owing to the

latter provoking him, by their bellowing and pursuit

of him, which not unfrequently commence as soon

as they see him approaching.

Young bears seldom molest cattle ; but old ones,

after having tasted blood, often become very destruc-

tive ; and unless their career is put an end to, will

commit dreadful ravages in the districts where they

range. The bear also feeds on roots, and the leaves

and branches of various trees. To berries, likewise,

he is very partial, and during the autumnal months,
when they are ripe, he devours vast quantities of

cranberries, blueberries, raspberries, strawberries,

cloudberries, and many others, common to the Scan-

dinavian forests. Ripe corn he also eats ; and here

he commits no little havoc, for seating himself on his

haunches, in a field of it, he collects, with his out-

stretched arms, nearly a sheaf of it, the ears of which
he then devours.

The bear, it is well-known, is also fond of honey,

and will frequently plunder the peasants of their hives.

During summer, the bear is always lean ; but in

the autumn, when the berries are ripe, and con-

sequently food abundant, he generally becomes very

fat. Towards the end of October, however, he
ceases for that year to feed. His bowels and
stomach become quite empty, and contracted into a

very small compass, whilst the extremity of them is

closed by a hard substance, which, in Swedish, is

called Tappen, which is composed principally of pine

leaves, the covering of ant-hiUs, &c., all of which,

undergoing a regular process in the stomach of

the bear, becomes a substance calculated to supply

the absence of that food, which the increasing incle-

mency of the weather would prevent the aninial from
obtaining.

In the beginning, or towards the middle of Novem-
ber, the bear retires to his den, which he has pre-

viously prepared ; and here, if undisturbed, he passes

the winter months, in constant repose. But though,
during the whole of this time, he takes no one particle

of nourishment, still he retains his good condition
;

and the most experienced chasseurs have assured me,
that if undisturbed in his lair, no perceptible differ-

ence is observable in his condition, whether he is

shot in the early part of the winter, or immediately
before he rises, in the spring.

As the spring approaches, the bear begins to shake
off his lethargy, and about the middle of April,

though the time depends, more or less, on the severity

of the weather, leaves his den. He now parts with
the Tappen, before described, and his stomach resuming
its fvmctions, he once more roams the forest in search
of food. At first, he confines himself to ants, and
other food of easy digestion : but when his stomach
has acquired its natural tone, he then devours almost
every thing that comes in his way.
The story of the bears sucking their paws for the sake

of nourishment has, I believe, long since been ex-
ploded 3 and it is, therefore, unnecessary to give any
direct contradiction of it. I do not, however, wonder
that it should have existed, since I have directed my
attention to the habits of the tame bears now in my
possession. These animals were constantly sucking

or mumbling their legs and paws j and this operation
was often continued for some hours together, attended
with a murmuring kind of noise, which might have
been heard at a considerable distance. In conse-

quence of this, their legs and feet were generally

covered with saliva, or rather foam, which might
have been easily mistaken by ignorant people for the
milk which it was once imagined the bear was in

the habit of extracting from its paws. It was not
want of food which caused my bears to be thus con-
stantly mumbling ; on the contrary, we oljserved that

they were generally so engaged after they had been
fed : it therefore remains for the future naturalist

to account for this phenomenon. I have reason to

believe that the bear obtains a new skin on the balls

of his feet during the winter months ; and if it be
true, that the animal is thus in the habit of licking

its paws, when it is in its den, it is probable it may
be for the purpose of facilitating the operations of

nature.

The female bear produces, in her den, about the

end of January, or beginning of February. She
produces from one to four ; and the cubs, when
bom, are remarkably small ; but still, perfect minia-

tures of bears, and not the misshapen lumps, till licked

into shape, which ancient superstition supposed
them. She has frequently a second litter, in the

autumn of the same year, and then does not produce

The Stand[ttt«n%sn Bear.
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again for three years. The two litters remain witn

her in the den during the winter, and have been seen

following her in the spring of the year, till their in-

creased sti-cngth enables her to cast them off.

The bear is a fast and good swimmer, and, in hot

weather, bathes frequently. He climbs well, and

in descending trees or precipices, generally comes

down backwards. His sight is sharp, and his sense

of hearing and smelling excellent. He walks with

facility on his hind-legs, and in that posture can carry

heavy burdens : he grows to about his twentieth year,

and lives to his fiftieth. The Scandinavian bear fre-

quently attains to a great size ; I, myself, killed one

of these animals that weighed 4601bs. ; and Mr.

Falk declares in his pamphlet, that he once killed one

so large, that when dead, ten men could with diffi-

culty carry him a short distance : he supposed him
to weigh near 7501bs. of our weight.

A she-bear, with cubs, is a formidable animal to

meet in a forest. In most cases of danger, she drives

the cubs into the trees for safety ; this she effects with

so much violence, that the cries of the little ones may
be often heard a considerable way off : she then

retreats to some little distance. This is a sure token

that she means to defend her cubs, and it is then very

dangerous to shoot the yoimg ones, unless you first

fi-ee yourself of the mother, who, in this case, would
surely attack you with fury. A peasant of Dalecarlia,

one day, in a forest, fell in with a young bear which

had taken refuge in a tree. This he shot at, and

brought to the ground ; but his triumph was of short

duration ; for the cries of the cub soon brought the

mother, all furious with rage, to its rescue. Having
discharged his gun, he had nothing wherewith to de-

fend himself at first ; he was quickly overpowered,

and desperately bitten in every part of his body. He
would ine\'itably have lost his life, had not the bear,

at length, severely wounded herself upon the long

knife which every peasant of the north carries

attached to his girdle. Feeling the pain, she turned

from him, and spying her cub on the ground, which
now lay dead, she took it up in her mouth, and car-

ried it off, to the no-small joy of her antagonist.

Lloyd's Northern Field Sports. M. A. B.

ACCOUNT OF THE NATIVES OF KING
GEORGE'S SOUND.

King George's Sovmd is situated on the south coast,

but very near the south-west extremity, of Western
Australia, or New Holland ; latitude 35° south, and
longitude 118° east of Greenwich. As from the good-

ness of its harbour, and the even temperature of the

climate, it is likely soon to become an important part

of our settlements in Western Australia, we hope
on an early occasion to give an account of the

adjacent country, and of the progress made in

colonizing it. At present, it is only intended to gi\e

a few particulars of the natives. At the end of the

year 1826, the government of New South AVales

sent a party, consisting of fifty-two persons, under
the command of Major Lockyer, to form a settle-

ment at King George's Sound. The humane and
judicious behaviour of these settlers to the natives,

established a friendly intercourse, which led to

frequent visits from them, and afforded opportunities

of collecting much interesting information respecting

their customs and manner of life. Mr. Scott Nind,
the medical officer at this new colony, collected many
particulars respecting them, which he communicated
to the Geographical Society, from whose Transactions

the following particulars are extracted.
" The natives of King George's Sound differ little ia

their general appearance from the aborigines of the

neighbourhood of Sydney. They are of middle
stature, and slender in their limbs. The oidy article

of dress used by them is a cloak of Kangaroo skin,

reaching nearly to the knee ; it is worn as a mantle
over the shoulders, and is fastened at thfe right

shoulder with a rush, by which the right arm is left

free. They are seldom seen without their cloaks,

which in rainy weather are worn with the fur out-

wards. The other ai-ticles of ornament are the

noodle-bul, or waistband, armlets, and head-dress.

The noodle-bul is a long yarn of worsted, spun from
the fur of the opossum, wound roimd the waist several

hundred times ; a smiliar band is worn occasionally

round the left arm and the head. The single men
ornament their heads with feathers, dogs'-tails, and
similar articles, and sometimes have long hair bound
round their heads. The women use no ornaments,

and wear their hair quite short. Both sexes smear
their face and the upper part of the body with red

pigment, mixed with grease. This they do, as they

say, for the purpose of keeping themselves clean,

and as a defence from the sun and rain. Their hair

is frequently matted with the same pigment. When
fresh painted, they are all over of a brick-dust colour.

When they are in mourning, they paint a white streak

across the forehead and down the cheek-bones. The
women put on the white paint in large blotches

They have the same practice as at Sydney, of cutting

gashes in the body, and raising an elevated scar.

The septum of the nose is also pierced, through
which a feather or other substance is worn.

" Their weapons consist of spears of two or three

kinds, which are propelled with a throwing-stick.

They have also a knife, stone hammer, and a curl, a

cnrved flat weapon.
" Their wigwams &r huls are composed ofsifevr

twigs stuck in the ground, and bent in the form of a

bower, about four feet high and five or six wide.

They also thatch them slightly with leaves of the

grass-tree, and in rainy weather, roof them with

pieces of bark ; but they afford a miserable protection

from the weather. Tliose families who have locations

near the sea quit them during the winter for the

interior, and the natives of the interior, in like manner,
pay visits to the coast during the fishing season. In

the summer, the natives often set fire to considerable

portions of undei'w ood and grass ; the hunters, con-

cealed in the smoke, stand in the paths most fre-

quented by the animals, and. spear them as they pass

by : in this way, great quantities of kangaroos and
bandicoots are killed. As soon as the fire has passed

over the ground, they walk among the ashes in

search of lizards and snakes, which are destroyed in

great numbers, and which they eat. In the chase,

the hunters are assisted by dogs, which they take

when young, and domesticate. The owner of the

dog is entitled to an extra proportion of the game
killed. Lizards afford a favourite repast j and at

some seasons, form a considerable portion of their

food ; they lUcevi-ise eat several species of snakes.
" In the spring, they live chiefly on the eggs and

young of birds. They are extremely expert in climb-

ing trees, which they do by notching the bark ; thus

thej'^ procure the opossums in the holes of the trees.

During the summer and autumn months, the natives

deri\e a large portion of their food from fish. As
they have no canoes, neither can they swim, they can

only catch the fish which approach the shores ; they

have neither nets, nor hook and line, and the onlv

weapon they use is the spear, a\ ith which they are

very dexterous. Oysters are to be obtained in large

qtiantities, but none were eaten by the natives^ before
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the settlers taught them the use of them ; they are

now fond of them when cooked.
' Frogs of two or three species are eaten, ehiefly at

the season of their spawning. They eat also the grubs

of a kind of cockchafer, and the eggs of ants. The
vegetable substances which they eat are chiefly bul-

bous roots, which they roast. They suck the honey
from the flowers of the Banksia. Their dances vary

much, but display neither elegance nor activity.

" They have several remedies for diseases ; they

administer the gum of the grass-tree in cases of

dysentery. Their treatment for the bite of a snake is

simple and rational ; they tie a ligature of rushes

above the part, enlarge the wound with the claw of

the kangaroo, or the point of a spear, and then suck it,

washing their mouths and the wound frequently with

water. They possess few utensils, and those of the

rudest construction ; a piece of soft bark tied at the

end serves as a drinking cup, the claw of the kan-

gapoo they use as a needle. They appear to be

divided in some kind of tribes, with subdivisions of

clans and families, the natiu-e of which are not yet

very perfectly understood.
" The settlers have of late induced some of the

natives to do a little work for them, such as cutting

grass and carrjang water ; but like all savages, they

do not like much regular labour."

The green colour in the leaves of plants is produced by the
mixture of carbon, which is probably of a deep blue, with
the cellular texture, which is of a whitish yellow. The
carbon is obtained partly from the earth, partly from the

air: but light is necessary for plants to decompose the
carbonic gas, of which they retain the carbon only, with-

out the oxygen : and therefore, plants growing in darkness
are not green, but white or yellow ; as those are which are

earthed up, celery, endive, &c. Tliis also accounts for the
bending of plants towards the light.

It is observable in all those who have written the life of
Bede, that whereas such Saxon saints, as had not the
tenth of his sanctity, nor hundredth part of his learning,
are said to have wrought miracles enough to sicken the
reader, not one single miracle is reported to have been done
by Bede : whereof, under favour, I conceive this is the reason
monks, who wrote the lives of many of their Saints, knew
little more of many of them than their bare names,
and times wherein they lived, which made them plump up
the hollowness of their history with improbable miracles,
swelling the bowels of their books with empty wind, in
default of sufficient solid food to fill them. AVhereas
Bede's life, affording plenty and variety of real and effectual

matter, the writer thereof (why should a rich man be a
thief or a liar ?) had no temptation (I am sure no need) to

stuff liis book with fond miracles. Fuller.

Fuller says, that some impute the bald and threadbare
style of the schoolmen to a design, that no vermin of
equivocation should be hid under the nap of their words.

Low station is no obstacle to God's favour. St. John was
the son of a fisherman ; recommended to our Saviour,
neither by refinement of education, nor by honourable
employment, he was diligently engaged in the labours of
an humble occupation, when chosen to accompany his Lord.
For those, indeed, whom it hath pleased God to place in the
higher states of life, it is right that they should endeavour
to perform the duties of their stations, by a due cultivation
of their talents, by the acquirement of suitable accomplish-
ments, and by acting up to the rank in society, to which, by
the good providence of God, they are born and designated.
Nor can such persons act more agreeably to the will of
God, nor more effectually for his glory and their own salva-
tion. At the same time, the poor and lowly may reflect,
that their poverty and lowUness does not preclude them
from the enjoyment of God's favour, and his love in Christ
Jesus, provided they be dihgent in discharging the duties
of their station. "The beloved disciple of Jesus" was,
when called upon to follow him, " mending his net" on the
lake of Gennes&reth. manor MAifr,

THE HORN OF THE ALPS.
Lines suggested by an Article m the Saturday Maga%iiu:, Vol. 1

What time, behind the distant rock^
Slow s'nks the weary sun to rest,

And, shedding far a rosy hue.
Yet lingers on its snowy crest;

The herdsman, from his beacon hut.
Keeps watch to bid the day farewell

;

His horn conveys the evening hymn
From crag to crag, from dell to dell.

The welcome sound is borne along.
Cliff to cliff the note repeating

;

Echo still protracts the strain

Through the glaciers far retreating.

The peasants at the cabin door
Up-raise the hymn ' with one accord,

And, bending low the grateful knee,
Bid all things living ' Praise the Lord.'

Hush ! hush ! the twilight fades away.
And darkness holds its tranquil reign.

Hark ! hark ! the mountain sentinel.

The peaceful horn resounds again !

" Good night!" the listening rocks reply—
And vale to vale, and height to height,

The social blessing still proclaim.
And Echo still repeats " Good night

!'

The horn is hush'd, the herdsman rests,

And healthful sleep all nature sways

;

The morrow's sun will rise on him,
Again to wake his song of praise.

LONDON STONE.

London Stone, the Lapis Milliaris of the RomRns,
is a well-known remnant of antiquity, standing
against the south wall of St. Swithin's church, in

Cannon Street. Though- now reduced to a mere
fragment, it is still an object of interest with those
who associate the recollection of past events with
existing monuments. In former times, this vener^
able remain was regarded with superstitious zeal;

and, like the Palladium of Troy, the fate and
safety of the city was supposed to depend on its pre-

servation. Some portion of its decay may be ascribed

to the effects of Time; but by far the chief mis-
chief must have been committed by the hands of

man.
Stow's description of London Stone is as follows

;

speaking of Walbrook, he says, " On the south
side of this street, neere unto the channell, is pitched
upright, a great stone, called London Stone, fixed in

the ground very deep, fastened with bars of iron, and
so strongly set, that if carts do runne against it,

through negligence, the wheeles be broken, and the

stone itself unshaken. The cause why this stone

was there set, and the very time when, or other

memory hereof is there none, but that the same hath
long continued there is manifest, namely since, or

rather before, the Conquest. For in the end of a
fayre written Gospell booke given to Christe's Church,

Canterburie, by Ethelstane, king of the West
Saxons, I find noted of lands or rents in London,
whereof one parcel is described to lye near unto

London Stone. Of later time we read that in the

year 1135, a fire, which began in the house of one

Ailward, neare unto London Stone, consumed all

east, to Aldgate, &e., and these be the eldest notes I

read thereof.'

" Some have saide this stone to have beene set as

a marke in the middle of the Cittie within its walls,

but in truth, it standeth farre nearer unto the river

of Thames, than luito the walles of the Cittie. Some
have fiaidd the same to have been set for the tender-
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ing and making of payments by debtors to their

creditors, at the appointed daies and times, till of late

payments were more usually made at the font in

Poule's church, and nowe most commonly at the

Royal Exchange."

London Stcme,

This ancient monument is mentioned by Holling-

shed, in his account of the insurrection of Jack

Cade. When that rebelhous leader of the populace,

he says, had forced his way into the capital, he struck

his sword upon London Stone, exclaiming, " Now is

Mortimer lord of this city," " as if," Pennant re-

marks, " that had been a customary way of taking

possession."

Most of our antiquaries consider this stone aa a

Roman miliary, or more properly as the milliarium

aureum of Britain, from which the Romans measm*ed

their roads, as from a centre. But Sir Christopher

Wren was of opinion, that by reason of its large

foundation, it was rather some considerable monument
in the forum; for in the adjoining ground, upon

digging after the great fire, were discovered some
tesselated pavements, and other remains of Roman
workmanship and buildings. It was probably muti-

lated after the great fire, when its " large founda-

tions were seen." Strype, who considers it anterior

to the Roman times, speaks thus. " This stone, be-

fore the Fire of London, was much worn away, and

as it were but a stump remaining. It is now cased

over with a new stone, handsomely wrought and

cut hollow, so as the old stone may be seen, the

new one being to shelter and defend the venerable

old one." The enclosing stone, which is something

like a Roman altar or pedestal, admits the ancient

fragment, " now not much larger than a bomb-

shell/' to be seen through a large aperture near the

top.

London Stone was removed from the south to the

north side of the street in 1742, and in 1798 it under-

went another removal ; and St. Swithin's church

being on the eve of undergoing a complete repair,

this venerable relic had by some of the parishioners

been doomed to destruction ; but it was saved. by
the praiseworthy exertions of Mr. Maiden, a printer,

who prevailed on the parish officers, to have it

placed against the church wall, where it now stands.

——Londiniatia.

ANNIVERSARIES IN FEBRUARY.
MONDAY, 18th.

1478 The Duke of Clarence, brother to King Edward IV., being
condemned to die, and being granted the favour of choosing
the manner of his death, is said to have chdsea to be privately
drowned in a butt of Malmsey wine, which was accordingly
put in execution.

1546 Martin Luther, the great and indefatigable REFoniwEn of"the
errors of the Romish Church, died at Eisleben, the place of
his birth, in the 63rd year of his age. He was buried mth
great funeral pomp at Wittemberg, in Upper Saxony.

1645 Sir Richard Baker, author of the Chronitles of the Kings of
England, died in llie Fleet Prison, London.

1653 A memorable naval battle fought between the English fleet,

under Admiral Blake, and the Dutch one, under Xin
Tromp, off Portland Island, Dorsetshire : the conflict con
tinued three days ; during which the English destroyed eleven
Dutch men-of-war, and thirty merchantmen.

TUESDAY. 19th.
Cambridge Term begins.—Shkove Tuesday.—This, which is the
day preceding the first day of Lent, is so called from the Saxon
word shrive, to confess : hence. Shrove Tuesday signifies Confession
Tuesday, because, in Popish times, the people in every parish,
throughout England, were obliged, one by one, to confess to their
own parish priest, and in their own parish church. And that this
might be done the more regularly, the great bell in every paiisli was
rung at ten o'clock, or perhaps sooner, that all might attend.
This custom of ringing the great bell in our ancient parish churches
still continues; but, among the country people, it has the name of
" Pancake Bell," because, after confession, it was anciently the
custom to dine on pancakes or fritters. A most barbarous custom
once prevailed in this country, of throwing at cocks with slicks,

called swingels, on Shrove Tuesday. The poor birds were staked
to the ground, and their owners, for a certain sum, peimitted the
by-standers to throw at them. This cruel custom has, however,
for some years been discontinued. . .

WEDNESDAY, 20th.
Ash Wednesday:—The First Day of Lent.—Ash Wednesday
was originally so called from a custom among the Christians of the
ancient church, of penitents expressing humiliation for their sins,

by appearing in the church in sac/cclof/iaiid ashes, and having ashes
sprinkled on their heads when admitted to do penance. For such
discipline is now substituted the public reading of the curses de-
nounced against impenitent sinners, the pieople saying " Amen"
after each malediction. The word Lent, in the ancient Saxon
language, signifies spring ; therefore this was denominated the Spring
Fast, or Lenten Fast ; that is, the time of humiHation and prayer
observed by Christians before EAsrER. At what period forty days
were appointed for this solemn fast is unknown ; but it seems pro-
bable that those who fixed that space of time, had respect to the
forty days' fast of our Saviour in the wilderness.

1737 Mrs. Elitabeth Rofce, whose writings excite us to the practice
of piety, and the most extensive philanthropy, died, in the

• 63rd year of her age, at Frome, in Somersetshire.

1820 .^rtAury'ounfi', the writer on rural economy and agriculture, died.
THURSDAY, 21st.

1437 Barnes I, of Scotland, and the first of the Royal race of
Stuart, traitorotisly slain at Perth, whilst at supper in the
convent of Dominican friars, thirteen years after his deliver-

ance from captivity in England. His Queen, Joan, (eldest

daughter of John Beaufort, first Duke of Somerset,) regard-

less of her own life, threw herself between the King and the
swords of his assassins, and received two wounds.

1797 The Island of Trinidad, in the West Indies, taken by the
English, who also burnt two and captured three Spanish ships.

FRIDAY, 22nd.
1785 Died at North Church, Hertfordshire, Peter, known by the

name of The Wild Boy. He had been found in a wild or

savage state in the forest of Hertzwold, near Hanover, in

Germany, in the year 1725, when he appeared to be about
twelve years of age. In the following year he was brought
to England, and able masters provided for him ; but, proving
incapable of instruction, or even of speaking distinctly, a
comfortable provisionwas made for him at the farm-house in

which he died. His life was quiet and inoflensive.

1806 James Barry, the painter of the celebrated pictures in the
rooms of the Society of Arts, in the Adelphi, London, and
other excellent productions, died in his 65th year.

SATURDAY, 23rd.

1792 Sir Joshua Reynolds, the eminent painter, and many years

President of the Royal Academy, died at his house in Leicester

Fields. He was buried in St. Paul's Cathedral ; where o

monument was erected to his memory.
1800 Died, at Wickham, near Portsmouth, Pr. Jojep/i Waiton, a

learned divine and ingenious poet.

SUNDAY, 24th.

First Sunday in Lent.
Feast of St. Matthias.—St. Matthias was one of the seventy-two dis-

ciples of Christ, and one of his most constant attendants until the

day of his ascension into heaven; after which, he was elected among
the apostles, to fill up the place of the traitor, Judas Iscariot. He
disseminated the Gospel throughout Cappadocia and the coasts of the

Caspian Sea ; and was beheaded at Colchis.

1774 The Duke of Cambridge born.

1303 Three battles fought, between the English and Scots, at Roslin,
near Edinburgh ; in which the English were defeated.

1308 Edward II. and his Queen Isabella crowned at Westminster.
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HARROW ON THE HILL.

The chief interest of Harrow on the Hill, is

derived from its famous School, in which many
persons distinguished for genius and great attain-

ments have received their education : but, even before

the existence of this establishment, Harrow was a

place of some consideration, having been formerly the

occasional residence of the Archbishops of Canter-

bury. In the year 11/0, Thomas k Becket, being

about to visit Woodstock, to pay his respects to the

young Henry Plantagenet, then lately crowned, and

associated with his father in the government of the

kingdom, received a command, whilst on his journey

thither, to give up his visit ; upon which the prelate

repaired to his manor of Harrow. It is not certain

where the site of the Archbishops" mansion was : but

Archbishop Winchelsey dates from Harrow in 1300.

In consequence of the occasional sojourn of the

Archbishops, this place received certain benefits and

privileges.

The hill upon which the tillage is built, rises out

of a wide-spread and fertile vale, and is in some

degree of a remarkable form, as its brow is consider-

ably depressed in the centre, and rises into two very

conspicuous heights at the extremes. The approach

from London, from which Harrow is ten miles dis-

tant, ascends the more southerly of these eminences

:

that towards- the north is cro^^ned by the church, at

the west end of which, on a tower of great elevation,

is erected a lofty spire, a prominent feature through-

out the whole of Middlesex, and many of the adjoin-

ing counties, and a land-maric for the surrounding

districts to a great extent.

The prospects obtained at sieveral points of this hill

are various in their character ; and, on a bright, clear

day, extremely beautiful. Towards the north, the

view is comparatively limited ; as the high ground

in the neighbovirhood of Stanmore presents a kind

of screen. Here, however, rich masses of wood, and
frequent inequalities of surface, give a pleasing variety

to the landscape. On the west and south-west, the

prospect is very extensive, but the neighbouring

country is flat. In the distance may be observed

Windsor Castle, and parts of Berkshire and Buck-
inghamshire. The view towards the east is terminated

by London.
The parish-rhvlrch of Harrow, so much known and

remarked for its elevated situation, is found, on near

examination, to possess much of beauty and interest.

A church, on this spot, was built in the reign of

William the Conqueror, by Lanfranc, Archbishop of

Canterbury ; and some parts of that ancient structure

appear to be still remaining. These chiefly consist

of circular columns, within the building, which
divide the nave and aisles, and of a door-way on the

west side of the tower. The church was probably

rebuilt in the latter part of the fourteenth century.

At the west end is a square embattled tower, ft-om

which rises the spire, covered with lead. The interior

consists of a chancel, nave, north and south aisles, and
two transepts. The roofing of the nave, which is of

wood, is curiously carved. Among the ornaments
are figures of angels, holding musical instruments.

Several of the monuments are interesting. Within
the rails of the communion-table is a flat grave-

stone, with a short inscription, to the memory of the

eminent physician. Sir Samuel Garth, author of

The Dispensary. On the floor of the chancel, is a

monumental brass of Sir John Flambard, lord of

the manor of Flambard, in the reign of Edward
the tliird. The figure is in armour, with a dog at

his feet. There is another brass of John Byrkhed,

rector of Harrow^ who died ia 1418. But perhaps

the mo-^t interesting relic of this kind in Harrow
church, is aflat grave-stone, to the menioiy of John
Lyon, founder of Harrow School. His effigy is iu

brass, and with it appears the following simple and
plain-speaking epitaph :

—

" Heare lyeth buried the bodye of John Lyon, late of

Preston, in this parish, yeoman, dec'i the 11th day of Oct'.

in the yeare of our Lord 1592, who hath founded a Free
Grammar School in the parish, to have continuance for

ever : and for maintenance thereof, and for releyffe of the
poore, and of some poore schoUers in the universityes, re

pairinge ofhighwayes, and other good and charitable uses,

hath made conveyance of lands of good value, to a corpo
ration granted for that purpose. Prayers be to the Author
of all Goodness ; who make us mjudful to follow his good
example."

After such a memorial of this truly noble bene-
factor, we may proceed to mention the excellent

school which he founded.

The Free School of Harrow was estabhshed in

1571. The person to whose benevolence and care

England is indebted for one of her best pubhc schools,

was a wealthy yeoman, who had pre\iously spent

a considerable sum in teaching poor children. In
the year 1590, two years before his death, he drew
up a set of statutes for the school, with full instruc-

tions for the disposal of the estates, which he intended

to appropriate to various charitable uses, at the same
time appointing six trustees of his property; the elec-

tion of successors to be made by themselves as a body.
The revenues of ]\Ir. Lyon's estates (to which it is

remarkable that not the smallest additional endow-
ment has ever been made), are now considerable.

But it has happened, unfortvmately for the interests

of the foundation, that those portions of his property

which have, from their situation, acquired the greatest

increase of value, such as certain lands near London,
at Kilbum, and in the parish of St. Mary-le-bone, were
appropriated by him to other charitable purposes,

especially the repairing of roads, in the neighbour-

hood of his own home.
The Rules to be obser\'^ed in the management of

the school were drawn up by ]\Ir. Lyon. These are

precise and, in some particulars, extremely curious.

The system of education is marked out as a classical

one. The modes of correction are specified. The
amusements of the scholars are limited to " driving a

top, tossing a hand-ball, running, shooting, and no other."

The twenty-second rule contains the provision " that

no girls shall be received to be taught in the same
school."

The practice of Archery was common in the school

from the period of its foundation. Every boy was
entitled by the statutes to possess " bow-shafts,

bow-strings, and a bracer, to exercise shooting."

Archery was a sport formerly used at many schools.

The name which a part of the play-grounds at Eton
College retains, that of the shooting-fields, may be
attributed to a similar custom: and the term, the

Butts will be found in the immediate neighbourhood

of other schools besides Harrow. There is an in-

stance of this in the college-school at Warwick, and
at other places. The pubUc exhibitions of archery at

Harrow, were annual, and can be traced back for

more than a century. The last silver arrow was con-

tended for in July 1771. There were good and suffi-

cient reasons for the aboUtion of this practice, and
the more scholar-like and intellectual one of public

speeches has taken its place. These are held every

year, in May, Jime, and July.

If we justly look upon a proneness to find fault, as a very

ill and a mean thing, we are to remember that a proneness

to believe it is next to it.
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ELSPY CAMPBELL.
The following interesting narrative is related by the

Rev. Philip Skelton, author of some volumes of Ser-

mons, which are surpassed by very few for sound
doctrine, fervent piety, and forcible expression. He
was a man of unbounded benevolence, a zealous and
faithful shepherd of the flock committed to his charge.

Upon some future occasion, we may probably give

some anecdotes of his life, evincing the sincerity of

his principles, in his practical goodwill towards man.
When I contemplate the various duties of the sacred

office, as supporting the weak, and checking the wil-

ful, visiting the sick, comforting the dying, consoling

the afflicted, and unceasingly directing all in the way
of salvation, I think I give the highest praise which
can be bestowed upon man, when I name the Rev.

Philip Skelton as an excellent parish priest.

A Scotch gentlewoman, whose name was Mac-
dowel, had, in her days of prosperity, been a kind
mistress to Elspy Campbell j but, when turned of

fifty, fell into extreme poverty, by a total loss of her

effects, and the death of all her relations. Elspy,

who had been for many years removed from Mrs.
Macdowel, tracing her out by the melancholy news
of her distress, went to her, wept over her, and said,

" Though I am near as old as you, yet I am a great

deal stronger, and can work, which, through your
manner of life, and growing infirmities, you are un-
able to do. Come, then, with me to my little house.

It is a warm one ; and with it I have half an acre of

land, which yields me more potatoes than I am able

to employ. After trying what I can do for you, or

rather what God will do for us both, you may leave

me, if you can do better, or stay with rrie if you can-

not. Take heart, mistress j I am a very sturdy old

hag, and shall find victuals for you, if they are above
ground j and when they are not, will dig for them
under it." " O, Elspy," said the mistress, " I will go
with you, and will live and die with you. I am sure

the blessing of God will be where you are, Elspy."

This short, but sweet dialogue ended, they set out

for Elspy"s hermitage, where Mrs. Macdowel found
a very little, and a very warm cottage, with a coarse,

but clean bed, on the further side of a little fire-

place, which was sheltered by a mud w^all from the

wind of the door. At the other end of the house
there was a small window, or hole, for the admission

of light, when the wind did not blow that way;
when it did, this aperture was filled with a bundle of

rushes, and Elspy contented herself with the light

from her door and chimney. Soon after, she was
honoured with so respectable a guest, she wove a

thin kind of matting for curtains to the bed, a better

defence against cold than the most costly damask.
In this bed lay Mrs. Macdowel, with her feet in

Elspy's lap, who could never be prevailed on to lie

up beside her mistress, but always at the foot of the

bed, bent like a hoop round Mrs. Macdowel's limbs.

To the benefactress she ever added the servant, in

spite of daily invitations to an equality. Such was
her way of endeavouring to prevent a too keen sense

of her fall in the decayed gentlewoman.
Good potatoes, a little oaten bread, sometimes an

egg, and always milk, were provided in sufficient

plenty. The best potatoe, the freshest egg, and the

larger portion of the milk were constantly placed

before Mrs. Macdowel. An old Bible, and two or

three half-worn books of piety and devotion, gave a

zest to their entertainments, often unhappily not
kno^vn among people in higher life.

It may be wondered how Elspy could procure all

this plenty. For the potatoes, which she herself set,

and dug out, I have already accounted. The rest

•was earned by Elspy's other labours, ^particularly

spinning, and reaping corn in harvest time, for which
she was better qualified than younger women by an
involuntary bend in her back, which brought her
eyes and hands much nearer to the ground than
theirs. At times, when provisions rose to too high a
price to be laid in by these means, this admirable
woman gathered them from the neighbovirhood by
begging. In doing this, her method was most effica-

cious. She went only to the houses of the most
substantial farmers, and standing within the door,
she thus accosted the inhabitants. " I am come to
ask something not for myself, for I can live on any
thing, but for Mrs. Macdowel, a gentlewoman, the
daughter of Laird such-an-one, and grand-daughter
of Sir James such-an-one." If they helped according
to her very moderate expectations, she always said,
" The blessing of God, of Mrs. Macdowel, and of
Elspy Campbell, come plentifully on this house and
all that is therein."

The reader will easily believe her success in col-

lecting, not only victuals but also old clothes, and
pence to buy shoes, &c. must have been considerable,

as her ways and means were little short of compul-
sory with such neighbours as her's. Her mistress

was a gentlewoman, and while served by Elspy must
continue a gentlewoman, that is, she would never
allow her to work, or wet her feet.

One day as this inimitable servant was carrying
on her back a cleeve of manure to her potatoe ground,
her mistress stole out with a pitcher for a little water,

and was returning with it from the well ; Elspy
spied her, let fall the cleeve, flew to her, seized the
pitcher, spilled the water, went and filled it again,

and, as she carried it to the house, cried out to her
mistress, " Get in you daughter of Laird such-an-one,

and grand-daughter of Sir James such-an-one, you
shall draw no water while I am alive."

Having heard these things, and many more of the

same kind, I sent her some money j and, as long as

she lived, that was for four or five years after I heard
her story, when I was asked in company for a toast,

always gave Elspy Campbell. The vulgarity of her
name generally occasioned "an incjuiry about my
beauty, and my account of her ever began with,

"Elspy Campbell is an old beggar woman."—"An
old beggar woman?"—"Yes, but hear me out."

Then followed the substance of the above narrative,

and then a collection of crowns and half-guineas.

These, frequently remitted to my toast, gave her

occasion one day to say to my messenger, " God
save us ! who is he that is always sending me money,
and yet I never saw him ?"

The glorious servility of this heroine was no sud-

den and short glow of gratitude ; but a vigorous fire,

which burnt, for upwards of twenty years, in full

and equal strength, till death raked it up under the

ashes of her body, from whence it will blaze out again

with superior lustre in the morning of a day that is

to have no end.

While we hear even hardened Pharaoh, under the dread

of immediate destruction, not only consenting to let the

Lord's people go, according to the utmost demands of

Moses and Aaron, but even entreating them to bless him
also, we may know what in general to think of the confes-

sions and pious language which are extorted from many
wicked men, when death affrights th'^ra ; and which, being

injudiciously attested, as genuine repentance, by some
christians and ministers, often give encouragement to others

to procrastinate, in hopes of being saved at last in the same
manner. Scott.

Sir Amyas Pawlett, when he saw too much haste made in

any matter, was wont to say, " Stay awhile, that we may
make an end the sooner." Bacon.
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JOHN EVELYN.
The country immediately around Dorking in Siirrey

is scarcely surpassed in beauty by any in the southern
part of this island. Box Hill, Leith Hill, and the
chain of Downs, extending from Dorking to Guild-
ford, present a succession of prospects, of vast extent,
and of a bolder character than might have been
expected within thirty miles of the metropolis : while,
in the valley beneath, the noble woods and domains
of the gentlemen who occupy it, open to the eye of the
traveller, at every turn, the richest and fairest scenes
of sylvan beauty.

In this delightful region is situated Wotton, a spot
which, independent of its intrinsic charms, must
ever be regarded with peculiar interest, as having
been the property and residence of John Evelyn.
This excellent man lived from the year 1620 to 1706,
throughout the reigns of the two Charles's, James
the Second, and William the Third ; and it is, per-
haps, his most characteristic praise, that, in the whole
course of our national annals, we cannot easily find
an individual, who more fully realizes and embodies
our idea of a Christian gentleman. Well bom, and
the inheritor of ample possessions, Evelyn was hos-
pitable, liljeral and polite, as became his station.

But, .so far from considering his advantages of for-

tune as a passport for ignorance, or an excuse for
.sloth or vice, he seems ever to have borne in mind
that his elevated station was as.signcd to him by
Divine Providence, only that he might have more
extended opportunities of being useful to his fellow-
creatures, and of edifying them by the example of a
life devoted to virtue and rehgion. He has made
himself knowTi to us by a Diary, which he kept
from an early period of his hfc, till within a few days
of his decease, and which has recently been published.
It is true, this Diary records no signal adventures or
vicissitudes of fortune. Almost his only misfortune
in life, was the loss of several promising children,
whom he pathetically laments. He acquired no title,

nor does he appear to have increased his patrimonial
fortune. Where he first drew his breath, there he

yielded up his spirit to God. But, however unevent-
ful, the history of Evelyn is full of interest and
instruction " his whole life having been," as Horace
Walpole expresses it, "a course of inquiry, study,

curiosity, instruction, and benevolence."

Evelyn is probably best known to posterity a.s the

author of the Sylva, or a Discourse on Forest-trees, a
work of which he speaks in his Diary but slightly, and
which leads him, on one occasion, to designate him-
self merely as " a planter of colewortj" but the

book is interesting, even now, as giving some useful

instructions respecting the management of woods
j

and, when first published, was yet more valuable, as

directing the attention of English proprietors to the
scarcity of timber, which then threatened the country
with serious inconveniences, and exhorting them to

clothe their naked lands with plantations.

In his own day, however, Evelyn was better known
as a man of science, and as the patron of every under-
taking that tended to advance the reputation of his

country, or the good of mankind.
He was one of the first promoters, and an original

member of the Royal Society,—an institution that

arose out of an assemblage of learned men, who met
together at Oxford, during the civil wars, to encou-
rage and assist each other in their philosophical

researches, and who were afterwards incorporated by
Charles the Second.

To Evelyn the University of Oxford is indebted for

the celebrated Arundelian Marbles,—certain ancient

inscriptions in the Greek language, which the muni-
ficent Earl of Arundel had gathered with much ex-

pense and industry in the east, and which Evelyn
persuaded his grandson and representative to pre-

sent to a body of persons likely to preserve and duly
appreciate them. At a later period, he again used the

influence of friendship to induce the same person, then
Duke of Norfolk, to make over to the Royal Society

the very valuable collection of books, which had also

been collected at much cost by the before-mentioned
Earl of Arundel.

Evelyn had also the merit of discovering, in a state

of wretched poverty and obscurity. Gibbons, the cele-

brated carver in wood ; and, having introduced him
to the king, and to several noblemen, caused him to

be employed in those works of art, which form so

beautiful a decoration to many churches and man-
sions in our coTuitry.

The life of Evelyn was not, however, one merely of
speculative and inactive philosophy. His great talents

for business were constantly kept in employment. It

is a strong proof of his acknowledged integrity, that,

although he was known to be decidedly opposed to

the government of Cromwell, and was son-in-law to

the ambassador of the exiled king at Paris, he never
was distrusted by the Protector j and after the resto-

ration of Charles, he v^as employed and familiarly

consulted by that monarch, although his pure and
grave manners gave a constant rebuke to the licen-

tiousness that prevailed at the court. To enumerate
all his public employments would be to mention almost
every occasion, in which the services of taste, inte-

grity, and benevolence were needed. To specify but
a few of his engagements,—he was for many years

laboriously employed as a commissioner for the care

of the prisoners of war ; and he took an active part at

the Board for the plantations and for trade. When,
a short time before the fire of London, the ancient
Cathedral of St. Paul's needed reparations, Evelyn
(in conjunction with Wren) was appointed to give his

advice on the workj and on the total destruction of
the fabric soon afterwards, by the great conflagration

of IGGG, he was named as a commissioner for the
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restoratJbtt both bf the cnurcn, and of the whole city

laid in ashes. We find him also busily engaged in

superintending that noble monument of British gra-

titode and charity, the hospital for decayed seamen at

Greenwich.
• Still, after all that has been said, the point in

Evelyn's character that is the most striking and
pleasing is his piety : a feeling deep and fervent,

constantly operating, yet without the slighest admix-

ture of superstition or enthusiasm. In his Diary we
have the picture of his mind ; and we there trace his

habitual devotion in the delight which he received

from partaking in the sacred offices of religion,—in

his effusions of meek and pious resignation on the

death of his children, and perhaps in nothing more
than in his remarks, as each returning year brought
around any season calculated to excite serious feel-

ing. Our brief limits will not allow us to give many
extracts ; but we are disposed to give the following

as exhibiting a pleasing view of a well-regulated mind,

and one that is the more interesting as it concludes

his Diary. ,

" 1706, Jan. 1st.—Making up my accounts for the past
year, paid bills, wages, and new years gifts, according to

custom. Tho' much indisposed, and at so advanced an age,

I went to chapel to give God public thanks, beseeching
Almighty God to assist me and my family the ensuing
year, if he should yet continue my pilgrimage here, and
bring me at last to a better life with Him in his heavenly
kingdom."

He died on the 27th of the following month, and
was buried at Wotton. On his monument, after a

brief sketch of his life, are these words :

Livino; in an age of extraordinary

events and revolutions, he learnt

(as himself asserted) this Truth,

which pursuant to his intention

is here declared,

—

That all is vanity which is not honest,
and that there is no solid wisdom,

but in real piety.

The beautiful engraving, of which the portrait at

the head of this memoir is a copy, was taken from a

painting, by Kneller. Mr. Evelyn thus speaks of it

in his Diary

:

—
" 1689. July 8.—I sat for my picture to Kneller, for Mr.

Pepys, late secretary to the Admiralty, holding my St/lva in

my right hand. It was on his long and earnest request,

and is placed in his library. Kneller never painted in

a more masterly manner."

The reader may also be pleased with an extract

from one of his letters to his friend Mr. Pepys, which
refers to this very picture and shows his modesty,
and the playfulness of his style. -

" Upon your late communicating to me your desire of

adorning your choice library with the pictures of men
illustrious for their parts and erudition, I did not in the
least suspect your intention of placing my shallow head
amongst those heroes, who, knowing my unworthiness
of that honour, will in spight of your good opinion of Mr.
Kneller, for his skill of drawing to the life, either condemn
his colouring that he made me not blush, or me for impu-
ilcnce that I did not. But this is not all : for men will

question your judgment, or suspect you of flattery, if you
take it not down : for in good earnest, when I seriously

consider how unfit I am to appear in the class of those
learned gentlemen, I am perfectly ashamed, &c."

The excellent memoirs of Eveljii, consisting of his

Diary, &c., were pubhshed in 1817, by the late W.
Bray, Esq., F.S.A., with the able assistance of Mr.
Upcott, of the London Institution.

The present state of the Jews is a great proof of Chris-
tianity. It is a surprising thing, to see that people subsist
so many years, and always in so miserable a condition ; it

being necessary, as a proof of the Gospel, both that they
shoirid exist, and that they should be miserable, as having
crucified Christ. Pascal.

THE POWER OF TRUTH.
How simply and beautifully has Abd-ool-Kadir of
Ghilan, impressed us with the love of truth, in a
story of his childhood.

After stating the vision which made him entreat of
his mother to allow him to go to Bagdad and devote
himself to God, he thus proceeds :

—

" I informed her of what I had seen, and she wept

:

then taking out eighty dinars, she told me that as I

had a brother, half of that was all my inheritance ; she
made me swear, when she gave it me, never to tell a
lie, and afterwards bade me farewell, exclaiming, * Go,
my son, I consign thee to Godj we shall not meet
again till the day of judgment.' I went on well," he
adds, " till I came near to Hamad^m, when our
K^fiUah was plundered by sixty horsemen. One fel-

low asked me, ' what I had got?' ' Forty dinars,' said

I, ' are sewed under my garments.' The fellow

laughed, thinking, no doubt, I was joking with him.
' What have you got r' said another. I gave him the

same answer.
" When they were dividing the spoil, I was called

to an eminence where the chief stood :
' What pro-

perty have you got, my little fellow ?' said he. ' I

have told two of your people already,' I replied, ' I

have forty dinars sewed up carefully in my clothes I"

He ordered them to be ript open, and found my
money.

" ' And how came you," said he, with surprise, ' to

declare so openly, what has been so carefully hidden ?'

' Because,' I replied, * I will not be false to my
mother, to whom I have promised that I will never
tell a lie !' ' Child,' said the robber, ' hast thou such
a sense of thy duty to thy mother at thy years, and
am I insensible, at my age, of the duty I owe to my
God ? Give me thy hand, innocent boy,' he continued,
' that I may swear repentance upon it.' He did so.

His followers were all alike struck with the scene.
' You have been our leader in guilt ;' said they to their

chief, ' be the same in the path of virtue :' and they
instantly, at his order, made restitution of their spoil,

and vowed repentance on my hand." History of
Persia.

CONDITION OF THE RUSSIAN SERF AND
RUSSIAN PEOPLE.

Considering the present state of civilization in

Russia, and the intimate connexion between a man's
desires and enjoyments, I am not inclined to think
that the great mass of Russian slaves are less com-
fortable than the free-born Indians. It is true that

they have nothing, but then they want nothing. I

have been credibly informed, that a caravan of a
hundred boors, carrying sugar from Moscow to St.

Pctersburgh, will pass a night at an inn, and not
spend three halfpence among them, because they can-

not muster so large a sum. Wretched as their con-

dition is, if estimated by our ideas of happiness, it is

less so in reality, because they see and know no other

state. Their master is raised too far above them to

excite jealousy or ambition ; and between him and
them there is no third class. So long as they can

satisfy the present cravings of nature they wish for

nothing more. Devoid of forethought, thej have no
anxiety for the future. The stripe inflicted one mi-

nute is forgotten the next, and not dreaded for the

following.

It is in moral rather than in physical effects that

the baneful influence of slavery, and of that ignorance

which slavery promotes and perpetuates, is mani-
fested. All that a serf possesses, even his wife, is

the property of his lord. A conviction ti-^at the licen-

tious gratification of passion would in most cases lead
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to his ovm. murder, acts as a check on the superior

in the absence of law ; but the mere existence of the

power alluded to, though seldom exercised, renders

comparatively insecure that sacred tie on which the

whole fabric rests of social charities. The serf lives

like an animal, and habituated to act, learns in some

respect almost to feel as one. Since the ahrok * will be

raised with prosperity, he conceals his gains, and the

first lesson he is taught with the davvn of reason is

to deceive his master. To effect this, he must deceive

his fellow slaves ; thus low cunning and a habit of

daring falsehood are engendered. Self-interest is

always the mainspring of exertion; and since the

labovir of a serf enriches chiefly his master, the mo-

tive to industry is removed, and a slave is habitually

idle. Determined idleness is the chief feature of his

character. Nothing but physical compulsion over-

comes it. He has no reputation to lose. Unrespected

by others, he respects not himself; and if he have an

opportunity of stealing, what shovdd prevent him ? If

discovered, he is beaten ; but he is accustomed to be

beaten; and a temporary enjoyment of the stolen

goods knows no diminution from remorse of con-

science or violated principle. This is a sad pictiure,

but true ; and so it must remain, till light and liberty

dawn on this benighted land.

The debased condition of the people is the neces-

sary restdt of slavery. It arises from no want of

moral or intellectual capabihties : on the contrarj',

these are possessed by the peasantry in a very re-

markable degree. Were not this the case, their state

could not possibly be so good as it is. The Russians

are generally gifted with the elements of the Chris-

tian character, though deformed and almost concealed

by ignorance, superstition, and other baneful growths

of slavery. I am informed, by a friend who has passed

the greater part of his life here, that a deep-rooted

conviction of original and personal sin, and a simple

dependence (as far as their knowledge admits) on the

merits of the Saviour, characterize the Russians.

In no class of native society, however dissipated,

do you ever meet a scomer. Whenever the subject

of religion is broached, even in the midst of mirth

and revelry, it will be treated with solemnity, or

respectfully disposed of, as unsuited to the occa-

sion.

Great attention is conceded to religious instruction,

and a Bible is the most valuable gift that can be

offered to a poor man. My friend informs me that

some of the scenes he has witnessed, when visiting

the prisons with a man who, as a native of England

and a resident in Russia, is a blessing to the one and

an honour to the other countrj'—I mean Mr. Venning,

the Howard of the day—have made an impression

which will never be effaced. The sudden hush and

devout preparation of the prisoners and soldiers of

the guard, when Mr. Venning has proposed to read

the Bible; the look with which a solemn whisper

passed from one to another, " the word of God is going

to he read ;' the fixed and breathless attention of all

the listeners ; the earnest petition for a Bible urged

by some of the soldiers, and accompanied with an

assurance that they wanted to read it to one another

while on duty ; and the bitter disappointment they

expressed, on hearing that government had forbidden

the boon they sought ; all these, and many more in-

* The serfs are an appendage to the soil ; and cannot legally be

alienated from it ; but this law is frequently evaded, and they are

bought and sold Hke other personal property. An owner is entitled

to the labour of his male slave three days in the week virithout any
remuneration. If he employ him during the other four days he must

furnish him wth food and clothing. JMutual interests generally

induce a contract between the parties ; and the serf is allowed to

work on his own account, paying a certain abroh or rent, to his

maslei.

teresting traits, show that the Hussians are prepared
to receive the Gospel in its purity, whenever it may
be proclaimed to them ; and encourage a hope, not
enthusiastic, but sober and well-founded, that when
it pleases God to remove the darkness which now
overshadows the land, whole masses of men will be
found prepared for throwing off the trammels of a

degrading superstition, and worshipping in spirit and
in truth.

My friend mentioned an interesting fact. Shortly

after the dreadful inundation of 1824, crossing over
the Neva with a large party of boors in a common
ferry-boat, he was attracted by their conversation,

which ran somewhat in this strain :
—" Well, this is

a dreadful visitation that we have had." " Yes, but
we deserve it richly. Look, what sinners we are."

"To be sure, that is.true ; and, moreover, we know
better. Why, there is not one of us that is not pro-

voking God by o\a abominable wickedness. Nobles
and slaves, we are all equally bad." "Yes, and I

tell you what, I shovdd not be surprised if we have
something still worse ; and we deserve it, for we do
not lay our sickness to heart, nor God's chastisements,

as we ought." The arrival of the ferry at the oppo-

site bank, prevented my friend from hearing the con-

clusion of this interesting conversation, maintained

by two boorish peasants, whom a stranger would
have supposed to possess scarcely two ideas beyond
providing for the necessaries of life. He assures me
that this is not an uncommon case ; but that the

sentiments here cited may be received as a fair sam-

ple of those of the natives in general. It seems to be

a remarkable trait of national character, that the first

ideas imbibed are of a religious nature ; and that the

Russians having no other, by cultivating these, have

obtained a certain knowledge of religion, on which it

only requires that the uncorrupted truths of the Gospel

be grafted, to make it bring forth spiritual fruit. It

is in spite of a natural tendency to moralize, that 'slavery

prevents the Russian from rising to the point to which

morality would elevate him.

The present emperor (1830) devotes his whole

time to his subjects, the moral state of the people,

the prisons, alms-houses, and similar institutions, are

objects of his special regard.

At the present time, the Russians are in a state to

feel most keenly the want of a middle class f. They

are too civilized not to be conscious that they are

slaves, and they are too httle advanced in civilization

to exercise any check on the autocrat and nobles

through the medium of public opinion.

It is impossible, however, to visit this country, and

to think of what she was one hundred years ago,

without being astonished at what she is now. The

rapidity of her progress is extraordinary. With the

spread of arts and mantifactures, the moral condition

of the people is undergoing a decided and important

change. Elliott's Letters from the North.

t The nobles of Russia are extremely numerous ; they are divided

into three classes, hereditary, official, and military.

Land Crabs .—Bishop Heber, after describing the appear

ance of the country near the city of Poonah, m the neigh-

bourhood of which, and at the bottom of a hill, is a tank,

or large cistern, thus speaks of the land-crabs. ' All the

grass-land round this tank swarms with a small land-crab,

which burrows in the ground, and runs with considerable

swiftness, even when encumbered with a bundle of food

almost as big as itself. This food is grass, or the green

stalks of the rice ; and it is amusing to see them, sitting

as it were upright, to cut their hay with their sharp pin-

cers, then waddling off with the sheaf to their holes, as

quickly as their side-long pace will carry them.', Jour-

nal in India.
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Improvement of Iron and Steel, by their
BEING Buried in the Earth.

The following extract from the Chronicles of Old

London Bridge, is worthy of record, as an instance of

observation ingeniously applied.

An eminent London cutler, 'Mr. Weiss, of the

Strand, to whose inventions modern surgery is under

considerable obligations, has remarked that steel

seemed to be much improved,when it had become rusty

in the earth ; and provided the rust was not factitiously

produced by the application of acids. He accordingly

buried some razor-blades for nearly three years, and

the result fully corresponded to his expectation. The
blades were coated with rust, which had the appear-

ance of having exuded from within ; but were not

eroded, and the quality of the steel was decidedly im-

proved. Analogy led to the conclusion that the same
might hold good with respect to iron, under similar

circumstances 3 so, with perfect confidence in the

justness of his views, he purchased, as soon as an
opportunity offered, all the iron, amounting to fifteen

tons, with which the piles of Loudon Bridge had been
shod. Each shoe consisted of a small inverted pyra-

mid with four straps rising from the four sides of its

base, which embraced and were nailed to the pile ; the

total length, from the point, which entered the ground,

to the end of the strap, being about sixteen inches,

and the weight about eight pounds.
The pjrramidal extremities of the shoes were fovmd

to be not much corroded, nor indeed were the straps
;

but the latter had become extremely and beautifiilly

sonorous
J

closely resembling in tone the bars and
sounding pieces of an oriental instrument, which was
exhibited, some time since, with the Burmese state

.

carriage. When manufactured, the solid points in

question were convertible only into very inferior

steel
J
the same held good with respect to such bolts

and other parts of the iron-work as were subjected

to the experiment, except the straps : these, which in

addition to their sonorousness, possessed a degree of

toughness quite unapproached by common iron, and
which were, in fact, imperfect carburets, produced
steel of a quality infinitely superior to any, which in

the course of his business Mr. Weiss had ever before

met with: insomuch, that while it was in general

request among the workmen for tools, they demanded
higher wages for working it. These straps, weighing
altogether about eight tons, were consequently sepa-

rated from the solid points, and these last sold as old

iron. The exterior difference between the parts of

the same shoe, led, at first, to the supposition, that

they were composed of two sorts of iron j but, be-

sides the utter improbability of this, the contrary was
proved by an examination, which led to the inference

that the extremities of the piles having been charred,

the straps of iron closely wedged between them and
the stratum in which they were imbedded, must have
been subjected to a galvanic action, which in the
course of some six or seven hundred years gradually

produced the effects recorded in the present paper.

There is something peculiarly pleasing to the imagination
in contemplating the Queen of Night, when she is wading,
as the expression is, among the vapours which she has not
power to dispel, and which, on their side, are unable entirely
to queuch her lustre. It is the striking image of patient
virtue, calmly pursuing her path through good report and
bad report, having that excellence in herself which ought
to command all admiration, but bedimmed in the eyes of
the world, by suffering, by misfortune, by calumny. Sir
Walter Scott.

YouiH is no obstacle to the favour of God, nor to devotion
to Grod's service. St. John was the youngest of the disci-

ples ; but no one was more favoured than he, nor more
zealous in attachment to his Master. His example calls

upon those who are entering upon their career of moral
obligation and responsibility, to do that which the wise
man calls upon them in words to do ; namely, to " remember
their Creator in the days of their youth :" and of this yno

may be sure, that, if they do so remember him, he will not
forget them in the time of age, nor forsake them when they
are old and gray-headed. If youth present peculiar temp-
tations to withdraw us from the service of God, it endows
us also with peculiar abihty to serve him. The strength of

opening manhood is never so well employed, as in practis-

ing subserviency to Grod's revealed will, and in triumphing
over its spiritual enemies : it lends a grace and a beauty to

religion, and produces an abundant harvest of good works
and of glory to God. Bishop Mant.

Hk who cannot see the workings of a Divine wisdom in

the order of the heavens, the change of the seasons, the

flowing of the tides, the operations of the wind and other

elements, the structure of the human body, the circulation

of the blood through a variety of vessels wonderfully arran-

ged and conducted, the instinct of beasts, their tempers

and dispositions, the growth of plants, and their many ef-

fects for meat and medicine : he who cannot see all these,

and many other things, as the evident contrivances of a

Divine wisdom, is sottishly blind, and Unworthy of the

name of a man. Jones of Nayland.

Children should be enured as early as possible to acts of

charity a-nd mercy. Constantine, as soon as his son could

write, employed his hand in signing pardons, and delighted

in conveying, through Ats mouth, all the favours he granted.

A noble introduction to sovereignty, which is instituted foi

the happiness of mankind. Jortin.

"Wise men make their enemies their instructors} foola be
come enemies to their teachers.

PARAPHRASE OF PSALM LXXX%
The vine of the incarnate Word
Was planted by the mighty Lord,

Near Jordan's sacred streams:

'Twas nurtured in a lowly bed.

By dews from heaven watered.

And warm'd by vernal beams.

'Twas pruned and fenced around with care,'

Guarded from blight-infected air,

And fix)m the noxious worm :

The briers and thorns that fill'd the land.

Were weeded out with pow'rful hand.

To aid the rising germ.

It spread a wide-extended root.

And upward struck a healthful shoot,

Which cast its branches round

:

Her boughs to distant ocean stray'd.

And mighty streams beneath her shade
Water'd the thirsty ground.

Why hast Thou laid her hedges low,]

That in may rush the forest foe

To revel o'er her root ?

Why wilt Thou let the passer-by

Stretch forth with bold impiety.

To pluck her clustering fruit ?

Let not wild beasts nor herding swine

Uproot, O God ! the precious vine,
^ Which here Thy hand hath sown :

That branch whichThou hast made so strong,

For Christ's sake, let it flourish long,

And be proclaim'd Thine own.

From heaven, O God ! Thy resting-place,

Shed forth, we pray, thy wonted grace.

And cause Thy face to shine

;

When in unholy union join'd.

Zealot with Infidel combined, ;

Thi-eaten thy cultured vine.

Thou showest, in Thy sacred Word,
That they shall be Thy branches. Lord .'

Who still abide in Thee
;

To whom but Thee, Lord ! can we go.

Who hast declared, no powers below

ShaU blight Thy hallow'd Tree. C
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ANNIVERSARIES IN FEBRUARY.
MONDAY, 2.5th.

1601 The Earl of Essex, one of Queen tlizabeth's chief favourites,

privately beheaded in the Tower of London, in his 34tli year,

for endeavouring to excite a popular insurrection against her

1723 Sir Christopher Wren, the illustrious architect of St. Paul's

Cathedral, the London Monument, and many of the metro-

politan churches, died, in his 91st year. He was buned in

the vaults of St. Paul's. There is no particular monument to

his memory in the Cathedral ; but, under the organ, and just

over the entrance to the choir, is a Latin inscription, which

maybe thus translated:—Beneatfc, lies Sir Christopher Wren,

architect of this Cathedral and City ; %cho lived tipwards of

nituty years, not for himself, but the public benefit. Header !

do you seek for his monument? Look around !

TUESDAY, 26th,

1723 Thomas D'Urfey, an ingenious poet and satirical writer, whose

wit and facetious manners made him be familiarly noticed by

King Charles IL, died in London, in embarrassed circum-

stances. He was buried in St. James's Church, Westminster.

1802 Dr. Alexander Geddes, an eminent scholar and catholic divine

died at Paddington, near London.

WEDNESDAY, 27th.

Ember Week.—The Ember days are, the Wednesday, Friday, and

Saturday after the First Sunday in Lent; and it is enjoined, by

the Canons of the Church, that deacons and ministers are to be

ordained on the Sunday immediately following these Ember days.

A variety of explanations of the word ember have been given
;
but

that of NebonandDr.Mareschal appears to be the most reasonable.

They derive it from a Saxon word, importing a circuit or course; " so

that these Fasts being not occasional, but returning each year in cer-

tain courses, may properly be said to be Ember days, because they

are Fasts in course." , t^ /r
1706 John Evelyn, author o( Sylva, or a Discourse of torest Irees,

and other celebrated works, also one of the most illustrious

natural philosophers that England has produced, died at

Wotton, in Surrey, hi* native place, in the 86th year of his

age.

THURSDAY, 28th.

1447 Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, Regent of England during the

minority of Henry VI., was assassinated in the prison of St.

Edmond'sbury, in Suffolk. He was buried in the church of

St. Alban's, in Hertfordshire. He fell a victim to the mali-

cious intrigues of Cardinal Beaufort. For his many rare and

excellent qualities as Regent, he was styled, " The Father of

his Country."
, , • ,• .

1582 George Buchanan, the eminent Scottish poet and historian, died.

The States of Scotland had appointed him to be preceptor or

teacher of the young king, James the Sixth,—afterwards King

.Tames I. of England. In his History of Scotland, he united

the force and brevity of Sallust with the perspicuity and ele-

gance of Livy.

THE MONTH OF MARCH,

When Romulus established a calendar for his newly-founded city,

he divided the vear into ten months, and named the first month

Martius, in honour of his father, Mars, the heathen god of war.

Ovid, however, says that the nations of Italy had long previously

named one of their months after the same deity, but that they dif-

fered in the place they severally assigned to it ; some making it the

second, others the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, or even the tenth month

of the year. Numa Pompilius, the successor of Romulus, added

the months of January and February to the Roman year, and

reduced March from being the first month to third rank in his

calendar, in which station it continued until the Christian church

adopted the season of Easter for the commencement of the year.

In France this arrangement was again altered by an edict of

Charles IX. in 1564, which decreed that the year should, from

thenceforth, begin on the 1st of January. This example was

adopted by the Scotch in 1599 ; but, in England, the 25tlj of March
continued to be the new year's day until the year 1752.

Although this month was named by the Romans after the god of

war, it was considered as under the more especial patronage of

Minerva, the goddess of wisdom : it has always consisted of thirty-

one days, no subsequent reformer of the calendar having altered the

arrangement of Romulus in this respect. March was considered by

the Romans an unlucky month for the celebration of marriages.

By our Saxon ancestors this month, says Verstegan, was called

Rhede or Rethe-Monath, according to some authorities, to express

Its general boisterousness of character, Rhede signifying in their

interpretation rough or rugged ; but, according to others, from its

being dedicated by them, before their conversion to Christianity, to

their idol, Rheda. 'The name was afterwards changed to Lenet

Monat, or Length Month, because it is in March that the length

of the day first begins to exceed that of the night.

The month of March is interesting in many particulars. Notwith-

standing the boisterous winds and frequent storms, which have

acquired for it the character of " coming in like a lion," yet we
seem, at iu very commencement, to be taking leave of the ngours of

winter. The air, though cold, is generally clear, healthy, and free

from damp and fogs ; the trees begin to put forth their leaves, the birds

to sing, and those who have taken shelter in our clime from the intense

cold of a northern winter, are already returning to their native

regions. It appears, in fact, as if all nature was preparing to wel-

come the return of Spring, which commences on the 20th of this

month, when the sun enters the constellation of Aries, or the Ram.
From this period the weather generally becomes milder, yielding

graduidlyto the genial rays of the sunj bees venture out of their

hives, and flowers begin to stud the fields and gardens, until March,
which, according to the proverb, has come in like a lion, " goes out
like a lamb." •

Tiie hieroglyphic, or pictorial representations of March, have
generally consisted of a man, of a tawny colour and fierce aspect,

with a helmet on his head, representing, in fact, the heathen
god Mars. He is unaccompanied, however, by any other war-
like ensign than his helmet : one hand holds a bunch of almond
blossoms and other scions, the hand resting on a spade, while a
basket of seeds hangs upon the same arm. The other hand either

holds or rests upon a ram, typical of the sign Aries. Our great

poet, Spenser, represents him as riding on a ram, and scattering

seed over the ground.

" Sturdy March, with brows full sternly bent
And armed strongly, rode upon a ram.
The same which over Ilellespontus swam

;

Yet in his hand a spade he also hent,
And in a bag all sorts of seeds ysame,
"VVliich on the earth he strewed as he went.

And fiU'd her womb with fruitful hope of nourishment."

A dry March is reckoned most favourable to the future prospects
of the gardener, the florist, and the husbandman ; and hence our
country proverbs, A bushel of March dust is worth a king's ransom ;

A dry March never begs its bread ; and, on the other hand, March
grass [which would require a wet season to grow so early] neuer did
good,

ANNIVERSARIES IN MARCH.
FRIDAY, 1st.

Dedicated to St. David, the tutelar or patron saint of Wales. St,

David was of British parentage, being uncle to King Arthur : he
was regiilarly educated for the priesthood, in the then famous mo-
nastery of Bangor, and, about the year 577, succeeded to the arch-
bishopric of Caerleon, the seat of which he removed to Menevia, a
city in Pembrokeshire, where he had already founded twelve convents,
and which was afterwards called St. David's, a name it still retains.

He died A.D.642, having reached the advanced age of 146 years.
The natives of Wales still celebrate the anniversary of their national
saint, and wear, on St. David's day, a leek in their caps or bats ; a
custom said to have arisen from their having gained a great victory

over the Saxons, from whom they distinguished themselves, on the day
of battle, by each man wearing a leek. Shakspeare places this event,
however, at a much more modern period, referring it to the wars of
Edward III. in France. The anniversary of the Society of Ancient
Britons, established in London in 1714, is held on this day.

1633 Francis'Rabelais, the celebrated French wit and writer, died.

1711 The first number of the Spectator was published.

1792 The Emperor Leopold 11. died in his forty-fifth yeai; 'nd was
Bucceeded by his son, Francis II.

SATURDAY, 2nd.
St. Chad's Day.—There seems to have been no very conclusive

reason for retaining this saint in the reformed Calendar, unless his

having been an English bishop and a native of England may be ad-
mitted. St. Chad was educated at the monastery of Lindisfarne

;

he was fifth bishop of the Mercians, and third bishop of Lichfield
;

and died in the great pestilence of 673. His shrine, in Lichfield Ca-
thedral, cost upwards of 2000/. in decorations, when that cathedral
was rebuilt, 1296.

1711 Nicholas Boileau, the celebrated French poet and undaunted
satirist, died. ' He was born in Paris, Nov. 1, 1636. His Art
of Poetry has been pronounced the best composition of tha»

lund extant.

1788 Died, at Zurich, in Switzerland, his native place, SoUmon
Gessner, author of J'he Death of Abel andseveral other works,

which rank him high amongst the poets of Germany.
1791 The Rev. John Wesley, the celebrated leader of the Methodists,

died in London, at the advanced age of 88. It has Vieen com-
puted that he travelled 8000 miles every year, preaching three

or four times daily, besides visiting the sick and superintending

the concerns of his society.

SUNDAY, 3rd.

Second Sunday in Lent.
The anniversary of the birth of three English poets : Waller, born

1605; Davenant, bom 1606; and Otway, bom 1651.

1792 Died Robert Adam, the architect of the Adelphi, Lansdowne-
house in Berkeley-square, and Luton-house, Bedfordshire.
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Gitono OF Antii'au'vs

I'i.noal's Cave, Stai

There are few objects in nature which more excite curio-

sity and att'ect the imagination, when visited for the first

time, than Caverns, or those hollow places of different

sizes and forms, which are found in rocky hills, in various
parts of the world. The particular effect produced on the
minds of all, by a partial obscurity, or a total seclusion from
the light of day, the ignorance of the extent of the place,

and of the kind of dangers he may encounter, the silence
and solitude, and the curious and singular forms which
naked rocks, destitute of their usual accompaniments of
vegetation, present to the eye, as dimly seen by the faint

reflected light of the torch held in the traveller's hand,
conspire to produce a feeling of awe on his mind, which

YOL. II.

has an inexpressible charm : and though these impressions

can be but feebly conveyed by a written description, we
think that an account of a few of the principal caves,

which have been explored by different travellers, will not

be uninteresting to our readers ; but we shall first give

some general obsenations on these singular places, which
will assist their comprehension of each particular descrip

tion.

Caverns are usually found in rocks, composed of some
species of limestone, and are supposed to be chielly eon-

fined to such, from its being more easily dissolved in water

to the agency of which these natural excavations are com
monly attributed; if the great length of time, dui-irig which

42
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natural causes may operate, be taken into consideration, it

can be easily comprehended how a small spring, commencing
its operations in a narrow cleft of a soft, chalky rock, may
gradually hollow out, in the course of ages, a cavern severjU

hundred feet in extent.

One of the n.ost common appearances in caverns in lime-

stone is the formation of what are called stalactites, from
a Greek word, signifying distillation or di-opping. To
explain these, a brief description of the mode of their

production will be necessary.
' Whenever water filters through a chalky or limestone

rock, it dissolves a portion of it, and on reaching any open-

ing, such as a cavern, either at its sides or roof, it forms a

drop, the moisture of which is soon evaporated by the air,

leaving a small circular plate of pure lime or chalk

;

another drop succeeds in the same place, and adds,

from the same cause, a fresh coat of solid matter ; in time,

these successive additions form a long, irregular, conical

projection from the roof of the cave, which is continually

being increased by the fresh accession of water, loaded with
calcareous or chalky matter, which it deposits on the out-

side of the stalactite already formed in trickling down it,

and adds to its length, by subsiding to the point, and being
dried up as before ; in precisely the same way in which,
during frosty weather, icicles, which are stalactites of ice,

or frozen water, are formed on the edge of the eaves of a

cottage roof, as every one has frequently observed. When
the supply of water holding lime in solution is too

rapid to allow of its evaporation at the bottom of the sta-

lactite already formed, it naturally drops to the floor of
the cave, and drying up there, in time it forms, in Mke
manner, a stalactite rising upwards from the ground,
instead of hanging from the roof; but from their different

mode of formation, they are more irregular in form, and
seldom so long as the pendent one : these are called, for the
sake of distinction, stalagmites.

It frequently happens, where these processes are uninter-
rupted, that a stalactite hanging from tbe roof, and the
stalagmite formed immediately under it, froYn its super-

abundant water, increase till they unite, and thus form a
natural pillar, apparently supporting the roof of the grotto;

it is to the grotesque forms assumed by stalactites, and these
natural columns, that caverns owe the beautiful appear-
ances, described in such glowing colours by those who
witness them for the first time. The view of the Grotto of
Antiparos, which we have given, will convey an accurate
idea of the appearance of a stalactitical cave.

The colour and appearance of the chalky incrustations

which line caverns, varies, of course, acccording to the
nature of the rock in which they are situated ; when this

consists of gypsum, or the stone w hich yields plaster of

Paris, the stalactites are more varied in colour, and the
crystals of the spars more brilliant than when the rock is

common limestone : but these various appearances, how-
ever beautiful to the visiter of the cave, are uninteresting
in description. It is chiefly from those in which variety of
form, or other circumstances, concur to add interest to the
place, that we shall select our examples ; this is remark-
ably the case with the cavern of the Guacharo, first visited

and described by Baron Humboldt, of which we have
given an abridged account, and with those caves in Ger-
many, in our own island, and elsewhere, in which the
remains of animals are found, differing in forms and geo-
graphical situation from existing species, which throw so

singular a light on the ancient histoiy of our globe. But
it need hardly be observed that our notices must, fi-om the
limits of this paper, be confined to a very few of the nu-
merous caves of this kind found in different parts of
the globe.

POOLE S HOLE.
Besides the Peak Cavern, described in the 20th number
of this Magazine, the limestone rocks of Derbyshire con-
tain many natural grottoes of great extent and beauty. Of
these the first we shall notice is that in the vicinity of
Buxton, called Poole's Hole, from its having been, accord-
ing to tradition, the residence of a celebrated outlaw of that
name. The entrance is very narrow, and the first passage
so low that the visitor cannot proceed walking upright; but,
at the distance of thirty yards, this opens into a spacious
cavern, the end of which is about 770 yards from the
mouth. The ceiling and floor is enriched with chalky
stalactites of great variety of forms, which have received
names from their fancied resemblance to domestic utensils.

There is a path, which winds along the side of the cave, at

some distance from the floor, which enables the visitor to

inspect these from different points of view.

ELDEN HOLE.
At a short distance from Castkton, to the north-west of
the \-illage of Peak Forest, on the side of a gentle hill, is

situated the celebrated cavern called Eldeii Hole. Its
mouth is an irregular oval chasm, about ninety feet Ion"
and nine broad ; small bushes and underwood grow out of
this crevice on each side, to the depth of thirty or forty

feet : here the opening gradually contracts, and soon after

turns to the west, so that the eye can no longer penetrate
the obscurity. Its forbidding appearance gave rise, as
usual, to most exaggerated statements, and by many it was
believed to be bottomless ; at the depth, however, of seventy
yards there is a landing, and at the bottom the interior of
the chasm is found to consist of two parts, resembling ovens
in form, and communicating with each other by a small
arched passage. On tbe southern side of the inner one is

a smaller opening, about seventeen feet long and six high,
lined throughout with beautiful sparkling stalactites, of a
dee]) ) ellow colour ; and, facing the entrance, there is a
column of ninety feet in height, composed of the same
materials. On the northern side a large stone is found, at

the bottom of a rocky ascent of about sixty feet, by which
the visiter gains access after descending again on the other
side, to another cavern, entirely lined, as the former, with
chalky incrustations of different cr)'stalliue forms and hues
of yellow.

YORDA S CAVE.
In the West Riding of Yorkshire, near the village of
Thornton, in Lonsdale, there is a celebrated cave, kno\m
by the above name. The entrance to it is by a rude arched
opening, about sixteen feet by twenty in size, bearing some
.slight resemblance to the gateway of an old castle: through
this access is soon gained to a cavern so large, that the
roof and walls can hardly be discerned by the light of the
torches : a small brook, which runs through it, must be
crossed, and then the curious forms of the stalactites de-
pending from the roof and walls begin to be perceivable

;

one is termed the bishop's throne, and another the organ,
from fancied resemblances to these objects. After entering

a narrow passage of five or six yards, in which the roof is

apparently supported by stalactitical pillars, the cave con-

tracts so much, that there is only room for one person to

advance at a time, but the height is still considerable ; here
the noise of a cascade is heard, which falls from an ojwning
in the rock, from a height of sixteen or seventeen feet, into

a basin at the bottom of a chamber, the roof of which is

like a dome. There are other compartments of the cave on
the left hand, curious to visit, but not admitting of any par-

ticular description ; these are called Yordas Bed-chamber,
Yordas Oven, &c. from some traditional personage, of

whom we can give no account.

In this, as in the case of the Cavern of the Guacharo, the

excavation is obviously due to the action of running water,

and is consequently still in progress ; hence such caverns
are being continually increased in size by one agency,
while the same operating in another manner tends to fill

them up, by the deposition of calcareous matter.

WOKEY HOLE,
About two miles from Wells, in Somersetshire, on the
southern side of the Mendip Hills, is situated a celebrated

cavern or grotto, called Okie or Wokey Hole ; the opening
is situated on the side, at about thirty or forty yards from
the base of the hill and is twentj' feet high ; it opens into

a large vaulted chamber, from the roof of wh'ch calcareous

depositions are constantly forming : the stalagmites which
formerly adorned the floor had a rather singular destina-

tion, being cut off and sent to Alexander Pope, to contribute

to adorn his artificial grotto at Twickenham ! A narrow
and uneven passage leads from the first into a second

apartment, rather smaller, but very similar in appearance to

the first ; and from this, you pass into a third, which has a
*

rounded ceiling and a fine stream of water running through
it, about eight or ten feet wide, and two deep : this sinks

through a hole at the bottom of the cave, and reappears in

the valley at the foot of the hill, being the source of the

river Axe : the rest of the floor of this inner cave is com-
posed of a fine sand. It has been said that trout and eels

are occasionally found in the stream within the cave.

In another part of this paper, mention is made of other

caves in tliis range of hills,
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CAVES IN THE MENDIP HILLS.

The limestone of these hills is intersected by numerous

c;ivos and fissures, which have been discovered at dilferent

times by workmen quarrying the ochre clay, with which

thcv arc irenerally lined and nearly filled. At the village

of Ilutton, near Barnwell, at an elevation of from three to

four hundred feet above the level of the present sea, the

workmen came to a fissure about eighteen inches broad and

four feet long, which after continuing to a depth of twenty-

four feet, opened into a cavern about twenty feet square,

and four or five high, the floor consisted of ochre, mixed

with which, and strewed on its surface, were quantities of

white bones, in the centre a large stalactite hung from the

roof, and below it another rose from the floor which nearly

met it ; in one of the walls, an opening about a yard square,

and eighteen in length, led to a second cavern, thirty

feet in'length and five in breadth ; both filled with ochre,

mingled with bones as before, of elephants, horses, oxen,

and bears, which it appears must have been drifted in by
diluvial waters, or have belonged to animals who had fallen

in and perished.

Another passage of about the same length, but twice the

size of the former one, branched off from this second

chamber ; this, as well as some others not excavated, was
also filled with the ochre and bones.

In sinking the shaft for a lead mine, through a limestone

rock in Derbyshire, near Wirksworth, the workmen arrived

at a large cavern, which was filled with a rubble of clay and
stones, on gradually removing which, a communication with

the field above, by a natural shaft which had been also filled

up, was discovered, by the contents subsiding into the

chamber as this latter was gradually emptied. In the mid-

dle of the cave, and bedded in the rubbish, was found the

entire skeleton of a rhinoceros, which had cleai'ly been de-

stroyed by the diluvial waters, and washed by them through
the open shaft into the cave, together with the mass that

filled it.

CAVE OF PAVILAND.
The chalk cliffs of the sea-coast of our island are liable to

the formation of caverns, like the inland limestone rocks

which have been already mentioned : of these, one, called

Goats Hole, is in the face of a precipitous clifi", fifteen miles

west of Swansea. The mouth of this is accessible only at

low water, it being situated 100 feet below the level of the

land above, but the beach slopes up to the entrance, so that

the cavern may be entered, which is situated about forty feet

above high-water mark. During violent storms, the waves
wash into it, and some lai'ge stones just within the entrance
being agitated by these, have, in process of time, worn
holes in the floor of the cave, at the bottom of which they
now lie ; while sea pebbles and shells strew the space near
the mouth. The floor, however, rises rapidly inwards, and
beyond the action of the present ocean, there is found the
rubble mingled with bones, before mentioned as occurring
in similar recesses, the silent but convincing evidence of

another and a mightier one. But what rendered this

cavern still more interesting, was the discovery of the
greater part of a female skeleton, consisting of one side, the
hand of the left arm being wanting ; with traces of some of

the flesh, the rest of the skeleton had obviously been
removed by digging, which had evidently been frequent,

from the mingling of the remains of animals of antediluvian
origin, such as the elephant, rhinoceros, bear, and hyaena,
with fragments of bones of sheep bearing distinct marks
of having served as human food. Close to the side of the
female skeleton, where the pocket is worn, Professor
Buckland, to whom we are indebted for this description,

found about two handfuls of small shells, and forty to

fifty fragments of small ivory rods, from one to three quar-
ters of an inch in diameter, and from one to four inches in

length ; together with bits of ivory rings which must have
been four or five inches in diameter ; these were apparently
made from the tusks and teeth of animals found in " the
cave. Some fragments of charcoal, and a small flint which
had been used in striking light, together with other articles

fashioned out of ivory by hand, proved that the woman at
least, if not others, had inhabited the cave at some veiy
remote period.

The remains of an ancient British camp existing on a
hill immediately above the cavern, affords some clue as to

the date of this person" s existence : and what is curious, the
same species of shell as those found with the skeleton, are
still used in a game by children in some parts of the
country, while ivory toys resembling those alluded to, have

been found in ancient British barrows : so that from these

and other concurring testimonies, it should seem that the

female was cotemporary with the Roman possession of Great
Britain ; thus forming an intermediate link in the chain ot

historic records of past ages, not written by the hand of man.
In the limestone cliffs of the southern coast of our island,

there are several caves formed by the continued action of

the ocean, such as the cavern in Anstey's cove. Daddy's
hole, Thunder hole, and others near Torbay, and some near
Lulworth and the Isle of Wight.
The following brief notice of other Cavei-ns in different

parts of the British isles, is all our limits will admit of.

At Demalt, five miles from Dufton, in Westmoreland.
Hetherburn Cave, near Stanhope, in Durham, runs above a
mile underground. In Yorkshire, the following are all

noticed as curiosities in different local guides ; Gigglewick

Scar ; Weathercot Cave, near Ingleton ; Ticmhams Mine,

Coniston Moor, and Hardrawkin.
In Lancashire, Dunald Mill Hole, near Kellet, eiglit miles

from Lancaster ; and Gingling Cave, in Kingsdale.

In Staffordshire, Thor's House, or Thyrsis Cave, in

Wotton Dale ; Ludchurch, between Swithamly and Wharn
ford, is two hundred and eight yards long, and forty or

fifty deep.

KIRKDALE CAVE.
In the summer of 1821, a cavern was discovered near Kirk-
dale, about twenty-five miles N.N.E. of York, in a bank
about sixty feet above the bottom of a small valley, and
near to a public road. Some workmen who were quarrying

this bank, cut across the narrow mouth of the cave, which
had been choked up with rubbish and overgrown with grass

and bushes, and from this cause, as well as fi-om its inac

cessible situation, had hitherto escaped observation ; since

then, about thirty feet of the bank have been cut away, and
the present entrance is a hole in the perpendicular face of

the quarry about three feet high, and five broad ; which it

is only possible for a person to enter by creeping on his

hands and knees. The passage contracts and expands
irregularly, being sometimes from only two to seven feet in

breadth, and from two to fourteen feet in height ; its main
direction is E.S.E., and its greatest length is 245 feet. It

divides into several smaller- passages, which have not yet

been explored, being nearly choked up by the stalactites;

there are but two or three places where a person can stand

upright ; these occur where the roof is intersected by
fissures, which after continuing for a few feet, close

gradually upwards in the limestone bed ab^ve, and are

from this circumstance thickly lined with stalactites ; the

real floor of the cave is only seen, and that but partially,

near the entrance ; further in, the whole of it has been
covered over with a bed of hardened mud, about a foot in

average thickness, the surface of which was perfectly

smooth and level when the cave was first opened, except
where stalagmites had been formed on it by filtration from
thereof: and where the stalactites had been formed on
the sides they had, on arriving at the surface of this mud,
spread over it like a thin crust of ice, obviously proving that

the chalky deposits have been made since the mud
had been introduced ; in some cases, where these incrusta-

tions were thick, they formed a bridge quite across the

floor, and were left in that form when the mud was cleared

away from beneath them : on the naked rocky floor stalag-

mitic coverings were also found, these had been covered

over by the mud which must have been introduced all at

one time in a fluid state ; and having dried, the formation

of chalky depositions, which must have always been in

operation, continued, and has partially covered its surface.

The mud just described was filled with fragments ot

bones of a great variety of animals, all broken, and bear

ing the appearance of having been gnawed by others

;

and, from many corroborative circumstances, these appear

to have been hyenas ; while the oones on which they had
preyed, according to the habits of that species, belonged to

the following very distinct tribes of animals • tiger, bear,

wolf, fox, and weasel; elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus,

and horse ; ox and deer ; hare, rabbit, water-rat, and mouse;
ravens, pigeons, larks, and ducks.

We can here only give the general conclusions at which
Professor Buckland, and other scientific men, have arrived,

who have attentively examined these wonderful remains of

animals, now so foreign to our climates ; but our readers

may rest assured that these conclusions are logically and
carefully deduced from the facts. It appears then, that the
cave at Kirkdale was, during a long succession of years,

42—2
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Entrance to the Kirrdale Cave ; copied, with pernusnon, from the Reliquix Diluviana,

the habitation of numerous hyaenas, who dragged into it

the bodies of most of the other animals above enumerated,
fur the purpose of preying on them ; and that the hyaenas

themselves, as they died or were killed by their younger
and stronger brethren, also served these for food.

It thus is rendered certain, that there was a time when
our wilds and forests teemed with animals now only found

in hotter and southern latitudes, that many generations of

these lived and died, and were the prey or the tyrants of

others; that the hyscna, according to the instincts which
still actuate it, dragged the bodies of those it killed or found
slain, into their dens, and there devoured them at their

leisure ; and that, finally, some great catastrophe brought
destruction to the whole race, involving the remains of the

dead in one mass ; since which other species of animals

have alone inhabited this country, differing entirely in

habits and mannei-s from their predecessors.

That the catastrophe alluded to was a deluge, there is no
doubt, and this, from its gradual approach, gave the existing

living animals, who then inhabited the cave, time to escape,

which accounts for the circumstance of no entire skeleton

of a hyajna being found in it ; the turbid waters, when they
filled the cave, buried the animal remains, and, gradually

evaporating, left them encased in a bed of mud ; to be dis-

covered after the lapse of many centuries, and to excite our

admiration at the wonderful power of the Creator of all

things.

KENT'S CAVERN, NEAR TORQUAY.
An extensive cavern known by this name, exists in a
limestone rock about a mile from Torquay. It is said to

be nearly 600 feet in length, and varies in width from two
to seventy feet ; in some parts so low, as not to admit
persjns but on their hands and knees, and in others about

six yards high ; fossil bones of the same species of
antediluvian animals are found in it, buried in a similar
mass of mud, and covered over with a cnist or flooring of
stalagmitic formation ; it also appears, from some relics of
human labours, to have been made use of as a habitation

:

at the further extremity of the cavern, there is a pool of
water.

Entrance to Kent's Cavern

Our limits will not allow of, nor indeed is it consistent
with our present purpose to give further examples of dis-

coveries of collections of , bones in caverns in our own
countiy, all tending to prove the former existence in it of
animals, known not to have been living there from the
earliest recoi'ds of human history. Those who desire to read
this page in the history of the world, written, if we may
dare so to express ourselves, for the instruction of man by
the hand of his Creator, may refer to Professor Buckland's
valuable \vork lieliqnioE Dilutiayicp, from which we have
selected most of the facts given in different parts of this

paper, relative to this subject.

One circumstance, however, we cannot refrain from
noticing here, as showing that very interesting deductions
may be made by men of knowledge and sagacity, from
minute facts which wovdd escape common observation.
Among the numerous fragments of skeletons of antediluvian
animals, the attentive naturalist frequently finds positive

indications of the creatures having, when living, suffered

severe injuries from other beasts of prey, or by accident

;

and that according to the laws which govern organized
existence, these have been partially repaired during the
life of the animal. Thus Professor ScEinniering has in his

collection, the head of an antediluvian hyaena, from which
part of the nose, with the canine and incisor teeth, had been
entirely torn away, and the skull otherwise dreadfully
lacerated by the fangs of some more powerful animal, and
the individual had survived till the injuries had been con
siderably, and as far as possible, repaired.

LIMESTONE CAVERNS IN GERMANY.
Clefts, fissures, and caves, similar to those described as
found in England, occur in different parts of Germany,
in limestone, in such numbers as to preclude even enume-
ration in such a paper as this ; all present the same general
phenomena as that of Kirkdale, containing a mass of dilu-
vial rubble, mingled with bones of animals now no lon'^er
inhabiting those countries, or even any parts of the globe.
The formation of stalactite also agrees in its appearance
with that already described in the English cave : liut, of
course, the peculiarities of each case are much modified
by the different circumstances of the natural features of
the countries and the habits of the animals ; thus, those
caves which have never been entirely closed up, contain,
along with the fossil bones of extinct species of bears,
hyaenas, &c., the remains of animals that still exist ; and
in the Cavern of Gailenreuth, one of the largest and most
celebrated of them, fragments of sepulchral urns, at least
800 years old, have been found.
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Tlio animal which made these caverns its dwellings be-
fore the period of the dchige, was the bear, as is demon-
strated by the far {greater quantity of the remains of that

creature than of any other; and by these being found in every

state, both of subsequent decay, and of age in the animal
when it died. These bears feeding chiefly on vegetables,

and being only occasionally carnivorous, there are few re-

mains of animals which apparently had served them for

food ; nor arc the bones of such, when found, gnawed, as

is the case with those taken into caverns by hyaenas for

that purpose.

The ])rincipal caves of this kind above alluded to are,

those of Scharzfeld, in Hanover ; Bauman's Hohle, in

Blankenburg, which derives its name from a miner, who,
in Ki'O, ventured into it alone, to search for ore, and who,
ha\ing lost himself, and wandered three days and nights
in solitude and darkness, at length found his way out so
exhausted by hunger, that he died immediately. Bid's
Hcihle, about a quarter of a mile from the last, and named
from a heathen temple, some traces of which still exist on
the cliiF a])ovc it ; no bones were found in this, from its

having no opening at the period alluded to ; but it is much
visited on account of the beauty and variety of its stalac-
tite.*, and the whole lloor is covered to a considerable thick-
ness with stalagmite ; it is divided in its length by rocky
projections, which separate the compartments or chambers.

over which the visiters are obliged to climb by means of

ladders.

Round the city of Muggcndorf, in Franconia, there are
a variety of caves of similar nature and contents, which
testify that the limestone table-land, in valleys and water-
courses of which they occur, was, for centuries, the field

over which thousands of gigantic bears and other wild
beasts ranged unsubdued by man before the period of the
deluge.

Of these, Forster's Hohle Professor Buckland states to

be the most remarkable he had ever seen, for the beauty of
its roof and the perfection of its stalagmite*. Its height
varies from ten to thirty feet, and its greatest width is about
ten yards ; in the side vaults, or recesses, which descend, at

an angle of about forty-five degrees, into the main cham
her, the stalagmite has formed the appearance of cascades

of pure alabaster, waves of which seem to be rushing out
at the bottom, to pour themselves into the stagnant lake of

the same substaVice, which forms the floor ; the rocky roof

has been corroded into deep cavities, separated by partitions

of every conceivable form and thinness, giving it the ap-

pearance of a richly-fretted Gothic roof of a chapel, with
pendent corbels, while beautiful stalactites, depending from
these projections and reaching almost down to the tloor,

contribute by their delicacy to give additional richness to

this effect.

Section of the Germv Cavern of Gaii.enreuth.

Another of these caves is called Zahnloch, or the " Hole
of Teeth," from the abundance of fossil teeth that have
been taken from it. This is situated on the side of a hill,

at a considerable height ; and, its entrance being visible

iVom a distance, it has been known from a very early period.

The principal cham])er is sixty feet in length, and from
twenty to forty in breadth, but so low, that there are few
places in which a person can stand upright. On one side

there is a second cavern, much loftier ; in the middle of

which is a large insulated block of stone, polished over its

surface, as is conjectured, by the gambols of the bears which
inhabited the cave ; this animal being accustomed to climb
up any thing in its place of abode, as may be noticed of

those in the Zoological Gardens.
The next of these German caverns we shall notice is that

of Gailenreuth, which is the most remarkable of all

for the quantity and high state of preservation of the bones
found in it. We have given a section of this cave, copied
from Professor Buckland's work, which will afford our
readers a good idea of the structure and contents of these
wonderful places, with the manner in which the diluvial
deposits have been covered over with stalagmite.
The last that our limits admit of our mentioning is that

of Kiihl-loch. This, which, in size and proportions, is

neariy etjual to a large church, contains on its lloor, and
coverinjif this to a depth of six feet, hundreds of cart-loads
of black animal dust, mixed with teeth, principally pro-

* No hones were found in it, except a few of dogs and other mo-
dern animals, wluch were placed in it bythe present guides for
ornament ! They thouglit naturalists came for bones, and did not
wish that they should be disappointed.

ceeding from mouldered bones. It has been calculated,

by Professor Buckland, that this must be the remains of

at least 2500 bears ; which, allowing a mortality of 2^ per
annum, must have been the inhabitants of the place for

about ] 000 years ; and it is probable that this was the spot

to which these animals, on feehng the approach of death,

retired from the persecution of their turbulent companions,
to end their existence in solitude and silence, as is the
well-known custom with most creatures.

Mass of Fossil Bones of Elephant, Rhmoceres, Horse, Ox,
and Stag.
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It may be mentioned, m conclusion, that caves and fis-

sures analof^ous to those we have described, and containing
antediluvian bones, have been found in France, Spain,
Italy, Dalmatia, Croatia, Carniola, Styria, Austria, Hun-
gary, and Poland, as well as England and Germany

1h the Carpathian Mountains, caverns are very numerous.
Two of these, Drachcnhohle and Sziliacz, excite the admi-
ration of common observers, from the circumstance of their
having a large quantity of ice formed in them during sum-
mer, which melts at the approach of winter ; but, to those
conversant with the laws governing the relative tempera-
ture of the surface and interior of the earth, this pheno-
menon presents nothing remarkable.

Another grotto, situated on the left of the Danulje, a
little above the village of Ogradina, is celebrated for the
defence which an Austrian general, Veterani, made with
a few followers, against the Turks, in 1694. This cavern,
which is spacious enough to contain 1000 men, is inacces-
sible, except by a narrow entrance, four feet high and two
broad, and this is secured by an iron gate, and, from em-
brasures cut in the rock, it has the command of the naviga-
tion of the Danube. There is something very painful in
thus beholding the peaceful and beautiful works of nature
made subservient to the bad passions of mankind.
The province of Carniola is especially celebrated for the

numerous and vast caverns it contains ;' the principal dis-
trict of these is what is called the Pear-tree Wood, one of
the most considerable forests in Germany. Some of these
caverns are said to be upwards of four miles in length, and
in some instances they rise one above another in tiers, each-
being from twelve to twenty feet high, and lined with a
great variety of stalactites. The most noted of them are,
the Magdalen Grotto, near Adelsberg ; that of Lueg, St.

Servio, near Trieste ; and the Grotto of Corgnale ; but the
most remarkable, with regard to the singular phenomenon
they cause, are those near the Lake Zirknitz.

There are two openings in an adjacent rock, which carry
off the superabundant water of the lake whenever it rises

above the height of the base of them ; but, what is more
singular, there are, at the bottom of the basin, several holes,
through which the whole body of water suddenly disap-
pears. When this event is about to happen, the waters
rush to these apertures, and in about twenty days the whole
spot is laid dry : no sooner does this take place, than
the rich soil is cultivated, an abundant vegetation soon
covers the spot, and in three months a harvest of hay and
millet is gathered, and game is pursued in places where,
shortly before, fish swam in their native element. Thei-e
is no precise time for these disappearances of this body of
water: it has been known to occur and to be restored thrice
in a twelvemonth ; when it does happen, however, the wa-
ters constantly return in about four months, and flow with
violence back again through the same apertures by which
they retreated ; and the basin is refilled again in 'twenty-
four hours.—Superstition and ignorance have attributed
this singular occurrence to supernatural agency, and it is

regarded as a source of terror, though productive of benefit
to the inhabitants. The real cause, however, is simply the
connexion, by means of the apertures at the bottom, with
vast hollows in the adjoining mountains, which are usually
filled with snow or water from other sources ; when this is',

from any cause, diminished, the waters of the lake rush in
to supply the deficiency ; and when, on the other hand,
they become again full, the water is forced back into its

former basin.

CAVES IN THE WESTERN ISLES OF
SCOTLAND.

The island of Staffa, one of the western isles of Scotland,
is celebrated for a natural cave of singular beauty. This
was first visited by the late Sir Joseph Banks, who gave
it the name of Fingal's Cave, from some information
he obtained of his guide ; but it is known in the country
by the Gaelic name of Uaimh-binn, the " Cave of Music,"
probably from the echo of the waves which wash into
it. The steep cliffs of the island are almost every where
composed of a peculiar species of rock, resembling angu-
lar columns, known by the scientific name of basaltic.
At the highest part of the coast this cliff is 112 feet
above higli-water mark, and on the southern side, where
the cave is situated, these columns are about two feet in
diameter ; though each column is seldom, if ever, straight,
yet the whole, in a mass, presents to the eye an appear-

ance of regularity, almost architectural, which, though com-
monly exaggerated in drawings, is yet sufficiently striking
to give the very peculiar character to this far-famed
curiosity.

At the eastern end, then, of a cliff of these columns, the
traveller discovers a cave, the sides of which are comjionod
of them, supporting an irregular arch of rock, and pene-
trating under the surface of the island to a depth of 227
feet : the width, at the entrance, is forty-two feet, the height
of the pillars on the left, or western side, is thirty-six feet,

while on the other they are only eighteen, owing to a cause-
way, formed of portions of the columns, running out into

the sea at that part, which diminishes the altitude of the
columns supporting the arch on that side. The height of
the arched roof diminishes as he advances into the recess
from sixty -si V feet, which is the distance from the surface
of the water to the top at the mouth, to a height of fifty,

varying to forty-four. The vaulted ceiling presents a sin
gularly rich aiid varied effect, being, in some places, com
posed of the ends of portions of basaltic pillars, resembling
a marble pavement, and in others of the rough surface of
the naked rock, while, in some places, stalactites mingled
with the pillars in the recesses, add, by the contrast of their

colours, to the pictorial effect, which is still further enhanced
by the varying reflected light thrown from the surface of
the water, which always fills the bottom of the cave ; this

is nine feet deep at low water, and admits of persons reach
ing the end in a boat, in tolerably calm weather ; but when
the boisterous gales of that northern clime blow into the
cavern, the agitated waves dashing and breaking among
the rocky sides, their roar, echoed Mith increased power
from the roof, present to the eye and ear such a scene of
grandeur as bids defiance to any description. The short
columns, which form the natural causeway before mentioned,
continue within the cave on each side, and form a broken and
irregular path, which allows a skilful and fearless climber
to reach the extremity on the eastern side on foot ; but it is

a task of danger at all times, and impossible at high tide,

or in rough weather.
We cannot close this account better, than by quoting a

passage on this subject from Dr. Macculloch's " Description
of the Western Isles of Scotland," in which is contained
not only the most accurate account of this beautiful scene,
in a scientific point of view, but the most pictorial that a
man of taste and feeling can give.

" If too much admiration has been lavished on it by
some, and if in consequence more recent visitors have left

it with disappointment, it must be recollected that all de
scriptions are but pictures of the feelings of the narrator ; it

is, moreover, as unreasonable to expect that the same objects
should produce corresponding effects on all minds, on the
enlightened and on the vulgar, as that every individual
should alike be sensible of the merits of Phidias and
Raphael, of Sophocles and of Shakspeare. But if this
cave were even destitute of that order and symmetry, that
richness arising from multiplicity of parts, combined with
greatness of dimension, and simplicity of st)le which it

possesses ; still the prolonged length, the twilight gloom
half concealing the playful and varying effects of reflected
light, the echo of the measured surge as it rises and falls,

the transparent green of the water, and the prof)und and
fairy solitude of the whole scene, could not fail strongly to
impress a mind gifted with any sense of beauty in art or in
nature, and it will be compelled to own, it is not without
cause that celebrity has been conferred on the "Cave of
Fingal."

Besides the cave just described, StafTii contains eleven
others ; two of which would have commanded the foremost
rank among natural curiosities," if they had not been
eclipsed by that of Fingal. The westernmost of these,
which are also situated in the southern clifl" of the island,
is called, Mac Kinnon's cave, or sometimes Cormoraiit's
cave ; it is more accessible by a boat than that of Fingal,
not only from its greater breadth, butbccau;;e the entrance
is free from the rocks which narrow the channel and cause
the sea to break into the former ; the mouth is about fifty

feet in height at quarter ebb tide, and forty-citjht broaa,
presenting a square opening ; its length or depth is two
hundred and twenty-four feet, and it is of nearly the same
dimensions throughout, except at the farthest end, where
the roof and walls approach a little, and a pebbly beach is

formed ; the walls and ceiling, with slight exceptions, are
even and smooth ; it not being firmed in a mass of basaltic
columns and therefore being destitute of the varied eflects of
its more justly celebrated rival.
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The intermediate cave, called Boat cave from its being
accessable only by water, thouf^h i.oniparatively insjf^nifieant

in size, is strikini^ly beautiful from the j^reater symmetry of

arrangement of the columnar cliff in which it is situated, it

is fifteen feet high, and twelve broad, and about one hundred
and fifty feet in depth. Its interior is plain and uninterest-

:"ing, resembling a gallei7 in a mine.

The island of Egg, another of the same group, on the

west coast of Scotland, contains a cave at the south-eastern

side, of considerable size, but possesing a more horrible

celebrity from its having been the scene of a barbarous

massacre of the inhabitants, belonging to the clan Macdo-
nald, by the Macleods, the unburied bones of the victims

still are strewed over the tloor ; and in the inmost recesses

are found those of the last victims, who gradually retreated

there to escape from the suffocating smoke and heat of the

fires kindled at the mouth by their blood-thirsty murderers,

and to which they at last fell a prey ; when the desperate

exertions by which these victims could alone attain these

final places of retreat are recalled to mind, some idea may
be formed of the dreadful agony they must haA e previously

endured, when, finding themselves cut off fi-om all possi-

bility of escape, they resigned themselves to their fate,

and awaited a slow and lingering death. These dark
scenes in history ought to convey a lesson to those who,
from a blind peiTei'sity of intellect, regard those ages as the

period of heroism and grandeur of the human race, and
deplore the progress of civilization and refinement

!

In many of the other islands in this quarter, are found
caves of different sizes and forms ; but they are not inter-

esting either for their physical stnicture ar d appearance, or

for any traditions attached to them.

In some caverns, especially those in volcanic countries,

deleterious vapour and gases escape from apertures, which
render them dangerous. The most celebrated of these is

the Grotta del Caxe, near Pozzuoli, four leagues from
Naples; it is a small cave, about twelve feet long, six

broad, and eight high, from the floor of which carbonic acid
gas, a species of air, well known, and fatal to life, is con-
stantly arising. This, however, from its being heavier
than the common air of the atmosphere, only lies at the
bottom of the cave, like a pool of water, so that no bad
effects are felt fi"om it by any person or animal tall enough
to have their mouth above the surface of the fluid ; but,

when a dog is forced in he speedily becomes inanimate, and
if kept long enough, would die ; if, however, he is brought
out again in time, he recovers ; hence is derived the name
of the place, which signifies the "Grotto of the Dog."
Tliis cruel experiment is made with some animals kept for

the purpose, for a small remuneration, at the desire of those
travellers who possess more curiosity than humanity, and
more money than wit.

The Grotta dei Serpi is another small cavern, of a
similar description, eight miles from Braccano in Italy.

The hissing noise made by the air in escaping from the nu-
merous apertures in the rock, gave rise to an absurd belief
that serpents issued from them, and lepers and other per-
sons suffering from cutaneous complaints, finding the warm
air beneficial to them, asserted that tliev were "licked
whole again by these reptiles."

THE GROTTO OF ANTIPAROS.
Antiparos, a small island in the Archipelago, about six-

teen miles in circumference, and about a mile east of
Pares ; is celebrated for a remarkable cavern, of great
extent and beauty : it is supposed to have been known
from a remote period of antiquity, there being two inscrip-
tions on natural pillars near the entrance, bearing the names
of several persons celebrated in Grecian history ; and,
there exists a tradition among the inhabitants of the island,
that Antipater and others, who conspired against Alexander
the Great, took refuge there from pursuit, on the fnistra-
tion of their designs. However this may be, either all

knowledge of the interior was lost, or terror prevented any
body from again exploring it, till Magni, an Itahan in the
seventeenth century, entered it ; after him, it was visited
by Tournefort and others, who have given more exact
accounts of its stracture, and removed the fabulous and
exaggerated tales related of its splendour and magnifi-
cence, as well as of the dangers of visiting it.

The entrance is by a lov/ arch, about thirty feet wide,
which presents itself in the face of a cliff, this is divided
into separate parts, by the pillars above alluded to, to one

of which a rope is fixed, to assist the curious in descending
and returning from the grotto. A series of descents of
different degrees of declivity and length, separated by
level landing places, as it were, conducts the traveller about
half way down, when a long and gentle descent, rendered
very shppery by the moisture which is constantly exuding
from the rocks, renders it necessary to him to avail himself
of the assistance of the rope, or to descend by means of a
ladder. On turning a rock at the bottom of "this passage,
which seems to close the entrance, he finds himself in a
vast hall, the magnitude of which cannot be perceived by
the faint light of the torches borne by the guides, rendered
still more obscure by the humid exhalations which fill the
space. The sides and roof are covered with immense
incrustations of calcareous matter, which form either
stalactites, depending from above, or irregular pillars rising
from the floor, and several perfect columns reaching from
this to the ceiling have been formed, and are still in the
process of formation, by the union of the stalactite from
above with the stalagmite below. All these being composed
of matter slowly deposited, have assumed the most fantastic

shapes, while the pm-e white and glittering spar beautifully
catches and reflects the light of the torches, in a manner
which causes all astonishment to cease at the romantic tales

told of the place, of lanes of diamonds and ruby walls, the
real truth, when deprived of all exaggeration, is, however,
quite sufficient to excite admiration and awe. Some of
these concretions form a kind of thin curtain, which is

transparent when torches are placed behind it. The forms
of all the depositions being governed by that of the fissures

in the rock, from whence the matter exudes ; and thus,
when these are long and narrow, a thin veil as it were, is

deposited.

In the middle of the great hall, as it is called, there is

a remarkably large and fine stalagmite, more than twenty
feet in diameter, and four and twenty high, this is termed
the altar, from the circumstance of the Marquis de Nointel,
Ambassador from Louis XIV. to the Sultan, having caused
a high mass to be celebrated in the Grotto in 1673. The
ceremony was attended by 500 persons, and the' place was
illuminated by 100 large wax torches, and 400 lamps,
burned in it day and night, for the three days of the
Christmas festival. This event the Marquis caused to be
recorded in an inscription cut" on the base of the altar.

That the sight of such a natural temple, should excite a
'

feeling of grateful devotion to the Author of all good, is

natural to every thinking right-minded being, who may
visit the place ; but a simple prayer, suggested by a purer
faith, we conceive, would be a more acceptable offering to

be made in it, than the ostentatious ceremony of the French
nobleman.
The length of the grotto, from the entrance to the fur-

ther end" of the part as yet \'isited, is about 1000 feet ; the

breadth of the hall is 300, and the floor of the lowest part

is about 254 feet below the surface of the earth, but the

whole extent of the cavern is fai* from being known, many
recesses not having been explored.

As examples of other grottoes or caverns celebrated for

the beauty of their stalactites, but which do not require, for

causes already given, any detailed description, we may
mention, that of Arcy sur Eure, near to Vermanton,
which is of considerable extent ; and the Grot-to of
Balme, between Grenoble and Lyons, through which a tor-

rent runs, which is said to have a subterraneous course of

two kilometres in length.

Baron Humboldt, in his Personal Narrative, gives an
account of a remarkably interesting cavern, in the province

of New Andalusia, about three short leagues from the con-

vent of Caripe, and called the cavern of the Guacharo.
A naiTOw path led the travellers across a fine verdant

plain, when they turned westward, and were guided by a

small river, which issues from the mouth of the cave.

During three-quarters of an hour, they continued to ascend,

sometimes walking in the water, and sometimes between

the torrent and a wall of rocks, by a path rendered slip-

pery and fatiguing by masses of earth and trunks of fallen

trees, which they had to sui-mount. On a sudden turn of

the road, which winds like the stream, they found them
selves before the immense opening of the grotto. Baron
Humboldt states that the aspect of the place was majestic,

even to an eye accustomed to the picturesque scenery of

the Alps ; he had visited the Peak Cavern, in Derbyshire,

and wag acquainted with the different caves of Franconia^
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the Harz and Carpathian mountains, and the uniformity

generally observable in all these, led him to expect a

scene of a similar character in that which he was about to

visit ; but the reality far exceeded his expectations ; for, if

the structure of the cave, and the variety and beauty of

the stalactites resembled those he had elsewhere witnessed,

the majesty of equinoctial vegetation gave an individual

character and indescribable superiority to the entrance of

the Cavern of the Guacharo.
The entrance is a vaulted arch, eighty feet broad and

seventy-two feet high ; the steep rock that surmounts this

opening is covered \vith gigantic trees, mixed with creep-

ing and climbing plants and shrubs, brilhant with blossoms

of the richest colours, and the most varied forms*. These
form natural festoons, which hang before the mouth of the

cave, and are gently agitated by the passing currents of

air. What a contrast between such a scene and the gloomy
entrances to the caverns of northern climes, crowned with

oaks and sombre larches ! But this luxuriant vegetation

was not alone confined to the exterior ; the traveller, on
following the banks of this subterranean stream into the

grotto, beheld them with astonishment, adorned for thirty

or forty yards with the Praga palm-tree, plaintain-leaved

heliconias, eighteen feet high, and arums that resembled
trees in their size !

It was not found necessary to light their torches till they
had reached the distance of 430 feet, owing to the continuous

direction of the cavern, which allows the light of day to

penetrate thus far ; and when this began to fail, the hoarse

cries of the nocturnal birds, whence the place derives its name
and celebrity, began to bo audible from ' a distance. The
Guacharo is about the size of a common fowl, and resem-
bles in form the vulture tribe, with a beak surrounded by
StiiF hairs ; its plumage is of a dark blueish gray, mixed
with small streaks of black ; white large heart-shaped

spots, bordered with black, mark the head, wings, and tail

;

it is strictly a nocturnal bird, and is almost the only one
>vhich does not prey on animals, its food being fruits. The
ghrill, discordant noise made by thousands of these birds,

brought from the inmost recesses of the cave, and rever-

berated from the arched roofs, form a clamour of which it

is impossible to form an idea. Their Indian guides, by
fixing torches to the ends of long poles, showed the tra-

vellers the nests of the bird, which were constructed in

funnel-shaped holes, with which the roof of the grotto was
pierced in all directions, and generally at about sixty feet

above their heads.

Tliere is an annual destruction of these birds by the

Indians, who obtain from their young an oil much used in

that country. They bring down the nests by means of long
poles, and many thousands of the old birds are killed while
endeavouring to defend their helpless progeny ; they keep
hovering over the heads of their enemies uttering the most
discordant cries. The young that fall with the nests are

immediately opened, and a thick layer of fat that is found
in their intestines is melted down in pots of clay, and is

known by the name of guacharo butter (Manteca or Aceite)
it IS half liquid, transparent, without smell, and may be
kept a year without becoming rancid, and, according to the
Baron who ate it at the convent, where no other oil is used,

it imparts no disagreeable taste or smell to the food dressed
with it. The habits of the bird, excluded from daylight,

using little exercise, and feeding on vegetable food, accoiuit

for the production of this quantity of fat in a manner ana-
logous to that in which geese and oxen are known to

become large by similnr modes of treatment; the quantity
of this oil obtained, bears but a small proportion to the
carnage thus made annually by the hunters ; they do not

obtain more than 1.50 or IGO bottles, of about sixty cubic
inches each, of pure manteca; the rest, which is less trans-

parent, is kept in earthen vessels.

There are two causes why this destruction of the birds at

the oil-harvest, as it is termed, have not extirpated the
race ; one is, that the Indians are prevented by supersti-

tion from penetrating very far into the interior of the cavern,
and the other, that neighbouring caverns, too small to be
penetrated by man, afford a place of security to them to

breed and multiply in ; at least it appears that no per-
ceptible diminution of their numbers has been observed.

• For the sake of our botanical readers, we may state, that among
these the Baron enumerates a Dendrobium (family Orchideje), with
golden flowers, spotted with black, and three inches long! A
Bignonia, with a violet blossom ; a purple Dolichos, and a magnifi-
cent Solandra, the deep orange flower of which has a fleshy tube,
four inches long.

The travellers in continuing to explore the cave, followed

the banks of the stream which issues from it, and is from
twenty to thirty feet wide ; they pursued this course as far

as the hills formed of the calcareous depositions admitted.
When the torrent wound among high masses of stalactites,

they were often obliged to descend into the bed of the

stream, which is only about two feet in depth ; on its banks
they obser\ed great quantities of palm-tree wood, the re

mains of trunks the Indians made use of to climb to the
nests which they could not otherwise get down.

Still pursuing the course of the river, the cavern pre-
serving the same width and height to the distance of 1458
feet from the mouth ; the travellers, on turning round, were
struck with the singularly beautiful appearance which a
hill, covered with the richest vegetation, immediately
fronting the entrance of the grotto, presented ; this, bril-

liantly illuminated by the suns rays, and seen through the
vista of the dark cave, formed a striking contrast to the
surrounding obscurity; while the large stalactites depending
from the roof were relieved against the luminous back-
ground of verdure. After surmounting, with some difficulty,

an abrupt rise in the ground where the stream forms a
small cascade, they found that the cave diminished in

height to forty feet, but retained its original direction :

here a blackish mould was found, either brought by the
rivulet, or washed down from the roof by the rain-water
which penetrates the crevices of the rock ; and in this, to

the delight of the travellers, they found seeds growing,
which had been brought thus far into the cave by the birds,

but so altered by the deprivation of light, that they could
not even recognise the species of plant thus produced under
such unfavourable circumstances It was found impossible to

persuade the Indian guides to advance further ; the cries of
the birds, rendered still more horrible by the contraction of
the cave, had such an effect on their minds, that they abso-
lutely refused to proceed ; and to the regret of Humboldt
and his friend, they were compelled to retrace their stops.

In the district of Lasco, in Mexico, between the villages
of Chamacasapa and Tchnicotepee, there is a suite of
caverns in limestone mountains, through which also sub-
terranean rivers pass.

The peculiar liability of limestone rocks to be perforated
with caverns and fissures, causes frequent examples of the
rivers and streams traversing countries where they abound,
to be suddenly ingulfed and afterwards to reappear.
Besides the examples just given, and the mention made of
one in Okey Hole in another part of this paper, we may
cite in our own country the Manifold, which passes beneath
the limestone hills about three miles south-west of Ecton-
mine in Staffordshire, and after a passage through caverns
four miles in length, reappears near Ham. The Hamps
river breaks out from the ground near the same place

;

the Ribble, the Greta, and several others, arc also subter-
ranean streams.

We have thus endeavoured to give our readers an ac-
count of a few of the principal features that render these
natural excavations interesting. In a subsequent Number
we shall perhaps renew the subject of Caverns, with a
description of some of the most celebrated artificial caves,
cut in rocks, for the purposes of religion, interment, habi-
tation, concealment, &c.
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• THE MICROSCOPE.
No. I.

The invention of the Microscope disclosed to the

eye of the philosopher, the naturalist, and the curious

inquirer into the wonders of the creation, a new
world of minute animals, the existence of which
was until that time unknown. By the power of this

instrument, it was discovered that every drop of im-
pure water contained thousands of living creatures,

some of which, although invisible to the naked eye,

yet bore the same proportion to others, still more
minute, that the gigantic whale does to the smallest

inhabitant of the deep.

In the infancy of the knowledge acquired by this

instrmnent, the rapid and apparently hostile move-
ments of the larger kind of these creattires among
their smaller companions, induced a belief that they

devoured each other j but later observations have
rendered it nearly certain that they exist entirely on
vegetable food.

In addition to this demonstration of the immensity
in number of the animal kingdom, the structure of

vegetables, and the hitherto invisible parts of human
and comparative anatomy were made clear to the eye,

and the theories of philosophers were in some cases

established, and in others proved to be without
foundation. In this manner this most curious in-

strument was productive of effects as useful as they
were interesting. The corallines and sponges had
long been considei-ed as belonging either to the ve-

getable or mineral kingdom, but by means of the

microscope, their little architects were at last dis-

covered, and their minute cells proved to be the habi-

tations of living creatures ; and the great theory of ^

the circulation of the blood was made as palpable to

the eye, as the most simple visible truth.

In directing the attention of the observer to the

different objects in nature or art, which are most
worthy of notice, or inost ciu-ious in their structure,

we shall point out, in the first instance, such as occur
in- what has hitherto been considered the lowest

state of animated natiure,—the infusoriae, or animal-

culae (very small animals), which, as already noticed,

are found in stagnant waters, both fresh and salt,

but more particularly in stale vegetable infusions.

The smallest creature yet discovered, is the monad,
monas terrno, so called from monas, unity, and tcrma,

an end; since it has been supposed to be the end, or
lowest limit, of animal life. The group of small
figures like grains of sand to the right of the top of
the circle, represents several species of this genus

;

the form of the whole is that of half-transparent

globules of different sizes. -At first sight, they seem
to be without the least appearance of mouth, or any
trace of organization whatever 3 but the recent disco-

veries of Professor Ehrenberg, of Berhn, have proved
that we have no right to conclude organization does
not exist, merely because our limited powers of sight

are incapable of perceiving it ; for even this, the
smallest of the infusory animals, which all natu-
ralists had hitherto considered to be a perfectly

simple body, nourished entirely by absorption, has
been proved, by the patient experiments of Dr.
Ehrenberg, to be at least in possession of four dis-

tinct stomachs.

Tlie method employed to discover the vessels in

these curious creatures, is extremely ingenious and
simple ; it consists in nothing more than supplying
them with vegetable colouring-matter for food. After
many experiments, it was found that indigo, car-

mine, and sap green, answered the purpose better

than any other substance.

The method of applying it is this:—a drop of^^

water containing the animalculae, being placed, upon
the slip of glass usually employed when examining

these objects, a small quantity of a solution of the

colom-ing-matter is added to it, by means of a camel-

hair pencil. Another drop of clear water is then placed

near the first, and this last drop is brought under the

microscope ; so that, by drawing a fine jjoint from one

to the other, some of the animalcul<e from the coloured

drop will escape into the clear water, and their sto-

machs and alimentary canal being filled with the

coloured liquid, will be thus rendered perfectly visible.

In employing these coloured liquids, it is absolutely

necessary they should be perfectly i)\xre and unadul-

terated 3* the least mixture of metallic substances will

either kill the animalculae, or, at least, cause the

colouring- matter to be rejected.

The volvox, or wJiirler, on the same side of the

circle, but lower dowTi, is larger than the monad;
and one species, volvox globator, is of sufficient size

to be visible to the naked eye. The curious move-
ment of these creatures is sure to attract the atten-

tion of the observer; they are almost constantly

rolling round, with a greater or less degree of swift-

ness, as if turning upon an axis.

The genus vibrion, so called from the vibrating, or

wavy motion of all its species, which differ extremely

in form, as may be seen by referring to the figures

at the top of the circle, is very interesting j one

species appearing like groups of animals attached to

each other, and assuming various arrangements.

The Proteus, or changeable animalcula, is con-

tinually altering its shape in the most curious man-
ner; the figures in the engraving, on the left, near

the top, will explain, much better than any description,

the different forms the same individual can assume.

The creatiires we have already described, are, in

proportion to their size, of considerable thickness or

plumpness of figure ; the next in order are compara-

tively flattened, or else cupped, or somewhat like a

shallow bag ;. and some are furnished with appendages

like tails, or partially covered with the appearance of

hair*.

We now come to a higher class in the scale of ani-

mation, the Polypi, many feet, so named from the

number of cirri, or feelers, which surround their

mouths, and are figuratively termed feet ; some are

fixed to solid substances, and others are perfectly free in

their movements. An instance of the former is shown
on the right hand at the bottom of the circle ; it is

called Vorticella sentu, and the engraving beneath

the circle is a greatly-magnified representation of the

internal arrangement of its organs of life, as shown
by Dr. Ehrenberg.

The Rotifer, or Wheel-insect, on the right hand in

the circle, belongs to this class, and is extremely

curious and puzzhng in its construction ; when in

motion, it seems to be impelled by means of two

wheels, one on each side of the front part of the

body ; these wheels appear as if they tiuned upon an

axis, but if this were really the case, it would imply

their complete want of connexion with the body of the

animal, a thing utterly impossible. The truth seems

to be that the minute feelers, with which the felloes

of these dehcate wheels are fimiished, are moved with

so much rapidity as to deceive the eye, and prevent

the true motion from being perceived.

Tlie slender worm-shaped figures on the left of the

engraving, are called Microscopic Eels, and are readily

found in soiu" paste or stale vinegar j they appear to

be more perfectly organized than any of the other

objects represented.

It is not to be expected that the whole of the

• See the lower part of the circle.
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creatures represented in the circle are to be found in

one drop of water, or even at one season of tlie year, or

in the same country ; it is only by constant attention

to the subject that the observer can be expected to

meet with the greater number of the forms represented

above. The readiest mode of obtaining them is by
placing in a number of open-mouthed phials, half

filled with water, bits of straw, peppermint, dead

leaves, and other vegetable substances, and after a

few days, if the weather is mild, or the room in which

they are placed tolerably warm, a drop taken from

any of them, and placed under the microscope, will

exhibit some of these curious creatures ; and, in

general, the longer the infusions are kept, the more
numerous the animalculae wUl be ; stagnant puddles

in leaden gutters are the most likely places to meet
with the wheel insects, especially in warm w^eather.

As, when speaking of any object, allusion is fre-

quently made to the number of times it is magnified,

it will be well always to bear in mind the meaning
of this expression. When any thing is said to be

magnified nine times, that is, so as to appear nine

times its real size, it is not to be supposed that the

object will appear nine times the length, and nine

times the width, for that would be eighty-one times

its natural sizej but three times its length, and three

times its width j this may be illustrated by the

annexed diagram.

The square a is the original size of

the object which is magnified to three

times its length, and as much in width

;

but, by inspecting the diagram, it will

be clear that the representation is nine

times the natural size. The same rule,

of course, applies to every other proportion.

To discover how much an object is magnified, we
have to divide the number of inches at which it can

be seen most clearly by the naked eye (which is on
the average eight) , by the distance at which the image
is perfect under the magnifjang glass ; so that if the

distance at which we are obliged to hold the glass

from the object is one inch, it is magnified eight times

in length, and eight times in height, or actually

sixty-four times. If the distance is half an inch,

its appearance will be twice that size, and so on.

The above calculation only holds good when single

lenses or glasses are employed : to calculate with

exactness the magnifying power of a compound
microscope, is not quite so simple an operation, and
it is necessary to know the foci of the difiPerent lenses

of which the instrument is composed.
A method, however, which approaches nearly to

the truth, may be very easily put in practice ; it is

as follows. When observing the magnified appear-

ance of the object through the microscope with one
eye, let the other, instead of being closed, be directed

to a common rule, marked with inches, and held at

such a distance as to be clearly visible, that, is, about
eight inches ; then, by comparing the enlarged appear-

ance seen by one eye, with the inches as seen at the

same time on the rule by the other, the power of the

instrument may at once be seen, if the real size of

the object is knowTi. Thus, if its length is one
quarter of an inch, and it appears, when seen
through the glass, to be equal to two inches, as seen
on the rule by the naked eye, it is clear that it is

magnified eight times in length, or sixty-four times
in magnitude.

He that smarts for speaking truth hath a plaster in his
own conscience. Fuller.

Wk are not disarmed by being disincumbered of our pas-

sions. Burke.

HOW HE MUST LIVE THAT
LIVES WELL.

He who neglects his duty to himself, his neighbour,
or his God, fails in something that should make life

commendable. For ourselves, we need order ; for
our neighbour, charity j and for our God, our reve-
rence and humility ; and these are so linked one to
another, that he who lives orderly cannot but be
acceptable, both to God and his fellow-creatures.

Nothing jars the world's harmony like men who
break their ranks. One turbulent spirit will disturb

even the calmest kingdom. We may see the beauty
of order in nothing more than in some princely pro-
cession 5 and though, indeed, the circumstances and
ceremonies belonging to state are not intrinsically

necessary to government, yet, by a secret work-
ing in the minds of men, they add a reverence to it.

Did every man keep his own life as he ought, what
a state of concord would a world, a kingdom, a city,

a family be ? But, being so infinitely disjointed, it is

necessary that some should afford their help, and be
charitable. If none were to repair the breaches, how
soon would all lie levelled in demolishments ? Love is

so excellent, that, though it be but to one's self alone,

yet others partake and find the benefit. Without
charity a man cannot be sociable, and take away that,

and there is little else that a man has to do in the

world. How pleasant can good company make his

life beneath ! Certainly, if there be any thing sweet

in mere humanity, it is in the intercourses of beloved

society, when every one shall be each other's coun-
sellor, each other's friend, and mine, and solace :

and such a life as this I take to be the most pleasing

to God, as well as to man. But yet this cannot be
truly pleasing, unless a man be careful to give to

God the honour that he owes him.

When a man shall do these things, and perform his

duty to his Maker, he shall find a peace within, which
shall fit him for whatsoever befalls. He shall not fear

himself, for he knows his course is order. He shall

not fear the world, for he knows he has done nothing
to injure it. He shall not be afraid of heaven, for he
knows he there shall find the favour of a servant, of

a son, and be protected against the malice and spleen

of Satan. Let me live thus, and I care not though
the world should mock at my innocence.

Feltham's Resolves.

St. Jerome relates that " the blessed Apostle John,
living at Ephesus to extreme old age, was with difficulty

carried to church in the arms of the disciples, and being
unable to make along discourse, every time they assembled,

was wont to say nothing but this, ' Little children, love one
another.' At length, the disciples and brethren who at-

tended, tired of hearing so often the same thing, said, ' Sir,

why do you always say this ?' Who then made this

answer, worthy of himself, 'Because it is the Lords
command ; and if that alone be done, it is sufficient."

Dr. Lardner.

Friendship is not inconsistent with the spirit ard princi

pies of the Gospel. It is not indeed the subject ol an in

junction, as if the formation of particular attachments were
a duty to be practised : but it as certainly is not forbidden,

as if it were a vice or a weakness to be avoided. In several

passages of our Lord's teaching, the existence of friend-

ship, and the natural disposition of the heart of man towards

it, are recognised plainly and with complacency : and the

example of his conduct, in admitting St. John to a special

share of his intimacy and regard, is a proof that friendship

needs not to be discouraged. Charity for all men, brotherly

love for all our brethi-cn in Christ, is unquestionably pre

scribed to us : but such regard and good-will for all is not

incompatible with a higher degree o.f affection for some.
And surely if amongst the twelve, whom our Lord selected

for his constant companions, there was one peculiarly

distinguished as " the disciple whom he loved," we need not
scruple to love some more than others. Bishop Mant.

43—2
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NEWGATE.
The annexed engraving is a representation of one of

the principal entrances into London when it was a

city hegirt with walls, and is not only interesting as

a picturesque view of an old portal of the city, but
from its having been the principal prison of London,
from the reign of Henry the Second to the beginning

of the reign of George the Third.

The account given by Stowe, in his Chronicles of
London, of the cause of the erection of this New-gate,

—a name that the prison retains at the present time,

—

is so circumstantial and curious, that we cannot state

the origin of this structure better than in his own
words.

" This Gate was first erected about the reign of

Henry the First, or of King Stephen, upon this occa-

sion : the cathedral church of St. Paul being burnt

about the year 1086, in the reign of William the

Conqueror, Mauritius, then Bishop of London, re-

paired not the old church, as some have supposed,

but began the foundation of a new work, such as

men then judged would never have been performed,

it was so wonderful for height, length, and breadth
;

as also in respect it was raised upon arches or vaults,

—a kind of workmanship brought in by the Nor-

mans, and never known to the artificers of this land

before that time. After INIauritius, Richard Beau-

more did wonderfully advance the work of the said

church, purchasing the large streets and lanes round

about, wherein were wont to dwell many lay peoj^le.

which ground he began to compass about with a

strong wall of stone and gates.

By means of this increase of the church territory,

the high and large street stretching from Aldgate, in

the east, to Ludgate, in the west, wjis in this place

so crossed and stopped up, that the carriages through
the city westward were forced to pass without the

said church-yard wall, on the north side through
Paternoster-row, and then south, down Ave Maria-
lane, and again west, through Bowyer-row, to Lud-
gate ; which passage, by reason of so often turning,

was very cumbersome and dangerous to man and
beast.

" For remedy whereof a New Gate was made, and
so called, by which men and cattle, with all manner
of carriages, might pass more directly from Aldgate,

through West Cheap, by St. Paul's, and from thence

to any part westward over Holborne-bridge, and
through Iseldon to any part north and west."

This structure not only served as a portal to the

city, but, like the other gates, the apartments above
and on each side of it were used as places of con-

finement ; and, as the New Gate was particularly

strong and secure, criminals of the highest order

were confined within its walls. Henry the Third, in

the year 1218, issued an order to the sheriffs of Lon-
don, to repair the prison called Newgate, for the safe

keeping of his prisoners, promising the charges
should be allowed to them upon their account in the

Exchequer. In this prison Robert Baldock, Chan-
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cellor to Edward the Third, was confined, and ended
his days miserably.

This gate continued without alteration, with the

exception of repairs, which, from the frequent orders

made to the sheriffs, were seldom greatly attended to.

The number of prisoners also increased with the in-

crease of population, so that, at the time of Sir Richard

Whittingtons mayoralty, in 1419, it had become so

dilapidated and inconvenient, that this public-spirited

magistrate determined to rebuild it ; but dying

shortly afterwards, he left funds for that purpose

;

and, in 1423, the City "petitioned the King's Council

for leave to remove the prisoners from Newgate, in

order to rebuild that prison, according to the will of

Sir Richard Whittington, sometime Lord Mayor of

this city
J
and accordingly they gave leave to John

Coventry, John Carpenter, and others, executors of

Sir Richard Whittington to do it."

The annexed engraving represents the Newgate
erected by Sir Richard Whittington's executors, which
for strength, beauty, and convenience, far surpassed

the other gates of London. It was not only deco-

rated with the city arms, but with the arms of Sir

Richard Whittington, and the Company to which he
belonged. The shields were inserted in sunk panels,

on either side of the gate. The west front was em-
bellished with four emblematical figures of Liberty,

Peace, Severity, and Plenty ; and on the east front

were three figures in niches. Justice, Fortitude, and
Prudence.

This building was destroyed in the great fire of

IGGC; but shortly rebuilt on nearly the same plan

;

the space was far too small for the purpose for

which it was used, and the miserable inmates were
frequently visited with contagion, and disease, and
every other kind of evil, that want of air, putrid

water, murky dungeons, and consummate wretched-
ness could produce ; in many instances the contagion,

called the gaol distemper, spread beyond the walls of

the prison; in 1750, it proved fatal to the Lord
Mayor, Sir Samuel Pennant, Sir D. Lambert, an
alderman ; Sir Thomas Abney, a judge of the Com-
mon Pleas ; Mr. Baron Clark, and many others who
were in attendance at the sessions.

This event attracted the attention of the Govern-
ment, and 50,000/. was granted for building a new
prison, which was erected between 1778 and 1780.
The old gate, which had beeii the receptacle of misery
and crime for so many centuries, was then taken
down. During the riots which disgraced London in

the latter year, the whole of the interior of the prison
was destroyed by fire, but the building was shortly

afterwards repaired, and completed in its present form.

Diffidence.—The celebrated Aboo Yfisuph, who was chief
judge of Bagdad, in the reign of the Caliph HMee, was
a very remarkable instance of that humility which dis-

tingmshes true wisdom. His sense of his own deficiencies
often led him to entertain doubts, where men of less know-
ledge, and more presumption, were decided.

" It is related of this judge, that on one occasion, after
a very patient investigation of facts, he declared that hi^
knowledge was not competent to decide upon the case
before him." ' Pray, do you expect,' said a pert courtier,
who heard this declaration, ' that the Caliph is to pay your
ignorance?" ' I do not,' was the mild reply; ' the Caliph
pays me, and well, for what I do know ; if he were to
attempt to pay me for what I do not know, the treasures of
his empire would not suffice." Malcolm's Persia.

We find in God all the excellencies of Ught, truth, wisdom,
greatness, goodness and life. Light gives joy and glad-
ness

; truth gives satisfaction ; wisdom gives learning and
instmction

; greatness excites admiration; goodness pro-
duces love and gratitude ; life gives immortality and en
sures enjoyment. Jones of Nat/land,

THE BIRD SFlDER.—(Mygale avicularia.)

We are indebted to Madame Merian for the original

of the engraving below : the creature it represents, is

found in considerable numbers in Surinam and the

neighbouring countries ; it is extremely formidable in

appearance, and if any reliance could be placed on
the accounts of the natives, eqiially to be dreaded in

reality. Its colour is of a reddish or brownish black,

and the texture of the skin like the softest velvet ; its

nest, although mvich larger, is in form like the cocoon
of the silk-worm, and in the same manner spun by
the tenant itself.

Unfortunately for spiders of all descriptions, their

form and appearance have every where been pro-

ductive of so much dislike, that all their bad qualities

have been exaggerated, and their useful or interest-

ing properties overlooked. No one can have noticed

the formation of a spider's web, without having been
struck with the surprising skill displayed by the

creature in its construction. The most experienced

sailor could not contrive an arrangement of cordage,

so perfectly adapted to the purposes of strength and
support, as that employed by the spider in stretching

its slender net across the garden pathway. Its utility

may be appreciated by those who, in the hot climates

where the species represented below are found, have

noticed the ravages committed by a large kind of

ants, which appear in myriads, and commit great

devastation. Upon these, the Bird Spider preys, and
keeps the numbers of these destructive insects in

some manner within bounds.

The Bird Spider,

In want of this its more natural ford, th-; spider

destroys the eggs of the humming-bird, and some-
times the birds themselves ^ and from this habit it

I takes its name.
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Spiders are described by naturalists as distinguished

from other groups of animals that approach them in

form, by all possessing eight legs ; having their chest

united to the head, and their whole body conse-

quently consisting of two divisions, instead of being

formed of three, as in insects ; the want of the

antennae or horns, which are found in these last ; and
the possession of feelers arising near the mouth,

armed at the end with a hook, containing in some
instances a poisonous liquid, with which they can

destroy their prey. They are also provided with

from six to eight eyes, arranged in different forms.

The Bird Spider, although very destructive among
the ants, as already noticed, is sometimes attacked

singly by numbers of these warlike insects, and
suddenly killed.

HISTORY AND EFFECTS OF SPIRITUOUS
LIQUORS.

Ardent spirit, though sometimes supposed to be a

modern discovery, was probably known at a very

early period. It is said to have been first made by

the Arabians in the middle ages, and in all likelihood

may lay claim to a still more remote origin. The spiri-

tuous liquor called arrack has beenmanufactured in the

island of Java, as well as on the continent of Hindo-

stan, from time immemorial. Brandy was made in

Sicily at the commencement of the fourteenth century.

Ardent spirits may be mostly comprised under the

heads of Rum, Gin, Brandy, and Whisky.

Rum is a prevailing liquor in the West Indies,

North America, and such cities of Great Britain as

are intimately connected with these regions by com-

merce. Gin is used extensively in Holland and

Switzerland, the countries which principally furnish

it, and has found its way pretty generally over the

whole of Europe, to say nothing of its manufacture

and use in England. Brandy is chiefly produced in

Charente and Languedoc, and is the spirit most com-

monly found in the south. Whisky is confined in

a great measure to Ireland and Scotland, in which

latter country the best has always been made.

GENERAL EFFECTS OF SPIRITS ON THE HUMAN
CONSTITUTION.

Alcohol is the principle of intoxication in all liquors.

It is this which gives to Avine, ale, and spirits, their

characteristic properties. In the natural state it is

so pungent that it could not be received into the

stomach, even in moderate quantities, without pro-

ducing death. It can, therefore, only be used in a

state of dilution ; and in this state we have it, from

the strongest ardent spirits to simple small beer.

Alcohol being most concentrated in ardent spirits,

they consequently act more rapidly upon the consti-

tution, are more inflammatory, and intoxicate sooner,

than the milder liquors. When taken in an o^er

dose, they act almost instantaneously ;
extinguishing

the senses, and overcoming the whole body with a

sudden stupor. When swallowed raw, in the form

of a dram, they excite a glow of heat in the throat

and stomach, succeeded, in those who are not much
accustomed to their use, by a flushing of the coun-

tenance, and a copious discharge of tears. Habitual

dram-drinkers almost always become emaciated,

their eyes hollow and glazed, the cheeks fall in, and

premature old age overtakes them ;
they have an in-

satia1)le- desire for a morning dram, instead of their

breakfast, of which they partake but sparingly, and

with a languid appetite. Of all spirituous liquors

brandy kills soonest, it takes most rapidly to the head,

and, more readily than the others, tinges the face to a

crimson or livid hue. Rum is probably the next in

point of fataUty, and after that gin and whisky.

In speaking, however, of the pernicious qualities

of gin, in comparison with those of other liquors, gin
must be understood in its pure condition, and not in

that detestable and poisonous state of adulteration,

in which such vast quantities are vended by the gin-
shop keepers of London, and other populous places.

The effects of spirituous liquors upon the human
body, in producing diseases, are sometimes gradual.
A strong constitution, especially if it be assisted with
constant and hard labour, nvay resist the destructive

effects for many years ; but, in general, some organ
becomes altered in structure, its functions suspended
or deranged, and a long train of symptoms and diseases

induced, to the certain destruction of the patient.

The Liver. One of the most common conse-
quences of drunkenness from spirituous liquors, is

acute inflammation. This may attack any organ, but
it is principally confined to the brain, stomach, and
liver. But the infiammation from drunkenness, is in

a great majority of cases chronic, and the part which,
in nine cases out of ten, suffers, is the liver. In con-
firmed topers, it never escapes, though it withstands

disease better than any other part excepting the spleen.

Sometimes by a slow chronic action it becomes en-

larged to double its natuial size, and is totally disor-

ganized, still the victim suffers comparatively little.

The bile is not secreted in due quantity or quality,

hence defective digestion ; then follows jaundice,

merely as a symptom of the disease, and the general

debility of the system induces universal dropsy. It

is well known that some of the London fowl-dealers

mix gin with the food of the birds, by which means
the livers are greatly enlarged.

The Stomach, like the liver, is more subject to chronic

than acute inflammation. It is also apt to get hardened
and thickened, from long- continued slow action going
on within its substance,—it may then be felt like a
hard cricket-ball beneath the ribs. Indigestion or

spasm frequently arise from imperfect action of this

organ, but when organic derangement takes place,

they are constant attendants, and it is extrem.ely

difficult to retain food on the stomach in this state.

The Brain. Inflammation of this organ may im-

mediately follow excess in drinking, or it may arise

secondarily from an excess of irritation being applied

to the body during the stage of debility. Dr. Arm-
strong says, that sometimes a chronic inflammation

comes on, the brain gets diseased, is either unnaturally

hard, or of a morbid softness. Under these circum-

stances, there is a strong risk of apoplexy. Hence
also, mental debasement, loss of memory, and gradual

extinction of the intellectual powers. The blood

is very dark, and the breath and perspiration have a

spirituous odour, the former invariably.

The Eyes may be affected with either acute or

chronic inflammation, are red, watery, and glassy.

The appearance of the Lipis is loose, gross, and sen-

sual, betraying at once the drunkard.

The Nose becomes enlarged, red, and fiery, covered

with small pimples, of a deep crimson hue.

Inflammation of the intestines, kidney and bladder,

are frequent.

These are some of the effects of dram-drinking
;

the list of diseases which are thereby induced, might
be greatly increased ; in fact. Dr. Paris has asserted,

that " more than half of all our chronical casos are

caused solely by spirits;" by spirits all diseases are

aggravated, and in the depraved constitutions of their

victims, simple cuts degenerate into foul and sloughy

ulcers. Dr. Darwin remarks, that all diseases from
drinking spirituous or fermented liquors become
hereditary, even to the third generation, gradually

increasing, if the cause be continued, till the family

becomes extinct.
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STORY OF A COTTON GOWN.
Sometimes a very humble article, like a very humble
individual, has along, eventful, and interesting tale to

tell. A cotton go%\'Ti is a very humble article, and very

easily procured : let us hear what it has to say.

Printed cotton, tolerably good, in respect both of

cloth and of colours, may now be bought, by retail,

for four pence per yard. Allow for the lining, and
thread to make it up, and, as eight yards are enough
for an ordinary working gown, it may be on the back

of the wearer for less than four shillings. Her
grandmother, or at all events, her great-grandmother,

could not have procured one under forty shillings
;

and though that might have been stronger than the

modern one, it would not have been so handsome.
Yes, but those were the " good old times j" and so

it covdd be more easily afforded ! The " good old

times" are always tending to make us dissatisfied

with the present, if we refer them to our own young
years ; for we had then no cares, and enjoyment was
fresh, but we have cares now, and our taste for enjoy-

ment is blunted. As to the times " before we were
bom," all that we can know of them is from hearsay;

and hearsay and personal feeling make but a bad
comparison. A young woman of our " bad times,"

gets ten pounds a year in service ; she of the " good
old times" got but forty shillings. The old one,

therefore, could get but one cotton gown in the year,

while she of the present times can get fifty ; or she

may get four, which will serve her well, and have
eleven-twelfths of her wages for other purposes.

Has cotton been discovered at home, then? Not
at all : cotton in the old times came from Turkey, or

if from a greater distance, it was brought in the form
in which the carriage of an equal value costs least

;

namely, as cloth, ready for th§ wearer. A great part

of the cotton now used for common purposes comes
from the East Indies, say twenty thousand miles by
sea, and it comes unmanufactured, and with some of

the refuse in it.

Then, have the materials of ships and the wages of

mariners become less costly than they were formerly ?

No, they are greatly increased 3 and so is every thing

connected with the carriage.

Do our working people earn less wages, or get

cheaper food, or less clothing, than the people of

India ? No. The average of wages in India is not
above one twelfth of that in England, and the ac-

commodations and comforts of the people are nearly
in the same proportion.

As little have the whole expenses of the matter
become lighter ; for, in order to put in motion all the
plans and machines, and movements, and combina-
tions, which must be at work, and at work in the
best manner, before a single gown can be made,
as much cost and as much skill are required as were
required a few hundreds of years ago to carry on the
whole commerce of the world.

The oak for timbers and planking to the ship, if it

is equally good and durable, takes as long time, and
as much space to grow as formerly j or, if forced to
grow faster, it lasts a shorter time, and so there is

nothing gained that way. But land has become
greatly more valuable, and that increases the price of
the home timber. Then there must be fir timber
from the Baltic, mahogany and rosewood from tro-
pical America, hemp from Russia, and other articles

from almost every part of the world, before the ship
can be fit for going to fetch the cotton; there must
be carriers to bring the cotton to the port, and agents,
and warehousemen and labourers to ship it; and
they must all live by their callings. It must also be
received and stored at the home port, and carried to

those places where it is wanted. Every raw material
which is used in any part of the process, costs more
than it did formerly, and every man employed in it

gets higher wages. Thus, admitting that there is a
pound of cotton in the go^vn, the obtaining of that
pound, if obtained singly, would cost thousands.
The saving is made in the quantity imported and

manufactvured. Nearly two hundred and fifty mil-
lions of pounds are brought to this country in the
course of the year ; and in that immense quantity
the proportion of human labour on a single pound
is very small. When the great mass moves, the little

masses go hghtly; though there were an excellent

road aU the way, it would take a very strong man
four years to walk round the globe ; but the earth
carries him round every day without his feeling the
motion. In like manner, the winds and the waters
carry a ship, at the rate of perhaps a hundred miles

in a day; and the people on board have nothing to

do, as regards the progress of the ship, but to keep
the hand on the rudder, and the eye on the compass,
sometimes pull a rope, and occasionally measure how
high the sun is, or how far the moon is from a star.

This is the principle which runs through all parts

of the process. Man is no longer employed in

doing for himself all the httle that he needs. He
makes every thing work, and work in great masses

;

and so the share of each individual is a mere trifle

compared with the mass. The wind is made to work,
not only on the waters, but on the land. It turns the

mill, it feeds the fire, and blows the beUows. It also

draws up water from the sea, from stagnant pools, and
from low and damp places, and pours it down on the

mountain-tops. Tlience it comes rolling down and
turns machinery, it glides along and carries boats
and barges, or it stands level, and the horse draws
a heavy load along its surface. The very moon
assists man in getting the cotton gowTi at a low
price; for as the rolling globe shifts the position of

the moon's attraction on the waters, these run now
this way, now that, and waft their burdens to and
fro, but still under the control of man.

But man is not only assisted in his work by the

powers of nature ; he, as it were, puts tools into their

hands, regulates their strength, and causes them to

work properly. Among the traditions which have
been handed down from the days of the foohsh belief

in witchcraft, there is one of an old woman who
made all the beams and timbers of the house spin

yarn like distaffs. That was a mere dream of folly

;

but knowledge has made the tnith more effective

without any other aid than that of principles, which
can be readily understood by all who will study them.

There are not only in the districts where the cotton

is manufacttired, falling streams, and large kettles of

boiling water, spinning with thousands of distaffs,

and spinning faster and better by far than human
hands can spin, but all over the country similar

means are employed in doing the heaviest part, of

the labour required in the production of the most
familiar article connected with the comforts and con-

veniences of life.

Such is our little portion of the " Story of a Cotton

Gown."

SUNDAY TRADING.
A VERY large number of the Mercantile population of London and
its environs have, in various modes, expressed their anxious desire

for the complete suppression of Sunday Trading. It has been given
in evidence before the Select Committee of the House of Commons
appointed to inquire into this subject, that a considerable proportion
even of those who now do business on the Sabbath, are extremely-
solicitous that such an alteration in the Law may be etl'ectcd, as
shall render it absolutely imperative on all to close their Shops, and
cease from Mercantile pursuits on that day. They, of course,

except the venders of such things as are necessary to the public
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health, and which may be required on the Sabbath, in consequence
of Sickness or casualties.

The liakers of the Metropolis, (both masters and journeymen,)
have petitioned Parliament to interfere for their relief; and the Fish-

mongers, Poulterers, and other trades, have followed their example.
The Butchers have recently formed themselves into an association

for the same laudable purpose.
And why has this desire for the universal suppression of Trade on

the Sunday been so extensively evinced? Why have associations

been formed, and petitions to Parliament adopted, in order to the

realization of this object? The reasons are obvious. The Sabbath is

a day which God has set apart for bodily rest, and for purposes of

moral and religious improvement, and as such, it has been recognised

by every Christian nation. It is an interval of relaxation from the

toils and cares of life, absolutely necessary to the full possession of

health and spirits, and which every man who values those blessings

naturally desires. It is a period of leisure, essential to the invigora-

tion of the powers of the human mind, and to the enlargement and
elevation of the soul ; nor can he who values himself upon his supe-
riority, as a rational being, to the brutes that perish, and who desires

to maintain that superiority, be for a moment indifferent to its posses-

sion and improvement. It is, moreover, a season of tranquillity highly

fav.ourable to the cultivation of morality and religion in individuals,

in families, and in the nation—a season, it is presumed, which every
Christian will be anxious to secure both for himself and others.

But of the advantages of the Sabbath, important and valuable as

they are, the greater part of the persons who have petitioned Parlia-

ment for the prevention of any infringement of the Day of Rest by
the prosecution of business, are wholly deprived, and the remainder
who enjoy them are exposed, in consequence, to the loss of Trade,
not only on the Sunday, but on the other days of the week : at pre-

sent, either the Sabbath, or more or less of Business must be sacrificed

by many Tradesmen. If they sacrifice the Sabbath, they become
little better than slaves in a free country, toiling without intermission

from day to day, from week to week, and from year to year, at the

expense of health, of happiness, and of religion, with all its satisfac-

tions in this life, and its hopes for the life to come. If, on the other

hand, they avail themselves of the right of the Sabbath, they are

compelled to bear losses, in some instances, of a ruinous amount

—

losses, be it remembered, frequently occasioned by a conscientious

regard to the laws of God and man, and which are sacrifices made
at the shrine of patriotism and Christianity.

Were Laws enacted compelling the total suspension of business

on the Sunday, those who now purchase provisions on that day
would, whether high or low, yield to necessity, and make arrange-

. raents for supplying themselves on the Saturday. The principle of

religious liberty would be extended, not infringed, by the interference

of Parliament in this matter. The Sabbath involves many advantages
of a civil nature, and it is a great national blessing ; and, therefore,

the Senate may legislate, and ought to legislate, in reference to it.

Besides the evils already referred to as resulting from Sunday
Trading, there are others of a palpably injurious nature, which jus-

tify and require the enactment of more efficient laws than at present

exist. The evidence given before the Committee of the House of

Commons on this subject clearly shows, that this practice introduces

disorder, irregularity, and a total disregard to the Sabbath into fami-

lies ; and therefore, all Masters and Heads of Families are interested

in its suppression. It also satisfactorily proves, that the possibility

of obtaining supplies on the Sunday morning leads to the late pay-
ment of wages on Saturday, and disposes the poor to spend their

earnings either on Saturday night or Sunday morning, for the pur-

poses of intemperance ; and that, by this means, their families are

injured, the trade in the necessaries of life is diminished, and the pa-
rochial rates are greatly increased. It further demonstrates, that

Sunday Trading leads toother modes of Sabbath-breaking, and to

the commission of numerous other crimes ; and that, in this way,
such a general demoralization of the country, and especially of the

metropolis and large towns, is produced by it, as must involve the

expenditure of a large amount of the national resources, and greatly

tend to destroy the best energies of the people.

—

Extract from Address
o Traders, by the Sunday-Trading Suppression Society.

ANNIVERSARIES IN MARCH.
MONDAY, 4th.

1194 Died Saladin, Sultan of Egypt and Syria, the leader and
champion of the Mohammedans against King Richard Coeur
de Lion and the Crusaders.

1583 Died Benurrd Gilpin, a learned divine, and one of the early

converts to the Reformation. Educated in the tenets of the

church of Rome, and deeply learned, he held a public dis-

putation against John Hooper, who justified his faith at the

stake under Henry VIII. Being appointed to hold a similar

disputation against the celebrated Peter Martyr, who, at that

time, was^Divinity Lecturer at Oxford, he set about preparing

himself fo'r the task by a renewed and diligent perusal of the

Scriptures, as well as the writings of the early fathers; the

consequence of which was, that, being " not sorry to be over-

come by the truth," he became a sincere convert to the doc-

trines he was engaged to impeach. He narrowly escaped
martyrdom in the reign of Queen Mary; and, in that of her

successor, he refused successively the Bishopric of Carlisle and
the Provostship of Queen's College, Oxford, at which he had
been educated. He died Rector of Houghton-le-Spring, in

the county of Durham, at the age of 66, closing, in peace
and happiness, a life which had been throughout distinguished

by kindness, charity, ceaseless well-doing, and indefatigable

attention to the people intrusted to his care.

TUESDAY, 5th.

493 Ravenna taken by Theodoric, King of the Goths, after two
years and a half siege.

1534 Death of the celebrated painter, Anto^iio Allegri, called, firom

the place of his birth, Corregio

1588 Died Henry I. Pnnce of Condfe, a devoted leader of the Hu-
guenots, or French Protestants. While yetaboy, CharlesIX.,
to intimidate him into adopting the Roman religion, ordered
him to choose at once between " going to mass, death, or the
Bastille."—" The first is out of the question," replied he,
" between the other two, I leave you to select for me."

1778 Died Dr. Augustine Arne, one of the most admired musical
composers that England has yet produced.

1827 Died Alessandro Volta, whose discoveries in physical science
rank among the most important of the last or present century.
His greatest invention was the Voltaic Pile, of which it may
be said, that it has been as productive of discoveries in Che-
mistry and Natural Philosophy, as the Telescope in Astro-
nomy, or the Microscope in Natural History.

On the same day also died the Count de la Place, the greatest

]Mathematician and theoretical Astronomer of his time.

\YEDNESDAY, 6th.

1714 Treaty of Rastadt between Louis XIV. and the German
Empire, signed.

1825 Died Dr. Samuel Parr, the celebrated Greek scholar.

THURSDAY, 7th,

Dedicated to St. Perpetua, a noble Lady of Carthage, who suffered
martyrdom when only twenty-two years of age, A. D. 203, under
the persecution of the Emperor Severus.
1755 Died, in the 93rd year of his age, Thomas Wilson, for fifty-

eight years the pious and venerable Bishop of Sodor and Alan.
On his first arrival in the island, he found the majority of the
natives Christians indeed in name, but in little else. They
were profoundly ignorant of the duties imposed upon them
by religion or morality, and equally careless in practising
even what they did know. The indefatigable exertions of
this exemplary prelate, aided by'the example of his holy life,

soon produced a beneficial change ; and he had the satisfac-

tion, before he closed his long career of usefulness, to con-
template, in the improved minds and amended morals of his

flock, the happy result of his apostolical labours. To this

day his memory is highly revered throughout the island.

1809 Death of Blanchard, the celebrated aeronaut.

1810 Died, in his 60lh year. Lord Coltiuguood, the friend, compa-
nion, and successor of Nelson, near whom he was interred
in St. Paul's Cathedral, and a monument erected at the
public expense to his memory.

FRIDAY, 8th.

1702 King William III. died, at Kensington Palace, in the fifty-

second year of his age, and the fourteenth of his reign. After
dedicating his youth to the protection of liis own country and
of Europe in general, against the ambitious encroachments of
Louis XIV., .he was called to the throne of Great Britain, to

rescue that kingdom from .the threatened subversion of its

liberties and rehgion by his father-in-law. King James II.

1750 The shock of an earthquake was felt throughout London. It

occurred at half-past five in the morning, awaking the inha-
bitants from their sleep, and frightening many out of their

houses.

1803 Francis Egerton, Duke of Bridgewater, expired, at his house
in Cleveland Row, St. James's. To him this country is in-

debted for the introduction of navigable canals ; the first that

was ever constructed in England having been excavated at

his expense, to communicate between a colliery belonging to

the Duke at Worsley, and the town of Manchester. He has
been, in consequence, styled the " Father of Canal Naviga-
ion in England."

SATURDAY, 9th.

1413 Bajazet, Sultan of the Turks, died, a short time after being
defeated and taken prisoner by Tamerlane.

1566 David Rizzio, an Italian musician, who had been elevated to

the station of private secretary to Mary, Queen of Scots, was
assassinated, while sitting atsupper with his royal mistress, by
her husband, the Earl of Darnley, and several other confe-

derated Scottish nobles. The room in Holyrood Palace,
where thiii tragedy was perpetrated, is still shown to visitors.

SUNDAY, 10th.

The Third Sl'xday ix Lest.
1308 The inhabitants of Switzerland, threw off their allegiance to

the House of Austria. In 1315, the republic of the thirteen

cantons was completely established.

1668 Sir John Denham, the poet, died.

1793 The revolutionary tribunal organized in Paris.

1820 Benjamin West, the great historical painter, died, at the

auivanced age of eighty-two. He was bom of Quaker
parents, in the state of Pennsylvania, N.A., in 1738. liavmg
exhibited, from his earliest youth, decided talents for

padnting, he was permitted to follow his studies at Rome,
whither he went in 1760, and, about three years after,

came to England, where, at the earnest recommendation
of Sir Joshua Reynolds, he remained, and passed the re-

mainder of his days.

1826 John VI., King of Portugal, died, aged sixty. He quitted his

European dominions on the approach of the French armies,

in 1807, and retired with his family to the Brazils ; but re-

turned to Portugal in 1821. He was father of Don Pedro and
Don Miguel.

The York (Column".

Erbata.—P. 42, col. 1, line 16, for the column, read the founda-

tion of the column*: line 32, for cove, read core.
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A SICILIAN CEMETERY.
The annexed engraving of one of those cemeteries

for the reception of dead bodies, which are common
in Sicily, is copied from a print in Captain Smyth's
work on Sicily and its Islands. This cemetery is in a
Capuchin convent in the suburbs of Palermo, and
consists of a large subterranean space, clean and
airy, and divided into galleries, surrounded with

niches, for the reception of the bodies, after they
have undergone a certain preparation.

Previously to descending into these extraordinary

apartments, the attention of the visitor is directed to

the pictures on each side of the door ; the one
representing the death of a good man, the other that

of a sinner, whose dying moments are imbittered by
representations of the most appalling anticipations

of a future state. Between these pictures there is a

sonnet on mortal dissolution; so that, upon the

whole, the feelings of the spectator are a good deal

excited, and he is prepared to witness a solemn and
a mournful spectacle.

On reaching the cemetery, however, it is difficult

to express the disgust that is created by the exhibition

of the human form so degradingly caricatured. In

every direction is seen a ridiculous assemblage of

distorted mummies, hanging by the neck or shoulders,

and with aspects, features and proportions so strangely

altered by the operation of drjang, as to present only

the most grotesque and revolting remains of human
beings. From the curious attitudes into which the

greater part of these have fallen, in the decay of

ages, the whole scene, when the first feeling of sur-

prise has subsided, is calculated rather to excite

derision, than the awful emotions which should
naturally arise at the sight of two thousand deceased

mortals.

There are four long galleries, with their niches

filled with these remains, in various stages of disloca-

tion and decay, besides many coffins containing noble-

men in court dresses ; and among the principal per-

sonages, is a king of Tunis, who died in 1G20. At the

end of the great corridor is an altar, the front of

which is studded with human teeth, sculls, and bones,

inlaid in a sort of mosaic work. At the end of one of

the galleries is a small apartment, which, says Captain
Smyth, I entered, but soon quitted, with the greatest

nausea, caused by an exceedingly offensive stench.

This was a dirty room, called the oven, in which
several bodies, in various stages of putrescence, were
undergoing the operation of drying.

THE SHROPSHIRE PEASANT S SON.

The following brief biographical sketch has no shade
of colouring whatever, other than the very simplicity

of truth gives it.

Thomas W. L. was the son of a labouring man in

Shropshire, who had no portion of this world's goods
to bestow, but he had, what a learned maxim has
pronounced to be the best of all portions for our
children, a good honest heart. This poor old man,
(as the farmer with whom he has worked for many
years now testifies,) reared his son with the greatest

care, putting him to school, and bringing him up in

habits of industry. Thomas went first into service

at , where he remained till his master died,

whose good opinion of him was evidenced by leaving

him ten pounds, all of which, however, was lost, by
the failure of a bank in that place. After this, with
mingled feelings of disappointment and encourage-
ment, he went to London ; where he was haj)py in

finding a good place, in the best sense of the word,
where he remained quiet and contented, identifying

himself in interest and feeling with his master's family.

He there became attached to a young woman ; but,

instead of that thoughtless and improvident haste,

which often hurries young people into biting cares,

and poverty, and want, he resolved to wait till he
could marry with a fair prospect, under Heaven's
blessing, of supporting himself and his partner in

respectability and comfort. We cannot doubt he
would have given as bright an example in humble
life, in the character of a husband and a father, as

he uniformly had done in that of a domestic servant,

and a dutiful affectionate son : and his son would
have owed it to his own fault, had he not been able,

with the remembrance of such a father and grand-
father before him, to cheer himself with the same
reflection which has often warmed many an honest
farmer's heart, when sharing his best in kind and
frugal hospitality with his neighbour, over their

Christmas fire :

—

He, dying, bequeathed to his son a good name,
^Vhich unsullied descended to me:

For my child I'll preserve it, unWe/nisn'd by shame,
And it still from a spot shall be free.

But, in the case of our Thomas, it pleased God other-

wise ; he was called hence last December, when he
had reached only the age of twenty-six

;
young in

years, but ripe in Christian wisdom, and leaving to

his friends a sure and certain hope, that, through the
merits of the Redeemer, in whom his soul rested, he
is in safe possession of rest and peace.

Never was servant more valued by a master, or
more beloved by his master's family than was Thomas
in the house of Mr. C. Our friend was carried off by
an early, but not an untimely death, for he was a
truly religious man ; and his principles showed them-
selves in honesty, fidelity, industry, dutiful devoted-
ness to his master, tender behaviour to his aged and
humble father, kindness to all, and in a constant,

watchful, cheerful discharge of the duties of religion,

especially in a regular attendance, as well at the

family prayers as in the house of God and at the

Lord's table. His habits of sobriety and steadi-

ness had enabled him to lay by a considerable sum

;

and, what is more, he had learned, from his Christian

instruction, how to make the best use of his money.
But the reader will, with more pleasure and profit,

gather for himself the character of this good young
man, from his own letters, some of which were re-

turned to his master since his death, and by him put
into the hands of the writer of this brief memoir.
We must, however, be content with a few extracts,

though more, of the same feeling and character, have
been saved. In May, 1832, when his father was just

recovering from a long illness, he thus addresses

him :

—

" My dearest Father ;—I hope you take your illness with
calm resignation, as you ought to do; you know, dear
father, that for many many years you have been enjoying
the best of health ; therefore you must now expect to be
afflicted. My dear father, if you are afflicted in this world,

it is only to draw your affections from things that are

present ; and I hope to God, to obtain the things that are

eternal. I long to be with you, that I could read to you

;

and, so far as my humble knowledge wotdd allow me, to

exjjlain it to you: I feel I should be so happy with you, if

it pleased God to let it be so ordered. But not yet: we
must wait with patience. My dear father, I never heard
you say you had received the Sacrament ; now I hope you
will take it into serious consideration. You must know, it

was not only the rich it was instituted for, but likewise the

poor : there is no difference at his table. There was no
one poorer than our Saviour himself, in this world's

goods,—nor neither was any of his apostles any thing but

men who earned their bread by hard labour. The Gospel
was preached to the poor first, and l>i/ the poor : our prayers 1

are dull and cold, to what theirs were, but, my dear Father,
'

jou and I must set about it; for there is no time to be lost.
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"If we were together, I could not prevent your accidents

and misfortunes ; I Hatter myself I should be a comfort to

you : but it would be only for a few more years, and then

what an end ! Yes, dear«st father, if you have not i)rayed

to God sincerely, now, for your own sake, do. If we do

pray sincerely, God will hear our prayers; and if he does,

then we shall meet again in heaven, where there is no sor-

row, but joy for evermore. My dear father, dont reproach

yourself with not beginning sooner, for Christ has said, he

that works but one hour in my vineyard, shall receive equal

to him that has borne the burden and heat of the day ; but

do not let this keep you from beginning now ; as your time

is continually running on, and we don't know, the next mi-

nute, but what it may be the last ; for young as well as old,

the one as the other. There are now so many sudden deaths

that it is very alarming ; we ought always to hold ourselves

in readiness, and watch for our Master's coming ; and when
he does come, I hope we shall be in readiness, is the sin-

cere prayer of your affectionate Son."

Such were his pious sentiments towards his God.

How simply but strongly is his filial affection shown
in the following letter to his aged father,—it is dated

as late as the 25th of last November,—before the

month came round, the Christmas-day to which he

so feelingly alludes, he was seized by the illness from
which he never recovered. After saying that the

letter left him in perfect good health, and a prayer for

a continuance of God's blessing, he proceeds :

—

" Now, my dearest father, I have one request to make of

you, and that is, to lie by for a few months in the winter

;

as I well know what a cold and cough you were used to

have, and there is no doubt but that it gets worse and worse
every year. So, therefore, my dearest father, I will allow

you as much a week as you can get by work, till the win-
ter is over, if it pleases Grod to spare us so long. When I

was young, many and many a day did you work hard to

maintain me, and why should I not make a return for that

kindness that I received ? When I was not able even to

ask and beg for protection, I was covered and fed by one of

the best and dearest of fathers : would it not be ungene-
rous in me not to do what now lies in my power for you ?

As long as I have a penny, you shall share it with me, and
as God hath given me strength to work, I shall be most
happy to render you all the assistance in my power. I have
no one in this world but you at present to provide for; and,

therefore, pray do as I wish you :—let me, in your old days,

make you happy. I have only one wish more, and then I

think I should be happy ; if the time was arrived that I

had a comfortable home of my own to ask you to ; so as I

could but be with you, and see your wants ; but I must wait

a little longer, as the person I should wish to join us by our
little fire-side is comfortable now, and I should never wish
to make her uncomfortable ; as it is my most sincere wish she

should have a good and happy home when she changes her
situation in life. If it was tomorrow I should be glad—but
not so—happiness is not so near for me. But I thank God
for ail his goodness to me ; when I look round and see the

hundreds of poor miserable wi-etches in the streets, it

makes my heart ache. It puts me in mind of a hymn that

many and many a time I have helped to sing in poor old

Stanton Church.

Whene'er I take my walks abroad.
How many poor I see

!

What shall I render to my God,
For all his gifts to mel

Not more than others 1 deserve.

Yet God hath given me more

;

For 1 have food, while others starve,

And beg from door to door.

" I thank God I have never wanted a bit of bread yet.

When I was brought first into the world, I was fostered

and fed by you ; and now I think it will be my own fault

(unless by altiiction) if I do ; and if that is the case, I hope
some kind friend or other will help in time of need. I hope,
my dearest father, if your cold is bad, or any other afflic-

tion should befall you, you will be patient ; as God has said

he will not afflict more than you are able to bear. So,

therefore, you see how gootl he is in all his works. I hope
you will receive the Sacrament this next Christmas-day
that is coming. I feel very anxious you should ; for I

think it my duty to remind you of it, as God has blessed

me with more learning than you. Dear father, take my
advice, and pray to Him who made us all ; so will I for you

and myself, and may this Christmas be a happy Christmas
to you and me, in this life, and in the world to come."

The reader will feel satisfaction in being told, that
the good old man received the Sacrament with his

master, who writes in a very kind manner about him

,

but Thomas was not permitted to know this. He is

in peace.
" The memory of the just is blessed." J. E. T-

Sherlock, the pious father-in-law of the excellent Bishop
Wilson, exhorts all attendants upon public worship in these
words :

" Remember whose service it is you are doing, and
continue therein from the beginning to the end, that you
may reap the benefit of the whole office, both of the absolu-

tion in the beginning, and of the blessing at the end, and
of the amens throughout." " The Hebrews have a saying,

that whosoever says amen, with all his might, opens the

doors of Paradise."

It is recorded of the Hon. Robert Boyle, a man no less

learned in the laws and works of nature, than he was well

acquainted with the evidences of Christianity, that he
never pronounced the name of God without making a short

but visible pause in his speech. Surely the conduct of the

great philosopher, Robert Boyle, is a reproof to those who use
the name of God thoughtlessly, a'nd on any common occasion.

The longest life is a period scarcely sufficient to prepare
for death: compared with this work, all other business is

vain and trivial, as the toil of emmets in the path of the

traveller, under whose foot they perish for ever ; and com
pared with the happiness which follows that preparation, all

enjoyment is unsubstantial and evanescent, as the colours

of the bow that appears in the interval of a storm.

THE DELUGE.
BY MRS. HENRY ROLLS.

When o'er the mountains rose the orb of day,

And spread o'er vale and plain his cheering ray.

How swelld the human bosom with delight,

As the rich landscapes burst upon the sight

!

The ripening harvest waved in golden pride.

And clustering vineyards- clothed the hillock's side
;

Whence rose the song which lighten'd labour's toil.

As bow'd the swain beneath the luscious spoil

;

Where the fair valley spread her bosom green.

What varied forms of busy life were seen !

There toil'd the hind, the hunter led the chase,

Or the bold warrior moved with martial grace
;

Whilst blooming beauty cull'd the opening flower.

Or led the dance through pleasure's roseate bower
5

Then, half-conceal'd beneath the cedar's shade.

The humble dwelling its white walls display'd

;

Or the proud city's loftier domes arise,

Where pomp and grandeur caught th' admiring eyes.

Fair was the scene ! but guilt and pain were there
;

The tyrant master, and the slave's despair
;

The haughty brow, that heaven's just God defied,

The lust of pleasure, and the rage of pride ;

There from their bowls the midnight revellers reel

;

There the fell murderer grasps the reeking steel

By rapine led, the plunderers track their way.
Through waste and slaughter, to their hapless prey

Vile, idol-gods pollute each shady grove.

And wanton beauty melts in lawless love
;

Whilst age and infancy lament in vain.

Or bleed, the victims of the impious train.

Mustering his wrath, awhile his anger stay'd ;

Till full then- cup, the Lord of Heaven delay'd

To pov.r his vengeance ; as the whirlwind sleeps,

Ere o'er the main with furious blast it sweeps.

Then burst at once, on earth's astonish'd train.

The raging tempest and tremendous rain ;

Whilst pealing thunders heaven's vast concave rend.

And, sti-uck by lightning, rolling rocks descend
;

High heaves the ocean's bed—the o'erwhelming tide

Rushes against the mountain's yielding side
;

'Tis vain for succour to those hills to fly,

For now not e'en their loftiest tops are dry
;

Beast, man, and city, share one common grave,

And calm above them rolls the avenging wave

;

Whilst yon dark speck, slow floating, now contains.

Of beast or human life the sole remains.

44—2
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THE BAYEUX TAPESTRY.

Specimen of the Bayeux Tapestry.

The celebrated tapestry of Bayeux, which still exists,

and is pubhcly exhibited at stated periods in the

cathedral of the city, is a very curious monument of

the state of the art of embroidering at the time of

the Norman Conquest. It is a web of linen, nearly

two feet in breadth, and 442 in length, on which is

embroidered the history of that memorable expedition,

commencing with the embassy of Harold from

Edward the Confessor, King of England, to William

Duke of Normandy, in 1065, and ending with the

death of Harold, in the following year. The scenes

of this busy period are successively exhibited, and con-

sist of many hundred figures of men, horses, beasts,

birds, trees, houses, castles, and churches, with in-

scriptions over them explanatory of their meaning

and history. This work is understood to have been

performed under the direction of Matilda, consort to

William the Conqueror, and was not improbably

executed by the hands of English women. Whose

superiority in performances of this kind was then

universally acknowledged.

It is now carefully rolled upon a cylinder of

wood, which is supported in a slight frame ; a winch

handle serves to unroll it for occasional exposure,

and explanation to the curious. The first portion of

the needlework, representing the embassy of Harold,

is much defaced. The story is carried through

the length of above 200 Enghsh feet, with won-

derful accuracy, and an evident feeling of Roman
art in its latter stages. Both at the top and the

bottom of the principal subject there is a running

allegorical ornament, of which the constellations of

the heavens, and the symbols of agriculture, and of

rural occupations form the chief subjects.

We may judge of the importance attached to this

tapestry by the French, from the fact of its having

been displayed in Paris for two or three months, at

the time of the threatened invasion of this country

by Napoleon Buonaparte, in order to awaken curio-

sity, and excite the love of conquest among its citizens.

It was afterwards conveyed to one or two seaport

towns, and exhibited on the stage of their theatres,

as a most important material in dramatic effect.

The words anciently written on Dials were often very ex-

pressive, though few. Over an arch, which extended across

the street of old London Bridge, when houses were there, was

a dial with this motto,

—

Time and Tide stay for no rnan ;

and on a dial opposite to the north end of Paper-buildings,

in the Temple, the following short, but admirable piece cf

advice

—

Begone about your Business.

MIGRATORY BIRDS.
No. I.

The instinct which directs birds to migrate from
one country to another, is surprising, and the power
it exerts over the actions of the feathered tribes truly

wonderful ; causing them to undertake the most dis-

tant and fatiguing flights overseas and lands, the extent

and perils of which, (in their first migration at least,)

must be entirely unknown to them. The migratory
birds, that arrive in such immense numbers in Eng-
land, and the other temperate climates of Europe, in

spring, ai)pear to come from the north of Africa, or

parts even more southerly ; and their object seems to

be to lay their eggs, and hatch their young, in places

where the food on which they are supported is to be
found in the greatest abundance : while, on the other

hand, our winter visitors are evidently driven from
their homes in the north, by the severity of the weather,

and come for shelter to our milder climate 3 and it is

a remark not far from the truth, that the early arri-

val of the wild ducks, and other northern birds, indi-

cates a severe Avinter.

The Wryneck (represented at page C8 of the first

volume), the Great Plover, and the Chiff-Chaff,
are our very earliest spring visitors: they make their

appearance about the middle or the end of March.

The Cmrr-CnAFF, (SvtviA rufa, Latham.")

The Chiff-Chaff, is" thus described by Mr. Gould
in his splendid work on the Birds of Europe ; we have

also resorted to his figure, for the representation of

this little harbinger of spring. " The Chiff-Chaff so

nearly resembles the W'illow Wren (Sylvia trochilus)

as to be frequently confounded with it; it may,
however, be distinguished by its smaller size and
darker legs : in addition to this, the streak o\cr the

eye is less apparent, and the general plumage not so

finely tinged with yellow. It is one of our earliest

visitors, and less common than either the Wood
Wren, or the Willow Wrenj differing from both in

its habits and localities.

" Partial to groves and tall trees, it frequents the

topmost branches, where it may be heard to utter its

short song, composed of two distinctly-repeated notes,

Chiff-Chaf, which have given origin to its usual name."
The Chiff-Chaff is shorter than the Willow Wren

by about an inch, and proportionally less in all its

other measurements.
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The Great Plover arrives in England about the

latter end of March, or beginning of April.

TTie Gnr.AT Plover, (CiiARAnnius cedicnemus, Linntcus.)

It lays its eggs (generally two, never more than
three,) on the bare ground, without any nest, in the

field ; so that the countryman, in stirring his fallows,

often destroys them. The young run immediately
from the eggs, like partridges, &c., and are withdrawn
to some flinty field, by the dam, where they sculk
among the stones, which are their best security; for

their feathers are so exactly of the colour of our gray
spotted flints, that the most exact observer, unless
he catches the eye of the young bird, may be eluded.

The eggs are short and round, and of a dirty white,

spotted with dark blood-red blotches. They live

with us all the spring and summer, and at the begin-
ning of autumn prepare to take leave, by getting to-

gether in flocks.

They are not fond of going near the water, but feed
on earth-worms, that are common on sheep-walks
and downs.

^SOP, AND HIS FABLES.
In all ages and nations, the fables of ^sop have been
resorted to for the instruction of young people, and
have supplied matter for the wisdom of more ad-
vanced years. If the infant mind can be taught to
abhor violence and injustice by the fable of the Wolf
and the Lamb; if the advantages of persevering in-
dustry can be inculcated by the story of the Hare
and the Tortoise ; and if the disgrace of the bragging
traveller can supply the young with a caution against
boasting, lessons of more extended wisdom may be
derived from the various apologues in which not
beasts, fishes, or trees alone, but human beings and
fabulous divinities are introduced. To no author,
excepting JEsop, has it happened to have portions of

his works condensed into proverbial sayings, passing
from mouth to mouth, as matter of familiar conver-
sation, too applicable to demand introduction, too
well known to require explanation. Thus, when we
speak of Biowing Hot and Cold, no one expects that
the story of the Satyr and the Traveller shovdd be
repeated to him ; or, when mention is made of the
Dog in the Manger, the Viper and the File, or the
Mountain in Labour, the mind of the hearer is instantly
informed that envious selfishness, malignant and
impotent rage, and rash promises, or threats, pro-
ductive of no consequence, are meant to be described
and satirized.

^sop, the author of most of the fables which
are current in the collections passing under his

name, made his way to eminence, unfavoured by any
circumstances of birth, fortune, or person : he was a
Phrygian, of the lowest order of society, a purchased
slave, and of person so deformed, that the descriptioh

of him is nearly hideous; and, as if merit were
allotted to him only to show against what difliculties

it can successfully struggle, he had an impedimeiit in

his .speech, which rendered him almost unintelligible.

Yet, by persevering jjatience, and the manly struggle

of a firm and exalted mind, he was enabled to become,
not only the companion of his superiors, but the

instructor of those who most prided themslves on
their wisdom. His prudent counsels cjuieted the
minds of the Athenians, when they were ready to

break out into fatal violence, at the usurpation of
Pisistratus ; he taught them the dangers they had to

apprehend from the alliances, or even the quarrels,

of powerful and dangerous neighbours ; and all this

by such popular narratives as remain for ever fixed

in the memory, and form a continual guide to the
judgment.

The effect of his wisdom was such, that he was
not only respected and well treated during his life,

but, as Phaedrus, the most spirited and accomplished
of his translators, has informed us, the polite Athe-
nians dedicated a colossal statue to his memory;
and, although he had been but a slave, consecrated

his fame on an imperishable pedestal, to inform man-
kind, saj'^s the Roman author, that the road to

honourable distinction was open to all men.
Wits of the first class in all nations, from I'haednis,

in Rome, to La Fontaine, in Paris, have thought their

time well employed in collecting, amplifying, point-

ing, and embellishing the narratives of this author,

with the addition of similar stories and anecdotes,

—

such as passing time and their own observation could
supply. Every nation has shown the state of the

times, or its prevailing genius, in the manner of

rendering, augmenting, or imitating, this, their great

model.

Of the imitators of .iEsop, it is not intended to

speak; but self-denial would be too severely taxed,

were no mention to be made of the elegant fictions

of Gay, so exquisitely invented, and judiciously ap-

plied, as to raise a spark of honest envy even in the

friendly bosom of Swift.

It is earnestly to be hoped that the fables of vEsop.

as the means of information and instruction, may
never be disused nor neglected. In the course of

them he portrays himself as a friend of truth and
justice, a man of sincere benevolence, and communi-
cative of his good principles, as a man who honoured
and feared the gods whom he was brought up to

worship, although his mind carried him above the

feebleness of superstition, and protected him against

the arts of deception.

Thk best part of beauty is that which a picture cannot
express. Bacon.
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HISTORY OF WRITING.
Amongst the various arts and sciences which have
from time to time contributed to the improvement
and ad\ ancement of society, there is, perhaps, none
which demands more justly the admiration and re-

spect of mankind, none which, in point of utihty and
excellence, will at all admit of comparison with the
art of Writing.

Yet because this art may now be acquired by every-
body, it now fails to attract the attention, and com-
mand the admiration it so well merits. That which is

common is despised. How curious or beautiful soever
a new discovery may be, let it once become common,
and from that moment it ceases to be noticed. And
this principle extends in full force to the arts and
sciences j those which are new and rare are cherished
and courted ; those, perhaps, in reality more useful
and worthy, but which are within the grasp of every-
body, are despised.

Time was, indeed, when the man who possessed
this enviable accomplishment was distinguished
highly above his fellows, and pointed out to notice

as one who had made an achievement in science
;

but now, in these days of refinement and literature,

who dare call himself accomplished, because he can
write ? The time will soon come, when the man who
cannot write his own name, will stand a chance of
acquiring celebrity, merely from the rarity and singu-
larity of the character.

In spite of all this, it would be difficult to mention
an art which has gone through more stages in its

journey to perfection, has more exercised the talents

and ingenuity of mankind in its gradual develope-
ment, or required a longer period of time to bring it

to maturity ; and it may, perhaps, not be uninteresting

to trace, as far as our limits will allow, its rise and
progress.

Let us, first of all, obtain a definition of the term.
Writing is an art, by means of which we communi-
cate to an absent person, or to posterity, the ideas or
objects which present themselves to our minds ; and,
in the present improved state of the art, this repre-

sentation is made by means of arbitrary, yet fixed

and defined signs, called letters.

In the first ages of the world, while society was in

its infancy, mankind had clearly no other method
of expressing their ideas in writing than the simple
one of making a figure or shape of the object. And
this mode must have been long before their dispersion

;

for it has been found to exist, more or less, amongst
the most rude, as well as the most polished, nations of
the globe,-^nations, who from their natural position,

and their immense distance from the other civilized

parts of the world, could not have held any inter-

course with the rest of mankind.
The difficulty, however, and labour attached to this

mode of writing, soon induced the people to be satis-

fied with the outlines only of the figure which ex-

pressed the object; and this method seems to hav^e

obtained, in most, if not all, the nations of the earth.

It was found in Mexico and Peru, at the discovery
of America, and, in some respects, exists to the pre-

sent time in China.

But, as this method of expressing objects, even by
outlines, was still very troublesome, the Egyptians
(for Egypt, be it remembered, was one of the earliest

seats of every branch of art, literature, and science),

adopted another and more intellectual mode, and this

was to substitute a kind of mark, or simple character
for the outlines of the object ; these marks or charac-
ters still retained some resemblance to the figure made
by the outlines, but they were less difficult, required
less skilly and much less trouble, and were, therefore.

universally adopted. Yet, even here, there was a
great deal of intricacy, and no small degree of pa-
tience and skill was required, either to understand,
or make use of them. To simplify, therefore, the
method of wTiting still further, the priests turned
these outlines into arbitrary marks, which, although
in the beginning, they might still preserve a faint

resemblance to the natural objects, in course of time
deviated so much from their originals, as to render it

almost impossible to trace them to their archetype,
but which were nevertheless much less complicated,
and more expeditious. And thus, after incredible

labour, and the lapse of a vast period of time, were
produced the three different modes of writing among
the Egyptians, designated by the appellation of hiero-

glyphic, demotic, and hieratic. Into the nature and
use of these our limits do not permit us to enter
more fully ; they constitute a subject well worthy the
attention of the scientific and curious, and which
will well and abundantly repay the attention bestowed
upon it.

We will, therefore, continue our inquiry, and pro-

ceed to the next step, and this was to form a con-
nexion between the object represented by this hiero-

glyphical, or picture-writing, and the sound (for, as

yet, letters were not) of the word used to express it.

Nor was this so difficult as would at first sight be
supposed; for when a man represented any image,
or picture, that of " a door," for instance, he would
naturally give to the combination of lines with which
the figure was formed the name of "a door;" and
wherever he met with this outline, or representation,

or even though he should change it for some arbi-

trary and more simple mark, having the same signi-

fication, the same name would still remain attached

to it, and by this means the word " door" would for

ever afterwards become associated with a certain out-

line, or figure. The Hebrew alphabet affords a most
satisfactory illustration of this. Every letter is, in

fact, a word, and expresses some simple object.

Deleth, for example, their fourth letter, corresponding

with our D, signifies a "door;" Beth, their second

letter, answering to our B, "a. house;" Gimel, omx G,
" a camel ;" Jod, or J, the " hand ;" and this catalogue

might be continued through the remaining letters,

and thus it would be seen that to each of them is

attached a meaning.

Having attained this state of advancement, the pro-

gress of the art was more rapid. Every nation, in its

turn, contributed some letters to the common stoek

;

in a happy moment it was discovered, that each

monosyllable terminated by a sound, which, with

very little variation, was repeated in all. Nor was it

difficult to ascertain the number of these sounds,

which were invariably fixed to the four or five in-

flexions of voice. Thus were vowels added to conso-

nants, and mankind gradually arrived at the greatest

of all inventions, the invention of the Alphabet.

But who was the man, or what his nation to whom
the honour of so noble an invention is due ? This is

a subject which has long divided the learned, and the

variety of opinions upon it is in truth appalling :

but the presumption appears to be strongest in fa\ our

of Thoth, a son or descendant of Mizraim, the father

of the Egyptians. The Phoenician writer, Sancho-

niatho, expressly attributes the formation of the Sacred

Characters of the alphabet to this celebrated person.

There is, moreover, a passage in Plato, which, it

rightly xmderstood, and worthy of credit, should set

the cpiestion at rest. He says, " That during the

reign of Pharaoh Thamus, his secretary, Thouth or

Theuth, came to lay before him, the several discoveries

he had made, amongst which was, the invention of
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the alphabet, and he came to consult Pharaoh

Thamus whether it ought to be made public."

However, be this as it may, the utility of the new
invention was very apparent; it diminished to a

prodigious extent the difficulty of writing, it shortened

the lal)our of memory, and was capable of expressing

all subjects, all ideas, every possible thought, in the

utmost variety with which they can affect the mind.

The Phoenicians appear to have been the first who
obtained a knowledge of this system ; they imparted

it to the Jews and Arabians, and carried it over to

Greece. From that country, it was exported to the

several northern islands, and spi-ead over the

Continent, until it gradually became diffused over the

whole world.

The Chinese alone rejected, and still continue to

reject, the invaluable discovery; proud of the anti-

quity of their social establishment, and believing

themselves superior to the rest of mankind, they still

adhere to their ancient mode of writing (which

approaches somewhat to the Hieroglyphics of Egypt),

and afford, to this day, a practical illustration of the

old proverb, that " pride and ignorance go hand in

hand."

Thus have we given a faint sketch of the rise and
progress of the art of writing, from the first attempts

of mankind in picture-writing, down to the discovery

and adoption of the alphabet. And in this state,

with but little alteration, it still continues. The num-
ber of letters, and the mode of delineating them,

have varied at different times, and in different nations,

but the system remains, and will probably for ever

remain the same.

THE DUTCH SHIPMASTER AND THE
RUSSIAN COTTAGER.

The following interesting anecdote occurs in a German
work, lately published, intituled A Picture of St. Peters-

burgk.
In a little town, five miles from St. Petersburgh, lived a

poor German woman. A small cottage was her only pos-

session, and the visits of a few shipmasters, on their way to

Petersburgh, her only livelihood. Several Dutch ship-

masters having supped at her house one evenmg, she found,

when they were gone, a sealed bag of money under the

table. Some one of the company, had no doubt forgotten

it, but they had sailed over to Cronstadt, and the wind
being fair, there was no chance of their putting back. The
good woman put the bag into her cupboai-d, to keep it till

it should be called for. Full seven years, however, elaps3d,

and no one claimed it ; and though often tempted by oppor-

tunity, and oftener by want, to make use of the contents,

the poor woman's good principles prevailed, and it remained
untouched.
One evening, some shipmasters again stopped at her

house for refreshment. Thi*ee of them were English, the

fourth a Dutchman. Conversing on various matters, one
of them asked the Dutchman, if he had ever been in that

town before. " Indeed, I have," replied he, " I know the

place but too well : my being here, cost me once seven
hundred rubles." "How so?" "Why, in one of these

wretched hovels, I once left behind me a bag of rubles."
" Was the bag sealed ?

" asked the old woman, who was
sittin<)f in a corner of the room, and whose attention was
roused by the subject. " Yes, yes, it was sealed, and with
this very seal, here at my watch chain." The woman knew
the seal instantly. " Well, then," said she, " by that you
may recover what you have lost." " Recover it, mother !

No, no, I am rather too old to expect that : the world is not
quite so honest—besides it is full seven years since I lost

the money ;—say no more about it, it always makes me
melancholy."

Meanwhile, the good woman slipped out, and presently
retui-ned with the bag. " See here," said she, " honesty is

not so rare, perhaps, as you imagine •" and she threw the
bag on the table.

The guests were astonished, and the owner of the bag,
as may be supposed, highly delighted. He seized the hag,

tore open the seal, took out one ruble (worth 4«. 6(/.,
,

English money), and laid it on the table for the hostess,
thanking her civilly for the trouble she had taken. The
three Englishmen were amazed and indignant at so small
a reward being oifercd, and remonstrated warmly with him.
The old woman protested she required no recompense fur

merely doing her duty, and be^rged the Dutchman to take
back even his ruble. But the Englishmen insisted on
seeing justice done; "The woman," said they, "has acted
nobly, and ought to be rewarded." At length, the Dutch-
man agreed to part \vith one hundred rubles : they were
counted out, and given to the old woman, who thus, at
length, was handsomely rewarded for her honesty.

Life, and its End.—Remember for what purpose you
were born, and through the whole of life look at its end

;

and consider, when that comes, in what will you put your
trust ? Not in the bubble of worldly vanity ; it will be
broken : not in worldly pleasui"es ; they will be gone : not
in great connexions ; they cannot serve you : not in wealth

;

you cannot cany it with you : not in rank ; in the grave
there is no distinction : not in the recollection of a life

spent in a giddy conformity to the silly fashions of a
thoughtless and wicked world ; but in that of a life spent
soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world. -
Bishop Watson.

A CURIOUS anecdote of the Raven is related in the Gentle-
man's Magazine. He lived many years ago at the Red
Lion Inn, Hungerford, and was called Rafe. It is given
in the words of a gentleman who lodged at the inn.

" Coming into the inn yard," says he, "my chaise ran
over and bruised the leg of my Newfoundland dog ; and
while we were examining the injury, Rafe was evidently a
concerned spectator ; foi-, the minute the dog was tied up
under the manger with my horse, Rafe not only visited
him, but brought him bones, and attended on him with par-
ticular and repeated marks of kindness. I observed it to

the ostler, who told me that the bird had been brought up
with a dog, and that the affection between them was mutual,
and all the neighbourhood had been witnesses of their many
reciprocal acts of kindness. Rafe's poor dog after a while
broke his leg, and during the long time he was confined,
Rafe waited on him constantly, carried him his provisions,

and scarcely ever left him alone. One night, by accident, the
stable door had been shut, and Rafe bad been depri^ed of
the company of his friend the whole night ; but the ostler

found in the morning the door so pecked away, that had it

not been opened, in another hour Rafe would have made
his own entrance. My landlady confirmed this account,
and mentioned several other acts of kindness shown by this

bird to all dogs in general, but particularly to maimed or
wounded ones." Handcocks Essay on Instinct.

EPITAPH
IN THE CHURCHYARD OF PARNBOKOUGH, IN KENT, ON A YOUNG

LADY, WHO DIED AT THE AGE OF SEVENTEEN.

At that blest age, when hope, like life, is young.
And the warm feelings start upon the tongue

;

When all th' affections, passions, charities,

Glow in the cheek, and sparkle in the eyes
;

She left her parents' arms, her sister's side,

And, after years of suffering, calmly died.

The memory of her worth remains behind.
In hearts, not stone, in thoughts, not words, enshrined.
Her loss has left a wound no time can heal.

Which poets cannot paint, but mothers feel.

AMELLUS-LIKE KAULFUSSIA.

This flower, which, in spite of its ugly name, is

beautiful, has been lately introduced from the Cape
of Good Hope. It produces seeds very freely ; and
will, doubtless, be soon as well known as Mignionette

and China Asters.

A great number of vegetables have some change

of character, either by folding their leaves, closing

their flowers, or other mode of protection, during the

night, or the continuance of unpropitious weather.

The Kaulfassia amelloides, (Amellus-like Kaulfussia,)

as shown in our figure, possesses a peculiarity which
is, in some degree, contrary to the usual laws of floral

protection. In general, such plants as occasionally

vary the position of the corolla, close it, more or less,

over the centre of the flower, to guard the internal
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organs from dew or rain. But this plant, at night,

or in overcast weather, has its petals rolled back,

apparently for their own protection, leaving the

centre, or parts of fructification, wholly exposed.

The Amellus-Uke Kaitlfussia.

Linnajus observed the habit of many plants, in

closing their flowers, and gave a treatise on the sub-

ject, in the Amocnitatcs Academical, vol. iv. He has

noticed the habit of the Nymph(ca alba, or White-

flowering Water Lily, which is well kno\\ai to close

its flowers in the afternoon, and lay them on the

surface of the water till morning, when it raises and
expands them, often, in a bright day, to several inches

abo\ e the water.

The ancient botanists also have recoi'ded their ob-

servations on this subject; lor Theophrastus, more
than 300 years before the birth of our Saviour, wrote

to the same effect, respecting the Egj-ptian Lotus

;

and further observes, that "It is reported that in

the Euphrates, the head and flowers keep sinking

till midnight, when they are so deep in the water

as to be out of the reach of the hand, but towards

morning they retui-n, and still more as the day ad-

vances. At sunrise they are already above the sur-

face, with the flower expanded ; afterwards they rise

high above the water."

We have raised the KauJfussia amelloidcs by sowing

seeds in pots of light soil, put into a hotbed. When
the young plants came up they were thinned ; and
in May, the contents of the pots were transferred to

the borders, without breaking the balls of mould.

It is not in any degree tender ; and will succeed

equally well, when sown in the borders ; and, as it

is an early flowerer, forcing becomes less important.

Mavnd's Botanic Garden.
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A'N'NIVERSARIES IN MARCH.
MONDAY, 11th.

Torqtiato Tasso, the Italian epic poet, born at Sorrento.

TUESDAY, 12th.

Gregory the Great, born at Rome about 540, and became
bishop of that city 590. He sent St. Augustine, with forty

other missionaries, to preach the Gospel in England ; where
his festival was afterwards kept by decree of the Council of

Oxford. St. Gregory was an ardent advocate for clerical celi-

bacy, and the restorer of the ancient Missal. He died A.D.
604.
Chelsea Hospital, for the support of superannuated and dis-

abled soldiers, founded.
King James II. landed at Kingsale, in Ireland, to attempt the

recovery of the kingdoms he had abdicated.

Queen j4HHe announced in the London Gazette her intention to

touch patients afflicted with the Evil. This is the last time

that any of our sovereigns have offered to exercise this ima-
ginary power; but in 1745, the Pretender touched several

patients so afflicted, in Edinburgh ; with what effect may be
easily imagined.
The first number of the Guardian periodical paper published
by Sir Richard Steele.
Royal Institution opened.
Dr. G. Gregory died.

WEDNESDAY, 13th.
565 Belisarius, the celebrated Roman general, died.

1634 The French Academy founded by a royal decree. Its prin
cipal object was to keep up the purity and ]>erfection of the
French language.

1695 Jean de la Fontaine, the French poet, author of the Fables,

died in his seventy-fifth year.

1757 Thomas Herring, D.D., archbishop of Canterbury, died at

Croydon. He had been previously bishop of Rochester and
archbishop of York.

1781 A new planet discovered by Dr. Herschell, which he named,
in compliment to his royal patron, King George III., Uie
Georgium Sidus.

1808 Died, Christian VIII., king of Denmark.

THURSDAY, 14th.

1757 Admiral Byng shot at Portsmouth, pursuant to the sentence of

a Court Martial. He had previously given numerous proofs
of courage, and met his death with the greatest resolution and
composure. The justice of his sentence was loudly impeached
at the time ; and even several members of the court wWch
had recommended him to mercy, made great, but ineffectual,

attempts to save him, when it became evident that the capital
punishment, which the strict Articles of War imposed upon
him "for not doing his utmost," would be carried into effect.

1795 French fleet defeated by Admiral Hotham, and two sail of the
line taken.

1803 Frederick Klopstoch, author of The Messiah and other poems,
died at Hamburg, aged 80, leaving behind him, not only the
reputation of a truly sublime poet, but, what is much better,

that of an amiable and pious man. His remains were
honoured with a solemn funeral, such as Germany had never
before witnessed for any man of letters.

FRIDAY, 15th.
In the 44th year before the Christian era, Julius Casar was assas-

sinated in the Senate-house.
1784 The Rev. Dr. Thomas Francklin, rector of Brasted, in Kent,

and translator of Phalaris, Sophocles, and Lucan, died. He
was also author of two original tragedies; The Earl of War
vich and Matilda.

1824 The first pile of the New London Bridge driven.

SATURDAY, 16th.

1532 T ord Berners, the translator into English of Froissart's Chro-
nicle, died.

1792 Gustnvus III., king of Sweden, was shot, at a masked-ball, by
an assassin named Ankerstrcim ; of which wound he languished
until the 29th, when he died.

1794 The island of Martinique taken by the British.

SUNDAY. 17th.

MiDLENT SuND.w.—So Called because it is the fourth or middle
Sunday between Quadragesima (the first Sunday in Lent). and
Easter Sunday. It was also formerly called the Sunday of the Five
Loaves, the Sunday of Bread, and Refection, or Refreshment Sun-
day, in allusion to the Gospel of the day, which treats of our Sa-
viour's miracle of feeding the five thousand. The common or vulgar
appellation which this day still retains, is that of Mothering Sundau,
arising from an ancient usage, which prevailed on it of visiting the
mother churches of the several dioceses, and making voluntary offer-

ings at the altar, then called Quadragesimal Pennies.

The 17th of March is also the anniversary of Sr. Patrick, the
patron saint of Ireland, who, from the eminent services he rendered
the inhabitants of that country, by rescuing them from the darkness of
idolatry, is called the Archbishop, Apostle, and Father of the Hiber-
nian Church. Very little i-; known of his real history, though we
have fables in abundance. It is said that after studj-ing thirty-five

years under St. Martin, bishop of Toure, and St. German, bishop of
Aries, he was consecrated a bishop by Pope Cclestine, who
changed his name to Futrick. He landed in Ireland, accordmg to

some accounts, in 432, or, according to othei's, in 441, founded the
archbishopric of Armagh in 472, and died 17th ]\Iarch, 493, in his

120th year. St. Patrick's Davis kept throughout Ireland, and by the
natives of that country in whatever part of the world they may be
residing, with the utmost hilarity ; which, among the higher cla.<^cs,

i\ rendered subservient to the sacred cause of charity. On this

day, almost every Irishman wears in his hat the emblem of his

country and its patron saint, the shamrock, or trefoil-grass, from the
three conjoined leaves of which St. Patrick is said to have illustrated

and enforced upon their pagan ancestors the sacred doctrine of the
Trinity.

180 Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, emperor of Rome, died.

1640 Philip Massinger, the dramatic poet, died.

1714 Died, the celebrated prelate and historian, Gilbert Bi;r;iet, bi

shop of Salisbury, author of the History of the Reformation of
the Church of England.

1783 The order of knighthood, called The Order of St. Patrick,

established by King George III.

1800 H. M.ship Queen Charlotte, of 110 guns, bearing the flag of

Lord Keith, took fire at sea off the port of Leghorn, in Italy,

and blew up. Lord Keith was on shore at the time ; but the
acting commander. Captain Todd, and upwards of 800 of the

crew perished by the explosion or by drowning.

1828 Sit James Edwdrti Smith, author of several valuable works on
natural history and botany, and first president of the Linnaean
Society, died in his native city, Norwich.
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THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT

Interior of the House of Lords.

IL THE HOUSE OF LORDS
The House of Peers, or Upper House of Parliament,

uses for its room of assembly, like the House of

Commons, one of the remaining apartments of the

old Palace of Westminster. The room in which it

now meets has only been appropriated to that pur-
pose since the year 1801, when the addition of the

Irish representative Peers and Bishops imposed upon
their Lordships the necessity of removing from an
apartment which had long become inconveniently
small for their increased and increasing numbers.
The same inconvenience is felt in the present House
of Peers ; and, if a full attendance of the members
were compelled, additional accommodation would be
required.

The House of Peers is an oblong room, somewhat
smaller than the House of Commons, having the
King's Throne at the upper end, and at the lower
end lofty folding-doors, by which the Commons
are admitted: about one fourth of the room at
the lower end, is divided off by a partition, nearly
breast-high, called " the Bar, " below which, in
the engraving, are seen two barristers and a reporter.

Vol. IL

In the centre of the upper end of the House, stands

the King's Throne, a magnificent chair of state and
canopy, which was erected for the occasion of His
late Majesty King George the Fourth opening, in

person, the first Parliament of his reign. Next to the

throne, proceeding down the House, is a seat called the

woolsack placed across the House, and covered with

scarlet cloth, on which the Lord Chancellor, or the

Lord Speaker sits, when the King is not present ; next

to this are two other woolsacks, placed lengthways of

the House, on which are the seats of the Judges

when they attend, either on occasion of the King's

being present, or their being summoned to give their

opinions to the House on points of law; and also

the seats of two Masters in Chancery, who are in

constant attendance, being the messengers from the

Lords to the Commons. Next below the woolsacks,

is the " Table," at which the Clerks of the Parliament

sit, and on which are laid all Bills, petitions, and
other papers. Between the Table and the Bar, are

several rows of benches, with raised backs, and
covered with scarlet cloth for the Peers. Along the

sides of the House, from the Bar to the foot of the

45
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Throne, are similar rows of benches, rising one above
another. The upper end of the lowest of these

benches on the right hand, looking from the throne,

is apjiropriated to the Bishops, and the correspondent
bench on the other side to Dukes : other benches are
also called the Marquesses', Earls', Viscounts', and
Barons' benches ; but, except on the occasion of a
new Peer being introduced into the House for the
first time, when he is carefully placed on the very-

seat belonging to his rank, there is no attention

paid to place or precedence in the selection of a seat.

The side-walls of the house are covered with
ancient tapestry, representing the triumph of the

English Fleet over the Spanish Armada. The
several pieces of the tapestry are set in broad and
massive frames of wainscot-wood, and surrounded
with medallions representing the principal officers

who distinguished themselves on that glorious oc-

casion. This tapestry was designed by an artist-,

named Cornelius Vroom, and executed by Francis
Spiering, for the Earl of Nottingham, who was Lord
High-Admiral and Commander-in-Chief of the Eng-
lish fleet, at a cost of 1628/. sterling. The Earl
of Nottingham sold it to King James the First. The
whole floor is covered with plain matting ; the house
is lighted by day, from the wdndows visible in the
engraving, and at night, by chandeliers and some
elegant bronze sconces.

At the upper end of the House are two doors, one
on each side of the throne ; that on the right hand,
is the one by which the King enters when he comes
down to open or prorogue the Session of Parliament

;

that on the left is for the entry of Peers. On the
left-hand side of the House, immediately below
the bar, is another door, for counsel, agents, wit-

nesses, and other persons who may have occasion to

attend the house. Inamediately above this door, is

,

a small space, railed off for the accommodation of

the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod, the principal

officer of the House : it has curtains to draw round
it, as may be seen in the engraving, and on the

occasion of very interesting debates, serves, like the
space above the ventilator of the House of Commons,
to accommodate and conceal ladies, whose presence
at its deliberations, the standing orders of the House
strictly forbid.

.

When the House is in its usual sittings, all the
space behind the Lord Chancellor's Woolsack, is

deemed out of the House ; and is open to peers' sons,

and members of the House of Commons. For the
general accommodation of the public who may wish
to hear the debates, there is the space below the Bar

;

to which, within the last few years, has been added
a gallery along the lower end of the House, for ad-

mission to either of which, a peer's order is necessary.

Immediately behind the upper-end of the House
of Lords is a room, called the " Prince's Chamber,"
in w^hich is a curious piece of old tapestry, repre-

senting the birth of Queen Elizabeth. In this room
the King, when he comes in state to meet his Parlia-

ment, puts on his royal robes and crown, from
whence it is also called the " Robing Room." Having
so done, he enters the House by the door on the

right hand, and takes his seat on the throne, sur-

rounded by the great Officers of State ; the Cap of

Maintenance is borne on his right hand, and the

Sword of State on his left : and, a little advanced in

front, and on the right, stands the Lord High Chan-
cellor. The King being seated, the Gentleman
Usher of the Black Rod is sent to summon the

House of Commons, who, in a few minutes, enter,

headed by their Speaker, through the great folding

doora at the bottom of the House, and advance to

the Bar, making three reverences ; the Speaker stands

at the centre of the Bar, with his Mace laid on the

Bar before him. His Majesty then reads his Speech,

after hearing which the Commons retire, as immedi-
ately after does the King, attended by his suite.

When the King visits the House of Lords, ladies

are permitted to be present, having tickets of admis-
sion for that purpose from Peers. From the great

increase of the Peerage these admissions have become
so numerous, that the whole body of the House, of

late years, has been nearly filled to crowding, with
ladies only, and very few Peers, except those imme-
diately about the royal person, are to be seen. The
display of beauty, and splendid magnificence of dress,

which the Upper House of ParUament can then boast
of, must be witnessed to be imagined.

As the House of Commons is an elective, so the

House of Peers is an hereditary body. It is the

prerogative of the King alone to elevate a person ori-

ginally to a seat in the House ; but, once there,

nothing short of high-treason can deprive him, or

his legitimate successors in the dignity, of that seat.

The Peerage is divided into five orders ; Dukes, Mar-
quesses, Earls, Viscounts, and Barons : they all wear
robes of scarlet cloth, lined with white "satin, on
which their several ranks are designated by an ap-

pointed number of stripes of gold lace and ermine,

or plain white fur, on the right breast and shoulder.

These robes, however, are not worn, except when the

King is present, when the royal assent is given to

Acts of Parliament by commission, (on which occa-

sion the commissioners only are robed,) and when a

new Peer is introduced into the House for the first

time, on which occasion the Lords concerned in the

ceremony wear their robes. The Peers never wear
their coronets but at a coronation.

The usual time for the House assembling for

public and political business is four o'clock ; but the

hearing appeals, and other judicial business is trans-

acted in the earlier part of the day. Three Peers arc

sufficient to constitute a house ; and, before any
business is entered upon, suitable prayers are read by
a Bishop, during which the doors are closed.

The progress and stages of a Bill in the House of

Lords are the same as in the Lower House, except

that a Peer may introduce a Bill without obtaining

leave. Unlike the Speaker of the House of Com-
mons, the Lord High Chancellor (being a Peer of

the Realm) is at liberty to address the House on any
subject that may be before it 3 on such occasions,

however, he quits the Woolsack for the time, and
speaks from his place as a Peer.

When a Bill has passed through all its stages in

both House of Parliament, it still requires the Royal

Assent, to give it the force of a law ) this is always

given in the House of Peers ; occasionally, but very

rarely, by the King in person, generally by Commis-
sioners appointed under the Great Seal for that pur-

pose. The commission is directed to the Great Officers

of State, and all the Peers who are Privy Councillors
;

three to form a quorum. Of this three, the Lord
Chancellor is always one, and the other two, generally,

one of his Majesty's Ministers and the Chairman of the

Committees. The Commissioners having taken their

seats, robed, and with their hats on, upon a bench

immediately before the Throne, the Commons arc

summoned to attend ; the Commission is then read,

and afterwards the titles of the Acts, to each of

which the Royal Assent is signified by the Clerk of

the Crown, in words of Norman French, varying

according to the nature of the Bill. To a Private

Bill, the form is, Soit fait comme il est desire; Let

it be as is desired :—to a Public Bill, Le Rot le vevt;
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The King wills it, or consents to it :—to a Money
Bill, the answer is longer, containing expressions of

obligation, as well as mere words of consent, Le Roi

remercie ses bons svjets, accepte leur benevolence, et ainsi

le veut; The King thanks his good subjects, accepts

their bcftevolence, and also wills it. The form of

refusal, now so totally obsolete, that it is to be found

only in history and the old records of long-past

Parhaments, delicately avoided the direct expression

of a negative, by the milder phrase, Le Roi s'avisera;

The King will consider of it.

The Peers of the United Kingdom enjoy many
great privileges; the principal of which, however,

are, total exemption from personal arrest in any civil

proceeding; and the right of being tried on any

criminal charge by their Peers alone, who give their

verdict, not upon oath, but upon their honour. All

impeachments of high crimes and misdemeanours
brought by the House of Commons, are also tried

before the House of Lords. On these occasions, the

place of trial is not the House itself, but Westminster
Hall, fitted up for the purpose.

ANECDOTE OF THE PRESENT KING OF PRUSSIA.

Near Potsdam, in the reign of Frederick the Great, was a
mill which interfered with the view from the windows of

Sans Souci. Annoyed by this eye-sore to his favourite re-

sidence, the King sent to inquire the price for which the
mill would be sold by its owner. " For no price," was the
reply of the sturdy Pnissian ; and in a moment of anger
Frederick gave orders that the mill should be pulled down.
"The King may do this," said the miller, quietly folding

his arms, " but there are laws in Prussia ;" and forthwith
he commenced proceedings against the Monarch, the result

of which was that the Coui't sentenced Frederick to rebuild
the mill, and to pay besides a large sum of money as com-
pensation for the injury which he had done. The King
was mortified, but had the magnanimity to say, addressing
himself to his courtiers, "I am glad to find that just laws
and upright judges exist in my kingdom." The above
anecdote is well known to every reader of Prussian history,

but it is necessary to be related here as an introduction
to that which follows :—About three years ago the present
head of the honest millers family (his name is Frank,)
who had in due course of time succeeded to the hereditary
possession of his little estate, finding himself, after a long
struggle with, losses occasioned by that war which brought
ruin into many a house besides his own, involved in pecu-
niary difficulties that had become insurmountable, wrote to

the present King of Prussia, reminding him of the refusal
experienced by Frederick the Great at the hands of his an-
cestor, and stating that, if his Majesty now entertained a
similar desire to obtain possession of the propeity, it would
be very agreeable to him, in his present embarrased cir-

cumstances, to sell the mill. The King wrote immediately,
with his own hand, the following reply:

—

" My dear Neighbour—I cannot allow you to sell the mill

;

it must remain in your possession as long as one member
of your family exists ; for it belongs to the history of Prussia.
I lament, however, to hear that you are in circumstances
of embarrassment ; and I therefore send yon 6,000 dollars
(about 1,000/. sterling) to arrange your affairs, in the hope
that this sum will be sufficient for the purpose.

" Consider me always your aifectionate neighbour,
" Frederick William."

Truth.—Petrarch, a celebrated Itahan poet, who flourished
above 400 years ago, recommended himself to the confi-
dence and affection of Cardinal Colonna, in whose family
he resided, by his candour and strict regard to truth. A
violent quarrel occurred in the household of this nobleman,
which was carried so far, that recourse*was ha'd to arms

:

the cardinal \vished to know the foundation of this affair

;

and that he might be able to decide with justice, he as-
sembled all his people, and obliged them to bind themselves,
by a most solemn oath on the Gospels, to declare the whole
truth. Every one, without exception, submitted to this
determination

; even the Bishop of Luna, brother to the
cardinal, was not excused. Petrarch, in his turn, present-
ing himself to take the oath, the cardinal closed the book,
and said, " As to you, Petrarch, your word is sufficient."

TRUE HUMILITY.
True humility, while it brings to light our own
sins, is ever sure to cover a multitude of the sins of
others.

The man who is the most sensible of his o^vn
failings, will always be heard to talk the least of the
failings of others. It is the proud man, the proud
professor of the Gospel, who is the reviling man, the
censorious professor.

Pride takes a pleasure in bringing to light the in-

firmities of others, that itself may be exalted; while
humility delights in contemplating their excellencies,

that it may be laid by them still lower in its own
esteem, and be led to imitate their graces.

The reason why we are censorious and hard-
hearted is simply this,—we have not the Spirit of
Christ, and are none of his. Never let us deem
ourselves Christians, tiU we bear some resemblance to

our meek, lowly, and compassionate Master. The
religion which he puts into the heart of his followers,

softens the character, sweetens the temper, and en-
livens all the tender afifections of the soul, and fills it

with kindness, and with love. Bradley's Sermons.

What shall we do, when our favours are requited with
ingratitude ? Repeat them, though they should seem so
be repeated in vain. Let us persevere in our kindness,
even when it may appear to be thrown away. There is no
reason why a crowd of ungrateful receivers should make us
unwilling tq deserve their gratitude. Let us persevere in
showing kindness, even after we despair of meeting with a
grateful return.' Cease not from well-doing, but pursue
the undeviating course of the just. Seneca.

Passions are the gales of life ; it should be our care to see
that they rise not into a tempest.

Charles the Second, hearing the celebrated Vossius, a
freethinker, repeating some incredible stories of the Chinese,
tui-ning to those about him, said, " This learned divine is

a very strange man ; he beheves every thing but the
Bible." Addison.

" In all time of our tribulation, in all time of our wealth,
in the hour of death, and in the day of judgment

;

"GOOD LORD DELIVER US." Litani/

In the dark season of distress.

In sickness, want, or woe
;

If friends desert, or foes oppress,

Or trouble lay me low

:

If 'reft of those I fondly love.

From earthly ills I flee.

To seek sweet comfort from above,
Good Lord deliver me.

If wealth be mine, from all the snares
Which riches with them bring.

Oppression, avarice, worldly cares.

Ambition's goading sting

;

From pride, and from that worst offence,
Forgetfulness of Thee,

Whose hand that wealth did first dispense.
Good Lord deliver me.

When on the bed of death, a prey
To gloomy thoughts I lie.

Or worn by slow disease away.
Or rack'd with agony

;

Stung with remorse for what bath been.
And dreading what may be.

When death hath closed this mortal scene ; •

Good Lord deliver me.

And oh ! in that appalling hour.
When clouds around the" spread,

Thou comcst array'd in pomp and power,
To judge both quick and dead

;

When trembling, shrinking from thy faco.
Thy servant thou shalt see,

A suppliant at the bar of grace,
Good Lord deliver me I ^J. L.
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The Temple of Concord at Girgenti, tn Sicily.

ANCIENT TEMPLES. j said to have been xiniform, as being perfectly sym-
I.

The great temple at Girgenti* (the ancient Agri-
gentum), in Sicily, dedicated to Jupiter Olympius, is

supposed to have ISeen built by Timoleon, about 337
years before Christ, so that it has stood more than
twenty centuries. Timoleon erected it as a triumph
of his conquests, which are celebrated by the Greek
historians. There were, at Girgenti, two other large

temples, of which there are nearly equal remains
j

those, namely, of Juno Lucina, and of Concord.
The last mentioned is the most corpmanding fea-

ture of Girgenti f, as being conspicuously seen from
every point. Hercules and .^sculapius had likewise

temples
; and Cicero reproaches Verres, the plxmder-

ing praetor of Sicily, with having stolen and taken
away by violence some of the finest works of Grecian
art, when it had reached its zenith—^the sculpture of
Myron and the painting of Zouxis. But of all the
ruined temples of Agrigentum, that of Jupiter Olym-
pius excites, in viewing it, the greatest stirprise, from
its stupendous magnitude. The extreme length 360
feet, width 174, the diameter of the fluted semi-
columns of the Doric order 23, and their height 64.

The sides were composed (a very remarkable instance)

of fourteen semi-columns, and there were seven per-

fect ones at each end. The flutings or grooves were
so large as to admit of a man standing within them.
So vast were the dimensions, and consequent expense,
that it was never completely finished.

This mensuration was most accurately taken in

English feet, by two professional gentleman, in 1822.

In their plan and construction the Grecian temples
admitted but of little variety, they may be almost

* Girgenti lies on the western coast of Sicily, opposite to Tunis
;

and when it was included in the Roman province of Magna Graecia,
i.iuch jealousy was excited by its commercial intercourse with the
Carthaginians. This city, with its commodious port, was first founded
by the colonizing Greeks, 600 years before Christ, and called by them
Acragasj by the Romans Agrigentum ; and by the Sicilians Gir-
genti.

t Dimensions of the Temvle of Concord .

Front 55 ft. 9 in.

Side 129 „ 5 „
Length of Cella . 52 „ 10 „
Width of do, . « ^ „ M

Span of Arches .

Height of Piers .

Width of do. . .

Thickness of do«

5 ft. 6 in.

11. 7„
2 .1 8 „
3 -

metrical in design, whether their dimensions were
great or small. A cell, answering to the nave in our

cathedrals, was sometimes open to the air (hypathral)

,

when too spacious for a roof, or when small, very

dark and gloomy, with the statue only, illuminated,

and thus better adapted to exhibit oracular trickeries,

for which the Sicilians were eminently notorious.

In those countries, under a sultry sun, the lengthened

colonnades were necessary for the reception of the

numerous worshippers who daily frequented it, and
for the display of some of the ceremonies which were
performed there.

Of the great works of ancient architects, the

most remarkable was the temple of Solomon at

Jerusalem. The first temple at Jerusalem, built by
Hiram, as chief architect, and as described in the

Book of Kings, chap. vii. and ix., and Jeremiah chap.

XV., has occasioned many learned commentaries, the

result of which is, that the following measurement
appears to be the just one. It was 437 feet long and
145 wide, and the total height from the base, includ-

ing the walled rock, 218 feet from the lower area.

Not a single mass of ruin remains to this day of

the temple of Diana at Ephesus ; but from what can

be ascertained of its site, it came next to the last-

mentioned, in point of extent. The Parthenon at

Athens has 100 feet of length less than the temple
at Girgenti j and its other proportions accordingly.

There has been a received but unauthenticated

opinion, that all the Grecian temples were consider-

ably less than our great cathedrals j and the majority

of them were certainly so. But if it be considered,

that our gothic ecclesiastical structures consist of

several distinct parts under one roof, and if they bft

measured separately, we shall find that the cell or

Girgenti exceeded any single nave now existing in

Europe, if our own St. Paul's, and St. Peter's at

Rome, were excepted. The nave of old St. Paul's,

formerly the largest in England, was only 335 feet

long ; 25 feet less than the above, with its two por-

ticoes. We cannot sufficiently admire the exquisite

skill which the Greeks displs^ed in tha arts, but
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we have, in this instance, to admire it as displayed

in that grace and symmetry, so admirable in those

buildings which were dedicated to the religion of

the ancient world. But though science and taste

may gratify the judgment, they do not delight the

imagination in the same degree as the contemplation

of " the long-drawn aisle and fretted vault," so

wrought as to have the appearance of molten metal,

and so lofty as to seem to exceed the powers of

human construction. And, mor» than all, when we
enter our magnificent cathedrals, we have our thoughts
and feelings raised, not only to the contemplation of

the beautiful specimens of human skill, but to the

majesty and greatness of Him who is there to be
worshipped in spirit and in truth.

MIGRATORY BIRDS.
No. II.

Swallows.
Among the migratory birds, none have attracted

more attention, or been the cause of more difference

of opinion, than the Swallows. Linnseus, the great
Swedish naturalist, unfortunately for science, relying
too much on the accounts furnished him by his cor-

respondents, recorded his behef that, in many in-

stances, the swallows, instead of leaving this country
at the approach of winter, retreated to holes of rocks
and other places of concealment, and remained there,

in a torpid state, until the return of spring. It was
even asserted by Olaus Magnus, a Bishop of Upsal,
that in the north of Europe, the peasants were " fre-

quently in the habit of drawing up, from the bottom
of ponds and lakes, by means of nets, numbers of
these birds.

Although later writers did not agree in all that had
been stated by their predecessors on this subject,
still, countenanced by the learned Swede, who was
then deservedly considered the greatest naturalist
that Europe had ever produced, they believed that
it was not an xmcommon thing, for these birds to
remain dormant during the winter. Later observa-
tions have, however, clearly proved that the only

effect produced on them, by exposure to cold, is that
of benumbing their faculties, and quickly depriving

them of life ; it has also been ascertained, that they
moult their feathers during our winter months, and
when they return in the spring, they are clothed in a
new suit.

At first we are apt to be startled at the idea of the
immense distances traversed by birds during their

migrations, but if we submit our remarks to calcula-

tion, the difficulty of the performance at once va-
nishes; since the longest flight across the sea, which
a swallow is likely to take in his journey to Africa,

would only be from the south of France, across the

Mediterranean, a distance not much exceeding 400
miles ; and, as a bird flies at the rate of GO miles * an
hour, it would only be on the wing for about seven
hours, a matter of very little difficulty. But even
this joTirney might be avoided ; for if, instead of

crossing the sea, it proceeded over the Peninsula of

Spain and Portugal, a short trip would bring the

feathered traveller to his winter-quarters. If the

migratory route of any other bird, with whose move-
ments we are acquainted, were submitted to the same
test, we should, no doubt, find a similar result.

The swallow-tribe is scattered over the surface of

nearly the whole globe ; but in the regions between
the tropics, where the insects on which these birds

subsist are found in abundance throughout the year,

the instinct of migration is not displayed.

There are four species of the swallow-tribe known
in England: the House-Martin, whose well-known
nest is found luider the eaves of houses and in the

angles of windows; the Chimney-Swallow, that builds

its nest in old chimneys, bams, and hay- stacks; the

Sand-Martin, that frequents holes in sand-banks ;

'

and the largest of the tribe, the Swift, or Great
Black Swallow.

The House-Martin arrives in England about the

beginning of April, and is followed about the middle
of the same month, by the Chimney-Swallow and

* Swallows have been considered to fly at the rate of sixty nules in

the hour, Swifts at the rate of ninety.

The Houie-Mdrtin—Tli6 SvAft—The Sand-U<invn—Tk« (JhtmneySwiillinb*
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the Sand-Martin ; but it is near the end of April

before the Swift makes its appearance.

The swallows belong to that tribe of birds called

by Ctjvier Fissirosiri, (Cloven Beaks,) the gape of

the beak extending as far back as the hindmost angle

of the eye. The swallow takes its prey upon the

wing, and this apparently disproportionate gape

affords it a better chance of seizing insects during its

airy evolutions. In the construction of its nest tlie

House-lNIartin proves itself much more skilful than

any other species of the swallow-tribe ; its mode of

proceeding is thus described by that acute observer

of nature, the Rev. Gilbert White.
" About the beginning of May, if the weather be

fine, the martin begins to think in earnest of pro-

viding a mansion for its family. The crust or shell

of this nest seems to be formed of such dirt or

loam as comes most readily to hand, and is tempered
and WTought together with little bits of brokeii

straws, to render it tough and tenacious. As this

bird often builds against a perpendicular wall, with-

out any projecting ledge under, it requires its utmost
efforts to get the first foundation firmly fixed, so that

it may safely carry the superstructure.
" On this occasion the bird not only clings with its

claws, but partly supports itself by strongly inclining

its tail against the wall, making that a fvdcrum : and
thus steadied, it works and plasters the materials into

the face of the brick or stone. But then, that this

work may not, while it is soft and green, pull itself

down by its own weight, the provident architect has
prudence and forbearance enough not to advance her
work too fast ; but by building only in the morning,
and by dedicating the rest of the day to food and
amusement, gives it sufficient time to dry and harden.

" About half an inch seems to be a sufficient layer

for a day. By this method, in about ten or twelve
days, is formed an hemispheric nest, with a small

opening towards the top, strong, compact, and warni,
and perfectly fitted for the piu-poses for which it was
intended." This nest is afterwards lined carefull)'-

with feathers, and is fit to receive the eggs and
become a dwelling to the j'oung."

Experiment has proved that the instinct of these
birds directs them, on their return in spring, to the
same nests they occupied in the previous season, and
and if the nest is not destroyed they take possession
of their old habitation. The swift and the sand-
martin are noticed as being much more slovenly in

the construction of their nests than either of the other
two species. The able naturalist above quoted, thus
describes the character of these birds.

" The swallows are a most inoffensive, harmless,
entertaining, social, and useful tribe of birds ; they
touch no fruit in our gardens ; delight, all except one
species, in attaching themselves to our houses, amuse
us with their migrations, songs, and marvellous agi-

lity, and clear our outlets from the annoyances of
gnats and other troublesome insects."

The Swallows are all soft-billed birds, their feet

and claws also are badly constructed for defence or
annoyance, but their rapidity of flight is such that they
fearlessly attack, or rather tease by their numbers,
hawks, owls, and other birds of prey, till they have
at last driven them out of their neighbourhood.

Children should be enured as early as possible to

acts of charity and mercy. Constantine, as soon as
his son could write, employed his hand in signing
pardons, and delighted in conveying, through his

mouth, all the favours be granted. A noble introduc-
tion to sovereignty, which is. instituted for the happi-
ness of mankind.- Jortin.

ROBERT BURNS.
We inserted, in a former number, an extract from a
Lecture on Popular Literature, for the purpose of point-

ing out the futility of some of the objections frequently

urged against cviltivating the minds of the poorer

orders; and also for the purpose of citing the cases

of some individuals, who had improved and refined

themselves by education, without becoming in any
way unfit to discharge the duties of their humble '

station in life. The man of whom we are now going

to give a slight biographical sketch, was, we need
hardly say, possessed of genius and powers of mind,
which not only raised him vastly above the persons

named in that paper, but which have seldom been
surpassed in any rank or condition of society. There
are, however, some circumstances in the history of

Robert Burns, which should be known to every hum-
ble candidate for knowledge and fame : neither, we
trust, can the principal incidents in the life of such
a man be uninteresting to any of omr readers.

Robert Burns was born in 1759, on the 25th of

Janiiary;—and it happens, by a singular coincidence,

that the corresponding day of the year 1772, witnessed

the birth of another Scotch Poet, who has raised him-
self to celebritj'^, from a j^et humbler origin than the

Ayrshire ploughman,—we mean the simple, unso-

phisticated James Hogg, better known in the literary

world by his more poetical name of the Ettrick

Shepherd.

Burns was born in the parish of Alloway, about

two miles from the town of Ayr, in a cottage by the

way-side, which was long pointed out to the traveller

as his place of nativity; though, we believe, it has

since been pulled down, and the timbers of the roof

have been formed into boxes and various articles,

highly pi'ized b)'^ the admij'ers of the great bard. At
the time of his birth, his father was gardener to Mr.
Ferguson of A^t ; though he afterwards became tenant

successively of two or three small farms in the neigh-

bourhood. Humble as was this station, we must not,

however, suppose that it carried with it all the dis-

advantages incident to a like situation in South
Britain. The Scotch peasantry enjoy great advan-

tages for obtaining education. They have a school

established by law in every parish, where elementary

instruction maybe obtained at the lowest price;—
and, still more, the habits and modes of thinking of

the parents lead them to practise the utmost self-

denial, in order to procure yet further information

for their children. Neither can we forbear to pause

for one moment, for the purpose of remarking, that,

when we consider in how great a degree the nu-al

population of Scotland is free from crime,—a fact

knoNATi and acknowledged on all sides,—this circum-

stance, even assisted, as we admit it to be, by some
others, favourable to the innocence of the people,

must be allowed to speak volumes in behalf of the

great cause of popular education.

The father of Biu-ns was an extraordinary cha-

racter, of high principles, and of no common talents
;

and he yielded to none, in his anxiety to procure

every advantage of instruction for his children.

Beside sending them to the parish-school, he paid a

master to instruct them at home ; so that Robert, the

eldest, not only was taught to read and to write, but
was conversant with the English grammar, and oven

learned some French ; to which knowledge he after-

wards added the elements of geometry and mensura-

tion. Bums, therefore, started in his hterary csireer

with advantages superior to many, who have since

been called self-taught poets. StiU it should be

remembered, that he passed the fitrst twenty-three

years of his life in severe toil. He was literally, aa
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he styled himself, a ploughman. His father worked
his farms only by the labour of himself and his sons

;

a labour, that was exacted to the utmost : and it is

melancholy to think that, even with the closest in-

dustry, combined with the strictest frugality, and the

humblest mode of hving, the poor old man was un-

successful in all his efforts, and, after having been

obhged to retire successively from three farms, died at

last in poverty. Still, during the few hours of leisure

that this laborious course of hfe afforded, Robert •

Burns eagerly devoured every book, which chance, or

the kindness of friends, threw in his way. He also

sharpened his intellect by forming an association of

young men, who met periodically to discuss subjects

of importance and interest : but, much more than all,

he occupied his mind, during this period of his life, in

composing several of those poems, which have since

inscribed his name in the rolls of fame. As he guided

the plough or wielded the flail, his mind expatiated in

the bright regions of fancy j and the little incidents of

agricultural life, and the simple habits of agricultural

economy, gave rise to the beautiful poems of the
" Field Mouse," the " Mountain Daisy," and the

m.ost delightful of all, the " Cotter's Saturday Night."

It is also remarkable that, while thus labouring for

a bare subsistence, and never having extended his

personal observation beyond the neighboiu-ing market-

town. Burns was vet able to fornx a just estimate of

his own powers, and was conscious that they qualified

him to take liis place among the eminent and the

great. At the same time, apprehensive that his hum-
ble and indigent circumstances would bar him from
assuming his proper station, he felt within himself a

restlessness and uneasiness, which we could well

understand in such a mind. In a letter written to

his father, when he was twenty-two years of age, he
says, " As for this world, I despair of ever making
a figure in it. I am not formed for the bustle of the

busy, nor the flutter of the gay ; I shall never again

be capable of entering into such scenes :—indeed, I

am altogether unconcerned at the thoughts of this

life. I foresee that poverty and obsciirity probably

await me, and I am in some measure prepared, and
daily preparing to meet them. I have but just time

and paper to return you my grateful thanks for the

lessons of virtue and piety you have given me, which
were too much neglected at the time of giving

them, but which, I hope, have been remembered ere

it is yet too late."

But at length the time arrived, that was to form
the great epoch in the hfe of Burns. He had lost

his excellent father 5 he had made an imprudent
marriage ; and farming had proved unprofitable. In
despair, he came to the resolution to go out to

Jamaica in the capacity of an assistant on the estate

of Dr. Douglas ;—but not having sufficient money to

pay his passage, he was advised to endeavour to

obtain the means, by publishing his poems by sub-

scription. The success of the experiment exceeded
his most sanguine wishes : they were warmly
and tmiversaUy admired, and procured for their

author a sum of money, sufficient not only to
induce him t(j abandon his design of quitting his

native country, but also to give him the means of
establishing himself in credit and comfort, in his
former line of life, in any part of Scotland. His
reputation also procured him invitations to Edin-
burgh, for which place he set out in November,~1786,
and where he was received by the learned, by the great,
and by the gay, with a cordiaUty and hospitality,
which at once placed him among society widely
different from any to which he before had been used,
and which also, we fear, ejagendered tastes and habits.

which were most injurious to his respectability, to
his morals and religion, and to his happiness in his

after life.

It is our desire to speak with the utmost tender-
ness of such a man as Bums. We wish it ever to be
remembered, that to the end of his career, he main-
tained an integrity and independence of spirit, which no
poverty could bend, and which we deUght to see
associated with so much genius. But we make no
apology for his vices ; neither, certainly, is it our in-

tention to follow Bums through those scenes of
irregularity, which at length brought his career

to a premature close on the 21st of July, 1796,
in his thirty-seventh year. Our object is prin-

cipally to illustrate one point: by the successful

sale of his poems. Burns had found himself in

possession of nearly 500/. ; a sum, that was afilu-

ence to one whose means had always been so

scanty, and certainly forming a sufficient capital

to have enabled him to embark steadily and systema-
tically in the reputable occupation of agriculture. In
fact, he took the farm of Ellisland, on the banks of the

Nith, a few miles above Dumfries, on which he
entered at Whitsuntide 1788. But his rustic labours

soon grew distasteful to him, and were neglected
j

every thing on his farm went amiss, and, after an
occupation of three years and a half, he resigned it

into the hands of his landlord. In the mean while.

Burns had also been appointed to an office of no
large emolument in the excise; but this appointment,
while it diverted him from the steady prosecution of

his agricultural labours, threw him also into situa-

tions by no means favourable to the virtue of tem-
perance ; and from this, as well as from other con-

current circumstances, he became gradually more and
more addicted to excesses in drinking, which un-
dermined his health, and brought him to an early

grave. It may also be added that, although many
passages in his WTitings, both in prose and verse,

show that Burns was deeply impressed with the sen-

timent of religion; a sentiment, in which we can
hardly conceive how by any possibility a real poet

can be deficient; yet his devotional feelings do not

appear to have sprung from sound Religious principle

nor to have been sustained and strengthened by
regular, constant, and systematic acts of worship.

In short, the main purpose for which we have
sketched the life of this extraordinary and unfortu-

nate man, has been to show how the brightest genius

may be obscured, and a mind of the highest and
noblest aspirations may be laid low, by want of steadi-

ness, by want of prudence, by want of perseverance,

and above all by want of practical Religion.

Bums is not properly an instance of lowly talent

cultivated and improved by its owner to his cost

:

his misfortunes were occasioned by other causes.

His cultivated intellect would have added both

to his respectability and to his happiness, if, at

the same time, he had learned to control his appetite,

and acquire habits of regular application to busi-

ness,—making his poetry a solace from care, a

recreation from toil, or, to put it upon a lower

footing, a sovurce of profit, valuable and acceptable,

but still secondary and subordinate to some fixed

employment.
Immediately after the death of Bums, noble sub-

scriptions were raised, in behalf of his destitute

family : splendid monuments have since been erected

to his memory.
The Scottish peasant feels his heart swell with

pride, as he recollects that he is of the same country,

and of the same class with the Ayrshire Plough-
man. We think that not aa honour beyond his
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desert has been lavished upon his memory as a

genius :—we only wish his sad fate to be borne in

mind, in order that it may serve as a beacon to

mark the rocks on which genius may make ship-

wreck, when it is not under the guidance of Religion,

and not kept steady in its course, by regular and
constant occupation.

THE LION-HEAD OF THE CENTURION.
In September, 1740, Commodore George Anson sailed from
England with a small squadron of ships, consisting of the

Centurion, of 60 guns, the Gloucester, the Severn, the

Pearl, the Wager, and the Trial sloop, with two victuallers,

and about 470 land-forces, luider the command of Colonel

Cracherode. The Severn and the Pearl were separated

from him on the coast of Brazil, whence they returned to

England. All his other ships, except the Centurion, were
either lost or destroyed, for want of hands to navigate them.

He burned the town of Paita in Peru, where he found a

good deal of plunder. He likewise took the rich Manilla

galleon, valued at 400,000/. sterling; and, after undergoing

an incredible number of difficulties, he arrived at S pithead
on the 15th of June, 1744. His treasure was conveyed in

a triumphant manner to London, where it was received

amidst the shouts and acclamations of the people. He
himself was soon after created a peer of the realm. He
died in 1 762, aged sixty-two years.

The Lion, carved in wood, which adorned the head of his

ship, the Centurion, was placed, some years ago, on a pe-

destal in the stable-yard of a little inn at Waterbeach,
adjoining Goodwood Park, near Chichester, the seat of the

Puke of Richmond, with the following inscription :

Stay, Traveller, awhile, and view
One who has travell'd more than you.
Quite round the globe, through each degree,
Anson and I have plough'd the sea.

Torrid and frigid zones have past

;

And safe ashore arrived at last.

In ease with dignity appear.
He in the House of Lords, I here.

In the course of the last year, this Lion was remoYcd to

"Windsor, as a present to his Ma'esty ; and the following

lines, in imitation of the original inscription, have been
sent to us on the occasion of this movement

:

Such was this travell'd Lion's boast.

Contented with his humbler post,

While Anson sat in lordly state.

To hear his fellow lords debate.
But travell'd now to Windsor's dome,
The Lion boasts a prouder home,
Which our brave Sailor-king afFords,

Than Anson in the House of Lords.

ANNIVERSARIES IN MARCH.
MONDAY 18th.

Edward sumamed the Martyr, Saxon kmg of England, was crowned,
A.D. 975, by the celebrated Archbishop Dunstan, in despite of the

intrigues of his step-mother Elfrida, who endeavoured to place her
own son Ethelred, his half and younger brother, on the throne. At
the time of his coronation, he was, according to some accounts, only
twelve years old ; but according to others, fourteen or sixteen. His
enjoyment of the royal authority was of very short duration ; his

mother-in-law resolved to secure by murder, what her influence and
intrigues had been insufficient to obtain ; and in the fourth year of
his reign, caused him to be stabbed in the back, by one of her
retainers, as he was drinking. The youth and innocence of the

prince, together with his tragical death, roused the compassion of the
people to such a degree, that they believed miracles to be wrought at

nis tomb, and gave him the appellation of Martyr, which was con-
firmed by Pope Innocent IV., who, in 1245, directed the anniversary
of his death to be kept as a festival of the church.

1745 Sir Robert Walpole, Knight of the Garter, first Earl of Orford,
and many years prime-minister to Kings George I. and II.

—

Died.
1748 Died, Laurence Sterne, author of Yorick's Sermons, Tristram

Shandy, The SentimeHtal Jturney, 6jc.

TUESDAY 19th,

On this day, in the year before Christ 720, happened the first lunar
eclipse, of which history gives any account.

1355 The custom of impressing seamen, to man the king's ships, com-
menced.

1719 A surprising meteor appeared about 8 o'clock in the evening,
and was visible throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland.

1751 Died,Capfuid Thomas Coram, the philanthropic contriver and
patron of the Foundling Hospital. He was a captain in the
Merchant Service, and at one time worth considerable money,
which he sacrificed in his charitable pursuiu, so ^s, for some
years previous to his death, to be reduced to live on a oension
of about £100 a year.

WEDNESDAY 20th.

The Spring quarter commences, the sun entering the constellation

Aries, or the Ram, at hve minutes and six seconds pasteight at night.

1413. Henry IV., King of England (first sovereign of the house of
Lancaster), uied in the Jerusalem chamber, in his palace at

Westminster.
1727 Died, Sir Isaac Newtmt. He was bom, 25th December, 1642.

Interred in Westminster Abbey.
1731 A destructive earthquake at Foggia, in the kingdom of Naples,

by which half the town was destroyed, and 2000 persons
perished in the ruins,

1751 Died Frederick, Prince Of Wales, eldest son ofKing George II.,

and father of King George 111.

1793 Died, William Murray, first Earl of Mansfield, upwards of
thirty years Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench.

THURSDAY 21st.

St. Benedict, the founder of the order of Benedictine Monks, or, as
they were called from the colour of their dress. Black Friars. He
was born in the dukedom of Spoleto, in Italy, about the year 480 •

and died, A.D. 542,

1556 Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury, suffered mar-
tyrdom at Oxford, under Queen Mary, in the sixty-seventh
year of his age,

1766 A large spot, calculated to be three times the size of the earth,
passed over the centre of the sun's disk.

1801 The battle of Alexandria in Egypt, in which the French were
defeated ; but the English commander. Sir Ralph Aber-
crombie, was mortally wounded, and died on the 28th.

1804 Duke d'Enghien shot by order of Buonaparte.
1829 A severe shock of an earthquake felt throughout the province

of Murcia, in Spain.
1832 This day was appointed to be held as a day of general fast and

humiliation, on account of the Cholera,

FRIDAY 22nd.

1665 The plague which desolated London, as well as several dlher
parts of the kingdom, this year, broke out.

1740 Porto-bello, a strong town and sea-port, in Spanish America,
taken by the English forces, under Admiral Vernon.

SATURDAY 23rd.

1767 Chandernagore, a city and fortress on the Ganges, in Bengal,
which had been granted by the native princes to the French,
as a commercial settlement, was taken by the English troops
under general (afterwards lord) Clive,

1801 Paul, Emperor of Russia, assassinated as St. Petersburgh,
1809 Kotzebue, the German dramatic author, and afterwards a

political writer in the employ of Russia, was assassinated.

1829 Carl Maria von Weber, a celebrated German composer, died
in London.

SUNDAV* 24th.

The Fifth Sunbay in Lent, by which denomination alone it is

distinguished in our Calendar. In the Roman Church it is called
Passion Sunday, anticipating its true station by a week, because they
had other ceremonies for the Sunday immediately preceding Easter,
appropriate to its other name of Palm-Sunday. In Durham, and
some of the adjoining counties, it is called (jabl or Cabling Sun-
day, and the inhabitants eat gray peas (or car/in^s^, first softened
in water, and then parched or fried in butter.

809 Died, Haroun-Alraschid, twenty-fifth Caliph, and fifth of the
race of the Abbacides.

1455 Died, Pope Nicholas V., a great patron of learning. The cap-
ture of Constantinople by the Turks, which happened during:

his pontificate, putting an end to the empire of the east, he
gave an asylum in Rome to the learned men of Greece ;.

enriching the library of the Vatican, with a great number of

Greek and Hebrew inanuscripts saved by them, and ordering

several to be translated, under his auspices, into the Latia
language.

1603 Queen Elizabeth departed this life at her palace at Richmond,
after a glorious reign of forty-five years, and in the seventieth

year of her age. She was the last monarch of the house ot

Tudor.
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A''oru-icA,Muskett;Sraithi

Nottingham, Wright.
Orford, Slatter.

Paris, Bennis.
Plymouth, Nettleton. -

Siilisburi/, Brodie & Coj.

S/iefficld, Ridge.
.Shrewsbury, Eddowes.
Stnjfbrdshire PotlerieSt,

WatU, Laue End.
Sunderland, Marwood.
fFarwich, Merridew.
lynUby, Uodsers.
ff^orcester, Deiyliton.

Yarmouth, Alexander..

York, Bellerby.
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THE MONUMENT.
Soon after the Fire of London, which happened in

September, 1666, Sir Christopher Wren submitted to

the public a design for rebuildmg the city in a manner
which he considered worthy of the metropohs of

England. But it appears that the citizens were in

haste to return to their occupations, which had been
suspended by the recent calamity ; they wc-e fond

of the former situations of streets and buildings;

and, above all, the architect's proposed plan was a

very expensive one, including no small sacrifice of

private property. Under these circumstances, we
can scarcely wonder, and have only to regret, that

the plan was rejected. The city rose once more from
its ashes : the streets were wider than before, but
unmarked, in general, by elegance of architec-

ture, or regularity of design. Still, however, the

sudden destruction of so many parish churches, and
various public buildings, furnished ample scope for the

exercise of Wren's surprising talents; talents parti-

cularly adapted to ecclesiastical architecture. We
view at this day, in their unaltered beauty, the

splendid productions of his genius, in the city churches

built by him; which, different as they are from each

other in design, yet each beautiful in itself, convey to

the mind a strong impression, not only of the archi-

tect's fertile invention, but of his exqviisite taste and
deep professional knowledge. For an illustration of

this, it is only necessary to mention St. Paul's cathe-

dral, the churches of St. Stephen, Walbrook, St. Mary-
le-Boiv, Cheapside, St. Michael, Comhill, and St.

Bride, Fleet Street. The Monument, another striking

proof of his talents, is a grand and simple structure.

It was built, in pursuance of an Act of Parliament

;

on the side of Fish Street-hill, close to the spot where
the Fire of London began*.

In consequence of the opening which has lately

been made in its neighbourhood, for effecting a good
approach to the New London Bridge, this extra-

ordinary building is seen to uncommon advantage

;

and, instead of being cooped up and almost hidden,

as most of Wren's city edifices are, in the midst of

houses, it appears at the present time with an ample
area before it, and has " verge enough" to display

its amazing proportions.

It is a Doric column of Portland stone, flijted; 202
feet high. At the top is seen to rise a huge mass of

flames, strongly gilt, proceeding out of an urn; in-

stead of which uncouth-looking device, the great

architect had projected a colossal statue of the reign-

ing king, Charles the Second. The greatest diameter

of the shaft is 15 feet; the ground covered by the

pedestal 28 feet square ; and the pedestal itself 40 feet

high. Within is a staircase of black marble, of 345
steps ; and on the exterior, a roomy balcony, within 32
feet of the summit. The view from this spot on a
clear day is extremely fine, and would be well pur-
chased at a higher rate than the sixpence paid below,

were it not for the additional tax of ascending 3 1

1

steps ; the number up to the balcony. The descent
is generally felt to be still more fatiguing. The build-

ing was begun in 16/1, and finished ia 1677, at a
cost of 14,500/.

It may be interesting to our readers to have a
general outline of the information contained on the
pedestal, which is really extremely curious.

On the north side is a Latin inscription, stating

some particulars of the calamity, by which were
consumed "^"^ eighty-nine churches; various public
buildings ; 400 streets ; 13,200 dwelling houses

!

the ruins of the city being, 43 6 acres." It says, " that

• It was attheliousc of a baker, nailed Farjmer.in Pudding Lane,
fiTid exactly 202 tcet Tihe height of the Monument; from the spot
wliere tiie Monument stands.

the fire was merciless to the property of the citizens,

but to their lives very favourable ; and that, after three

days from its commencement, during which time it

had baffled all human endeavours towards extinguish-

ing it, it stopped, as if by the will of Heaven."
On the south side is described the remedy applied

by Charles the Second, while the ruins were yet

smoking, for the comfort of his citizens and the orna-

ment of his city, by remitting their taxes ;^ by engaging
to restore the churches, St. Paul's being particularly

mentioned; that gates, bridges, and prisons should
be made; streets improved; public works erected by
public money, to be raised by a duty on coals

;

houses to be built with party walls; that yearly

prayers should be offered up in memory of the

event which caused this column to be raised.

The east side has the dates of the foundation and
completion, with the names of the Lord Mayors
from 1671 to 1677 inclusive.

On the west, or front, is an allegorical subject,

carved boldly by the famous Gabriel Cibber, repre-

senting London, as a female figure, lying distressed

on the ruins ; the houses appearing still in flames,

and the inhabitants terrified. Time, however, is in

the act of lifting her from the earth, while Providence

points to the skies. The King is seen in a Roman
dress, giving encouragement and directions for the

rebuilding; while Liberty, Genius, and Science, in a
group about him, await his orders. Behind the king,

are labourers at work, scaffolding, &c. ; and other

signs of cheerful occupation near him. Almost
under his feet. Envy is shown enraged, at the pros-

pect of success, and blowing flames towards the

prostrate city. Emblems of war are also introduced,

(the circumstance having occurred during a time of

war) ; while Mars, with a chaplet in his hand, signifies

that an honourable peace was at hand.

In this representation of the part taken by Charles

the Second on the occasion, there is no flattery ; for

during the awful conflagration, and after it had sub-

sided, the king's exertions to subdue the mischief, and
to remedy its effects, were great and praiseworthy.

Samuel Pepys, secretary to the Admiralty, who
was then living in the city, near Mark Lane, among
other curious details contained in his Diary, respect-

ing the Fire of London, describes his going by water,

in great consternation, to Whitehall, to announce it

to the king

:

" And there," he says, " up to the king's closet in the
chapel, where people come about me, and I did give them
an account, that dismayed them all : and word was carried

in to the king. So I did tell the king and Duke of York
•what I saw ; and that unless his majesty did command
houses to be pulled down, nothing could stop the fire.

They seemed much troubled : and commanded me to go to

my Lord Mayor from him, and command him to spare no
houses, but to pull down before the fire every way. The
Duke of York bid me tell him, that if he would have any
more soldiers, he shall, &c."

It has been said, that the event for awhile seriously

affected Charles, and appeared likely to cure him of

his unfortunate levity of character, and to fix good
thoughts in his breast. But these hopeful ideas

were not realized ; and both the Great Plague, and
the Fire of London, appear to have been too soon
forgotten by the king and the nation at large.

The damage sustained by the latter calamity, was
reckoned to be ten millions, seven hundred and six-

teen thousand pounds! "But," (as it has been
recorded,) " Providence, mingling mercy with justice,

suffered the loss of a very few lives, the sum being
estimated at eight only."

Round the base of the pedestal, was an inscription

said to have been WTitten by Dr. Thomas Gale,

attributing " the dreadful burning of this Protestant
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city to the treachery and malice of the Popish faction,

&c.." The correctness of this imputation has always

been questioned 3 with what justice it is diflicult to

say. In the time of James II., the inscription was cut

away, but restored in deep characters, in that of Wil-

liam III. It has lately been again erased.

Having, in this account of the Monument, naturally

alluded much to the fire which occasioned its being

built, we cannot but observe, that a signal instance

of the goodness of Providence has been discovered in

the catastrophe ; namely, that it seems to have

been the means, under Him^ of putting a stop to the

visitations of the Plague ; a scourge, which had for

some centuries, and after short intervals, afliicted

Irondon, and had appeared in a fearful form, and with

the most destructive effects, only the year before.

THE OLIVE TREE. fOlea Europaa longifolia.J

The species of olive represented above, is that which

is chiefly cultivated in the south of France^ from
which the best salad oil is prepared.

"The olive-tree has been celebrated from the

earhest s^es, and is the second tree, with which we
are acquainted, which is mentioned in the Sacred

Writings : it must have been known before the Flood,

as the dove returned to Noah in the ark with a leaf ot

it in her mouth. There can be little doubt of this

incident having been the origin of the olive's being

considered the emblem of peace. This tree must
have been very extensively cultivated in Judaea, to

have furnished the vast quantities of oil which were

used in the sacrifices and service of the Temple ; be-

sides its general consumption as an article of food.
" The mount of Olives, near Jerusalem, was a

favourite place with our blessed Lord while on earth
;

repeated mention is made of His frequenting it

;

and it was probably one of those retired and peaceful

spots, which have ever been favourable to meditation.

It is a cm-ious fact, that after the lapse of upwards
of 1800 years, and all the changes of destiny that have
been experienced by the Holy Land, olive-trees should

still be found growing wild on the same spot.

" The olive being propagated by means of shoots
which arise from the roots, it is not improbable that
those now in existence, may be the offsets of the very
plants that covered the same spot in the time of our
Saviour.

" Olive-trees sometimes attain a great age. There
is an olive-tree in the environs of Villa Franca, near
Nice, the lowest extremity of the trunk of which,
next the surface, measures about thirty-eight feet,

and, three feet and a half above the surface, nineteen
feet in circumference. One of its main branches is

six feet and a half in circumference, and the trunk
itself eight feet and a half in height. This is both
the oldest and largest olive-tree in that part of the

country, and though fast decaying, still retains much
of its stately appearance. The celebrated olive-tree

at Pescio, which has hitherto been considered the

most ancient in Italy, and is stated by Mascliettini to

be seven hundred years old, is much younger than
this wonder of Nice. There are records now extant

which show that as far back as the year 1516, the

latter was accovmted the oldest in those parts. In
1818, it bore tipwards of two hundred weight of oil,

and in earlier days, in good years, more than three

hundred and fifty."

To prepare the olive oil, the fruit is gathered when
it is at its utmost maturity, in November, as it begins

to redden
J

being put under the mill as soon a.s

gathered, care is taken that the mill-stones are set at

such a distance that they may not crush the nut of the

olive. The fleshy pulp covering the nut or stone, and
containing the oil in its cells, is then put into bags

made of rushes, and moderately pressed j and thus

is obtained a considerable quantity of a gi'eenisb-

coloured oil, which, from its superior excellence, is

called virgin oil.

The mass remaining after the first pressure is

broken to pieces, moistened with water, and returned

to the press; it then gives out a quantity of oil,

mixed with water, which being left undisturbed, soon

separates ; and, although inferior to the first, is still

fit for the table. The process is again repeated, and
an inferior kind is extracted, which is valuable to the

soap boiler, and other manufacturers.

THE BETTER LAND.
" I HEAR thee speak of the Better Land,
Thou callest its children a happy band

;

Mother ! Oh where is that radiant shore ?

Shall we not seek it, and weep no more ?

Is it where the flower of the orange blows.

And the fire-flies glance tiu-ough the myrtle-boughs?'—" Not there, not there, my child!"

" Is it where the feathery palm-trees rise,

And the date grows ripe under sunny skies ?

Or 'midst the green islands of glittering seas.

Where fragrant forests perfume the breeze.

And strange, bright birds, on their starry wings

Bear the rich hues of all glorious things ?"

—" Not there, not there, my child
!

"

'\ Is it far away, in some region old.

Where the rivers wander o'er sands of gold ?

Wliere the burning rays of the ruby shine.

And the diamond lights up the secret mine.

And the pearl gleams forth from the coral strand ?—
Is it there, sweet mother, that better land ?

"

—" Not there, not there, my child

!

" Eye hath not seen it, my gentle boy !

Ear hath not heard its deep songs of joy ;

Dreams cannot picture a world so fair

—

Sorrow and death may not enter there ;

Time doth not breathe on its fadeless bloom.

For beyond the clouds, and beyond the tomb.

—It is there, it is there, my child !

'

Mrs. Hsmans.
46—2
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Bishop's College, Calcutta,

BISHOP HEBER.
There is scarcely a name, within our own day,

whose very sound excites more dehghtful recollec-

tions and associations, than that of Reginald Heber.

He is here called by the simple title by which he

will always be the best known, and the most fondly

remembered, by his friends 3 and his friends were

almost all who had the happiness of his acquaintance.

Few men have ever been in fuller possession of the

enviable power of making themselves universally

beloved. Without popular arts, without compro-

mising his opinions, which he always maintained

steadily and decidedly, he yet was able to win the

affections of all who approached him, high and low,

old and young, grave and gay, in a manner not

easily paralleled. And the great secret of his attrac-

tion was this :—he had a heart overflowing with

the milk of human kindness. Hence, his benevolence

was not studied or affected ; it was not overbearing

or ostentatious 5 it imparted a mild and unpretend-

ing tone to his general habits ; and led him, not

merely on great and trying occasions, but in the

ordinary intercourse of life, to consult the feelings,

to study the temper, and almost to lend himself to

the fancies and foibles, of all with whom he asso-

ciated. And when to this benignity of manner we
add the greatest alacrity of spirit, and a gay and ani-

mated style of conversation, it will not be matter of

surprise how he made all hearts bow unto him. Only
one other general remark shall be added, before

entering on a brief sketch of the life of Heber ; viz.,

that he possessed in an eminent degree the habit,

—

a habit which he had in common with the late Sir

Walter Scott, and indeed with almost all really great

men,—that of looking at the brighter and fairer side

of every object presented to his view. He had no
taste for dwelling on blemishes and faults ; and into

whatever society he was cast, his happy alchemy
seldom failed to extract something commendable or

agreeable, out of subjects the most unpromising, and
almost desperate.

Reginald Heber was born April 21, 1783, at Mal-
pas, in Cheshire, of which place his father was rector.

Extraordinary instances are related of his early piety,

as well as of his early talent ; but on these our
limits forbid us to dwell. He received his education
principally under a private tutor, Mr. Bristow, at

Neasdon5 and in 1800, he removed o Oxford, where
he first was a commoner at Brazen-nose College, and
afterwards a Fellow of All Souls. It was at Oxford

that he laid the fotmdation of his high fame. Be-
side being known, for his general acquisitions in

scholarship, he gained every distinction which the

University then had to bestow, the regular Under-
graduate's and Bachelor's prizes,—the one for a

Carmen Stsculare, and the other for an Essay on the

Sense of Honour. He was also the successful com-
petitor for an extraordinary prize that had been
offered for an English poem on the subject of Pales-

tine. This poem is now of standard reputation ; and
certainly, for fancy, for splendour of imagery, and
for poetical diction, it has deservedly placed its

author—scarcely twenty years old when it was writ-

ten—in an elevated rank amid our English poets.

After taking his degree, Heber left the University

to engage in active life. The living of Hodnet was
at his option ; and this circumstance, coupled with

his strong religious bias, determined him to devote

himself to the Church, as his profession. But as he
was still young for Holy Orders, he wished to employ
two or three intermediate years in foreign travel

;

and the customary route upon the Continent being

then shut up by the war, he bent his steps towards
Russia and the east of Europe. He went with a

mind full of observation and curiosity ; and some
of his notes, having been communicated to Dr. Clarke,

form a very valuable part of his volume of travels in

Russia.

But at length the time arrived, when Heber was
to devote himself seriously to the duties of his sacred

profession. In 1807, he took possession of his living

of Hodnet, and soon afterwards married Miss Shipley,

daughter of the Dean of St. Asaph. Hodnet, although

beautifully situated amid the rich and wooded pas-

tures of Shropshire, is no more than a large village,

containing a population quite rustic. Yet here Heber
devoted himself to the humble office of a village

pastor, with no interruption, except occasional visits

to Oxford, to officiate as Bampton Lecturer, and
select preacher before the University. There is on his

monument, in Hodnet church, a delightful testimony
how, for fifteen years, he performed his pastoral

duties, " cheerfully and diligently, with all his heart,

and with all his soul, and with all his strength."

And in this calm retreat, which the subsequent
changes in his fortune seemed only the more to en-

dear to him, he would cheerfully have closed his

days : but his reputation would not allow him to be
buried in retirement. In 1822, he waa elected preacher

at Lincoln's Inn. This was an appointment peculiarly
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suited to him. Without being altogether separated

from his beloved Hodnet, he passed a part of each

year in the metropolis, in the society of the polished

and the learned j and he had an a-uditory for his

discom-scs from the pulpit, that might well call forth

all his powers. With what credit he acquitted him-

self is well known ; and it was generally believed that

the highest honours of his profession awaited him

at home, when he was called to another sphere of

action, by his acceptance of the proffered bishopric

of Calcutta.

Never, it is believed, did any man accept an

office from a higher sense of duty. He was in pos-

session of affluence ; he had the fairest prospects be-

fore him ; and it may not be superfluous to add,

that he had recently built for himself at Hodnet, at

considerable expense, a parsonage-house, combining
every comfort with elegance and beauty. Once he
declined the proposal ; but his exalted piety consi-

dered it as a call from heaven, from which he might
not shrink ; and he resolutely determined to obey
the summons.

His career in India was short, but brilliant. It is

not easy to conceive a situation of greater difficulty

than awaited him there. He had to preside over a

Diocese much larger in extent than the whole of

Europe, with his Clergy scattered about at stations

thousands of miles apart. Although the foundations

of an ecclesiastical establishment had been laid deep

and strong, by his venerable predecessor. Bishop Mid-
dleton, yet much of the superstructure remained for

the hands of the new Bishop. He had no one at hand
to consult in his dithculties

;
yet every act of his was

to serve as a precedent for future cases. He had to

preside over a body of Christians, living in the midst
of an overwhelming multitude of misbelievers ; and
those Christians, if such more than in mere name,
accustomed to be a law to themselves, in religious

matters. Yet to all these difficulties Bishop Heber
resolutely addressed himself. He went forth strong

and invincible ; first, in his trust in God, and next, in

that kindliness of disposition, and that suavity of

manner, which almost disarmed opposition.

It does not come within the limits of this brief

narrative, to relate all that he did, during his short

rule, in the way of promoting various plans for the

advancement of Christianity in the East. His fervent

and apostolical zeal never allowed him to despair of

any useful undertaking; and his conciliatory temper
and manners persuaded discordant parties to act in

unison together. But his most memorable exploit

was his extraordinary "Visitation of his diocese : start-

ing from Calcutta, he pursued the course of the

Ganges almost to its source,—visited the Himalaya
Mountains,—crossed the northern provinces of India,

—and, after visiting Bombay and the island of Cey-
lon, returned again to Calcutta. We may easily

imagine what must have been the delight to a mind
ardent and poetical like Heber's, to have had the

opportunity of visiting scenes so interesting and so

novel; and we have the advantage of knowing the

impression which they made on his mind, by the

posthumous publication of his Journal. This book
we consider quite invaluable. We should make some
allowance for a work which never received the

author's finishing hand; we ought, perhaps, to re-

member that some of the judgments on men and
things were delivered after casual inspection, and
that further and better opportunities of observation
might have corrected some of them ; but we cannot
wish the work other than it is. It comes so fresh

from the mind of the writer,—it contains so much
spirit and original thinking,—it throws so much light

on subjects, new and old,—and, above all, it is the
outpouring of a heart so pure, so single, so candid,
so affectionate, so thoroughly imbued with the love of
God and man, that we consider the Journal, not only
one of the most interesting books ever written, but
one of the most beautiful pictures of the human mind
that ever was exhibited to view.

It was not long after Bishop Heber's return from
the visitation of which we have been speaking, that
he undertook another episcopal visitation, when the
hand of death arrested him in his career of visefulness.

On the 3rd of April, 1826, at Tritchinopoli, he was
found drowned in a bath, owing it was supposed, to

the sudden transition to cold water, after great exer-

tion in confirming some native Christians. The deep
and painful sensation produced by his unexpected
decease, both in India and at home, cannot yet be
forgotten. In him the Christian civilization of the

East seemed to have lost its most zealous, most active,

and most enlightened friend. It is our part to sub-

mit in meek resignation to the decrees of Providence,

assured that they work together for the accomplish-
ment of good, even when that good may be totally

concealed from our sight. But, in the present case,

we seem almost to perceive the beam of mercy behind
the dark cloud. Even Heber, if he had lived, could

not have escaped the common lot of humanity. What
man could do, he would have done ; but in his diffi-

cult situation, he would have been exposed to opposi-

tion, to obloquy and misrepresentation; and his

greatest and most successful efforts might have been
little known beyond the scenes where they were
performed. But, from the tomb he speaks with a

voice that reaches to the end of the earth, and thrills

through every human heart. His book has been read

by thousands and ten thousands, to whom his living

name might have been almost unknown : and so plea-

sing is the light in which he has unconsciously placed

himself; such also is the interest which he has excited

for the cause of Christianity in India ; that, as his

example distinctly marks out the proper course to be
pursued, so we are convinced the Christian world will

never relax in their efforts, till the cross is planted

in triumph upon the deserted Mosques of Mahomet
and Pagodas of Bramah
The frontispiece annexed is a view of Bishops'

College, Calcutta, an institution planned by Bishop
Middleton, This edifice stands on the right bank
of the Hooghly, on a piece of ground granted by
the government, about three miles from Calcutta,

and immediately adjoining the Company's Botanical

Gardens. It faces the south, and forms a beautiful

object on sailing up the " Garden Reach" of the river.

The college was built ^principally from the produce of

a King's Letter, granted in 1819 to the Incorporated

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign

Parts, authorizing collections to be made in the

Churches throughout England, in furtherance of their

views. It consists of a chapel, library, hall, lecture-

rooms, and apartments for the Principal and Profes-

sors ; and it is designed for the several purposes of

instructing both Mussulmans and Hindoos in the

English language, and in useful knowledge—for edu-

cating both native and European Christians in the

doctrines of our Church, so as to fit them for the

offices of schoolmasters, catechists, and priests—for

translating the Scriptures and Common-Prayer into

the oriental languages—and for receiving Missionarie.s

sent from England before they are appoiated to their

respective stations.

The smallest hair casts a shadow ; the most triflmg act has
its consequences, if not here, at least hereafter.
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CAPITAL.
We have seen that a rich man who spends on himself

his income, of lOOOZ. or 10,000/. a year, does not di-

minish the wealth of the whole Country by so much
j

but only by what he actually eats and wears, or

otherwise consumes, himself. The rest he hands over

to those who work for him or wait on him
;
paying

them either in food and clothes, or, what comes to the

same thing, in money to buy what they want. And
if he were to give to the same persons what he now
pays, leaving them to continue idle, there would not

be the more food or clothes in the Country ; only,

these people would sit still, or lounge about and do

nothing, instead of earning their bread.

But they are the happier and the better for being

employed instead of being idle, even though their

labour should be only in planting flowers, or building

a palace, .o please their employer's fancy.

Most of the money that is spent, however, is laid

out in employing labourers on some work that is

profitable ; that is, in doing something which brings

back more than is spent on it, and thus goes to in-

crease the whole wealth of the Country. Thus, if,

instead of employing labourers to cultivate a flower-

garden or build me a summer-house for my pleasure,

I employ them in raising corn, or building a mill to

grind it, the price of that corn, or the price paid for

grinding by those who bring corn to the mill, will be

more (if I hav^e conducted the business prudently)

than what I had spent on those works. So that in-

stead of having parted with my money for ever, as

when it is spent on a pleasure-garden or summer-
house, it comes back to me with addition. This ad-

dition is called Profit j and the money so laid out is

called Capital.

A man who lays out his money in this manner,

may do the same over again, as soon as it comes back
to him ; so that he may go on supporting labourers

year after year. And if he saves each year a part of

his Profit, and adds it to his Capital, as a thriving

farmer or manxifacturer generally does, he will be con-

tinually employing more and more labourers, and in-

creasing the wealth of the Country. He himself, in-

deed, is perhaps not thinking of his Country, but is

only seeking to enrich himself : but this is the best

and surest way he could take for enriching the country.

For, every man in the nation, who adds to his own
wealth, without lessening the wealth of others, must,

it is plain, be adding just so much to the wealth of the

nation. Sometimes, indeed, one man gains by another's

loss ; and then, of course, nothing is added to the

whole wealth of the country. If a man gets rich

by gambling, or begging, or robbery, others lose

at least as much as he gains. But if he gets rich by
his skill in farming, or manufactures, or mining, all

that he gains is so much added to the wealth of the

whole Country, since it is not lost by any one else.

Many persons dispose of their property in this

way, though they are not themselves engaged

in business, but lend their money to others, who
are. Suppose you were a labouring man, and
had 1 00/. left you as a legacy ; or had saved

up that sum from your earnings : you might not

know how to trade with the money to advantage
;

and if you kept it in a strong box, for the use

of your children, you would not be the better for

it all your life ; and at the end of twenty or thirty

years, your children would find just the same sum
that you first put in. Or if you took out 51. every

year to spend, at the end of twenty years it would be

all gone. But you might lend it to some person en-

gaged in business, who would give you security for

the repayment of the Prixicipal, as it is called, that is,

the sum borrowed, and would pay you 41. or 5/. every
year for the use of it ; which is called Interest. This
he would be glad to do, if he knew that he could em-
ploy this 100/. in buying materials, and paying
workmen, to weave cloth, for instance, or make
tables and chairs ; which would bring in, by the
end of the year, 1 1 0/. For out of this increase of
10/., after paying you 5/. for the use of your money,
he would have gained 51. for himself.

In this way, great part of the capital that is en-
gaged in trades and manufactures, is employed by
persons who are not themselves the owners of it.

The more Capital there is in a Country, the better

for the labourers ; for the poorer the master is, the
fewer labourers he can afford to employ, and the less

sure he can be of being able to pay them.

Suppose you were a poor man, in a newly-settled

Country, and asked your neighbour to help you to

dig a piece of fertile groimd, promising him a share

of the produce for his pains j he might say,—I have
nothing to live on in the mean time ; if you want me
to dig for you, you must pay me daily wages. But
if you have nothing beforehand, except bare neces-

saries for yourself,—that is, if you have no Capital,

—

you cannot pay him till harvest. Your land, there-

fore, will remain half-tilled ; and he will be forced to

go into the woods to seek for wild berries, or to hunt
and fish, to provide himself food. Indeed, all would
be forced to beffin in this manner, if you suppose a

number of men left to themselves, even on the most
fertile land, without any property to set out with,

—

that is, without Capital. They would have great dif-

ficulties to struggle against for a long time ; but
when they had advanced some way in acquiring

wealth, they woxdd find it easier to obtain more.

For, as it is, you may observe that wealth is

always obtained by means of wealth,—that is, it is

gained by the help of Capital ; without which, labour

can hardJy be carried on. Corn is raised by labour
;

but a previous stock of corn is needed, both to sow
the ground, and to maintain the labourer till the

harvest is ripe. The tools with which he works are

m^ade with tools. The handle of the axe with which
he cuts wood is made of wood; the iron of it was
dug from the mine with iron instruments : and it is

the same with almost every kind of labour. You
may judge, therefore, how diflicult and slow men's

first advances must have been, when they had to

work with their bare hands, or with stakes and sharp

stones for their tools.

Accordingly, in countries that ax'e ill provided with

Capital, though the inhabitants arc few in number,
and all of them are forced to labour for the necessa-

ries of life, they are worse fed, clothed, and lodged,

than even the poorest are in a richer country, though

that be much more thickly peopled, and though

many of the inhabitants of it are not obliged to labour

with their hands at aU.

The money, food, and other things which a farmer

spends on the labourers and on the horses which cul-

tivate his land, or a clothier on his weavers, is Ccdled

circulating Capital ; because he parts with it, from time

to time, and it returns to him as in a circle, in the

shape of corn or cloth. The farmer's barns, ploughs,

carts, and horses, and the clothier's looms and
warehouses, are called fij:ed Capital ; because they

bring in a profit, not by being parted with, but by
being kept as long as they are fit for use.

Any new kind of tool or machine, by enabling a

few men to do the work of many, is likely, when
first introduced, to throw several men out of employ-

ment. But in the end, it almost always finds em-

ployment for many more. Thus, for instance, when

J
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the art of printing was fir^t introduced, many who
vised to gain their living by copying, were thrown

out of employment ; because a very few printers

could produce as many copies of a book as several

hundred writers. But, in a short time, books being

thus rendered so much cheaper, many more were

enabled to buy them ; and many hundred times as

many printers were employed as there were copyists

before. And the same thing takes place in almost

every kind of machinery.

There is one way of employing Capital, which

people are apt to murmur at, as if it did them an in-

jury, though there is none that does more important

service to the public. A man who deals in corn or

other provisions, is, of course, watchful to buy them
up when they are cheap, and to keep them till they

are dearer ; that he may sell them at a profit. Now
an unthinking person is apt to complain of corn-

dealers, when bread is dear, as if they were the cause

of scarcity ; but, in truth, it is they that preserv^e

us from being absolutely starved, whenever there

happens to be a scanty harvest. Not that a corn-

dealer is thinking of benefiting the Public ; he is

only thinking of gaining for himself a profit on
his capital, like any other tradesman ; but the way
he takes to secure this profit, which is by buying up
com when it is cheap, and selling it when dear, is

exactly the way in which the plentiful crop of one
year may supply the defect of another ; so that there

may not be first waste and then famine, and in which
a short supply may be made to hold out.

When the captain of a ship finds his provisions

run short, so that there is not, suppose, above three

weeks' provision on board, and his voyage is likely to

last four, he puts the crew on short allowance ; and
thus, by each man's submitting to eat only three-

fourths of his usual quantity, the provisions hold out.

But if the crew should mutiny when they felt hungry,
and insist on having their full allowance, then, by the

end of the three weeks, all would be consumed, and
they would perish with hunger. Now it is plain that

the same would be the case with a whole nation, if,

when the harvest fell short, all were to go on at the
ordinary rate of consumption.

Suppose such a failure in the crops, that all the

com in the country was only enough for three quarters

of a year, according to the common rate of consump-
tion ; it is plain that if all men went on eating the

usual quantity, there would be nothing left for the

last three months, and the most dreadful famine
would prevail.

How is this to be prevented ; as there is no cap-

tain to put people on short allowance j and it is not to

be expected that all should agree, each to stint him-
self for the pubhc good ? If corn remained at the

usual price, all would continue to eat the usual quan-
tity, till there was none left. But the prospect of a
scarcity causes farmers, and millers, and others, who
have capital, to keep what com they have by them,
in expectation of a higher price, and to buy up what
they can, at home and from abroad ; and, as they
refuse to sell it except at an advanced price, in pro-
portion to the scarcity, the deamess of food forces

people to be more saving. In this way the store of
provisions is husbanded in the whole Country, just as
on board a ship, and is made to last till next harvest

;

and thus, by suffering a certain degree of hardship,
the people are saved from perishing by famine.

It is curious to observe, how, through the wise
and beneficent arrangement of Providence, men thus
do the greatest service to the public, when they are
thinking of nothing but their own gain. And this

happens not only in the case of corn- dealers, but

generally. When men are left quite free to employ
their capital as each thinks best for his own advan-
tage, he will almost always benefit the Public, though
he may have no such design or thought.

MIGRATORY BIRDS. No. III.

The Nightingale.— (Silvia luscinia.)

The Nightingale is one of our earliest spring visiters,

and makes its appearance about the middle of April.

It frequents, at first, the hedges which border cul-

tivated lands and gardens, where it finds abund-
ance of food 5 but it remains there for only a short
time, for as soon as the forests begin to be covered
with verdure, it retires into the woods and thickets,

in the thick foliage of which it delights. Its nest,

which is rudely formed of dead leaves, is placed near
to the ground, hidden among brushwood, or at the

bottom of some hedge.

The Nightingale, during its stay in England, for it

leaves us again in the autumn, rears two broods of

young ; sometimes, but very rarely, it has been
knowTi to hatch three. As soon as the first brood is

partially fledged, the female sets about building a
second nest, and the nurture and education of the

first brood devolves upon the male. It is only pre-

vious to, and during the time that the first family is

being reared, that the song of the male is heard
;

when the bird is in a wild state ; but, when in cap-

tivity, if properly managed, it has been known to

sing nearly throughout the year. The successful

management of the Nightingale, when placed in a
cage, is a matter of great difficulty, and requires very
considerable attention ; three sides of the cage in

which it is placed are covered, so as to prevent the

entrance of light ; in this manner imitating the dim
light of evening, at which time the Nightingale de-

lights to pour forth its melodious notes when in a

state of liberty.

The following remarks on this bird are extracted

from Griffiths's edition of Cuvier's Animal Kingdom.
" The Nightingale has, of all other birds, a voice

of the greatest harmony, variety, and compass. It

unites the talents of all the singing-birds, and
succeeds in every style ; sixteen different burdens
may be reckoned in its song, well determined by
the first and last notes ; it can sustain this song
uninterrupted for the space of twenty seconds, and
the sphere which its voice can fill is at least a mile in

diameter. Song is so peculiarly the attribute of this

species, that even the female possesses it, less strong

and varied, it is true, than that of the male, but
otherwise entirely resembling it ; even in its dream-
ing sleep the Nightingale warbles. What peculiarly

constitutes the charm of this bird is, that it never

repeats its song like other birds, but varies at each

burden or passage ; and, even if ever it resumes the

same, it is always with new accents and additional

embellishments. In calm weather, in the fine nights

of spring, when its voice is heard alone, undisturbed

by any other sound, nothing can be more ravishing

and delightful ; it then pours forth, in their utmost

plenitude, all the resources of its incomparable organ

of voice."

The Cuckoo.—{Cuculus canorus.)

This most extraordinary bird, extraordinary as

regards its plumage and form, which in a great degree

resembles that of the hawk, so much so indeed that

even the small birds, such as swallows and others,

mistaking it for an enemy, will mob it out of their

neighbourhood ; but more curious on account of its

habits, which are unlike those of any other bird,

appears in England towards the middle or latter end
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of April ; like the parrots and the other climbino'

birds, it has two toes placed forwards and two behind.

r/i« Nightingale.

Although in outward appearance the Cuckoo re-
sembles a bird of prey, yet its habits, and its internal
organization, prove, that it lives on insects only ; and
though, in captivity, it has been known to feed on
flesh, when cooked and chopped fine, yet it always
appears to partalce of it with reluctance.

The Cuckoo.

The most curious part of the history of the Cuckoo,
consists in the manner in which the female disposes
of her eggs : in this she differs so extremely from
every other bird, that were it not that the fact has
been attested by the most credible and intelligent

eye-witnesses, it would hardly be deserving of belief.

The female cuckoo, in general, builds no nest of her
own, but deposits her eggs, almost always 'singly, in
the nest of some of the smaller birds, most frequently
m that of the hedge-sparrow. The small bird care-
fully sits on the egg thus placed, and, when the
young is hatched, it is attended with as much care as

if the offspring was her own ; experiment has proved,
that if the egg of any other bird is introduced into

the nest, it is either thrown out and broken, or
the nest is entirely deserted. Another curious
fact is, that the young of the Cuckoo, as soon as it

is hatched, applies itself to the task of ejecting the
rightful owners of the nest ; to effect this, the young
Cuckoo thrusts itself underneath the egg, or young
bird it wishes to remove, and then carries it on its

back, which is peculiarly broad and flat, to the edge
of the nest, and throws it over ; this, however, is some-
times a work of considerable difficulty, and only
effected after repeated trials.

ANNIVERSARIES IN MARCH.
MONDAY, 25th.

Lady-Day.—This day is honoured, and celebrated throughout
the Christian world, under the title of The Annunciation of the
Blecsed Virgin Mary, or the day on which Almighty God sent his
angel Gabriel to announce to her the fulfilment, in her person, of
the prophecy of Isaiah, Behold a virgin shall conceive and bear a

son, &c. to proclaim the glad tidings of g'eatjoy, on wliicli rest the
very basis of the Christian's faith, and his consequent hope of
redemption. Tiiis festival is of great antiquity; the latest date
assigned to its establishment is the seventh century, while some au-
thorities, of no light consideration, refer it to the year 350. In civil

calculations Lady-Day is the first of the four quarter-days, as they
are called, of the year; that is, days on which rents, annuities,
interest on money, and any other sums of money payable quarterly,
become due; and on which tenancy of lands, houses, &c., com-
mence and terminate.

1306 Robert Bruce, the first King of Scotland of his race, and
grandson to the Bruce who was competitor for the crown with
Laliol, was crowned at Scone.

1688 Charity Schools for children were first instituted in and about
London. The first opened were one in jS'orton falgate and
another in St. Margaret's, Westminster.

1748 A destructive fire broke out in P>xchange-alley, Cornhill, by
which upwards of eighty houses were consumed. It was the
largest which had happened since the great fire of London,
1666; but has been subsequently much exceeded by ttie fire
of 1794, in Katcliffe Highway.

1827 Captain Pai-ry sailed in the Hecla, on the fourth voyage of
discovery in tlie North Polar regions.

TUESDAY, 26th.
1622 The Jesuits expelled from Holland by an edict of this date.
1756 Died Gilbert West, a learned and pious defender of our holy

religion. His writings and his conversations convinced Lord
Lyttelton of the truth of the Christian revelation, and arfi

6aid to have mainly incited that noble autiior to write his
celebrated Dissertation on St. Paul.

WEDNESDAY, 27th.
1625 Died at Theobalds, near Cheshunt, in Hertfordshire, King

James I., in the fifty-ninth year of his age, the twenty-third
year of his reign over England, and fifty-ninth over Scotland.

1802 Treaty of Peace between tlie United Kingdom, on tiie one
part, and the French P.epublic, the Dutch Republic, and
the King of Spain, on tlie other, signed at Amiens.

THURSDAY, 28th,
1380 Gunpowder said to have been first used in Europe by the Ve-

netians against the Genoese.
1483 Raffaelle Sanzio D'Urbino died on his birth-day, at the early

age of 37. His painting of the Transfiguration of our Saviour
is considered the most noble production of the pictorial art.

1677 Wencesluus Hollar, an eminent and much-admired engraver,
died in great poverty in Westminster, aged seventy.

1757 Robert D'Aniiens, who had attempted the life of Louis XV.,
King of France, was executed with unheard of tortures.

1766 A great Eruption of ]Mount \'esuvius.
1802 A new Planet, whose orbit is between those of Mars and

Jupiter, discovered by Dr. Olbers, of Bremen, to which he
gave the name of Pallas.

FRIDAY, 29th.
Cambridge Hilauy Term Ends.
1461 The Battle of Towton, between the Houses ofYork and Lancas-

ter, fought on Palm Sunday, when 36,000 English perished.
1807 Dr. Others discovered another small planet, between Mars

and Jupiter, to which he gave the name of Vesta.
SATURDAY, 30th.

Oxford Hilary Term Ends.
1282 The Sicilian Vesj^ers, a name which history has given to the

total massacre, on this day, of all the French forces in Sicily,

either because it took place at the hour of vespers, (or even-
ing service,) or because the tolling of the bell for vespers was
the signal agreed on by the conspirators. Some writers con-
tend that there was no conspiracy, but that it arose out of a
sudden burst of vengeance for the tyranny and cruelties which
the French conquerors had for a long time exercised towards
the Sicilians : 8000 French are said to have perished.

1799 Buonaparte repulsed by Sir Sydney Smith in an attack on the
city of St. Jean D'Acre, in Syria, being the first serious

check he received in his military career.

1828 A destructive Earthquake visited Lima, the capital of Peru.
SUNDAY, 31st.

The Sunday before Easter, commonly called Palm Sunday, has,
from the earliest period, been held in high respect, as the anni-
versary' of our Saviour's last entry into Jerusalem, when the people
" took branches of palm, and went forth to meet him, and cried
Hosanna: blessed is the King of Israel, who cometh in the name
of the Lord." Although Roman Catholic ceremonies were gene-
rally abrogated by King Henry VIII., yet he made an exception in

favour of the custom of bearing palm on this day, which was ac-

cordingly continued until the second year of King Edward VI.

;

and though no longer a religious ceremony, it is still customary in

the neighbourhood of London, and in other parts of England, for

men and boys to go " palming," as it is called, early in the morning
of this day ; that is, to collect branches of the willow or sallow tree,

just now in full bud, with which they decorate their persons and
houses. This day is also called by our Church Passion Sunday, as

the first day of Passion Week.
The 31st of March is the anniversary of the birth of Ren6 Des-

cartes, (1596) and of Joseph Haydn, (1732).
1547 Died Francis I., King of France, the cotemporary and rival

of Charles v.. Emperor of Germany, and of our Henry Vlll.
1814 The Allied Sovereigns entered Paris, which was followed

by the abdication of Napoleon, and the restoration of
Louis XVllI. to the throne of France.
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LEANING TOV/ERS.

These curious specimens of architecture afford, per-

haps, the most strilcing and remarkable examples

in existence of that important principle of the laws

of gravitation, " that a body will be supported, or will

stand, provided that its line of direction falls within Us

base-" that is to say, in common phrase, provided

it keeps its balance. It is almost superfluous to

obsierve, that the converse of this principle is equally

true, " that a body will fall if its line of direction

falls without its base;" in other words, . if it lose its

balance. In order to understand the meaning and
the reason of this, it will be necessary to remember,
that the attraction of gravitation, or tendency to fall

towards the centre of the earth, acts equally on all

parts of the same body, and that, consequently,

there is a point in every body, around which, in

every direction, it acts equally. On this point the

body may be said to be balanced ; this is the centre

of gravity, a, fig. 1 ; and a line drawn from it

towards the centre of the earth, passing through the

base, or lowest side of the body, is the line of direc-

tion a. F. fig. 1 ; if, therefore, this line fall within

the base, the centre of gravity is supported by the

base, and the body is balanced, for the attraction of

the dark part, b d e, which is supported by the

base, has more tendency to keep the body standing

than that of the light part b c e, which is unsup-
ported by the base, has to incline, or pull il down

;

but if, as in fig. 2, the line of direction falls with-

out the base, where a is the centre of gravity, and

Fig. 1

a F the line of direction, it is clear that there being
more parts of the body unsupported by the base than
those which are supported, or b c e being larger than
B D E, the attraction of the greater part will over-
come that of the lesser, and that the body will not
be balanced, but have a greater tendency to fall than
to stand. Perhaps the following explanation may
make this important rule more intelligible. The
power of all the forces of the attraction of gravita-
tion acting on different parts of a body, is exactly
equal to that of one force acting on the centre of
gravity only. If, therefore, this point be supported,
the whole body will be supported, and this can only
be the case when the line of direction falls within
the base.

It has been iouna oy experiment, tnat most ^ofty

buildings of any antiquity are slightly inclined from
the perpendicular 5 the Monument, near London
Bridge, is one of many instances; but the Towers at

Bologna and Pisa, in Italy, and at Caerphilly, Bridge-
north, and Corfe Castle, in our own country, are the
most remarkable. We are indebted to that elegant
periodical work, the Landscape Annual, for a beautiful
view of those at Bologna. They were probably
erected by private famihes, for the purposes of de-
fence in the desperate feuds and civil wars which so
long desolated Italy, and x'cndered buildings such as
these of the utmost importance to theit possessors.
The small republics of Lombardy were continually
at war with each other, or with the Emperors of
Germany; every city was divided into the two furious
factions of Guelfs and Ghibelliaes, (or the parties of

the Pope and the Emperor) ; and every street, ana
frequently every family, was "divided against itself"

by the quarrels of the nobles,—the Montagues and
Capulets of their day ;—and every man's house was
indeed his castle, but in a very different sense from
that, which, thanks to our reformed religion, free

institutions, and advanced state of civilization, these

words now convey to English ears. The taller of

the two, that of the Asinelli, was built A. D. 1109;
its height has been variously stated at 350, 377, and
307 feet, and its inclination at a few inches, and at

3 feet and a half. It has no external beauty, but
rewards the traveller for a tedious ascent of 500
steps, by an extensive view, which includes the

neighbouring cities of Imola, Ferrara, and Modena.
The tower of the Garisendi or Garissuidi, is immor-
talized by Dante's simile, who compares it to the

stooping Giant Antaeus; its height is 140 or 150
feet, and it deviates 7 or,.8 feet from the perpendicular.

The woodwork and masonry incline from the horizon,

which fact strongly corroborates the opinion of

Montfaucon, the Antiquary, of the correctness of

which there can hardly be a doubt; he says its

inclination was " caused by the slipping of the earth ;

some went to ruin when it slipped, as the ground on
the inclined side was not so firm, which may be said

of the other towers that lean ; that for the bells of

St. Mary Zibenica, at Venice, leans, and at Ravenna,

and between Ferrara and Venice, and in other places,

numerous instances may be found." Of the leaning

towers of Italy, this tower is second only to that of

Pisa (of which we shall speak in a future number),
in the greatness of its deviation from the perpendicu-

lar, but is inferior in this point, to that of Caerphilly

Castle, which will also be described in a future

number, whilst in height the tower of the Asinelli soars

far above all its competitors in Italy and England.

The Dtttch of Old.—When the plenipotentiaries ofAlbert
and Isabella of Spain, were despatched to the Hague in

1607, at a short distance from that town they fell in with
groups of uncouthly dressed persons, some of whom were
busied with easing their pockets of bread, butter, and cheese,

whilst others were slaking their thirst from earthen pitch-

ers. Little did the Spanish envoys dream, that these
homely revellers were the identical members of the States
General of the United Provinces, with whom they were
destined to treat of matters affecting the future destiny dji

all Europe. y

Preacher's DEFECTi^^-The defects of a preacher are soon
spied. Let a preacher be endued with ten virtues, and
have but one fault, that one fault will eclipse and darken
all his virtues and gifts, so evil^^he world in these times.

Dr. Justus Jonas hath all the^B^ qualities that a man
may have

;
yet by reason that he only, often hurameth and

spitteth, therefore the people cannot b^g-r with that good
and honest man. ^Luther's Table Ta'Mi^

A man's nature runs either to herbs or weeds ; therefore,

let him seasonably water the one, and destroy the other.

Bacon.

REMARKABLE EPITAPH,

In the History of London, mention is made of a monument in

St. Saviour's Church, Southwark, to the memory of Richard
Humble, Alderman of London, and his wife and children, who
are all jjfipjesented in a kneeling posture. The date is April 13,

1616. The following lines are inscribed :

—

Like to the damask rou you see,

Or like the blosiom on the tree.

Or like the dainty //ou,er of May,
Or like the morning of the day,

Or like the sun., or like the shade,

Or like the gourd which Jonas had,
Ev'n so is Man, whose tiiread is spun,
Drawn out, and cut, and so is done.
The rose decays, the blossom blasteth.

The flower fades, the morning hasteth,

The sun declines, the shadow flies,
_

The gourd consumes, and Man hediei.
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MAUNDY THURSDAY,
OR Shere Thursday.

Maundy Thursday is the Thursday before Easter.

It is supposed to be derived from the Saxon word
Mand which afterwards became Maund, a name for

a basket. Thus Shakspeare says, " a thousand fa-

vours from her maund she drew j" and Hall, in his

Satires, speaks of a "maund charged with household

merchandise;" so also Drayton tells of a "little maund
being made of osiers small." Thus then. Maundy
Thursday, the day before Good Friday, on which
the King distributes alms to a certain number of

poor persons at Whitehall, is so named from the
maunds in which the gifts were contained.

' According to annual custom, on Maundy Thurs-
day, the royal donations are distributed at the

Chapel Royal, AVhitehall. In the morning, the Sub-
almoner, the Secretary to the Lord High Almoner,
and others belonging to the Lord Chamberlain's office,

attended by a party of the yeomen of the guard,
distribute to as many poor men and poor women, as

the King is years old, a quantity of salt fish, consist-

ing of salmon, cod, and herrings, pieces of very fine

beef, five loaves of bread, and some ale, to drink the

King's health. At three, o'clock, they assemble again,

the men on one side of the Chapel, the women on
the other. A procession enters of those engaged in

the ceremony, consisting of a party of yeomen, one
of them carrying a large gold dish on his head, filled

Avith bags, (each containing as many silver pennies
as the King is years old,) for the poor people, which
is placed in the royal closet. They are followed by
the Sub-almoner in his robes, with a sash of fine

linen over his shoulder and crossing his waist. He
is followed by two boys, two girls, the Secretary, with
similar sashes, &c., all carrying large nosegays. The
Church evening service is then performed j at the

conclusion of which, the silver pennies are distri-

buted, and wollen cloth, linen, shoes and stockings, to

the men and women, and a cup of wine to drink the

King's health. Anciently, the Kings and Queens of
England washed and kissed the feet of as many
poor men and women as they were years old, besides

bestowing their Maundy on each. This was in imi-

tation of Christ's washing the feet of his disciples.

Queen Elizabeth performed this at Greenwich, when
she was 39 years oldj on which occasion, the feet of

39 poor persons were first washed by the yeomen
of the^ftundry, with warm water and sweet herbs,

afte^^rds by the sub-almoner, and lastlj'^, by the

Queen herself; the persons who washed, making each
time a cross on the paupers' toes, and kissing them.
This ceremony was performed by 39 ladies and
gentlemen. Clothes, food, and money were then
distributed.

James the Secona is sam to have oeen tne last mo-
narch who performed this ceremony in person. On
the 5th of April, 1731, it being Maundy Thursday, the
King being then in his 48th year, there was dispensed
at the Banquetting-house, Whitehall, to 48 poor men
and women, boiled legs att^^^shoulders of mutton,
and small bowls of ale, which is called dinner;
after that, large platters of undressed fish, viz., one
large old ling, and one large dried cod, twelve red-
herrings and twelve white, and four half-quartern
loaves. After this, shoes, stockings, linen and woollen
clothes were given; likewise, leathern bags, with
one, two, three, and four-penny pieces of silver, and
shillings, to each about 41. in value. His Grace the
Lord Archbishop of York, as Lord High Almoner,
performed the annual ceremony of washing the feet

of the poor, in the Royal Chapel, Whitehall as for-

merly done by the Kings themselves.

This day was also called Shere Thursday, and by
corruption, Chare Thursday. Shere Thursday signi-
fied, that it was the day on which the Clergy were
wont to shere or shear their heads, or get them shorn
or shaven, and to clip their beards against Easter day.
Maundy Thursday is no where observed in London,

except, as before stated, at the Chapel Royal.

When one was speaking of such a reformation in the
Church of England, as in effect would make it no Church
at all, the great Lord Bacon said to him ; Sir, the subject we
talk of, is the eye of England ; if there be a speck or two in
the eye, we endeavour to take them off; but he were a
strange ocuhst, who would pull out the eye.

Men- do not so much fear to be dead as they fear to die : it
is the separation of soul and body, not their condition when
separated, which they contemplate with dread. Men either
do not think of the state after death at all, or they anticipate
happiness ; were it otherwise, did they see the consequences
of living as they too often do, they would not continue so to
live.

THE LAST DAY.
Hark ! from the deep of heaven, a trumpet sound
Thunders the dizzy universe around

;

From north to south, from east to west it rolls,

A blast that summons all created souls

;

The dead awaken from their dismal sleep

:

The sea has heard it ; coiling up with dre
Myi-iads of mortals Hash from out her bed !

The graves fly open, and, with awful strife.

The dust of ages startles into life !

All who have breathed, or moved, or seen, or felt

;

All they around whose cradles kingdoms knelt

;

Tyrants and wan-iors, who were throned in blood :

The great and mean, the glorious and the good.
Are raised from every isle, and land, and tomb,
To hear the changeless and eternal doom.

But while the universe is wrapt in fire.

Ere yet the splendid ruin shall expire.

Beneath a canopy of tlame behold.
With starry banners at his feet unroll'd.

Earth's Judge : around seraphic minstrels throng,
Breathing o er golden harps celestial song

;

While melodies aerial and sublime
Weave a wild death-dirge o'er departing Time.

Imagination ! furl thy wings of fire,

And on Eternity's dread brink expire
;

Vain would thy red and raging eye behold
"Visions of Immortality unroll'd !

The last, the fiery chaos hath begun,
Quench'd is the moon, and blacken'd is the sun !

The stars have bounded through the airy roar

;

Crushd lie the rocks, and mountains are no more ;

The deep unbosom'd, with tremendous gloom
Yawns on the ruin, like creation's tomb !

And, lo ! the living harvest of the Earth,
Reap'd from the grave, to share a second birth

;

Millions of eyes, with one deep dreadful stare,

Gaze upward through the burning realms of air
;

While shapes, and shrouds, and ghastly features gleana.

Like lurid snow-flakes in the moonlight beam.

I Upon the flaming Earth one farewell glance

!

The billows of Eternity advance
;

No motion, blast, or breeze, or waking sound

!

,

In fiery slumber glares the world around

;

'Tis o'er ; from yonder cloven vault of heaven.

Throned on a car by living thunder driven,

Array'd in glory, see, th' Eternal come !

And, while the Universe is still and dumb,
And hell o'ershadow'd with terrific gloom.

To immortal myriads deal the judgment-doom !

Wing'd on the wind, and warbling hymns of love.

Behold ! the blessed soar to realms above :

Tlae cursed, with hell uncover'd to their eye.

Shriek—shriek, and vanish in a whirlwind cry !

Creation shudders with sublime dismay.
And in a blazing tempest whirls away !

James Montgomery.
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COLEBY CHURCH,

We think that our readers will be interested in the

specimens of our Parish Churches, which we are en-

abled occasionally to present to their notice. We can
boast of an infinite variety of architecture, and combi-
nation of styles. In different parts of the kingdom,
we might trace every link of connexion between the

walls of rifted oak at Greensted (see vol. i., p. 37,) and
the massive and sculptured towers of Lincoln Min-
ster. There is, generally, some point of interest

about each of our old churches j some beauty of

architecture, a porch, a window, a font, a monument,
or, at least, a legend of ancient times, if the relics

themselves have passed away. In some portions of

the kingdom these beauties have been preserved, and
laid up for the delight of future generations in our
county histories. Such is the magnificent work on
the Antiquities of Sussex, recently published by Dr.
E. Cartwright. But some of the most beautiful

remains in the kingdom are comparatively unknown,
and may, perhaps, moulder away and be lost for.

ever, because no pen or pencil has been employed to

immortalize them. We could wish to have some
of these brought into notice, to have a White's
Selborne in miniature for every parish, recording
whatever there is of interest, not only in its ecclesias-

tical remains, but in its natural history and local

circumstances. In general, the expense of printing

such notices, even if there are those whose genius
and industry lead them to gather together the in-

formation, puts it out of the question. But our
pages offer a medium to which the labours of the

pen and the pencil may be transferred without diffi-

culty ; and if they will aid us, we will gladly present

our readers, in every corner of the kingdom, with a
description of whatever is best worth recording in

their own beloved haunts, provided they are calcu-

lated to interest general readers.

We will follow up these remarks with some notice

of Coleby. This beavitiful church is six miles from
Lincoln, on th& Grantham road. Perhaps the im-
pression which is presented to the mind of the reader
from this beginning, is, that it is buried in the Fens,
and cannot be visited without some danger of cholera,

or, at least, of ague. Be not alarmed, gentle reader.

Coleby is situated on a commanding eminence, on
the very escarpment of the oolite formation, which
runs in an uninterrupted line from the Humber to

the coast of Dorsetshire. From this commanding
height the eye looks over upon Nottinghamshire and i

LINCOLNSHIRE.

the valley of the Trent to the west ; to the south, it

rests on the towers of Belvoir ; to the north, on the

magnificent minster ; to the east, upon the high chalk

country, called the Wolds of Lincolnshire ; and, fol-

lowing the course of the Witham, is caught by the

stately pile of Tattershall Castle, and the lofty tower

of Boston, or Boston Stump, as it is familiarly called.

So little does Lincolnshire deserve the character given

by those who have never visited this county, that, in

Dr. Clarke's able book on Climate, it is classed as

being, next to Yorkshire, the most healthy part of

the kingdom, from the purity of its air and the pre-

dominance of high ground. But we were rather to

give some account of Coleby than to defend the

county from misconstruction. The sketch which we
are enabled to give will speak for itself, and the porch
and the font will show that it contains very beautiful

specimens of the Saxon as well as of the Gothic style.

The three lancet windows in the chancel are a sin-

gular featm-e in this church. The rich and beautiful

Gothic spire, including the upper part of the tower,

with its light pinnacles and flying buttresses, are evi-

dently the work of a later age than the plain Saxon
tower which they crown. Indeed, an attentive ob-

server may easily trace the whole outline of the old

tower and nave. These may be compared to an un-
wieldy chrysedis, and the taste of a succeeding gene-

ration brought the butterfly to light. The aisles re-

PORCH OF COLEBY CHURCH
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presen the wings, the pinnacles and spire may stand

for the antennaj or horns of the beautiful insect. We
regret that we have no accounts of the time, or

the different stages of this metamorphosis. An exa-

mination of the parish Register, which goes back for

near three hundred years, furnishes no memoranda
of any interest, except the following :

—

" J. Rodgers, of Coleby, was chosen by the inhabitants

and householders of the said towne, to bee their Parish

Register; and was sworne before William Lister, Esq. one
of the Justices of the Peace for the Parts and Countie of

Kesteven, Oct. 30, 1657."

But even those days of civil strife and trouble, do

not seem to have disturbed the peace of this quiet

village : there is nothing to mark any breach in the

regular routine of baptisms, marriages, and burials,

through the whole course of the civil war. If bones

and ashes could be taught to speak, we might indeed

be able to give a lively interest to our pages by moving
tales of still remoter times, for no ground is more
full of vestiges of antiquity than some parts of

Coleby. They are chiefly Roman remains of which
we speak. The famous Ermine-street peisses through
the parish at no great distance from the village, but
it is not on the line of this old Roman road that the

most interesting antiquities have been found ; but in

a large field, near to Coleby Hall, the seat of C. Main-
waring, Esq., spear-heads, and swords, and various

ornaments, have been ploughed up in great abundance,

as well as large fragments of vases of coarse earthen-

ware, which seem to have contained the ashes of the

dead. The great number of these relics which have
been discovered, spread over a considerable space,

seems to prove that Coleby may once have been a

Roman station, an out-post perhaps from their head-

quarters at Lindum, to keep the rude natives in awe,

and preserve the miUtary occupation of the country.

But we are not going to travel into the regions of

fancy, though it would be a most interesting vision,

if we could catch a glimpse of those times, of l^ie

conqueror and the conquest ; it is still a matter f ^

deep and sober thankfulness, that we live in days
when Christian churches occupy the place of heathen

temples, and the sound of the village bell has suc-

ceeded to the alarm of the Roman trumpet. Centu-

ries have passed since a foreign enemy has gained a

footing in our land : other lands have been trodden

under foot by the invader again and again. In our

own days, every nation of Europe has been in turn

the prey of the spoiler ; their villages have been
burnt, their cottages plundered, their peasantry the

sport of brutal violence : we only have been spared
;

we have enjoyed our liberties and lived in peace,

whilst war has raged around us. May we be thankful

for these inestimable blessings to Him who is the

author and gi\'er of them ; and may we preserve that

peace and union amongst ourselves, which the foreign

enemy has not been able to disturb.

FOXT OF COM.BY CUUnCII.

ABRAHAM COWLEY,
THE POET.

COIVtEY S HOUSE, AT CHERTSEY.

Abraham Cowley was the posthumous son of a

grocer of London, and was bom in the year 1618.

He received his education at Westminster School,

where he exhibited an extraordinary instance of talent

early developed ; and we have his own account of a

circumstance, which had a material influence in di-

I'ecting the bent of his genius toward poetry. He
says, " I believe I can tell the particular little chance
that filled my head with such chimes of verses, as

have never left ringing there. I remember when I

began to read, and to take pleasure in it, there was
wont to lie in my mother's parlour, I know not by
what accident, for she herself never in her life read

any book but of devotion, but there was wont to lie

Spenser's works. This I happened to fall upon, and
was infinitely delighted with the stories of the knights,

and giants, and monsters, and brave houses which I

found every where, (though my understanding had
little to do with all this,) and, by degrees, with the

tinkling of the rhyme and dance of the numbers, so

that I think I had read him all over before I was
twelve years old."

Thus early enamoured of poetry, Cowley may
almost be said to have " lisped in numbers." At
the age of ten years, he vvrrote a poem on the subject

of Pyramus and Thisbe ; at twelve, he wrote Con-

stantia and Philetus ; and these, with other pieces,

were actually published, under the title of Poetical

Blossoms, in his fifteenth year, before he left school.

At Cambridge, whither he went in 1636, he wrote

some plays, and commenced his Davideis, an epic

poem on the history of King David. In 1 643, when
he took his degree of Master of Arts, the civil war
was raging between Charles the First and his Parlia-

ment, and, on being ejected from Cambridge, Cowley
sheltered himself at Oxford, which place was then in

possession of the Royalists. Here he recommended
himself to the friends of the King, particularly to

the accomplished and gallant Lord Falldand. He
had also written an elegy on WiUiam Hervey, which

brought him acquainted with the brother, John Her-

vey, and by this friend Cowley was recommended to

the Earl of St. Alban's, then acting as minister to

Queen Henrietta Maria, the consort of Charles the

First. When the decline of the Royal cause obliged

the Queen, with her court, to retire to France, Cowley

became secretary to the Earl of St. Albans, and was

particularly emjjloyed in ciphering and deciphering

the letters that passed between the King and the

Queen. In the same service, he also performed some

dangerous journeys into Jersey, Scotland, Flanders,

Holland, and elsewhere.

In these confidential and honourable employments
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he continued for twelve years, and, in 1656, he re-

turned to England with no very fixed occupation or

pursuit. He took his degree of Doctor in Medicine,

though without any design of practising as a physi-

cian, and became one of the original members of the

Royal Society. About this time, he also published

his poems, in four parts, in folio. In 1660, Charles

the Second was restored to his throne ; and, as this

was a period of highly-raised expectation with the

Royalists who had shared the adverse fortune of the

king, so it proved to many an occasion of severe dis-

appointment. Cowley, for some time, felt himself

neglected, and vented his mortification in a poem,

entitled the Complaint. But, at length, he obtained,

by the interest of the Earl of St. Alban's and the

Duke of Buckingham, an income of 300/. per an-

num, derived, it seems, from an advantageous lease

of the Queen's lands. This fortune enabled him to

attempt the realization of a vision, which had long

floated before his fancy. From his earliest days we
find him expressing a strong desire for retirement

and solitude. His translations of various passages

in ancient writers, descriptive of the charms of rural

seclusion, show with what fondness he continued to

dwell on such ideas. As he advanced in yeai-s, he

still breathed forth his sighs for privacy and tran-

quillity, and, at one time, even professed a wish to

retire to the plantations of America,—a conceit

which Dr. Johnson has made the principal subject of

the sixth number of his Rambler, wherein he exposes,

with his customary force of reasoning, the absurdity

of supposing that any local circumstances can ex-

clude vexation, or that happiness is dependent upon
any thing else than the temper of mind which each

man carries with him, whether into society or into

solitude.

In fact, Cowley ^himself was destined to experi-

ence the vanity of his own fond anticipations. He
was now at liberty to retire from courts and crowds,

and first estabhshed himself at Barn Elms ; this

place, however, disagreed with his health, and he

then settled at Chertsey, in the house of which a

view is given above ; but the happiness, which he

fondly imagined to be now within his grasp, mocked
his pursuit. It was thus that he writes from Chert-

sey to his friend. Dr. Spratt, afterwards Bishop of

Rochester :
—" The first night that I came hither, I

caught so great a cold, with a defluxion of rheum, as

made me keep my chamber ten days, and, two after,

I had such a bruise on my ribs with a fall, that I am
yet unable to move, or to turn myself in my bed.

This is my personal fortune here to begin withj and,

besides, I can get no money from my tenants, and

have my meadows eaten up every night by cattle put

in by my neighbours. What this signifies, or may
come to in time, God knows ; if it be ominous, it

can end in nothing less than hanging," &c. &c. Mr.

Spence, also, as quoted by Dr. Warton, gives a very

similar account of the disappointment which Cowley

experienced in his expectations of rural peace and

rural simplicity. He says, " Cowley seems to have

thought that the swains of Surrey had the innocence

of those of Sidney's Arcadia ; but the perverseness

and debauchery of his owti workmen soon undeceived

him." The same writer gives the following account

of his death, which occurred in the forty-ninth year

of his age, on the 28th of July, 1667, two years only

after he had retired to Chertsey.
—" His death was

occasioned by a singular accident : he paid a visit on

foot, with his friend Spratt, to a gentleman in the

neighbourhood of Chertsey, which they prolonged,

and feasted too much, till midnight. On their re-

turn home they mistook their way, and were obliged

to pass the whole night exposed under a hedge, when
Cowley caught a severe cold, attended with a fever,

that terminated in his death." He was buried with

much pomp in Westminster Abbey, near Chaucer and
Spenser, and a monument was erected to his me-
mory by George, Duke of Buckingham

Cowley is invariably represented as having pos-

sessed the most sweet and amiable disposition. He
was also deeply impressed with religious feelings, and
is said to have particvdarly abhorred the abuse of

scripture by licentious raillery, which he called " not
only the meanest kind of wit, but the worst sort of
ill manners." In the latter part of his life, he con-
templated a work of inquiry into the original prin-

ciples of the primitive church of Christ ; but he did
not live to execute it. Indeed, like many others,

Cowley appears to have done least when his com-
mand of time was the greatest. Of his Davideis,

which was begun early in life, and was designed to

have consisted of twelve books, he completed only

four. And the whole history of his latter years,

gives a strong confirmation (if confirmation were
needed), of the important truths, that leisure is apt to

degenerate into listlessness and inactivity j and that

the rubs and crosses, from which no condition of

human existence is exempt, are only felt the more
painfully by him, who, while he possesses the sensi-

tive temperament of genius, does not fortify himself
against them by strenuous occupation, and by an
active and usefid life passed among his fellows.

In his days of industry and exertion, Cowley
wrote and published much, both in Latin and in

English, and in various kinds of poetry, epic, lyrical,

elegiac, and didactic. His genius was of the highest '

order. With profound and varied learning he com-
bined an extraordinary vigour and fertility of imagi-

nation ; and he astonishes us with the midtiplicity

and exuberance, sometimes with the happiness of his

images, reminding us not a little, though in a dif-

ferent kind of composition, of his own contemporary,
Jeremy Taylor, and, in later days, of Mr. Burke.
His misfortune was that he lived in an age of

wretched taste in poetr^'. To Spenser and Shak-
speare had succeeded a class of poets, to whom John-
son gives the name of metaphysical, and whose faults

he exposes, in his life of Cowley, in a strain of the

happiest criticism. Their great defect lay in substi-

tuting wit for feeling and nature, and in fancying

poetry to consist in subtle, far-fetched, and exagge-

rated conceits ; but for this unhappy perversion of

taste, Cowley would have been second to few of our
English poets. His prose writings, which were struck

off without any effort or affectation, give a pleasing

picture of his abilities and of his heart, and justify

the well-kno\\'n lines of Pope :

—

Who now reads Cowley? If he pleases jet.

His moral pleases, not his pointed wit

;

Forgot his Epic, nay Pindaric art.

But still I love the language of his heart.

The house in which Cowley lived at Chertsey,

remains, and is still called the Porch House. It was
for many years occupied by R. Clark, Esq., Cham-
berlain of London, who, in honour of^;he Poet, took

much pains to preserve the premises, with the least

possible alteration, kept an original portrait of Cowley,

and affixed a tablet in front, containing Cowley's

Latin Epitaph on himself Mr. Clark, also, placed a

tablet in front of the building, where the porch stood,

with the following inscription :
" The Porch of this

House, which projected ten feet into the highway,

was, in the year 1792, removed, for the safety and
accommodation of the public."

" Here the last accents flowd from Cowley's tongue,"
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THE FAAHNE AT BOMBAY.
The effects of the famine which was desolating the

neighbouring districts, soon made themselves visible

at Bombay, by a very ciu-ious and painful sort of

reflected, or rather what the opticians would call

transmitted, light. We were living on that island in

the midst of peace and plenty, while the territories

north of us had become a prey to absolute want and

the fiercest tumults, accompanied by bloodshed in

every variety of ehape. As each day broke, the

wharfs and roads of our happy spot were lined with

crowds of wretched, half-starved objects, who had
with difficulty made their escape from the accumu-
lated horrors of their own desolated homes. The
whole of the eastern, or land-side of Bombay, was
strewed over with the dead and dying natives. I

never saw misery on such an extensive scale, either

before or since, except, perhaps, in some of the

wretched villages of Spain, when the French dra-

goons had taught the poor inhabitants, at the edge

of the sabre, to understand what the evils of war
really are, when brought close to their own altars and
fire-sides.

What an important service might not that man
render to England, who should make the people at

large duly aware of the unspeakable advantages they

have so long enjoyed in being exempted from the

dreadful miseries of actual war, and its ghastly fol-

lowers, pestilence and famine ! How useful and
how grateful, but, alas, how hopeless, the task of

convincing the great mass of the present and future

generations of this country, that almost all the sa-

crifices we have made in our own time, and are still

making, as well as the share which our posterity

will be called upon to contribute in theirs, are ad-

mirably bestowed in secmring the matchless blessings

we enjoy, and future ages of o\ir descendants may
continue to enjoy, far above all other nations.

I only wish that those people amongst us who
doubt the efficacy of our establishments in church
ctnd state, in preserving the national strength, and
in maintaining the purity of virtuous practice, could

see with their own eyes the elTects of the absence
of such institutions, and thus judge for themselves

of their influence on human happiness. I think

there might readily be pointed out, to the satisfac-

tion of any reasonable advocate for speculative re-

form, scenes and circumstances in many countries

whose boast, for example, it is, to have no national

debt, which would prove, that in consideration of

the annual payment of this comparatively trifling

rental, as it may well be called, not only we, but all

our posterity, are secured in the enjoyment of na-

tional and domestic blessings, such as no other

country on earth is even in a slight degree acquainted

with.

The most striking, and, perhaps, I may add, most
affecting circumstance, connected with this glimpse
we had of the famine, was the marvellous patience,

or what, in other lands, we should have called

Christian resignation, of the unfortunate sufferers.

I mixed amongst the natives constantly, and saw
them exposed to every shade of distress, but never
heard a complaint, nor saw a gesture of impatience.
And what was still more extraordinary, immense
groups of persons, actually dying of hunger, would
sit round the fire on which the rice provided for

them had been cooked, and there wait, with perfect

composure, while the several messes were measured
out and distributed to them j a process that often

lasted more than an hour, during which their food
lay but two or three feet from them, and quite within
their grasp. It was curious to observe, also, during

the whole period of this famine, that in several of
the squares and other open spaces in the town, im-
mense piles of rice were left exposed, night and day,
for weeks together, without any guards, yet not a
single bag was ever cut open.

I ought to have mentioned, that subscriptions, to
a considerable amount, were made for the support of
the starving multitude. And what was particularly
interesting, the wealthy natives, the Banyans and
Parsees in particular, opened a subscription amongst
themselves, and purchased many thousands of bags
of rice for the strangers, some weeks, or, at all

events, a good many days, before the English resi-

dents came forward. This, however, was partly
accidental, and partly caused by the natives having a
more intimate acquaintance with the pressing nature
and the extent of the distress. The two parties soon
combined their exertions, and the native and English
committees mutually a.ssisted each other in this work
of charity. Huge boilers were provided, under a pic-

turesque tope, or grove, of cocoa-nut trees, about half

a mile from the fort ; and as a Hindoo, in general, will

not eat a morsel of food, even to save his life, if it

has been dressed by a person of a different caste, care

was taken to provide cooks, whose foreheads were
marked with the proper streak of red or yellow paint,

as the case might require. I myself repeatedly saw
natives actually expiring of hunger, who refused the

food presented to them, because a doubt existed as

to the hands through which it had passed. Capt
Hall's Voyages and Travels ,- Second Series.

Revenge.—Banish all malignant and revengeful thoughts.

A spirit of revenge is the very spirit of the devil ; than
which nothing makes a man more like him, and nothing

can be more opposite to the temper which Christianity was
designed to promote. If your revenge be not satisfied, it

will give you torment now ; if it be, it will give you greater

hereafter. None is a greater self- tormentor, than a mali-

cious and revengeful man, who turns the poison of his own
temper in upon himself. The Christian precept in this

case is, " Let not the sun go down upon your wrath ;"' and
this precept, Plutarch tells us, the Pythagoreans practised

in a literal sense :
" who, if at any time, in a passion, they

broke out into opprobrious language, before sunset, gave

one another their hands, and with them a discharge from
all injuries ; and so, with a mutual reconciliation, parted

friends." Mason.

We all complain of the shortness of time, (says Seneca,) and
yet have much more than we know what to do with. Our
lives are either spent in doing nothing at all, or in doing

nothing to the purpose, or in doing nothing that we ought

to do. We are always complaining that our days are few,

and acting as though thei-e would be no end of them.

THE PRODIGAL SON.

No words can tell the sorrow,

With which I saw thee falling, day by day
;

And, heedless of the morrow,

Yielding thy soul to sin's unholy sway.

Many a lonely hour
Was pass'd in prayer for thee, mistaken one

!

To that eternal Power,

Who whispers comfort when the heart feels none

But I have never utter'd.

To mortal ear the anguish I have known.

The fears, the hopes that fiutterd

Within me, when I thought of thee, my son !

Thanks be to heaven's kindness.
_

A guiding star has sought thee in thy gloom,

Scatter'd thy mental blmdness.

And led thee to thy father's heart and home.

The spells of vice are broken

And virtue wooes thee to her shrine again
;

Her love is still unbroken,

Thy heart is fiee, she cannot woo in vain.
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THE MONTH OF APRIL.
Aphii, is the fourth month of the year, and has held that station ever
since the days of Numa I'ompihus ; it consists of thirty days, the num-
ber originally assigned to it by Romulus. Numa reduced its duration
to twenty-nine days ; but Julius Czesar restored it to its original

length, which it has ever since retained. This is the only month in

tiie year whose name appears to have been given with any reference
to tlie character of the season in which it occurs. The names of
all the other months are derived from Heathen Deities, to whom
they were dedicated, from Roman emperors, or as September, Oc-
tober, November, an3 December, from their situation in the ca-
lendar, with reference to the month of March, with which Romu-
lus's year commenced ; but the appellation " April," is universally

allowed to be derived from the verb averire (to open), and to be
allusive to the opening of the young buas, and the general springing

forth of fresh vegetation from the opened bosom of the earth, which
takes place at this season.

The Romans dedicated April to the goddess Venus, and hence
sometimes called it mensis Veneris, as well as Aprilis. In the ancient
Cornish its name, evidently derived from the Romans, was Eprelt.

By the Anglo-Saxons it was denominated Oster-Monat, Osteh-
Monatii, and Easter-Monath, according to some,'from one of their

goddesses, named Easter, while others contend that the easterly

winds, which were observed to be chiefly prevalent at this period,

were the reason of the month being so called.

The air during this month is generally mild and moist, and the
weather showery, affording to the young vegetation that supply of'

ivater which is so essential to its growth and perfection ; whence the
old English proverb,

—

" March winds and April showeis,

Bring forth May flowers."

In the course of this month several birds of passage begin to re-

appear in England, as the swallow, the cuckoo, and the nightin-

gale ; river-fish leave their winter retreats, and again afford sport for

the angler ; while all the thousand tribes of insects seems springing
into new life under our eyes.

Painters have generally represented this month by the figure of a
young man, with wings at his shoulders, and a green flowing mantle,
adorned with garlands of myrtle and; hawthorn, holding violets and
primroses in his hands, and either mounted upon, or holding in one
hand, a bull, in allusion to the zodiacal sign Taurus, into which the
sun enters on the 19th of April.

ANNIVERSARIES.
MONDAY, 1st,

Has obtained in this country the name of " All Fools' Day," from
an ancient, though very absurd custom, which is too well known to

peed description. The custom, however, silly as it is, prevails

throughout Europe, and has even been traced amongst the Hindoos.
1405 Tamerlane, or Timonr Khan, a Tartar prince, and one of the

greatest conquerors whose exploits are recorded in history,

died in his seventieth year. During his lifetime he subjected
Persia, Syria, Palestine, Asia Minor, the Chorassan, Arme-
nia, Egypt, India, and Greece, to his power, and was marching
to overrun the Chinese empire, when death put a period to his

victories and his cruelties.

1406 Robert III., King of Scotland, died at Rothsay of grief.

1801 The English fleet, under the command of Sir Hyde Parker
and Lord Nelson, forced the passage of the Sound.

1810 The marriage of Napoleon with the Archduchess Maria
Louisa of Austria, daughter of the Emperor Francis II.,

solemnized at St. Cloud.
TUESDAY, 2nd.

686 The Lombards made an irruption into Italy, and founded the
kingdom of Lombardy, which lasted 206 years.

774 Charlemagne, after conquering the kingdom of Lombardy,
made a triumphal entry into Rome.

1512 The Floridas, which had been origally touched at by Sebastian
Cabot, fifteen years before, were rediscovered by Ponce de
Leon, a Spanish navigator. The 'reason of his undertaking
the voyage will hardly now be believed ; but he actually set

out in quest of a country, where there was said to be a foun-
tain, the waters of which had the miraculous property of
restoring the aged to youth and vigour.

1791 Miraheau, one of the ablest, and, if not the most blood-
thirsty, among the most profligate, leaders of the French
Revolution, died in his forty-fourth year.

1801 Battle of Copenhagen, the most severe, and the most doubtful,
contest in which our navy was engaged during the revolu-
tionary war. The firmness and talents of Lord Nelson, how-
ever, secured to us all the fruits of victory. Captains Moss
and Riou were killed on this occaision.

1804 H. M. S. Apollo, and forty sail of West Indiamen under her
convoy, lost off Cape Mondego, on the coast of Portugal.

WEDNESDAY, 3rd.

1826 Died Reginald Heber, the learned, accomplished, and truly

exemplary Bishop of Calcutta, falling a sacrifice, at t^he early
age of forty-two, to the fatigues of visiting his immense dio-

cese, and the effects of a climate, which rarely spares an
European who has not been inured to it in early life. In
1803 his poem, entitled " Palestine," gained the prize of
English poetry at Oxford.

THURSDAY, 4th.
Maundy Thursday ; also St. Ambrose's Day.—St. Ambrose was of
noble parentage, and born in the palace of his fathei at Aries, in

Gallia Narbonensis, of which district he was prefect. He studied
the civil law, and practised as an advocate in Rome. In A. D.
374, he settled in Milan, where a great contest arising between the
orthodox and the Arians, concerning the election of a bishop, on the
death of Bishop Auxentius, Ambrose exerted himself with so much
eloquence and moderation in appeasing the tumult, that he was
unanimously solicited to acc«pt the vaoeint See, which he filled for

more than twenty years, distinguished equa y by the eloquence
of his preaching and the piety of his life. St. Ambrose died at

Milan, April 4, 397. His works are still held in much respect, espe-
cially the hymn of " Te Deum," wiiich he is said to have written
on the occasion of the baptism of his great convert, St. Augustine.
1581 Drake, the celebrated English admiral, having returned from

a voyage round the worM, the first which had ever been
achieved by an Englishman, was honoured by a visit from
Queen Elizabeth on board his ship, the Pelican, at Deptford.
Her Majesty dined on board, and after dinnei knighted the
distinguished navigator. A chair, made out of the remains
of the ship, is still preserved in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.

1774 Died Oliver Goldsmith, author of the Vicar of Wakefield, a
novel ; two poems of great beauty. The Deserted Village and
The Traveller, as well as many other works.

1815 A Volcanic Explosion of the Mountam Tomboro, in the
Island of Java, took place, to which all that have been re-

corded of European volcanoes are mere trifles. Its effects

were felt to the distance of 1000 miles all around ; clouds of
ashes, so dense as to create darkness at noonday, were pro-
jected 300 miles from the crater. The darkness continued,
more or less, until the 17th of April, and the explosions did
not cease before the 15th of July. The whole population of
two towns near the mountain was destroyed, to tne number
of at least 12,000 souls.

1827 Cantain Parry sailed from the Nore on a voyage, the object of
wiiich was, if possible, to reach the North I'ole ; but, after

penetrating as far as 82° 45' North, was obliged to abandon
the enterprise and return.

FRIDAY, 5th.
Good Friday; a day which, from the earliest records of Christia-
nity, has ever been held as a day of solemn fast, in awful remem-
brance of the Crucifixion of our blessed Saviour. Our Saxon an-
cestors called it Long Friday, from the length of the offices and
fasting on that day ; but its ancient and appropriate title was Holy
Friday, by which it is still sometimes distinguished, as the whole of
the week in which it occurs is by the name of Holy or Passion
Week. The custom of eating on this day buns marked witli a cross,
is a remaining fragment of some of the many superstitious observ-
ances of our ancestors connected with this day.
1605 John Stowe, the celebrated English antiquarian and chronicler,

died, aged eighty.

1753 Parliament voted a sum of £20,000, to be raised by lottery,

and applied to the purchase of Sir Hans Sloane's Library and
Museum of Natural Histoiy, which purchase laid the foun-
dation of the British Museum.

1811 Died, aged seventy-six, Robert Raikes, the first establisher of
Sunday Schools.

SATURDAY, 6th.

1199 Richard Cxur de Lion, King of England, died of a wound
received from a cross-bow while besieging a small castle in

France. It has been remarked, that he met his death by a
weapon introduced into warfare by himself, much to the dis-

pleasure of the warriors of his time, who said that " hereto-
fore brave men fought hand to hand, but now the bravest
and noblest might be brought down by a cowardly knave
lurking behind a tree."

1528 Died Albert Durer, one of the earliest engravers and painters
of the German school.

1590 Died Sir Francis Walsingham, one of the ablest and most
accomplished of that distinguished body of statesmen whom
Queen Elizabeth selected as her ministers and advisers.

1695 Died, aged eighty-nine. Dr. Richard Busby, for fifty-five years
master of Westminster School ; celebrated alike for his great

abilities and the severity of his discipline.

SUNDAY, 7th.

Easter Sunday, or Easter Day,— If Good Friday is kept as a
day of solemn fast and humiliation, this is no less one of joy and
thanksgiving throughout all Christendom, as being set apart for the
commemoration of our Blessed Saviour's Resurrection from the
dead. It was anciently called the " Great Day," the "Feast of
Feasts," and the " Sunday of Joy." It is the most important in

secular transactions of the moveable feasts, inasmuch as the day on
which Easter falls regulates all the rest. The first Sunday after the
full moon immediately following the 21st of March, is ordained to

be kept as Easter Sunday. Easter Day cannot fall earlier than the

22nd of March, nor later than the 25th of April in any year, and
hence these two days have obtained the appellation ot Easter Limits
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SOME ACCOUNT OF EARTHQUAKES.

Ruins of the Cathedral of Lisbon, after the Earthquake of 1755.

In a previous number, a brief account was given of the
causes which produce both volcanoes and earthquakes ; but
though these tremendous visitations have a common origin*,

yet the appearances they present during their continuance,
and their subsequent effects, are so different, that they
should properly be described apart, in a paper intended
only for the general reader.

When it is remembered that the very circumstance of a
volcanic eruption, implies that a vent has been found, or
made, for the mass of gaseous and fiery matter, which
chemical agency has produced under the surface of the
earth ; it is not surprising that earthquakes to any alarm-
ing extent seldom accompany such catastrophes, or that
they cease when the eruption takes place. It is in
countries remote from active volcanoes, that the effects of
the former are most widely and powerfully felt ; in such,
the efforts to escape, made by the imprisoned elements,
convulse the ground for thousands of square leagues, bring-
ing destruction to the habitations of man, and crushing
him under the ruins of his own frail abodes ; and when
the overpowering force exerted by the subten-anean matter
rends the surface of the earth, chasms are opened, 'which
in a few seconds often swallow up whole cities, with their

This common origin is proved by many circumstances; and the
reader may be interested by the following facts illustrating this sub-
ject, the volcano of Pasto, east of the river Guaylara, sent out,
without cessation, a tall column of smoke, for three months, in the
year 1797

:
this suddenly ceased, at precisely the same moment that

a violent earthquake occurred at sixty miles' distance, at Riobamba,
which, together with a mud-eruption of the Moya, destroyed from

,"''^c''u°'"'^
thousand Indians. The sudden appearance of the

island.Sabnna, in the Azores, on the 30th of January, 1811, was the
torerunner of those fearful concussions which, further westward,
shook the Antilles, the plains of the Ohio and Mississippi, and the op-
posite coast of Venezuela, in succession, without intermission, from
May, 1811, to June, 1813.

Vol. II

devoted inhabitants, and a dreary plain, a dismal lake, or
a yawning gulf remains to point out the spot, where but
a few hours before stood a flourishing town, swarming with
thousands of human beings.

A torrent of lava or a shower of ashes, often has, and
may again destroy cities ; but there are always some pre-
vious warnings which allow the inhabitants time to escape

;

consequently the destruction of human life by volcanic erup-
tions only, is trifling compared to that caused by earthquakes

;

added to which, the devastations produced by the former
are generally confined to the immediate neighbourhood of
the mountain, whereas in the case of an earthquake, the
suddenness of the crisis, and the extent of its influence, pre-
cludes the possibility of escaping the danger, while the mode
of its approach, the rendering unstable " the fixed and firm

foundations of the globe," so paralyzes with fear the minds
of the victims, as to incapacitate them from making any
efforts to avoid the coming danger.

In all ages this quantity of human suffering has excited

sympathy, and called attention to these convulsions. In
times of perfect ignorance concei-ning the laws of nature,

they would probably have occasioned little remark, if their

effects had been confined to the destruction of mountains,

or the birth of new hills and lakes where none had before

existed ; events which in a greater or less degree always

accompany these visitations.

It is for this reason that historical records of earthquakes

are numerous ; and of a few of these we propose to give

such an account as our limits will allow; dweUing, for

obvious reasons, chiefly on those which are most interesting

for their moral, as well as physical effects.

Though the shocks of an earthquake are, as we before

stated, fatally sudden in their approach, yet it must not bo
imagined that they inflict their visits without previous

48
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threats. These have been ohserved to be very similar in I

different countries and at remote periods, and generally
,

consist in atmospherical, or, as they are termed, in raeteo- i

rological appearances, which are now known to be intimately
j

connected with changes in the electrical state of the earth
!

and air; and very direct indications of these are always
observable in volcanic eruptions as well as during and pre-

ceding earthquakes.

Variations in the usual course of the seasons, violent

gusts of wind, or prseternatural calms, rains in countries or

at times of the year in which they are usually unknown to

occur, a mistiness of the air often continued for months, and
the consequent lurid appearance of the sun's face, flashes of

lightning or noxious vapours from the surface of the ground,
with subterranean noises resembling the rolling of carriages,

the discharge of artillery, or distant thundei', are indications

of the appi'oaching evil.

Pliny, in the second book of his Natural History, has
given an account of the principal earthquakes in ancient
times ; but this is mixed up with so much matter- obviously

fabulous, that little instruction or rational amusement can
be derived from it ; one of the most authentic is that
which occurred in the year 17; and destroyed twelve
cities of Asia Minor in one night. There exists a medal,
struck during the reign of Tiberius, recording the rebuild-

ing of these. The earthquake in the year 63, which partly

destroyed, among others, the city of Pompeii, is familiarly

known to our readers, from the interest excited by the dis-

coveries which have been made there.

The city of Antioch affords an example of repeated suf-

fering from earthquakes. In A. D. 115, it was destroyed
by one which lasted several days ; the Emperor Trajan
happened to be in the tow^n at the time with a large force,

returning from one of his military expeditions ; he escaped,
it is said, with great difficulty, but an immense loss was
sustained by his troops and the inhabitants. In 458, in the
month of September, the city, which was once more flourish-

ing, and thickly peopled, was again visited by a convulsion,
which ruined it, and destroyed 40,000 inhabitants ; and,
before it could well recover this loss, in 525, under the
Emperor Justin, a third earthquake, still more fatal, killed

nearly 60,000*; but this is a trifling fatality in one city

compared with that which has attended Lima, as we shall

presently see.

The accounts of these remote convulsions are, however,
too vague to be interesting -i-, we, therefore, pass them
over, till we arrive at the one of Calabria in 1G3S ; of this
Kircher has given an account, having been a witness to its

horrors, in a journey he made from Sicily to the continent
during its continuance. He, and four other persons, left

the harbour of Messina on the 24th of March, and had
not proceeded far, when the air and ocean gave manifest-
signs of some approaching catastrophe : Etna was seen to
cast forth great volumes of smoke, which obscured the
island from their view ; the strange disturbance of the sea,
and the dreadful noises, induced them to land at Tropaea,
which they no sooner gained, than a shock ensued, which
destroyed the greater part of the place. Compelled to prose-
cute their voyage, now seeking safety on shore, and now
returning to their vessel, as dangers alternately menaced
them by land or at sea, they witnessed the destruction of
Rochetta and other places, but, on arriving within sight of
the city of St. Euphemia, whither they were bound, they
perceived a dark lurid cloud resting on the spot, though the
atmosphere was otherwise serene ; when this cleared off",

the city had disappeared, and a lake occupied its place,
and, during the remainder of their voyage to Naples, where
they were now obliged to proceed, the whole coast, for up-
wards of 200 miles, presented one picture of ruined cities
and houseless wanderers.

* Gibbon states that the loss was 250,000, and accounts for this
enormous number by the multitudes attracted to the city to cele-
brate the festival of the Ascension.

t As a proof of the ludicrous ideas on the subject of earthquakes
prevalent till very lately, a little work, entitled The General History of
Earthquakes, &:c. 6:c. by R. B. 1734, may be referred to. In a chrono-
logical list of all the remarkable ones which have ever occurred, the
autl;or invariably narrates cotemporary historical events, as imme-
diately caused by, or connected with, the commotions; as a spe-
cimen take the following, selected from hundreds more, equally
authentic and rational.—" In 16C2 was a great earthquake in Italy;
the shape of an elephant was seen in the air, and three suns. Armies
lighting, monstrous births, T-aters turned into blood, unusual and
iinpetuous tempests wliich overthrew-several towers. At this time
began the third civil war in France-; the Prince of Conde is taken,
and shot to death, with a pistol ; the emperor prohibiteth the Pro-
testant rehgion at Atken." (1) &c. &c.

In 1 693, after several previous shocks, one occurred on
the 11th of January, which, in three ot four minutes, en
tirely destroyed the city of Catania, and 19,000 inhabitants
of the island of Sicily : the undulations of this were felt,

it is said, in Germany, France, and even in England.
Fifty-four towns of some magnitude were, more or less,

suff"erers by this earthquake, and the total loss of human
life amounted, it is supposed, to nearly 100,000.

The earthquake at JfAMAiCA in the previous year, 1692,
was still more dreadful : the earth rose and fell like waves
of the sea, and hundreds of chasms were seen opening and
closing alternately ; many persons were swallowed iip in
these, others crushed to death, with their bodies half out
and half in them, and some, even after being buried alive,

were cast out again with torrents of water. Three-fourths
of the buildings of Port Royal sank down with all their

inhabitants under the water, and long after, the roofs and
chimneys of many were perceivable, at the distance of
thirty and forty feet below the surface. A space of ground,
about a thousand acres in extent, sunk down during the
first shock, the sea rolled over it, and a frigate, then in one
of the docks, was washed by the wave over the tops of
many buildings. On the north of the island, the planta-
tions, which covered upwards of a thousand acres, were
swallowed up, and a lake appeared in their place : this

afterwards dried up, leaving nothing but sand and gravel,

without a trace of a house or tree having ever occupied
the spot. The chain of mountains which traverses the
island presented the most fearful signs of the violence
of the convulsion ; they were almost entirely stripped of
their verdure and their woods, which were brought down
by the rivers in such quantities, that several hundred
thousand tons of timber were seen strewed on the face of
the deep.

The first earthquake which is mentioned as having
visited Lima, since its establishment by the Spaniards,
was in 1582 ; but was not of very serious consequence
six years after that time, however, one occurred, so fatal,

that a solemn fast was appointed to be annually kept,
and is still observed, in commemoration of it. In 1609,
Lima was again injured by a shock, which destroyed
many houses. In November, 1630, such extensive damage
was done to the town by an earthquake, that an annual
festival is observed on that day, in acknowledgement for

its not having been totally annihilated ; in the same month,
twenty-four years afterwards, the city was again visited,

and many hundred houses thrown down ; but time and
warning were vouchsafed to the inhabitants, who, con-
sequently, suffered but little. Another percussion took
place in 1078; but that of October, 168", was more vio-

lent than most, if not all, which had preceded it. It com-
menced at four o'clock in the morning of the 28th, and
by this first shock destroyed many of the public buildings
and private houses, in which a great number of persons
perished : two hours afterwards, the concussions returned

so rapidly and so powerfully, that the whole town was
laid in iniins ; though, from the previous warning, few
additional lives w'ere lost. During this second shock, the
sea, first retiring considerably, reflowed in such enormous
waves, as to overwhelm the town of Callao, five miles
distant from Lima, and all the adjacent country, with its

unfortunate inhabitants. No less than six additional

earthquakes were experienced at Lima between this time
and that at which the following occurred.

The earthquake which desolated Peru, in 1 746, is con
sidered as one of the most severe that countiy ever expe
rienced : it began on the 27th of October, and in the course

of the first twenty-four hours, two hundred shocks were
felt. The sea retired twice from the shore, and flowed in

again on the land with such impetuosity, as totally to de
stroy Lima, and several other places. Not only were nine

teen ships, out of twenty-three, in the harbour, sunk,

but the other four were carried, by the power of the waves, a

great distance up the country—one of these was a frigate !

Two hundi-ed inhabitants alone were saved, out of four

thousand who lived in the city ; and these were rescued
by the preservation of a small part of the fort of Vera Cruz,
which was the only trace left of the situation of that once
flourishing place.

In 1750, the ancient city of Conception, m Chili, was
totally destroyed by an earthquake; the sea rolled over

it, and the bed of the ocean was so elevated by the shocks,

that the port was rendered useless.

In 1759, Syria, and the adjacent countries, were devas-

tated, during three months, by earthquakes, which ex-
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tended over upwards of 90,000 square miles. Balbcck,

Damascus, Tripoli, Sidon, Accon, and many other towns,

were entirely or in great part destroyed ; in each of which,

thousands of inhabitants were victims. Twenty thousand

are said to nave perisnea in tne vallev of Balbeck alone.

THE EARTHQUAKE OF LISBON.

Whether considered with respect to its fatal violence, or

to the extensive sympathy and interest it excited, no con-

vulsion in nature, in the Old World, can compare with the

destmction of Lisbon in November 1755. A subterraneous

noise, as of thunder, was heard between the hours of nine

and ten in the morning of the 1st ; the weather being as

serene and lovely as is ever experienced in that favoured

country. This was instantly followed by a shock which
destroyed the greater part of the city, and in less than three

minutes from the first sound, 30,000 persons were crushed
under the falling edifices ! The sea retired from the harbour

and left the bar dry, and then rolled in again in an im-

mense wave, rising fifty or sixty feet above its usual level

;

the mountains in the neighbourhood, which are some of the

largest in that country, were shaken from their very foun-

dations, and some were cleft and rent quite to their base,

enormous portions of them being thrown down into the

valleys, while electric flashes issued from their sides.

Many of the surviving inhabitants had rushed to the

new quay which had been lately finished, and was con-

structed of marble, conceiving that it would be a place of

seciu-ity from the falling ruins ; but this, on a sudden, sank
down into an abyss which opened under it, drawing in along

with it boats and small craft which were lying near it ; and
so completely was it swallowed up, that not a piece of timber

of the wrecks, or one body of the thousands OTOwded on it,

ever floated again to the surface.

The particulars of this melancholy catastrophe were re-

corded minutely by eye-witnesses who survived it, and the

horrors they relate would only uselessly pain the reader, if

it were not for many a moral lesson they convey. Some of

these describe the dreadful situation of hundreds of their

fellow-creatures lying half killed under the stones of walls

that had struck them down, vainly imploring, with shrieks

of pain, relief from their agony, which those whom they

addressed were too powerless, too frightened, or too intent

on self-preservation to be able to afford them.
The destruction of life was increased by the circumstance

of the event occurring during the time when many churches
were filled with their congregations, and these large and
lofty buildings, being naturally the first that suffered from
the shock, thousands were crushed at once by the fall of a

single building ; in one square of the city near the great

church of St. Paul, were to be seen, according to the

account of some, a crowd of persons who had had time to

escape from it, collected round priests and bishops equally

fortunate with themselves ; and who, dressed in their sacer-

dotal robes, were offering up their prayers for succour and
mercy from on high.

When night came on, after this day of horror, the city

was seen to be on fire in different places, caused, of course,

partly by the domestic fires of the inhabitants igniting the

timber, furniture, &c., that was promiscuously buried with
them, partly by the large wax-tapers which were burning
in the churches, on account of its being a festival, but chiefly

by bands of miscreants, who, unawed by the dangers they
had hardly yet escaped from, and untouched by the misery
and destruction of their fellow-creatures, deliberately set

fire to the uninjured houses for the sake of profiting by the
additional confusion thus created, to commit their robberies
and atrocities with impunity ; unfortunately such depravity
has too many parallels in all times to make this either a
singular or extraordinary instance

.

The fire continued for six days to add to the desolation
caused by the earthquake, for the survivors, rendered help-
less by distress and fear, engaged in seeking for their
friends, or disinterring the mangled corpses of those whom
they found, were unable to take any steps to stop this fresh
calamity. And, as a climax of horror to this picture of
misery, it must be mentioned that the bodies of the dead,
half roasted and burnt by the flames, so infected the air as
to cause, for a long time, serious apprehensions of a pesti-
lential disease.

The number of shocks in all felt in Lisbon, or its imme-
diate neighbourhood, on this occasion, was about twenty-
two, but the first three were the only serious ones ; these
occurred within a space of two or three hours, and the first

was, as we have stated, the most fatal. In all, the loss of
lives was estimated at 60,000, but at such a time, and in
such a countr}', no accurate account could, of course, be
obtained. Four persons alone sunived out of thirty-eight
inhabitants of one house, and in the city prison alone 800,
and in the general hospital 1200, were all killed.

This earthquake was the most extensively felt of any
that have been recorded. Its effects were perceived over
the whole of Europe, the North of Africa, and to the West
Indies. We shall give a short notice of some of these at
different places.

A sea-port called St. Eubal's, about twenty mdes south
of Lisbon, was ingulfed and totally disappeared. At
Oporto the first shock was felt at half-past nine, as at
Lisbon, and in the streets the earth was distinctly seen to
rise and fall, but comparatively little damage was done ; the
river continued rising and falling four or five feet at a time,
every fifteen or twenty minutes, for four or five hours, and
violent gusts of wind were forced through the water from
chasms which opened and shut again in its bed. At
Madrid the shock was not felt violently, but at Cadiz the
sea rose in a wave to a height of sixty feet, which carried
away a large part of the breast-work of the fortification,

and swept every thing off the mole ; others, less and less
violent, ensued for several hours, which washed up to the
walls of the town.

At Tetuan, on the coast of Barbary, the earthquake began
at ten in the morning, three shocks being felt in the space
of seven or eight minutes, and at the same hour at all other
places on that coast ; at Fez many buildings were destroyed
and lives lost in consequence, but, generally speaking, the
principal effect was the rising of the sea, or more correctly,
the progress of one principal and the consequently succes
sive waves which washed along the shores, which were
probably caused by the sudden heaving up, or sinking
down, of a vast area of the bed of the Atlantic Ocean,
under which the principal /bcws of the earthquake appeared
to lie. Near Morocco, however, the earth opened and
swallowed up a village with eight or ten thousand inhabi-
tants, and then closed again over its prey : it is remarkable
that on the 1 8th of the same month another earthquake was
felt in these countries more, violent and more fatal than
that of the 1st: but this was much slighter in Europe,
though it was felt at many places both in the Old and in
the New World. To return, however, to that of the first

the great shock was felt by vessels at sea, and produced an
effect on them similar to that of striking on a rock or sand
bank ; in some the blow was so violent as to throw (he
sailors off their feet, to overturn the binnacle, and to cause
the seams of the deck to open ; and more than one captain,
misled by these sensations, ordered out the boats, believing
that they had, by an error in their reckonings, struck on
some reef, but they found deep water all round their
vessels.

The vast wave caused in the Atlantic by this earthquake
reached, as we have seen, the coasts of Portugal, Spain, and
Africa, and from the well-known undulatory motion of a
body of water suddenly displaced, was succeeded by others,
gradually diminishing in magnitude : but so enormous in
extent was the first, that it was felt on many parts of our
own coasts, at Portsmouth, and the southern harbours
especially, where vessels, even in docks, shut in by flood
gates, were rocked backwards and forwards by the violence
of the motion ; and many forced from their moorings.
Small rivers, canals, or pieces of water communicating in
any way with the sea, were affected by this general wave,
even to places far inland ; but what is more extraordinary,
even in numberless small ponds, agitation of the waters
was clearly perceived, though no shock or motion in
the earth was felt at the time ; undoubtedly, however, it

must have been chiefly to some such, that these effects

wei-e attributable, as very distinct tremors or concussions
were perceived in several places, especially near to and
at the bottom of a lead-mine in Derbyshire.

Effects either of the earthquake itself, or of this motion
of the sea, were felt in a similar way in Norfolk, Lincoln
shire, in the lakes of Cumberland, Durham, and Scotland,
at the Hague, Leyden, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, &c. ; at

Kingsale and Cork, in Ireland ; and even as far as Nor
way, at different hours, from 10 to 3, p.m.: according to

the distance, or to other causes which regulated the pro
gressive motion of the original shock. It was calculated
fi-om these data, that the subterranean movement was pro-
peUed at the rate of about twenty miles per minute.
At Toplitz, a village situated about nine miles north

48—2
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west of Prague, in Bohemia, celebrated for some warm
baths, which had from their first discovery, nearly a thou-

sand years before, constantly been supplied with an equal

and regular quantity of clear water from some springs, a

singular change was remarked between eleven and twelve

o'clock, of the ] st of November
.;
the supply of water sud-

denly increased greatly, and became very turbid ; this, how-

ever, ceased shortly after, but the spring, ever since, con-

tinued more copious, and the temperature and medicinal

properties of the water were augmented.
In 1772, an eruption of one of the highest volcanoes m

Java occurred; before all the inhabitants on its side could

escape, the ground began to sink, and soon after a great

part of the mountain was entirely swallowed up, with

adjoining ground, to an extent of area of fifteen miles long

and six broad, together with forty villages, and 2900 per-

sons ; with an immense number of cattle, which were

either ingulfed by the earthquake, or buried by the

volcanic matter. In this case, an example is presented, of

simultaneous convulsion and destruction by both species of

Volcanic powers.

THE EARTHQUAKES OF CALABRIA.

Calabria and the adjoining countries, as being nea'r the

centre of the great volcanic region of the Mediterranean, are

especially subject to the recurrence of earthquakes ; one of

these we have already noticed, but another, not less import-

ant, as well in extent and effect, as in duration, must now
be described ; and though it has been exceeded in all these

respects by several, in other countries, yet from particular

circumstances, we are possessed of more minute and accu-

rate details of its various peculiarities.

The shocks began on February 5th, 1783, and continued

at intervals, with different degrees of violence, for four

years ; the first threw down, in a few minutes, most of the

houses of all the towns and villages in that part called

Calabria-ultra, as well as the city of Messina : the concus-

sion was felt as far north as Naples, and through the

greatest part of Sicily ; but the area over which the earth-

quake was violent enough to cause destruction and con-

sternation, was not much more than four or five hundred
square miles ; within this limit, the whole surface of the

country was entirely changed, innumerable openings and
clefts were made in the surface of the ground, some of

great length and width ; many hills were levelled, and
valleys filled up by their ruins ; rivers were choked up, and
springs of water broke forth where none had previously

existed, while others were dried up. In one place near
Laureano, two tracts of land, situated in a level valley, were
transported to the distance of a mile, with all their trees

and olives still standing ; and volumes of hot Avater and
sand issued from the ground where they formerly stood

;

and two others, on which a part of the town of Polistena
was built, were moved nearly across a contiguous ravine to

about half a mile from their former position, w-ith some
hundreds of houses on them, and many of the inhabitants,
severalof whom were extricated from the ruins alive and
unhurt * ! Near Seminara, a large olive-ground was pre-
cipitated to a distance of two hundred feet into a valley
sixty feet in depth, and this so compactly as to leave un-
injured a house with its inhabitants, that stood on it, and
the olive-trees continued to grov.', and bore an abundant
crop the same year in their new situation.

The permanent chasms or ravines caused by this earth-
quake, were of great size ; one in the district of Plaisano,
was a mile long, 105 feet broad, and 30 feet deep ; another
three quarters of a mile long, 150 feet broad, and above 100
feet deep ; another was no less than 225 feet deep ; one
gulf at Fosolano, measured 300 feet square; and another,
750 feet square, and about 30 feet deep. A mountain at

the southern part of the Peninsula, was cloven for the
length of nearly half a mile, the opening being of an ir-

regular breadth of many feet.

But in opposition to these, and many other comparatively
harmless effects, long and frightful is the catalogue of
suffering and misery: in the neighbourhood of Oppido,

* Sir William Hamilton, who wrote the most complete account of
this earthquake, and from whose paper in tlie Fhitosophi-il Transac-
tions these events are copied, afterwards spoke to one of these survi
vers, wlio, with his maid-servant and wife, were extricated ; the former
unhurt, but the latter, as the man said, " a little so, but she was
then nearly recovered." On Sir William's asking him the nature of
the injury his wife liad received, lie said, " she had had both her legs
and one arm broken, and her scull so fractured, tliat tlie brain was
visible

'

"

which town may be considered as the centre of the con •

^•ulsion, many houses were swallowed up in g-ulfs which
opened under and immediately closed again on them ; in
one district, four fi\rm-houses, several magazines of oil, and
some large dwellings, were so completely ingulfed in one
chasm, that not a vestige of them remained, and similar
events occurred at other places ; in some cases where
excavations were afterwards made, in the hopes of recover-
ing valuable property, the workmen found the buildings
and their contents crushed into one compact mass.

Fissure near Polistena, caused by the Earthquake cf 1783

Circular Holloics in the Plain of Rosaruo, caused by the same.

Along the sea-coast of the straits of Messina, near the
classical rock of Scylla, the huge masses detached from the
lofty cliffs, overwhelmed many villas ; the water, as usual,

was violently agitated, and showed that the subterranean
motion was not less active beneath the bed of the sea, than
on shore. The prince of Scylla, an old man, on the occur-
rence of the first shock, observing the effects produced on
the cliffs, on which his own castle and the houses of the

town were situated, advised the inhabitants to get boats
ready, and to assemble on the shore, to be ready to escape
in them, if another shock should biing down the rock
above them. This actually occurred to a mountain at some
distance, near midnight; and whether from this falling

partly into the sea, or from the immediate effects of the

second convulsion, an enormous wave flowed along the low
beach, carrying away boats, people and all with it, either

dashing them against the rocks, or washing them out to

sea, so that the prince, and 1400 of his people, perished.

The peasants informed Sir W. Hamilton, who visited

the greater part of the country in the May following : that

the motion of the earth was so violent as to cause the
loftiest trees to bow their heads to the ground repeatedly

;

that animals gave evident signs of being aware of the ap-

proach of each shock, and that during them, oxen and
horses spread out their legs, in order to avoid being thrown
down. Another very touching circumstance was repeatedly

told him ; when the bodies were dug out, or discovered,

those of the men indicated, by their attitude, that they had
struggled to the last ; while the females appeared to have
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resigned themselves more calmly, or were found clasping

the bodies of their children, as if endeavouring to shield

them from the danger.

In his progress through the country, the effects of the

earthquake presented themselves on every side, with the

most melancholy and various features Wretched hovels,

erected for shelter, near heaps of ruins, with a few mourn-

ftil figures sitting at the doors, all bearing some token of

grief for the loss of near relatives ; while maimed and
crippled persons, men, women, and children, were seen

ciawling about on crutches. In the town of Polistena,

2100 out of 6000 inhabitants, lost their lives on the first

fatal day; one nun, aged eighty, was the only survivor of a

nunnery containing twenty-three, and she had been dug
out of her cell alive ! At Terra Nuova, 400 only escaped

out of 1600. He saw two girls who had been rescued

from the ruins of Oppido, after having been buried for

many days. One, aged sixteen, had remained eleven days
without any food ; but an infant of six months old, which
she had in her arms at the time of the accident, died on
the fourth day. She was then recovenng, but still very
feeble, and had great difficulty in swallowing solid food;

the other girl was only eleven years of age ; she had been
immured only six days, but in so cramped a position, that

lier hand had nearly worn a hole through her cheek, against

winch it had been pressed. Many instances are narrated

of animals, as mules, dogs, hogs, and hens, having sur-

vived, after being buried, without food, for more than three

weeks.

The city of Messina has been already mentioned as

suffering by this calamity ; its spacious harbour previously

presented the appearance of a magnificent range of houses,

built along its shore for more than a mile ; the dwellings

of the opulent inhabitants : these, with the greater pait of

the town, were i*endered a heap of ruins. The progressive

motion of the first shock, and the previous noise, however,
allowed most of the inhabitants time to escape ; so that

only about 800 were killed by the fall of the buildings.

Tile second, which did not take place till midnight, de-

stroyed the rest of the town ; and another, on the 7th,

swallowed up the Mole, which was more than a mile in

length. Here, however, as at Lisbon, the calamity was
aggravated by a fire, which immediately broke out in all

parts of the city, among the half-ruined edifices, which
completed the destruction of all that the earthquake had
spared.

Spallanzani, who visited the place nearly six years after-

wards, found the city still a mass of ruins ; and the streets,

except some of the principal ones, impassable; the in-

habitants had begun to rebuild their dwellings, and that on
an improved plan, better calculated to obviate the effects of

such another visitation ; but, even at that distance of time,

he describes them as hardly recovered from their conster-

nation, and still chiefly residing in the temporary wooden
sheds they had erected in the neighbourhood, for shelter

after the catastrophe.

The total number of persons who perished on this occa-

sion, either immediately from the shocks, or subsequently
from an epidemic, which was caused by the stagnant
waters, or by want of proper food, amounted, it is estimated,

to 60,0D0 ", one-third only of which died from the subse-
quent effects, the rest being cnished in the ruins, ingulfed
in the earth, or burnt by the fires.

On this, and on other occasions, the shocks were observed
to have different characters, which have consequently been
distinguished by separate names, as expressing the kind
of motions, as vorticose, or acting in a whirling manner,
horizontal and undulatory, like waves in water, or vertical

and oscillating up and down. Most of those in this earth-
quake came from the west, were preceded by a rumbling
noise, usually beginning with the horizontal motion, and
ending in the vorticose, by which the buildings were chiefly

overthrown. These various motions often produced very
singular and capricious effects ; in some streets of Mont»-
leone only every other, or every third house, M'as destroyed,

while the intermediate ones were hardly at all injured.

In some cities, the most solid structures were thrown
down, while the slighter ones escaped ; and in others pre-
cisely the reverse took place. On some occasions, the first

species of shock turned large stones quite round, without
overthrowing them ; and a great extent of the flat paving-
stones of some streets were thrown up from the ground,
and turned over, so as to fall in an inverted position.

In some walls which had l)ecn overthrown, the stones
were observed to have parted from the mortar, so as to

leave an exact mould of their forms ; while, in other instances,

the mortar was ground to powder between the stones,

proving a considerable motion to have been communicated
to them before the wall fell. In the town of Terranuova,
some houses were elevated by the shocks above their for-

mer position, while others, immediately adjoining, were
sunk into the ground ; and in more than one instance,

buildings were even split in two, one half being raised up,

while the other sank down, the two parts still adhering
together.

In several streets, the earth was thrown up against the
walls in embankments, as if done artificially. These, and
other appearances, indicate a violent motion of the earth

from below upwards ; and where reirts and chasms opened
and closed alternately, it must have been caused by the

ground being raised up, and then let fall again. In many
instances, persons were swallowed up in svich chasms,
which completely closed over them, and were soon after

thrown out again alive, amidst torrents of mud and
water, on the occurrence of the next shock ; the same
thing has been mentioned as having occurred in Jamaica,
in 1692. But it may easily be supposed that these indi-

viduals could not afterwards give any very distinct account
of this unnatural interment ; indeed, the effects produced
on the minds and intellects of different persons by such
terrors, are not the least interesting of the lessons taught
by these events.

* There are many battles recorded in nistory, in each of which a
far greater number of persons were slain than ever died by any one
natural visitation ofvolca.no, earthquake, or pestilence; yet we read
of the mutual slaughter of fellow-creatures with comparative in-

dift'erence, forgetting that the moral guilt ought to excite more grief

than the destruction of life alone ; how much happier are those to

be considered, who die by an earthquake, than those who fall on a
battte-field

!

Vi«w of the City of Catama.
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Our readers will not be sorry to have this catalogue of

horrors interrupted by an account of a curious induction

made by men of science, from some facts which might
not appear wortliy of notice to common observers, but

yet lead to very convincing proofs of effects, of the causes
of which no other records are handed down to us.

An examination of the Bay of Baise had led to a con-

clusion that an elevation of this coast to a height of twenty
feet had been produced by some earthquake, at no very re-

mote period ; but the evidence of this was not so conclusive

as to induce all to acquiesce in the opinion. The remains
of an ancient building commonly called the Temple of
Serapis, however, furnished the deficient corroboration

of this fact. These ruins were not discovered till 1750,

on the removal of some rubbish and bushes, which had,

till then, partly concealed them from observation. They
were found to constitute part of a splendid edifice, the

pavement of which was still preserved. It had been
of a quadrangular form, and the roof supported by forty-

six columns of granite, or mai-ble, remains of which were
lying on the ground, and three only left standing, which
are forty-two feet in height. To the distance of about

twelve feet from their bases, the surface of these is quite

smooth and uninjured ; above, for another space of twelve

feet, the marble has been pierced and corroded by a species

of shell-fish, well known, the remains of which are found

at the bottoms of the perforations they had made ; and the

depth and size of these proved that the columns had been
long exposed to their attacks. Hence it appeared, that

while the lower part of these pillars had been protected by
being buried in rubbish or earth, the sea had surrounded

them to a depth of twelve feet at least ; and the upper
part, having been exposed to the air, was weat'her-worn

accordingly. The columns which are overturned on the

Hoor of the building, are corroded in the same way in parts

which had been exposed to the sea-water, and conse-

quently to these animals. But as the temple could not,

for obvious reasons, have been originally built in the sea,

it must have sunk down after its construction, from the

effects of an earthquake ; and after continuing thus partly

submerged for a length of time, another convulsion must
have elevated its ruins again : so that, at present, its pave-

ment is raised about a foot above the level of the sea.

Remains of the Temple of Serapis, at PuzzuoU

And other ruins in the neighbourhood, besides two Roman
roads, which are still visible beneath the waters, confirm
the fact of the subsidence, though these have not been
re-elevated, as the temple has*.

South Carolina, in America, was shaken by earthquakes,
in 181 1, which continued till the destruction of the Caraccas,
in the following year. The valley of the Mississippi, from
New Madrid to the mouths of the Ohio and St. Francis,
was convulsed to such a degree as to cause the formation of

several large lakes and islands. A tract of country many
miles m extent, near the Little Prairie, on that river, was
covered with water three or four feet deep ; and when this

disappeared, it left a plain of sand : some of the lakes
were twenty miles in extent, and were formed in the course
of an hour ; and others were as rapidly drained. The
burial-ground at New Madrid was precipitated into the
river ; and the inhabitants of that city state that the earth
rose in great waves, which, when they had reached a
fearful height, burst, and volumes of water and sand
were thrown up into the air, to the tops of the trees.

Seven years aftenvards, the rema'ins of hundreds of these
fissures were still to be seen. On this occasion, a degree
of presence of mind was shown by the people, rarely met
with on such occasions ; and the more remarkable, be
cause experience had not inured them to such events.

They observed that these chasms in the ground ran from
S. W. to N. E. ; they accordingly cut down large trees,

so that they might fall at right angles to this direction,

and stationed themselves on the trunks : by this expe-
dient of a bridge, as it were, they were preserved from
being swallowed up by fissures which opened repeatedly

beneath them.

DESTRUCTION OF CARACCAS.
On the 2Gth of March, 1812, at five in the afternoon, after

a calm but excessively sultry day, a tremulous motion in

the ground was felt, sufficiently strong to set the church
bells ringing ; this lasted five or six seconds, and the earth

continued undulating like the sea in a calm for ten or

twelve more ; subterranean noises were then heard, and
electric discharges perceived, more powerful than those

during an average thunder-storm, and the agitation of the

earth increased to such a degree, both of the oscillating

and horizontal kind, that in the short space of a minute
the whole city of Caraccas, with upwards of thirty other

towns, and numerous villas, farms, and other buildings in

the adjacent country, to an extent of 300 square miles,

were completely overturned, and 80,000 persons killed, and
thousands more wounded. This city stood at the foot of

the declivity of the highest mountain in that country, called

La Silla, and on the margin of an immense plain, through
which several rivers flowed ; it was elevated considerably

above the level of the sea, and enjoyed a remarkably fine

climate. The day of this awful catastrophe happened to

be Good Friday, and the people were crowded in the

churches, beneath which they were buried by thousands
;

two of these. La Trinidad and Alta Gracia, in the imme
diate neighbourhood of the mountain, experienced most
forcibly the effects of the shock; they were upwards of \5(

feet in height, and no portion of their ruins, exceedin,

five or six feet high, were left standing.

As soon as the first panic was over, the surw'ors set^o

work to rescue those who lay buried in the ruins and et

lived, or to collect the bodies of the dead for burial ;
-"Ut

these were too numerous to admit of being interred, nd,

in order to avoid a pestilence from the decaying copses,

they were obliged to be burnt in piles with the timbe'fi'ora

the ruins,

In such a country, the want of water was sooj expe •

rienced as a great aggravation of the evil; for allhe cis-

terns and conduits were mined, and the springs an<li^ulets

either dried up or diverted from their course. Hvger was

next added to the other calamities ; no provi>>ns were

saved, and none were brought to market, and ma/ pereons

absolutely died from want of food.

The shocks continued for many months ; ?oe so vio-

lent as to rend several mountains asunder frequently

occurring at intervals of only five minutes for cys together,

and that was thought a very tranquil one owhich only

fifteen or twenty were experienced.

It is curious to remark the effects of sucH calamity on

the human mind, according as it is influen^l ^Y remorse,

* Abridged from Professor Lyell's work on Ge'Sy* to which we
are again iadebted.
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or fear. In less than two days after the first blow, two

thousand indivicUials were married, who had previously

lived in unhallowed union. Many poor relations, who had
hitherto been neglected, were sought for and acknowledged
by their wealthy kindred ; neglected children were owned,

ahd legitimate restitutions were made, and law-suits termi-

nated ; while the timid and the depraved either accused

themselves of concealed crimes, owned to murders they

had committed, others rushed to fresh excesses, and to the

perpetration of new enormities.

An earthquake occurred in Chili, on the 4th of April.

1819, of the effects and consequences of which Captain

Bash, Hall gives some interesting particulars, in his

work, intituled Extract's of a Journal on the Coast of Chili,

&c. in 1821-22. From these we select the following.

"It was interesting to notice how constantly the earth-

quake occupied all people's thoughts at this place, however
much they might seem to be engrossed by other objects.

An English gentleman, residing at Copiapo, invited me to

visit a family of his acquaintance, living in the undestroyed
suburb Chimba, promising to show me the handsomest
young woman in Chili. We found her very pretty and
agreeable ; but what entertained us was, her vehement
desire to have a wider field for the display of her charms,
the accounts she had heard from others, of the fashionable
world of Santiago and Coquimbo, had so completely
turned her head, that even earthquakes ceased to make the
usual impression. ' I see,' said she, ' other people ninning
out of their houses, full of terror, beating their breasts,

and imploring mercy, and decency, of course, obliges me to

do the same ; but I feel no alarm ; my thoughts are all at

Coquimbo." We consoled her as well as we could ; and,
as she had spoken of earthquakes, asked her if there had
been one lately. ' No,' she replied, ' not for some time. I

really do not think I have felt one myself for three days.

Somebody said there was one last night ; but I knew
nothing of it. I am tired of these earthquakes, and would
never think of them again, if I were at dear Coquimbo.'

" On putting the same question to another person, he
said, they had not experienced one since April ; meaning,
as I discovered, April, 1819, two years and a half before

;

not conceiving we could be interested in such petty shocks
as would not demolish a town.

•' While listening to these descriptions, we were much
struck with the occasional introduction of minute charac-
teristic circumstances. One of the party, for instance, was
describing the effect of a severe shock, which, he said,

happened at four o'clock. ' Oh, no,' said another, ' it was
later, I assure you.' ' Indeed, it was not,' replied the first,

' do not you remember we were playing at bowls at the
time, and when the sound was heard, I stopped playing,

and you called out to me to look what o'clock it was.'
" Upon another occasion, our host said, ' I was just going

to look what the hour was at which one of those sounds
was first heard, when my attention was diverted from the

watch by a hideous scream of terror from a person near
me. He was such a little insignificant fellow, that I could
not conceive such a yell could come fi-om him ; and so we
all forgot the shock, in quizzing this little mannikin.'

"

The quickness with which natives of countries exposed
to frequent earthquakes feel them, when strangers are not

aware of their existence, is also mentioned by the same
gentleman.

" In the course of a long walk which our party took after

dinner, an earthquake was felt. We were walking slowly

along, when the gentlemen stopped, and one of them
seeing us look surprised at their doing so, cried out,

—

' Temblor,' (Earthquake.) A sound like distant thunder
was then heard for about a quarter of a minute ; but it was
impossible to say from whence it proceeded ; and, though
conscious that there was something unusual in the noise,

I cannot say exactly in what respect it was particular.

The residents declared that they felt the tremor ; but none
of us were sensible of any motion. This was the fifth oc-

casion, since my arrival in the country, on which I had been
present at earthquakes, without ever feehng any of them
in the slightest degree."
An earthquake commenced in Chili on the 1 9th of No-

vember, 1822, the first shocks of which were felt, at the
same moment, over a distance of 1 200 miles, and the coast,

for a length of 100 miles from Valparaiso, was raised
more than three feet above its former level

;
part of the

bed of the sea remained dry at high water, and there is

reason to believe that a permanent change of surface, with

respect to elevation, was effected over 100,000 square miles.

The shocks continued to the end of the ensuing September,
and, even at that distance of time, two days never passed
without one, and often two or three were felt in the course
of twenty-four hours.
The following account of the effects experienced on this

occasion are narrated by Mrs. Graham, in her Journal ofa
Residence in Chili, and convey a vivid idea of such an
e\ent ; the authoress was at Quintero about thirty miles
from Valparaiso.

—

" November 20th.—Yesterday after dinner. Glennie having
fallen into a sound sleep in his arm-chair by the fire-side,

Mr. Bennet and I, attracted by the fineness of the evening,
took our seats to the veranda, overlooking the bay ; and
for the first time since my arrival in Chili, I saw it lighten;
the lightning continued to play over the Andes until after

dark, when a delightful and calm moonlight iiight followed
a quiet and moderately wann day. We returned reluc-
tantly to the house on account of the invalid, and were
sitting quietly conversing, when at a quarter past ten, the
house received a violent shock, with a noise like the explo-
sion of a mine ; and Mr. Bennet starting up ran out,

exclaiming ' An earthquake, an earthquake; for God's sake,
follow me!' I, feeling more for Glennie than any thing, and
fearing the night-air for him, sat still : he, looking at me to

see what I would do, did the same ; until the vibration still

increasing, the chimneys fell, and I saw the walls of the
house open. Mr. Bennet again cried from without, ' For
God's sa'ke, come away from the house!' So we rose and
went to the veranda, meaning of course to go by the steps

;

but the \ibration increased with such violence, that hearing
the fall of a wall behind us, we jumped down from the
little platform to the ground ; and were scarcely there, when
the motion of the earth changed from a quick vibration to a
rolling like that of a ship at sea, so that it was with diffi-

culty that Mr. Bennet and I supported Glennie. The
shock lasted three minutes ; and by the time it was over,

every body in and about the house had collected on the
lawn, expecting two persons, one the wife of a mason, who
was shut up in a small room which she could not open

;

and the other Carillo, who in escaping from his room by
the wall which fell, was buried in the ruins, but happily
preserved by the lintel falling .across him.

" Never shall I forget the horrible sensation of that night

!

In all other convulsions of nature, we feel or fancy that
some exertion may be made to avert or mitigate danger;
but from an earthquake there is neither shelter nor escape
the mad 'disquietude ' that agitates every heart, and looks

out in every eye, are too awful to be described. Amid
the noise of the destruction before and around us, I

heard the lowings of the cattle all the night through : and
I heard the screaming of the sea-fowl, which ceased not
till morning. There was not a breath of air, yet the

trees were so agitated that their topmost branches seemed
on the point of touching the ground. I got a man to

hold a light, and venture with me to the inner rooms to fetch

medicine. A second and a third shock had by this time taken
place, but so much less violent than the first, that we had rea-

sonable hopes that the worst was over, and we proceeded
through the ruined sitting-rooms to cross the court where
the wall had fallen, and as we reached the top of the ruins,

another smart shock seemed to roll them from under our
feet ; at length we reached the first door of the sleeping-

apartments, and on entering I saw the furniture displaced

from the walls, but paid little attention to it ; in the second,

however, the displacing was more striking, and then it

seemed to me that there was a regularity in the disposal of

every thing ; this was still more apparent in my own room,

but it seemed in all to have been moved in the same direc-

tion. The night still continued serene, and though the

moon went down early, the sky was light, and there was a

faint aurora-australis. It was now twelve o'clock ; the earth

was still at unrest, and shocks accompanied by noises like

the explosion of gunpowder, or rather like those accom-

panying the jets of fire from a volcano, returned every two

minutes ; and then, wearied out, I fell asleep ; but a little

before two, a loud explosion and a tremendous shock roused

every one, and a horse and pig broke loose and came to take

refuge among us. At four o'clock, there was another violent

shock, and the intenal had been filled with a constant

trembling, with now and then a sort of cross motion, the

general direction of the undulation being North and South.

Since that hour, though there has been a continued series

of agitations, such as to spill water from a glass, and though
the ground is still trembling under me, there has been
nothing to alarm us.—At day-light, I went out of the tent
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to look at the earth, the dew was on the grass, and all looked

beautiful as if the nitjht's agitation had not taken place.

—

Half past eight P. M., the evening is as fine as possible,

th© moon is up, and shines beautifully over the lake and the

bay, the stars and the aurora-austral is are also brilliant,

and a soft southerly breeze has been blowing since day-

light.

" Thursday, November 21.—At half-past two, A.M., I

M'as awoke by a severe shock ; at ten minutes before three,

a tremendous one, which made us feel anew that utter help-

lessness which is so appalling.—Five others, in the course

of the day, of different degrees of severity, were all that

were in any degree alarming, but slight ones occurred every

twenty or thirty minutes. I learn, not one house in the

port remains habitable, though many retain their forms.

There is not a living creature to be seen in the streets, but

the hills are covered with wretches driven from their homes,

whose mutual fears keep up mutual distractions. The ships

in the harbour are crowded with people ; no provisions are

to be had ; the ovens are ruined, so that the bakers cannot

v\'oi-k.—We had the same prophecy of a greater shock
;

that it did not happen has been attributed to the interpo-

sition of our Lady of Quintero, who has a chapel at the old

house, and her image has long been an object of peculiar

veneration. All the women of the neighbourhood flocked

thither on the first dreadful night, and with shrieks, cries,

and endearing names, entreated her to come to their assist-

ance : in the morning, when the priests were able to force

the doors, obstructed by the fallen rubbish, they found her

prostrate, with her head oflF, and several fingers broken ; she

was soon restored, however, to her pristine state, dressed in

clean clothes, and placed in the attitude of benediction

before the door of her shattered fane.

" Don Fausto reports from Quillota, that the 19th being

a festival of St. Martin, the tutelary saint, the market-

place was crowded with people, and booths, and bowers

of roses and myrtles ; under which all kinds of feasting,

revelling, dancing, fiddling, masking, and every species

of dissipatiDU, or rather dissoluteness, was going on. The
earthquake came !—and in an instant all was changed.

Instead of the sounds of the viol and the song, there arose

a cry of ' vnsericordia,' and a beating of the breast, and

a prostration of the body : the thorns were platted into

(U'owns, which the sufferers pressed on their heads till the

blood streamed down their faces, the roses being now
trampled under foot. Some ran to their falling houses,

to snatch thonce their children, forgotten in the moments
of festivity, but dear in danger.—Among the rest, came
Don Duenas : he had been in his house with his wife and
child : he could not save both at once, and while he was

bearing her out, the roof fell, and his infant was crushed.

His loss of property had been immense.—This man, then,

with this load of affliction, came to Fawkner (deputy go-

vernor), and told him he had ordered already four bullocks

to be killed and distributed to the poor : and desired him
to remember, that though his losses had been severe, he
was still, comparatively, a rich man, and therefoi'e able, as

well as willing, to assist his neighbours and fellow-suf

ferers.
" Saturday, 24th.—As I approached nearer, the tents

and huts of the wretched fugitives claimed my attention
;

and there I saw the calamity in a light it had not hitherto

appeared in. Rich and poor, young and old, masters and

servants, huddled together, in intimacy frightful even here,

where distinction of rank is by no means so broad as in

Europe.—I fear that whatever cause makes large bodies of

men very miserable, makes them also very wicked.—Poor

Maria came to me evidently sick at heart, I asked for her

little boy, she burst into tears.—He was sleeping in the

rancho, on his little bod; she had been out at a neighbour's

house, she ran home to seeli her son : he lay on his bed,

but a rafter had been shaken from its place, and had fallen

on his little head ; and from the face alone she could not

have known her own child. They came to take the body,

and bury it ; she had not four dollars in the house ; the

priests, therefore, as she could not pay the fees, refused to

bury it in consecrated ground ; and ' they have thrown

my child into a pit, like a dog, where the horses and the

mules will walk over him, and where a Christian prayer

will not reach him !" All comment on this would be idle.

" Monday, 25th.—I have been busy all day packing my
books, &c., to remove, because my house has been let over

my head to some persons, who, seeing how well it has

stood, have bribed the landlord to let it to them

—

they are

English '."

Our limits will not allow of our giving further extracts

from this ladys account, who remained in the country till

January 1 7th, and has recorded many circumstances of great

interest relating to this catastrophe.

Thb slight shocks occasionally felt m our own country
may more properly be considered as the remote effects of a
more powerful convulsion at some place situated within the

various volcanic ranges by which we are suiTounded,
though distantly ; and this is rendered more probable, by
the circumstance of these feeble visits commonly agreeing
in the time of their appearance with that of a violent com-
motion, of which the account is subsequently received from
other countries Providentially, no greater damage has
ever arisen from them than the shaking of houses, causing
bells to ring, or furniture to move, &c. God has been
pleased to exempt us from great calamities : but while it

appears, from obser^•ation, that England is not, nor has
been for many ages, within the sphere of volcanic activity,

yet geological researches incontestably prove that there

was a time, long before all human records, when this

countiT, as well as others, was subjected to fiery eioip-

tions, and, therefore, most probably to earthquakes. We
have alluded in previous numbers to the convincing testi-

monies of this country having for ages enjoyed a tropical

climate ; and as far as experience goes, it appears that

volcanic eruptions are principally felt in tropical or neigh-
bouring countries. In the recurrence of those cycles in

which the surface of the globe appears to bo gradually but
constantly changing its character and temperature in suc-

cession, it may be expected that this part of Europe may
again be visited by these temfic powers ; but these are

rather speculations for the philosopher, than interesting to

the common reader, and we therefore refrain from dwelling
further on the subject.

After reading the foregoing accounts of the desolating

effects of volcanoes and earthquakes, some natural and
pardonable doubts may arise in the minds of many, who,
though convinced of the uniform wisdom and benevolence
of the whole scheme of creation, may yet be perplexed to

trace them in this frequent recurrence of visitations, ap-

parently only involving thousands, innocent as well as

guilty, in one sudden destruction : but here, as in so many
other cases, science and philosophy step in to dissipate

these painful suggestions, and to vindicate that universal

wisdom, by pro\ing that without these catastrophes this

globe would have been long ago, and might yet become an
uninhabitable waste.

Those inequalities of the earth's surface, which render it

by variations in temperature and soil so eminently adapted
to the existence of myriads of dift'erent races of beings,

are constantly being reduced by the ceaseless action of air

and water. The mountain rill, swollen by rains into a tor

rent, washes down fragments of i-ock detached by atmo-

spherical causes ; tlese are borne in time, by rivers, to the

ocean, and the waves of this last are perpetually preying

on the shores and cliffs, and gradually wasting away the

elevated dry land ; converting by degrees, continents into

islands, and causing islands to disappear. These causes, if

not counteracted, would, in time, reduce the whole surfaoo

of the planet to one nearly uniform level, possibly below

that of the ocean, and thus render it uninhabitable but to

few and inferior orders of beings. The antagonist power to

this silent but ceaseless destruction, resides in the volcano

and the earthquake, which are perpetually at work in restor-

ing by violent efforts, these inequalities of level ; either by
gradually raising new mountains, by elevating islands

from the bosom of the deep, or by raising extensive plains

several feet at a time, above their former altitude ; and
thus the enlightened mind may perceive in these awful

visitations, which bring death and ruin in their train, the

efficient causes of the continued existence of millions of

beings, to enjoy the bounties, and to tesify to the power of

the onlv true God.
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THE ROCK OF GIBRALTAR.
The rock of Gibraltar is, as its name imports, an

immense mountain of stone, rising abruptly from

the sea, at the southern extremity of Spain, and of

the European continent. It is separated into two
distinct parts by a lofty ridge, which beginning ab-

ruptly at the northern extremity, rises still higher

until it has reached an elevation of 1400 feet, thence

declining gradually, and terminating in Europa point,

tlie soutliern extremity of Europe. The eastern sec-

tion, which looks upon the Mediterranean, is either

l^erfectly perpendicular, or else so steep and craggy

as to be altogether inaccessible. The western front,

though interspersed with dangerous precipices, offers

some gradual slopes, which have furnished sites to

the town. On this side are the only landing places.

This spot of ground which has been the cause of

so much bloodshed and contention, is yet only three

miles long, and but seven in circumference. It is

not quite insulated, being connected with the Anda-
lusiau coast by a narrow sandy neck of land, which

rises but a few feet above the level of the sea. To
the west there is a deep bay, which forms the har-

bour of Gibraltar, an unsafe roadsted: the eastern

coast is utterly inaccessible. This place, until the

invasion of the Saracens, was known by the name of

Calpe. Its position in front of the opposite African

mountain of Abyla, and at the opening of that vast

sea of unknown waters, which none ever penetrated,

or penetrated to return, aw^akened at an early period

the attention of the ancients, who invented a fable

which has connected its origin with the achievements

of a deified hero of Antiquity. As the story goes,

Hercules, in honour of a victory he had obtained

over the Girons, caused immense stones to be thrown

into the mouth of the Strait, until a great mountain
arose on either side; and these were the famous
" Pillars of Hercules."

Gibraltar was for a long time a strong-hold of the

Moors : but subsequently returning into the posses-

sion of its proper owners, it continued for many
centuries to form an appendage of the Spanish crown,

and its fortifications were enlarged and strengthened

by Charles the Fifth, until it was esteemed impregna-

ble. While the Austrian and Bourbon competitors

were strviggling, in 1/04, for the Spanish crown, the

weakened garrison having only 1.50 men, to work
100 guns, became the prey of a third party. Admi-
ral Rookc having been sent to Barcelona with troops

had failed to effect the object. Dreading the reflec-

tions of a disappointed public at home, he called

together a council, in which it was determined to

attack Gibraltar. On the 21st. of July, the fleet

arrived in the bay, and lyOO English and Dutch -^ere

landed on the beach. The fortress was summoned
to surrender, and, on receiving a refusal, the batteries

were opened, and the Spaniards were eventually

driven from their guns, and forced to submit. The
possession of this fortress, to recover which Spain

has sacrificed tens of thousands of men, and millions

of money, was purchased by the British with the

trifling loss of sixty killed, and two hundred and
twenty wounded. Several unsuccessful attempts

were made from time to time, especially in 172G and
17G0, on the part of the Spaniards, to recover their

lost possession : but all the efforts made to regain

this important fortress become insignificant, when
compared to the siege it sustained during the great

war, set in motion by the struggle for American
independence.

This famous siege lasted .nearly four years. The
Duke de Crillon commanded the Spaniards and their

allies. The defence was conducted by the brave

General Elliott, with equal courage and good conduct.

The number of rounds of artillery froni the allied

batteries, was sometimes a thousand a day. The
total on both sides amounted to half a niillibn. The
loss of life was of course proportionate. All the

known arts of taking towns were exhausted, and
new inventions in the hateful art of destruction date

from the siege of Gibraltar. Among the number
were ten floating towers of the Allies, which moimted
200 guns, and were so contrived as to be both ball

and bomb proof, and had consequently nothing to

fear from any knoAvn art of annoyance. But they

were not provided against possible inventions. In
this emergency, the expedient was tried by the

British, of heating shot in furnaces, and discharging

them red hot at these moving fortresses, which were
able to approach the walls, and place themselves in

the most assailable positions. The expedient succeed-

ed ; the shot penetrated and fired the wood, and at

midnight those floating castles, which in the morning
had been the terror of the besieged, furnished huge
funeral piles for the destruction of the besiegers.

The situation of the brave but unfortunate Spaniards,

shut up in these sea-girt towers, is enough to make
the heart bleed. Assailed by balls of fire from the

fortress, by flames from within, surrounded by an
adverse element, and their escape cut off by the

British Flotilla, all that remained to them in their

extremity was a choice of deaths. From that period

to the present, Gibraltar has continued in the posses-

sion of the English.

The rock of Gibraltar would be considered a very
singular production of nature, if it had not St.

Michael's Cave : and if it possessed no other claim

to attention, this alone would render it remarkable.

This cave, like other similar ones to be seen at the

rock, is supposed to be produced by the undermining
and falling away of the loose earth and stones below.

In process of time, the dripping of the moisture and its

petrifaction cover the vault with stalactites, some of

which depend lower and lower, until they reach the

corresponding mass of petrifaction (commonly called

stalagmite), which the dripping water has produced
immediately below : these uniting, form a perfect

column, while the space between two of them,
assumes the figure of an arch. The enti'ance to St.

Michael's Cave is very small, and, being overgrown
with bushes and brambles, might easily escape the

search of a stranger. On entering, however, it at

once expands into a vast hall, from which jjassages

branch out to other halls, deeper and deeper into the

bowels of the earth. The floor, like the vault above
j

is very irregular, and the stalactites of the roof

above are much blackened by smoke from the torches

of visiters. Upon penetrating a short distance, the

cave assumes a beautiful and highly interesting

appeai'ance. The little light which streams in at the

entrance, is yet suflicient to define with clearness

the outline of caverns, columns, and arches, which
intervene : and so closely has nature seemed in this

instance to have imitated art, that in earlier times,

the whole might have passed for the work and
residence of a fairy.

The extreme singularity of the place has given rise

to many superstitious stories, not onlj^ among the

ancients, but also among the vulgar of our own day.

As it has been penetrated by the hardy and enter-

prising, to a great distance (on one occasion by an
American, who descended by ropes to a depth of .OOO

feet), a wild story is current, that the cave commimi-
cates, by a sub-marine passage, with Africa. The
sailors who have visited the rock, and seen the

monkeys, which are found in no other part of Europe^
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and are only seen here occasionally and at intersais,

say that they pass at pleasure, by means of the cave,

to their nati\e land : the truth, however, seems to be

that they usually live among the inaccessible preci-

pices of the Eastern side of the rock, where there is a

scanty store of monkey-grass for their subsistence

:

but when an east wind sets in, it drives them from
their caves and crannies, and they take refuge among
the western rocks, where they may be seen from
below, hopping from bush to bush, boxing each

other's ears, and cutting the most extraordinary

antics. If disturbed, they scamper off with great

rapidity, the young ones jumping upon the backs, and
putting their arms round the necks of the old. As
they are very harmless, strict orders have been issued

from the garrison for their special protection.

While I was at the rock, two drunken soldiers, one
day, undertook to violate these orders. The result

was a mosfe melancholy one. As they were rambling
about the declivity, below the signal-tower, they
happened to come upon the traces of a party of

monkeys, and at once gave chase. The monkeys,
cut off from their upward retreat, ran do^^^lwards

;

the soldiers followed, and the monkeys ran the faster.

In this way they approached the perpendicular pre-

cipice which rises from the Alameda 5 one of the

soldiers was able to check his course, and just saved
himself: the foremost and most impetuous, unable
to stop himself, passed over the fearful steep, and
fell a mangled and lifeless corpse upon the terrace

below. The next morning the slow and measured
tread of many feet beneath my window, the mournful
sound of the muflled drums, and the shrill and
piercing plaint of the fife, told me that they were
bearing the dead soldier to his tomb.

F. E. P.
[Abridged from A Year in Spain.]

ST. KATHARINE'S HOSPITAL.
Thk Hospital of St. Katharine*, near the Tower of
London, was founded, in 1148, by Matilda, of
Boulogne, wife of King Stephen, " in pure and per-

petual alms," to sectire the repose of the souls of

her children, Baldwin and Matilda 5 and for the
maintenance of a master, brethren, sisters, and
other poor people. Eleanor, wife of Henry the

Third, having unjustly obtained possession of the

Hospital, refounded it, after the decease of her hus-
band, by her charter, in 1273, in honour of the same
Saint, for a master, three brethren, chaplains, three
sisters, ten beadswomen, and six poor scholars, re-

serving to herself the nomination of these upon all

vacancies. The beadswomen were to receive their

sustenance from the alms of the Hospital, and to
lodge within it, for which they were required to pray
for the foundress, her progenitors, and the faithful.

The boys to be maintained, taught, and assist in the
celebration of divine service.

Philippa, wife of Edward the Third, was a great
benefactress to this Hospital, to which she appointed
an additional chajilain, and granted a new charter
and statutes, containing various regulations ; among
them are the following :

—

" The said brethren shall wear a strait coat or
clothing, and over that a mantle of black colour, on
which shall be placed a mark, signifying the sign of

* St. Katharine was born at Alexandria, and bred up to letters.
About the year 305, she was converted to Christianity, whieh she
afterwards professed with great courage and constancy; openly re-
buking the heathen for offering sacrifice to their idols, and upbraid-
ing the cruelty of IVIaxentius the emperor to his face. She was
condemned to death m a veiy unusual manner, namely, by i oiling
a wheel stuck round with iron spikes, or tie points of swords, over
her body. Bishop Manx.

the Holy Katharine ; out green cloaths, or those en-
tirely red, or any other striped cloaths, or tending to

dissoluteness, shall not at all be used. And that the

brethren, clerks there assembled, shall have the

crowns of their heads shaved in a becoming manner.
" None of the brethren or sisters shall stay out of

the said Hospital longer than the usual time of ring-

ing the fire-bells belonging to the churches within
the City of London, for the covering up or putting
out of the fires therein. And also that none of the

brethren shall have any private interview or discourse

with any of the sisters of the said house, or any of

the other women within the said Hospital, in any
place that can possibly beget cr cause any suspicion

or scandal to arise therefrom."

This Queen was likewise a liberal contributor to

the rebuilding of the church, which was begun about
the year 1340. Her husband founded here a chantry
in her honoiir ; and several of the succeeding mon-
archs were benefactor.'', to the Hospital. Henry the

Sixth granted to it a fair, to be held annually upon
Tower Hill, for twenty-one days successively, which
would no doubt draw together many merchants with

their goods, who were declared to be under the

King's protection.

The Hospital is supposed to have escaped suppres-

sion under Henry the Eighth, at the request of Queen
Ann Boleyn. The revenues at that time were
315/. 185. 2d.

In the reign of Philip and Mary, 1558, Calais

being taken from the English, together with Guisnes
and the Castle of Hames, many of the inhabitants,

upon quitting these places, settled within the pre-

cincts of this hospital, in a place which thence ac-

quired the name of Hames and Guisnes Lane, after-

wards, by one of those corruptions which has

deformed many a sightly object and respectable

appellation, changed into Hangman's Gains.

It has been mentioned, that a fair was granted to

this Hospital by Henry the Sixth, to be held annually

upon Tower Hill ; this privilege was lost through
the rapacity of Dr. Wilson, who was appointed

master by Queen Elizabeth, in the third year of her

reign, being at that time her secretary of state and
privy-councillor. He sold the fair to the Lord
Mayor and Commonalty of London, for the sum of

700 marks (4GC/. 13s. Ad.), and surrendering the

charter of King Henry the Sixth, took a new one
from Queen Elizabeth, leaving out the liberty of the

fair. The rules and orders for the Hospital, now in

use, originated with Lord Chancellor Somers, who,
in 1698, upon certain complaints against the then

master. Sir James Butler, visited the Hospital, re-

moved the master, and drew up rules, which have

ever since been observed.

Such is a slight sketch of the history of this very

interesting foundation, and, in some few instances,

of the part in which it stood. It may not be unin-

teresting to add a short description of the buildings,

which were often perhaps, in olden times, beheld with

no small feeling of pride and inward satisfaction,

happily, unchecked by a dread of that fate which no

human prudence could have anticipated.

The Hospital contained within its precincts a

church, cloisters, court-room, and chapter-room,

houses for the master, brothers, sisters, and beads-

women, and a school-room. The church was a

venerable Gothic building, which, at one time, was

sufficiently distinguished to be a rival of the more
celebrated and fortunate abbey at the west of the

metropolis, and was called East Minster. The body
of the church, consisting of a nave and two aisles,

is supposed to have been built in the reign of King
49—2
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THE OLD CIIURCII OF ST. KATHARINE.

Edward the Third by Thomas de Bcckington, Bishop

of Bath and Yfells, then master ; the choir, nearly

as long as the body of the church, and of the same

height, but only half as wide, was the work of Wil-

liam de Erldesby, master, 1369. On each side of

the entranee, within the west end of the choir, were

four stalls, and within the two first divisions, on the

north and south sides, were nine stalls. In the

choir, likewise, were the magnificent monument and

chantry of the Duke of Exeter, of which we shall

speak hereafter, and some other very respectable

memorials of j^ersons of note. The view of the

choir, with its open worked doors, its noble width,

height, the lofty and delicate clusters of colums at-

tached to its sides, its stalls, and other decorations,

was truly impressive, even after it had been much
disfigured by modern repairs. Under the seats of

the stalls were curious carvings ; at the corners of

one of them were the heads of Edward the Third

and his wife, Philippa, and, if we may judge from
the representation of these great personages upon
their monuments, were as accurate in resemblance as

beautiful in work. Other carvings, according to the

fashion of the times, were, of course, very fantastical,

>ve may say, unbecoming the sanctity of the place.

Of the other buildings belonging to the Hospital

it is needless to speak ; all have now passed away.

and vanished from the sight. That which had
escaped the rapacity of Henry the Eighth and his

courtiers, and the puritanical frenzy of an after-age,

has fallen before a mightier power ; the whole has
been swallowed up in the all-absorbing gulf of com-
mercial speculation. As a phoenix, however, from
the fire, so this has arisen from the water in greater

beauty. As it was formerly a splendid monument
of the munificence of monarchs, and the piety of the

devout, and attracted, no doubt, the admiration of

the wealthy merchant and holy pilgrim, so it is

destined to be now a monument of reviving taste,

and the Ijest ornament of one of the most beautiful

parts of this vast metropolis.

The plan for making new docks near the Tower,
which had been defeated, after a severe struggle, in

one session of Parliament, being at last successful,

the whole of the buildings belonging to the Hospital

were purchased, in order to be pulled down, and a

new and very advantageous site was chosen in the

Regent's Park. Here was erected a chapel, which,

for chasteness and elegance, perhaps surpasses any
thing which the present day can boast. Hither was
conveyed much that had adorned the old church ; six

of the stalls, the organ, the pulpit, and monuments.
The chapel is without galleries, except at the west

end, where is the organ, with seats on each side for

TU£ MEW CUAr£L Of 31. kATUAIil.N£,
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the school-children and some other persons. About
half the seats in the body of the chapel are let to

families resident in the neighbom-hood, the rest is

laid out in free sittings, scarcely distinguishable from

the former. The worship of God is here performed in

a}] the beauty of holiness ; and he can have little of

true taste, and less of devotion, whose heart is not

at once humbled and lifted up, soothed and glad-

dened, by all that meets the outward sense. Many
a time has the writer of these lines, while indulging

more than perhaps was meet, but not more than the

very sanctity of the place might easily excuse, the

feeling which it is so well calculated to inspire, and
" mounting his thoughts upon the wings of contem-
plation, ' seemed to himself, as it were, " Carried

above the earth and earthly things j" and as that

noble organ gave forth its notes, to aid the solemn
services of the church, felt them

" Dissolve him into ecstacies,

And bring all heaven before his eyes."

The organ, which is capable of filling a larger space

than that in. which it is now heard, was built by
Green in 1778, and its tones are remarkably fine.

" It contains three sets of keys, full compass, is five

notes lower than St. Paul's, and has a whole octave

in the swell more than usual."

The Pulpit, which was likewise brought from the

old church, is an object of great curiosity ; it is of

the age of James the First, and was a benefaction of

Sir Julius Caesar, when he was master of this Hospital.

Round the six sides is this inscription:

EZRA, THE SCRIBE STOOD VPON A
PVLPIT OF WOOD WHICH HE HAD

MADE FOR THE PREACHIN : NEHE** CHAP. viii. 4.

It is covered with the representation of " four views

of the Hospital in its very antient state, and the two
gates thereof," as Dr. Ducarel reports. Others have
thought " that so large a scale of building as here

represented, is rather descriptive of some out-works
belonging to the Tower of London at that time, espe-

cially as the workmanship is so much embattled."

The opinion of Dr. Ducarel, a well-known antiquary,

and intimately connected with the Hospital, was,

no doubt, supposed to be correct by those who had
the charge of setting up the pulpit in its present site,

and, by way of correspondence with it, they carved

on the reading-desk a representation of the late

Hospital. The names of the Queens of England,
together with their coats of arms, are arranged in

succession under the compartments of the windows,
and those of the chancellors, as visiters of the Hos-
pital, on the back of the seats appropriated to the

master and brethren, and the front of the gallery.

On the north side of the altar is the noble monu-
ment in memory of John Holland, Duke of Exeter,

who is there represented as reposing with two ladies,

one of whom is his first wife, Anne, the other his sister,

or his second wife, a point upon which antiquaries

are not agreed. The monument is abundantly, and,

in most respects, appropriately ornamented, and is a
noble and most beautiful specimen of sepulchral
architecture.

QUEEN FHILIPP
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THE PASSOVER,
AS CKLEBRATED BY THK MODERN JEWS.

An account of the manner in which the modem Jews
celebrate the Passover, at all times interesting, is

peculiarly appropriate at the present season of Easter.

Our narration is taken from Allen's Modern Judaism,

in which is to be found a very full history of the sen-

timents and observances of that extraordinary people.

The Feast of the Passover begins on the fifteenth

day of their month Nisan, and continues, with those

Jews who live in or near Jerusalem, seven days 3 and
with those in all other places, eight days.

The Sabbath immediately before the Passover is

called the great Sabbath. On that day, the Rabbi,

or teacher of each synagogue, delivers a lecture, in

which he explains the rules to be observed on the

approaching Festival. During the whole time, they

are required to abstain from leavened bread, (that

is, bread with any thing put into the dough to malce

it ferment, or rise,) and to suffer no leaven to remain
in their houses. On the thirteenth day of the month,
in the evening, the most careful and minute searah

is made by the master of each family, through every

part of his house, in order to clear it of leavened

bread, and every other particle of leaven. All that

can be found is collected together in a vessel, care-

fully preserved during the night, and, together with

the vessel in which it is deposited, is solemnly burnt

a little before noon the next day. No vessels are to

be used at the Passover that have had any leaven in

them; and, therefore, the kitchen-utensils used at

other times are to be put awaj^, and their places to be
supplied by new vessels, or by some that are kept

from one Passover to another, and never used but
upon that occasion. For the same reason, the kitchen

tables and chairs, shelves and cupboards, undergo a

thorough piurification, first with hot water, and then
with cold.

After the burning of the leaven, they make un-
leavened cakes, as many as will be wanted during

the Festival, to be in the place of all common bread.

Amongst other rules for preparing the grain for these

cakes, the meal is to be boulted, that is, in the pre-

sence of a Jew, and the dough is not to be left a

moment without working or kneading, lest any the

least fermentation shotdd take place. The cakes are

commonly round, thin, and full of little holes, and,

in general, they consist of flour and water only; but
the more wealthy and dainty Jews enrich them with
eggs and sugar : cakes of this latter kind, however,
are not allowed to be eaten on the first day of the

Festival. They are also forbidden to drink any
liquor made from grain, or that has passed through
the process of fermentation. During this season,

therefore, their drink is either pmre water, or a home-
made raisin wine.

On the fourteenth day of the month, the first-bom
son of each family is required to fast, in remem-
brance of the first-born of the Israelites being deli-

vered, when the Lord smote all the first-born of the

Egyptians. In the evening of the fourteenth day of

the month, the men assemble in the synagogue, to

enter upon the Festival with prayers and other

appointed observances, during which the women are

occupied at home in preparing the tables against

their return ; and all the most costly furniture which
each can procure is then made use of. The table is

covered with a clean linen cloth, on which are placed

several plates and dishes : on one is laid the shank-
bone of a shoulder of lamb or kid, but generally

lamb, and an egg: on another, three cakes, carefully

wrapped in two napkins : on a third, some lettuce,

chervil, parsley, and celery, wild succory, or horse-

radish. Tliese are their " bitter herbs." Near the

salad is placed a cruet of vinegar, and some salt and
water. They have also a dish made to represent the

bricks which their forefathers had to make in Egypt.

Tliis is a thick paste, composed of apples, almonds,

nuts, and figs, dressed in wine, and seasoned with

cinnamon. Every Jew who can afford wine also,

provides some for this great occasion.

The ceremony then proceeds in this way. The
family being seated, the master of the house pro-

nounces a grace or blessing over the table in general,

and over the wine in particular ; then, leaning on
his left arm, in a somewhat stately manner, so as to

show the liberty which the Israelites regained when
they came out of Egj^at, he drinks a portion of wine

;

in this also he is followed by the rest of the family

or party assembled. Then they dip some of the

herbs in vinegar and eat them, whilst the master re-

peats another blessing. He next unfolds the nap-
kins, and taking the middle cake, breaks it in two,

replaces one of the pieces between the two whole
cakes, and conceals the other piece under his plate,

or under the cushion on which he leans. And for

what reason is this ? In allusion, as they say, to

the circumstance mentioned by Moses, (Exod. xii.34,)

that the people took their dough before it was lea-

vened, their kneading-troughs being bound up in their

clothes. He then removes the lamb and the egg
from the table, and next the plate, containing the

cakes, being lifted up by the hands of the whole
company, they join in saying, " This is tlie bread
of poverty and affliction, which our fathers did eat

in Egj^t ; whosoever hungers let him come and eat

;

whosoever needs, let him come and eat of the paschal

lamb. This year we are here, the next, God willing,

we shall be in the land of Canaain. This year we
are servants, the next, if God will, we shall be free

children of the family and lords." The lamb and
the egg are then again placed on the table, and
another portion of wine is taken : the plate contain-

ing the cakes is removed, to lead the children of the

family to inquire into the meaning of this festival

:

if no children are present, some person of riper

years puts the question, according to a regular form.

This is answered, by an account being given of the

captivity, bondage, and slavery of the people of

Israel in Egypt, their deliverance by the hand of

Moses, and of the institution of the Passover on
that occasion. (See Exod. xii.) This history is fol-

lowed by some psalms and hjinns being sung, after

which the cakes are again placed on the table, and
pieces of them are distributed amongst those pre-

sent, who, instead of the paschal lamb, the offering

of which is now altogether discontinued, cat this

unleavened bread, with some of the bitter herbs and
part of the paste made in memory of the bricks.

The reason they give for not eating the paschal lamb
is that this cannot be lawfully done out of the land

of Canaan, or Holy Land, all other countries being

unholy and poUuted.

After the unleavened bread has been eaten, then

follows a plentiful supper. Then some more pieces

of the cakes are taken, and two more portions of

wine. Each is required to drink, on this occasion,

four portions ; and every cup of wine, the rabbics

or teachers say, is in memory of some special blessing

vouchsafed to their forefathers. The fourth, and last

cup, is accompanied with some prayers, borrowed
from Scripture, calling do%\'n the divine vengeance on
the heathens, and on all the enemies of Israel.

Tliis same course of discourses is repeated on the

second night ; and the modem Jews profess to con-

sider that all this will be as acceptable in the pre-
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sence of the Lord as the actual oflfering of the

passover.

The first two days, and the last two, are kept as

days of high solemnity, being celebrated with great

pomp by extraordinary services in the synagogue,

and by abstaining from all labour, nearly as strictly

as on the Sabbath. The four middle days are not so

strictly kept. The last day of the festival is con-

cluded with a peculiar ceremony, called Habdala, in

the course of which the master of the house, holding

a cup of wine in his hand, repeats a very consider-

able portion of Scripture, and finishes with drinking,

and giving to others to drink, of the cup ; after this

they are at liberty to return to the use of leavened

bread as usual.

Such is the Passover, as now observed by the un-
believing Jews. That sacrifice we know has long
since been done away, by an infinitely more valuable

offering : at this season, nearly 1800 years ago, Christ,

tlie Lamb of God, was slain, to deliver us from a far

worse slavery than that of Egypt, and our souls from
a far more fatal death than that threatened by the de-

stroying angel ; and, as Christians, we have far more
reason than the Jews to observe this memorable sea-

son, for then " Christ our Passover was sacrificed for

us ; therefore let us keep the feast, not with old leaven,

neither with leaven of malice and wickedness, but
with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth."

—

(1 Cor. V. 7, 8.) D. I. E.

Repentance is not like the summer-fruits, fit to be taken
a little, and in their own time ; it is like bread, the provi-
sions and su))port of life, the entertainment of every day

;

but it is the bread of affliction to some, and the bread of care-

fulness to all : and he that preaches this with the greatest
severity, it may be, takes the liberty of an enemy, but he
gives the counsel and the assistance of a friend. Jeremy
Taylor.

PRAYER.
Ere the niorning's busy ray
Call you to your work away

;

Ere the silent evening close

Your wearied eyes in sweet repose.

To lift your heart and voice in prayer
Be yoMrJirst and latest care.

He, to whom the prayer is due,
From Heaven His throne shall smile on you

;

Angels sent by Him shall tend
Your daily labour to befriend.
And their nightly vigils keep
To guard you in the hour of sleep.

When through the peaceful parish Swells
The music of the Sabbath-bells,

Duly tread the sacred road
Which leads you to the house of God

;

The blessing of the Lamb is there,

And " God is in the midst of her."

And oh ! where'er your days be past

;

And oh ! howe'er your lot be cast.

Still think on Him whose eye surveys.
Whose hand is over all your ways.

Abroad, at home, in weal, in woe.
That sei-vice, which to heaven you owe,
That bounden service duly pay.
And God shall be your strength alway.

He only to the heart can give
Peace and true pleasure while you live

;

He only, when you yield your breath.
Can guide you through the vale of death.

He can, he will, from out the dust
Raise the blest spirits of the just

;

Heal every wound, hush every fear

;

From every eye wipe every tear
;

And place them where distress is o'er.

And pleasures dwell for^evermore.

—

-Chabbe.

THE MOON.
Next to the Sun, the Moon is to us the most in-

teresting of all the celestial orbs. She is the constant
attendant of the earth, and revolves around it in
twenty-seven days eight hoiu-s, but the period from
one new moon to another is about twenty-nine days
twelve hours. She is the nearest of all the heavenly
bodies, being only about 240,000 miles distant from
the earth. She is much smaller' than the earth, being
only 2180 miles in diameter, and that of the earth is

about 7930. Her surface, when viewed with a tele-

scope, presents an interesting and variegated aspect,

being diversified with mountains, valleys, rocks, and
plains, in every variety of form and position. Some
of these mountains form long and elevated ridges,

while others, of a conical form, rise to a great height
from the middle of level plains ; but the most sin-

gular feature of the Moon, is those circular ridges

and cavities which diversify every portion of her
surface. A range of mountains, of a circular form,
rising three or four miles above the level of the
adjacent districts, surrounds, like a mighty rampart,
an extensive plain ; and, in the middle of this plain
or cavity, an insulated conical hill rises to a con-
siderable elevation. Several hundreds of these cir-

cular plains, most of which are considerably below
the level of the surrounding «ountry, may be per-
ceived with a good telescope, on every region of the
lunar surface. They are of all dimensions, from
two or three miles to forty miles in diameter ; and,
if they be adorned with verdure, they must present
to the view of a spectator, placed among them, a
more variegated, romantic, and sublime scenery than
is to be found on the surface of our globe. An idea
of some of these scenes may be acquired by con-
ceiving a plain, of about a hundred miles in circum-
ference, encircled with a range of mountains, of
various forms, three miles in perpendicular height,
and having a mountain near the centre, whose top
reaches a n^ile and a half above the level of the
plain. From the top of this central mountain the
whole plain, with all its variety of objects, would be
distinctly visible, and the view would appear to be
bounded on all sides by a lofty amphitheatre of
mountains, in every diversity of shape, rearing their

summits to the sky. From the summit of the cir-

cular ridge, the conical hill in the centre, the oppo-
site circular range, the plain below, and some of the
adjacent plains which encompass the exterior ridge
of the mountains, would form another variety of
view ; and a third variety would be obtained from
the various aspects of the central mountain and the
surrounding scenery, as viewed from the plains
below.

The lunar mountains are of all sizes, from a fur-

long to five miles in perpendicular elevation. Cer-
tain luminous spots, which have been occasionally'

seen on the dark side of the Moon, seem to demon-
strate that fire exists in this planet ; Dr. Herschel,
and several other astronomers, suppose that they are

volcanoes in a state of eruption. The bright spots
on the Moon are the mountainous regions, the dark
spots are the plains, or more level parts of her sur-
face. There may probably be rivers, or small lakes,

on this planet ; but there are no seas or large collec-

tions of water. It appears highly probable, from
the observations of Schroeter, that the Moon is en-
compassed with an atmosphere, but no clouds, rain,

or snow, seem to exist in it. The illuminating power
of the hght derived from the Moon, according to the
experiments made by Leslie, is about 100,000th part
of the illuminating power of the Sun.
The moon always presents the same face to us

;
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which proves that she revolves round her axis in the

same time that she revolves round the earth. As

this ORB derives its hght from the sun, and reflects a

portion of it upon the earth, so the earth performs

the same office to the moon. A spectator on the

lunar surface would behold the earth like a luminous

orb, suspended in the vault of heaven, presenting a

surface about thirteen times larger than the moon

does to us, and appearing sometimes gibbous, some-

times horned, and at other times with a round full

face. The light which the earth reflects upon the

dark side of the moon, may be distinctly perceived

by a common telescope, from three to six or eight

days after the change. The lunar surface contains

about sixteen millions of square miles, and is there-

fore capable of containing a population equal to that

of our globe, allowing only about fifty three inha-

bitants to every square mile. That this planet is

inhabited by sensitive and intelligent beings, there is

every reason to conclude, from a consideration of the

sublime scenery, with which its surface is adorned,

and of the general beneficence of the Creator, who

appears to have left no portion of his material creation

without animated existences ; and it is highly pro-

bable, that direct proofs of the moon's being inhabited

may hereafter be obtained, when aU the varieties on

her surface shall have been more minutely explored.

Dick's Christian Philosopher.

There is no manner of inconvenience in having a pattern

propounded to us, of so great perfection as is above our

reach to attain to : and there may be great advantages in

it. The way to excel, in any kind, is to propose the bright-

est and most perfect examples to our imitation. No man
can write after too perfect and good a copy ; and though

he can never reach the perfection of it, yet he is likely to

learn more than by one less perfect. He that aims at the

heavens, which yet he is sure to come short of, is like to

shoot higher than he that aims at a mark within his reach.

TiLLOTSON. ,
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ANNIVERSARIES IN APRIL.

MONDAY, 8th.

Died John, sumamed the Good, King of France, one of whose

sayings deserves to be inscribed in letters of gold :—" If truth

and honour," he was wont to say, " were banished from

every other part of the earth, they ought still to be found in

the hearts and on the lips of kings." In strict accordance

with this principle, when he was permitted by King Ed-

ward III. to revisit France, in order to hasten the payment

of his ransom ; finding that object not attainable, he volun-

tarily, and against the remonstrances of his own subjects,

returiied to his captivity, and died a prisoner in England.

Died, aged forty-three, Lorenzo di Medici, whose unlimited

patronage of learned men, and extended plans for the pro-

motion of the cause of science and the arts, obtained for him

the surname of " the INIagnificent." Under the government

of himself and his grandfather, Cosmo di jNIedici, Florence

was rendered a second Athens.

TUESDAY, 9th.

Died King Edward IV., first King of England of the House

of York, in the forty-second year of his age, and twenty-

third of his reign. ^ , , . > , . u- u * .1,

Died at the house of the Earl of Arundel, at Highgate, the

celebrated Lord B.icon, in the sixty-sixth year of his age.

Pope has designated him the " wisest, bnghtest, meanest

of mankind ;" but whatever may be the spots that darken

that long portion of his life which was spent in the court and

the iustice-seat, the use to which he applied the last five

vears of retirement, should make posterity remember him in

no other character than that of a philosopher. •

Simon Fraser, Lord Lovat, was executed on lower Hill, in his

eiehlieth year, for high treason, in being engaged in the rebel-

lion of 1745 Of ail the victims on that unhappy occasion

he alone was unwept and unpitied. Treacherous to all who

trusted him ; stained with every vice, and unredeemed by any

Inele virtue; he yet encountered the horrors of the closing

Irene with a calmness and decency worthy of a better life.

So much easier is it to die firmly than to live virtuously,

John Ovie, the painter, died. Humbly born and originally

self-taught, by dint of industry and genius, he attained some

of the highest honours of his profession in England.

WEDNESDAY, 10th.

The first Organ ever seen in France was sent as a present to

King Pepin, and erected in the church of St. Corneille. in

Compiegne.

1736 Died, at Vienna, in his seventy-third year. Prince Eugene of
Savoy, one of the greatest generals of his age ; the companion
in arms and friend of Marlborough. Prince Eugene was
also an admirer and encourager of literature and the arts.

1752 IVilliam Cheselden, an eminent surgeon and oculist, died at

Bath, aged fifty-four. :

1813 Died La Grange, who was esteemed the greatest mathema-
tician in Europe since Euler.

1814 Battle of Toulouse, in which the French army, under Mar-
shal Soult, was defeated by the Duke of Wellington.

THURSDAY, 11th.

1713 The Treaty of Utrecht, which put an end to the twelve years'

war of the Spanish succession, signed.

1786 Articles of Impeachment against Warren Hastings, Esq., laic

Governor-General of Bengal, laid before the House of Com-
mons by ]Mr. Burke.

FRIDAY, 12th,

69 Seneca and Lucan put to death by order of the tyrant Nero.
1204 Constantinople taken by the French, the Greek Empire of the

East overthrown, and the Latin Empire founded, which,
however, lasted only fifty-eight years.

1638 All the Christians in the Islands of Japan, to the number of

37,000, massacred.
1765 Died, at his living of W^elwyn, in Hertfordshire, aged eighty-

four, Dr. Edward Young, author of the Night Thoughts.

During his lifetime he made the munificent donation of

1000 guineas to the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel in Foreign Parts.

1782 Metastasio, the great Italian lyric poet, died at Vienna.
The French fleet, under the Count de Grasse, in the West
Indies, entirely defeated and dispersed by Admiral (after-

wards Lord) Rodney.

SATURDAY, 13th.

1436 Paris recovered from the English by King Charles VII.
1517 The Suitan Selim I. took Cairo, and rendered himself master

of all Egypt.
1598 The Edict of Nantes, granting freedom of conscience and

liberty of worship to his Protestant subjects, was signed by
King Henry IV. of France, though it was not registered in

the Parliament until the following year, when the Papal
Legate had quitted the kingdom.

1814 Died, at Chelsea College, in his eighty-eighth year, Charles

Barney, Mus. D., F.R.S., and Member of the Institute of

France ; author of the General History of Music, and several

other works of considerable merit.

1827 Died at Sockatoo, in Africa, on his way to Timbuctoo, aged
forty. Captain Hugh Clapperton, one of the numerous vic-

tims to the attempt at tracing the course of the Niger, which
has at length been happily achieved by Captain Clapperton's

attendant, Mr. Lander.

SUNDAY, 14th.

The First Sunday after Easter, called also Low Sundav, from a
custom which prevailed among the early Christian churches, of re-

peating some parts of the grand solemnities of Easter Sunday on
this day.

1471 The Battle of Barnet, the last and decisive contest between
the rival Houses of York and Lancaster. In this battle the

Earl of Warwick, commonly called the King Maker, was
slain.

1685 Thotnas Otway, the dramatic poet, died of want, if not even
of absolute starvation, at the early age of thirty-four.

Died, in the seventieth year of her age, the celebrated Madame
de Sevigne.

1707 The Battle of Almanza, in Spain, in which the Engli-^h troops,

being deserted by the Portuguese at the first onset, were

almost wholly destroyed or taken prisoners. This battle was
decisive of the contest between the French and Austrian

competitors for the crown of Spain.
1759 George Frederick Handel, the illustrious musician, died. lie

was bom at Halle, in Saxony, in 1684.

1767 The Jesuits expelled from Spain, Genoa, and Venice.

1809 Dr. Beilhy Porteus, the learned and truly apostolical Bishop
of London, died at Fulham.
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CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL.
Ty the sviburbs of Canterbury, at a short distance

eastward from the Cathedral Precincts^ are still seen

tlie ruins of an ancient ecclesiastical building, called

the Abbey of St. Augustine. Augustine, or Austin,

was sent to this country, at the end of the sixth cen-

tury, by Pope Gregory the First, to convert the Eng-
lish Saxons from tlie worship of Woden and Thor, to

Christianity. Ethelbert, at that time king of Kent,

whose queen. Bertha, was already a Christian, con-

sented to be baj:)tized ; and his example was soon

followed by most of his subjects. But it should be

remembered, that, previously to the memorable event

of Augustine's landing on the coast of Kent, there

existed in the realm of England a church independent

of that of Rome; and that, although it had been

persecuted, and almost destroyed, by the Saxons,

Augustine could not prevail on the British bishops

to own any allegiance to the Roman pontiff, nor to

conform to the rules of that church. Augustine was
invested with the archbishopric by Gregory, and died

in 605, after having made the palace of Ethelbert,

who had now fixed his residence at Recidver, a priory,

and having founded, in conjunction with his sovereign,

the abbey above mentioned, as a place of burial for

himself and his successors.

The office of archbishop, after having been filled by
many successive prelates, was, at the time of the

Conquest, in the hands of Stigund. Stigand having

exerted himself to oppose the Norman race, was
degraded from his dignity by the Conqueror, and
confined in prison for the remainder of his life. The
promotion of Lanfranc, a monlc of Milan, to the siee,

in 1070, immediately followed the removal of Stigand.

Lanfranc rebuilt the cathedral, which had been a third

time destroyed by fire, and dedicated it to the Holy
Trinity. But the original name, and that which it

still retains, is Christ Church. The greater part of

the fabric was again reduced to ashes in 11/4. In
this year Henry the Second performed penance for

the murder of Thomas k Becket. Hastening to Can-
terbury for this purpose, the king bared his shoulders

to the lashes which the monks inflicted upon him at

Becket's shrine.

No time was lost in restoring the Cathedral after

the fire. Measures were adopted in the same year

(1174) for rebuilding it, on a scale of unusual gran-

deur and beauty. Architects, both English and
French, were assembled ; and William of Sens, a
man of genius and experience, was selected for the

undertaking. During the fifth year of his labours,

while he was preparing his machines for turning a

great arch, he fell from a height of fifty feet, and was
so much injured as to be compelled to give up his

work, and retire home to France. The work then

passed into the hands of an Englishman, who applied

himself indefaliga1)ly to the task. A few of the old

massive pillars of Lanfranc's Cathedral were retained
;

but the greater part was rebuilt with stone brought
from Caen, as were the altars and chapels, to which
the remains of the buried archbishops were conveyed
to be reintcrred—the body of St. Thomas, as he was
styled (Thomas k Becket), alone continued untouched
in the crypt, which runs beneath the edifice, till a

magnificent chapel was finished for him, and prepa-
rati(jns made for transferring him in full state. The
removal accordingly took place in 1220, and the
body was deposited in the chapel of the Holy Trinity,

where it remained until the time of Henry the Eighth,
who ordered the bones to be burnt, and the ashes
dip]iersed in the air, declaring Becket to have been
* a stubborn rebel, and a traitor to his prince."
Maijy of the succeeding archbishops were consi-

derable benefactors to the Cathedral ; among whom
may be mentioned William Courtenay, who died in

1396, and Henry Chicheley, in 1443.

The form of this interesting Cathedral is that of a
double cross, with a tower rising from the intersection

of the nave and west transept, and two other towers

at the west end. The east end is rounded. The
great tower, rising to a considerable height, is one of

the most perfect specimens of the pointed style of

architecture in this country. The remainder of the

exterior exhibits specimens of various styles ; but
great ingenuity and skill are displayed in the con-

struction of the different parts. The whole length of

the interior, from east to west, is .514 feet ; the extent

of the east transept, from north to south, 154 feet ; of

the west transept, 124 feet ; the breadth of the nave
and its aisles, 7 1 feet ; height of the choir, 7 1 feet

j

of the nave, 80 feet; extreme height of the great

tower, 235 feet; of the south-west tower, 130 feet;

of the north-west tower, 100 feet. The principal en-

trance is by the south porch. From this approach,

the view of the vaulted roof is extremely fine ; but
the grand perspective, of nearly the whole length from
east to west, produces the effect of surprise as well

as of pleasure. It is by thus taking in the whole
area of such a structure, that the impressions of awe
and solemnity are produced on the mind, while the

parts which help to compose it claim a separate

regard, and excite different feelings. The painted

windows, for instance, the finely-canned stalls, the

lavish ornaments of fretwork, and a multitude of
florid decorations, in which the ancient mechanics dis-

played their dexterity, raise the admiration of the

beholder ; but it is that sort of wonder occasioned

by execution in music, where excellence consists in

the proofs of extraordinary labour.

The nave has an aisle on each side, from which it

is separated by eight columns, besides the enormous
pillars which support the great tower. The choir is

entered from the nave by a beautiful stone screen,

which is said to have been erected early in the four-

teenth century, and which contains some curious

statues of sovereigns in niches, particularly one, sup-

posed to represent Ethelbert, holding the model of a

Saxon chxirch. Over this screen, till very lately, was
the organ ; but in the course of the repairs recently

made, it has been removed to the south side, and
placed out of sight. The organ-works communicate
by pipes with the keys below, where the organist sits,

behind the choristers. The altar-screen is a modern
erection, very beautiful, but perhaps not quite in har-

mony with the rest of the choir. The side-walls of the

choir-aisles bear the Norman features of low semi-

circular arches, rising from short, thick columns, with

heavj'^ capitals, reminding the spectator of Lanfranc's

Cathedral. A flight of steps communicates with an
end of each of these aisles, and with a semicircular

aisle surrounding the Chapel of the Holy Trinity, in

the centre of which formerly stood the gorgeous

shrine of Becket. The pavement round the spot

where the shrine was placed, still bears traces of the

veneration in which he was held, in the hollows of

the stones, worn on every side, by the knees of

pilgrims who crowded thither from all parts of Chris-

tendom to pay their devotions, and enrich the church

with their gifts. " It was computed," says Hume,
" that, ill one year, above a hundred thousand pil-

grims arrived in Canterbury, and paid their devotions

at his tomb." " The church," says Lambard, " be-

came so rich in jewels and ornaments, that it might
compare with Midas or Croesus-; and so famous and
renowned, (every pillar resounding St. Tliomas, his

miracles, prayers, and pardonsj that now the name
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of Christ was clean forgottci:, and the place was com-

monly called St. Thomas's Church of Canterbury."

Henry the Eighth, dissolving the priory of Christ

Church, (then attached to the Cathedral,) ordered

the shrine of Becket to be despoiled of its treasures.

Tliese treasures, consisting of gold and precious stones,

filled two great chests, and wei-e of such weight that

six or seven strong men were just able to carry them

out of the church. The north division of the west

transept is called the Martyrdom, being the part

where Becket fell beneath the blows of his murderers;

and here, before the Reformation, was a small altar

of wood, on which was placed the point of one of the

swords, broken off in the commission of the murder.

Out of a part of this pavement a piece of stone has

been cut, said to have been sprinkled with Becket's

brains.

The great north window of the west transept

contains some beautiful stained glass ; but it suffered

dreadfully, in common with the whole cathedral,

during the shameful frenzy of the civil wars, in the

seventeenth century. A puritan who signalized

himself in the business of mutilation, while he was
breaking this window, in which was a rich painting

of Becket, of the full size, boasted " that he was doing

the work of the Lord in rattling down proud Becket's

glassy bones."

The east transept contains a beautiful circular

window, with representations of the four greater

prophets, &c. Parts of this transept, being of Nor-
man architecture, are most probably a portion of

Lanfranc's fabric.

There is a Chapel of the Virgin Mary, famous for

its east window, and tastefully-decorated roof; a

Chapel of St. Michael, which contains the tomb of

Margaret Holland and her two illustrious husbands,
as well as other memorials of the mighty dead. In

the circular building called Becket's crown, which ter-

minates the eastern extremity of the Cathedral, and
which has never been completed, is the ancient stone

chair in which the archbishops of Canterbury are en-

throned. In the north aisle of the choir, are striking

monuments of Archbishops Bourchier and Chicheley.

The recumbent figure of the latter is admirable. The
slab on which he reposes is arched beneath; and in

the open part is a faithful sculpture of a human being
in a winding sheet, as if sinking in death, by an en-

tire decay of the frame, each bone appeax'ing ready
to protrude through the thin covering.

Under the arches, which encircle the chapel of the

Holy Trinity, is the monument of Henry the Fourth
and his Queen, and that of the valiant and exemplary
Edward the Black Prince, which is one of the most
interesting objects in the cathedral. On the tomb lies

his whole-length brass figure, in armour ; his head
encircled with a coi'onct, which was once enriched

with gems. Shields of arms appear #n the several

compartments round the tomb, M'ith the three ostrich

feathers, the device of the Prince of Wales. An
elegant canopy surmounts the tomb, upon which
are placed the Prince's helmet, tabard, or coat of
arms, gauntlets, &c. His sword and target, for-

merly among these trophies, are said to have been
taken away in the time of the civil wars.

The north-western tower, which was, perhaps,
among the oldest portions of the cathedral, has been
lately taken down, in consequence of its dilapidated
state. The foundation-stone of a new tower, to be
raised in its place, was laid in September last ; and
the Dean and Chapter were empowered last year, by
Act of Parliamenr, to borrow 25,000/., for the cost

of its erection.

DAVID HUME AND HIS MOTHER.
Hume, the historian, teceived a religious education
from his mother, and, early in life, was the subject
of strong and hopeful religious impressions ; but, as

he approached manhood, they were effaced, and con-
firmed infidelity succeeded. Maternal partiality, how-
ever alarmed at first, came at length to look with
less and less pain upon this declension, and filial love
and I'cverence seem to have been absorbed in the pride
of philosophical scepticism ; for Hume now applied
himself with unwearied, and, unhappily, with successful

efforts, to sap the foundation of his mother's faith.

Having succeeded in this dreadful work, he went
abroad into foreign countries ; and as he was returning,

an express met him in London, with a letter from his

mother, informing him that she was in a deep decline,

and could not long survive ; she said she found herself

without any support in her distress ; that he had taken
away that source of comfort upon which, in all cases

of aflliction, she used to rely, and that she now found
her mind sinking into despair : she did not doubt that

her son would afford her some substitute for her reli-

gion ; and she conjured him to hasten to her, or at

least to send her a letter, containing such consolations

as philosophy can afford to a dying mortal. Hume
was overwhelmed with anguish on receiving this letter,

and hastened to Scotland, travelling day and night

;

but before he arrived his mother expired.

, No permanent impression seems, however, to have
been made on his mind by this most trying event

;

and whatever remorse he might have felt at the mo-
ment, he soon relapsed into his wonted obduracy of

heart. Silliman's Travels in England. A story

like this requires no comment. Thus it is that false

philosophy restores the sting to death, and gives

again the victory to the grave !

DEATH.
Friend to the wretch, whom ev'ry friend forsalifis,

I woo thee, Death!—Life and its joys

I leave to those that prize them.

—

Hear me, O gracious God !—At thy good time
Let Death approach ; I reck not—let him but come
In genuine form, not with thy vengeance arni'd.

Too much for man to bear. O rather lend

Thy kindly aid to mitigate his stroke,

And at that hour when all aghast I stand

(A trembling candidate for thy compassion)

On this world's brink, and look into the next;
When my soul, starting from the dark unknown,
Casts back a wishful look, and fondly clings

To her frail prop, unwilling to be Avi-ench'd

From this fair scene, from all her custom'd joys

And all the lovely relatives of life.

Then shed thy comforts o'er me ; then put on
The gentlest of thy looks. Let no dark crimes

In all their hideous forms then starting up
Plant themselves round my couch in grim array,

And stab my bleeding heart with two-edged torture,

Sense of past guilt, and dread of future woe.

Far be the ghastly crew ! and in their stead

Let cheerful Memory from her purest cells

Lead forth a goodly train of virtues fair,

Cherish'd in earliest youth, now paying back

With tenfold usury the pious care,

And pouring o'er my woujids the heavenly balm

Of conscious innocence.—But chiefly Thou,

Whom soft-eyed Pity once led down from heaven

To bleed for man, to teach him liow to live,

And oh ! still harder lesson ! liow to die.

Disdain not Tliou to smooth the restless bed

Of sickness and of pain.—Forgive the tear

That feeble Nature drops, calm all her f>?ars,

Wake all her hopes, and animate her faith,

Till ray rapt soul, anticipating heaven,""

Bursts from the thaldrom of incumbering clay,

And, on the Wing of Ecstacy upborne,

Springs into liberty, and light, and life.

—

Bp. Poilteus.
50—2
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THE ELEPHANT.
Few animals have attracted more attention from
mankind than the Elephant. Formed, as it were,

for the service of man in warm climates, it possesses

every attribute that can render it useful. It is strong,

active, and persevering
;
gentle in disposition, social

in manners, and so docile and sagacious as to be

trained to almost any service. Its form is awkward

;

the head large, the eyes small, the ears broad and
pendant, the body thick ; the back much arched

;

and the legs clumsy and shapeless. The skin is

generally of a deep brown, approaching to black.

When first born, the animal is about three feet high
;

it continues to grow till it is sixteen or eighteen years

of age, and is said to live to the age of one hundred
years and upwards. The tusks ai-e not visible in the

young animals, but at full growth they project, in

some instances, seven or eight feet. The general

height of the Elephant is nine or ten feet, and it has
been known to attain to fifteen feet. It feeds on
vegetables, the young shoots of trees, grain, and fruit.

The intelligence, the strength, and the docility of
" the half-reasoning Elephant," have been, from the

earliest ages, the surprise and admiration of all who
have paid the least attention to these subjects. Vo-
lumes might be filled with well-authenticated facts in

iUnstration of these qualities. The wonderful facility

with which the elephant can apply his trunk to all

the purposes of a hand, is one great reason of his

superiority. "Not only," says Buffon, " does he possess

the power of moving it, but he can bend it, shorten it,

lengthen it, bend it back, and turn it in every direc-

tion) the extremity of this trunk is furnished with a

rim, lengthened in front into the form of a finger,

and it is by this means that he is able to perform all

that we do with our fingers ; he can pick up the

smallest piece of money, gather flowers one by one,

untie knots, and open and shut doors, turning the

kej'^s and forcing back the bolts.

Every being in nature has its real and its relative

value ; and, to deal justly with the elephant in this

regard, we must at least allow him the intelligence of

the beaver, the cunning of the ape, and the affection

of the dog, and to these we miist add his peculiar

and singular advantages of strength, size, and dura-
tion of life. We must not forget his arms or means
of defence, with which he is able to vanquish the
lion

J
we have but to describe him in motion, the

earth shakes beneath him ; Nvith his trunk he tears

up trees ; by the pressure of his body he effects a
breach in a wall 3 terrible by his strength, he is even

invincible by the mere resistance of his weight, and
the thickness of the skin that covers him. On his

back he can carry a tower armed for battle, and con-

taining many men ; by his oN\-n single exertions, he
moves machines, and transports burdens, which six

horses would be unable to drag 5 to this prodigious

power he adds, courage, prudence, coolness, and the

most perfect obedience ; in his anger he never forgets

his friends, but only attacks those who have injured

him. He remembers acts of kindness as long as

injuries."

To illustrate in some manner the wonderful instinct

of this stupendous creature, we have extracted the fol-

lowing anecdote, from Griffiths's edition of Cuvier's
Animal Kingdom. The circumstance occurred at the

siege of Bhurtpore, in 1805. " At one of the well'i

near the camp, from which the army fetched water,

two elephant- drivers, each with his elephant, the

one remarkably large and strong, the other compai*a-

tively small and weak, were at the well together 3 the

small elephant had been provided by its master with
a bucket for the occasion, which he carried at the

end of his trunk ; but the larger animal being desti-

tute of this necessary vessel, either of his own accord,

or by desire of his keeper, seized the bucket, and
easily wrested it away from his less-powerful fellow-

servant; the latter was too sensible of his inferiority,

openly to resent the insult, though it was obvious
that he felt it; but great squabbling and abuse
ensued between the keepers : At length the weaker
animal, watching the opportunity, when the other

was standing with his side to the well, retired back-
ward a few paces, in a quiet unsuspicious manner,
and then rushing forward with all his might, drove
his head against the side of the other, and fairly

pushed him into the well.

" As the surface of the water was nearly twenty
feet below the common level, there did not appear
to be any means that could be adopted to get the

animal out by main force, at least without injuring

him.
" There were many feet of water below the elephant,

who floated with ease on its surface, and experiencing

considerable pleasure from his cool retreat, evinced
but little inclination to exert what means he might
possess in himself of escape. A vast number of fas-

cines had been employed by the army during tlie

siege; and at length it occurred to the elepbant-

keeper that a suflicient number of these (which may
be compared to bundles of wood) might be lowered

into the well to make a pile, which might be raised to
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the top, if the animal could be instructed as to the

necessary means of laying them in regular succession

under his feet ; the keeper had to teach the elephant

this lesson, which by means of that extraordinary

ascendancy these men attain, he was soon enabled

to do, and the elephant began quickly to place each

fascine as it was lowered to him, successively under

him, until in a little time he was enabled to stand

upon them ; by this time, however, the cimning brute,

enjoying the cool pleasure of his situation, after the

heat and partial privation of water to which he had
been lately exposed, was unwilling to work any

longer, and all the threats of his keeper could not

induce him to place another fascine. The man then

opposed cunning to cunning, and began to caress and
praise the elephant, and what he could not effect by
threats, he was enabled to do by the repeated promise

of plenty of rack. Incited by this, the animal again

went to work, and raised himself considerably higher,

until, by a partial removal of the masonry at the top

of the wall, he was enabled to step out
."

When the Marquess of Hastings was Governor General of

India, he appointed Mr. Crawfurd Envoy to the Kings of

Siam, and Cochin China. This gentleman has published

a most interesting account of his mission, from which we
extract the following curious picture of one of the entertain-

ments provided for his amusement in Cochin China. It

was an

ELEPHANT AND TIGER FIGHT.

The Tiger was first exhibited in front of the hall,

and was driven to the spot on a hurdle. A great

concourse of people had assembled to witness the

exhibition. The tiger was secured to a stake, by a

rope fastened round his loins, about thirty yards

long. The mouth of the unfortunate animal was
sewed up, and his nails pulled out. He was of a

large size, and extremely active. No less than forty-

six Elephants, all males of great size, were seen

drawn out in line. One at a time was brought to

attack the Tiger. The first Elephant advanced, to

all appearance, with a great show of courage, and
we thought, from his determined look, that he would
have despatched his antagonist in an instant. At the

first effort he, with little apparent difficulty, raised the

Tiger on his tusks, and threw him to a distance of at

least twenty feet. Notwithstanding, the Tiger rallied,

and sprung upon the Elephant's trunk and head,

making his way up to the very neck, where the

keeper sat. The Elephant took alarm, wheeled
round, and ran off, pursued by the Tiger as far as

the rope would permit him. The fugitive, although
not hurt, roared most piteously, and no effort could
bring him back to the charge. A little after this, we
saw a man brought up to the Governor, bound with
cords, and dragged into his presence by two officers.

This was the conductor of the recreant Elephant
;

one hundred strokes of the bamboo were ordered to

be inflicted on him upon the spot ; for which purpose
he was thrown on his face upon the ground, and
secured by a man sitting astride on his neck and
shoulders (a common punishment amongst the

Chinese) ; a succession of executioners inflicted the

punishment : when it was over, two men carried 6ff

the sufferer by the head and heels, apparently quite

insensible. While this outrage was perpetrating,

the Governor coolly viewed the combat of the Tiger

and Elephant, as if nothing else particular had
been going forward. Ten or twelve Elephants were
brought up in succession to attack the Tiger, which
was killed at last merely by the astonishing falls he
received, when tossed off the tusks of the Elephants.

The prodigious strength of the Elephants was far

beyond any thing which I could have supposed.

Some of them tossed the Tiger to a distance of at

least thirty feet, after he was nearly lifeless and could

offer no resistance. We could not reflect without

horror, that these were the same Elephants which
have, for many years, executed the sentence of the

law upon the many malefactors condemned to die.

Upon these occasions, a single toss, such as I have
described, is sufficient to occasion death.

After the Tiger-fight we had a mock battle, the in-

tention of which was to represent elephants charging

an entrenchment. A sort of chevaux-de-frise was
erected, to the extent of forty or fifty yards, made
of very frail materials. Upon this was placed a
quantity of very dry grass, while a show was made
of defending it by a number of spearmen behind.

As soon as the grass was set on fire, a quantity of

squibs and crackers were let off, flags were waved in

great numbers, drums beat, and a piece of artillery

began to play. The elephants were now encouraged

to charge ; but they displayed their usual timidity,

and it was not until the fire was nearly extinguished,

and the materials of the chevaux-de-frise almost con-

sumed, that a few of the boldest could be forced to

pass through. M. A. B.

PUMSHMWJT BY THB BAMBOO.
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ANCIENT MARRIAGE CUSTOMS.

Among the innumerable advantages derived to

society from the advance of civilization, none stand

more prominent than those arising from the improved

view which is taken of the mutual duties and requircr

ments of the marriage state. It is but lately, how-
ever, comparatively speaking, that women have been

considered in their true and proper character of

partners, and have ceased to be regarded in the

degrading light of personal property. In ancient

times the custom appears almost universally to have

prevailed, of purchasing the bride at her father's or

friends' hands, without allowing her inclinations to

have the least weight in the disposal of her person,

and, indeed, in some covmtries, Turkey and Persia

for instance, tliis custom remains in force to the

present day.

It is impossible to ascertain, with any precision,

the period at which the custom actually commenced,

of purchasing the wife ; it is undoubtedly of very

ancient date, since it is mentioned in the very ear-

liest records of the world, being frequently alluded

to by ]\Ioses in the Pentateuch. That it was the

practice for some centuries before the time of the

Jexsish legislator, is evidenced by the voluntary ser-

vitude of Jacob to the father of his wives, Leah and

Rachel, and by the suit of the Prince of Shalem for

Dinah, the sister of the twelve patriarchs, who says,

" Ask me never so much do%\Ty and gift, and I will

give according as \e shall say unto me, but give me the

damsel to wife." It appears also, from other passages

in the Bible, that there was a .Jewish law, which

fixed a certain sum as the price to be paid to the

parents by the purchaser of their daughter.

The historian, Herodotus, who flourished about

450 years before the Christian era, mentions this

custom as having formerly obtained among the in-

habitants of Babylon and its dependent villages.

His description of the proceedings on such occa-

sions is curious, and somewhat entertaining.

Once a year all the j'oung marriageable wor:"'"''.

were collected together in a certain spot, and sur-

rounded by the bachelors of all classes, whose incli-

nations promJ)ted them to become candidates for the

marriage state. An auctioneer then put them up
severally for sale, beginning with those of the hand-
somest and most agreeable person : for these there

was always great competition between the most
wealthy of the bidders, and thus a considerable sum
of money was collected. TMien all those of the

assembled maidens who had any pretensions to

beauty were disposed of, the mode of sale was re-

versed, and a dowTy given with those whose want of

personal attraction rendered their disposal a matter

of greater difficulty, the sum always varying in pro-

portion to the plainness of the damsel. Thus all the

young women were certain of meeting with a part-

ner ; for even if there existed any absolute deformity,

the irresistible charm of a weighty dower soon ob-

tained for her a husband from among those who,

cither from avarice or want of taste, were willing to

overlook the fleeting advantage of possessing a hand-
some wife, for the sake of the more substantial

benefits which were to be gained by espousing an
ugly one. Such was once the custom among the

Persians, and some of our fair countrjrvvomen will

perhaps be inclined to entertain but a very poor
opinion of the old historian's judgment and gal-

lantry, when they are told that it was considered by
him as the most admirable and excellent institution

which he had met with in the history of any nation.
That the custom of purchasing the bride was

adopted by our Saxon ancestors, is demonstrable

from some of their laws still presented : in one of
these we find it enacted, " that he who would take a
wife, shall give three hundred pence to her parents."

It is also ascertained, by reference to the Salic law,

to have existed among the French ; and though, in

some instances, it is by no means clear, whether
simple eamest-mortey, or actual pxirchase, be in-

tended, yet, in all the ancient rituals, which contain
the marriage-ceremony in use on the continent, some
allusion is made to the custom of giving money. At
one time, coins called " betrothing tokens" were
struck ofiF in France, expressly for this purpose.

In our own countrj', the ancient marriage-cere-
mony certainly recognised the practice of offering

some coin ; for we find, in an ancient manuscript of

the Salisbm-y Missal, that the man is enjoined to

say, " wjth this rynge y the wedde, and thys gold
and selvir the geve, and with my bodi y the wor-
shippe, and with all my worldith catel y the honour^ j"

in the printed copies it is, " with thys rjTig I the

wedde, and thys gold and silver I the geve, and with
al my worldly catel I the endowej" previously to

which the Rubric says, " let the man put upon the

book some silver or gold, and a ring." The ser-

vice-books of York and Hereford have the same ex-

pression, and it continued till the time of Edward VI.
but was abolished in his second Common Prayer
Book. Leobard, the celebrated Saint of Tours,] in

the sixth century, being persuaded in his youth to

marry, gave his betrothed a ring, a kiss, and a pair

of shoes. This ceremony has been explained, very
much to the dishonour of the ladies, as referring to

the absolute ser\itude of the partj^ who, in this in-

stance, was sj'mbolically tied, to use a VTilgar, but
expressive phrase, " neck and heels."

It was formerly, also, the custom to place some
sort of crown on the bride and bridegroom, and in

the service used on this occasion, the marriage of

Cana is mentioned several times, which will, per-

haps, account for all the ancient paintings and
representations of that circumstance, exhibiting the

parties croxvTied. Bigamy, or even a second mar-
riage, seems to have been considered as disgraceful ,-

and, in an ancient collection of various cases of

penance, persons who entered on a second marriage,

were enjoined to fast thirty-three weeks. In France,

also, it was the practice to molest a woman who
married a second husband, with a morning serenade

of pots and kettles ; this salutation was called a
" charivari." A similar concert of " rough music"
is performed in man)^ parts of England at the pre-

sent day, when the viUage urchins discover that a

husband has forgotten his vow of cherishing his

wife, and has adopted the more ungallant habit of

chastising her. R. H. F.

It is of the greatest importance that we should resist the

temptation, frequently so strong, of annexing a familiar,

facetious, or irreverent idea to a scriptural usage, a scrip

tural expression, a scripture text, or a scripture name.
Nor should we hold ourselves guiltless, though we may
have been misled by mere negligence, or want of reflection.

Every person of good taste will avoid reading a parody or

a travestie of a beautiful poem, because the recollection of

the degraded likeness will always obtrude itself upon o\xx

memories, when we wish to derive pleasure from the con-

templation of the elegance of the original. But how much
more urgent is the duty by which we are bound to keep
the pages of the Bible clear of any impression tending to

diminish the blessing of habitual respect and reverence to-

wards our Makers law. Palgrave.

Happy is he whons engaged in controversy with his own
passions, and comes oflF superior ; who makes it his endea-

vour, that his follies and weaknesses may die before Mm,
and who daily meditates on mortality and immortality.

JORTIX.
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THE USEFULNESS OF INSECTS.
" Each crawling insect holds a rank

Important in the place of Him who framed

This scale of beings ; holds a rank, which lost,

Would break the chain, and leave behind a gap,'

Which Nature's ";elf would rue." Stillincfleet.

People in general are too apt to look upon insects

as being not merely useless, but positively noxious

creatui-es, regarding them in no other light than that

of blights, pests, and scourges of the human race.

This is a great error 3 for Nature has made nothing

in vain, all her works being designed for some wise

end. True it is, that many insects commit consider-

able depredations in the garden, the orchard, and
the field, by devouring our fruit, trees, and vege-

tables. But even these, which we are accustomed

to consider as injurious creatures, no doubt, fulfil,

in their turn, some important purpose in the eco-

nomy of nature ; such as, for example, (to mention
only one case out of many,) affording a supply of

food for birds, as well as for a variety of other animals.

It is, therefore, not a little presumptuous, and it

savours, too, of impiety, to find fault with the works
of the Creator, and to assert confidently that this or

that plant or animal is of no use, just because its

use may be unknoion to us. Ignorant, however, as

we are, even the wisest among us, of many of

Nature's secrets, and of the designs of Providence,

we yet may, in many cases, perceive plainly enough,
the important services performed by insects, if only
we will be at the pains to attend a little to their

habits, and investigate their natural history. There
is one little insect, a minute four-winged fly, which
may be selected as an apt illustration of the truth of

this position. This insect was classed by Linn^us
in the numerous genus Ichneumon, and distinguished

by the appropriate specific name of ghmeratus.

But modern entomologists have found it necessary

to make many subdivisions, and accordingly have
changed the name of the fly to Microgaster glomeratus.

To some ears these may appear very hard-sounding
words ; it may not be amiss, therefore, to state, that

Microgaster is a name compounded of two Greek
words ; and it has been applied to the insect in ques-

tion, in reference to the smallness of the lower part

of the body; the term glomeratus has been given, on
account of the pupm or chrysalides of the fly being
usually found grouped together in clusters.

The most inattentive observer can hardly fail of

being acquainted with greenish and black -mottled

caterpillars which devour our cabbages, and which
change in due time to the large garden white butter-

flies, so common every where from the month of May
to the end of summer. These caterpillars and but-

terflies would soon increase to an enormous extent,

were it not for that " law which causes one thing to

prey upon another, in order that nothing may become
.00 abundant." Ouv Microgaster ^Sords an admirable
example of this law, and its natural history is as

follows. The female fly deposits her eggs, to the
number sometimes of near thirty, or more, within
the body of the cabbage-caterpillar, by means of her
ovipositor, that is, an instrument, somewhat of the
natm-e of a sting, with which she is supplied for this

very purspose. The eggs, when hatched, become
grubs, which feed on the internal parts of the cater-

pillar ; but, guided by a wonderful instinct, avoid
devouring the vital parts ; for, strange to say, the
caterpillar continues all the while to eat and grow as
usual, and to all appearance just as if nothing had
happened to it, until it has arrived at its full size,

and the time has come for it to undergo its trans-
formation ; but then, instead of changing to a chry-
salis, as in the ordinary course it would do, it pro-

duces, in lieu of it, a cluster ot small oval bodies,

of a fine silken texture, and a bright lemon-colour,

which are, in fact, the pupce of the Microgaster, and
soon change to a number of the winged insects.

The flies go forth, and commence the same round
of operations on other individuals of the cabbage-
caterpillars, and thus brood after brood is produced
during the season. Wherever the cabbage-cater-
pillars abound, and few gardens are free from them,
any body, who chooses to be at the trouble of search-

ing, may readily find in the summer, and still more
in the autumn, the yellow silken clusters of pupce,

already described, sticking against the pales, walls,

&c., and, in general, adhering to the shriveled skin

or dead remains of the caterpillar, from which they
have come forth.

Now, in order to give some idea of the extent to

which the destruction of the cabbage-butterfly is

effected by the Microgaster, the following experiment
may be mentioned. Towards the end of June, a

brood of the caterpillars of the large white butterfly,

amounting in number to twenty-four, was found
feeding in company on the cabbages in a garden

;

they were placed in confinement, and, being nearly

fxill grown, they soon commenced preparing for their

transformations. By the 1 st of July, nine out of the

twenty-four had turned to the chrysalis state, and the

remaining fifteen produced the silken clusters of pupts

of this fly j thus, nine caterpillars only out of twenty-

four came to maturity, as butterflies, the remaining
fifteen (that is nearly two-thirds,) were destroyed by
the fly. Now, if the present instance may be taken as a

fair average example of what usually occurs, and there

seems no reason why it may not, we should have had
in that same season, were it not for the ravages com-
mitted by the Microgaster, almost two-thirds more of

this already very abundant butterfly than we then had.

In the course of a few seasons, supposing no other
" preventive check" to have come into operation, the

cabbage-butterflies would increase in a kind of geo-

metrical proportion j our gardens would soon be

absolutely devoured and laid waste by the caterpillars,

and it would scarcely be possible to walk abroad

without being almost smothered by the winged in-

sects. So greatly are we indebted to this apparently

contemptible little parasite, (whose operations are

unheeded by all but naturalists, and of whose very

existence people in general are perhaps scarcely

aware,) for keeping down the increase of an insect,

which "would otherwise become a serioos and alarm-

ing evil ! The large and continuous supply of the

Microgaster, which is produced by myriads through-

out the summer and autumn, (that is, just so long

as its services are required,) is one of those wise and
beneficent provisions of the Great Creator, which

needs only to be known, in order to excite our ad-

miration.

It may not be out of place here to mention, that

most, if not all, Lepidopterous insects, (l^at is, but-

terflies and moths,) as well as some others, are sub-

ject, more or less, to be preyed upon while in the

larva, or caterpillar state, by parasites of a some-

what similar nature to the one above described. And
hence, probably, it is, that the name of Ichneumon

was, by the older naturalists, originally appropriated

to them ; they bear a sort of analogy to the little

quadruped of the same name ; in other words, they

perform in one department of nature the same kind

of office, by destroying and checking the super-

abmidant increase of insects, that the quadruped

does in another, by destroying the crocodiles' eggs

and the venomous serpents, &c., which abound in

the hot countries of which it is an inhabitant.—B. r.
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ANECDOTE OF THE LATE LORD EXMOUTH.
An example of his noble feeling was shown on the 2Gth of

January 179G, when, by his great personal exertions, he
preserved tlie crew and passengers of the Dutton transport,

whiiih, crowded with troops and their families, proceeding
on the expedition to the West Indies, was driven on the
rocks under the citadel at Plymouth. The account of this

act of benevolence is given in his own words, when Captain
Edward Pellew, in a private letter to a friend.

" Why do you ask me to relate the W^reck of the Dutton f
Susan (Lady Exmouth) and I were driving to a dinner-
party at Plymouth, when we saw crowds running to the

Hoe ; and learning it was a wreck, I left the carriage to

take her on, and joined the crowd. I saw the loss of the

whole five or six himdred was inevitable, without somebody
to direct them ; for the last officer was pulled on shore as I

reached the surf. I urged their return, which was refused
;

upon which I made the rope fast to myself, and was hauled
through the surf on board, established order, and did not

lea\e her until every soul was saved but the boatswain, who
would not go before me. I got safe, and so did he, and the

ship went all to pieces ; but I was laid in bed for a week by
getting under the mainmast (which had fallen towards the

shore) ; and my back was cured by Lord Spencer's having
conveyed to me by letter His Majesty's intention to dub
me a baronet. No more have I to say, except that I felt

more pleasure in giving to a mother's arms a dear little

infant only three weeks old, than lever felt in ray life:

and both were saved. The struggle she had to intrust me
with the bantling was a scene I cannot describe ; nor need
you, and consequently you will never let this be visible."

It is added by the writer of the memoir, " This injunc-

tion has been scrupulously observed, until now that the

seal of secrecy is removed by his death." United Service

Journal

THE MARINERS' HYMN.

To God above, from all below.

Let hymns of praise ascend ;

Whose blessings unexhausted flow,

Whose mercy knows no end.

Who o'er the waves, from shore to shore,

The gifts of commerce bear.

The wonders of the deep explore.

And own that God is there,

By these his works are seen ; his ways
By these are understood :

He speaks the word ; the storm obeys,
And rising lifts the flood.

Now high as heav'n the bark ascends,
Now seeks the depth below

.

Each heart beneath t'le terror bends.
And melts with inward woe.

Distressed, to God they make their pray'r

;

Obedient to his will.

The stomns that raged their rage forbear
The seas that roard are still.

Each grief, each fear, at once resign'd,

They see their labour o'er

;

Then, led by Him, their haven find,

And touch the wish'd-for shore.

Merrick. 17G5.

They that deny a God, destroy man's nobility ; for cer-

tainly man is of kin to the beasts by his body, and if he be
not of kin to God by his spirit, he is a base and ignoble
creature. It destroys, likewise, magnanimity, and the
raising of human nature; for take an example of a dog,

and mark what a generosity and courage he will jnit on,

when he finds himself maintained by a man, who to him
is instead of a god, or better nature ; which courage is

manifestly such as that creature, without that confidence
of a bettor nature than his own, could never attain. So
man, when he rostoth and assureth himself upon Divine
protection and f^ivour, gathereth a force and faith, which
h iman nature in itself could not obtain : therefore, as
atheism is in all respects hateful, so iu this, that it de-
priveth human nature of the means to exalt itself above
human frailty. Lord Bacon.

ANNIVERSARIES IN APRIL.
MONDAY, 15lh. 10^___

Easter Term begins. 0tt0
1776 Died, at his vicarage of Shiplakes, the Rev. Jamet Graingt9fm

author of \\\& Biogra-phkal History of England. ..

TUESDAY, 16th.

1746 The battle of CuUoden, which crushed the last attempt of the

House of Stuart to recover the throne of these kingdoms.

1827 Died, at upwards of eighty years of age, Henry Fuseli, Pro-
fessor of Fainting in the Royal Academy.

WEDNESDAY, 17th.

Cambridge and Oxford Terms begin.

1355 Marino Faliero, Doge of Venice, condemned to death and
executed, for a plot against the nobles.

1446 The sea broke through the Dykes at Dordrecht, in Holland,
by which disaster more than 100,000 human beings perished,

besides cattle to an incalculable amount.
1668 Died Sir William Davenunt, who succitded Ben .Tonson as

Poet Laureat. He was distinguished also for his loyalty to
Kings Charles I. and 11. ; during the Commonwealtli he was
impiisoned, and, but for the intercession of Milton, would
have suffered death.

1761 Expired, in the eighty-fifth year of his age, Dr. Benjamin
Iloiidhj, Bishop of Winchester.

1790 Died, at Philadelphia, in the United States of ATnerica, Dr.
Benjamin Franklin, aged eighty-four. The account he has
himself written of his life, holds out a striking example of
talents, industry, economy, and integrity, raising a man from
the humblest occupations, gradually but-surely, to eminence
and independence.

THURSDAY, 18th.

1506 The first stone of St. Peter's Church, at Rome, laid by Pope
Julius II.

1552 John Iceland, the celebrated English antiquarian, died.

1689 Died, in the Tower of London, the infamous and deservedly
execrated Judge Jeffenes.

mi DAY, 19tn.
St. Alphace.—St. Alphage appears to have been retained in the
reformed calendar, more because he was an English Saint, than on
account of any thing peculiar in his life. He was born of noble
parentage, and successively Abbot of Bath, Bishop of Winchester,
and Archbishop of Canterbury. In the latter city he was taken
prisoner by the Danes, A. D. 1011, and, after many montlis' painful
imprisonment, was stoned to death by them on the spot where
Greenwich Church stands.

1390 Robert II., King of Scotland, first sovereign of the House ol

Stuart, died at the Castle of Dundonald, in Ayrshire, aftei

a successful reign of nineteen years.

1529 On this day several of the Electors and Princes of Germany,
joined by the inhabitants of Strasburgh, Ulm, Nuremberg,
Constantz, Heilbron, and seven other cities, publisiied a
Protestation against some decrees of the Diet, or Grand
Council of the Germanic Empire, and Petitioned the Em
peror, Charles V., to have them revoked. From this pro-
testation the members of the Reformed Church acquired the
name of Protestants.

1560 Died, Melancthon, the celebrated pupil of Martin Luther, and
his unwearied coadjutor in the great labour of the Reformation.

1689 Died, at Rome, Christina, Queen of Sweden, daughter ol

the great Gustavus Adolphus, the champion of the Reforma-
tion. This capricious woman abjured her religion, after she
had abdicated her crown voluntarily in 1654.

1739 Died Dr. Sau7iderson, Professor of Mathematics at Cam-
bridge. Though deprived of his eyes at two years of age by
the confluent small-pox, he became, by self-instruction, the
greatest mathematician of his time. He constructed machines
for demonstrating mathematical problems, and formed an
orrery, on which he gave lectures to his pupils.

1775 Skirmish between the British forces and the armed colonists, at

a place cal!ed Lexington, near Boston, being the first action
of tlie American war.

1804 On this day the blacks of St. Domingo commenced a mas.
sacre of the few white inhabitants who remained there, not-

withstanding the evacuation of it by the French army. The
massacre continued witli the most wanton barbarity, and
savage instances of spoliation, till the 14th of May, when it

ceased, merely because not a white was left to murder ; the
number of victims amounted to 2500.

SATURDAY, 20th.

1534 Elizabeth Barton, commonly called the " Holy Maid of
Kent," an impostor set up by some monks, to impede, by pre-
tended miracles and prophecies, the progress of the Reforma-
tion in England, was executed at Tyburn, with several of
her fellow-conspirators.

1653 Cromwell forcibly dissolved the Long Parliament.
1657 The Spanish fleet, consisting of sixteen ships, totally de-

stroyed by the renowned Blake, under the walls of Santa
Cruz, in the island of Teneriffe; an exploit at that time un-
rivalled in the naval history of England.

1792 The National Assembly of France declared war against the

Emperor of Germany.
SUNDAY, 2l8t.

SrroNn Sundav atter Easter.—In the year before the Christian
a;i'a, 753, tiie city of Rome was founded, and in the year 323 Alex-
ander the Great died.
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NATIONAL STATUES.

KING CHARLES THE FIRST, BY LE S(EUR
CHARING CROSS.

In viewing tlie improvements which have been so

extensively and judiciously made in various parts

of London, it is difficult for even those most conver-

sant with the former streets and houses, to assign

to them their respective sites : to say, here was the

narrow part of the strand, where Exeter Change
nsed to stand ; there you went up a court, at the

end of which appeared a glimpse of the superb

church of St. Martin : in this spot stood the old

Golden Cross ; and still further on, Carlton House
exhibited its grand front.

What shall we say then, when we look into the

ancient histories and maps of this great metropolis ?

When we read of a fox-hunt in the parish of St.

Giles' * ; find a meadow, named the Seven Acres,

where Long Acre now stands ; Covent, or Convent,

Garden, consisting of fields, hedges, and thatched

houses ; and meet with a hermitage close to the vil-

lage of Charing, at present the busy, and often

crowded Charing Cross. It was here that Edward
the First built a beautiful wooden cross, in honour
of his beloved Queen Eleanor ; this was afterwards

removed for one of stone, which was destroyed

during the time of the Reformation.

On the same spot stands the splendid bronze

statue of King Charles the First, which, since the

additional opening lately made in the neighbourhood,

is seen to uncommon advantage. It was cast in 1 633,

by Le Soeur, for the great Earl of Arundel, but was
not erected (in its present state) till the year 1678,

when it was placed on the pedestal, the latter being

the work of Grinlin Gibbons. The Parliament, in

the time of Cromwell, had ordered this statue to be

sold and broken to pieces ; but John Rivers, the

brazier, who purchased it, having more taste, or

more loyalty than his masters, buried it uninjured,

and showed them some fragments of brass in token

of his obedience. An amusing anecdote is told re-

specting this brazier : for the purpose, most likely,

of better concealment, he cast a great number of

knife-handles, &c., which he sold as if made of the

broken statue ; they were bought with great eager-

ness by the Royalists, through affection for their

monarch, and by the commonwealth party as a mark
of triumph over the murdered sovereign.

Charles is admirably represented, the size of life,

in armour, his head uncovered, and looking towards

Whitehall. The figure of the horse is extremely

spirited, but has been thought by many too large

and tmwieldy. A common error prevails, which re-

flects on the accuracy of the artist, that this horse

is without a saddle-girth, but, on a close inspection,

one may certainly be discovered. On the 14th of

April, 1810, the sword, buckles, and straps, fell from

this statue. The pedestal is seventeen feet high, orna-

mented, and enclosed within a rail of iron-work. On
the 29th of May, the anniversary of the restoration

of Charles the Second, this statue is generally seen

covered with boughs of oak.

The National Statues of kings, and of distin-

guished public characters, which are open to the

view of every passing traveller in London, are

worthy of more notice, generally speaking, than
they receive. Some possess great interest from the

histories connected with the originals, others from
the excellent workmanship which they exhibit, and
many on both these accounts.

Having furnished the above notice of Le Soevir's

• See Saturday Magasine, vol. i., p. 149.

Charles the First, we propose that it should form
the first of a Scries ; intending to introduce into our
columns the monumental figures of succeeding Kings
of England, and of other famous persons, who,
during life, or after their death, have been esteemed

worthy of such a memorial.

ON THE LOSS OF RELATIONS AND
FRIENDS.

Our friends were given us by God, who can raise

up others j and their being taken away, one after

another, is an awful admonition to us to prepare for

our own approaching death, and to stand ready to

relinquish every worldly possession and enjoyment,
when that period shall arrive.

But merely to bear with patient resignation the

loss of friends, is not the whole of the fruit which
our faith and trust in God ought to produce. We
should " give thanks to God for every thing," even
for that most afflictive dispensation of his Provi-

dence, the death of relations and friends, " for this

is the will of God in Christ Jesus concerning us."

We ought, with Ambrose, rather to rejoice that we
had such a father or mother, such a husband or

wife, such a son, daughter, or friend, than com-
plain that we have lost them j for the one was the

free gift of God, the other the debt of nature. His
granting us such a blessing was a gracious act of his

bounty ; His withdrawing it is but recalling His
own. Ought we not, therefore, to praise Him for

his goodness, and for the comfort that we experienced

whilst we enjoyed the blessing he vouchsafed us ?

—

Shepherd.

INDUSTRY.
There are many teachers who profess to show the nearest

way to excellence; and many expedients have been in-

vented by which the toil of study might be saved. But
let no man be seduced to idleness by specious promises.
Excellence is never granted to man, but as the reward of

labour. It argues, indeed, no small strength of mind, to

persevere in habits of industry, without the pleasure of

perceiving those advances ; which, like the hand of a
clock, whilst they make hourly approaches to their point,

yet proceed so slowly as to escape observation.

There is one precept, however, in which I shall only be
opposed by the vain, the ignorant, and the idle. I am not
afraid that I shall repeat .' too often. You must have no
dependence on your own gen.'is. If you have great talents,

industry will improve them ; if you have but moderate
abilities, industry will supply their deficiency. Nothing is

denied to well-directed labour ; nothing is to be obtained

without it. Sir Joshua Reynolds.

The difference between prejudices and other opinions doth
not consist in this, that the former are false, and the latter

true ; but in this, that the former are taken upon trust,

and the latter acquired by reasoning. He who hath been
taught to believe the immortality of the soul, may be as'

right in his notion as he who hath reasoned himself into

that opinion. It will then by no means follow, that be-

cause this or that notion is a prejudice, it is therefore false.

The not distinguishing between prejudices and eriors is a
prevailing oversight. Berkeley.

Plato entertained some of his friends at dinner, and had
in the chamber a couch neatly and costly furnished. Dio-

genes came in, and got upon the couch, and trampled it,

saying, " I trample upon the pride of Plato."" Plato mildly

answered, *' But with greater pride." Lord Bacon.

Of the gradual abatement of kindness between friends,

the beginning is often scarcely discernible by themselves
;

and the process is continued by petty provocations and
incivilities, sometimes peevishly returned, and sometimes

contemptuously neglected, which would escape all attention

but that of pride, and drop from any memory but that of

resentment. Dr. Johnson.
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FROM

TUSSERs Poems.

1573.

What Wisdom more, what better Life, than pleaseth God
to send,

What Worldlt/ goods, what longer use, than pleaseth God
to lend?

What belter Fare, than pure content, agreeing with thy
wealth,

What better Guest, than trusty Friend, in sickness and in

health ?

Wiiat better Bed than conscience good, to pass the night

with sleep,

What better If ork than daily care, from sin thyself to

keep?
What better Thought than think on God, and daily him

to serve.

What better Gift than to the poor, that ready be to starve ?

What greater praise of God and man, than Mprcy for to

shew.

What merciless* shall mercy find, that mercy shews to

few?
What worse Despair, than loath to die, for fear to go to hell.

What greater Faith, than Trust in God, through Christ

in Heaven to dwell.

• i. e. What merciless man.

THE RUINS OF FOUNTAINS ABBEY,
YORKSHIRE.

This magnificent abbey, the remains of which form
an interesting and beautiful ruin, the most perfect,

perhaps, of the kind in England, was originally

founded for monks of the Cistercian order ; the Cis-

tercian being a branch of the Benedictine, which
was the most ancient of all the monastic orders.

The history of the foundation of Fountains abbey
is curious. It appears that the Cistercian abbey of

Rieval, in Yorkshire, attracted great attention, from
the sanctity of its inmates, ji^en some monks of

the Benedictine monastery of St. Mary's, at York,
became desirous of adopting the same rules, and of

withdrawing from their convent j a measure strongly

opposed by Galfridus, their abbot, as implying a re-

flection on his government. After appealing to

Thurstan, Archbishop of York, and experiencing

considerable annoyance from the abbot, who laid his

complaint before the king, the monks at length (in

the year 1132), had certain lands assigned to them
by the Archbishop, about three miles west of Ripon,
for the purpose of erecting a monastery. This spot,

which is said to have been fitter for the habitation of

wild beasts than of human beings, was called Skell

Dale, from a rivulet of that name which ran through
it. It lay between two steep hills, a most romantic
situation, surrounded with rocks and woods, and had
never been cultivated. Having chosen Richard, the

prior of St. Mary's, for their abbot, they retired to

this wilderness in the depth of winter, without any
house to cover them, or certainty of provision to sub-
sist on. In the midst of the vale stood a large elm,
on which they placed a thatch of straw ; under this

they are said to have " slept, ate, and praj'ed, the
archbishop for some time supplying them with bread,
and the stream with drink." Some cleared a small
spot for a garden ; others formed a humble shed, to

serve as a chapel ; but it is stipposed that they
shortly quitted the shelter of the elm for that of seven
yew-trees, growing on the south side of the spot where
the aobey now stands. These were all very lately, and,
probably, still are, in existence, except the largest,

which was blown down about the middle of the last

century ; they are of extraordinary size, the trunk
of one being upwards of twenty-six feet in circum-
ference at the height of three feet from the ground :

we may hence infer their great age, and the proba-

bility, according to the common tradition, of their
having served the purpose of a shelter for the monks.

Their first winter being over, and the Cistercian
discipline being established among them, the monks
found their number increase, and with it their priva-
tions

j being reduced to the necessity of eating the
leaves of trees and wild herbs, boiled with a little

salt
;
yet they neither despaired, nor withheld their

charity. It is recorded, that, one day, A/hen the
store for all the monks was only two loaves and a
half, a stranger requested a morsel of bread, when
the abbot ordered one of the loaves to be given to
him, saying, "God would provide for themj" a
hope soon realized by the unexpected arrival of a
cart-load of bread, sent them as a present from
Eustace Fitz-John, owner of the neighbouring castle
of Knaresborough. For a few years they suffered
severe hardships, and were on the point of leaving
the place, when Hugh, Dean of York, desired that,

after his death, his body and all his wealth should be
carried to the abbey of Fountains. This important
addition to their resources was soon followed by the
assignment of the whole property of Serlo and Tosti,

two canons of York. Benefactions then poured in

from other quarters j the abbey was endowed with
various privileges by kings and popes, and greatly

increased, both in the extent of its possessions and
the number of its monks.

In 1 1 40, it was consumed by fire, but was begun
to be restored in 1204, when the foundations of the
church were laid 3 and in less than forty years from
that time, the fabric, of which the present are the re-

mains, was completed, John De Cancia being abbot.

Such was the reputation for sanctity in which the

monks of this abbey were held, that it frequently re-

ceived large donations from the great northern barons,

who were ambitious of obtaining the space of a few
feet within its walls as a receptacle for their bones.

Among these, were some members of the ancient and
noble family of Percy

;
particularly Lord Richard de

Percy, who had distinguished himself in the barons'

wars, in the reign of King John, and was appointed

one of the twenty guardians to see the Great Charter

duly observed. He was buried in Fountains abbey
j

as well as his great nephew. Lord Henry de Percy,

one of the principal commanders under King Edward
the First, in his wars in Scotland. The Percy
family were considered the hereditary patrons and
benefactors of the abbey, and were often applied to

for protection and assistance in any matter of diffi-

culty. From the small beginning described above,

this establishment became exceedingly rich in land,

plate, and cattle, and when visited in 1537, previously

to the dissolution of the religious houses, was found
to be one of the most opulent in the county. At
that time, great complaint was made against Thirske,

the thirty-seventh abbot, for misconduct ; and he was
afterwards executed at Tyburn, in company with

some other persons concerned in an insurrection in

Yorkshire.

The site of this abbey, with a large portion of its

estates, was sold by Henry the Eighth to Sir Richard

Gresham 3 after which they passed through various

hands, till purchased by William Aislabie, Esq., of

Studley Royal, who annexed the above ruins to his

pleasure-grounds. The Studley estate, including

Fountains abbey, devolved, in 1808, to his descend-

ant. Miss Laurence, who is now the owner of this

splendid property.

The length of the church is 351 feet 3 that of the

transept 186 feet 3 the great tower at the north end
of the transept is 166 feet high, and 24 feet square.

Near the pavement of the altar lies a stone coffin,

51—2
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nUINS OF FOUNTAIN'S ABBEy, YORKSHIRE.

in which it is said that Lord Henry de Percy was
buried, in 1315 j and in a chapel to the left is a
broken stone figure, in full armour, supposed to re-
present one of the earls of Mowbray. The tombstones
of the two abbots who built the present structure
remain, the inscriptions on them being legible.

No depredation appears to have been wantonly
committed on this venerable pile ; and time has
spared many traces of its former beauty and extent.
In addition to the church, the admirer of antiquity
still enjoys a view of the chapter-house (over which
was formerly the library and scriptorium, or writing-
room)

;
the refectory, or dining-room, on one side of

which is the reading-gallery, where the Scriptures
were read to the monks during meals ; the cloisters, a
vast extent of 300 feet long and -12 broad; near to
one end of which is a stone basin, 6 feet in diameter

;

the dormitory, over the cloisters, and of the same
dimensions

; the kitchen, with its two spacious and
arched fire-places, each about fifteen feet wide ; the
cloister-garden, 1 20 feet square, planted with shrubs
and evergreens. Besides the large ruins here de-
scribed, there are found in various parts, among the
trees and shrubs, fragments of the appendages to this
celebrated monastery.

It is not known with certainty why this abbey
received the name of Fountains. Two reasons have,
however, been assigned : the first is, that the cele-
brated founder of the Cistercian order, St. Bernard,
having been born at Fountaines, in Burgundy, it was
BO called in honour of him. But tlie late Dr. Whita-
ker, an excellent authority, in his History of Craven,
discovers another, and a very ingenious derivation :

Skell, the rivulet which flows near it, signifies a foun-

tain ; and he states that the first name by which this

house was known, was the abbey of Skeldale. The
monks, Avho wrote in Latin, termed it De Fontihus, or

Of Fountains; and the latter title was preserved.

Fis.l.

THE MICROSCOPE.
No. II. Polypi.

The different species of sponge, which the Microscope
has discovered to be the habitations of Polypi, are

very interesting objects ; when viewed with an instru-

ment of a moderate power,

they present to the eye a

cvirious mass of net-work,

which once formed the cells

of the Polypus. If the power
is increased, the remains of

the little tenants may some-

times be detected. These
consist of a small bony or

challcy axis, like a needle,

which, when the animal was
living, formed the centre of

its body.

There is a small species of sponge found frequently
among seaweeds on the

English coast, from its ap-

pearance called " Crumb-
of-bread sponge," Avhich,

when placed under the

magnifier, seems to be al-

most entirely composed of

bunches of little needles,

lying across each other like

Fig. 2. A
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net-work, b is a magnified representation of the small

piece of this species seen at a. When dry, the Httle

needles, or spiculae, are so extremely fine and sharp,

as to cause a most irritating itching, if unluckily

they should get between the fingers of the observer.

The animal of the Corallines*, which are found so

abundantly on every coast,

attached to stones and other

substances, belong to the

same class, and the houses

they construct are excellent

objects for the microscope.

The annexed cuts are re-

presentations of five different

species, engraved of the na-

tviral size, and accompanied

by a portion considerably

meignified.

rig.8.

In figures 3, 4, and 5, the Polypi themselves are

seen, with their feelers put forth in search of prey.
Fig. 3. Sertularia pumila, Great tooth-coralline.

4. polyzonias. Sea-tamarisk.

6. -^^—— halecyna, Herring-bone coralline.

6. antermina, Lobster's-horn coralline.

7. lendigera, Nit coralline.

Fig. 8 represents a magnified view of the Hydra
brunnea, or brown Hydra,

another species of Polypus,

which is not uncommon in

fresh water in the months
of July and August. The
cut shows the manner in

which the young are pro-

duced. These Polypi have

been the subjects of many
curious experiments, which
show the surprising tenacity

of life in the lower orders of

animals. They have been
cut across, divided lengthwise, and even turned inside

out, and yet each portion has not only continued

living, but has become a perfect animal.

Sea-weed and other substances, which have been
left for some time undisturbed, are frequently

found covered with a chalky incrustation, which ap-

pears to the naked eye like net-work/ but, if placed

• The corallines appear to the naked eye, from their branching
form, and from being fixed at the base to some other substance, more
like vegetable than animal productions, and for a long time were
known by the name of Zoophytes, that is, animal plants, and were
considered as the link between animal and vegetable life.

under a moderate power, exhibits a series of little

cells or chambers, most beautifully formed : each of
these tiny nests originally contained a living creature.

The name given to these Polypi is Flustra, and they
are extremely abundant on the sea-coast in every
latitude. Figures 9 and 1 are different species.

^^5-5- Rg.lO.

A, fig. 9, is a piece of the Flustra of the natural
size, covering a sea-weed ; b is an enlarged view of
the cells ; and c the animal itself.

%11- Fi..l2 «v/i %t

¥ig. 9. Flustra foliacea, Broad-leaved hornwrack.
10. ji'thsa. Prickly hornwrack.
11. Chalky axis or centre of a coralline very common on

the English coast.

12. The great tooth-coralline, covered with minute shells.

13. The pitcher hornwrack, a native of the Red Sea.
14. Animal of a polypus very highly magnified.

The red coral of commerce, of which beads and
necklaces are made, is formed by an animal of the

class Polypi ; but instead of this stony deposit

becoming a dwelling-place, in which its ingenious

architect retreats for safety from outward injury, it

merely answers the purpose of a strong support,

surrounded by a thin fleshy substance, in which a
numerous tribe of minute Polypi form their fragile

dwellings.

In contemplating the slight and diminutive forms

of this curious portion of the animal kingdom, we
are apt to consider them as acting some very subor-

dinate part ; but the geologist can inform us, that

the united and constant efforts of these specks of

animation have been productive of gigantic effects.

A great portion of the South Sea Islands have their

foundations formed of coral reefs ; that is, immense
masses of different species of corals and corallines,

in which, in the first instance, sea-weeds and other

substances became entangled ; as these rotted, a

vegetable mould was produced ; the sea-birds fre-

quented them, and brought different kinds of seed

from other places, whose growth and decay still con-

tinued to add to the soil^ till at length it became of
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sufficient depth and substance to offer a resting-place

to some enterprising fisherman.

Montgomery, in his poem of the Pelican Island,

gives the following beautiful description of the forma-

tion of one of these islands.

I MARKD a whirlpool in perpetual play,

As though the mountain were itself alive,

And catching prey on every side, \vith feelers

Countless as sunbeams, slight as gossamer.
Compress'd like wedges, radiated like stars,

Branching like sea-weed, whirl'd in dazzling rings;

Subtle and variable as llickering flames.

Sight could not trace their evanescent changes.
Nor comprehend their motions, till minute
And curious observation caught the clue

To this live labyrinth—where every one.

By instinct tauj^ht, perform'd its little task.

Millions of millions thus, from age to age,

With simplest skill, and toil unweariable.

No moment and no movement unimproved,
Laid line on line, on terrace terrace spread.

To swell the heightening, brightening, gradual mound.
By marvellous structure climbing toward the day.

Omnipotence wrought in them, with them, by them

;

Hence what Omnipotence alone could do.

Worms did. I saw the living pile ascend.

The mausoleum of its architects.

Still dying upwards as their labours closed :

Slime the material ; but the slime was turn'd

To adamant by their petrific touch

;

Frail were their frames, ephemeral their lives.

Their masonry imperishable. *************^ point at first.

It peerd above those waves a point so small,

I just perceived it fix'd where all was floating

;

And when a bubble cross'd it, the blue film

Expanded like a sky above the speck

;

That speck became a handbreadth ; day and night

It spread, accumulated, and ere long
Presented to my view a dazzling plain,

White as the moon amid the sapphire-sea.

Compared with this amazing edifice.

Babel's stupendous folly, though it aim'd

To scale heaven's battlements, was but a toy,

The plaything of the world in infancy.

Nine times the age of man that coral-reef

Had bleach'd beneath the torrid noon, and borne
The thunder of a thousand Ivurricanes,

Raised by the jealous ocean, to repel

That strange encroachment on his old domain.
Fragments of shells, dead sloughs, sea-monsters' hones.

Whales stranded in the shallows, hideous weeds
Hurl'd out of darkness by the uprooting surges;

These with unutterable relics more,
Heap'd the rough surface, till the various mass,
By Nature's chemistry combined and purged,
Had buried the bare rock in crumbling mould.

All seasons were propitious ; every wind.
From the hot Siroc to the wet Monsoon,
Temper'd the crude materials ; while heaven's dew
Fell on the sterile wilderness as sweetly

As though it were a garden of the Lord.
N

" THE DAYS OF MY YOUTH.
BY THE HON. G. TUCKER, OF VIRGINIA.

Davs of my youth ! ye have glided away
;

Hairs of my youth ! ye are frosted and gray;

Eyes of my youth ! your keen sight is no more

;

Cheeks of my youth ! ye are furrow'd all o'er

:

Strength of my youth ! all your \'igour is gone
;

Thoughts of my youth ! your gay visions are flown.

Days of my youth ! I wish not your recall

;

Hairs of my youth ! I'm content you should fall

;

Eyes of my youth ! ye much evil have seen
;

Cheeks of my youth ! bathed in tears have you been
Thoughts of rny youth ! ye have led me astray !

Strength of my youth ! why lament your decay?

Days of my age ! ye will shortly be past

;

Pains of my age ! but a while can ye last

;

Joys of my age ! in true wisdom delight

;

Eyes of my age ! be religion your light

;

Thoughts of my age ! dread not the cold sod

;

Hopes of my age ! be ye fixd on your God !

TAXES.
Part I.

We read in Scripture (Nehemiah iv. 17), that when
the Jews returned from the captivity, and began to

rebuild the walls of their city, they were so beset by
enemies that they were forced to be constantly armed
and on their guard ; and, for fear of a sudden attack,

each man worked with one hand only, and the other

hand held a weapon ready. In this way it would
take at least two men to do the work of one. But the

danger they were in, obliged them to put up with

this inconvenience.

Many countries in the East are at this day nearly

in the same condition. They are so infested by
robbers, chiefly Arabs, always roaming about in

search of plunder, that no man can hope |to escape

being robbed, unless he is well armed, and on his

guard. Travellers tell us, that when a husbandman
goes to sow his fields, he takes with him a companion
with a sword or spear, to protect him from being

robbed of his seed-corn. This must make the

cultivation of the ground very costly ; because the

work which might be done by one man, requires

two
J
one to labour, and the other to fight. And both

must have a share of the crop which would otherwise

belong to one. And after all, the protection of

property must be very imperfect. For you may sup-

pose the robbers will often come in such force, as to

overpower the defenders, and plunder the industrious

of all the fruits of their labours. Accordingly, in

these countries, there is very little land cultivated.

Most of it lies waste ; the inhabitants are few; not

one twentieth of what the land could maintain ; and
these few are miserably poor. And all this is owing
to the insecurity of property.

And the same is the case in all Countries where
the people are savages or nearly savages. Most of

the time, and labour, and care of a savage, is taken

up in providing for his defence. He is occupied in

providing arms for his protection, against those

whom he is able to fight ; or in seeking hiding-places

from those who are too strong for him. In the"

islands of New Zealand, several families are obliged

to join together, and build their little cabins on the

top of a steep rock, which they fence round with a

trench and sharp stakes, to protect them against their

neighbours of the next village. And after all, they

are often taken by surprise, or overpowered. In sucli

countries as that, there are a hundred times as many
people killed every year, in proportion to their num-
bers, as in any part of Europe. It is true that there

is not so much property lost; because there is very

little to lose. For people must be always exceedingly

poor in such countries. In the first place, above

half their time and labour is taken up in providing

for their safety; and in the next place, this is so im-

perfectly done after all, that they can never be secure

of the fruits of their industry.

The remedy for this miserable state of things is to

be found in settled Government. The office of a

Government is to afford protection ; that is, to secure

the persons and property of the people from violence

and fraud. For this purpose it provides ships of war,

and bodies of soldiers, to guard against foreign ene-

mies, and against pirates, bands of robbers, or

rebels ; and also provides watchmen, constables, and
other officers, to apprehend criminals

;
judges and

courts of justice for trials ; and prisons for confining

offenders ; and, in short, every thing that is neces-

sary for the peace and security of the people.

The expenses of the army and navy, and of cA'ery

thing that Government provides, are paid by the

People ; and it is but fair that we should pay for all
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these things, since they are for our benefit. We pay
Taxes and Government-Duties for these purposes.

Tzixes are the price people pay for being governed

and protected. They correspond to the hire %vhich

the husbandman, in eastern countries, must pay to

his companion who carries the spear or swordj to

guard him from robbers.

Some people do not understand this, or do not

recollect it. Many are apt to think Taxes quite a

different kind of expense from all others ; and either

do not know, or else forget, that they receive any

thing in exchange for the Taxes. But, in reality, this

payment is as much an exchange as any other. You
pay money to the baker and butcher for feeding you,

and to the tailor for clothing you 5 and you pay the

King and Parliament for protecting you from being

plundered, murdered, or cheated. Were it not for

this, you could be employed scarcely half your time

in providing food and clothing, and the other half

would be taken up in guarding against being robbed
of them ; or in working for some other man whom
you would hire to keep watch and to fight for you.

This would cost you much more than you pay in

Taxes 3 and yet you may see, by the example of

savage nations, how very imperfect that protection

would be. Even the very worst Government that ever

was, is both much better and much cheaper than no
Government at all. Some of the Roman emperors
were most detestable tyrants, who plundered and
murdered great numbers of innocent men : yet even
under their reigns there were not so many of their

subjects (in proportion to their numbers) plundered

or murdered, in ten years, as there are among the

New Zealanders, and other savage tribes, in one year.

Part II.

You understand, now, that taxes are the hire or

price paid to Government, in exchange for protection
5

just as any other payment is made in exchange for

any thing we want.

There is, however, one important difference: that

other payments are left to each man's choice; but
every one is obliged to pay the Taxes. If I do not

choose to buy shoes of a shoemaker, but to make
shoes for myself at home, or to go without them, I

am at liberty to do so : and the same with other such
payments. But it is not so with the payments to

Government. If anyone should say, "I choose to

protect my own person and property myself, without
any assistance from soldiers, or sailors, or constables,

or judges, and therefoi-e I will not pay Taxes;" the

answer would be :
" Then go and live by yourself, in

the wilds of America, or in some such Country; or

join some tribe of wild Indians, and live as they do :

But, while you live with us, in a Country which has a

Government, you cannot, even if you wish it, avoid

partaking of the protection of government. The
fleets and armies, which keep off the foreign enemies
from plundering the Country, are a defence to you, as

well as to us
;
you are protected, as well as we, by

the laws and officers of justice, from the thieves and
murderers, who would otherwise be let loose on
society. Since, therefore, the Government must,
whether it will or no, afford you a share of its protec-
tion, it is fair that you should be obliged, whether
you will or no, to pay your share of its expenses.
But if you are so foolish as not to like this bargain,
you must leave the Country, and go and live some
where else in the wilderness."

It is quite fair, then, that as long as a man lives in

any Country, he should be obliged to submit to the
Government, and to pay the Taxes : and how much
each shall pay is determined by the Govemmeut.

There is one great difference between this exchange
and all others; when you hire a man to work for

you, you make your own bargain with him; and if

you and he cannot agree as to the rate of payment,
you w ill employ some one else instead. But the Go-
vernment of any country, whether it be a King, or a
President, or a Senate, or Parliament, or, in short,

whatever kind of Government it is, must always have
power to make all the People submit; since otherwise,

it could not perform the office of protecting them.
It is not left to each person's choice, therefore, how
much he shall pay for this protection ; but Govern-
ment fixes the Taxes, and enforces payment ot them.
Many governments have made a bad use of this

power, and have forced their subjects to pay much
more than the reasonable expenses of protecting and
governing the country. In some Countries, and in

this among others, the people are secured against

this kind of ill-usage by choosing their own go-

vernors ; that is, the Members of Parliament, with-

out whom no laws can be made, or Taxes laid on.

It is very right to require that the public money
should not be wastefuUy spent, and that we should
not be called on to pay more than is necessary. But
many persons are not so thankful as they ought to

be for the benefit which they enjoy, in living under
the protection of a Government, because they do not
know, or do not consider, the wretched condition of

those who are without any regular Government. Of
all the commodities we pay for, there is none so

cheap, compared with what it would cost us to pro-

vide ourselves with it, as the protection which is

afforded us by Government. If we all made clothes

and shoes for ourselves, instead of buying them of

the tailor and shoemaker, our clothes and shoes

would indeed be much worse than they are, and
woidd cost us much more. But we should be far

worse off still, if each of us had to provide by him-

self for the defence of his own person and property.

Such protection as he would be thus able to obtain,

would cost a great deal and be worth very little.

Part III.

Much the greatest part, however, of the Taxes that

are paid, goes to the expenses, not of the present

year, but of past years ; that is, to pay the inter-

est on the National Debt. During our long and
costly wars, much more was spent in each year than

could be raised by taxes. Government, therefore,

borrowed money of rich merchants and others, en-

gaging to pay interest on this till it should be repaid,

which most of it has not been, and perhaps never

will be. The lenders, therefore, received, in exchange

for their money, annuities ; that is, a right to receive

so much a year out of the Taxes raised by Govern-

ment ; and these annuities, which we call Govern-

ment-Securities, or property in the Funds, may be

sold by one person to another, or divided among
several others, just like any other property. When
a poor man has saved up a little money, he generally

puts it into the Funds, as it is called, or deposits it

in a Savings' Bank, which does this for him ; he is

then one of the Government Creditors, and receives

his share of the Taxes. You see, therefore, that if

the National Debt were abolished by law, witliout

payment, many, even of the labouring classes, would

lose their all ; and the English nation would not

be reheved of the burden; since it would be only

robbing one set of Englishmen for the benefit of

another set.

We may be sorry t'nat so much money was for-

merly spent ot gunpowder, which was fired off, and
on soldiers' coats and ships, which were worn out

;
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but nothing we can now do can recall this, any more
than last year's snow. The expense is over and past,

and the Taxes raised to pay the interest of the money
borrowed, are not so much lost to the Country, but

only so much shifted from one to another. All of

us contribute to pay this in Taxes : and all govern-

ment creditors, that is all who have money in the

Funds, or the Savings' Banks, receive their share of

it, as a just debt. Thus the Taxes find their way
back into many a poor man's cottage who never

suspects it.

I have said that the far greater part of Taxes are

raised for this purpose ; that is, for paying the in-

terest of the National Debt. The following calcu-

lation will make this clear to you; every twenty shil-

lings paid in Taxes, are disposed of in about these

proportions :

—

Expenses of the Army, Navy, &c
King, Judges, Ministers of State.l

and other Public Officers . . .1

Pensions and Sinecure Places, i. e. >Civil List

those that have no duties belong-

1

ing to them
'

Interest of the National Debt 12

10

AKNlVERSAlllES IK APRIL.

MONDAY, 22nd,

1509 Henry VII., King of England, first sovereign of tlie House
of Tudor, died at Richmond, in Surrey, in the filty-fourtli

year of his age, and twenty-fourth of liis reign. He acquired

the crown by the battle of Bosworth, fought on the 22nd of

August, 14G5, in wnich Kichard III. was killed; but
strengthened lus title to it by marrying the heiress of the

1 louse of York.
16'>3 The Royal Society of London first incorporated by charter.

lt>76 De I'mjter, the celebrated Hutch admiral, slain in a naval
action with the combined French and Spanish Fleet off the

coast of Sicily.

A71o A total F-clipse of tlie Sun, visible in London about nine
o'clock, in the morning. For the space of more than tliree

minutes, the darkness was so complete, that the stars ap-
peared, while the birds and animals were in a state of evi-

dent alarm and trepidation.

1794 M. de Mtdesherbes, a celebrated advocate and man of letters,

who had recently distinguished himself by his eloquent de-

fence of Louis XVI., was guillotined in Paris.

1814 Louis XVIII. held a Court in London, previous to his de-

parture for France, to the throne of which country the

triumphs of the allies had restored him.

TUESDAY, 23rd.

St. GEoncE's Day.—St. George is the Patron Saint of England,
and has been considered as such, according to some authors, ever

since the early Norman reignt, while others assert that King
Edward III. first invoked his protection at the battle of Calais in

1349. So many ridiculous legends, and incredible stories, have been
handed down relative to this Saint, that his very existence has not

only been doubted, but even wholly denied by several modern
writers. Divested of all this extraneous matter, however, the ancient

and well-authenticated history of St. George of Cappadocia, called

by the Greeks the Great Martyr, appears to be, that he was born
of respectable, though not wealthy. Christian parents ; that he

afterwards acquired a large estate in Palestine, and entered into the

service of Dioclesian the Tyrant, who, in ignorance of his being a

Christian, gave him the command of a legion, and a seat in council.

On the breaking out of a persecution against the Christians, St.

George quitted the emperor's service, and openly distributed his

whole fortune in their support and assistance. Dioclesian would
have recalled him, but finding that neither ofTers of aggrandize-

ment, or the threats of death, could move him to abandon his faith,

at lengtli, after putting him several times to the torture, caused him

to be ignominiously dragged through the streets of the city of Lydda,

and, finally, beheaded on the 23rd of April, 290.—St. George is

also the Patron of the most NonLE OnoEn of the Garter, the most

ancient and most distinguished of the British Orders of Knighthood,

which was founded by King Edward III. in 1349. All the instal-

lations and festivals of rlie Order are held on this day, on which also

his late Majesty, King George IV. kept the annual celebration of

his own birth-day.

1616 WiltiamShakipeare was born 1564, and died 1616.

On the same day died Michael Cervantes, the celebrated

Spanish writer and author of Don Quixote.

1795 Warren Hastings, Esq., late Governor-General of Bengal,

acquitted by the House of Lords of the high crimes and mis-

demeanours charged against him. The East India Company
immediately settled a pension of £5000 per annum on him.

1796 'Hie Dutch Colony of Demerara, Essequibo, and Beibice,

taken. We still retain it.

1823 Died ./. Kotlekens, the celebrated sculptor.

A. Arrowsmith, an eminent geographer, famed as a constructor

of maps and charts throughout Europe and America, died.

WEDNESDAY, 24th.

1625 Died Maurice de Nassau, Prince of Orange and Stadtholder,
son of William de Nassau, the first Stadtholder of the United
Provinces.

1731 Died Daniel Defoe, a voluminous writer, but best remembered
as the author of Robinson Crusoe.

THURSDAY, 25th.

St. Mark the Evangelist.—This day is kept as a festival in the
Reformed Church ; in that of Rome it is considered a fast, or day
of abstinence.—St. Mark was of .Jewish parentage, of the tribe of
Levi ; and it was at the house of his mother that the disciples of our
Saviour usually assembled. He seems to have been first brought t«

the knowledge of divine truth by the Apostle Peter, who calls him
" Marcus, my son ;" and it was probably from the discourse of

St. Paul that he compiled the book called the Gospel accm-ding to

St. Mark. Having achieved this most important task, he is

said to have quitted Rome and proceeded to Egypt, where his

preaching converted multitudes, and he established a bishopric at

Alexandria. That done, he extended his labours westward, until

about the year 61 , when he returned to superintend the church he
had founded at Alexandria : here he remained undisturbed until the

year 68, when, on the 25th of April, the heathen burst into the
church while he was preaching, and, tying his legs together,

dragged him through the streets and stony places till the flesh was
torn from his body, and he expired in the most excruciating agony.
St. Mark is generally represented with a pen in his hand, in the act
of writing his Gospel, and a winged lion couchant at his feet.

1595 Died, at Rome, the epic poet of Italy, Torquato Tasso, m
the fifty-first year of his age. His Jerusalem Delivered has
been translated several times into every European language;
and the united suffrages of the continental nations, who know
not Milton, assign to it the next place after Homer and Virgil.

1800 Died, at Dereham, in Norfolk, the amiable William Couper,
author of the Task and other poems, which are in the hands
of every one, and whose universal popularity is evident proof
of tiieir high merit. His life was spent in the practice of
every virtue, and his faith was fixed on the Rock of ages

; yet

a large portion of his existence was overshadowed by the

darkest clouds of morbid melancholy and despair, even, more
tiian once, to the temporary overpowering of his reason.

FRIDAY, 26th.

1521 Ferdinand Magellan, a Portuguese navigator, in the service ot

the Emperor Charles V., was slain in an action with the
natives of Maian, one of the Phillippine islands. He had
been sent on an expedition to expel the Portuguese from the
Moluccas ; and instead of proceeding by the Cape of Good
Hope, tlie usual passage, took a westerly course, discovered and
sailed through the straits connecting the Atlantic and Pacific

Ocean, which still bear his name ; and had he lived to reach
Europe, would have been the first captain who had circum-
navigated the globe. As it was, his vessel, which returned
to Seville, September 7, 1522, was the first ship by which
that voyage had been performed.

1716 Died, the celebrated Lord Somers, Lord High Chancellor of
Fingland. He was one of the counsel for the seven accused
Bishops, and actively engaged in bringing about the Revo-
lution of 1688.

SATURDAY, 27th.

1785 Prince Leopold of Brunswick was drowned in a desperate, but
unavailing, attempt to succour the inhabitants of a village

which was overflowed, and in danger of being swept away,
by the River Oder.

1794 Died, at the early age of forty-eight, Sir William Jones, one
of the Judges of the Supreme Court of Judicature at Cal-
cutta ; a man whose uncommon acquisitions in learning were
equalled only by the unfeigned devoutness of his heart. As
an oriental scholar he perhaps exceeded any competitor of

his own or any other age. This study confirmed strongly

the faith of Sir William Jones, and supplied him with new
weapons for the defence of Revealed Religion. (See Satur-
day Magazine, vol. i., p. 70.)

1794 Died, at his house in Scotland, aged sixty-four, the celebrated

traveller, James Bruce, who resided some years in Abyssinia,

and succeeded in visiting one of the sources of the Nile.
When his travels were first published, their veracity was
severely called in question, but subsequent travellers have
confirmed most of the material facts.

SUNDAY, 28th.

Tiiinn Sunday aftfu Easter.
1434 Geoffry Chaucer, xht father of English poetry, died. He was

buried in the church of St. Saviour's, or St. Mary Overy, at

the foot of London Bridge.

1789 The mutiny broke out on board the Bounty, when Captain
Bligh, and nineteen other persons, were forced into a small
boat, and turned adrift in the midst of the Pacific Ocean. Ill

the month of June they succeeded in reaching the little

Island of Timor, after a voyage of 1200 leagues.

1825 The Baron Denon, celebrated for his works on the antiquitie.*;

of Egypt, died.
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THE LAGO MAGGIORE, AND STATUE OF 6AN CARLO BOBROMEO.

THE PLAGUE AT MILAN.
The City of Milan has had, in its time, two most
terrible visitations of the Plague. The first of them,
which happened in the year 1580, is known by the

name of the Plague of San Carlo, in remembrance
of the noble conduct of Cardinal Carlo Borromfeo,

then Archbishop of Milan 5 whose history, as we
shall shortly see, is connected with both these visita-

tions.

This eminent prelate was born at the Castle of

Arona, in 1 .538, of a noble family, and was made Arch-
bishop of Milan when but two and twenty years old.

He made so good use of a short life, by his works of

munificence and charity, that his countrymen still

bless his memory. During the time in which the

plague raged at Milan, he never ceased to go about
amidst the thickest of the contagion, comforting the

afflicted, tending the sick, and administering the Sa-

crament to the dying. Borromfeo was a man of great

learning and humility: he died in 1584, at the age of

forty-six, and was canonized, or sainted, by the Pope,
in the year 1610. His body is deposited in a Chapel
under the Cathedral of IMilan, which is hung with
crimson, and adorned with rich silver work. The
worldly pomp and vanity, which he rejected and
despised when living, have been profusely heaped
on his unburied remains, which are still exhibited

in a crystal coffin, and are covered with gaudy
trinkets and jewels;—a strange and offensive con-
trast to his humble and holy life, and a melancholy
instance of superstition.

Vol. IL

After his death, a colossal statue of San Carlo

Borromfeo, which is here represented, was erected as

a monument of the public gratitude. This statue is

of bronze, 72 feet in height, on a marble pedestal

of 38 feet. It stands on the border of the Lagci

Maggiore, the largest, and by some thought to be

the most beautiful of the Italian lakes, and is placed

on the summit of a hill, overlooking his native town
of Arona.

The noble example thus set by this great and good

man, was afterwards well followed by another Arch-

bishop of his name and family, Federigo Borromfeo,

in the great plague which visited Milan in the year

1630.

Among the many visitations of the Plague, few

have been more fatal, and none more instructive,

than this last ; of which Manzoni has collected some

interesting details. The pestilence had been com-

mitting great havoc in other parts of Italy for some

time previous 'to its appearance in IMilan ; but, not-

withstanding this warning, the Milanese were taken

by surprise, and were almost unprepared for its ap-

proach. The chief physician of the city, Settala,

was old enough to remember the terrible visitation

which it had experienced fifty years before. He was,

therefore, anxious to provide against a similar visita-

tion, and exhorted them, but in vain, to take the

necessary precautions. After having made its ap-

pearance in several places, at the distance of only

twenty miles, and still without any efficient measures

being taken to prevent infection, it was at length

52
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brought into IMilan by means of the clothes of a

man who had died of the disease.

A few persons only were seized at first, and the

precautions which were taken seemed to have pre-

vented it for a little while from spreading. Cases
occurred, from time to time, in different parts of the

city, but these were pronounced by the inexperienced

and the sceptical to belong to other diseases. The
two principal physicians, who foresaw the terrible

calamity which was approaching, were even hooted

and pelted by the mob, for asserting them to be real

cases of plague. At length it broke out, in the month
of March, with considerable violence ; and though the

people and some of the ])hysicians still refused to

call it the plague, the board of health and the magi-

strates took measures to put the lazaretto, or plague

hospital, under better regulations ; and as the num-
ber of sick was fast increasing, they augmented the

establishment. They placed at the head of it two

Capuchin friars, Felice Casati and Michele Pozzo-

bonelli, whose conduct under the trying circum-

stances which followed was truly Christian and
heroic. Father Felice was invested with supreme
authority over the whole. The place was in great

disorder, and as the disease advanced in its progress,

the difficulty of managing both the lazaretto and the

whole city became very great. The symptoms of

the plague became too notorious to be concealed.

Spasms and lethargy, with the usual appearance of

livid spots and buboes, marked out the victims, and
^the lazaretto was soon crowded with miiltitudes of

wretched inmates, all sick, and most of them dying of

the pestilence.

In the midst of this scene of horrors. Father Felice

went his roimds day and night, clad in sackcloth,

and carrying a staff. A number of other monks
volunteered to assist him, who not merely discharged

their spiritual functions, but superintended the nurses,

and even nursed the patients themselves. Most
of these pious men perished in this service, but they

left behind them a noble example of zeal and self-

devotion which was not lost upon their city. Father

Felice himself took the infection, but soon recovered,

and resumed his labours with fresh zeal. He ex-

horted and comforted the sick, encouraged the at-

tendants, punished offenders, and ruled them all with
great prudence and skill. Tadino, the historian of

this pestilence, says, that had it not been for the

wonderful exertions of these monks, the whole popu-
lation might have been exterminated.

The alarm soon became great, and the supersti-

tions of the multitude added \'ery much to the panic.

They imagined that the infection was spread by the

agency of poisoning and witchcraft. Reports went
abroad that persons had been seen in the cdthedral,

anointing the seats and partitions with poisonous

ointment ; and the fear which this created, was aug-

mented by the fact, that, on the following morning,

it was discovered that many of the houses had been
daubed by some mischievous persons, with yellow

stripes on the doors during the night. The city was
now in an uproar. Foreigners were the persons most
suspected, and many of them were dragged to prison

by the credulous and furious populace. Some thought

it was done by agents of Cai'dinal Richelieu ; others

laid it to revenge on the part of Gonzalo de Cordova,

svirnamed the Great Captain, because he had been
instilted by the people 5 but nobody could be fixed

upon with certainty, and at length the tumult sub-

sided.

The unhappy city soon began to feel the danger of

those other evils which are generally found in the

train of plague and pestilence, namely famine 3 and,

afterwards, as the distress increased, "the popular su-

perstiticm took another turn. They entreated the

archbishop to order a solemn procession, in which
the body of San Carlo should be carried through the

city. For some time he refused, doubting, as well he
might, the efficacy of such a remedy, and fearing the

result of such a general concourse ; but, at last, the

temper of the people became so alarming, that he
found it prudent to yield ; for their suspicion of the

anointing and witchcraft had broken out afresh, and
many persons had been ill-treated and imprisoned as

anohitcrs. One old man, of more than eighty, was
dragged to the torture merely because he had been
seen Ijrushing one of the seats in a church with
his cloak. The wishes of the multitude were, there-

fore, complied with. The body of San Carlo was
brought forth under a magnificent canopy, preceded
by a number of women, barefooted and iu sackcloth,

the trades and companies of the city, and a numer-
ous train of monks and clergy, bearing lighted tapers,

and followed by the archbishop and the nobles.

After passing through every part of the city, and
offering up prayers, the procession returned to the

cathedral.

The confidence of the people as to the success of

this superstitious ceremony Mas unbounded, but on
the morrow the archbishop's fears were verified j the

pestilence broke out with still greater fury in every
part of the city

;
yet, so infatuated were the people,

that, though they could not deny that the increase

had been owing to the procession, they laid it to the

charge of the anointers, who had, as they thought,

taken advantage of the crowd, to pursue their wicked
designs, by strewing the way with poisoned powders.

Such is popular credulity and superstition ! and to

such a pitch of infatuation was this carried, that, at

length, even friends and relations became suspicious

and distrustful of eacli other, and all the bonds of

society seemed to be giving way, and in danger of

being broken asunder.

In a few daj'^s after the procession, the number in

the lazaretto increased from 2,000 to 12,000, and at

length it reached to 1 6,000. The deaths, according

to Tadino, amounted on some days to 3,.500 ; and
the scenes of misery and horror, to which this dreadful

mortality gave rise, were bej'ond description. One
instance may be given. A great number of infants,

whose mothers had died of the plague, were left to

perish in the streets, no one being able to take care

of them. The sick were often abandoned to their

fate, without even an attempt to save them, for

though a new lazaretto was formed, capable of hold-

ing 4000 persons, even that was not sufficient 3 and,

besides this, the medical attendants died in such

numbers, that large rewards wovild hardly induce

others to take their place, and the city authorities

became at length unable to find means fbr burying

the dead. The Board of Health, in despair, applied

to the heroic Monks who managed the lazaretto
;

when father Michael, the second in command, under-

took in four days to clear the city of dead bodies.

This he accomplished by inducing the peasantry to

dig large trenches outside the city, and making the

monatti, or bearers, collect the corpses from the streets

and houses and bury them. Tliese monaiti were a ter-

rible accompaniment to the miseries of the plague. It

was only among the most reckless persons, that men
could be found to undertake this dreadful office ; and,

as might be expected, they took advantage of the con-

fusion, to plunder the helpless families which were

infected, and were guilty of all manner of cruelty and
oppression. They were in league with thieves and

murderers, and it is said that they endeavoured to
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increase the contagion, instead of staying it, in order

that they might prolong their gainful occupation.

They were under very little control, and it was

diihcult either to detect or to punish them. In fact

the magistrates were paralyzed, the governor,

Spinola, abandoned his duty, and none of the autho-

rities mot the danger as they ought, except the Clergy.

More than sixty of the Parish Priests died of the

plague, besides the Monks. The Archbishop him-

self escaped, though he was exposed quite as much
as any of the Clergy. He regulated their visits,

and went with them, both into the lazaretto and about

the city, whenever his presence was needed: and

showed himself a worthy successor of the great and

good Carlo Borromeo, whose name and family he

then represented. " Be ready," said he to his Clergy,

" to abandon this mortal life, rather than this our

family and offspring. Guided by charity, venture

forth amid the plague, as to life and recompense,

if by so doing you may gain a soul to Christ."

And he himself set them the example.

In short, the only redeeming point in this history,

is the influence which was exerted by Religion.

Though it was, in this case, sadly alloyed by super-

stition, yet was it found to be the most powerful

incitement to deeds of heroic charity, and the great-

est consolation of the dying and the destitute.

Abridgedfrom the Italian of Manzoni. M. H.

THE DAYS OF OUR YOUTH.

On remembering our Creator in the days of our

youth. Bishop HoRNE says
J

" Youth is no obsta-

cle in the w^ay of obtaining the favour of Christ.

The disciple whom he loved was the youngest of all

the Apostles. And certain it is, that rehgion never

appears to greater advantage, than in the persons of

those ' who remember their Creator in the days of their

youth,' and are admitted early into the number of the

disciples of the holy Jesus. It is then like a diamond
set in gold. There is something more noble in re-

nouncing the world for the love of Christ, when the

relish for sensible enjoyments is at the highest, than

there can be in doing it, lohen the evil days come, in

which there is no further pleasure, or satisfaction to

be had in earthly things. He, surely, is not so likely

to accomplish his journey, who begins it when the sun

is going down, as he is who sets out at the hour of

its rising. Youth, like the morning, is the proper

season for every task that requires time and pains.

Then all the powers of body and soul are fresh and
^ igorous, as those of one awaked from a sound and
kindly sleep. Then is the golden opportunity, the

sweet hour of prime, when the day is before us.

The night cometh lohen no man can work. I have written

unto you, young men, (saith John himself) because ye

are strong ; and the loord of God abideth in you, and ye

have overcome the ivicked one. Rejoice, then, O young
man, in thy youth ; not because thou art able to riot

in excess and wantonness, as the heathen, who know
not GoD; but because thou hast it in thy power to

become, like the youthfvil John, the beloved of thy

Mastei-, who seeketh such to worship him."

Epitaph ix the Parish Church of Chelmsford.

Bold Infidel, lie down and die !

Beneath this stone an Infant's ashes lie-
Say, Is he lost or saved ?

If deaths by sin, he died—because he's here .

I£ heaven's by works, in heaven he can't appear

!

Reason, ah! how depraved!
Revere the Bible's sacred page, the knot's untied^
He died, for Adam sinn'd—He lives, for Jesus died!

INSTRUCTION OF THE DEAF AND DUMB.
The causes of Dumbness are various : in some few
cases it is owing to the loss or palsied state of the
tongue, or to other imperfections or injuries of the
organs of speech, and is then irremediable ; but more
frequently it is caused by some defect in the external
or internal passages of the ear. Although, therefore,

in general, persons who are unable to speak are said
to be Deaf and Dumb, it by no means follows that
the same individual is visited by the twofold afllic-

tion. Many, indeed, are dumb, only because they are

deaf; that is, they are incapable of using language, the
sounds of which they have never heard.

The possibility of instructing the Deaf and Dumb
seems to have first occurred to a Benedictine monk,
of the name of Ponce, a native of Spain, near the

end of the 1 6th century, and the attempts he made
to attain his object are said to have been success-

ful. In 1620, Bonnet, another Spaniard, published

a treatise on the same subject. In 1657, Hel-
mbnt, a German, printed an account of the edu-
cation of a single pupil, who became master of his

native tongue very expeditiously, and acquired the

Hebrew of himself. A few years later than this. Dr.

Wallis and Dr. Holder, in England, devoted their

attention with great zeal and advantage to the same
object 3 and from this time to the middle of the 1 8th

century, many learned men applied themselves ear-

nestly to the same task.

At the close of the same century, the art of in-

structing the dumb, was practised on a much larger

scale, by several distinguished teachers, both in

England and on the Continent : the most celebrated

among these, were Mr. Braidwood in Edinburgh, Dr.

Watson, a nephew of Mr. Braidwood in London,
and the Abbe de I'Epee, who was succeeded by
the Abbe Sicard in Paris. The mode of tuition em-
ployed in Great Britain, is founded on the w-ell-

known fondness for imitation with which mankind
is endued.

The production of articulate sounds*, (although

the most difficult part of the education of a dumb
person,) is, on account of its immense utility to

the child, as well as from its rendering easy his

future progress, the first lesson taught. The first

sounds he is induced to attempt are those of the

vowels ; but as it is impossible for him to hear

such as are uttered by the master, or those his own
exertions produce, this end can only be obtained by
the use of his faculties of sight and feeling. He per-

ceives the position of the tongue, and the movements
of the lips of the teacher, and endeavours to imitate

them ; this he easily effects, but still no sound is

produced ; his attention is then directed to the tre-

mulous motion produced on the windpipe by the

breath, as it is forced through to produce the sound

;

he soon discovers the cause of this, and after several

trials succeeds in prodvicing the same effect in his

own throat ; and when he is successful in uttering

the required sound, his master's approbation assures

him that the object in view is gained. In this

manner he proceeds throughout the alphabet, and,

knowing now how to direct his exertions, the task

becomes easier at every step. The compound sounds

of syllables are next attempted. To these follow

words, selecting at first such as express objects that

are easily pointed out, as chair, table, cup, &c. By
this time the subject becomes more interesting to the

pupil ; he begins to see the use of the efforts he has

been malting, since, by employing any of the words

* The attempt to teach the deaf to utter articulate sounds was
first employed by Dr. Wallis, and his mode of proceeding was
nearly the same as that now in practice,
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he has learnt, the object whose name it expresses is

at once pointed out. But the principal ad\ antage of

the use of speech, although unconnected with that

of hearing, is its causing the knowledge of Mords
gained by the learner to be retained with greater

certainty than if he had been taught by signs only, to

point out the name of any thing, to write it down
on paper, or to select the object itself; for he is less

likely to forget that which has given him so much
pains to learn, the more especially as he can refresh

his memory by the constant and easy exertion of his

newly-acquired faculty.

A well-taught and intelligent child, educated in

this manner, has more methods of expressing his

meaning than most of those who possess the whole

of their faculties : he not only can ^^Tite down a sen-

tence, and employ words to express himself, but he

can communicate his ideas by means of a manual
alphabet ; that is, by placing his fingers and hands
in different positions, (each change of position indi-

cating a letter of the alphabet,) as well as by natural

and artificial signs.

The teachers of the deaf and dumb on the Con-
tinent have, till very lately, neglected the instruc-

tion of their scholars in the use of speech, consider-

ing that, although it might be a desirable addition to

their acquirements, still it was almost impracticable,

except in the case of a single pupil; this, how-
ever, has been clearly disproved, by the fact of all

the pupils in the London establishment, and in most
of the schools in Great Britain, being able to use
articulate sounds ; and although these sounds are

not, in many instances, very distinct, still thej'^ are

of the same use to the learner.

After having learned the names of common objects,

their qualities are next to be taught ; and to effect

this purpose the use of Signs is resorted to, which
are either natural, as tall, which is expressed by rais-

ing the hand above the head ; short, by bringing the

hand below the height of the speaker
;

good, by
looking at the object with an approving countenance,
and gently patting the breast above the heart ; had,

by turning away with disgust, and seeming to thrust

back with the hand the subject referred to. These
signs are of that intelligible nature, that a child or

a savage would be able to comprehend the feeling

expressed, and they may be used for almost all adjec-

tives of quality, 7iuniher, ike.

The simpler kind of verbs, as eat, drink, sleep, may
'

be expressed by the same description of signs ; but
others, of a less simple meaning, require more com-
j)lex signs ; as love, which is expressed by a satisfied

and pleasant look, and the folding of the arms on
the breast, combining the signs good and respect.

Another description of signs are called arbitrary,

and have no reference whatever to their assumed
meanings, such as those which express the termina-
tion of words, as that implying the termination ing

in jump-2/25' ; but it would be an utterly hopeless

attempt to endeavour to explain these by means of
words.

The idea of the first foundation of an institution

in London, for the education of the deaf and dumb,
was suggested to the late Rev. John Townsend, by a
lad)'^ whose son was born without the power of hear-
ing, and whose education, consequently, had been a
cause of great trouble and expense. He subse-

quently mentioned his project to the Rev. Henry Cox
INIason, who cordially entered into the charitable de-

sign, but had so little knowledge of the extent of the

calamity it was sought to alleviate, as to suppose
that not more than five or six cases of dumbness
were likely to be discovered, and therefore at first

discouraged the idea of a public institution. The
next party to whom Mr. TowTisend applied, was the

late Henry Thornton, Esq., who readily promised his

support and assistance. The united exertions and in-

fluence of these philanthropic individuals in a short

time produced the means of opening a house in Ber-

mondsey, in 1792, for the reception of deaf and dumb
children, who were placed under the care of Dr.

Watson. The value of such an institution was in

duT; time appreciated by the public, and in 1807 the

governors were enabled to commence the erection of

the present Asj'lum, in the Old Kent Road, which was
opened for the reception of the establishment on the

9th of October, 1809.

During the last twenty-four years, tqiwards of

eleven himdred children have been received into the

Asylum. The number at present under instruction

is between two hundi-ed and twenty and two hundred
and thirty.

This charity is the only one of the kind in London

;

but there are others, devoted to the same purposes,

in Liverpool, Birmingham, Bristol, and other part^

of the kingdom. The mode of instruction resorted

to in all these is much the same as that we have bccu

describing.

4fYI.0U rOE THE DEAF AND DU.^IJl, IN TIIC OLD KENT UOAU,
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THE BELL-ROCK LIGHTHOUSE.
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Thk numerous light-houses which have been erected

on the dangerous parts of the coasts of Great Britain,

and the skilful manner in which they are constructed,

are at once a proof of the enterprise and wealth of

the country, and of the high state of science and art

which it has attained. The difficulties that surround

the architect who undertakes to erect, on a solitary

rock in the midst of a stormy sea, a building capable

of withstanding the terrific force of the most violent

tempests, appear, at first sight, to be insurmountable

;

but perseverance combined with skill are capable of

completing the most arduous undertaking.

The lighthouse represented in the engraving is

placed upon an isolated rock, called the Inchcape
Rock, on the eastern coast of Scotland, about twelve

miles south-west from the town of Arbroath, in For-
farshire. It was built under the superintendence of Mr.
Stevenson, the engineer ; and the lights were first

exhibited on the night of the 12th of February, 1811.

The lights with which lighthouses are furnished

ai-e (for the purpose of causing them to be distin-

guished from each other) either fixed or revolving
;

their revolutions causing them to appear and disap-

pear to the eye of the mariner. Those of the Bell-

Rock are of the latter description, and move once
round in the space of six minutes ; to cause them to

be more easily distinguished, every other lamp has a

piece of red glass placed in front of it, so that the

spectator sees alternately a red and a white light : on
a clear night, they are perfectly visible at the distance

of twenty miles. In order to produce u brilliant

flame, the finest oil is burnt, and a lamp, called the

French lamp, consisting of four argand bui-ners, one

within the other, is employed j a highly-polished re-

flector is also used, to increase its intensity.

A discovery has lately been made by Lieut. Drum-
mond, of the Royal Navy, of a method of producing

a light of so dazzling a brightness as to cause any
object to cast a shadow on a dark-coloured wall, at

the distance of ten miles ; it is called the Hydro-
oxygen Lamp, and the light is produced by means of

inflammable gases, on a small ball of lime, forming as

it were the wick; and by employing a peculiarly-

formed reflector of silver : the experiments which have
already been made with this lamp, render it very
probable, that it will, in time, entirely supersede the

use of oil in lighthouses, although, for common pur-
poses, it is much too powerful.
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Tlie foundation of the Bell-Rock Lighthouse,

which is forty-two feet in diameter, is formed of large

masses of stone, firmly clamped and dovetailed into

each other, as well as into the rock on which it stands
;

and the building itself is perfectly solid to the height

of between thirty and forty feet : the upper part is

divided into six distinct rooms, the whole of which,

with the exception of the upper room of all, are paved
with stone ; the lowest contains the fuel and the

water-tanks ; the second, the oil-cisterns ; the third

is employed as a kitchen ; the fourth, as a bed-room
;

the fifth is fitted up as a library ; and the sixth, w'hich

is entirely formed of iron, contains the lights. Two
men constantly reside on the building, and a third

is stationed on a high tower erected at Arbroath, and
holds communication with those at the light-house by
means of signals. As the light, in foggy weather, is

not visible at any considerable distance, two large

bells are hung in the building, and kept constantly

ringing at these times. A high screen, or parapet,

leaning outw'ards, is placed round the upper part of

the building, to protect the glass which is placed in

front of the lights from the fury of the waves.

PREDISPOSITION TO DISEASE FROM IN-
TEMPERATE DRINKING.

It is unquestionably true, that many of the sur-

rounding objects in nature are constantly tending to

man's destruction. The excess of heat and cold,

dampness and dryness, the vicissitudes of the seasons,

noxious exhalations from the earth, the poisonous

vapours from decayed animal and vegetable matter,

wuth many other invisible agents, are exerting their

deadly influence ; and were it not that every part of

the human system is endowed by the Creator with a

self-preserving power, a principle of excitability, or, in

other words, a vital principle, the operations of the

animal economy would cease, and a dissolution of the

organic structure take place. But, this principle being

implanted in the system, reaction takes place, and
thereby a vigorous contest is maintained with the

warring elements without, as well as with the prin-

ciple of decay within.

It is thus that man is enabled to endiire, from year
to year, the toils and fatigues of life, the variations

of heat and cold, and the vicissitudes of the seasons
;

that he is enabled to traverse the regions of the globe,

and to live, with almost equal ease, mider the equa-
tor and in the frozen regions of the north. It is by
this power that all his functions are performed, from
the commencement to the close of life.

The principle of excitability exists in the highest

degi*ee in the infant, and diminishes at every suc-

ceeding period of life ; and if man is not cut down
by disease or violence, he struggles on, and, finally,

dies a natural death, a death occasioned by the ex-

haustion of the principle of excitability. In order

to prev'cnt the too-rapid exhaustion of this principle.

Nature has especially provided for its restoration by
establishing a period of sleep. After being awake
for sixteen or eighteen hours, a sensation of fatigue

ensues, and all the functions are performed with

diminished energy and precision. Locomotion be-

comes feeble and tottering, the voice harsh, the intel-

lect obtuse and powerless, and all the senses blunted.

In tliis state, the individual anxiously retires from
the light, and from the noise and bustle of business,

seeks that position which requires the least effort to

sustain it, and abandons himself to rest. The will

ceases to act, and he loses, in succession, all the

senses. Tlie muscles unbend themselves, and per-

mit the limbs to fall into the most easy and natural

position. Digestion, respiration, circulation, secre-

tion, and the other functions, go on with diminished

power and activity ; and, consequently, the wasted
excitability is gradually restored. After a repose of

six or eight hours, this principle becomes accumu-
lated to its full measure, and the individual awakes,

and finds himself invigorated and refreshed. His
muscular power is augmented, his senses are acute

and discriminating, his intellect active, and eager for

labour, and all his functions move on with renewed
energy. But if the stomach be oppressed with food,

or the system excited with stimulating drinks, sleep,

though it may be profound, is never tranquil and
refreshing. The system being raised to a state of

feverish excitement, and its healthy balance dis-

turbed, its exhausted excitability is not restored ; the

individual awakes, but finds himself fatigued rather

than invigorated ; his muscles are relaxed, his senses

obtuse, his intellect impaired, and all his functions

disordered ; and it is not until he is again under the

influence of food and stimulus that he is fit for the

occupations of life ; and thus he loses the benefits

of this wise provision of repose designed for his pre-

servation. Nothing probably tends more powerfully

to produce premature old age than midnight revels,

or disturbed and unrefreshing sleep.

It is also true, that artificial stimulus, in what-
ever way applied, tends constantly to exhaust the

principle of excitability of the system, and this in

proportion to its intensity, and the freedom with

which it is applied*.

But there is another principle, on which the use

of ardent spirit predisposes the drunkard to disease

and death. It acts on the blood, impairs its vitality,

deprives it of its red colour, and thereby renders it

unfit to stimulate the heart and other organs through
which it circulates ; unfit, also, to supply materials

for the different secretions, and to renovate the dif-

ferent tissues of the body, as well as to sustain the

energy of the brain,—offices which it can perform

only while it retains its vermilion colour and arterial

properties. The blood of the drunkard is se\eral

shades darker in its colour than that of temperate

persons, and also coagulates less readily and firmly,

and is loaded with serum, appearances which indi-

cate that it has exchanged its arterial properties for

those of the venous blood. This is the cause of the

livid complexion of persons who are in the haJ)it of

drinking to excess, and which so strongly marks
the dnmkard in the advanced state of intemperance.

Hence, too, all the functions of his body are slug-

gish and irregular, and the whole system loses its

tone and energy.

If ardent spirit, when taken into the s}-stem, ex-

hausts the vital principle of the solids, it destroys

the vital principle of the blood also ; and, if taken

in large cjuantities, produces sudden death ; in which

case the blood, as in death produced by lightning,

by opium, or by violent and long-continued exertion,

does not coagulate.

The principles laid down are plain, and of easy

application to the case before us. The drunkard
having, by the habitual use of ardent spirit, ex-

hausted, to a greater or less extciit, the principle of

excitability in the solids, the power of reaction, and
the blood having become incapable of performing its

office also, he is alike predisposed to every disease,

and rendered liable to the inroads of every invading

foe. So far, therefore, from protecting the system
against disease, intemperance ever constitutes one of

its strongest predisposing causes.

In addition to this, whenever disease does lay its

grasp upon the drunkard, the powers of life being
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already enfcelled by the stimulus of ardent spirit, he
unexpectedly sinks in the contest. Indeed, the

habit of drinking so enfeebles the powers of life, so

modifies the character of disease, and so changes
the operation of medical agents, that unless the

physician has studied thoroughly the constitution of

the drunkard, he has but partially learned his pro-

fession, and is not fit for a practitioner of the pre-

sent age.

These are the true reasons why the irunkard dies

so easily, and from such slight causes. A sudden
cold, a pleurisy, a fever, a fractured limb, or a slight

wound of the skin, is often more than his shattered

powers can endure. Even a little excess of exertion,

an exposure to heat or cold, a hearty repast, or a
glass of cold water, not unfrequently extinguishes

the small remains of the vital principle.

T. S., M.D.

FAREWELL.
Whent eyes are beaming
What never tongue might tell,

Wlien tears are streaming
From their crystal cell

;

When hands are link'd that dread to part

;

And heart is prest by throbbing heart,

Oh ! bittei', bitter is the smart
Of them that bid farewell

!

When hope is chidden
That fain of bliss would tell.

And love forbidden

In the breast to dwell

;

When fetterd by a viewless chain,
We turn, and gaze, and turn again,
Oh ! death were mercy to the pain
Of them that bid farewell. Heber.

the leaf itself, and sustenance to the plant. As
soon as the pitchers are exhausted, the lids again
open, to admit whatever moisture may fall j and

THE PITCHER-PLANT. CNepenthes distillatoria.)

There is not, perhaps, among the numerous
examples that occur of the provident economy of

Nature, in the vegetable part of the creation, a more
remarkable instance of contrivance adapted to cir-

cumstances, and of means suited to the end, than
what is evidently displayed in a plant which is com-
monly met with in .Ceylon, and other islands of the

East, and which hdS obtained the appropriate name
of the Pitcher plant.

Being the inhabitant of a tropical climate, and
found on the most dry and stony situations. Nature
has furnished it with the means of an ample supply
of moisture, without which it would have withered
and perished.

To the footstalk of each leaf, near the base, is

attached a kind of bag, shaped like a pitcher, of the

same consistence and colour as the leaf in the early

stage of its growth, but changing with age to a red-

dish purple. It is girt round with an oblique band
or hoop, and covered with a lid neatly fitted, and
moveable on a kind of hinge or strong fibre, which,
passing over the handle, connects the vessel with
the leaf.

By the shrinking or contracting of this fibre

the lid is drawn open whenever the w^eather is

showery, or dews fall, which would appear to be
just the contrary of what usually happens in nature,
though the contraction probably is occasioned by
the hot and dry atmosphere, and the expansion of
the fibre does not take place till th£ moisture has
fallen, and saturated the pitcher. When this is the
case the cover falls down, and it closes so firmly as

to prevent any evaporation from taking place.

The water, being gradually absorbed through the

handle into the footstalk of the leaf, gives vigour to

THE riTCHEn-PLANT.

when the plant has produced its seed, and the dry
season fairly sets in, it withers, with all the covers

of the pitchers standing open. Barrow's Cochin

China.

Self-Conceit.—Those who, either from their own en-
gagements and hurry of business, or from indolence, or
from conceit and vanity, have neglected looking out of
themselves, as far as my experience i3nd observation
reaches, have from that time, not only ceased to advance,
and improve in their performances, but have gone back-
ward. They may be compared to men who luive lived
upon their principal, till they are reduced to beggary, and
left without resources.

—

Sir Joshua Reynolds.

The devil himself would be but a contemptible adversary,
were he not sure of a correspondent, and a party that lield

intelligence with him, in our own breasts. AH the blowing
of a iire put under a caldron could never make it boil

over, were there not a fulness of water within it.

—

South.

We read that, in certain climates of the world, the gales
that spring from the land carry a refreshing smell out to

sea, and assure the watchful pilot that he is approacliing to

a desirable and fruitful coast, when as yet he cannot dis-

cern it with his eyes. And in like manner it fares with
those who have steadily and religiously pursued the course
which heaven pointed out to them. We shall sometimes
find, by their conversation towards the end of their days,

that they are filled with hope, and peace, and joy ; which,
like those refreshing gales and reviving odours to the sea-

man, are breathed forth from Paradise upon their souls

;

and give them to understand with certainty that God is

bringing them into their desired haven. Townson.

TIME.

Time was, is past ; thou canst not it recall

:

Time is, thou hast ; employ the portion small

:

ThriQ future is not; and may never be

:

Time present is the only time for thee. ANorNT.
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ANNIVERSARIES IN APRIL.

MONDAY, 29ili.

1774 The Roval Ilumane Society established. Its object is to ad-

minister immediale relief to persons drowned, or \vho from any

other accident are labouring under suspended animation, and

to reward individuals who by their own personal exertions inay

save a fellow-creature from drowning. I'p to the year 1823,

tins Society had, by its agents, rescued upwards of 5000

individuals in tiie metropolis and its immeiiiate neighbourhood

alone, and had distributed rewards to upwards of 20,000

claimants.

1832 Died Dr. Isaac Hnntitigford, Bishop of Hereford, and Warden

of Winchester College.

TUESDAY, 30ih.

1524 The Chevalier Bayard, surnamed the " Knight without Fear

and without Stain," was killed. He was chosen by I raiicis I.

as the most worthy to confer on him the degree of kmghtliood.

1655 Le Sueur, i famous French historical painter, sometimes called

the French Raphael, died.

1745 The Battle of Fontenoy, in which the English army and its

allies, commanded by the Duke of Cumberland, were de-

feated by the French under IMarshal Saxe.

1795 The Ahhi Barthelemy, the Nestor of French literature, and

author of the " Travels of Anacharsis the l^utnger in Greece,"

died at Paris, aged 80.

1824 Belzoni, the celebrated traveller in Africa, died.

THE MONTH OF MAY.

May, the third month in the year of Romulus, became the fifth in

that of Numa, and has ever since retained the same station in the

calendar. Thirty-one days were assigned to it by the founder of

Rome, while his successor reduced tliem to thirty; Julius C.Tsar

restored the odd day. The name of the month was fixed long before

the time of Romulus ; the ancients considered it sacred to Apollo,

and on the first day the Romans offered sacrifices to INIaia, the

mother of Mercury. This would, at first sight, seem to fix the

origin of the name to the goddess; nevertheless, learned commen-
tators have contended that Romulus continued the name in honour
of his senate, who were distinguished by the epithet of Majores,

(or the greater Council.) The Saxons called this month Tri-mitchi,

the young grass, then in the vigour of its growth, being so hearten-

ing to the cows as to enable them to yield milk thrice a day. In the

old Cornish language the name of the month was Me, an evident

alteration of May.
In this nioniii Nature appears to deck herself in her gayest attire,

nnd clothe herself with all the colours of the rainbow; the haw-
thorn, laburnum, lilac, honeysuckle, and all the fruit-trees, are in

full bios 0111, while the lily and tulip are ornamenting the gardens,

and the daisy and cowslip spangling the fields in all directions. The
whole country seems one mass of blossom, from w hence breathes a

perfume as salutary as it is delightful. Ancient painters embodied
May in the shape of a lovely countenanced youth, clad in a whiio

and green robe, embroidered with various flowers ; on his head a

garland of white and damask roses ; a lute in one hand, and on the

forefinger of the other a nightingale, which first warbles its " even-

song" in this month.

ANNIVERSARIES.
WEDNESDAY, 1st.

The Church on this day commemorates the martyrdoms of St. Phi-

lip and St. Jamfs the Less, or, as his eminent virtues caused him
more generally to be called. The Just. St. Philip was the first

person called to the Apostolate ; and, in the distribution made by

the Apostles of the provinces in which they were severally to pro-

pagate the Gospel, Upper Asia is supposed, by the best writers, to

have been allotted to St. Philip. He suffered martyrdom, either

by crucifixion or being hung by the neck to a pillar, at Hieropolis,

in Phrygia, A. D. 52. St. .1 amf.s was the son of Joseph, the husband
of JNIary, by a former wife, and is for that reason styled the brother

of our Lord. In the distribution above referred to, St. James was
elected bishop, or superintendent, of the metropolitan church of

Terusalem. He suffered death from the Scribes and Pharisees,

A. D. 62, in the 94th year of his age, by being thrown from a high

tower of the Temple, and afterwards knocked on the head with a

club by a fuller named Simeon.
The first of ]May, or JNIav Day, was with our forefathers a day

of universal relaxation and holiday ; the youth, of both sexes, went
early in thQ morning with music to gather the Mm/, or blossomed

branches of the trees, which they formed into garlands with flowers,

to decorate the houses and May-poles, one of which was to be seen

in every village. In towns and cities various trades formed proces-

sions through the streets, and the evening closed with dancing round

tlie May-pole. Nothing of this is now remaining, except the annual

saturnalia of the young chimney-sweepers.

304 The Emperor Dioclesian resigned his crown, and retired to a

private station at Salona, in Dalniatia, his native town.

1517 Evil May-Day. The apprentices and mob of London made
a sudden riot, and attacked especially the houses and pro-

perty of foreign traders residing in the city. For a long time

after, the MaVingLs and May-games of the citizens were much
curtailiid in splendour.

1700 John Dryden, the celebrated poet, died.

1707 The Union between England and Scotland, which was thence-

forth called Great Britain, took place.

1750 A Parhelion was visible for some time at Brecon, in \yales
;

two false suns appeared, one on each side the real luminary.

THURSDAY, 2nd.
1519 Leonardo da Vinci. onC of the fathers of the Italian school of

painting, died. The masterpiece of his pencil is " The last

Slipper," in the Dominican church at Milan. He was also

a celebrated sculptor, architect, and musician.

1668 The Treaty of Aix-Ia-Chapelle sigtied.

1816 The Princess Charlotte of Wales mamed to Prince Leopold

of Saxc-Cobourg.

FRIDAY, 3rd.

Tiir. Invention or the Cnoss.—-The anniversary of the finding, by

St. Helena, mother of the Emperor Constantine the Great, the

Cross on w hich our Saviour suffered, while digging the foundations

of the Church of the Holy .Sepulchre. In the Romish church this

dav is observed as a solemn festival.

1495 Discovery of the Island of Jamaica by Columous.

1655 The Island of Jamaica taken from the Spaniards by the

English forces, under Admiral Penn and Colonel Venables.

1747 A signal victory gained by Admiral Anson over the French

fleet, near Cape Finisterre.

1789 Opening of the Stales General in France.

SATURDAY, 4th.

1471 The Battle of Tewkesbury between the contending Houses oi

York and Lancaster, in which the latter were completely de-

feated
;
Queen Rlargaret was taken prisoner, as well as her

son. Prince Edward, who was put to death on the 21st.

ib77 Died Dr. Isaac Barnnv, Master of Trinity College, Cam
bridge ; an eminently learned divine, and profound mathema-
tician. He was the master of Sir Isaac Newton.

1734 Died .Sir James Thornhill, painter to King George I. He exe-

cuted the paintings round the dome of St. Paul's Cathedral.

1799 Seringapatam, the capital of the Mysore empire, taken by

storm by the English troops under General, afterwards Lord,

Harris. Tippoo fell, sword in hand, in defence of his capital,

and his body was found under a heap of slain in one of the

gateways.
1804 Napoleon Buonaparte elected Emperor of France.

1818 Treaty between England and the Kingdom of the Netherlands,

for the abolition of the Slave Trade.
1819 Captain Parry sailed from Deptford, on his first voyage to

discover the North-west passage.

SUNDAY, 5th.

Foi'RTii SirxDAT Arrrn Eastkh.
1761 The Jesuits expelled from France.

1789 Died Josfjj/i Baretti, author of an Italian and English Dic-

tionary, and several other literary works.

1808 Charles IV., King of Spain, surrendered his crown to

Buonaparte.
1821 Buonaparte died at St. Helena, in th« sixth year of his exile,

and the fifty-second of his age.

HYMN FOR SATURDAY EVENING.

Another week has past away.
Another Sabbath now draws near;

Lord, with thy blessing crown the day
AVhich all thy children hold so dear !

Deliverd from its weekly load,

How light the happy spirit springs.

And soars to thy divine abode.

With peace and freedom on its wings.

Now 'tis our privilege to find,

A short release from all our care

;

To leave the worlds pursuits behind
And breathe a more celestial air.

O Lord, those earthly thoughts destroy.

Which cling too fondly to onr breast

;

Through grace prepare us to enjoy.

The coming hours of hallowd rest

:

And when Thy word shall set us free

From every burden that we bear,

O may we rise to rest with thee.

And hail a brighter Sabbath there.
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SOME ACCOUNT OF CAVERN TEMPLES AND TOMBS.

INDRA SABAH, AT ELLORA.

Having in a former paper given an account of Natural
Caverns and Grottoes, we now proceed to describe some of

the most interesting Cavern Temples, Tombs, &c. which
aj-e found in various parts of the world. It is ob^•ious, that
so extensive a subject cannot be comprised, however con-
cisely it may be treated, in one Number ; we therefore in-

tend to devote a future Supplement to the description of
those excavations found in Egypt alone; and in the pre-
sent number to give an account of the wonderful temples
in Hindostan, and of the catacombs of other nations, which
are in any way curious*.

When the improvements in the arts of life, consequent on
increasing numbers, enabled man to erect dwellings more
convenient than the nide caves he at first used for his
abode, he continued to employ these excavations for two
important purposes,—places of burial, and temples of
worship.

The custom prevalent among so many of the earliest

nations, of preserving the bodies of their deadt, would
create a demand for spacious burying-places ; and natural
caverns, which admitted of being enlarged, according to

the increasing population, would obviously be made use
of for the purpose, or excavations would be made in
rocky hills, where none pre%-iously existed. Such places
liave received the name of Catacombs, from Greek words,

* For the Indian temples, our authorities have been the enidite
papers of Mr. Erskine, Captain Sykes, and ]Mr. Salt, all published
in the Transactions of the Literary Society of Bombay. We have
also availed ourselves of the present Lord Munster's account, in his
Over-land Journey from, India. For Uie Catacombs, we have had
recourse to numerous travels in the countries in which they occur.

t By Abraham's Treaty with Ephron, it appears that caves in
the mountains of Canaan had been employed as burying-places be-
fore his arrival in that counti-y (Genesis, chap, xxiii.) ; and notices
of the same kind may be found in many parts of Scripture.

Vol. II.

meaning " perfect caves ;" they are accordingly found in

those countries, as Syria, Egypt, Greece, Italy, Sicily, and
the Canary Islands, where this custom formerly existed

;

and modern researches into them have contributed to throw
much light on the early history of nations.

The employment of caves for religious purposes would
be equally natural, both from the solemn gloom which
peiTades them suggesting this appropriation to the mind,
and from the ready shelter they afforded to those engaged
in devotional observances ; but the laudable wish to render
the shrine worthy of the deity worshipped, which has
made the temple of the heathen, and the church of the
Christian, the most magnificent of their edifices, 'soon

caused more symmetrical and more imposing excavations

to be made.
The three religious sects of India are those of Brahma,

Bouddha, and Jaina ; according to the first of these, three

energies,—the creative, preserving, and destroying,—-are

embodied under the names of Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva;

the two latter are supposed to have been incarnated on earth

in different ages and in various shapes ; each different in-

carnation or avatar furnishes a different deity, to whom wor-

ship is addressed. Brahma alone has no variety of incarna-

tions, and is never worshipped in that way. Besides these

three great gods, there is a large crowd ofminor deities. The
sun, moon, the wind, sea, every river or fountain, is either a
deity, or has one to preside over it ; the greater gods have, be-

sides, numerous dependants and servants ; and their heaver',

like earth, has its physicians, poets, and dancing-girls.
" As in many of their incarnations the gods are supposed

to have appeared with several heads, or hands, and other

singularities, the images in their temples present these

peculiarities ; hence, at least in India, any monster, any
figure, partly human, partlv brutal, any multiplicity of
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heads or hands, in the object adored, indicates a Brah-

niinical place of worship ; and these are flat-roofed^ and

generally square."
«' The religion of the Bouddhists diifers greatly from

that of the Brahmins : they teach that from time to time

men of surpassing piety and self-denial have appeared on

the earth and have been transferred to a state of superior

bliss. These saints or prophets, after reforming the world

in their life-time, have attained the power of performing

miracles, and are still imagined to have certain powers of in-

fluencing us: it is these men that are the objectsof Bouddhist

worship ; and wherever this form of religion prevails, the

relics of these holy persons are venerated. The largest

temples, often in the form of a pyramid, or section of a

globe, are supposed to contain a tooth, a hair, or otlicr

portion of a saint. Those temples which are hollow con-

tain images, sitting cross-legged, or sometimes standing up-

right, in a meditative attitude ; these arc objects of venera-

tion ; in temples belonging to this sect, no unnatural images,

no monsters, with many heads or hands, are found. As
the priests and scholars live in a sort of collegiate esta-

blishment, near some great temple, a multitude of cells,

surrounding those which are excavated, are a character-

istic of their having belonged to the sect of Bouddha.

The great chamber is generally supported on two rows of

pillars, with aisles, and is vaulted and oblong."

We need not enter into any particulars respecting the

other sect, since no excavated Jaina temples have been as

yet discovered.

THE TEMPLE OF ELEPHANTA.
This celebrated temple is situated in a beautiful island

of the same name, in the Bay of Bombay. At about

250 yards from the landing-place, on the slope of one of

the hills, there stood a large and clumsy elephant, cut out

of an insulated mass of black rock : from this the island

derives its modern European name ; this figure, however,

fell down in the year 1814, so that its ruins on the ground
are all that now remain of it.

The valley, after winding between the hills for some
distance, aftbrding a beautiful view of the ocean and the

island of Salsette, opens into an area, before the principal

entrance to the cave. This consists of a spacious front,

supported by two pillars and two pilasters, being thus

divided into three openings, under a steep rock, overhung
by brushwood and wild shrubs ; through these are seen

ranges of columns, supporting the flat roof, their capitals

appearing pressed out by the superincumbent weight. The
darkness that obscures the interior, and the gloomy ap-

pearance of the gigantic sculptured figures on the walls,

produce a most powerful impression on the mind. The
whole excavation consists of three principal parts ; the

great temple, which is in the centre, and two smaller

chapels ; these sid-e temples are approached by two
narrow passes in the hill, one on each side of the grand
entrance, but at some distance from it : after advancing
up these some way, another entrance to the great cave is

found, both exactly like the principal one, consisting of
two pillars and two pilasters : thus there are three fronts,

facing the north, the east, and the west. It is hardly pos-

sible to make the reader comprehend the precise form of

the cave without a plan ; but some idea of it may be given,

by stating that it resembles a cross, with four very short

and equal arms, the tlirec entrances being at the extremity
of three of these, while the southern end is occupied with
the triple bust and other sculptures. From the east to

the west front, the length is one hundred and thirty-three

feet, and about the same from the principal entrance to

the southern end or bottom of the temple. The height
varies from fifteen to seventeen feet and a half. There are
in all six-and-twenty elegant isolated columns, and sixteen
pilasters attached to the rocky walls ; but eight of the
former are much ruined. The pillars are placed in re-

gular rows, with the two at each of the three entrances.
The place of four of those of the cross avenue from the
cast to the west is occupied by a small temple, which
thus stands quite isolated: it is on the right hand on
going down the principal aisle from north to south. On
the right and left sides of the southern arm of the cross
is a small chamber, about nineteen feet square, probably
intended for the reception of sacrificial instruments.
The principal object in the cave is a triple-headed idol,

richly sculptured with various emblematical devices and
ornaments. This stands, or rather is left in a recess cut
round it to the depth of tliirteen feet, at the end of the oontre

avenue, and immediately facing the centre of the principal

entrance ; it represents Shiva", and the whole temple ap-

pears, from the subjects of the numerous sculptures, to

have been peculiarly dedicated to him.

During the rainy seasons, the floor of the cave is covered
with water, which gradually decomposes the rock, and causes
poilions to fall down ; it is also said that the Portuguese, on
their first discovery of the place, wantonly injured it. From
these causes, the subject of much of the sculpture on the

walls is doubtful : we shall give a short notice of one of

the groups, from which they Avill be generally understood.
This represents an union of Shiva and Parvati, or Par-

wuttee, his consort, in a figure half male, half female ; it has
four arms, one of which rests on the bull Nundi, on which
Shiva is supposed to ride : the distinction of the two sexes
is accurately preserved, even in the cap and hair. Another
arm holds the cobra de capello. The lower pai't of the figure

is decayed away, from the water lying against it ; on the
right of Shiva's shoulder is a small figure of Brahma, with
three heads and four arms, sitting on a throne of a lotus,

supported by five geese ; he holds a lotus in one hand, and
a pot of water in another : these and the geese are em-
blematic of this deity ; from the lotus, the world was sup-
posed to be expanded at the time of creation; the watering-
pot indicates the ablutions used previous to prayer. Between
Brahma and Shiva's right arm is seen Indra, " the lord of

the firmament," riding on his elephant Airawati,—the

spouting of water from the trunk of this animal being
rain. In his left hand, Indra holds a thunder-bolt. On
the left of the chief figure, is a female attendant, with
a chouri, or fly-flap ; and below are two dwarf Peisa-
ches, or demons, beings supposed to have been created by
Shiva during one of his avatars ; they reside in burial-

grounds and cemeteries, and are his favourite followers,

—

whence he derives one of his many names of Bhutpati,
or " Lord of the demons." On the left of the first attendant
is another female-servant, carrying the mirror and di'essing-

box of the goddess, who is represented, with true mortal
feelings, as fond of her toilet. Higher up is Vishnu, with
four hands, riding on his eagle, or hawk, called Garud,
but in this, and many other instances, represented with a

human form : he is represented as living on snakes, and
has usually one round his neck.

The isolated temple, before mentioned as standing on the
right hand in the great cave, must next be noticed. It is

about twenty feet square, and has a doorway with six steps

on each of its four sides ; on each side of the doors is a
gigantic figure, fifteen feet high. Within this shrine is sculp-

tured that emblem of creative power, named in the Hindo-
stanee language Ling, about three feet in height and nine
in circumference, formed of a difi"erent stone from the
rock in which the temple is cut, and therefore probably

brought from a distance. This is still an object of venera-

tion, and is occasionally adorned with garlands of flowers.

On leaving the great excavation by the western entrance,

behind the isolated shrine, you come immediately into the

open air; but the soil is here considerably raised, so that it

is necessary to climb over a mass of stones, that seem to

have fallen from above ; the rock is hewn smooth to a con-

siderable height on three sides of this open court, which,
from some circumstances, does not appear to have been
always open, but to have had a roof, which has fallen in.

At the south side of this court is an excavated cave, filled

with water, inaccessible from this cause, as well as from a

quantity of nibbish which nearly chokes up the entrance
;

the ceiling was supported, or rather intended to have been
supported, by pillars, for the whole is left in ji very rude
state, being obviously only commenced. On the western
side of the same open court there is a chapel, twenty-three

feet wide and fourteen deep, with two pillars and two pilas-

ters in front ; on the right is a figure sitting on a lotus

throne, but the earth which covers the floor hides the lower

part of the sculpture. A door leads from this chamber into

an inner one, about ten feet square. A small irregular closet

is seen on the left, or southern side of the first apartment
of the chapel : a great deal of Brahminical sculpture adorns
the walls of this excavation.

On the opposite side, or to the east of the great excavated
temple, is another irregular open court, like the former,

encumbered with rubbish, probably also the remains of its

rocky roof ; the southern side is excavated into a very

regular temple, eighty-six feet long, and about twenty-five

• The central head personifies Shiva abstractedly ; the right-hand

severe face indicates him as incarnated, and the left-hand femirjno

countenance is that of Tarivati, his conaort.
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broad : partly enclosed by two columns and two pilasters

in front of it. At the bottom of the cave, opposite the front,

is a small chapel, like that of the great temple. The exca-
vation appears to have been once painted, some of the
colours being still visible on the roof, though in no case can
the subjects be deciphered*.

TEMPLES IN SALSETTE.
The island of Salsette, situated in the bay of Bengal, not
far from Elephanta, contains many excavated temples of
great grandeur and extent. One set of these, called

Jogheyser caves, lie nearly two miles distant from the vil-

lage of AmboUee. The branches of a banyan-tree stretch

across a sloping path, forming a picturesque and beautiful
arch, under which the western front is approached : a de-
scent of eight steps leads to a small ante-room, divided into

three compartments. The figures carved on the walls have
nearly disappeared, from decay ; but a variety of neatly-
executed sculpture is distinct on the sides and cornice of
the door which leads to the great chamber. The great cave
is one hundred and twenty feet square, and fifteen high

;

twenty pillars, resembhng those of Elephanta, form an
inner square, within which is a chamber twenty-four feet
square, containing the ling, covered with holy red paint,
and over it a small bell on a wooden frame. A verandah
extends the whole length of the south side of the great
cave ; its ceiling is supported by ten massy pillars, resem-
bling those inside ; there are three doors, with two win-
dows opening into it from the chamber, the cornices of
which are richly carved, and over these are panels of
sculpture ; at the western end of the verandah is a small
cell, the bottom filled with water ; and adjoining this is a
temple, with a small statue in front of it ; at the eastern
end are other cells, and a passage leading up into the hill

;

for this excavation, unlike the others of thus island, is below
the general level of the country.
About two miles north-west of Magatani, near the ex-

tensive ruins of a Cathohc monastery, built by the Portu-
guese in the sixteenth century, on the eastern side of the
hill on which they stand, is another excavated Hindu temple,
known by the name of Montpezir Cave, The inhabitants
of the convent employed it for some purpose, probably as a
granary or store-room.
About nine miles south-east of Montpezir are the far-more

celebrated temples of Kennery orCanara, situated in a wild
country of great beauty : the hill in which they are cut is

approached by a gradual ascent, so overshadowed by shrubs

* Our readers will find a very entertaining account of a party of
pleasure, which spent some time at Elephanta for the purpose of
drawing and descnbing it, in the Second Series of Fragments of
yoya^es pic by Captain Basil Hall, written with all that vivacity
and brilliance for which his works are so remarkable. The account

c
*!>^, ^ii'i^J'ianan discussions on Shiva's head, their ingenious mode

ot lighting the Intenor of the cave by means of the ladies' mirrors
and the table-cloths, their pleasant meak and active investigations,
are as instructive as amusing; and the banishment of the round of
beel, to avoid paining the feelings of their Hindu attendants at seeing
this portion of their sacred animal eaten in the precincts of a temple,
though now desecrated, 13 honourable to the feelingi of the party.

and lofty trees, as completely to conceal the temples till

you are close upon them ; the first that presents itself con-
sists of two columns, supporting a solid plain entablature,
with an oblong chamber, open in front, hollowed out over
them; within, two ante-rooms, about thirty-five feet broad
and twelve deep, lead to a chamber, twenty-six in length,
but obviously left unfinished ; the front wall, or back
of the portico, has three doors and three windows openin"*
into the ante-rooms, while three doors open from these
again into the principal chamber ; over the central door is

an open arch, nearly as high as the ceiling ; an irregular
excavation leads up from this to the great cave ; two
solid masses of stone, ^vith spherical tops, called dhagopes,
are found in the passage, and indicate that this has been a
Bouddha place of worship ; one of these stands in a deep
recess, the sides of which are carved with figures in alto-

relievo grouped in panels, the principal one, which repeat-
edly occurs in other parts of these excavations, is that of
Bouddha ; he is always shown in one of four attitudes,

—

three sitting with his legs folded under him, and his hands
joined as if in prayer ; the fourth represents him standing.
Behind the northern dhagope he is sculptured as sitting on
a couch supported by lions, with a youtliful figure en each
side, one bearing a lotus ; underneath are boys with hoods
of cobra de capellos, or the sacred snake, supporting the
stalk of a lotus, on which his feet are resting ; t^'o others
are seen flying in the air, and in the back-ground are two
more, in an attitude of supplication. This group is repeat-
edly found in Bouddha temples, and several interpretations
have been given of it : there is every probability that, in
time, much light will be thrown on the ancient history of
the Hindil religion, by an accurate examination of the
sculptures of these places of worship.

The representation of the front of the great cave, taken
from Mr. Daniell's splendid work on Indian scenery and
antiquities, which we have given, will convey a clear idea
of it. On each side of the vestibule is seen a lofty column
attached to the rock ; beyond the first, two dhagopes are
carved on the wall, on the face of one is an inscription in

a language, we believe, now totally unknown. Beyond
the left-hand column is an opening in the rock, communi-
cating with two cells, in the first of which are five large

figures of Bouddha, boldly carved. Three square doors,

with five windows above, light and give access to an inner
vestibule, the opposite side of which is the screen of the
great chamber ; the piers of this are carved with four

full-length standing figures, two male and two female,
the actions and expressions of which are far from con-
temptible ; above these are several little recesses, with
a figure of Bouddha in them, in his four attitudes, but
not arranged with any symmetry or regularity. At each
end of tliis second vestibule is a statue of Bouddha, twenty-
three feet liigh, placed in arched recesses ; these figures,

though incorrect in point of design, have an air of
grandeur and dignit}', that is not always seen in works of
more refined art. The great chamber is eighty-three feet
long by thirt)' broad, and is circular at the further end ; a
colonnade i-uns round it six feet wide, the square pillars of
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which support the lofty arched roof; the ceiling undcj the

colonnade is tlat ; the capitals consist of lions or elephants,

holding large jars with their trunks; in one, the animal is

pouring the contents of the vessel over a dhagope, and, in

another, over a tree, supposed to be the holy tree sacred to

Bouddha. At the circular end of the cave is a solid dha-
gope, fifty feet in circumference. To the left of the steps

leading up to the first vestibule is an excavation in the rock

holding another dhagope resembling thai in the great

chamber, but more enriched. Turning round an angle of

the rock to the eastward, a winding flight of steps is seen,

leading to many smaller caves, situated along tne hnns. of

a deep ravine formed by a mountain-stream, on both sides

of which caves are excavated, generally communicating
with each other by steps.

It must be added that the jungles surrounding these

caves are still the resort of tigers, and that these animals
dwell in the caves during certain seasons of the year, and
often frequent them for the water in the tanks : the marks
of their feet have deterred many a traveller from prosecuting

his researches as far as he otherwise might have done.

TEMPLE OF KEN.VERY, AT SALSETTE.

TEMPLES OF ELLORA, near AURUNGABAD.
These excavations are in a hill, in the form of a crescent

;

the slope is generally easy, but in some places the rock
presents a perpendicular face of from twenty to sixty, and
sometimes a hundred feet. It is in these parts that the caves
are excavated ; and they extend for about a mile. The
names by which the several temples are now knoA^Ti bear
no connexion with their original destination, and have been
given by the Brahmins from some fanciful motives or

associations connected with their forms or sculptures*.

In the hill is a colossal figure of Boodh, sculptured in a
rock of black basalt ; it is perfectly naked, in a sitting pos-
ture on a throne, from the centre of the front of which a
half-wheel projects ; the seat is supported by elephants and
tigers : above the wheel an astronomical table is carved
on a tabular projection. The figure is ten feet high, and
has its legs crossed, the hands lying in the lap; over the
head is the seven-headed snake, the folds of whose body
ser\e as a back to the seat for the figure to rest against.
Tliere are six attendants, five sitting, and one standing, in

the attitude of prayer, decorated with ear-rings, necklaces,
and bracelets. This image, which corresponds in every
respect with the figures of Boodh all over India, is called
Parusnath, and there is a yearly pilgrimage to it.

The next excavations are those called Indra Sabah: they
consist of three caves, communicating with each other, and
all Boodhist. The first is sixty-one feet long by forty-eight
broad ; the ceiling is flat, supported by pillars and pilasters,

and is fourteen feet high ; in a recess is a figure of Boodh,
ju the same attitude as Parusnath on the hill ; and round
the walls are other figures of this same personage, either
sitting cross-legged or in the European manner, or standing,
but without any kind of personal ornaments ; the principal
one is called Juggcrnath Boodh, and is represented by some
as the same as that worshipped at Juggernath.
The second cave is entered by a narrow passage from

the first, which it generally resembles.
The third is entered from the second. There is in it, as in

• It IS worth remarking, that it uniformly appears, by the accounts
of jntelligent travellers, who, interested in seeing and understanding
the vanous sculptures of the East, demand some explanation of their
Urahmin guides, that the modern priesthood of this ancient religion
are totally ignorant of the various points of their creed ; and in many
instances, when repeating parrot-like tales of the signification and
ongm of particular groups or places, they have been corrected in
their erroneous statements by English gentlemen, who were far more
«onye»MA «UJ> ,S«i4A*RyM9&y thar^ themselves.

the first, a pnncipal figure of Boodh, and one in each com-
partment round it, some standing, some sitting, with attend-

ants riding on elephants, tigers, and bulls. An erect figure

of Boodh, on the left of the sanctuary, has two women in

attendance on either side, and a votary' sitting at his feet

in an attitude of prayer, with sheep, rats, a snake, and a
scorpion, reposing around him,—alluding possibly to the
fabled slumber of the dinnity between the destruction and
re-creation of the world : the doorway is highly decorated
with small figures of Boodh and his attendants. In the
centre of the cave is a base, resembling that which usually

supports a hng ; but whatever was on it has been removed;
a passage, however, for the water, with a spout like the head
of an animal, as usually found accompanying this emblem,
still remains : if this were its destination, it affords another
proof of an union of Boodha and Brahminical worship in

remote times. At the extremities of the front verandah are

the deities called Indra and Inderani, the former seated on
an elephant, the latter on a tiger ; they have each a tree

growing from their heads, on which pea-fowl are roosting.

In front of this Indra cave is an area cut out of the rock,

with a small temple in the centre, in which is an altar with
figures of Boodh on it : on one side is a single elephant,

without covering or ornament, and an obeUsk is left stand-

ing in the area.

These excavations are two stones in height; but the
lower caves are destroyed by damp, and partly filled up
with earth washed into them.
The Doomar Le}-na, a Brahminical temple, is the next.

The present name signifies " Nuptial Palace," given it

from a sculpture supposed to represent the marriage of
Sew and Parwuttee* [Shiva and Paravati]. This is the
most extensive excavationt under one roof at EUora, being
one hundred and eighty-five feet by one hundred and fifty

broad, and nineteen feet high ; there are twenty-eight
pillars and twenty pilasters. One group, on the left of the
entrance, represents Sew in his character of Ehr Bhudra,
resenting the insult ofiered to Paravati: this is the subject

of the piece of sculpture of which we have given a sketch
as occurring in the excavation called Dus Awtar.

Several small caves present themselves in both banks
of a ravine, all in the form of a cube of six or seven
feet. In the centre of each is the emblem ; and the wall

* The Hindd names are spelt differently in the various papers.

t The area of this excavation is greater than that of Westmirslcr
Hall ; the floor of the temple contains 27,750 squj, i feet, that ol the

latter only 20,090 feet.
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fronting the entrance nas the Tnmurti bust, the principal

object at Elephanta. These busts, which are no where

found in the large caves, are almost free from mutilation
;

anfl they correspond so closely with that at Elephanta, as

to leave no doubt of their being intended to represent the

same personage. From these more perfect specimens, it

appears that the central head holds in its right hand a mala,

or rosary, and in the left a cocoa-nut ; both arms have a

thin rod or snake twisted round them. The right hand of

the right-hand head holds a dish, explained as intended to

receive a resinous powder, which Shiva amused himself by

setting on fire by breathing on ; in the left hand is the sacred

snake. The left-hand face, which is of a milder and more
feminine expression than the angry deity to the right, holds

a looking-glass in one and a brush in the other hand, sup-

posed to be intended for painting the eyelids, according to

the eastern fashion.

We shall now recur to Lord Munster's description of the

principal attraction of this place,—the Brahminical temple

of Keylas.

The first object which strikes the traveller, is a gateway,

having apartments over it, connected with the sides of the

hill by two walls with battlements, and apparently built

across an old stone-quarry; above, and on each side

within this, is seen a confused crowd of pagodas and
obelisks ; so that a stranger, viewing it from the outside,

and not aware of the peculiarity of the place, would
wonder at seeing so many buildings buried in so obscure

a situation ; but on approaching the wall and gate, you
search in vain for the usual separation of stones in building,

and the whole is found to be formed from one mass of

rock! On entering the gateway, and passing into the

immense area*, viewing the principal temple, supported

by stone elephants, and bearing in mind, that this stupend-

ous, yet elaborately-worked mass, is formed of kindred
material with the coarse perpendicular wall of stone, which
shuts you in on three sides ; an astonishment and admira-
tion is felt, which increases on reflection. The openings
into the area, are to the right and left ; and, facing each of

these, are stone elephants of the size of life, but much m\i-

tilated, having a coarse rope carved round their bodies; it is

* Captain Sykes states the depth of this excavation, from the
wall to the back, to be 323 feet, and the width 185, which is the
length of the eastern colonnade, running true north and south, but
at the gateway the width is much less ; Lord Munster's dimension
of the width was, probably taken near the entrance ; there
may be some error in the print of the work with respect to the
depth. Captain Sykes mentions, that in the niches of the front wall
there are gigantic figures, and a female door-keeper on each side

of the gate has the mushroom shading lier head, so frequent in

Boodh caves. " Over the door is the Nagara Khana, the floor of
which forms the ceiling to the passage leading into the area; at the
end of this, facmg the entrance, is Luximee, sitdng, in the Boodh
attitude, on lotus-flowers on the surface of water ; two elephants
are pouring water over her head, while two others are replenishing
the vessels ; she has the umhrella over her head ; this symbol of
dignity over a woman is not usual in a Brahminical cave. In the
character of Luximee, being worshipped as the Goddess of Fecundity,
she is possibly the Mylitta of the Babylonians, the Isis of the Egyp-
tians, the Cybele or Tellus of the Phrygians and Greeks, and the

Magna mater of the Romans."

from the vicinity of these, that the eye and mmd first explore
and comprehend the whole of the exterior of the great pyra-

midal temple, one hundred feet high, which stands in the
centre of the excavation : the minute and beautiful carving
on the outside, is very happily contrasted with the cliff

around. About thirty feet from the elephants, are two beau
tiful obelisks, quite perfect, about thirty-eight feet high,
very light in appearance, and tastefully sculptured. The
main temple stands rather nearer the further end of the
quadrangle than the middle, and is connected with the
apartment over the gate, by an Intel-mediate smaller
temple in which is the bull Nundi : from this, there is

a sort of bridge over the figure first seen, and over tlie

openings by which the area is entered, all similarly cut
out of the solid rock ; the bull is not large, and is rather
disfigured. The centre temple has several smaller, not so
high, beyond it, but quite distinct* leaving the principal
one, supported on figures of animals, elephants, lions, and
imaginary monsters carved in various attitudes ; some as if

fighting with their neighbours, some project half of their

bodies from the mass, others have only their heads and
shoulders standing out from it ; the feet, talons, ears, tusks.

and trunks, are much mutilated, the elephants are of the
size of life ; the lions being of the same height, in order toi

support the floor of the temple, are, necessarily, larger

than life.

Between the chief temple and the gateway on the

BUAUWiX^ICAL SCUI-riUUJi IN BUS AWIAR AT ELLOKA,
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outside walls, there are nine rows of sculptured figures,

about a foot high, of men fighting with bows, clubs, and
swords, some in cars with two and four wheels, drawn by
horses and monkeys, make a great figure among the rest.

A flight of steps lead to an open landing-place in front

of the great temple, the principal door is six feet

wide and twelve high, and ornamented with colossal

statues on each side; through this you enter the great

chamber of the building, and for the first few minutes the

gloomy light, the dead silence, the massy pillars, and
gigantic figures at the other end, produce a feeling of awe.

The interior size from the door, to the further opposite

recess, is* one hundred and three feet, by sixty-five in

width, and only seventeen in height, but this lowness of

the roof and the great thickness of the pillars compared
to their height, add materially to the effect. The roof

is sustained by four rows of pillars, the shafts minutely

carved, and all diffenng, but the capitals quite plain;

the ceihng is cut into recesses, giving an appearance of

great beams resting on the pillars : in the centre is a

circular medallion, with a bas-rchef of a man between

two female figures, one of which, however, has fallen

down, and allows the original colour of the stone to he

perceived, the rest of the chamber is blackened all over

by the smoke of a fire kindled in it by order of Aureng-
zebe, to show his contempt for the Hindoos. Opposite

the entrance-door, is a recess of about forty feet, with a

group of colossal figures on each side, whose heads touch

the roof; this was the sanctum, and contained the Lingam.
On each side of the chamber are open porticoes, resting

like the rest on elephants, and having their roof supported

by pillars, and graceful female figures placed against the

outer walls of the temple, by way of pilasters ; the walls

and pillars are richly cars"ed, there are seats in them

:

from one of these porticoes, there appears to have been a

kind of bridge across to the excavated chambers in the

cliff, with which there is now no communication from
below, as there is to those on the other side. The projec-

tion which the sanctum forms on the outside of the temple

is surrounded by an open gallery or balcony, which is

entered by two d(X)rs, one on each side of the colossal

groups in the interior ; from this gallery, there are entrances

to five smaller temples, resembling the principal one, and
supported like that by animals, of which there must be

altogether from eighty to one hvindred ; the roofs of all the

temples rise pyramidally to points, and the outside walls

are carved in panels with grotesque figures: the whole
has at some late period received a coating of plaster t,

which takes away much from the relief of the carving.

The architect, not content with this group of temples,

left in the centre of the area, has excavated three or four

stories of galleries in the face of the cliff, each twenty feet

in height, and of considerable depth.

About three miles and a half from the small town of

Bang, on the road leading from Guzzerat to Malwa, are

some cavern temples, which are little known J, in the west-

ern side of a range of low hills, they are four in number, but
the three southernmost are in a ruinous state, from the

falling in of the rock; a flight of seventy rudely-formed

stone steps leads up the sloping side of the hill to a landing-

place overhung by the clilf, and apparently, once a veran-

dah supported by columns, plastcrcll and ornamented frag-

ments of which are seen strewed on the ground. Torches
are necessaiy for the examination of the great chamber,
more especially as tigers sometimes resort to it. Tliis ex-

cavation is a square of eighty-four feet, and fourteen to

fifteen in height, the roof is supported by four ranges of

massy columns • the roof, but no other part, bears marks of

having been ornamented with paintings in square com-
partments ; but, from the smoke of the torches, these are

hardly distinguishable ;
passing between the centre range

of columns to the end of the cave, you enter an oblong

recess, twenty feet by twelve, the open front of which, next
the cave, is divided into three parts by two columns ; on
the three other sides arc niches, in which are carved in

bold relief, some very elegant and spirited full-length

figures, about nine feet high : one group represents a male
figure apparently dancing, with a female on each side,

* There is great difference in these dimensions in Captain Sykes's
paper, which is probably the most correct.

t This plastering, or chnnaming, is seen over all the Ellora excava-
tions ; it was done long subsequent to their original formation, about
500 years ago as it is supposed.

t This account is abridged from a paper by Captain Dangerfield,
ia the Transactions of the Bombay Literary Society.

holding some Indian instrument m one hand : at the back
of this inner recess, is a small door-way leading to an inner

apartment, measuring twenty by seventeen feet, in the

centre of which, is a dhagope cut out of the solid rock, of a
hexagonal form, and surmounted as usual by a dome.
Around the large cave, on three sides, are small apartments
called Dookans or shops, each nine feet deep, with a door

into it from the cave ; these were obviously priests' cham
hers, such as are found near all Bouddha temples. In the

back wall of the second of these on the left, at about four

feet from the ground, is a small opening about three feet

by two, through which you can creep into a second apart-

ment about twelve feet square, from which, by similar holes,

five such chambers may be entered in succession, all in a
line with the first, and separated by a wall from each other,

having no other entrance but these small windows, the
floor of each being about four feet higher than that of the
preceding one. This excavation bears marks of rapid
decay ; five of the columns have fallen down.
Descending the flight of steps, and proceeding along

the bottom of the hill for about a hundred yards, another
cave may be reached by a rugged and steep fdot-path ; this

excavation measures eighty by sixty feet, and is very simi-

lar in arrangement to the first, but the rocky ceiling has
given way, and crushed several of its beautiful columns.
This temple, which has none of the gloominess of the first,

has been once finished and decorated in a very superior

style, and appears to be the most ancient ; an inner apart-

ment contains a dhagope, but there is no recess with sculp-

tures : the whole of the walls, roof, and columns, have been
covered Nvith a fine stucco, and ornamented with paintings

in distemper, of considerable taste and elegance. Near
the top of the walls, a band of light scroll-foliage, and an
Etruscan border, as it is called, round the shafts of the

columns, are still perceivable ; on many places of the walls

there were male and female figures, painted of a red or

copper colour, but the upper parts have been intentionally

effaced ; what remains show that they were of a much
better style of art than is at present known in India.

The popular account of this suite of temples is, that they
were the work of the Panch Pandoos, heroes of Indian
Mythology, and are called by their name : they are, how-
ever, decidedly Bouddha places of worship, as may be
known from the dhagope, the cells, &c.

Fifty miles to the north of Aurungabad are the Adjunteh
Caves, in the pass of that name ; they are on a smaller

scale than those of Ellora, but very beautiful, on account

of the elegant paintings with which they are embellished,

and which are in a tolerably perfect state. Wild bees are

so numerous in these excavations, and so formidable when
accidentally provoked, as to render it difficult to explore

them, added to which tigers and robbers are also occasion-

ally their inmates, so that from these causes the temples

are little visited, and therefore little known.

THE TEMPLE OF KARLI.
This beautiful Bhoodha temple is about twelve miles from

the Bhoar Ghaut, the celebrated pass on the road to Poo-

nah from Bombay, and much nearer to the latter city than

the Ellora Caves. In the heights to the north of the vil-

lage of Kai-li, at about a mile distance, a steep pathway

leuds up to a small platform, of about 100 feet in length,

formed by cutting into the slope of the hill, in order to get

a perpendicular face for the entrance, and by the rubbish

taken out of the cave. On the left is a pillar, about

twenty-four feet high and eight in diameter, with three

lions on the top, like that in front of Kenner}- ; there is

here also an inscription in an unknown character ; the cor-

responding pillar has been removed, and in its place is a

small modern Brahminical temple. A screen which closed

in the entrance has been broken ; between this and the

inner one is a portico, or vestibule, twenty-five feet deep,

and the length of the front : at each end or side of this

place there is a colossal elephant in alto-relievo, with

persons on their backs, which, with the various other

sculptures on the walls, are boldly carved. The great

chamber is grand and striking, being 120 feet long, from
the wall which separates it from the vestibule to the further

part, and its breadth 40, including the colonnades, formed
of a row of pillars running down each side and round the

circular end, exactly in the same way as in the Cave of

Kennery ; on the capitals are cut two elephants, with
three figures on each, in good presentation. The roof

between the colunms is very lofty and arched, and is

supported by wooden cur\ed beams, two or three inches
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thick, of teak-wood, which is perfectly sound, though it

must be at least 900 years old. In the arched cave, Bismah
Kurm, at EUora, similar ribbing is sculptured out of the
rock, it probably, therefore, had some use or allusion in

Bhoodha temples. At the circular end is a dhagope, with
a square capital on the top of the dome, supporting a
mushroom-shaped canopy. A college of Brahmin priests

is established in the \icinity of the cave, in the excavations

of the rock usually fotmd near temples belonging to the

sect of Bhood.
In the neighbourhood of Satra, forty miles to the south

of Madras, and in many other parts of the peninsula,

cavern-temples exist, all interesting, but necessarily passed
over here, for want of space.

In concluding this short account of the Temples of
India, we must remind our readers, that if they are sur-

passed in magnitude by the edifices of other nations, yet
they have, from the peculiarity of their construction, su-
perior claims to admiration ; the mechanical skill and
knowledge of a people must have attained great perfection
to have enabled them to accomphsh such works. In the
case of Keylas, a mass containing at least three millions of
cubic feet of rock, has been hollowed out, so as to leave
very complicated and elegant structures, highly ornamented,
both externally and internally, with elaborate sculpture,

standing in the vacuity thus formed. Nor must this be
estimated as simply the result of mechanical excellence

;

considerable taste and genius are shown in the arrangement
of the different parts ; and though, generally speaking,
the figures are deficient in design and accuracy of drawing,
yet there is a vigour and character about them, that places
the school of art of those times and countries in a very
respectable rank.

It is worth remarking, that our perfect ignorance of the
date, and even the name or history of the race who
achieved these wonderful works, is similar to that which
prevails respecting the Egyptian Pyramids, the Mexican
Temples, Stonehenge, and many other antiquities, mani-
festing considerable power in the nations which produced
them. Thus it ever must be, when moral culture does
not enable a people to leave more permanent records of

their storj', than those written in stone and marble ; in com-
paring the past and present state of these various nations,

it appears that none can be permanent or prosperous, whose
religion could only be a tissue of degrading superstitions

and disgusting idolatry.

CATACOMBS OF ITALY, &c.

The ancient Etrurians appear to have shown great regard
for their dead, if we may judge by the care bestowed on
the receptacles for them, of which there are many remains
m different parts of Tuscany. The entrances are gene-
rally under small artificial mounds, and the catacombs be-
neath are of considerable extent, consisting oflong galleries

with halls and apartments, stuccoed and painted with light
and elegant designs, in the st) le termed Etruscan.

THE CATACOMBS OF ROME
Are a collection of subterranean streets or galleries, of un-
known extent and length, intersecting each other so fre-

quently and inextricably, as to render it dangerous to ad-
vance far in them ; they were not originally excavated for

places of sepulture, but were quarried for a sand called

puzzolana, which was used for making cement. These
galleries are from two to five feet broad, and from four to

eight high : there is no masonry or vaulting any where.
What renders them interesting is, that they seiTed as places
of retreat to the early Christians against the persecutions
to which they were exposed : here, too, they held their as-

semblies, celebrated their worship, and buried their mar-
tyred brethren, placing the body, with the instruments of
its torture, or a phial filled with its blood, in niches in the
sides : in some cases the name of the person was written
over the place, or the sign of a cross pointed out the tomb
of a victim ; but many bodies have been found without
these indications of their date or faith. In many places
the open chambers have their walls painted with subjects
from the Scriptures, &c.

THE CATACOMBS OF NAPLES
Are situated in the mountains to the north of that city.

The principal entrance is through an arch in a rock from
the church and hospital of San Gennaro ; the first pas-
sage is twenty feet wide, and extends for a considerable
distance, preserving a height of fifteen feet; it then
branches off into several others. The excavations con-

' sisted of three stories, hut the lower one is nearly filled up
with earth, the effect of the earthquakes of this country.
The sides of these galleries, through their whole Icnfitn,
are pierced with innumerable recesses, each large enough
to hold one body only, without coffin or sarcophagus; many
arc only made for infants. When the corpse was placed in
one of them, it was walled in with tiles or stones, cemented
together

; many are painted with subjects, some expressive
of the Christian faith, supposed te have been executed m
the eleventh century, others representing birds and animals,
similar to the Arabesques of ancient Pagan edifices. All
the mortal remains have been removed, and some have
been replaced by the bones of the victims of the plagues
which have raged at Naples in modem times.

ANCIENT TOMB AT BARLETTA.
The following curious discovery of an excavated place of
burial, mentioned in Mr. Hughes's Travels, shows how
many interesting rehcs of antiquity are yet unknown to us.

" From hence we descended into some vineyards below
the town, to see one of the greatest curiosities in this part
of Italy, which had been discovered about a year before
our arrival (1812). Whilst some workmen were excavating
a wine-vault in the tufa rock, they accidentally burst into
a superb sepulchre, formed like an ancient Doric temple,
with a fine angular roof, pilasters cut at the sides, and a
regular entablature. The entrance, which had been arti-
ficially closed, was on the opposite side to that broken open.
On the ground, lay the armour of some ancient hero, on
several parts of which gilding was plainly distinguishable,
but the corpse was totally decayed. At one end of the
tomb stood three of the finest terra cotta vases ever found

;

the largest between four and five feet high, upon which
the labours of Hercules are beautifully portrayed ; the next
is three feet, and exhibits the adventures of the Argonautic
expedition ; the other is two feet high ; but all, when found,
were filled with vases of smaller dimension. At the other
end of the tomb were two pedestals, cut from the rock, on
one of which stood a wild boar, executed in a rough but
spirited st)ie, and on the other a dog. No one had formed
a conjecture respecting the occupier of this superb se-
pulchre."

_
Mr. Hughes, from the subjects of the sculpture, and the

circumstances of the boar and dog, thinks it not impossible
that it might be the tomb of the Homeric Diomedes himself,
who is said to have been the founder of the city.

THE CATACOMBS OF SYRACUSE
Give an exalted idea of the wealth and magnificence of
that ancient city ; they are subterranean passages, hewn
with great care and regularity. The principal gallery is

ten feet high, and runs in a straight direction for a greit
distance, but its whole length cannot be ascertained, the
ground having fallen in in one part ; small chambers, with
arched roofs, are seen on each side, having separate recesses
for the bodies : the remains of gates by which some were
enclosed, are still visible, these being, probably, private
tombs of particular families. Several galleries run parallel

to the principal one, connected by cross-passages ; where
these intersect, open spaces are left, in the middle of many
of which are large tombs. The walls of the arched cham-
bers are stuccoed, and painted with devices, in various
colours, on a red ground ; some of these are paintings of
animals, processions, trees, &c. In the ceiling of the
open spaces before mentioned are the remains of apertures,
by which the place was ventilated.

In the Islands of Malta and Gozzo, Catacombs of great

extent, and in good preservation, exist, but they do not

differ in any remarkable degree isoxa those which have
been already mentioned.

GRECIAN CATACOMBS.
One part of the Lycabettus, at Athens, appears to have
been a cemetery ; the graves are generally cut in the

rock, in form of parallelograms, about four feet deep : many
have been excavated with great care and cost, the rock

being first cut into a small area or court, with three per-

pendicular sides ; the excavation is made on the one in

front in form of an oblong or square chamber, containing

niches for the reception of cinerary vases, lamps, &c., its

sides being coated with a fine cement, generally painted a
bright vermilion. In the little area, a seat, a flight of steps,

or a cistern, is often seen. At one end of the Museum,
towards the port Phalerura, is a noble sepulchre, commonly
called the " Cenotaph of Euripides:" the interior is cut into

the shape of a temple, and lined with a beautiful cement
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black and sliinin{» as the most polished ebony. Out of Ihe
principal apartment, which is very large, there are entrances
to two others, in one of which are two sarcophagi. Another
curious excavation which this hill contains, is denominated
the prison of the Areopagus, in which, it is said, Socrates
drank the cup of hemlock ; there is no very satisfactory
I'oundalion for this tradition ; it, however, makes the place
venerable. The excavation consists of four small chambers,
one of which is circular and domed ; they are entered by
three doors in a recess cut in the rock.

—

Hughes's Travels
in Sicily, Src.

Throughout the countries formerly inhabited by the
Greeks, sepulchres excavated in rock are frequently met
with ; in addition to those we have already noticed, Mr.
Hughes mentions others in the neighbourhood of Delphi,
one of which has a front resembling a Doric portico with a
pediment ; and another very beautiful sepulchral cavern, on
the road to Crissa, commonly, though erroneously, called

the " Sepulchre of Pyrrhus ;" it is a vaulted chamber, with
an arched recess for a sarcophagus in three of its sides

;

over that at the end are two smaller ones, probably for urns,
with a bull's head carved between them.

THE CATACOMBS OF PARIS.

These are certainly the most complete, if not the most ex-
tensive, excavations appropriated to the reception of mortal
remains to be found in the world. They Averc originally
the quarries from which the stone employed in the build-
ing of the city was obtained, and were accordingly made
irregular in direction and size, as chance, or the facility

of working, induced the workmen to pi'ocecd ; they
extend under the southern half of the city. When these
quarries were exhausted, they were abandoned, and
the entrances being filled up by earth, their existence
was almost forgotten ; many accidents having occurred in

the year 1774, by the falling in of buildings, prompt and
ctticient steps were taken to avert what was found, on exa-
mination, to be by no means an improbable occurrence,
namely, the destruction of a large part of the capital, by
the giving way of the unsupported ground on which it

stood. These precautions were so well and so judiciously
contrived, that the galleries under-ground were made to

correspond with the streets above ; and all the hollows
under buildings were either entirely filled up, or the roof
supported by strong masses of masonry. M. Lenoir, Lieu-
tenant-General of the Police, in 1780, suggested appropri-
ating these excavations to the reception of the remains from
the diffei'ent burial-places of the metropolis, which, being
over-crowded with bodies, affected the air, and threatened
the production of contagious fevers. One of these ceme-
teries, belonging to the church of the Innocents, had been
the burial place of twenty populous parishes for more than
700 years. Accoi'ding to this suggestion the quarries were
consecrated for the purpose, and the bones from that burial-
ground were first moved into them in the years 1786, 7,

and 8, and subsequently those from others were removed
in a similar way, and piled up in the exhaustless passages
of the Catacombs. In 1810 and 1811 numerous alterations
were made, and inscriptions and embellishments added,
with the intention of beautifying this dreary place ; but we
think that these, neither in the original conception nor in
their execution, indicated much real feeling or good taste.

The entrances are by three staircases, the principal one
of which is at the Barriere d'Enfer ; by this visitors, after

being furnished with means of creating a light, descend
with the guides to a depth of seventy feet, into a gallery of
various width and height, the roof partly supported by the
rock, and partly by stone pillars. After traversing this

and others branching from it, for a considerable distance,
guided by a black line, painted for that purpose on the ceil-

ing, they arrive at an octagonal vestibule, with a black gate
between two Tuscan columns, on which is incribed a Latin
motto, meaning " Beyond these bounds rest those waiting
the blessed promise ;" and on one side is a French verse of
the poet Delille, " Stop ! here is the empire of Death

!

"

On passing this gate, the passages are lined, from the door
to the roof, with the bones of more than two millions of
human beings, arranged in symmetrical piles, and display-
ing all sorts of figures,—pyramids, obelisks, circles, &c.
In some places are altars made of bones cemented toge-
ther ; and every where these relics are interspersed with
sentences, written in black letters on a white ground, allud-
ing to the future hopes, or to the past liistory, of the tenants
of this silent city. "Various groups of bones, or parts of
masonry wec^d for the purpose of security, have received

names from the forms in which they have been arranged,

such as the " Altar of the Obelisks," the " Sarcophagus
of the Lachrymatory," the " Pedestal of the Sepulchral

Lamp," the •' Fountain of the Samaritan Woman," given
to a spring and an artiftcifil reser\oir, with various works
required by its existence for the purpose of security or of

disposing of the water; over it are written the sublime
words of our Lord to the female at Jacob's well.

The remains of the victims of anarchy and tyranny,

during the French Revolution, are collected in separate

groups, and have inscriptions over them, recording the

occasion of their death.

But among these melancholy memorials of mortality,

there are some objects of a more useful, and therefore

pleasing, nature. One of these is a mineralogical collection

of specimens of all the strata of earth and stone of this

spot, each placed on a separate ledge, indicating the

respccti\e thickness of the stratum from which it was taken,

and the fossil shells and bones found in them are scientifi-

cally arranged in their proper order round the apartment.

Another collection consists of diseased bones, arranged in

classes and orders, showing the malady in its various stages;

and a collection of skulls, remarkable for size, form, or con
formation, is added.

One interesting circumstance, connected with the place

itself, is the very ingenious and simple mode by which these

extensive vaults arc ventilated. The wells, from which
the houses above derive water, pass through the galleries

to a depth greater than tlie lowest part of these excava-

tions, and a wall of masonry has been built, or the rock
left, round the shaft, forming so many detached columns in

the passages ; holes have been pierced in these, and glass

tubes inserted, which are corked up. When the keepers
percci\ e, in their rounds, the air to be foul in any part, so

that the lamps cannot burn, or the workmen are incom-
moded, they open as many of these vents as may be neces
sary, and pure' air is thus obtained from the surface ; and
to such a degree of precision is this systJem of ventilation

brought, that each principal guide, by observation, knows
the proper hour for opening these tubes, according to the
altitude of the sun, and the quarter and violence of the
wind, so as best to secure the greatest supply of fresh air.

CATACOMBS IN THE CANARY ISLANDS.
On the discovery, in modern times, of the Canary Islands,

the original inhabitants, known by the name of Guanches,
were in the habit of embalming their dead, and depositing

them in caves. The processes of embalming must be
similar in all places ; Herodotus describes those in use
among the Egyptians ; and Spanish writers represent the

mode followed in the Canary islands as resembling it.

When the preparations were completed, the body was
sewn up in goat-skins, and bandaged with leather ; the

kings and nobles were placed in a sarcophagus made of a
hollowed tree ; but in all cases the corpse was deposited in

a grotto destined to that purpose. They much resemble,

M'hen discovered in the present day, those of Egypt in

appearance, but soon crumble Into dust on being taken
out of the skins in which they are wrapped. At Fer, the

catacombs were walled up, and domestic utensils were found
m them.
The most celebrated are those at Teneriffe, between Arico

and Guimar ; the interior is spacious, but the entrance is

in a steep cliff, and difficult of access ; there are niches in

the walls, in which the bodies were placed ; and, when first

discovered, there were upwards of a thousand mummies in

the place ; these are always found placed on a species of

trestle, and five or six are joined together by the skin, the

feet of one being sewed to that of the head of the next.

The wood-work of the scaffold is very perfect.

It may be noticed here, that Egypt and the Canaries are,

as far as Ave yet know, the only countries in which the pre-

servation of the bodies of the dead was a universal cus-

tom ; in others it appears to have been practised only with
regard to certain ranks.
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LINCOLN CATHEDRAL.
Fuller, the church historian, says of Lincoln Ca-

thedral, in allusion to its commanding situation on

the top of a hill, that " its floor is higher than the

roofs of many churches." This venerable building,

indeed, so majestic and beautiful in itself, has a

great advantage, from its position. Amidst the

various points of view in which it is seen from the

adjacent country, it would be difficult to determine

which is the finest. The ground was chosen by
Remigius, first Bishop of Lincoln, who, according to

an ancient accoimt, " purchased lands on the highest

part of the city, and built a church, strong and fair,

in a strong place, and in a fair spot." The strength

of the place chiefly consisted in its being near to the

castle which "William the First erected, having for that

purpose thought proper to destroytwohundred houses.

At the period of the Conquest, Lincoln was one of the

most important and considerable towns in England
;

and it was William's policy to secure it. Before the

time of Remigius, who was a Norman, and who
translated the episcopal seat to the city of Lincoln,

the Bishop's Cathedral was situated in what has now
becoDje a >Tllage, Ikwrcbester, ia Qxfonlshire : and
althoT^h, since that period, the diocese of Lin-

coli3| has be«n mxteh les9€«tetl in extent, it is still the

largest m the kivgdcan. Reioigias died in 1 (>92, a
few days before the coaseeratioQ oi the Cathedralj,

which he dedicated to the Virgin.

The successor of Remigius, Robert Bloot, continued

the building ; but it appears to have been burnt
down soon after the death of the latter prelate, and
to have been restored, and vaulted with stone, by
Alexander, the next Bishop.

It will be seen, on referring to our view of Lin-
coln Cathedral, that a great many styles prevail

in the workmanship, particularly of the western
front, a portion of which is considered all that now
remains of the original fabric erected by Remigius.
It may be interesting to trace some of the dates from
this period, in which we shaU chiefly follow Caley
and Ellis's edition of Dugdale's great work, the Mo-
nasticon Anglicaniim.

About 1124 the church was burnt down, upon
which Bishop Alexander rebuilt what had been thus
destroyed. After the earthquake of 1185, Hugh de
Grenoble, afterwards called St. Hugh, the Burgun-
dian, took down at least half of the Norman church.
The east side of the great transept is entirely his

work. In 1239 a great part of the central tower fell

in, doing considerable injury to the body of the
building, the repairs occasioned by which were con-

ducted by Bishop Grosthead. Bishop Lexington, in

the time of Henry the Third, added five arches be-

yond the upper transept, which are, perhaps, the

most beautiful part of the chiu-ch, and exhibit the

most perfect specimen of the style of building which
prevailed at that time in England. Bishop Gyne-
well, in the reign of Edward the Third, added
several ornaments to the west front, and eleven

statues of the Kings, from the Conqueror to Edward
the Thibd. The upper part of the present central

tower is supposed to have been built in 1306, and the

upper stories of the western towers some years after-

wards. These are lofty, and are adorned with tra-

cery, pillars, wiiidows, &c. The three towers were
formerly surmounted by spires of wood, covered
with lead ; that on the latter was blown down in

1547, and the others were removed for the sake of

safety in 1808. Part of the great transept, the stalls

of the choir, and the statues and ^^^ndows, above the

western entrances, are said to have been erected at

the close of the fourteenth century, when John Wel-

boume was treasurer of the Cathedral and master
of the works.

The total internal length is 470 feet ; the nave 24C
feet in length, 80 in breadth, and 80 in height ; the

choir to the altar-screen, 140 feet long, 40 broad,

and 72 high. The west transept is 220 feet in length,

63 in breadth, and 74 in height. The east transept

is 166 feet in length, and 72 in height. The western
towers are 206 feet, the centre tower is 262 feet in

height. The chapter-house, attached to the east end,

is a lofty elegant building, forming a decagon, and is

60 feet in diameter. On the north side of, and con-

nected with the Cathedral, are the cloisters, of which
only three sides remain in the original state ; they
measvire 118 feet on the north and south sides, and
9 1 feet on the eastern and western sides. Such are

the principal measurements. In attempting to give

a just description of tliis noble Minster, we are pre-

cluded by our limits from entering into the subject

as fully as we could wish ; we are, therefore, content

with selecting from o\u" materials such as appear
most interesting.

The late Earl of Burlington, who had an excellent

taste in architecture, accounted this the finest Gothic

structure in England, and superior even to York Min-
ster. He chiefly admired the grand western front.

Several distinguished persons, besides the bishops,

have been interred in Lincoln Cathedral, particularly

Catherine Swinford, Duchess of Lancaster, wife of the

celebrated John of Gaunt ; there is also a monument
to the memory of her daughter, Joan, countess of

Westmoreland. In addition to the rich and massive

shrines, pearls and precious stones, which were an-

ciently the property of this church, various sculptured

tombs of dififerent periods existed, of which no traces

remain. Many of these were destroyed at the time of

the Reformation 5 but the chief ravages were com-
mitted by the fury of the fanatics and republicans,

during the Civil War, in the time of Charles the

First. In 1645, not only were the beautifid brass

gates of the choir pvdled doMTi, and other wanton in-

juries practised, but the chm-ch was actually made
barracks for the parliamentary troops.

The dean and chapter, sensible of the beauties of

the Cathedral, have shoA^Ti themselves attentive to its

preservation. By a liberal allotment of part of the

revenues of the church for that object, they have,

from time to time, efifected many judicious and
extensive repairs.

HYMN.
As o'er the past my mera'ry strays

Why heaves the secret sigh ?

'Tis that I nioura departed days.

Still unprepared to die.

The World, and worldly things beloved,

My anxious thouirhts employ'd

;

And time unhallow'd, unimproved.

Presents a fearful void.

Yet, Holy Father, wild despaiir

Chase from my labring breast

;

Thy grace it is, which prompts the pray'r,

That grace can do the rest.

My life's brief remnant all be thine !

And, when thy sure decree

Bids me this fleeting breath resign,

Oh ! speed my soul to Thee !

—

Bp. Middx-kto.v.

ON FRIENDSHIP.
Hast thou a Friend, as heart may wish at will ?

Then use him so, to have his friendship still.

Would'st have a Friend, would'st know what friend is best?

Have God thy friend, who passeth all the rest.

TVS$£R. 1573.
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CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD.

The heart, which is the principal organ of circula-

tion, is placed within the breast between the two

lobes of the lungs. It is a fleshy substance, and has

two cavities, which are separated from each other by

a valve. From the left ventricle, a large blood-vessel,

called the aorta, proceeds, and soon divides into several

branches, which ascend and descend by innumerable

ramifications, become smaller as they proceed, and

penetrate every part of the body. When the right

ventricle contracts, the blood is propelled into the

arteries with so much force that it reaches the mi-

nutest extremities of their most remote ramifications.

This motion is called the pulse, which is merely the

effect of the pulsation of the heart, and is quicker or

slower according to the frequency of its contractions.

When the blood arrives at the extremities of the

arteries distributed through the body. Nature employs

it in the wisest manner. Certain vessels absorb the

watery, oily, and saline parts. In some parts of the

body, where the arteries are distributed, the secretion

of milk, fat, and various fluids is performed : the

remaining portion of blood flows into the extremities

of the veins. These vessels gradually enlarge in size,

till they form very large tubes, which return the

blood back to the right ventricle of the heart. The
blood is then propelled into the pulmonary artery,

which disperses it through the lungs by innumerable

small branches. It is there exposed to the action of

the air, is afterwards received by the pulmonary
veins, and by them is conveyed to the left auricle of

the heart. This contracts, and sends it into the left

ventricle, which, also contracting, pushes it into the

aorta, whence it circulates through every part of the

body.

For this complicated fxinction, four cavities, as we
have seen, become necessary, and four are accord-

ingly provided : two called Ventricles, which send out

the blood 3 viz. one into the lungs, in the first in-

stance, the other into the mass after it has returned

from the lungs. Two others called Auricles, which
receive the blood from the veins j viz. one as it comes
immediately from the body, the other as the same
blood comes a second time, after its circulation

through the lungs, for without the lungs one of each

would have been sufficient.

Such is the admirable circulation of the blood in

man and most animals. But there is still much ob-

scurity in this interesting subject. We meet with

wonders here, that prove how incapable the human
mind is of explaining this work of Divine wisdom.
" The wisdom of the Creator," saith Hamburgher,
" is in nothing seen more gloriously than the heart ;

'

'

and how well doth it execute its office ! An anato-

mist, who understood the structure of the heart,

might say beforehand that it would play ; but he
would expect, I think, from the complexity of its

mechanism, and the delicacy of many of its parts,

that it should always be liable to derangement, or

that it would soon work itself out. Yet shall this

wonderful machine go night and day, for eighty

years together, at the rate of 100,000 strokes every

twenty-four hours, having at every stroke a great re-

sistance to overcome, and shall continue this action

for this length of time without disorder and without
weariness !

From Keill's Anatomy, we learn that each ven-
tricle will contain at least one ounce of blood. The
heart contracts 4000 times in one hour, from which
it follows that there pass through the heart every
hour 4000 ounces, or 350 pounds, of blood. The
whole mass of blood is said to be abovit 25 pounds,
so that a quantity equal to the whole mass of blood

passes through the heart 1 4 times in one honr, which
is about once in every four minutes.

" Consider," says Paley, " what an affair this is,

when we come to very large animals. The aorta of
a whale is larger in the bore than the main pipe of
some water-works ; and the water roaring in its pas-
sage through a pipe of that description is inferior in
impetus and velocity to the blood gushing from the
whale's heart." Dr. Hunter, in his account of the
dissection of a whale, says, " The aorta measured a
foot diameter. Ten or fifteen gallons of blood arc
thrown out of the heart at a stroke, with an immense
velocity, through a tube of a foot diameter. The
whole idea fills the mind with wonder."
The account here given will not convey to a reader

ignorant of anatomy any thing like an accurate notion
of the form, action, or the use of the parts, or of the

circulation of the blood (nor can any short and
popular account do this) ; but it is abundantly suffi-

cient to give him some idea of the wonderful me-
chanism bestowed on his frame, for the continuance
of hfe, by the hand of a Being who is all-wise, aU-
powerful, and all-good, and whose bountiful care is

equally extended to the preservation and happiness
of the humblest creature in existence, which has been,

equally with ourselves, called into life at his Divine
behest, and for a wise and good purpose. D.

Saint Anthony and the Cobbler.—Ws read a pretty
story of St. Anthony, who, being in the wilderness, led
there a very hard and strait life, insomuch that none at

that time did the like ; to whom came a voice from heaven,
saying, " Anthony, thou art not so perfect as is a cobbler
that dwelleth at Alexandria." Anthony hearing this, rose
up forthwith, and took his staff, and went till he came
to Alexandria, where he found the cobbler. The cobbler
was astonished to see so reverend a father come to his

house. Then Anthony said unto him, " Cc«ne, and tell

me thy whole conversation, and how thou spendest thy
time ? " " Sir," said the cobbler, " as for me, good works
have I none, for my life is but simple and slender. I am
but a poor cobbler. In the morning, when I rise, I pray
for the whole city wherein I dwell, especially for all such
neighbours and poor friends as I have ; after I set me at

my labour, where I spend the whole day in getting my
living ; and I keep me from all falsehood, for I hate no-
thing so much as I do deceitfulness ; wherefore, when I

make to any man a promise, I keep it and perform it truly.

And thus I spend my time poorly with my wife and chil-

dren, whom I teach and instruct, as far as my wit will serve
me, to fear and dread God. And this is the sum of my
simple life." In this story you see how God loveth those
that follow they- vocation, and live uprightly, without any
falsehood in their dealing. This Anthony was a great holy
man

;
yet this cobbler was as much esteemed before God

as he. Bp. Latimer.

There are none in the world so wickedly inclined, but that
a religious instruction and bringing up may fashion anew
and reform them ; nor any so well-disposed, whom (the

reins being let loose) the continual fellowship and fami-

liarity, and the examples of dissolute men, may not corrupt
and deform. Vessels will ever retain a savour of their first

liquor ; it being equally difficult either to cleanse the mind
once corrupted, or to extinguish the sweet savour of virtue

first received, when the mind was yet tender, open, and
easily seasoned, Sir Walter Ralegh.

The desire of knowledge is not more natural than is the

desire of communicating our knowledge. Even power would
be less valued, were there no opportunity of showing it to

others ; it derives half its value from that circumstance.

And as to the desire of esteem, it can have no possible gra

tification but in society. These parts of our constitution,

therefore, are evidently intended for social life ; and it is

not more evident that birds were made for flying, and fishes

for swimming, than that man, endowed with a natural de-

sire of power, of esteem, and of knowledge, is made, not

for the savage and solitary state, but for living in society

Reid's Essays. ,

54--2
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HERALDRY.
No. I. The Shield.

HaVtnO, in a former number, given some account of

the Supporters of the Arms of the Kings of England,

we will in this present, and occasionally in future

numbers, give some few notices on the subject of

Heraldry, sufficiently minute to make our readers

fairly acquainted with the laws of that interesting

science, and the origin of its principal bearings.

The present paper will be confined to the subject

of the Shield.
Our readers are probably aware, that Heraldry is

the scientific regulation and description of the various

ornaments with which our ancestors distinguished

themselves in war, or in tournaments and warlike

exercises.

These ornaments, though worn frequently on a

Shirt, or Coat of Arms, thrown over the whole per-

son, or in Banners or Pennons, were invariably de-

picted on the Shield. From this circumstance it

arises that all seals, engravings, and paintings of

coat-armour, are constantly dra^\•n in a shield-like

form. Ornaments on shields may be traced to the

remotest antiquity. The classical reader will notice

many instances of them, but it will be sufficient to

mention here, as a proof of the custom, the elabo-

rately-ornamented Shield of Achilles, described by

Homer ; so, also, when Solomon made his three

hundred shields of gold, it is only probable to sup-

pose that so precious a metal received also appro-

priate decorations. Indeed, as personal distinction

is, in all cases, a natural desire, v/e may readily

imagine that the leader in battle was not slow to

adopt some distinguishing embellishment, which,

while it might excite his own valour, would also have

the advantage of rendering him conspicuous to his

followers. In savage life, which is always, probably,

a fair picture of the earlier stages of polished society,

we accordingly find shields, at present, beautified

with a rude, but very diligent labour.

I It is generally allowed, however, that these orna-

ments did not become hereditary till the age of the

Crusades. The shape of the Shield has varied very

considerably. As its only object, at first, was to

shelter the warrior, it was so constructed as to cover

as much of the body as possible ; accordingly, we
find that the foot soldiers were defended by a very

long shield, long enough Indeed to conceal the whole

person, so that archers were frequently in the habit

of fixing their shields- upright in the ground, and

discharging, like Paris in tlie Trojan war, from be-

hind a monument, their bolts upon the enemy.

ARCHERS AND SHIELDS.

The annexed engraving shows three archers nest-

ling behind one shield, while another supports a

shield of large dimensions on his back. This en-

graving is taken from a picture in Johnes's Froissart'i

Chronicle of the Siege of Duras.

The Knight, or horseman, who, from his position,

could not conceal his legs behind a shield, contented

himself with a shorter buckler, in which, however,

he preserved the same shape as that of the foot sol-

dier, more especially as its figure, tapering towards

the bottom, allowed the ready and easy projection of

his lance, with which weapon the charge was gene-

rally made. Our engraving of the seal of King
Stephen will give the shape of the horseman's shield,

while that of Gilbert de Clare, Earl of Hertford and
' Gloucestei', in addition to the shape of the shield,

presents us als(J with the Shirt, or toat «>f arms,

»)nSlMAS AVD SHITXD, FHOM TnE SEAL OP IMNO STEPHEN CTLDERT DE CtARE, wmt UI9 81ITXt0 AND COAT OF A BUt
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SHIBLD OF HKKRY V,

spread over the person of the Earl, with his armorial

bearings appearing also on the housings of his horse.

The custom of quartering arms, (which will be the

subject of a future paper,) occasioned an enlarge-

ment of the shield in its lower parts, in order to give

room for introducing the quartered coats. We give

a copy of the Shield of King
Henry the Fifth, containing

the Arms of France and En-
gland quarterly, which will

show this expansion. But
as this spread of the shield

below materially interfered

with the projection of the

lance, an alteration was
shortly contrived in its upper
part, where a piece seems
frequently to have been scooped out, to give the

spear an easier advance. We
present our readers with ano-
ther Shield from Froissart, being
a specimen of this variation in

figure. This Shield, bearing

three Hearts, was vised at a tour-

nament where three French
Knights, for the love of their

ladies, challenged all comers.

This shape,' however, is fre-

quently introduced among the

many beautiful embellishments of that splendid

building, King's College Chapel, Cambridge ; and,

if it is still preserved, may be seen

on the foot of Henry the Seventh's

tomb in Westminster Abbey. In

the margin is another specimen,

being a Shield from the monument
of Henry the Fifth, where the out-

let for the lance is introduced above,

while the Shield is brought to a

square below, in order to accommo-
date its quarterings.

Shields were actually used in tilts, and possibly in

war, as late as the reign of King James the First.

I'be Rebellion which followed, by introducing into

.SBirLD OF THREE FRENCH
KNIOHTS.

t

t

the kingdom the use of more modern weapons,
seems entirely to have banished all the ancient modes
of warfare. After the Restoration, we believe, no
tilt took place, and the Shield now assumed in

Heraldry all the many different and frequently ele-

gant shapes, which either the taste of the painter,

the necessity created by marshalling numerous quar-
terings, or the caprices of fashion, might dictate. It

rather belongs to chivalry than to heraldry, to notice

the sensitive feelings, and the nice points of honour,
which the knight connected with his armorial bear-

ings ; feelings which may be traced to distant ages.

When we next enter on this subject, we will shortly

touch on the tinctures, or blazons, used in Heraldry.

THE IGUANA.
The reptile here represented belongs to the Lizard

tribe, and grows to the length of three or four feet ; it

is considered, in the countries which it inhabits, as very

delicate eating, and, on that account, is much sought

after by the natives. It is curious to trace the pre-

judices and preferences of mankind for different sorts

of food, and to observe, from the facts discovered,

how much influence mental antipathies have over our
bodily feelings. The refreshing, and almost univer-

sally approved beverage, tea, when offered by some
European travellers to the Turkish ladies, was re-

jected as insipid and valueless. We find in some
old English dramas, corvorants and soland geese

reckoned among the dainties of the table. At the

present time crabs, lobsters, and other shell-fish are,

in this and other countries, considered as delicacies,

while the inhabitants of the eastern parts of Europe
tvurn from them with disgust, to make a meal off

locusts scorched over a fire. Bread dipped in train-

oil is greedily devoured by the Laplanders, and even

by the more civilized Russians ; and Captain Parry,

when on his voyage of discovery to the North Pole,

contrived to keep a restless Esquimaux in his chair,

while his likeness was taken, by treating him at in-

tervals with tallow-candles. If we look nearer home,
we find the lower orders in Scotland, in many cases,

refusing eels as food, while, on this side the border,

they are considered a delicious dish.

THE IGUANA, OR EATABLE LIZARD-
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The Iguana is fonnd within the tropics, in South

America, the West Indies, and the islands of the

Indian Ocean. The species figured in the print is a

native of AmbojTia, the chief of the Molucca Islands,

in the Indian Ocean. The Iguana is extremely active,

and climbs trees with great quickness and dexterity
;

its principal food is fruit and flowers, and small in-

sects or worms. Its bite, although not dangerous,

is extremely painful, on account of the strength of

the creat\u"e's jaws. The thickness of its skull ren-

ders it very tenacious of life, and the mode of de-

struction employed by the hunters, who attack it with

clubs, is far from expeditious in its operation.

THE FOLLY OF A BELIEF IN FORTUNE-
TELLING, OR ASTROLOGY.

The belief in Judicial Astrology, which appears to

be adapted only to the darkest ages, continued, not-,

withstanding the vast progress made in literature and
science, to be cherished pretty generally among the

uneducated, and even, in too many instances, amongst
the learned, until late in the seventeenth century, if

indeed it did not even survive that date. To show the

total folly of all pretensions to the art of predicting

future events from the positions of the stars, and the

equal folly of believing in such predictions, the follow-

ing anecdote is offered to the attention of our readers.

Towards the middle and latter end of the seven-

teenth century, there lived a celebrated mathema-
tician and astronomer, named James Ozanam, whose
learned works are well known in every part of Europe.
As an astronomer is continually gazing on the stars,

and an astrologer professes to draw bis predictions

from them, the two were frequently confounded with

each other. It happened that a nobleman of great

rank, desirous of discovering the events of his future

life, applied to Ozanam to draw his horoscope, and at

the same time employed a neighbouring Physician,

who was also a professed and enthusiastic astrologer,

to execute the same task. The physician complied
j

drew the horoscope, and of course pocketed his

reward. As for Ozanam, he in vain represented to

the nobleman, that he was no astrologer,—that he did

not believe in the existence of such an art ; the noble-

man persisted, and as he was a man whose positive

commands were not to be refused, Ozanam, at length,

threw together, at random, a parcel of predictions all

promising riches, power, happiness, and every other

worldly blessing that a man could desire.

About twenty years afterwards, the same noble-

man called again on Ozanam, loading him with com-
pliments, and assuring him that every one of his

predictions had been verified, while those of the

Physician turned out totally false. Tlie event con-
firmed both parties in their previous opinions. The
nobleman, to whom Ozanam did not dare confess

the trick, departed more firmly persuaded than ever,

that astrology, in the hands of a reaUi/ learned and
able professor, was a science as true as the mathe-
matics ; while Ozanam, with much better reason, was
confirmed in his opinion, that astrology had no exist-

ence whatever, except in the heated imaginations of

a few enthusiasts, the cunning of knaves, and the

gullibility of fools.

It was an objection constantly urged by the ancient Epicu-
reans, that man could not be the creature of a benevolent
Bein^, as he was formed in a state so helpless and inflrra.

They never considered or perceived that this very infirmity
and helplessness were the cause and cement of society

;

that if men had been perfect and self-sufficient, and had
stood in no need of each others assistance, there would
have been no occasion for the invention of the arts, and no
opportunity for the ex»rci»e of the aff«ction«r-—Wariok*

RICHARD HOOKER.
Amid the bustle and turmoil of this restless age, it

it is quite refreshing to look back occasionally upon
the olden time, and to contemplate some of the

divines and scholars of former days, remarkable not

more for their mighty intellect, and their wonderfid
attainments in learning, than for their calm, simple,

and secluded habits of life. Of this description of

men we cannot easily find a more perfect specimen
than Richard Hooker, author of the Ecclesiastical

Polity.

Tliis modest and unassuming, but really great

man, was born about the year 1553, at Hea\-ytree,

near Exeter, and, his parents being in humble cir-

cumstances, he was intended to be brought up to

some trade ; but the disposition and talents which
he evinced at school, soon showed that he was fitted

for higher things, and induced his master to intercede

with his uncle to assist a youth of such fair promise
in prosecuting his studies for the sacred profession.

By this uncle Hooker was recommended to Jewell,

then Bishop of Salisbury, and through the influence of

that distinguished prelate, he soon obtained the situa-

tion of a clerk at Corpus Christi College, Oxford.

About three years after his admission at the Uni-
versity, Hooker having occasion to go into Devon-
shire, visited his patron on his road; and the account

of the visit in honest Isaac "Walton is so charac-

teristic, that we must give it in his ovvn words :
—" On

foot they (Hooker and a companion,) went, and took

Salisbury in their way, purposely to see the good
Bishop, who made them dine with him at his own
table, which Mr. Hooker boasted of with much joy

and gratitude when he saw his mother and friends
;

and, at the Bishop's parting with him, the Bishop
gave him good counsel and his benediction, but for-

got to give him money, which when the Bishop had
considered, he sent a ser\-ant in all haste to call

Richard back to him ; and at Richard's return, the

Bishop said, ' Richard, I sent for j^ou back to lend

you a horse, which hath carried me many a mile,

and, I thank God, with much ease 3' and presently

delivered into his hands a walking staff, with which
he professed he had travelled through many parts of

Germany ; and he said, ' Richard, I do not give, but

lend you my horse ; be sure you be honest, and
bring my horse back to me at your retvim this way
to Oxford ; and I do now give you ten groats, to

bear your charges to Exeter ; and here are ten groats

more, which I charge you to deliver to your mother,

and tell her I send her a Bishop's benediction with

it, and beg the continuance of her prayers for me
j

and if you bring my horse back to me, I will give

you ten groats more to carry you on foot to the

College, and so God bless you, good Richard.'
"

Hooker was soon afterwards deprived of this ex-

cellent patron by death ; but his own character tor

learning and piety not only procured for him a

scholarship, and afterwards a fellowship, at his col-

lege, but induced Sandys, then Bishop of London,

to place his son under his care. The Bishop's words
were, " I will have a tutor for my son that shall

teach him learning by instruction, and virtue by ex-

ample, and my greatest care shall be of the last, and
(God willing,) this Richard Hooker shall be the man
into whose hands I will commit my Edwin." With
young Sandys, Hooker also received another distin-

guished pupil, George Cranmer, the great nephew of

Archbishop Cranmer.
At Oxford Hooker was fast rising in reputation.

Among other honours he had been appointed to read

lectures in Hebrew ; and in the calm retreat of the

Universitv, so well suited to his quiet habits and
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love ot learning, it would have been well for his

peace if he had remained. But having now taken

Holy Orders, he was summoned fi-om Oxford to

preach at Paul's Cross. Of this place we gave a

view in our thirtieth number j and we there explained

that it was customary, down to the reign of James
the First, to call the most learned divines, fi-om

various parts of the country, to take their turn of

instructing the people from that pulpit, A new
preacher always excited much curiosity and interest,

and Hooker was far too modest and humble not to

feel considerable perturbation at the thought of this

public exhibition. INIoreover, he arrived in London,

wet and wearied from his journey, and he would
scarcely have had strength to perform his task, had
it not been for the cares and attentions of his hostess,

Mrs. Churchman. This good dame, however, proved
herself not quite disinterested in her kindness ; for

she contrived to persuade Hooker, first, that he
wanted a wife to take care of him, and, next, that

he could not do better than promote to that station

her own daughter, Joan, "who," his biographer says,
" brought him neither beauty nor portion, and, for

her conditions, they were like that wife's which is by
Solomon compared with a dripping house."

By this marriage Hooker lost his fellowship at

Corpus 3 but was soon afterwards presented to the

living of Drayton Beauchamp, near Aylesbury 3

—

and of his life in this place, we have a singidar pic-

ture preserved by Walton. His former pupils,

Edwin Sandys and George Cranmer, came to pay
him a visit, and found hina, with a Horace in his

hand, tending his few sheep in the common field, in

the necessary absence of his only servant. After

their return to the house, Richard was called away
from his friends to rock the cradle. And his whole
situation appeared so comfortless, that Sandys, on his

return to London, prevailed on his father to procure

for Hooker, 1585, the appointment of the mastership

of the Temple.
This was a situation much more suitable to his

talents and attainments ; but it brought him into a

controversy with Walter Travers, and some other of

the divines, who were then commencing that vexa-

tious opposition, to the discipline and rites of the

Church of England, which gradually increased in

violence and strength, till it subverted both the

throne and the altar, more than fifty years afterwards,

in the reign of Charles the First. Besides his gene-

ral dislike to controversy. Hooker moreover was now
seriously employed in his great work of the Eccle-

siastical Polity ; and feeling himself, in London, to be
out of his proper element, he entreated to be removed
from the Temple to some country living, where, as

he expresses himself, " I may study, and pray for

God's blessing on my endeavours, and keep myself
in peace and privacy, and behold God's blessing

sprmg out of my mother earth, and eat my own bread
without oppositions,"

In 1591, Hooker was gratified in this wish, by
being appointed to the living of Boscomb, in Wilt-
shire ; and in 1595, he was removed to the more
valuable benefice of Bishops' Bourne, near Canter-
bury, where he continued till his death j an event,

which occurred in the year 1600, in his forty-seventh
year, in consequence of a cold which he caught in

his passage by water, between London and Gravesend.
During his residence at his two last-mentioned

benefices. Hooker completed his immortal work.
The four first books of the Ecclesiastical Polity were
pubhshed in the year 1594; the fifth in 1597 3 and
the three last were left finished, but unpublished, at

his death. There is, however, reason to believe that

,

the genuine copies of those three were destroyed by
his widow, and what we possess are no more than
his rough drafts, subsequently touched up by Dr.
Spencer. Still, his unquestionable books, together
with some tracts and sermons, are sufficient to sus-
tain his high reputation. With a profusion of learn-
ing, and an unanswerable force of reasoning, they
prove the lawfulness of our Church estabUshment

3

and, while they breathe a spirit of the most exalted
piety, they are written in a strain of stately and
measured prose, which is unequalled in our langviage.

To this day, the name of Hooker is seldom men-
tioned without adding the epithet of ' the learned,' or
' the judicious

:

' and, after having thus contemplated
the great author, it is with additional delight and
reverence that we turn to survey the individual, the

very perfection of meekness, humility, and piety.

We possess many interesting details of his habits

while at Bourne, though they are too long to be here

inserted in full.

He was accustomed to preach every Sunday, and
he or his Curate to catechize after the second lesson

in the evening prayer. His sermons were uttered

with a grave zeal, and an humble voice; his eyes

always fixed on one place, to prevent his imagination

from wandering, insomuch that he seemed to study

as he spake 3 and it was his design rather to con-

vince and to persuade, than to ten-ify, men into piety.

He was very assiduous in the now-forgotten duty of

fasting 3 nor less so to inquire who of his parishioners

were sick, or in any ways distressed, suiting his ad-

monitions to their state. He was also diligent to

prevent lawsuits, still urging his parishioners and
neighbours to bear with each other's infirmities, and
to live in love. His advice to them was to watch

and pray, and always to keep themselves fit to re-

ceive the Communion, and then to receive it often,

for it was a comforting and strengthening of their

graces. On his entrance into any house, or depar-

ture from it, he would usually speak to the whole

family, and bless them by name. We wish that we
had room to give a delightful story of Hooker's flock,

told by Isaac Walton in his best style of quaint sim-

plicity 3 but our hmits will not admit it, and we
the less regret the omission, as our readers may see

it at length in the thirteenth number of the British

Magazine, together with a view of the church and
rectory of Bishops' Bourne.

Hooker once said, in the cornrse of his controver-

sial writings, " Your next argument consists of rail-

ing and of reasons 3 to yoiir railing, I say nothing

;

to your reasons, I say what follows."—It was also

a favourite maxim with him, " There will come a time

when three words uttered with charity and meekness

shall receive a far more blessed reward than three

thousand volumes written with disdainful sharpness

of wit." And we cannot better conclude ovir brief

memoir of this meek and saint-like man, than by
mentioning that one of the most petulant and prag-

matical of the party opposed to him lived to come to

a temper of mind not very different : Thomas Cart-

wright, in his old age, became the master of a hos-

pital in Warwick, and Sir Henry Yelverton says, his

last words on his death-bed were that he sorely

lamented the unnecessary trouble he had caused the

Church, by the scorn of which he had been the

fomenter; and that he wished he was to begin his

life again, that he might testify to the world his dis-

like of his former doings.

Edward, Earl of Rutland, in the reign of Queen Eliza-

beth, left behind him these four pieces of advice :— 1. -Bv

always employed.—2. Look to the issue.—3- BeJul nished
with afriend,— ^. Bejlect upon thyself.
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ANNIVERSARIES IN MAY.
MONDAY, 6th.

To this day is still affixed in our Almanacks the appellation of

St. John, ante Ptrrtam Latinam, though the reformed church never

admitted it among its festivals. Anciently it was kept in memory of

St. John the Evangelist's having escaped unhurt from a caldron of

burning oil, into which he is said to have been plunged by order

of the Emperor Domitian. 'J'his miraculous preservation happening
near the gate of Rome called the Porta Latina, the day was named
therefrom.

1527 The City of Rome stormed and plundered by the troops of

the Emperor Charles V., led by the Constable of Bourbon,
who was slain in the assault. This vras the sixth time Rome
had been taken by hostile armies since its foundation, tiie

other five being, first, by the Gauls, A. U.C. 364; second,

by Alaric, King of the Goths, A.D. 410; third, by Gen-
seric. King of the Vandals, 455; fourth, by Odoacer, King
of the Heruli; fifth, by Totila, King of the Goths, 546.

1631 Died Sir Robert Cotton, the great English Antiquary, whose
valuable collection of manuscripts forms that part of tne

national collection in the British Museum called the " Cot-

tonian Library," The site of his house, at the back of the

House of Lords, is still called the " Cotton Garden." He
was born at Denton, in Huntingdonshire, 1570.

1678 Died Jansenius, Bishop of Ypres, founder of the sect called

Jansenists in the French Church."

1757 The Battle of Prague, in which Frederick^ second King of

Prussia, entirely defeated the Austrian*.
TUESDAY, 7th.

On this day, in the year before Christ 399, Soo Mes was put to

death by poison at Athens.

1177 Sebastian Ziani, Doge of Venice, totally defeateJ the fleet of

the Emperor Barbarossa, and restored Italy to tranquillity.

1716 The Act for prolonging the duration of Parliament from three

years to seven passed.

1717 Peter the Great, Emperor of Russia, while on bis travels,

incognito, throughout Europe, visited Paris.

WEDNESDAY, 8th.

1429 The English army obliged to raise the siege of Oneans. The
French troops were led by an impostor, pretending to a
divine mission : before this event she was called Joan of Arc,

and subsequently the Maid of Orleans. She was afterwards

taken prisoner by the English, and cruelly burnt alive as

a witch.

1743 The pious and learned Dr. John Hough, called the " Goon
Bishop of Worcester," died, in the ninety-third year of his

age, and fifty-third of his episcopate.

1814 Napoleon Buonaparte landed in Elba, after his first abdication.

1821 Captain Parry sailed from the River on hi* second voyage, in

quest of a North-west Passage ; and on the same day, in

1824, he sailed again on his third voyage of discovery.

THURSDAY, 9th.

1502 Columbut sailed from Cadiz, on his fourth voyage to America.

1828 The Test and Corporation Acts repealed.

FRIDAY, 10th.

1774 Louis XV,, King of France, died of a second attack of the

small-pox, in the 65th year of his age, and th« 60th of his reign.

SATURDAY, 11th.

This IS calculated to be the Anniversary of the day on which, in the

year before Christ, 1491, the Israelites passed the Red Sea, and

Pharaoh and his host were drowned, in endeavouring to follow

.hem.
A. D. 330, the Emperor, Constantine the Great, dedicated the City

of Constantinople, of which he had, tlie year before, laid the

foundations.

1778 Wiltium Pitt, the first Earl of Chatham, died. He was
buried at the public charge in Westminster Abbey.

1782 Richard U'ilson, an eminent landscape-painter, who has even

been designated the " English Claude," died, aged sixty-eight.

In liis lifetime he was not regarded at all according to his

merits, but now his pictures fetch large sums.

1800 A'i)i? George III. was shot at in the tlieatre, but happily with-

out elTect, by a maniac named Hatfield. At a review in the

morning of the same day, a young gentleman, standing near

tiie king, had been wounded by an accidental shot from the

troops while exercising.

1812 The Right Hon. Spencer Perceral, Prime INIinister, was shot

in the lobby of the House of Commons by an assassin named
Bellingham, who suftered death for the act soon after.

SUNDAY, 12th.

Rogation SisnAY received, and retains, its title from the Monday,

Tuesday, and Wedne^day, which follow it, and which are called

'•ogation days, from the latin word rogare, to beseech, the earliest

Christians having appropriated extraordinary prayers and supplica-

tions for these three days, as a preparation for tlie devout observ-

ance of our Saviour's Ascension on tiie day next succeeding lliem
;

namely, Holy Thursday, or Ascension Day. In the reformed ritual,

however, this day is simply called the " Fifth Sunday after Easter,"

and the rogation days very little observed.

On tills day, in the year B.C. 48, was fought the battle of 1 har-

salia, which confirmed the power of Julius Ca;sar, and put an end

to that of his rival Pompey.
1641 The Earl of Straffonl, Prime Minister of King Charles X.,

was beheaded on Tower Hill.

1706 A total Eclipse of the Sun occurred at nine A. M.
1791 Died, aged fifty-two, Francis Grose, the celeljrated illustrator

of the Antiquities of England, Wales, and Scotland.

1794 Madame Eliz.jbeth, the sister of Louis XXI., was guillotined

at Paris, after a long and cruel confinement, being the third

member of the Royal Family of France who perished by the

same instrument in the space of less than sixteen months.

1819 The new Custom House, London, opened lor tlie transaction

of business.

A Jewish Tale.—When Abraham sat at his tent-door,

according to his custom, waiting to entertain strangers, he
espied an old man stooping and leaning on his staff, weary
with age and travail, coming towards him, who was 1 00
years of age: he received him kindly, washed his feet, jiro-

vided supper, caused him to sit down : but obser\ing that

the old man ate and prayed not, nor begged for a blessing

of his meat, he asked him w hy ho did not worship the G;h1

of Heaven. The old man told him that he worshipped the

fire only, and acknowledged no other God. At which
answer Abraham grew so zealously angr\', that he thrust

the old man out of his tent, and exposed him to all the

evils of the night and an unguarded condition. When
the old man was gone, Gk)d called to Abraham, and asked
him where the stranger was : he replied, ' I thrust him
away, because he did not worship Thee.' God answered
him, ' I have suffered him these hundred years, although
he dishonoured me ; and couldst not thou endure him on<^

night, when he gave thee no trouble ?' Upon this, sait'.,

the story, Abraham fetched him back again, and gave him
hospitable entertainment, and wise instruction. Jkr.
Taylor.

What toil and perseverance, in cultivating the bodily pow-
ers, must it require, to qualify' the Tumbler for those feats of

activity with which he astonishes mankind ! When we
first see them, we can hardly believe our eyes : he seems to

perform what, till now, we thought impossible. Were we to

take equal pains in the improvement of our intellectual and
moral nature, which are surely not less susceptible of cul

tivation, who can tell to what heights of excellence and
happiness we might at length arise ! ^Beattik.

SATURDAY NIGHT.
Again the week's dull labours close

;

The sons of toil from toil repose
;

And fast the evening gloom descends.

While home the weary peasant wends.
This night his eyes, in slumber sweet,

Shall droop their lids ; to-morrow greet

A day of calm content and rest

—

To Labour's aching limbs how blest

!

Now, ere I seek my peaceful bed,

And on the pillow rest my head.

Oh, come, my soul, and wide display

The mercies of the week and day !

From danger m ho my frame hath kept,

While waking and what time I slept ?

Who hath my every want supplied.

And to my footsteps proved a guide ?

'Tis thou, my Gud !—to Thee belong
Incense of praise, and hallow"d song

;

To Thee be all the glory given,

Of all my mercies uiider heaven.

From Thee my daily bread and health.

Each comfort—all my spirit" s wealth,

Have been derived : my sins alone,

And errings I can call my own.

Oh, when to-morrows sun shall rise.

And light once more shall glad these eyes,

May I thy blessed Sabbath prove,

A day of holy rest and love.

May my Redeemers praises claim
My constant thought: the Spirits flame
Descend, my accents to inspire.

And fill my soul w ith rapture's fire.

And when the night of Death is come.
And I must slumber in the tomb.

Oh, then, my God, this faint heart cheer.

And far dispel the shades of fear.

And teach me, in thy strength, to tread

The path which leads me to the dead.

Assured, when lifes hard toils are o'er.

Of I'est with Thee for evermore ! AValker.

The beautiful liule poem Ox Pn.wEii, in page 135, was incor-

rectly ascribed to Crabbe ; it is from the pen of Dr. llidiard Mant,

the present Bishop of Down and Connor.
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THE DOGS OF ST. BERNARD.

By the kind permission of Mr. Landseer, we are

enabled this week to present a wood-cut, taken from
his very interesting print of the " Alpine Mastiffs,"

or Dogs of St. Bernard. One of these sagacious

and well-trained animals is represented clearing away
the snow from an unfortunate traveller, who has been
overtaken by one of the sudden avalanches so com-
mon in these mountains ; the other, with his loud

voice, giving the alarm to the monks at the convent,

who are seen hastening with the pious intention of

conveying the sufferer to their hospitable shelter, and
restoring, if possible, suspended animation.

The Hospital, or Convent of St. Bernard, is situ-

ated on the elevated ridge which runs between Mont
St. Velan to the east, and Point de Dronay to the

west, and is computed to be 8200 feet above the level

of the sea. It is a massive and substantial building,

and contains a small museum of mineralogical speci-

mens and various antiquities found on the site of the

Roman temple of Jupiter on this mountain. There
are also specimens of a singular sort of ptarmigan,
called Herbene. This bird in winter is perfectly white

;

in spring and summer, black and white mixed ; and,

in autumn, nearly black : they are found in abund-
ance in the neighbourhood of the convent. The
chapel is large and lofty : the congregation consists

entirely of peasants, partly Piedmontese and partly

Valaisans.

The order of Bemardines was properly Augustine,
till moulded into its present form by St. Bernard,
A.D. 962. He is said to have founded one hundred

Vol. II.

and sixty monasteries and convents, and this has
survived most of them. The number of monks va-.

ries from time to time, but usually consists of twenty
or twenty-five, all natives of the countries north of
the Alps. They are enjoined to board and lodge all

strangers and passengers, at all seasons, and assist

them with guides in traversing the mountains, with-

out charge or cost. In winter, their rules command
them to send every day, whatever may be the weather,

two able and powerful men, called Maroniers, who
are Accustomed to the mountains, one towards the

Italian side, the other towards Valais. These tra-

verse the pass the whole day, attended by one of the

great dogs, keeping a path open in the snow, and
watching for passengers.

If the Maronier meets with any person bewildered

or exhausted, or if his sagacious companion indicates

by his movements that any unfortunate being is

under the snow, he returns with all speed to the

Hospital to give the alarm. Several of the monks
then instantly set out with restoratives, to be used, if

the object of their care is not too far gone. Four
carry the body, while the rest go forward to trample

the snow, which is often more than twenty feet in

depth, and give facility to the advance of their bre-

thren.

Cold water, with ice immersed in it, is prepared as

the most efficacious remedy, and the body placed in

it : if this fails in restoring animation, all hope is at

an end.

The dogs are of a large^ and, it need not be added,

55
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a sagacious breed, originally from Spain. The largest

of the race, called Jupiter, was in high esteeni ahout

four years ago, from the number of lives he had

saved, and was considered more than usually saga-

cious. In the year 1827, he rescued a woman and
child from death under the following circumstances

:

It appears, he knew some one had passed near the

Hospital, and set off alone immediately to follow

them. After some time his absence was remarked
;

and one of the Maroniers, by pursuing his track,

found him posted over the drift where the poor wo-
man and her child were about to perish.

Several of the dogs have been brought to England

;

one now in the possession of a gentleman in Glou-

cestershire, has fallen under our observation ; his

disposition, however, from change of living and want

of his accustomed air and exercise, must have been

much altered, for he had growTi so cowardly, as to

run away in terror from the smallest dog. His length

from head to tail was above six feet, his size and

height in proportion, and his colour a yellowish-

brown. He had become heavy and dull, owing to

the total change in his habits ; but was perfectly

good-tempered, and a general favourite.

The monks of St. Bernard are, for the most part,

hale, strong men
;
yet few of them live to an ad-

vanced age : this may well be attributed to the per-

sonal deprivations and hardships they must suffer.

They are simple-minded, and sincerely devoted to the

good work in which they are engaged ; and they claim

our respect for that charity towards their fellow-

creatures, which induces them to persevere in a course

of patient endurance, and of exertion and difficulty

quite sufficient to account for their generally prema-

ture old age.

There is not a more effectual way to revive the true spirit

of Christianity in the world, than seriously to meditate on

what we commonly call the four last things : Death, Judg-
ment, Heaven, and Hell ; for it is morally impossible men
should live such careless lives, should so wholly devote

themselves to this world and the service of their lusts,

should either cast off the fear of God and all reverence

for his laws, or satisfy themselves Avith some cold and
formal devotions, were they possessed with a warm and
constant sense of these things. For what manner of men
ought we to be, who know that we mast shortly die, and
come to judgment, and receive according to what we have
(lone in this world, whether it be good or evil, either eternal

rewai'ds in the kingdom of heaven, or eternal punishments
with the devil and his angels. Sherlock on Death.

A Prwer composed by George the Third on the day of

his Coronation, found by one of the Px'incesses in his

desk :

—

" Keep me, O Lord, from silly and unguarded friends, and
from secret and designing enemies, and give me those

thinprs that are best for me, through Jesus Christ our
Lord."

FROM FOES THAT WOULD THE LAND DEVOUR.

From foes that would the land devour

;

From guilty pride, and lust of power
;

From wild sedition's lawless hour

;

From yoke of slavery

From blinded zeal by faction led ;

From giddy chanjie by fancy bred
;

From poisonous error's serpent head;
Good Lord, preserve us free !

Defend, O God, with guardian hand,

The laws and ruler of our land.

And grant our church Thy grace to stand

la faith and unity !

The Spirit's help of Thee we crave,
Tb.it Thou, whose blood was shed to save,

May'st, at thy second coming, have
A Hock to welcome Thee ! Hebsr.

STRAW PLATTING.
IL

The manufacture of Straw Plat is an employment
at once healthful and domestic, and particularly va-

luable, as accustoming female children in our agri-

cultural districts to habits of industry, without the

imposition of that hurtful degree of bodily labour,

which has for some time engaged the attention of

the friends of humanity and the legislature.

The Manufacture of Straw Plat and Straw Bon-
nets in Italy is a considerable employment in the

duchy of Tuscany (which is bounded on the one side

by the Apennines, and on the other by the Mediter-

ranean Sea, and contains an area of 8500 square

miles, and a population of 1,200,000.) The platting

is chiefly carried on in the neighbourhood of Flo-

rence, Pisa, the district of Sienna, and in the tipper

part of the vale of the Arno, where the best flats are

made for straw -hats. Part of this country is power-

fully described by Mr. Addison (Travels, 3.) " The
transition from the green mountains and beautiful

valleys of the papal dominions, to the wild and naked
rocks and hills of the Siennese, is very striking ; the

savage prospect put me in mind of the Italian pro-

verb, ' that the Grand Duke had the bones of Italy;'

and yet on these hills grows the straw of the Leghorn
bonnets."

The straw used in working those fiats,—which is

the term for large, flat, circular plat,—is grown in

districts mountainous and barren : it is produced
from a kind of wheat, said to be like Cape-wheat, of

which the grain is very small
;

(other straws are

mixed up with the wheat-straw impoi-ted here.) This

straw, though slender, has much consistency ; the

upper part of the stalk being perfectly hollow, is

easily dried.

It is pulled out of the earth before the grain begins

to form. After being freed from the soil which ad-

heres to the root, it is formed into small sheaves for

winnowing. The part above the last joint of the

stem is then plucked ofiF, the ear remaining attached

to it ; this being done, it is bleached alternately by
the dew and the sunshine : rain is very injurious,

and destroys much of its proper colour. When a

sudden shower comes on, every one is in motion to

prevent damage, by gathering up the straw.

The lower parts of the straw are treated in the

same manner, and employed in forming flats of an

inferior quality. The upper parts, torn ofiF just to

the knot, are sorted according to their degrees of

fineness. This stapling is made with much care, and
usually affords straw of three different prices. A
quantity of straw worth three-quarters of a paolo

{4hd.), after having undergone this process, is sold

for ten paoli (4s. 7d.)

The tress is formed, according to one account, of

seven or nine straws, which are begun at the lower

end, and are consumed in platting to within an inch

and a half of the upper extremity, including the ear.

All the ends of the straws that have been consumed
are left out, so that the ears shall be on the other

side of the tress.

According to another account, the platter is to take

thirteen straws, &nd tie them together at one end
j

then to divide them into a right- angle, placing six

straws on the left side, and seven on the right. The
seventh, or outermost on the right, is to be turned

down by the finger and thumb of the right hand,

and brought up \mder two straws, over two, and
tinder two,—and seven straws will then be placed on

the left side of the angle ; then the finger and thumb
of the left hand is to turn down the seventh or outer-

most straw ou the left side, and to bring it up under
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two straws, over ivpo, and under two,—and seven

straws will again be placed on the right side of the

angle ; and so on, alternatcJy doubling and platting

the outermost seventh straw from side to side, until

it becomes too short to cross over so as to double on
the other side of the angle ; then to take another

straw, and put it under the short end at the point of

the angle (the middle of the plat), and by another

straw coming under and over the joined one from

both sides of the angle in the operation of platting,

it will become fastened ; the short end being then

left out underneath the plat, and the newly-fastened

straw taking its place on that side of the angle to

which the short one was directed ; and so continue

repeating the joining, doubling, and platting, until a

piece of twenty yards long, more or less, is completed,—Trans. Soc. Arts, xxiv.

As fast as it is worked, it is rolled on a cylinder of

wood. When it is finished, the projecting ends and
ears are but off; it is then passed with force between
the hand and a piece of wood, cut with a sharp edge,

to press and polish it.

The tresses thus prepared are used so that a com-
plete hat shall be made of one piece. They are sewed
together with raw silk. The diameter of the various

kinds of hat is, in general, the same ; the only differ-

ence being in the degree of fineness, and, consequently,

the number of turns which the tress has made in

completing the hat. These hats have from twenty to

eighty such turns, the number regulating the price,

which varies from twenty paoli (9s. 2c?.) to one hun-
dred piastres (20/.) Those of the first quality have no
fixed price. A hat which sells for one hundred piastres

affords a profit to the manufacturer, and a profit of

forty to the merchant,—the straw and silk costing

twenty, and the labour forty. The workers gain from
three to five paoli (Is. 4d. to 2s. 3d.) daily.

Straw hats are little used in Tuscany, or even in

Italy, except by the Siennese females, who, with
good taste, and as an encouragement to their national

manufactures (an example to the ladies of England),
have for their head-dress an elegant straw-hat with

a few flowers, under which the hair is secured by an
antique silver brooch.

—

(Sismondi's Italy, 571.)

Several mercantile houses in Florence and Leghorn
buy these hats on the spot where they are worked.
One of these 'houses annually exports them, to the

value of 400,000 florins (3500/.) French specu-

lators have tried to cultivate this sort of straw ; but
they have not been able to obtain so fine a quality as

that of Tuscany. (Wovdd it grow in the south of
England ?)

Previously to 1822, an attempt was made to

manufacture bonnets of Tuscan straw in England.
A Mr. Bigg, a straw manufacturer, imported a consi-

derable quantity of prepared straw from Leghorn,
with a view of attempting its manufacture in this

country
; but not succeeding in his wish, he placed

the straw in the hands of Mr. Parry, who wisely
began by acquiring the art of platting according
to the Leghorn method above described. He then
taught it to other persons, with such success, that he
had above seventy women and children constantly
employed in the manufacture. For these spirited and
successful exertions, the Society of Arts in London,
in 1822, conferred on Mr. Parry the large «Uver
medal, on condition of his disclosing to tu^ -- iety

the particulars of the mode of platting according to

the Italian method, and his account was published in

their Transactions.

The Tuscan plat made from Italian straw, and
Tuscan bonnets, have since become a considerable
manufacture in this country.

55—2

These accounts, it is hoped, will he read with

interest by platters in England, and those who are

anxious to encourage and improve the English mode
of working. This branch of industry, in Italy, brings

in a very large sum annually to the inhabitants of

Tuscany. The straw is grown in mountainoirs and
sterile places in Italy ; but, in England, the platting-

straw is from our best wheats ; the kind of wheat in

Italy is said to be a species like the Cape-wheat

;

but that wheat, in England, is too much sxibject to

the rust to be useful. In Italy, the wheat is pulled
up by the roots before the grain begins to form,
which must be just after it has done blossoming, and
thus the corn is sacrificed ; in England, the corn
whose straw is intended for platting, is cut when it

is ripe, and the ear is cut off and preserved.

The mode of drying is very different from the
English mode in the straw-plat districts. The upper
part of the straw is chiefly used in Italy ; but, in

England, two or three lengths are gained from one
straw, seldom from the top. The Italians work with
seven straws, as we do j but also with nine and thir-

teen straws, which are not commonly used in Eng-
land. The plat, when worked, is rolled on a cylinder
of wood in Italy, and afterwards passed with force

between the hand and a sharp piece of wood, to dress

and polish it ; but, in England, it is frequently rolled

on a broad piece of deal after the plat is worked
;

the subsequent rolling in Italy seems to answer in

some degree the purpose of the plat-mill.

Temple. W.

HUMAN IMPROVEMENT.
Whilst any good can be done by us, we should not
fail to do it ; but even when our active powers of

usefulness fail, which not seldom happens, there still

remains that last, that highest, that most difficult,

and perhaps that most acceptable, duty to our Crea-

tor,—resignation to His blessed will, in the priva-

tions, and pains, and afflictions, with which we are

visited ; thankfulness to Him for all that is spared

to us, amidst much that is gone ; for any mitigation

of oiu" sufferings, any degree of ease and comfort,

and support and assistance, which we experience.

Every advanced life, every life of sickness or mis-

fortune, affords materials for virtuous feelings. In a
word, I am persuaded, that there is no state what-
ever of Christian trial, varied and various as it is,

in which there will not be found both matter and
room for improvement ; in which a true Christian will

not be incessantly striving, month by month, and
year by year, through divine help, to grow sensibly

better and better ; and in which his endeavours, if

sincere, and assisted as, if sincere, they may hope to

be assisted, by God's grace, will not be rewarded
with success. Paley.

A MAN who gives his children habits of truth, industry,

and frugality, provides for them better than by giving them
a stock of money. '

If a man would look back upon his past life, and consider

what has brought him into the greatest troubles and tbe

deepest distresses, and what has drawn his mind furthest

from that which is risht, he will generally^e able to see

that it was bad company, or the company of tliose who had

no religious principles.

Since trifles make the sum of human thmgs.

And half our misery from our foibles springs;

Since life's best joys consist in peace and ease,

And few can save or serve, but all may please

Oh ! let the ungentle spirit learn from hence,

A small unkindness is a great oflfence,

Large bounties to bestow we wish in vain

;

But all may shun the guilt of giving pain.

Mrs. H. More.
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THE LADYE CHAPEL," St. SAVIOURS, SOUTHWARK.

VIEW OF " THE LADYE CIIATEI ," RESTORED.

This beautiful Chapel, which is attached to the east

end of St. Saviour's Church, is now nearly finished,

having been restored in conformity with its ancient

appearance, under the judicious direction of Mr.
Gwilt.

Many of our readers will recollect that it was pro-

posed, some time since, to remove it altogether, on
account of the expense which woiild be incurred by
its restoration. This proposition was objected to on
more grounds than one. The admirers of Gothic

architecture were desirous of rescuing so graceful a

specimen of building from destruction : many per-

sons also felt an interest from its sacred character,

as having formerly been set apart for divine worship,

and, although not now so employed, as forming a

portion of the noble and spacious church of St.

Saviour.

It is gratifying to observe, amidst the various im-
provements carried on at this time, a disposition to

avoid the sacrifice of what is venerable and interesting

in buildings, when they can be spared. This remark
applies to the case of the Ladye Chapel. A successful

appeal was made to the public to raise funds for pre-

serving it. The necessary sum having been collected,

the work was commenced ; and it is now in a state

of great forwardness, every part being a complete
likeness of the original.

This is not the first instance in which the Ladye
Chapel, or, as it was often called, the New Chapel,

has been saved from ruin. It appears that, in the

reign of Henry the Eighth, when St. Saviour's Church
first received that name, it having been before called

St. Mary Overree, the churchwardens were constituted

a corporation 5 and the Ladye Chapel was actually
let to a baker. It continued in the possession of
bakers for more than sixty years,- at the end of which
period (1624), it was restored to the Church, and
repaired, at the expense of the parishioners, for 200/.

On consulting Stow's Survey. (\iy Strype), we meet

with the following cui'ious passage relating to the

Ladye Chapel :

—

It is now called the New Chapel ; and indeed, though
very old, it now may be called a new one ; because newly
redeemed from such use and employment as, in respect of

that it was built to (divine and religious duties), may very

well be branded with the style of wretched, base, and un
worthy. For that which, before this abuse, was, and is now,
a fair and beautiM Chapel, was, by those that were then
the corporation, &c., leased and let out, and this house of

God made a bakehouse.
Two very fair doors, that from the two side-aisles of the

chancel of the church, and two, that through the head of

the chancel went into it, were lathed, daubed, and dammed
up : the fair pillars were ordinary posts, against which
they piled billets and bavins. In this place they had their

ovens ; in that, a bolting-place ; in that, their kneading-
trough ; in another, I have heard, a hog's-trough. For the

words that were given me were these :
—

" This place have
I known a hog-sty ; in another, a store-house, to store up
their hoarded meal ; and, in all of it, something of this

sordid kind and condition."

The writer then goes on to mention the four per-

sons, all bakers, to whom in succession it was let by
the corporation ; and adds, that one part was turned

into a starch-house.

The interior of the Chapel is well worthy of obser-

vation. The roof is divided into nine groined arches,

supported by six octangular pillars in two rows,

having small circular columns at the four points. In
the east end, on the north side, are three lancet-shaped

windows, forming one great window, divided by slender

pillars, and having mouldings with zigzag ornaments.

At the north-east corner of the chapel, a portion

was till very lately divided off from the rest by a
wooden enclosure, in which were a tabic, desk, and
elevated seat. This part was the Bishops' court:

but it was usual to give this name to the whole
chapel, in which the Bishop of Winchester even
recently held his court, and in which were also held

the visitations of the deanery of Southwark.
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At the east end of the Ladye Chapel was a very

small chapel, called the Bishop's or Bishop Andrews's

Chapel, which was ascended by two steps, and was
so called, from the tomb of Dr. Lancelot Andrews,

Bishop of Winchester, standing in the centre of it.

The Bishops' Chapel having been wholly taken

down, this fine monument has been removed into the

Ladye chapel j but it is, for the present, cased about

with wood to defend it from injury, during the pro-

gress of the repairs. The Bishop, who is so justly

celebrated for his piety and learning, is represented

the size of life, in a recumbent posture, and dressed

in his robes, as prelate of the order of the Garter.

The inscription states that he died Sept. 21, A. D.

1626; aged 71.

THE RATTLE-SNAKE.
(Crotalus horridus.)

This terrific reptile is found in great abundance on

the continent of America, and, if its instinct induced

it to make use of the dreadful means of destruction

and self defence which it possesses, it would become
so great a scourge as to render fhe country in which
it is found almost uninhabitable ; but except when
violently irritated, or for the purpose of self-preser-

vation, it seldom employs the fatal power bestowed

upon it. The venom of the rattle-snake, is perhaps

more virulent than that of any other creature of the

same class, but experience teaches us, that its effects

are modified by several circumstances, particularly

the heat of the climate, and the season of the year.

In all hot countries, the bite of serpents is found to

be much more dangerous than in more temperate

regions
J
and much depends upon the time that has

elapsed, since the reptile last employed its poison-

fangs. The Rattle-snake inserts its poison in the

body of its victims, by means of two long, sharp-

pointed teeth or fangs, which grow one on each side

of the fni-e p.^rt of the upper jaw. The construction

of these teeth is very singular ; they are hollow for a
portion of their length, and in each tooth is found a
narrow slit, communicating with the central hollow

;

the root of the fang rests on a kind of bag, containing
a certain quantity of a liquid poison, and when the
animal buries his teeth in his prey, a portion of this

fluid is forced out through these openings, and lodg-
ed at the bottom of the wound. Another peculiarity

of these poison-teeth is, that, when not in use, they
turn back, as it were, upon a hinge, and lie flat in
the roof of the animal's mouth.

The power said to be possessed by the Rattle-snake
of fascinating its prey, has been the theme of many
an astonishing tale, and the possession of this faculty

is still believed by many. There is no doubt that the

smaller animals on which the reptile subsists are

alarmed in the presence of their known enemy, and
that fear may cause them to lose their self-posses-

sion, and thus they are more readily seized by their

cunning opponent.

The rattle-snake, in general, flies from the sight of
man ; but, if this was not the case, it could with ease

be avoided, for, unlike the harmless snake of Eng
land, its movements are extremely sluggish. If,

however, the creature is alarmed, and sufficiently

near to reach the intruder at one spring, much cau-

tion may be requisite to avoid the attack.

The name Rattle-snake is given to it on account
of the very surprising apparatus with which the ex-

tremity of its tail is furnished. This consists in a
series of hollow hornlike substances, placed loosely

one behind the other, in such a manner as to produce
a kind of rattling noise, when the tail is shaken;

and as the animal, whenever it is enraged, always

carries its tail raised up, and produces at the same
time a tremulous motion in it, this provision of na-

tvu-e gives timely notice of its dangerous approach.

It is said that the nun>ber of pieces of which this

rattle is formed points out the age of the possessor,

who acqiiires a fresh piece every year. Some speci-

inB liArriE-SNAKi.
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mens nave been found with as many as from forty

to fifty, thus indicating a great age; and, as the ani-

mal is very slow in its growth, it is a fact we should

be led to expect, for the same rule holds good

throughout all nature.

The duration of life in an animal always bears a

certain proportion to the time required for its attain-

ing maturity. The age of the enormous whale is said

to extend to one thousand years. It is the same,

also, in the vegetable world : the oak does not arrive

at maturity till it has weathered a hundred winters
;

and in the first year of its growth, it scarcely attains

the height of three inches, while, on the other hand,

the short-lived gourd grows to the length of thii-ty

feet in a few months.

The mechanism of the jaw of most serpents is

very wonderful, allowing them, from its great power

of expansion, to swallow animals of great compara-

tiv^e size. Like all other creatures who swallow their

prey whole, their teeth are merely formed to prevent

the escape of their victim, and not for the purposes

of mastication.

The effect of music upon snakes is very powerful,

and often employed in the East Indies by the serpent-

charmers. The Viscount Chateaubriand relates that,

in 1791, in the month of July, in Upper Canada,

on the banks of the Genesee, he saw a native appease

the anger of a rattle-snake, and even cause it to

follow him, mex-ely by the music of his flute.

ON THE

FORMATION OF FRIENDLY ASSOCIATIONS.

It has pleased God so to order things in this world,

that every man's welfare shall in a great measure
depend upon himself—upon his own industry and
integrity. But some assistance will often be needed;

and how to give this in the best manner, is a question

which is very perplexing to those who are kindly and
charitably disposed.

The law has provided relief in the shape of the

Poor's Rate. This is a tax upon the land, and a

very heavy one, amounting to about Eight Millions

of Pounds sterling, to be raised every year. The
burden presses so much upon small holders of land,

as to reduce many who pay the rate to a worse

condition than some who receive from it. Indeed,

this tax is now become so enormous, as to lower the

profits of the land, till in some places it can scarcely

be endured any longer ; and some very material

alteration in the law, or in the administration of it,

must probably take place soon. Unhappily, the

moral effects of the Poor Law have been still worse.

It produces hard-heartedness, tricks, deceit, discon-

tent, and disputes without inumber; the relief is

given unwillingly, and received without thanks ; and

that spirit of just and honest independence, which

should be characteristic of Englishmen, is gradually

destroyed. The Poor Rate, moreover, does not and

cannot provide what is wanted : it cannot supply

labour for those who are out of employment ; nor

afford support to all who need it. It does not there-

fore answer the purpose for which it was instituted :

it is, in fact, as it has been described, a most
" treacherous friend," leading to the loss of character

and comfort. In some cases of age, and great or

unlooked for distress, the relief it affords is highly

beneficial ; but while the money raised through the

country for the relief of the poor has rapidly in-

creased, their condition has gradually grown worse.

The great defect which calls for a remedy is the

neglect of the Gospel rule, that every man should
" provide for his own, and especially for those of his

own house," or family. "When once we depart from
the course which God has appointed, disaster and
distress will soon overtake us. He has ordained,

and prescribed in his word, that a man should pro-

vide for his own family, as we have just said, that
" parents should lay up for their children ;" and he
sends us " to the ant to consider her ways," and
learn a lesson of industry, and of wisdom in laying

up that which is gathered in summer, against the

wintry day—the time of want and distress. The
poor must learn to lay by some portion of their

earnings in youth and favourable seasons ; and charity

cannot be better exercised than in assisting and
enabling them to do so. They must learn that to

waste even a small portion of their means is abso-

lutely sinful. To take from another person what he
can ill afford, is manifestly unjust : and how is the

case improved, if by prodigality or want of foresight

men bring themselves into a state of distress in

which they need not have been ? How much worse
is it, if this be owing to drunkenness and debauchery,

or any manner of vice ? or when they renounce the

favour and blessing of God, by neglecting his worship,

profaning his sabbath, and breaking his holy law ?

The Friendly Associations now estabhshing in

various places are intended to assist those who are

disposed to provide against future want, in whatever
manner it may be done. It may be done in various

ways : by laying by in summer, and receiving back the

savings with some small addition in winter : by con-

tributing, as many now do, to a coal or clothing fund;

and these plans may be extended to further objects.

Those who are so inclined may lay up in youth, and
receive their deposits with interest when they wish to

settle in life, or have purchases to make in the way
of business : parents may contribute small sums to

provide an apprentice-fee for a child; or to enable

him to set up in business ; or to put him upon a club,

and entitle him to sickness-pay during life; or to an
annuity in old age ; and in each of these cases, if the

child should die before arriving at the prescribed

age of 14 or 21, the money so contributed will be
returned to the parents.

These Associations do not interfere with any
Benefit Club now established : nor with the Savings'

Banks, which indeed they would promote. The object

is to unite all classes in the good work of improving
the condition of the poor, and encouraging habits of

frugality and industry. The blessing of God will

assuredly rest upon such an undertaking. And two
great additional advantages may be expected to arise

out of it; the infusing a religious spirit into families;

and uniting all ranks, and all persons, in christian

fellowship and brotherly kindness.

Old age, when it has been attained in the paths of wisdom
and virtue, claims universal honour and respect ; since the
old in fjoodness and piety are marked by having stood the
p^reat trial of human life,—vcars assailed by temptation,

vet passed in virtue. The young may promise fairly and
hope fairly, but the old are sanctified by practice ; and none
but the i|rnorant or the vicious can despise that time of life

which God himself has marked w ith peculiar favour ; since

honoured age is often declared by his holy prophets to be
the temporal reward of the pious and the just. The wise
will ever reverence age, the fool alone will despise it.

Mrs. Bray.

In the midst of his glory, the Almighty is not inattentive

to the meanest of his subjects. Neither obscurity of sta-

tion, nor imperfection of knowledge, sinks those below liis

regard, who worship and obey him. Every prayer which
tliey send up from their secret retirements is listened to by
him ; and every work of charity which they perform, how
unknown soever to the world, attracts his notice. Blair.
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THE GROITO OF ADELSBERG.
At Adclsberg, in Carniola, on the great road to

Vienna, is a remarkable grotto, which has only been
extensively explored within a few years. The follow-

ing description of this famous grotto is extracted

from the letter of an American clergyman, who
lately visited it.

" I must premise," he says, " that the country

around is calcareous, that there are a great many
grottoes in various directions, and holes in the

earth's surfacv', the depth of which cannot be

fathomed. The Grotto of Adelsberg is the most
wonderful. A small river falls into it, and the first

sound which you hear as you descend, and leave

behind yoii the light of heaven, is that of the rush
of waters. Our guides, six in number, had preceded
us with abundance of candles, cut into lengths suf-

ficient to burn for a few hours.
" We first walked along a natural bridge, under

which the river passes, lighted from a gallery above, and
then descended by an easy flight of steps, cut in the

rock, to the water's edge. Here we found a wooden
bridge thrown across the stream, from which the lights

above and the reflection below, produced a sight of

wonderful sublimity. We advanced with ease through
the windings of the cavern, which at times was so

low as to oblige us to stoop, and at times so high
that the roof was lost in the gloom. But every

where the most wonderful varieties of stalactites and
crystals met our admiring view. At one time we saw
the guides lighting up some distant gallery far above
our heads, which had all the appearance of veran-

dahs adorned with Gothic tracery. At another, we
came into what seemed the long-drawn aisles of a

Gothic cathedral, brilliantly illuminated. The whim-
sical variety of forms surpasses all the powers of

description. Here was a Butcher's-shop, which
seemed to be hung with joints of meat ; and there a

Throne with a magnificent canopy. There was the

appearance of a statue with a bearded head, so perfect

that you could have thought it the work of a sculptor,

and further on, toward the end of our walk, the

figure of a warrior with a helmet and coat of mail,

and his arms crossed, of the illusion of which, with

all my efforts, I could not possibly divest my mind.
Two stalactites, descending close to each other, are

called, in a German inscription over them, with sen-

timentality truly German, ' the union of two hearts.'

The resemblance is certainly very striking.

" After passing ' The Hearts,' we came to the ' Ball-

room.' It is customary for the inhabitants of Adels-

berg, and the surrounding country, to come on
Whitsun-Monday to this grotto, which is brilliantly

illuminated, and the part called the ball-room is

actually employed for that purpose by the peasantry.

A gallery very appositely formed by Nature, serves

the musicians for an orchestra, and wooden chande-
liers are suspended from the vaulted roof. It is

impossible for me to describe minutely all the won-
derful varieties ; the ' Fountains' seeming as they fall

to be frozen into stone, the ' Graves' with weeping
willows waving over them 5 the 'Picture,' the 'Can-
non,' the ' Confessional,' the ' Pulpit,' the ' Sausage-
maker's shop,' and the ' Prisons.'

" I must not omit mentioning one part, which,
though less grand than many others, is extremely
curious. The stalactites have here formed themselves
like folds of linen, and are so thin as to be transpa-
rent. Some are like shirt-ruffles, having a hem, and
looking as if they were embroidered, and there is one,

called the ' Curtain,' which hangs exactly in natural
folds like a white and pendent sheet. Every where you
hear the dripping as of a continual shower, showing

that the mighty work is still going on, though the
several stages of its progress are imperceptible.

" Our attention was so excited, that we had walked
two hours without feeling the least fatigue, or being
sensible of the passage of time. We had gone be-
yond the point where most travellers had stopped,
and had been rewarded for it by seeing stalactites of
undiminished whiteness, and crystals glittering, as the
light shone upon them, like unnumbered diamonds.
Our guides informed us, whether truly or not, I will
not answer, that they had walked without interrup-.

tion for twenty-four hours, and had found neither
end nor issue.

" And now you will exclaim with me, I am sure,
' How wonderful

!

' Since I have been in Italy, I

have been occupied in surveying the works of man y
but I have now, for the first time, seen one of those
wonderful operations of God's power, which seem
designed to humble our proud hearts, by displaying
the ease with which Omnipotence can surpass the
utmost efforts of human skill. What is the Pan-
theon, or the Colosseum, or even St. Peter's, com-
pared with the grotto of Adelsberg ! The exhausted
treasuries of so many successive Popes, who then
held all Europe in awe and under contribution, were
competent to create, in the course of centuries, the
superb temple of the "Vatican. But if they, and the
whole succession of Roman Emperors, and Egyptian
Pharaohs, had combined all their resources and their

efforts, they could not have produced the grotto of
Adelsberg. How little do we know of the wonderful
mechanism of our globe ! Pope has called the work
of creation ' a mighty maze, but not without a plan.'

The reason of God's doings may not be apparent to

us ; but we know that Almighty Wisdom never acts

without reason. The purpose for which this won-
derful grotto was formed, is to us inconceivable ; but
that it is subservient to some of the mighty opera-

tions of divine power, cannot, I think, be doubted by
any reflecting and believing mind.

" One of the guides brought for sale four very
extraordinary animals, in shape between a lizard and
an eel, transparently white, with a tinge of rose-

colour about their heads. They were of the species

called the Proteus anguillaris, and were very active in

the wide-mouthed bottle of water in which he brought
them. I saw some at Trieste, which had been kept
in that way for several months, by changing the
water ev ery day, and giving them occasionally a few
crumbs of bread. The guide said he had taken them
from the water in the grotto ; but I have been since

informed that they are found in another grotto, not
far distant, where there is also a river; and Count de
Tournes, the Austrian delegate at Venice, told me that

he had found them on his estate at Carniola, in a foun-
tain which from that circumstq.nce is supposed to have
connexion with one of these grottoes. I understand
that they are found nowhere else in Europe*.

* Several of these singular creatures were lately brought to

England by the Rev. F. Lunn.
" I think it cannot be doubted, that their natural residence is m

an extensive deep subterranean lake, from which, in great floods,

they are forced through the crevices of the rocks into the place
where they are found. The ^nimal is, 1 daie say, much larger than
we now see it, when mature in its nalive place. It has been found
of various sizes, from the thickness of a quill to that of the thumb,
but its form of organs heis always been the same. It adds one
instance more to the number already known, of the wonderful man-
ner in which life is produced and perpetuated, even in places wliich

seem the least suited to organized existences. The same Infinite

Power and Wisdom which has fitted the camel and the ostrich for

the deserts of Africa, the swallow that secretes its own nest tor the
caves of Java, the whale for the Polar Sea.s, and the morse and
white bear for the Arctic ice, has given the Prcteiis to the deep and
dark subterraneous caves of lllyria,—an animal to whom the pre-
sence of light is not essential, and who can live indiflferently in air

and in water, on the surface of the rock, or in the depths of iho
mud." Sir HuMrHRY Davy.
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ANNIVERSARIES IN MAY.
MONDAY, 13th,

1213 John, surnamed " Lackland," King of England, surrendered

his crown into the hands of Pandulf, the Pope's legate, and
consented to receive a new investiture of his kingdom as a
vassal of the Pope.

1772 The first partition of Poland ratified by the Diet of Warsaw.
1832 George Leopold Baron Cuvier, the celebrated French natural

Philosopher and Geologist, died, aged sixty-three,

TUESDAY, 14th.

1264 Battle of Lewes, in Sussex, in which the combined Barons
defeated and took prisoners King Henry 11 L, his brother

Richard, King of the Romans, and his son Prince Edward.
1610 Henry IV., Kiu^ of France, fell a victim to bigotry and reli-

gious hatred, being assassinated by a fanatic named Ravaillac,

in consequence of the indulgencies and liberty of conscience

he had granted to his Protestant subjects. He was above
seventy years old, and had reigned twenty-one years.

WEDNESDAY, 15th.

1493 The Battle of Hexham, in Northumberland, in which the

Yorkists completely defeated the Lancastrians.

1567 Mary, Queen of Scots, contracted her vicious and ill-omened

marriage with the Earl of Bothwell.

1685 The Doge of Genoa submitted to Louis XIV.
1740 Died Ephraim Chambers, author of that stupendous work the

Cyclopedia, the plan of which he studied and matured while

serving his apprenticeship to Mr. Senex, a globe maker.

1768 The Island of Corsica ceded to France by the Genoese.

THURSDAY, 16th.

Holy Thursday, or Ascension Day.—On this day the church
celebrates the glorious Ascension of the Messiah into heaven, the

fortieth day after his resurrection from the dead. The Apostles

frequently during that period conversed with our Lord, in proof of

his life after death, and were, with others, to the number of 500,

afforded a positive; testimony of the Resurrection of the Redeemer,
who, the more fully to confirm their faith, and to comfort and uphold
them in their future trials, ascended to the realms of bliss in

their presence. This important festival has been constantly held on
the Thursday next but one before Whitsunday, even so early, ac-

cording to some authors, as the year 68.

On this day the minister, parish-officers, and boys of the parish or

charity school of each parish, walk round the boundaries of the

parish, the boys carrying peeled willow rods, with which they beat

the boundary marks.

1668 Mary, Queen of Scots, having been defeated by the confede-

rated Nobles at the Battle of Langside, fled to England,
where she looked for shelter, and found a prison.

1703 Peter the Great laid the first foundation of the City of St.

Petersburgh.
1725 Rapin, the historian, died.

1770 Louis XVI. was married to the Archduchess, Marie Antoi-

nette, of Austria.

1796 The practice of Vaccination first commenced by Dr. Jenner.

1811 The Frencli army, under Marshal Soult, defeated by the

English and their allies, commanded by Marshal Beresford,

at Albuhera, in Spain.

FRIDAY, 17th.

1727 Died Catherine L, Empress of Russia, the wife and successor

of Peter the Great.

1737 The first stone of the Radcliffe Library, at Oxford, laid.

1794 Corsica surrendered to Lord Hood and taken under the pro-

tection of the British crown.

SATURDAY, 18th.

979 Edward, King of England, of the Saxon dynasty, assassinated

at Corfe Castle, in Dorsetshire, by the agents of his step-

mother, Elfrida. See St. Edward's Day, March 18.

1291 The Crusaders expelled from Ptolemais, the last city they

held in, Palestine, by Kalil Ascra, Sultan of Egypt, which
put an end to the sixth and last crusade.

SUNDAY, 19th.

Sunday after Ascension.—The church, the better to mark the

importance of a proper observance of the Festival of the Ascension,

has made the Sunday immediately following that feast to bear a title

relating to the glorious event then solemnized.

The I9th of May is also set apart in our Calendar for the comrne-

moration of St. Dunstan, Arclibishop of Canterbury, who died

A. D. 988. St. Dunstan was born in Wessex of noble parentage,

and brought up in Glastonbury Abbey, of which he was afterwards

Ai)bot ; subsequently, he filled the Sees of Worcester, London,

and finally Canterbury. He was not only deeply versed in theolo-

gical and scholastic learning, but excelled in painting, music,

sculpture, and was a great proficient in the art of refining and

forging metals, which last qualification he exemplified by founding

two large bells for the church at Abingdon; an exploit which the

people referred to necromancy and the agency of the devil, while

the monks attributed it to actual communion with the Deity. St.

Dunstan was throughout his life a great supporter of the monks,

an encourager of superstition, and strenuous advocate for the celi-

bacy of the clergy.

1536 Queen Anne Boleyn, second wife of Henry VIII., and mother
of Queen Elizabeth, beheaded.

1643 The Battle of Rocroi, in which the great Conde, then Duke
of Enghien, defeated the Spaniards, and totally destroyed

the celebrated Spanish infantry, which had, for many years,

been the admiiation and terror of Europe.
1691 The celebrated Canal of Languedoc, which connects the

Mediterranean with th« Atlantic, opened for navigation.

This canal was begun A. D. 1667 by Paul Riquetli, who died

just previous to its being opened.

1692 Tlie Frenc^l Fleet, under Admiral de Tourvllle, entirely de-

feated off Cape la Hogue, in Normandy, by the English,

under Lord Ivusscll. The French fleet had 20,000 troops on
board, intended to invade England, and icstore .ames II.

to the throne.

1795 James Boswell, Esq. the follower and biographer of Dr.
.Tohnson, died.

LO, THE LILIES OF THE FIELD.

Lo, the lilies of the field.

How their leaves instruction yield !

Hark to Nature's lesson t^iven

By the blessed birds ol" heaven !

Every bush and tufted tree

Warbles sweet philosophy;
" Mortal, fly from doubt and sorrow,

God provideth ibr the morrow !

" Say, with richer crimson glows
The kingly mantle tnan the rose?

Say, have kings more wholesome fare

Than we poor citizens of air?

Barns nor hoarded grain have we,
Yet we carol merrily.

Mortal, fly from doubt and sorrow !

God provideth for the morrow !

" One there lives whose guardian eye
Guides our humble destiny

;

One there lives, who. Lord of all,

Keeps our feathers lest they fall

Pass we blithely, then, the time.

Fearless of the snare and lime,

Free from doubt and faithless sorrow ;

God provideth for the morrow !'" Heber.

BLESSED BE THY NAME.

Blessed be thy name for ever,

Thou of life the guard and giver

;

Thou can'st guard the creatures sleeping

,

Heal the heart long broke with weeping.
God of stilness and of motion,

Of the desert and the ocean,

Of the mountain, rock, and river,

Blessed be thy name for ever.

Thou who slumberest not, nor sleepest,

Blest are they thou kindly keepest

;

God of evenings parting ray.

Of midnight's gloom, and dawning day.

That rises from the azure sea.

Like breathings of eternity
;

God of life ! that fade shall never.

Blessed be thy name for ever ! HoGO

When I would beget content, and increase confidence in

the power and the wisdom and providence of Almighty
God, I will walk the meadows by some gliding stream,

and then contemplate the lilies that take no care, and
those very many other various little living creatures that

are not only created, but fed, man knows not how, by the

goodness of the God of nature, and therefore trust in him.

Let every thing that hath breath praise the Lord.

Isaac Walton.
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THE CUSTOM-HOUSE OF LONDON.

The City of London, built upon the banks of a

large and navigable river, appears to have been the

chief port and capital town of England from time

immemorial, and the consequent arrival of vessels

from dififerent parts, rendered it necessary to fix

upon some particular spot, where the merchandise,

and provisions imported for the use of the inhabitants,

might be landed with safety, and where, at the same
time, the duties, or Customs, due to the government,

could be collected without difficulty. The Customs
consisted, in the first instance, of a trifling sum
charged upon every ship or vessel, according to its

size, or, in some cases, of a portion of the cargo ; as,

for instance, two salmon, or one hundred herrings,

from a boat-load. The earliest authentic accounts

we possess of these charges are in the year 979, or

in the reign of Ethelred, when a small vessel was

to pay a toll of one penny halfpenny j a larger

vessel, bearing sails, one penny j a keel, or hulk,

fourpence ; a ship laden with wood, one piece of

timber 3 and a boat with fish, one halfpenny, or a

larger, one penny. We had, even at this time,

foreign trade for French wines, for mention is

made of ships from Rouen, which came here and
" landed them and freed them from toll ;" that is,

paid the duties, but what these amounted to, is not

known.
The first place noticed in any record, as set aside

for the landing of foreign goods, is Billingsgate, or

Belin's-gate, and this as early as the tenth century.

In the year 1225 we find Queenhithe mentioned as a

privileged place for the same purpose, but the more
convenient situation of Billingsgate appears to have
prevented Queenhithe receiving its fair share of the

trade. To remedy this inequality in the landing of the

imports, it was ordained, in the third year of Edward
the Fourth, that " if one vessel only came up to

London, then it should discharge its lading at Queen-
hithe ; if two, one should discharge at Queenhithe,

and one at Belin's-gate ; but if three came up, one
should resort to Belin's-gate and two to Queen-
hithe." These regulations seem to indicate that Bil-

lingsgate was the least ancient port, but it gradually

became the most convenient for foreign ships, espe-

cially after the erection of London Bridge, by which
the passage of masted vessels was interrupted. In

consequence of this immoveable impediment, Queen-
hithe gradually lost its importance, vmtil at length

its original privileges were entirely neglected.

In the year 1385, a building that answered the

purpose of a Custom-house was erected by John
Churchman, one of the SherifiFs of London 5 but at

that period, and long after, the Customs were col-

lected in a very irregular manner, until at length,

about the year 1559, the loss to the state, which
occurred from this irregularity, became so evident,

that an act was passed to compel people to land their

goods in such places as were appointed by the com-
missioners of the revenue. The spot where the present

building stands was fixed on, and a custom-house was
erected, which, being destroyed by the great fire, was
rebuilt by Charles the Second. In 1718 it again met
with the same fate, and shortly afterwards a more
substantial and extensive structure of brick and stone

was completed, and this remained till 1814, when,
like the earlier building, it also was destroyed by
fire, together with all the valuable property, including
books and papers, deposited therein. The immense
loss that was sustained by Government and indivi-

duals by this fire can hardly be calculated ; but the

juconvenienge experienced by the destruction of valu-

able documents of every description was, if possible,

more severely felt than the loss of property.

Before this fire occurred. Government had been
considering the propriety of enlarging and restoring

the old building, but, on examination, this was found
to be inadvisable, as the foundations were not con-

sidered sufficiently sound to bear the immense weight
required. A calculation was made of the expense
of the undertaking, and it appeared that the annual
charges on the ground on which the late building

stood, amounted to 2150/. per year j the demands
made by the possessors of property, which it was
necessary to purchase for the purpose of enlarging

the buildings, were 84,478/. j which sum, however,
was reduced by the verdicts of juries to 41,700/. The
old materials produced 12,400/. The original esti-

mate of the total cost of the new building, including

the foundations and contingencies, was 228,000/.;

but the work being offered to the lowest contractor,

was undertaken for the sum of 165,000/., exclusive

of the foundations and contingencies j and the erec-

tion of the present new Custom-House was accord-
ingly proceeded with.

Upon boring in different places, it was concluded,
from the quality of the soil that was brought up,
that it was well fitted for the formation of a secure
foundation] but when the workmen commenced
their operations, they found it to consist of earth
which had, at different times, been taken from the
bed of the river, for the purpose of forming an em-
bankment to prevent the encroachment of the water

;

this embankment it was evident had been raised at

three distinct periods, forming three layers, of con-
siderable thickness, placed abbve each other, and,

from the contents of the lowest, it must once have
formed the bed of the river, as quantities of rushes
were found intermixed with the remains of mussel
shells and water insects ; several ancient coins were
also discovered, and in one part the remains of an
old wall, faced with Purbeck stone, was disclosed,

supposed to have formed part of the ancient defences

of the city.

In order to form a secure fotmdation, beech piles,

from twenty-eight to thirty feet in length, used while

the wood was yet green, were to be driven in at

short intervals over the whole space ; in those parts

that were to support the direct weight of the walls,

beech sleepers, fifteen inches wide, and nine inches in

thickness, were placed on the top of the piles, and
the whole bound together by strong oaken bonds,

twelve inches wide and nine inches thick, the in-

tervals being filled up with brick-work, strongly

cemented together.

The first stone of the building was laid on the

25th of October, 1813, by the Earl of Liverpool,

and coins and medals of different kinds were, as

usual, placed in a cavity formed in the stone.

In order to interrupt the regular course of busi-

ness as little as possible, the foundations of the new
building were laid on the adjacent ground, towards
Billingsgate-dock, so that, when finished, the busi-

ness might be removed to it with little inconve-

nience j but the unfortunate fire of 1814 frustrated

all the plans of the Government. The new Custom-
house was opened for public business on the 1 2th of

May, 1817, and, till 1825, deservedly ranked among
the most celebrated public buildings of the metro-
polis. In that year, however, a considerable portion

of the Long Room fell in, and it was ascertained

that the foundations of the edifice had been inse-

curely laid. The whole of the centre was then taken

down, and has since been rebuilt, under the direction

of Mr, Smirke.
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The principal front, which is toward the' river,

presents, in its present state, three porticoes, of the

Ionic order, each consisting of six pillars ; that in

the centre is elevated more than the others, and is

raised on a sub-basement of five arches ; on the top

is a balustrade, with a clock in the middle. The
Long Room is 186 feet 5 inches in length, and 60

in width ; when first erected, its length was 1 90

feet, and width 66. It is floored with oak, and sup-

ported by plain square pillars. The whole length of

the building is 480 feet, and the breadth 100; it

affords accommodation to upwards of 600 clerks and

officers, besides nearly 1000 tidewaiters and servants.

In 1268 the half-year's customs, for foreign mer-

chandise in the city of London, amounted only to

7ol. 6s. lOrf.; in 1331, they were 8000/. a year. In

1590, the latter end of the reign of Queen Eliza-

beth, our Customs brought in 50,000/. a year; they

had at first been farmed at 14,000/. a year, after-

wards raised to 40,000/., and finally to 50,000/., still

to the same person. Sir Thomas Smith. In 1613,

under James the First, the whole of the revenue

from the Customs in the port of London amounted
to 109,572/. 18s. 4d. In 1641 the Customs brought
in 500,000/. a year. * In 1666, on account of the dis-

turbed state of the country, they suffered a decrease

of 110,000/. From the year 1671 to 1688,^they

were, on an average, 555,753/.

The following list will show the progressive in-

crease of this branch of the revenue up to the pre-

sent time. The sums mentioned were paid into the

treasury for duties on exports and imports :

—

Year. £ Year. £
17001 \ . . . 1,928,108 1770 . . . 2,546,143
1710 ".

. . 1,508,292 1780 . . . 2,723,920
1720 . . . 1,559,255 1790. . . 3,782,822
1730 . . . 1,658,714 1800 . . . 6,799,755
1740 . . . 1,302,486 1810. . . 10,877,855

1750 . . . 1,567,320 1820 . . . 8,746,105
1760 . . . . 1,969,993 1830 . . . 17,211,840

1831 .... £19,500,000 •

Lesson of Early Obedience.—The following anecdote

has been communicated to us by Mrs. Jane Langton, as

having been told to her father, the late Bennet Langton, Esq.

by Sir Joshua Reynolds, in the year 1784.

When Queen Charlotte took two of the princesses, then
children, to visit this distinguished artist, he became rather

nervous, and could not help showing some fear lest his

youthful royal guests should injure his portraits, they having
been admitted into his private painting room. Upon their

being cautioned by her Majesty not to touch any thing in

the apartment, they both immediately obeyed, by putting

their little hands behind them, and thus removed all Sir

Joshua's apprehensions.

When religion is neglected, thei-e can be no regular nor

steady practice of the duties of morality. The character

will be often inconsistent ; and virtue, placed on a basis too

narrow to support it, will be always loose and tottering.

For such is the propensity of our nature to vice, so nume-
rous are the temptations to a relaxed and immoral conduct,

that stronger restraints than those of mere reason are ne-

cessary to be imposed on man. The sense of right and
wrong, the principle of honour, or the instinct of benevo-
lence, are barriers too feeble to withstand the strength of

passion. In the tranquil seasons of life, these natural

piinciples may, perhaps, carry on the ordinary course of

social duties with some regularity. But wait until some
trying emergency comes. Let the conflict of passions arise.

Let the heart be either wounded by sore distress, or agitated

by violent emotions ; and you shall presently see, that
virtue without religion is inadequate to the government of

life. It is destitute of its proper guard, of its firmest sup-
port, of its chief encouragement. It will sink under the

weight of misfortune, or will yield to the solicitation of

guilt. Blaih,

JUST REBUICES,
Those whose business, or other circumstances, lead
them into strange and mingled companies, often
have an opportunity of improving the language and
conduct of others to their own advantage, by ac-
quiring valuable information, or studving some bright
example of goodness.

The reverse of this is equally true. In travelling,

for instance, who has not been incommoded with the
presence of some bold talker, whose loudness and
confidence bear a pretty exact proportion to his igno-
rance and erroneous impressions. A marked and
general silence is in itself a solid reproof on such
occasions. But when Religion is introduced as the
subject of offensive remarks, how important is it for

the listeners to be furnished with a reason for the
hope that is in them ; that they may turn to the

armoTU-y of revealed truth for a weapon, if not to

conquer the gainsayer, at least for self-defence, to

avoid the ill effect of sly insinuation, or rude assault

against that which should be a dear part of them-
selves. Many cases have, however, doubtless oc-

curred, known to many, and well worthy of inser-

tion here, in which a fearless and well-grounded
Christian has supplied not only an open and imme-
diate answer to the sceptic, but a just and useful

rebuke. We can quote two.

Some years ago, a 'young man, of fluent speech,

was astonishing his fellow-passengers in a stage-

coach, by a discussion, which he was allowed to

keep entirely to himself, on what he was pleased to

call the impossibilities of Scripture. Among other

points, he objected to the account of the combat
between David and Goliath; " How could it be ima-

gined," said he, " that the giant's head could receive

the stone slung by a stripling?" A Quaker, who
had hitherto sat silent in a comer, now quietly leaned

forward and said, " Friend, if his head was as soft

as thine, that "were no difficult matter." An honest

buz of approval ran through the party, and th- "rst

speaker had no more objections to urge.

Another rebiike of this kind, which is quite wo'i

authenticated, was also given in a stage-coach to h

man of desperate opinions, who had indulged in a

strain which betrayed licentiousness and infidelity.

He seemed hurt that no one either agreed or dis-

puted with him. " Well," he exclaimed, as a funeral

procession slowly passed the coach, " there is tht

last job of all." " No !" replied the voice of a

person directly opposite to him ;
" No ! for after

death is the Judgment." The words produced a good
end at the time, for they silenced the speaker ; and
perhaps they were, by God's grace, engrafted in-

wardly in his heart.

the spring journey.

O, green was the corn as I rode on my way,

And bright were the dews on the blossoms of May,
And dark was the sycamore's shade to behold.

And the oak's tender leaf was of em'raid and gold.

The thrush from his holly, the lark from his cloud,

Their chorus of raptui-e sung jovial and loud

;

From the soft vernal sky, to the soft grassy ground.

There was beauty above me, beneath, and around

The mild southern breeze brought a shower from the hill,

And yet, though it left me all dripping and chil],

I felt a new pleasure, as onward I sped.

To gaze where the rainbow gleam'd broad over head.

O such be life's journey, and such be our skill.

To lose in its blessings the sense of its ill

;

Through sunshine and sho.wer, may our progress be even.

And our tears add a charm to the prospect of Heaven

!

Heber.
56—2
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KING ARTHUR S ROUND TABLE.

Whex Arthur first in court begun,
And was approved King,

By force of arms great victories won,
And conquest home did bring

;

Then into Britain straight he came.
Where fifty good and able

Knights, then repaired unto him.
Which were of the round table.

—

Old Ballad.

Tradition attributes the foundation of Winchester
Castle to the renowned Prince Arthur, in the year,

523, and the legendary bards affirm, that the large

oaken table, now shown as the chief curiosity of the

place, is the identical board, around which that

monarch, and his celebrated knights assembled in

the fortress he had foiinded. But notwithstanding

the authority of the monkish chronicler, Geoffrey of

Monmouth, and the royal word of our Eighth Henry,
who exhibited it to his illustrious visiter, the Emperor
Charles, as the lable actually made, and placed in

Winchester Castle by Arthur himself, the researches

of modem antiquarians, deny it an earlier date than
the reign of Stephen. Satisfactory evidence exists,

that the tabula rotunda, or round table, at which
knights who had performed feats of chivalry were
accustomed to assemble, in order to avoid dis»)utes

about precedency, and whence they were called

Knights of the Round Table, was introduced into

this country by King Stephen, who was likewise

either the founder, or great restorer of Winchester

castle, instead of Arthur, who has often reaped the

fame.

On all hands, however, it is allowed, that this

vestige of former times is of great antiquity, being at

least 700 years old ; time enough to render it a cu-

rious and valuable monument. Paulus Jovius, who
records the Emperor's visit to it, in the early part of

the sixteenth century, describes it as very old, and
laments that many marks of its antiquity had been
destroyed by the names of the knights having been
written afresh, and some of its ornaments repaired.

It still hangs up at the east end of the ancient Chapel
of St Stephen, now termed the County Hall ; upon
it may be seen, as represented in our engraving, the

figure of the king, and the names of his knights. Sir

Tristram, Sir Launcelot of the Lake, and others, as

mentioned in the old romances.

The Table is made of very stout oak plank, and is

larger than the roof and floors, of the rooms in the

Eddystone light-house, and considerably larger than
the ground plot of the parish Church of St. Lawrence,
in the Isle of Wight. Many references are made to

this table by the poets and romancers of former
times. Drayton says,

—
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And so great Arthur's seat ould Winchester prefers.

Whose ould round table yet she vaunteth to be hers.

and Warton likewise gives a poetic confirmation to

the table, and we love these recollections of the olden

time :

—

Where Venta's Norman castle still uprears

Its rafter'd hall, that o'er the grassy foss.

And scatterd flinty fragments, clad in moss.

On yonder steep in naked majesty appears,

High hung remains, the pride of varlike years.

Old Arthur's board: on the capacious round
Some British pen has sketch'd tfte names renown'd.
In marks obscure, of his immortal peers.

Though join'd by magic skill with many a rhyme,
The Druid frame unhonoured falls a prey
To the slow vengeance of the wizard, Time,
And fade the British characters away :

Yet Spenser's page, that chants in verse sublime,
Those chiefs, shall live, unconscious o? decay.

MIGRATORY BIRDS. No. IV.

The Nightjar or Ferj< Owl.—{Caprimulgus.J

The Nightjar partakes of the form and habits of

the Owl and of the Swallow ; like the latter, its beak
is very deeply cleft, and its principal food consists

of insects which it takes upon the wing ; but, like the

owl, it pursues its prey only in the dusk of the even-

ing, and early in the morning. If disturbed during
the day, its flight is heavy and embarrassed, but at

night, its motions are rapid and certain. It is

enabled by a curious provision of nature (a glutinous

secretion from the inside of the mouth), to prevent

the escape of such insects as it may capture, without
the necessity of swallowing them too frequently.

The nests of the Nightjar, or rather the places in

which it lays its eggs, are small holes at the foot of

trees, or even sometimes on the naked ground ; it is

among our latest spring visiters, and does not make
its appearance till the latter end of May. The chief

food of the Nightjar consists of beetles, and other

large insects.

The Rev. Mr. White, from whose works we have
already made such frequent quotations, says, speak-
ing of this bird,—" A Fern Owl this evening (August

27,), showed oflF in a very unusual and entertaining

manner, by hawking round the circumference of my
great spreading oak, for twenty times following,

keeping mostly close to the grass, but occasionally

glancing up among the boughs of the tree. This
amusing bird was then in pursuit of a brood of some
particular Phalcena (moth) belonging to the oak, and
exhibited on the occasion a command of wing, supe-

rior I think to the swallow itself."

" When a person approaches the haunts of the Fern
Owls in an evening, they continue flying round the

TU« r£RN OWL.

head of the intruder, and by striking their wings
together above their backs, in the manner that pigeons
called Twisters are known to do, make a smart swap.
Perhaps at that time they are jealous of their young,
and their noise and gesture are intended by way of
menace. Fern Owls have attachment to oaks, no
doubt on account of food, for the next evening we
saw one again, several times, among the boughs of
the same tree, but it did not skim round its stem
over the grass, as on the evening before. In May,
these birds find the Scaraba-us melolontha (the com-
mon Cockchafer) on the oak, and the Melolontha
solstitialis (the July Chafer) at Midsummer. These
peculiar birds can only be watched and observed
for two hours in the twenty- four, and then in a
dubious twilight, an hour after sunset, and an hour
before sunrise.

'

EDMUND SPENSER,
THE EARLY ENGLISH POET.

SPENSER S RESIDENCE AT KILCOLMAN.

Edmund Spenser may almost be considered as the

father of English poetry. We know that Chaucer,

Gower, and Lydgate wrote long before him ; and,

nearer to his own time, we have the Earl of Surrey,

Sir Thomas Wyat, Sackville Earl of Dorset, and
others ; but we suspect that even the latest of these

writers are now seldom read, except by professed

scholars and antiquaries. Spenser was bom about
the year 1553, in East Smithfield, London ; and it

is probable that his parents were in humble circum-

stances, thovigh he was connected with the noble

family of the Spensers of Althorpe, in Northampton-
shire,—a family in which talent is still hereditary,

and which, perhaps, will not refuse to receive the

exhortation of Gibbon :
—" The nobility of the Spen-

sers has been illustrated and enriched by the trophies

of Marlborough, but I exhort them to consider the

Fairy Queen as the most precious jewel in their

coronet*."

Spenser went, in the year 1569, to Pembroke Hall,

Cambridge, in the humble situation of sizer or Bible

-

clerk ; and although he carried away from the

University no other advantage than an excellent

education, it is pleasing to observe that he always

speaks of it with filial regard and love. He took his

degree of Master of Arts in 1576, and then went

into the north, in what capacity it does not clearly

appear. It is, however, certain, that he then duly

proceeded through the poetical course of falling

in love, and venting his complaints of the cruelty

of his "Rosalinde," in the poem of the Shepherd's

• There is a portrait of Spenier .in the library at. AUhorpei with
the following inscription :

—

The gloria of the aoble house*
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Calendar. But if his verses failed in softening the

heart of his mistress, they procured for him, when
he soon afterwards removid to London, the substan-

stantial advantage of an introduction, through his

friend Gabriel Harvey, to the admirable Sir Philip

Sydney. To that gallant youth he inscribed his

poem, in 1579, under the modest name of Immerito,

or The Undeserving ; and it is certain that he passed

some time with his friend and patron, in the classic

shades of Penshurst, in Sussex. It is impossible

not to dwell with pecvdiar satisfaction on this passage

in Spenser's life : there is scarcely a family in all

our national annals, more deserving of admiration

than that of Sir Henry Sydney ; himself, the high-

minded statesman and noble,—and the father of Sir

Philip, the mirror of chivalry, when chivalry had
received its highest polish and refinement,—and of

the beautiful and accomplished Mary, afterwards the

Countess of Pembroke, and the subject of so much
poetical panegyric, and particularly of Ben Jonson's

well-known epitaph. It is pleasing to think of

Spenser assisting the studies of Sydney, and each

nurturing and strengthening in the other that ele^'ated

strain of sentiment, which, in the one case, sent

forth into active life the "hero of Zutphen," and, in

the other, inspired the gorgeous vision of arms and
knights and fair dames, which is depicted in the

Fairy Queen.

It was, however, no part of Spenser's character to

live in idle dependence on the great, or to decline the

services of real duty and business. He had been
introduced by his friend. Sir Philip Sj^dney, to his

uncle, the powerful Earl of Leicester, who seems to

have intended to employ him j and probably through
the same interest, was recommended as Secretary to

Lord Grey of Wilton, when he went in 1580 as Lord
Deputy to Ireland. With this nobleman Spenser
remained, until he quitted his office j and in 1586
once more went to Ii-eland as a fixed resident, having
received from Queen Elizabeth in the preceding
year, a grant of 3028 acres of land, from the forfeited

estates of the Earl of Desmond. Our engraving
gives a representation of his residence. It was
Kilcolman Castle, near Doneraile, in the county of

Cork ; and it is thus described in Smith's Natural
and Civil History of the County and City of Cork

;

—
" Two miles northwest of Doneraile, is Kilcolman, a
ruined Castle of the Earls of Desmond ; but more
celebrated, for being the residence of the immortal
Spenser, when he composed his divine poem of the
Fairy Queen. The castle is now almost level with
the ground. It was situated on the north side of a
fine lake, in the midst of a vast plain, terminated to

the east, by the county of Waterford mountains
;

Bally-houra hills to the north, or, as Spenser terms
them, the mountains of Mole ; Nagle mountains to

the south ; and the mountains of Kerry to the west.

It commanded a view of above half the breadth of
Ireland ; and must have been, when the adjacent
xiplands were wooded, a most pleasant and romantic
situation

J
from whence, no doubt, Spenser drew

several parts of the scenery of his poem. The river

MuUa, which he more than once has introduced in

his poems, ran through his gromids." Here, with
only occasional visits to England, he resided till 1598

;

and he has described himself, as " keeping his flock

under the foot of the mountain Mole, among the
CDoly shades of green alders, by the shore of INIulla,

and charming his oaten pipe (as his custom was), to
his fellow sliepherd swains." In plainer language,
Spenser here employed himself, besides other poetical
labours, in advancing his great work of the Fairy
Queen, which had been designed and begun long

before. To this poem, on which the fame of Spenser
must lUtimately rest, we shall presently advert more
at large. At present, in order to maintain the chro-

nological course of events, we shall state that a visit

from Sir W^alter Raleigh, induced Spenser to accom-
pany him to England, and to publish the first three

books of the Fairy Queen in 1590. In 1596 he
published three more. They were dedicated to

Elizabeth ; and it is but justice to the Queen, and
still more to her minister. Lord Burleigh, to say that

the common story of her majesty having ordered him
to have reason for his rhyme, and of the Lord Trea-

surer withholding the grant, until he was shamed
into paying it by the ridiculous memorial,

—

I was promised on a time
To have reason for my rhyme,
But from that time unto this season,

I received nor rhyme nor reason,

—

is more than questionable. Spenser W'as not only

styled the Queen's Laureate, but received from her
majesty the grant of a pension for 50/ a year, no
inconsiderable sum in those days; the patent of

which grant was discovered some years ago, in the

Rolls chapel, by Mr Malone.

Spenser, however, did not confine himself solely to

the cultivation of the Muses. During this period of

time, probably about 1596, he drew up a work in

prose, entitled A Vietv of the State of Ireland ,• a work
of which it has been said, that, " it exhibits him as a
most interesting WTiter in prose, as well as a politician

of very extensive knowledge, and an antiquary of

various and profound erudition.'

But the time was now fast approaching, when
Spenser's labours, whether in verse or prose, were to

come to an abrupt and most unfortunate termination.

In 1597, he had returned to Ireland. But in the

following year the rebellion of TjTone btirst forth in

that country with irresistible furj'. All Spenser's

property was ravaged ; his castle burnt ; his pa-

pers destroyed ; and his youngest child (he had
married during his residence at Kilcolman) perished

in the flames. Broken-hearted, Spenser repaired to

England, and, on the 1 6th of the following January,

died at an inn in King Street, Westminster, in the

forty- sixth year of his age. He adds one to the mighty
dead, who lie interred in the Poets' Corner, in West-
minster Abbey, where he was buried near to Chaucer,

and a monument was erected to his memory by the

countess of Dorset.

Althoxigh the last days of Spenser were, unques-

tionably, clouded by severe misfortune, it may not

be quite useless to add, that Mr. Todd, in his valu-

able Mfe of the poet, has quite disproved the com-
monly received notions of his having struggled

through life in unmerited neglect and poverty. He
had scarcely appeared on the public theatre, when
he was patronized by the Sydney family ; and, beside

the advantage of his secretaryship, and his pension

from the Queen, it was not long before he acquired

no inconsiderable property in Ireland. After his de-

cease, part of his estate of Kilcolman was restored

to one of his sons or grandsons ; and, in 1751, some
of his lineal descendants were remaining in the

county of Cork.

The fame of Spenser must be built upon his Fairy

Queen. He wrote several other poems, mostly of the

pastoral character ; but, though abounding with

beauties, they are now, w^e suspect, not often read.

Even his great work was unfinished, as only the first

six books, with some fragments of a seventh and

eighth, were published. It is an allegory throughout,

and, according to his own account, his design was
" to rqpresent all the moral virtues, assigning to every
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virtue a knight, to be the patron and defender of

the same ; in whose actions, and feats of arms, and
chivalry, the operations of that virtue, whereof he is

the protector, are to be expressed 5 and the vices

and unruly appetites that oppose themselves against

the same, to be beaten down and overcome."

The great fault of this poem is its design. An
allegory long sustained will ever be tedious and un-

interesting j and, moreover, in this particular in-

stance, the covert meaning is often involved in so

much obscurity, that it cannot easily be traced. It

is also unfortunate for the general popularity of

Spenser, that he studiously affected language which

verged toward antiqmty even in his own day, and
which is uncouth and often obsolete now ; a point

in which we cannot but contrast him with his great

contemporary, Shakspeare, who seems to have gone

before his own day in point of diction, and in whose
works we often read long passages without a single

word, that, after the lapse of two hundred years,

sounds strange in our ears ; indeed, we eannot but

think that the writings of Shakspeare have co-ope-

rated with our received version of the Bible, in

fixing, as much as the thing is possible, a standard

of our language. StiU, in spite of these drawbacks,

the Fairy Queen is a poem of the very highest excel-

lence. Milton, Cowley, Dryden, Pope, Thomson,
Gray, and almost every English poet who has since

written, have found it a mine from which to extract

ore, which they, perhaps, have polished into greater

brightness and beauty. It has such an inexhaust-

ible store of fancy, such a profusion of imagery,

such richness and sweetness of poetical diction, and,

above all, it breathes a spirit so gentle, so pure, so

elevated in morals, and so fervent in piety, that it

deserves, as it enjoys, one of the very highest niches

in our temple of Fame.

CURIOUS DISCOVERIES IN PRACTICAL
SCIENCE.

In the Granite Quarries, near Seringapatam, the most
enormous blocks are separated from the solid rock by
the following neat and simple process. The work-
man having found a portion of the rock sufficiently

ex tensive, and situated near the edge of the part

already quarried, lays bare the upper surface, and
marks on it a line in the direction of the intended

separation, along which a groove is cut with a chisel,

about a couple of inches in depth. Above this

groo\ e, a narrow line of fire is kindled, and this is

maintained till the rock below is thoroughly heated,

immediately on which a line of men and women,
each provided with a pot of cold water, suddenly
sweep off the ashes, and pour the water into the

heated groove, when the rock at once splits with a
clean fracture. Square blocks, of six feet in the
side, and upwards of eighty feet in length, are some-
times detached by this method.

Hardly less simple and efficacious is the process
used in some parts of France, where mill-stones are

made. When a mass sufficiently large is found, it

is cut into a round form, several feet high, and the
question then arises how to divide this into pieces,

of a proper size for mill-stones. For this purpose
grooves are chiseled out, at distances correspond-
ing to the thickness intended to be given to the mill-

stones, into which grooves wedges of dried wood are
driven. These wedges are then wetted, or exposed
to the night-dew, and next morning the block of
stone is found separated into pieces of a proper size

for mill-stones, merely by the expansion of the wood,
consequent on its absorption of moisture; au irre-

sistible natural power thus accomplishing, almost
without any trouble, and at no expense, an operation

which, from the peculiar hardness and texture of the

stone, would otherwise be impracticable but by the

most powerful machinery, or the most persevering
labour.

Abundant examples might be cited of cases where
the remarks of experienced artists, or even ordinary
workmen, have led to the discovery of natural qua-
lities, elements, or combinations, which have proved
of the highest importance. Thus (to give an in-

stance), a soap-manufacturer remarks, that the resi-

duum of his ley, when exhausted of the alkali, for

which he employs it, produces a corrosion of his

copper boiler, for which he cannot account. He
puts it into the hands of a scientific chemist for

analysis, and the result is the discovery of one of

the most singular and important chemical elements,

iodine. The properties of this, being studied, are

found to occur most appositely, in illustration and
support of a variety of new, curious, and instructive

views, then gaining ground in chemistry, and thus
exercise a marked influence over the whole body of

that science. Curiosity is excited ; the origin of the

new substance is traced to the sea-plants, from whose
ashes the principal ingredient of soap \s obtained,

and, ultimately, to the sea-water itself. It is thence

hunted through nature, discovered in salt-mines and
springs, and pursued into all bodies which have a

marine origin ; among the rest into sponge. A me-
dical practitioner (Dr. Coindet, of Geneva,) then
call's to mind a reputed remedy for the cure of one
of the most grievous and unsightly disorders to which
the human species is subject, the goitre*, which in-

fests the inhabitants of mountainous districts, to

an extent that in this favoured land we have, happily,

no experience of, and which was said to have been
originally cured by the ashes of burnt sponge. Led
by this indication, he tries the effect of iodine on that

complaint, and the result establishes the extraor-

dinary fact, that this singular substance, taken as a

medicine, acts with the utmost promptitude and
energy on goitre, dissipating the largest and most
inveterate in a short time, and acting (of course, like

all medicines, even the most approved, with occa-

sional failures,) as a specific, or natural antagonist

against that odious deformity.

In needle-manufactories, the workmen who point

the needles are constantly exposed to excessively

minute particles of steel, which fly from the grind-

stones, and mix, though imperceptible to the eye, as

the finest dust in the air, and are inhaled with their

breath. The effect, though imperceptible on a short

exposure, yet being constantly repeated from day to

day, produces a constitutional irritation dependent

on the tonic properties of the steel, which is sure to

terminate in pulmonary consumption j insomuch

that persons employed in this kind of work, used

scarcely ever to attain the age of forty years. In

vain was it attempted to pxirify the air, before its

entry into the lungs, by gauzes, or linen guards ; the

dust was too fine and penetrating to be obstructed

by such coarse expedients, till some ingenious person

bethought him of that wonderful power, which every

child who searches for its mother's needle with a

magnet, or admires the motions of a few steel -filings

on a sheet of paper held above it, sees in exercise.

Masks of magnetized steel-wire are now constructed

and adapted to the faces of the workmen. By these,

the air is not merely strained but searched in its pas-

sage through them, and each obnoxious atom arrested

and removed.

• Large wens, or swellings about the neck and throat.
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Who would have conceived that linen-rags were

capable of producing more than their o'wn weight of

sugar, by the simple agency of one of the cheapest

and most abundant acids (the Sulphuric) ? That

dry-bones could be a magazine of nutriment, capable

of preservation for years, and ready to yield up their

sustenance in the form best adapted to the support

of life, on the apphcation of that powerful agent,

steam, which enters so largely into all our processes,

or of an acid at once cheap and durable ? that

saw-dust itself is susceptible of conversion into a

substance bearing no remote analogy to bread ;
and

though certainly less palatable than that of flour,

yet no way disagreeable, and both wholesome and di-

gestible, as well as highly nutritive ? Herschel's

Natural Philosophy, in the Cabinet Cyclopedia.

THE VOICE OF PRAYER.

I.

I HEAR it in the summer wind,

I feel it in the lightning's gleam

;

A tongue in every leaf I find,

A voice in every running stream.

It speaks in the enamell'd flower.

With grateful incense borne on high

;

It echoes in the dripping shower.

And breathes in midnight's breathless sky,

Through all her scenes of foul and fair,

Nature presents a fervent prayer

;

In all her myriad shapes of love.

Nature transmits a prayer above.

II.

Day unto day, and night to night.

The eloquent appeal convey

;

Flasheth the cheerful orb of light.

To bid creation bend and pray :

The shadowy clouds of darkness steal

Along the horizons azure cope

;

Bidding distracted nations kneel

To Him, the Lord of quenchless hope
,

To Him, who died that hope might live,

And lived, eternal life to give
;

"Who bore the pangs of death, to save

The dead from an eternal grave !

Ill

Oh ! thread yon tangled coppice now,

"Where the sweet brier and woodbine strive
;

"Where music drops from every bough.

Like honey from the forest-hive :

Where warbling birds, and humming bees.

And wild-flowers round a gushing spring

,

And blossoms sprinkled o'er the trees.

And gorgeous insects on the wing.

Unite to load the gladden'd air

With melody of grateful prayer
;

Unite their Makers name to bless

In that brief span of happiness !

And can it be that Man alone

Forbids the tide of prayer to flow
;

For whom his God forsook a throne.

To weep, to bleed—a man of woe ?

Ah ! 'tis alone the immortal soul

An endless bliss ordain'd to win.

The heaven of heavens its destined goal,

That thus is sunk in shameless sin

!

Scantly permitting to intrude

The faintest gleam of gratitude ;

And but in hours of dire despair.

Responding in the voice of prayer I

Stamford. C S.

Years rush by us like the wind. We see not whence the

eddy comes, nor whitherward it is tending; and we seem

ourselves to witness their fUght without a sense that we are

changed ; and yet Time is beguiling man of his strength,

asthe winds rob the woods of their foliage. He is a wise

man, who, like the millwright, tsmploys every gust.

Scott,

ANNIVERSARIES IN MAY.
MONDAY, 20th.

1506 Expired at Valladolid, in Spain, Christopher Columbus, the

first discoverer of America, or the New World.
1558 -Sir Hugh Willoiighhy sailed from London with three ships,

on a voyage to discover a north-east passage to China. He
perished with the crews of two of his ships, by frost and
nunger on the shores of Lapland.

1799 Buonaparte, after repeated assaults, in which he lost the flower

of his army, was obliged to raise the siege of St. Jean D'Acre.
TUESDAY, 21st.

The Sun enters the constellation Gemini, or the Twins, at eight

o'clock in the morning.
On this day, in the year before Christ 216, the Homans sustained

a signal defeat from the Carthaginians, under Hannibal, at Cannae,
a town in what is now the kingdom of Naples.
1420 The Treaty of Troyes, by which the crown of France was

settled on King Henry V. of England and his heirs, after the

death of Charles VI., then King of France. In pursuance
of this treaty the infant, Henry VI. of England, was crowned
m Paris the 7th of December, 1431.

1720 The Mississippi Scheme, or Mr.. Law's Bubble, burst in

France, by which thousands were reduced at once from af-

fluence to the most hopeless penury.
1809 On this and the following day Buonaparte was defeated by the

Archduke Charles, and forced to repass the Danube.
WEDNESDAY, 22nd.

On this day, in the year before Christ 234, was fought the battle ot

the Granicus, (a river in Asia Minor,) in which Alexander the

Great, with 30,000 Macedonians, defeated 600,000 Persians.

A. D. 337 Constantine the Great, the first Christian Emperor, died.

1455 The first battle of St. Alban's, in which King Henry VI. and
his partizans were defeated.

1782 The Island of Formosa, lying off the coast of China, was nearly
destroyed by a hurricane and inundation of the sea.

THURSDAY, 23rd.

1533 Sentence of Divorce between Henry VIII. and Catherine of

Arragon, his first wife, was pronounced by Archbishop
Cranmer in the Priory of Dunstable.

1617 Etias Ashmole, the clebrated antiquary, and founder of the

Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, was born at Lichfield.

Though a learned man, he was deeply infected with a belief

in judicial astrology.

1829 Captain Ross, who had been unsuccessful in his first voyage
of North-western discovery, sailed in a steam-ship, called

the Victory, to attempt the discovery at his own expense.
FRIDAY, 24th.

1153 David I., King of Scotland, died, universally regretted by
his subjects, who looked up to him as a father. He was
found dead in a posture of devotion.

1357 Edward the Black Prince made his public entry into London
with his prisoner, John, King of France, taken at the battle

of Poicliers.

1543 Died Nicholas Copernicut, the eminent astronomer, who
revived the Pythagorean System of the Universe, which is

now universally received. The room in which he was born
is still preserved by the inhabitants of his native city, Thorn,
in Poland.

1689 The Act of Toleration passed.
1814 The Pope restored to his dominions by the Austrian*.

1819 The Princess Victoria of Kent, heiress presumptive to the

crown of the I'nited Kingdom, born.

SATURDAY, 25th.

1720 The Plague brought to Marseilles, in France, by an infected

merchant-vessel from Sidon. It raged chiefly during August
and September, in which months it carried off 18,000 victims.

1805 Died at Carlisle, aged sixty-three, the learned and devout

Dr. William Paley, Archdeacon of Carlisle, author of thos«

invaluable works,

—

A View of the Evidences of Christianity—Natural Theology—Moral Philosophy—and Hor<E Paulina,
proving the truth of the Scripture History of St. Paul.

SUNDAY, 26th.

Whit Sunday, or Pentecost.—The Christian Church, at a very

early period, set apart this day as a solemn festival, in perpetual

commemoration of the miraculous descent of the Hol> Ghost on
the Apostles then assembled together in one place, when " suddenly

there came a sound from heaven, as of a rushing mighty wind, and
it filled the house where they were sitting ; and there appeared to

them cloven tongues as of fire, which sat upon each of them ; and
they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with

other tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance." The origin of

the appellation of Whit Sunday has given rise to much learned and
minute discussion; but the common derivation of White Sunday,
from the candidates for baptism being clothed in white, seems the

most probable.
This day is also the Anniversary of St. Augustine, who was

deputed by St. Gregory to be the converter and apostle of the

English. He succeeded in impressing the truth of the Christian

Religion on Ethelbert, King of Kent, and many of his subjects,

and became the first Archbishop of Canterbury. After many years

preaching and labour, he died May 26, about 610, and was after-

wards canonized.

On this day constant twilight commences in this climate, and
continues till the 18th of July.

1805 Napoleon crowned King of Italy in the Cathedral of Milan.
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NATIONAL STATUES. No. II.

STATUE OF KING CHARLES THE SECOND^
AT CHELSEA.

In the centre of the large court of the Royal Hos-
pital at Chelsea, is a bronze statue of King Charles
the Second, in the costume of a Roman emperor ; it

would, however, have been more valuable, as an his-

torical monument, had it represented him in the

dress of his own time and country. This statue is

the work of Grinling Gibbons, and was the gift of

Mr. Tobias Rustat, under-keeper of Hampton-court
palace, and yeoman of the robes to the above king.

We shall have to speak, in a future number, of Rustat,

and his many loyal and liberal benefactions, as

well as of Gibbons the sculptor : we will, therefore,

take for our present subject, some striking events in

the life of the INIonarch whose figure is given in the

wood-cut.

Great was the delight shown by the English nation

at the return of their banished sovereign ; the po-

pular frenzy, which had caused his father's murder,
and his own absence in a foreign land, being then
at an end. We are told of men, particularly of

Oughtred, the mathematician, who died of pleasure

when informed of this happy event. On looking

into the reasons for such amazing proofs of joy, we
find that they existed, not so much in any parti-

cular esteem for the person or character of Charles,

as in the cheering prospects opened to the country, by
the restoration of peace, of law, and justice, and of a

lawful Monarch. For many years preceding, England
had suffered dreadfully from the calamities of civil

war, in which every man's hand was against his

neighbour and his brother. In this state of things,

private property could not be secure ; and, amidst
the ever-shifting scenes of anarchy and confusion,

loyal men, whether or not they had the additional

ties of families and fortunes, were in constant doubt
and dread of what might happen next. From such
an unsettled condition of affairs, the change to secu-

rity and order was most welcome, and the proclama-
tion of King Charles the Second announcing his

return, was hailed with shouts of exultation *.

When the King entered London, on the 29th of

May, 1660, which was also his birth-day, and a day
of public thanksgiving f, so great and general was the

rejoicing, that, " a man could not but wonder where
those people dwelt, who had done all the mischief,

and kept the King so many years from enjoying the

comfort and support of such excellent subjects."

A previous occurrence in the life of Charles the

Second, of which his recovery of his rightful domi-
nions strongly reminds us, is truly interesting, as ex-

hibiting Royalty in the midst of such dangers and
troubles as, if told of a private individual, could not
fail to touch ovir feelings. We allude to his escape

from Worcester, which had been the refuge of the

young monarch after his unfortunate defeat at Dun-
bar; when Oliver Cromwell, with an army of about

30,000 men, fell upon that city on the 3rd of Sep-

tember, 1651, and gained a victory, which he after-

wards thought proper to call " his cro'wning mercy."
In the following narrative of the circumstances

attending King Charles's flight, we shall follow an
account which was published, in London, in 1660.

The King, having shown great personal courage in

the battle, was compelled to quit Worcester, the
fidehty and affection of which city deserve to be
remembered. He was accompanied by many English

• The House of Commons voted 500i. to buy a jewel for Sir John
Gxtnyille, who had brought them his Majesty's letter from Breda.

t Tb«r« WM a ucond thanlugiving, on th«6th of Juno following.

lords and gentlemen, Charles Gifford, Esq., who was
presented by the Earl of Derby, being appointed his

conductor. Colonel CarlessJ, whose name will often

occur in this notice, was commanded with a party to

bear the brunt of the pursuing enemy, and to keep
them off, which he did with prudence and valour. Early
on the following morning, the King and his friends,

eighty in all, reached a place called White Ladies, a
house in the parish of Tong, about twenty-five miles

from Worcester. One George Pendrill, living at this

house, hearing a knocking at the gate so early as

three o'clock, went to the window, and knowing the

voice of one of the party, Francis Yates, who answered
him, he opened the door, when the king with most
of his lords entered the hall. Here the Earl of

Derby called for WiUiam Pendrill, the eldest brother,

and sent George to Tong to see that the coast was
clear. In his return, he met with his brother Richard,

who by Mr. Gifford' s direction made haste and
brought with him his best clothes, which were, a
jump, (or short coat,) and breeches of green coarse

cloth, and a doeskin leather doublet; the hat was
borrowed of Humphry Pendrill, the miller, being an
old grey one, turned up at the brims; the shirt, made
of the coarsest of the hemp, was got of one Edward
Martin; the band of George Pendrill, and the shoes

of WilUam Creswel ; all which the King, having taken
off his own clothes, quickly put on. His own suit

was buried: the jewels off his arm he gave to one
of his lords. Then came Richard Pendrill with a

pair of shears, and rounded the King's hair, which
Lord Wilmot, having cut before with a knife, had
awkwardly notched ;

" and the King was pleased to

notice Richard's good barbering as better than my
lord's ; and now his Majesty was quite the wood-
man." All that evening they hid themselves in a dry
pit, for fear of a troop of horse, which, however,

turned out to be a company of friends to the king.

The Earl of Derby, with, the other lords, then

sorrowfully consented to retire; but before he took
his leave, he brought William Pendrill to the king,

and solemnly committed the care of his most
sacred majesty to him and his brothers. The com-
pany being all gone, a wood -bill was brought and
put into the king's hand, and he went out with
Richard into the adjoining woods. William went
home, Himiphry and George remaining about the

woods. But the king had not been an hour out of

the house, when a troop of the enemy's horse arrived

at White Ladies in search of him. Being told by the

neighbours that a number of horsemen, and, as they

supposed the king with them, had quitted the village

three horn's ago, in a certain direction, they instantly

left, following that course.

The weather happened to be very wet dm-ing the

first day of the king's being in the wood, upon which
a blanket was brought to throw over his shoulders.

Francis Yates's wife also came, with a mess of milk,

eggs, and sugar, in a black earthen cup, which the

king guessed to be milk and apples, and said he
liked it very well. After he had eaten and drank,
he gave the rest to George. He then exchanged his

wood-bill for Yates's broom-hook, which was lighter.

They had some trouble, all that day, to teach his

majesty the countryman's manner, and to order his

steps and straight body to a labourer's gait, and
were forced, every now and then, to remind him of
it. As to the language of the covmtry, the king's

kind conversation with the people, in his journey
to Worcester, and while there, had made it easy to

him.

About five o'clock that evening, they all went

i Sometimes written Carlis and Canos.
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home to Richard's house, where the king passed
under the name of WiUiam Jones, a wood-cutter,
lately come there for work. Whilst ;'a gunner of

and, while there, met with a colonel of the rebels,
who, among other news, stated that a reward of a
th.Mixnnrl nntmr/g
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'" """^ garueu Ot

Boscooel, witlTsome of Richard's wine.
In the mean time, Humphry Pendrill was not idle.

In order to gain intelligence, he went, under pre-
tence of other business, to a Parliamentary captain,

* This Nan (afterwards the wife of John Rogers, Esq.) had, in
1667, £100. a year pension from the king, in consideration of her
father's eminent loyalty and fidelity.

t See Saturday Magazine, vol, i., page 96. "
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. s majesty's escape. He remained
in England nearly five weeks, till a mode of convey-
ance was found from the coast of Sussex ; after em-
barking from which, he was put back by contrary
winds into the same place, disguised in a sailor's

dress
5 but the weather becoming more favourable

about the end of October, 1651, he landed safely a
Dieppe, in Normandy.

M.
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STATUE OF KING CHARLES THE SECOND^
AT CHELSEA.

In the centre of the large court of the Royal Hos-
pital at Chelsea, is a bronze statue of King Charles
the Second, in the costume of a Roman emperor ; it

would, however, have been more valuable, as an his-

torical monument, had it represented him in the

dress of his own time and country. This statue is

the work of Grinling Gibbons, and was the gift of

Mr. Tobias Rustat, under-keeper of Hampton-court
palace, and yeoman of the robes to the above king.

We shall have to speak, in a future number, of Rustat,

and his many loyal and liberal benefactions, as

well as of Gibbons the sculptor: we will, therefore,

take for our present subject, some striking events in

the life of the Monarch whose figure is given in the

wood-cut.

Great was the delight shown by the English nation

at the return of their banished sovereign ; the po-

pular frenzy, which had caused his father's murder,

and his own absence in a foreign land, being then

at an end. We are told of men, particularly of

Oughtred, the mathematician, who died of pleasure

when informed of this happy event. On looking

into the reasons for such amazing proofs of joy, we
find that they existed, not so much in any parti-

cular esteem for the person or character of Charles,

as in the cheering prospects opened to the country, by
the restoration of peace, of law, and justice, and of a

lawful Monarch. For many years preceding, England
had suffered dreadfully from the calamities of civil

war, in which every man's hand was against his

neighbour and his brother. In this state of things,

private property could not be secure ; and, amidst
the ever-shifting scenes of anarchy and confusion,

loyal men, whether or not they had the additional

ties of families and fortunes, were in constant doubt
and dread of what might happen next. From such
an unsettled condition of afiFairs, the change to secu-

rity and order was most welcome, and the proclama-
tion of King Charles the Second announcing his

return, was hailed with shouts of ex\iltation*.

When the King entered London, on the 29th of

May, 1660, which was also his birth-day, and a day
of public thanksgiving f, so great and general was the

rejoicing, that, " a man could not but wonder where
those people dwelt, who had done all the mischief,

and kept the King so many years from enjoying the

comfort and support of such excellent subjects."

A previous occurrence in the life of Charles the

Second, of which his recovery of his rightful domi-
nions strongly reminds us, is truly interesting, as ex-

hibiting Royalty in the midst of such dangei-s and
troubles as, if told of a private indi\ idual, could not
fail to touch our feelings. We allude to his escape

from Worcester, which had been the refuge of the

young monarch after his unfortunate defeat at Dun-
bar; when Oliver Cromwell, with an army of about
30,000 men, fell upon that city on the 3rd of Sep-

tember, 1651, and gained a victory, which he after-

wards thought proper to call " his cro\^'ning mercy."
In the following narrative of the circumstances

attending King Charles's flight, we shall follow an
account which was published, in London, in 1660.

The King, having shown great personal courage in

the battle, was compelled to quit Worcester, the
fidelity and affection of which city deserve to be
remembered. He was accompanied by many English

• The House of Commons voted 500i. to buy a jewel for Sir John
Grtnville, who had brought them his Majesty's letter from Breda,

t Tb»r« WM a ucond thanktgiving, en th«6th of Juno following.

lords and gentlemen, Charles Gifford, Esq., who was
presented by the Earl of Derby, being appointed his

conductor. Colonel Carlessf, whose name will often

occur in this notice, was commanded with a party to

bear the brunt of the pursuing enemy, and to keep
them off, which he didwith prudence and valour. Early
on the following morning, the King and his friends,

eighty in all, reached a place called White Ladies, a
house in the parish of Tong, about twenty-five miles

from Worcester. One George Pendrill, living at this

house, hearing a knocking at the gate so early as

three o'clock, went to the window, and knowing the

voice of one of the party, Francis Yates, who answered
him, he opened the door, when the king with most
of his lords entered the hall. Here the Earl of

Derby called for William Pendrill, the eldest brother,

and sent George to Tong to see that the coast was
clear. In his return, he met with his brother Richard,
who by Mr. Gifford's direction made haste and
brought with him his best clothes, which were, a
jump, (or short coat,) and breeches of green coarse

cloth, and a doeskin leather doublet; the hat was
borrowed of Humphry Pendrill, the miller, being an
old grey one, turned up at the brims; the shirt, made
of the coarsest of the hemp, was got of one Edward
Martin; the band of George Pendrill, and the shoes

of William Cresw'el ; all which the King, having taken
off his own clothes, quickly put on. His own suit

was buried: the jewels off his arm he gave to one
of his lords. Then came Richard Pendrill with a

pair of shears, and rounded the King's hair, which
Lord Wilmot, having cut before with a knife, had
awkwardly notched ;

" and the King M'as pleased to

notice Richard's good barbering as better than my
lord's ; and now his Majesty was quite the wood-
man." All that evening they hid themselves in a dry
pit, for fear of a troop of horse, which, however,

turned out to be a company of friends to the king.

The Earl of Derby, with, the other lords, then

sorrowfully consented to retire; but before he took

his leave, he brought William Pendrill to the king,

and solemnly committed the care of his most
sacred majesty to him and his brothers. The com-
pany being all gone, a wood-bill was brought and
put into the king's hand, and he went out with
Richard into the adjoining woods. William went
home, Humphry and George remaining about the

woods. But the king had not been an hour out of

the house, when a troop of the enemy's horse arrived

at WTiite Ladies in search of him. Being told by the

neighbours that a number of horsemen, and, as they

supposed the king with them, had quitted the village

three hours ago, in a certain direction, they instantly

left, following that course.

The weather happened to be very wet during the

first day of the king's being in the wood, upon which
a blanket was brought to throw over his shoulders.

Francis Yates's wife also came, with a mess of milk,

eggs, and sugar, in a black earthen cup, which the

king guessed to be milk and apples, and said he
liked it very well. After he had eaten and drank,
he gave the rest to George. He then exchanged his

wood-bill for Yates's broom-hook, which was lighter.

They had some trouble, all that day, to teach his

majesty the countryman's manner, and to order his

steps and straight body to a labourer's gait, and
were forced, every now and then, to remind him of

it. As to the language of the covmtry, the king's

kind conversation with the people, in his journey
to Worcester, and while there, had made it easy to

him.

About five o'clock that evening, they all went

J Sometimes written Carlis and Carlos.
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NATIONAL STATUES. No. II.

STATUE OF KING CHARLES THE SECOND,
AT CHELSEA.

In the centre of the large court of tl:
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The King, having shown great personal cours^e in

the battle, was compelled to quit Worcester, the

fidelity and afifection of which city deserve, to be

remembered. He was accompanied by many English

• The House of Commons voted 500i. to buy a jewel for Sir John
Grtnville, who had brought them his Majesty's letter from Breda,

t Tbtr* wu a ucond thanksgiving, on th«6th of Juno following.

lords and gentlemen, Charles GiflFord, Esq., who was
presented by the Earl of Derby, being appointed his

conductor. Colonel CarlessJ, whose name will often

were forced, every now ana tiicii, io-iciintT« .«r,— ->-i5»

it. As to the language of the country, the king's

kind conversation with the people, in his journey

to Worcester, and while there, had made it easy to

him.
About five o'clock that evening, they all went

I Sometimes written Carhs and Carios.
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home to Richard's house, where the king passed

under the name of Wilham Jones, a wood-cutter,

lately come there for work. Whilst a. supper of

eggs and bacon was preparing, the king held on his

knee Pendrill's daughter, Nan*. Intending to make
his way into Wales, he was on the point of departing,

when Jane Pendrill, the mother of the five brethren,

his trusty preservers, came to see him, and in his

presence blessed God in thus honouring her children,

and making them the instruments, as she hoped, of

his majesty's deUverance. Here F. Yates ofiFered the

king thirty shillings in silver, of which he would only

accept ten. The king then departed, taking Richard

with him, the others having on their knees besought

God to guide and bless his majesty.

On their way, in passing a mill, at a place called

Evelin, at night, the miller, with a cudgel in his

hand, stepped out and demanded who they were ; to

which Richard replied only by leaping off the bridge

into the ditch, which was not deep, the king doing

the same, and following Richard by the noise and
rattling of his leather breeches. This alarm proved
to be needless, the miller having thought the travel-

lers friends of the Parliament, on the look out for

some distressed Royalists who were his guests.

On their arrival at Mr. Wolfe's, a Royalist and a

gentleman, at Madeley, whence they wished to have

passed into Wales, they found not only that there

was no passage, but that the danger of remaining in

the neighbourhood was great, the country around
swarming with troops. They accordingly lodged

that night, by Mr. "VVolfe's advice, in a barn, and
on the following day returned to Richard Pen-

drill's house. Here they did not stay long, but

proceeded, without further delay, to BoscoBELf,
where William Pendrill and his wife lived, keeping

the house for its owner, Mrs. Giffard. His majesty

was joyfully received by the honest inmates ; but his

feet were so blistered with travelling in such strange

shoes and stockings, that William's wife washed his

feet, and cut the blisters, which reheved him. They
had not been long at Boscobel, when the gallant

Colonel Carless, who had concealed himself since

parting with the king, joined them; and so overjoyed

were both at this meeting, that they could not refrain

from tears. As the best means of safety, it was agreed

that they should again retire into the wood.

Accordingly, Colonel Carless (Sept. 6) brought

the king to the since famous Oak, where he himself

had lodged before ; and by the help of Pendrill's

wood-ladder they got up among the branches, which
were then thick with leaves, William supplying them
with two pillows to lie upon. The king being much
fatigued, laid his head in the colonel's lap and his

legs on the pillow ; and, after a sound and refreshing

sleep, awoke hungry, wishing he had something to

eat; on which his companion took from his pocket a

good luncheon of bread and cheese, which had been
given him by Joan Pendrill. In the mean time,

Richard Pendrill was gone to Wolverhampton, to

buy wine and biscuits, and to make some arrange-

ments for the king's removal, during which cautious

errand he had means of discovering the loyal and
warm feeling that prevailed in his majesty's favour.

In the evening, the king, having descended from the

tree, regaled himself in the arbour in the garden of

Boscobel, with some of Richard's wine.

\n the mean time, Humphry Pendrill was not idle.

In order to gain intelligence, he went, under pre-

tence of other business, to a Parliamentary captain,

* This Nan (afterwards the wife of John Rogers, Esq.) had, in

1667, £100. a year pension from the king, in consideration of her
father's eminent loyalty and fidelity.

t See Saturday Magaiine, vol. i., page 96. ^^

and, while there, met with a colonel of the rebels,

who, among other news, stated that a reward of a
thousand pounds would be given to any one who would
take or discover the king ! On Humphry's repeating
this to the king, his majesty showed some signs of
alarm, at having trusted his life into the hands of
poor men, whom the least infideUty might make rich.

The momentary distrust seen in Charles's counte-
nance greatly distressed Humphry, till it ended in
his and Colonel Carless's declaring that if it were a
hundred thousand pounds, it were all to no pvu-pose to

tempt them. An amusing incident occmred at this

time, in consequence of the king's fancying a loin of
mutton for supper. A sheep was killed on the spot,

a hind quarter of which was brought to the king,
who instantly began to help, by chopping the loin to

pieces into what they called Scotch coUops, which
the colonel put into the pan, while the king held it

to fry. Some years after the Restoration, when the
question arose in the king's presence, who was cook
and who was scudlion, it was agreed by aU that his

majesty was both by turns.

It appears that the accommodations for sleeping
at Boscobel were so bad, the place in which the king
lay having been originally built, for the sake of
secrecy, between two walls, that after one more night
which he passed in a wretched bed, on the staircase

(purposely to avoid suspicion), he was glad to avail

himself of a proposal from Lord Wilmot, who was
safe at Mr. Whitgrave's, to go thither. Humphry, the
miller, lent a horse, which is described as a kind of
war-horse, that had carried many a load of provision,
meal, and such like ; and the party set off, Humphry
holding the bridle. It was five miles from Boscobel
to Mosely (Mr. Whitgrave's), and the road was itt

some places thick with mud, where the horse having
occasionally stumbled, the king desired Humphry to

take care ; to which he answered, that that now
fortunate horse had carried many a heavier weight iu

his time, for example, six strike of corn, but now had
a better price on his back, the price of three king-
doms, and therefore would not shame his master.
This ready wit of Humphry's was much relished.

On arriving safely at Mr. Whitgrave's, the king,
after stepping onward, and for a moment forgetting

his companions, turned back to take his leave of
these kind friends and subjects, assuring them that
if ever he came to England again, he wotdd remember
them ; a promise which he seems to have well fulfilled.

The colonel, John Pendrill, and Yates, remained
with the king, who was dutifxilly received by Thomas
Whitgrave and Lord Wilmot. The king having pre-
pared himself for his journey, according to a plan of
escape devised by Lord Wilmot, John Pendrill was
despatched to Mrs. Lane, sister of Colonel Lane, of
Bentley, who sent back with him a parcel of boiled
walnut leaves, to sttiin and disfigure his majesty's
face and hands.

On the 10th of September, Colonel Lane and his

sister came to a field adjoining, where she was
placed on horseback behind the king, who was no
longer William Jones, the woodman, but William
Jackson, a yeoman's son. The heroic Mrs. Lane
passed through several dangerous adventures in the

management of his majesty's escape. He remained
in England nearly five weeks, till a mode of convey-

ance was found from the coast of Sussex ; after em-
barking from which, he was put back by contrary

winds into the same place, disguised in a sailor's

dress; but the weather becoming more favourable

about the end of October, 1651, he landed safely a
Dieppe, in Normandy.

M.
57—2
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CAERrHILLY CASTLE, GLAMORGANSHIRE.

LEANING TOWERS.
No. II.

The most remarkable leaning tower in Great Britain

is that of Caerphilly Castle, in Glamorganshire ; in-

deed, in proportion to its height, it is much more

inclined from the perpendicular than any other in

the world of which we can find an account, for it is

between 70 and 80 feet high, and 1 1 feet out of the

perpendicular. It rests only, on part of its south side,

principally by the strength of its cement, the manner of

making which is unknown to modern masons, except

to a partial extent. The singularity of its position is

best observed by looking at it from the inside, or from

the moat immediately underneath it, from whence the

effect of the apparently falling mass is most extraordi-

nary. The castle, of which this tower forms a part, was

built about a. d. 1221 j that which previously stood on

the same spot having been rased to the ground by the

Welsh, in an attempt to free themselves from the yoke

of their Norman Conquerors. It is inferior in extent

only to Windsor Castle, and must have been one of the

most magnificent in the kingdom, its various outbuild-

ings and fortifications covering nearly eleven acres ; it

is situated on a small plain, bounded by rising ground

of very moderate elevation, about nine miles north of

Cardiff. It is still a noble ruin, and the great hall is

particularly worthy of notice. The fine form of its

Gothic windows, and the clustered flying pillars which

project from different sides of the room, and from

which spring the vaulted arches of the roof, give

an uncommon charm to the justness of its pro-

portions.

The cause of the inclination of the tower alluded

to, is not a little singular. The unfortunate King

Edward the Second, and his favourites the Spencers,

were here besieged by the forces of the Queen,

and many powerful Barons, in a. d. 1326. The

defence was long and bravely conducted, and the

besiegers were particularly annoyed by metal in a

melted state, being thrown down on them, which

was heated . in furnaces still remaining at the foot

of- the tower, and during their partial success in a

desperate assault, (which ultimately failed,) they

let the metal, which was red hot, run out of the

furnaces, and, either from ignorance or design, threw
water from the moat on it,* which caused a violent

explosion, tore the tower from its foundations, and
hurled it into its present position. The solidity of its

wall is amazing, and it has resisted the ravages of

time in a remarkable manner, the only rents now
visible having been caused by the explosion; the

storms of more than five hundred years have scarcely

displaced a stone from the summit, and the whole
surface is almost without a flaw.

The castle at length surrendered, the king, whose
tragical end is familiar to all, having previously es-

caped. The Spencers were beheaded at Bristol, and'

their castle never regained its ancient splendour. It

had long been the dread of the neighbouring Welsh,
to restrain whose frequent risings it was built ; a song-

by one of their Bards is yet preserved, in which he

prays that his enemy's " soul may go to Caerphilly j'"

and " going to Caerphilly," in a similar sense, was by
no means an uncommon phrase in that country.

The leaning towers at Bridgenorth Castle in Shrop-

shire and at Corfe Castle in Dorsetshire, are both

much inferior to that at Caerphilly. They were placed

in their preeent position by the use of gunpowder in

the civil war which unhappily raged between King
Charles and his Parliament. Whether they were

mined or battered is not certain. Corfe Castle

was bravely defended for some time by Lady Banks,

who although her husband, the Chief Justice of

England, was absent, compelled the troops of the

Parliament to raise the siege, who were thus, in the

words of one of our best modem poets, alluding to

the defence of Saragossa,

Foil'd by a woman's hand before a shatter'd wall.

The present state of these towers is not withottt

its moral ; for, in recalling to our thoughts, times

happily for us gone by, when the fury of faction and

the violence of civil war rent the kingdom to its
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foundation, disfiguring and distorting what they yet

failed to destroy, we may look upon such ruins at

once as monuments of the past, and as warnings for

the future.

«,.vi5e*P-5

BniDGEKOUTH CASTLE, SIinOFSHIRE,

THE SCORPION.

The Scorpion is placed by naturalists between the

Crustacea, or shell-fish, and the spiders. Its body
is protected by a hard shelly covering, like the

former, but approaches in form to some species of

•the latter. The Scorpion has been noticed by all

writers on these subjects, from the earliest ages of

antiquity, and many dreadful tales are related of the

fatal eiFe«ts of its poison. There is no doubt that

the venom of this creature has, in some instances,

produced death ; but, in general, the efifects of its

sting have been less serious than is usually imagined.

The most poisonous are the larger species, which in-

habit countries under the tropics. Scorpions are

found, in general, concealed in holes in the ground,
hollow trees, and buildings in a state of ruin.

A French physician, who paid great attention to

the habits of these animals, has related many parti-

culars respecting them. The care with which the

female attended upon her young, and, by degrees,

instructed them in the mode of hollowing out their

burrow or nest, particularly attracted his attention.

He made also many cvuious experiments on the

effects of their poison ; by allowing himself to be

frequently stung, he discovered that these effects

became less and less painful at every repetition, so

that, by degrees, he became almost proof against

their venom. He describes the part affected as be-

coming much swollen, and extremely painful, im-

mediately after the infliction of the injury ; and, ac -

cording to the constitution of the individual, this pain-

ful feeling continued from twenty-four to forty-eight

hours, or even as much as three days. But the

most peculiar effect is a sudden and complete pros-

tration of strength, to such an extent that the

patient becomes at once deprived of the power of

supporting himself. This curious symptom induced

the Doctor even to propose the use of the sting of

the Scorpion in medicine, in cases where it became

necessary suddenly to reduce the pulsations of the

heart.

Many a cruel experiment has been made, in order

to discover the truth of the story which says, that,

"the Scorpion if surrounded by fire, and without

the chance of escape, inflicts a wound upon itself,

and thus perishes by its own poison." The truth is,

the poor creature writhing under the tortures of

burning, may, during its sufferings, bring the point

TBI SOORFIOM
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of its tail, which naturally curves backward, in

contact with some part of its body, but we may be

perfectly sure that this is not done for the purpose

of injuring itself.

The end of the tail, which is bent like a hook, and
extremely sharp at the point, contains the poison,

and two small slits one on each side, near the point,

allow it to escape into the wound inflicted by the

animal. The Scorpion is never foimd further north

than the south of France ; but in Italy it is very

common, and it abounds, and becomes more poison-

ous, in the hotter countries of the east. The indi-

vidual represented in the cut is a native of Ceylon.

One day I got off my horse to kill a rat, which I found on

the road only half killed. I am shocked at the thoughtless

cruelty of many people: yet I did a thing soon after, that

has given me considerable uneasiness, and for which I

reproach myself bitterly. As I was riding homeward, I

saw a waggon standing at a door, with three horses ; the

two foremost were eating corn from bags at their noses

;

but I observed the third had dropt his on the ground, and
could not stoop to 'get any food. However, I rode on in

absence, without assisting him. But when I had got

nearly home, I remembered what I had observed in absence

of mind, and felt extremely hurt at my neglect ; and would
have ridden back, had I not thought, the waggoner might
have com£ out of the house and relieved the horse. A
man could not have had a better demand for getting off

his horse, than for such an act of humanity. It is by
absence of mind that we omit many duties. Jesse.

The gentle mind is like the smooth stream, which reflects

every object in its just proportion, and in its fairest colours.

The violent spirit, like troubled waters, renders back the

images of things distorted and broken, and communicates

to them all that disordered motion which arises solely from

its own agitation. Blair.

Curious Relics.—The parish church of Hythe, in Kent,

is a large handsome structure, adjoining which is a charnel-

house, celebrated for the collection of a large number of

human bones which it contains. These bones, remarkable

for their gigantic size, were found on the sea-shore, where

they had lain for a very great length of time, and had been

bleached to perfect whiteness. They are supposed to have

been the bones of the Britons slain in a battle fought with

the first Saxons, on the shore between Hythe and Folk-

stone, about the year 546. The arm, leg, and thigh bones,

are of extraordinary length ; and many of the skulls, which

are very large, and of great thickness, exhibit deep cuts, as

if inflicted by an axe, or some such heavy weapon of early

warfare. This pile of bones measures eight feet in height,

eight feet in breadth, and twenty-eight feet in length, and
contains 1792 cubic feet.

SENSUAL HAPPINESS NOT THE HAPPINESS
^OF A MAN.

E. You say, if I mistake not, that a wise man
pursues only his own private interest j and that this

consists only in sensucd pleasure : for proof whereof

you appeal to nature. . Is not this what you advance?

L. It is.

E. You conclude, therefore, that as other animals

are guided by natural instinct, man too ought to

follow the dictates of sense and appetite.

L. I do.

E. But in this, do you not argue, as if man had
only sense and appetite for his guides ? on which
supposition, there might be truth in what you say.

But, what if he hath intellect, reason, a higher in-

stinct, and a nobler life > If this be the case, and you,

being a man, live like a brute, is it not the way to

be defrauded of your true happiness ? to be mortified

and disappointed ? Take a hog from his ditch or

dunghill, lay him on a rich bed, treat him with

sweet-meats, and music, and perfumes : all these

things will be no amusement to him. You can easily

conceive, that the sort of life which makes the happi-

ness of a mole, or a bat, would be a very wretched
one for an eagle. And may you not as well conceive,

that the happiness of a brute can never constitute

the true happiness of a man. Bishop Berkeley.

A little rule, a httle sway,

A sunbeam in a winters day.

Is all the proud and mighty have
Between the cradle and the grave.- -DVKB.

Singular Spring.—About a mile to the north-west of

Gifigleswuck, near Settle, in Yorkshire, is a spring remark-

able for its ebbing and flowing at irregular periods, some
times three times or oftener in an hour, and rising and
falling about half a yard at each influx and reflux. It is

close to the right-hand side of the road leading to Ingleton,

Kirby Lonsdale and Kendal, at the bottom of Giggleswick

Scar, an almost perpendicular cliff of limestone and gravel,

apparently 150 feet high and extending above three miles

in length. The water, which issues out of the rock into a

stone cistern, is limpid, cold and wholesome, and has no
particular taste: great care appears to be taken for its pre-

servation. Some years since there was, and probably is

now, a notice inscribed over the well, offering, in the name
of the trustees of the road, a reward of 10/., on the conviction

of any person who should throw dirt into the water, or de-

foce the cistern,
,

THE FFRST grief.

Oh ! call my brother back to me,
I cannot play alone

;

The summer comes with flower and bee—
Where is my brother gone ?

The butterfly is glancing bright

Across the sunbeam's track ;

I care not now to chase its flight—
Oh ! call my brother back.

The flowers run wild,—the flowers we sowed,
Around our garden-tree

;

Our vine is drooping with its load

—

Oh ! call him back to me.

" He would not hear my voice, fair child !

He may not come to thee
;

The face that once like spring-time smiled.

On earth no more thoult see !

" A rose's brief bright life of joy.

Such unto him was given
;

Go, thou must play alone, my boy

—

Thy brother is in heaven !"

And has he left the birds and flowers,

And must I call in vain ;
•'

And thro' the long, long summer hours.

Will he not come again ?

And by the brook, and in the glade.

Are all our wanderings o'er ?

Oh ! while my brother with me play'd.

Would I had loved him more ! Mrs. Hemans.

Out of doubt he is either a fool, or ungrateful to God, or

both, that doth not acknowledge, how mean soever his

estate be, that the same is yet far greater than that which
Gk)d oweth him ; or doth not acknowledge, how sharp

soever his affiictions be, that the same are yet far less than
those which are due unto him. And if an heathen wise

man call the adversities of the world, but the tributes of

living {tributa vivendi), a wise Christian man ought to

know them, and bear them, but as the tributes of offending.

Sir Walter Ralegh.

Human society may be compared to a heap of embers,
which, when placed asunder, can retain neither their light

nor heat, amidst the surrounding elements ; but when
brought togeMier, they mutually give heat and light to each
other ; the flame breaks forth, and not only defends itself,

but subdues every thing around it, Rbxd's Essat/s,
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ENGLISH PROSE WRITERS. \

No. I. Introduction.

It is my intention to give some account, in a series

of papers, of our great English writers, beginning

with those who have left us important works in prose.

Our readers will, I am sure, feel an increased in-

terest in the beautiful extracts we provide for them,

when they have become acquainted with the cha-

racters and fortunes of the writers, and the subjects

on which they wrote.

In this introductory paper I shall give some ac-

count of our language, abridged from Dr. Johnson,

and a few specimens of writers whose works were
published before the reign of Queen Elizabeth, with
which my regular series will commence.

" The whole fabric and scheme of the English
language is Gothic or Teutonic ; it is a dialect of

that tongue which prevails over all the northern
countries of Europe, except those where the Sclavo-

uian is spoken.
" What was the form of the Saxon language,

which is the origin of the present English, when the

Saxons first entered Britain, cannot now be known.
They seem to have been a people without learning,

and very probably without an alphabet. This barba-
rity may be supposed to have continued dviring their

wars with the Britons, which, for a time, left them
no leisure for softer studies ; nor is there any reason
for supposing it abated till the year 570, when Au-
gustine came from Rome to convert them to Chris-

tianity. The Christian religion always implies, or

produces, a certain degree of civility and learning
;

they then became, by degrees, acquainted with the

Roman language, and so gained, from time to time,

some knowledge and elegance, till, in three centuries,

they had formed a language, capable of expressing

all the sentiments of a civilized people, as appears by
King Alfred's paraphrase, or imitation of Boethius.

" About the year 1150 the Saxon began to take a
form, in which the beginning of the present English
may be plainly discovered. It is not, however, so

much changed by the admixture of Norman words
as by changes of its own forms and terminations,

for which no reason can be assigned.
" The first of our authors, who can be properly

said to have >\Titten English, was Sir John Gower,
who, in his Confession of a Lover, calls Chaucer his

disciple."

Wiclif, the fearless and honest Reformer, and
Chaucer, the Father of English Poetry, were con-
temporaries, the former being bom in 1324, the
latter in 1328,

Specimen of Wiclif's Translation of the Bible,

1 Corynth. 13.

" If I speke with the tungis of men and of
aungels, and I haue not charite, I am maad as bras
sownynge, or a cymbal tynklynge ; and if I haue
profecie and knowe alle mysteries and al kynnynge,
and if I haxie al feith so that I moue hillis fro her
place, and if I haue not charite, I am nought. And
if I departe aUe my goodis into the metis of pore
men, and if I betake my bodi, so that I brenne,
and if I haue not charite, it profitith to me no thing.

Charite is pacient, it is benynge, {i. e. benign).
Charite enuyeth not, it doith not wickidli, it is not
blowun (i. e. puffed up), it seketh not those things
that ben hise own."

Specimen /row Chaucer's Tale of Meliheus.

" Ye shuln first in alle your werkes mekely be-
Bechen to the Heigh God, that he wol be your con-
seillour ; and shapeth you to swiche entente, that he

yeve you conseil and comforte, as taught Tobie his
sone

; at alle times thou shalt blesse God, and preie
him to dresse thy wayes ; and loke that alle thy con-
seils ben in him for ever more."

Our next extracts are from authors who wrote in
the time of Henry the Eighth, or his son. We will
begin with a letter, written with a coal, by the wise
and witty Sir Thomas More to his daughter, Mar-
garet Roper, when he was a prisoner in the Tower.
" Myne own good daughter, our Lorde be thanked,
I am in good helthe of bodye and in good quiet of
minde ; and of worldly thynges I no more desyer
than I haue. I besech Hym make you all mery in
the hope of heauen. And such thynges as I some-
what longed to talke with you, all concerning the
worlde to come, our Lorde put theim into your
myndes, as I truste he dothe, and better to, by hys
Holy Spirite, who blesse you and preserue you all.

Written with a cole by your tender louing father,

who, in hys pore prayers forgetteth none of you all,

nor your babes, nor your nurses, nor your good
husbandes, nor your good husbandes shrewde wy\ es,

nor your father's shrewde wyfe neither, nor other
frendes. And thus fare ye hartely well for lacke of
paper. Thomas More, Knight."

Extract I. Fi-om Bishop Latimer.
" In my time, my poore father was as diligent to

teach me to shoote as to learn me any other thing,
and so I thinke other men did their children. He
taught me how to draw, how to lay my body in my
bow, and not to drawe with strength of armes, as
other nations doe, but with strength of the bodye.
I had my bowes bought me according to my age and
strength : as I encreased in them, so my bowes were
made bigger and bigger, for men shall never shoote
well, except they be brought up in it. It is a goodly
arte, a wholesome kinde of exercise, and much com-
mended in physicke."

Extract II. From the Conference between Latimer
and Ridley, when in Prison.

" Lo, Sir, here have I blotted your paper vainly,

and plaied the fool egregiousMe ; but so I thought
better than not to doe your request at this time.

Pardon me, and pray for me
j
pray for me I say,

pray for me I say 5 for I am sometime so fearfull,

that I would creepe into a mouse hole ; sometime
God doth visite me againe with his comforte. So he
Cometh and goeth to teach me to feele and to knowe
mine infirmitie, to the intent to give thanks to hira

that is worthie, lest I should rob him of his dutie,

as many doe, and almost all the world.—Fare ye

well.
"

T. K. A.

TWILIGHT.

I LOVE thee, Twilight ! as thy shadows roll.

The calm of evening steals upon my soul,

Sublimely tender, solemnly serene,

Still as the hour, enchanting as the scene.

I love thee, Twilight! for thy gleams impart

Their dear, their dying influence to my heart.

When o'er the harp of thought thy passing wind
Awakens all the music of the mind,

And Joy and Sorrow, as the spirit burns,

And Hope and Memory sweep the chords by turns.

While Contemplation, on seraphic wings.

Mounts with the flame of sacrifice, and smgs.

Twilight ! I love thee ; let thy glooms increase,

Till every feeUng, every pulse is peace :

Slow from the sky the light of day declines,

Clearer within the dawn of glory shines.

Revealing, in the hour of Nature's rest,

A world of wonders in the poet's breast

:

Deeper, O TwiUght ! then thy shadows roll,

An awful vision opens on my soul. Montgombvy
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I LATELY witnessed an instance of the efiFect of lightning

on a fine large thriving oak-tree, in Richmond Park.

Soon after the tree had been struck, I went to examine it,

and found that all the main branches had been carried

away, one large limb being sixty paces from the tree. The
tree itself, which might have contained from two to three

loads of timber, was split in two, and every atom of bark

so completely stripped from it, that on removing the turf

Mhich surrounded the butt of the tree, the bark had dis-

appeared even below the surface of the earth. Not one of

the small shoots or branches could be found, but the ground
was strewedwith a quantity of black brittle substance, which
pulverized in the hand on being taken up. The tree was
standing near some others, which were uninjured. A per-

son who was near the spot at the time, informed me that

the noise and crash was tremendous, and that the destruc-

tion of the tree was instantaneous. When one considers

that though some of the large limbs were found, yet that

others, as thick and thicker than a man's leg, had disap-

peared, and had probably been crushed into powder, some
idea may perhaps be formed of the effect produced by
lightning. Jesse. a

God has given to every man a peculiar constitution. No
man is to say, " I am such or such a man, and I can be
no other—such or such is my way, and I am what God
Jias made me." This is true, in a sound sense ; but in

\msound sense, it has led men foolishly and wickedly to

charge their eccentricities, and even their crimes, on God.
It is every man's duty to understand his own constitution,

and to apply to it the rein or the spur, as it may need.

All men cannot do, nor ought they to do, all things in the

same way, nor even the same things. But there are com-
mon points of duty, on which all men of all habits are to

meet. The free horse is to be checked, perhaps, up hill,

and the sluggish one to be urged : but the same spirit,

which would have exhausted itself before, shows itself,

probably, in resistance down hill, when he feels the breach-
ing press on him behind ; but he must be whipped out of

his resistance. Cecil.

ANNIVERSARIES IN MAY.
MONDAY, 27th

On this day is kept the anniversary of the Venerable Bede, one
of the fathers of the English Churcli. He was born within the domains
of the monastery of St. Peter and St. Paul at Jarrow, in Northum-
berland, in the Bishopric of Durham, into which he was received at

seven years, and within whose walls he paissed his whole life,

although the rast fame he obtained for learning and the ecclesias-

tical virtues, caused Pope Sergius to send him pressing invitations

to settle at Rome. He wrote the Ecclesiastical History of the

Saions, a work which retains its celebrity to this day. His last

work was the translation of St. John, which he is said to have
completed only a few hours before his death in 735. He was
buried in the church of his convent.
1564 John Calvin, the celebrated Reformer, died at Geneva. He

was born at Noyon, in France, 10th of July, 1509.
1600 The Matins of Moscow.—On this day, at the hour of matins,

about six in the morning. Prince Demetrius, and all the
Poles who were in Moscow, the ancient capital of Russia,
were massacred by the Russians.

1723 The Order of the Bath was revived by King George II.

TUESDAY, 28th.
1546 Cardinal Beaton, the head of the Roman Catholic party in

Scotland, and who distinguished himself in that country by
his blood-thirsty cruelties as much as his contemporary,
Bonner, did in England, was assassinated in the Castle of
St. Andrew's. The immediate cause of this deed was revenge
for the burning alive of a learned and pious preacher,
George Wishart. The Cardinal was an exulting witness of
this horrible spectacle from his own windows.

1672 The Dutch Fleet defeated in Solebay, on the coast of Suffolk,
by the English, commanded by the Duke of York (after-
wards King James II.) in person.

1828 Died the Hon. Mrs. Anne Seymour Damer, a celebrated
sculptress, the productions of whose chisel entitle her to no
mean rank.

1829 Died Sir Humphry Davy, one of the most eminent Chemists
and experimental Philosophers of his time. Independent of
his reputation in the scientific world, his invention of the
Safety Lamp will endear his memory to every friend of
humanity to the latest generation.

WEDNESDAY. 29th.
This day is set apart as a festival, in memory of the restoration of
King Charles II. to the throne of the three kingdoms, in the year
1660. On this day, also, in commemoration of the Kind's fortunate
concealment in an oak-tree, in Boscobel Wood, after his defeat, in

^^^' *' *Vorcester, it is still in some places the custom to wear
e'lded oak-apples in the hats, to decorate the houses, churches,
and public buildings with oak-boughs, and to indulge in general
rejoicing and holiday. In some cities of England, processions are
still made <vn this day, or were within a few years ; but the obser-
>-ance of u is falling off.

1453 Constantinople taKcn by Mahomet II., Emperor of the Turki,
and thus the Greek, or Eastern Empire, was finally over-

thrown, after an existence of ten centuries.

THURSDAY, 30th,

1431 The celebrated French heroine, Joan of Arc, was burned by
the English, at Rouen, as a witch and sorceress.

1498 Columbus sailed from St. Lucar, in Spain, on his third voyage
of discovery.

ii574 Died Charles IX. of France, who not only ordered the

massacre of St. Bartholomew, but took part in it himself, by
firing from his palace windows on his own Protestant subjects.

1640 Died, at Antwerp, Peter Paul Rubens, the most eminent
historical painter of the Flemish school. He was also an
experienced statesman, a man of universal learning, and
spoke several languages. He resided some time in England,
painted some of the apartments in Whitehall, and was
knighted by King Charles I.

1744 Died, at Twickenham, y4/?aa7i(fer Pope, the poet.

1778 Died, at the age of eighty-five, the infidel Voltaire. During
a long life he strained all his powers of wit, to undermine
and overturn the belief in Christianity. His death-scene wsis

frightful ; conviction burst upon him without a ray of hope to

accompany it, and he expired in mental torments that no pen
can adequately describe.

1832 Sir James Mackintosh, an eminent statesman, lavryer, and
writer, died, aged sixty-nine.

FRIDAY, 3Ist.

1520 Ki7ig Henry VIII. embarked at Dover, to hold an intervievir

with Francis I. of France. It took place m a field near
Ardres, a small town not far from Calais. The splendour
displayed, not only by the two sovereigns, but by all the

noblemen who attended them, caused the place of their

meeting to be called the " Field of the Cloth of Gold."
1533 Coronation of Queen Aune Boteyn.
1809 Joseph Haydn, the celebrated musician and composer, died at

Vienna, aged seventy-seven.

THE MONTH OF JUNE.
This month was the fourth in the Alban, or old Latin Calendar^
and Romulus gave it the same rank in his , he also assigned to

it thirty days, while in the Alban Calendar it had but twenty-six.
Numa took from it a day, which Julius Caesar restored to it,

while he confirmed tlie rank; and June has ever since remained
the sixth month of the year. Our Saxon ancestors, whose chief

riches consisted in their flocks and herds, derived many of their

names from the habits of animals that they tended, thus June was
by them called Weyd Monat in the earliest times, because, sayg

Verstegan, " their beasts did then weyd iri the meddowes, that is to

say, goe to feed there." It was afterwards called Sere Monath, or
dry month ; and surely if there is a month in the year, in which
the variableness of the English climate is less felt than another, it

is in the month of June, when the fields are enamelled with a
thousand flowers, the air impregnated with the perfume of the new
hay, and with the various blossoms that adorn the fruit-trees, pro-
mising future abundance, while every sense is gratified by their

present beauty and fragrance. The ancients represented this month
by a young man, clothed in a mantle of dark grass-green colour,

having his head ornamented with a coronet of bents, king-cobs, and
maiden-hair, bearing on his arm a basket of summer fruits, and
holding in his hand an eagle. In his right he held the sign Cancer,
the Crab, which the sun, entering on the 22nd, makes the summer
solstice ; and that orb, being then apparently stationary, but about to

recede, is aptly typified by a crab, whose motions are either side-

ways or retrograde, and which, in that eccentricity of motion, difTeis

from all other animals.

ANNIVERSARIES.
SATURDAY, 1st.

St. Nicomede. He is said to have been a scholar of St. Peter,
and suffered martyrdom under the Emperor Domitian.
1416 Jerome, of Prague, the friend and companion of John Huss,

was burned alive at Constance, in Germany, for preaching
the doctrines of Wycliffe.

1794 The grand French Fleet, commanded by Villaret Joyeuse,
was met at sea, about 1000 miles from the north-west coast of
France, by the English Fleet, under Lord Howe, and en-
tirely defeated. This is called Lord Howe's Victory, and was
the first of the grand series of naval triumphs achieved by
our seamen during the revolutionary war.

1812 The Island of St. Vincent was nearly destroyed by an enip-
tion of the Souffriere Volcano.

SUNDAY, 2nd.
Trinity Sunday.—This is always the Sunday next following the

day of Pentecost, or Whitsunday, and from this Sunday all the rest

take their denomination until Advent Sunday.
1653 The English Fleet, under General Monk, (afterwards Duke

of Albemarle,) defeated that of the Dutch, under the cele-

brated Van Tromp .• the engagement lasted two days.

1780 The dreadful Riots, still known by the name of the " Riots

of 1780," broke out. They lasted nearly a week, during which
two Roman Catholic chapels, the prison of Newgate, and
many private houses were set on fire.

1802 The House of Commons voted £10,000 to Dr. Jenner, for

his discovery of Vaccine Inoculation.
1811 Christophe and his Wife were crowned King and Queen of

Hayti. The new monarch sissumed the name of Henry I.
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ON THE VARIOUS CHARACTERS OF VEGETATION*

GROVE OF PALMS.

If a person accustomed to habits of observation, and gene-
rally acquainted with Nature and her laws, could be sud-
denly transported to some distant country, his first emotion
over, he would look round and endeavour to ascertain where
he was. If he found himself in or near a city, or among
buildings, and with human beings before him, the know-
ledge we suppose him to possess, would enable him to de-
cide, from the style of architecture of the former, and from
the costume and features of the latter, to what part of the
world he had been conveyed. If far from any signs of man
or his habitations, he would still be able to form some opinion
of what quarter of the globe, and, to a great degree, what
portion of it, he was in, from the animals which surrounded
him. If he saw the majestic elephant, or the graceful giraffe

browsing on the trees, or the crouching lion in the thicket,
he would know that he was in Africa : if vast herds of buf-
faloes, feeding in boundless plains, watered by mighty rivers,

presented themselves to his view, his conjectures would turn
to North America ; and if the kangaroo bounded past him,
or the oppossum sprang from bough to bough, Austraha,
and its unexplored tracts, would infallibly suggest them-
selves to his mind. In short, without multiplying exam-
ples, he could, in proportion to the extent of his knowledge
of natural history, form a tolerably correct opinion of the
country which had received him, to within a few hundreds
of miles.

Let us, however, carry our supposition a step further

;

let us imagine no living animal in sight, no quadruped, no
bird ; not a fish in the waters, not an insect in the air : the
stranger might still form a tolerably precise guess as to

• In this paper we have given the substance of an essay of Baron
Humboldt's, comparatively little known ia this country. The inte-
rest and novelty of the subject, we considered, would render it accept-
able to our readers.

Vol. IL

where he was. The question, " How ?" we are now going
to answer.

That organic vigour, and redtindancy of life, increase
as the genial warmth augments from the pole to the equa-
tor, is well known ; but with this general increase some
peculiar beauties are reserved for each portion of the earth;
magnitude and variety of vegetation to the tropics, verdant
meadows, and the early renovation of nature by the breath
of spring, to the temperate climes. Every zone, moreover,
has its peculiar traits of character, as it has its peculiar

advantages; in an analogous manner as we recognise a
distinct physiognomy in individuals, so there is a certain

natural physiognomy which exclusively belongs to each
particular region.

What the artist intends to express by the phrases of
" Swiss scenery" and " Itahan skies," is founded on the
obscure conception of this local natural character ; the

blueness of the heavens, the brilliancy of the light, the

mistiness of the distance, the character of the plants, the

contour of the mountains, all concur to decide the general

impression of a district.

But in all parts of the world, the mineral creation pre-

sents the same appearance. The granite rock, the lime-

stone mountain-chain, the basaltic column, are the same
in Iceland or Sweden, as they are in Mexico and Peru ; if,

therefore, the character of different countries depends on
external objects viewed collectively, it is, indisputably, the

vegetation which chieily contributes to mark it; it is

seldom that animals appear in quantities sufficient to give

a feature to the scene, and the restlessness of the indivi-

duals removes them from our view ; but frees affect our
imagination by their magnitude and stability, flowers by
the brilliance of their colours, kerbs by the freslvness of
their verdure.

68
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It is hot by the parts of plants, to which botanists resort

for the purposes of classification, that character is given

to scenery ; and it is not easy to express what this character

does depend on, since it cannot be referred to any one part

of a plant, but to several, mutually influencing and modi
fying each other

;
generally speaking, however, a few

great peculiarities may be pointed out, as those on which
the " physiognomy of vegetation" appears to depend.

The first, and most obvious, is the mode of branching,

or ramification, of a tree or plant. The reader will easily

comprehend the importance of this characteristic, if he
recall to mind the striking difference between a poplar, an
oak, and a beech, even in the depth of winter, when no
foliage contributes to distinguish them. The branches of

the first form acute angles with the main stem ; both are

straight, giving the tree a p)Tamidal appearance, which, in

contrast with others, renders it so ornamental in planta-

tions ; the upright cypress, general in Italy and the

Levant, has a similar port. The " gnarled" and " knotted"

oak are epithets as familiar as they are just, and perhaps

there is no other tree to which they would so exactly apply.

The most careless observer of Nature has been struck with

this obvious character of oaks, and can distinguish them
at all times by their contorted branches ; while the beech,

though it does not admit of being described in words, has
an air as distinct from the former as all have from the

birch, the ash, and the willow. If such striking distinc-

tions in the characters of plants can be pointed out in the

limited Flora of our own country, it may be easily com-
prehended, that a great varietj' of forms must be pre-

sented in the numberless trees of foreign climes ; and that

though these distinctive traits may be too fine for descrip-

tion, they are sufficiently decided to arrest the eye, and
affect the general features of the locality. If it be re-

marked, that only in one season of the year can the

branches of a tree be seen, these being concealed by the

foliage during the greatest part of the y«»ar in temperate,

and during the whole of it in ti'opical latitudes, it must
be remembered that, in the same manner as the form of an
animal is governed by that of its skeleton, though this,

being concealed by the muscles and skin, is not seen, so the

general contour of plants is influenced by the arrangement
of their branches, though these may be hidden by their

verdure.

The next important feature of vegetation depends on the

form and size of the leaves ; not that these qualities of

individual leaves can be perceived, but as influencing the

great masses into which the foliage arranges itself, Before,

however, proceeding to consider these effects, the reader

must be apprized, that the term leaj" is not always cor-

rectly applied in common language. Each distinct piece

of green substance, variously veined, and having a small
stalk, is usually called a leaf; but in many plants several

of these, borne by a common stalk, only compose one
leaf, and this is scientifically termed a compound leaf. If

a leaf, in this correct sense of the word, be gathered off a
rose-bush, it will be found to consist of a stalk with five

leaflets, or leaves, attached to it, two on each side and one
at the end. The compound leaf of the horse-chestnut con-
sists of seven distinct leaflets, long and pointed at the ends,
attached at the extremity of a stalk, something like a hand

;

and in the £U5acia, the leaf consists of a stalk, bearing
many small oval leaflets arranged on each side of it.

These examples are sufficient to enable the reader to

understand, that the principal characters derived from
the foliage, depend on the leaves being compound or

simple.

It might at first appear that where little difference in

point of size exists between the leaves of a tree with simple,

and the leaflets of one with compound leaves, little dif-

ference could be produced by the arrangement of these in

each plant. To explain that this is not the fact, let the
bough of an elm or lime-tree be examined, and it will be
found that its simple leaves are set round the stem in a
particular order ; and this arrangement is constant in all

txees of those species. The compound leaves of trees are
arranged in a similar constant manner round their com-
mon branch ; and therefore, if the simple leaves of a plant
could be replaced by compound ones of several leaflets, the
effect of these, in influencing what artists call the " touch"
of the foliage, or its character, would be very marked. The
ash owes its hgbt and graceful port to its having compound
leaves, the leaflets of which are of a long, oval figure ; the
palmate leaves of the horse-chestnut, from their individual
form and arrangement on the boughs, group themselves

into roundish masses, which give that tree a heavy, unpic-

turesque air, in the eye of an artist, beautiful as it appears
on lawns and in woods. In the weeping willow, the long
slender leaves co-operate with the peculiar pendent rami
fication of that plant, to confer a very decided and well
known character, from which its popular name was derived,

while the similarly-formed leaves of the common willows,

standing erect on the long upright boughs, have an oppo
site, though equally marked, character. In fenny conn
tries, as Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire, where this tree

abounds, the landscape owes its feature to them, so as to

afford a striking illustration of the present subject. It is

unnecessary to dwell further on this, by pointing out the
effects of large leaves, such as those of the sycamore and
plane-tree ; but one class of plants must be here presented
to the reader's notice, as directly bearing on the question.
This is the exensive tribe of cone-bearing trees, such as
the fir, pine, larch, cedar, &c., all of which have their sharp
leaves of a very peculiar kind, which give plantations, or
even solitarj- trees, of this order, a distinctly recognisable
character.

That the colour of leaves very materially influences the
features of vegetation, is too obvious to need remark. The
gloomy air of the last-named tribe of trees is a sufficiently

well-known proof, and the limits of this paper would not
allow of citing many examples of the effects of different

shades of green, in distinguishing groups of different

plants, uniting in a landscape ; but there is another pecu
liarity attendant on foliage, tliat may have escaped the
observation of many, and which, as intimately connected
with pictorial effect, must be briefly noticed.

Though all objects reflect light, and therefore appear to
partake of the colour of those suiTOunding them, yet the
degree in which they do this mainly depends on tlie com •

parative polish or roughness of their surface. In the case
of a mirror or a piece of still water, the reflection is per-
fect, and not only the colour, but the form of other objects
is returned to the eye ; when the degree of smoothness of
surface is so inferior to this, as not to admit of reflecting

form, still colour is reflected to a great degree. The
scarlet colour of a piece of cloth ex]X)sed to a strong light is

distinctly reflected from a white wall, or sheet of paper, or

even from any smooth coloured object.

To apply these remarks to the subject before us, let the
reader take a laurel-leaf, and holding it up between his

eye and the sky, he will see its real, or what painters term
its local colour, and he will find this to be much brighter or
greener than the leaf will appear in any position where
light is not seen through it : but if he hold the leaf and
look on the surface obiiquel\ , he will find that it will no
longer look green at all, but will appear of the colour of the
nearest object from which it can receive and reflect light

to the observer's eye. Thus in the open air it may be
made to appear blue, from the azure of the sky ; or green,

from the grass ; or red, from a brick wall, and so on ; and
the same thing may be remarked of any leaves which
have a polished surface. Now, though a similar effect is

observable in the leaf of any other tree which is rough,

like an elm-leaf, or a strawberry-leaf, it is in so much
slighter a degree as barely to be perceivable by common
observers, since the light of the surrounding objects is

chiefly absorbed by the leaf, and only that reflected to the

eye, by which its o\Tn colour is made apparent ; so that the

reflected colour of those objects is merged, as it were, in

the local green tint of the leaf, or only concurs to vary the

shade of this to a very limited extent compared to tliat of

the former example.
The two surfaces of the leaves of most plants vary much

in colour, as may be decidedly obscr\ed of the willow,

aspen, and other trees, and it is also to be remarked, that

the upper surface is always the darkest in colour, and
smoothest in texture. In nature, or iu the open air, from

the general position of the leaves, the upper surface of

those which are polished reflects the colour of the sky,

and the true tint of the foliage is lost in, or greatly modi
fied by, this reflected light ; and the leaves of such plants,

instead of appearing green to the spectator, appear of a

blueish cast. In tropical, or warm countries, where the

tint of the sky is very intense, this reflected colour aug-
ments in proportion. The " dusty," *' grayish," " duU"
hue of an olive-ground, so often complained of by travellers

in southern Europe, is attributable t» Wie smooth leaves of

that plant reflecting the blue of the sky, and thereby,

having their own verdant hue neutralized. The olive, as

cultivated for crops, is a low plant, seldom rising so high
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as the spectator's eye, and consequently Tie does not see a

light passing through the transparent leaves, but only the

subdued verdure of the upper sides of these : whereas, in

walking in a grove of tall trees, though the local colour of

the fohage may be quite as sombre as that of the olive, yet

the transmitted Ught is much brighter and gayer, from

partaking only of the real green of the leaves.

These preliminary observations will enable the reader

to gain an insight into the various ways in which vegeta-

tion is modified in appearance, and therefore in turn regu-

lates pictorial or landscape effect. We shall now proceed

to the more immediate illustration of our subject.

There are sixteen forms of plants, which, according to

those travellers who have paid attention to the subject, ap-

pear principally to characterize the vegetable physiognomy
of the globe ; but, doubtless, it will be found that others

must be added, when more knowledge is obtained of

portions now little, if at all known ; as for instance, the

greater part of Africa, south America, and AustraUa. We
shall proceed to give a plain account of each of these

forms, divested of all botanical or scientific terms, adding
any curious or interesting facts connected with each group,

which may bring them more forcibly home to the mind of

our readers: and we shall commence with those forms
peculiar to tropical countries.

We begin, then, with the Palms, the noblest species of

vegetation. All nations have acknowledged their supe-
riority, and the earliest were inhabitants either of a country
where Palms are abundant, or of provinces immediately
bordering on one. Their tall, slender, unbranched stems,
crowned by elegant feathery foliage, composed of a few
gigantic leaves, cause them to diflfer in appearance from all

other trees ; and if an aged and gnarled oak in our own
island, or the enormous baobabs of Senegal, convey an
idea of more strength combined with great age, we must
not forget, that the lofty palm is not the production of a
few years, and that an appearance of youth may be com-
bined with long duration, and great power. The stem is

sometimes irregularly thick, as in that termed Corozo del
Sinu ; sometimes slender like a reed, as in the Piritu ; it

is scaly in the Palma de Coveja, and prickly in one species
of- Corozo. In the Palma real in Cuba, the stem swells

out like a spindle in the middle, at the summit of these
stems, which in some cases attain an altitude of upwards
of 180 feet, a crown of leaves, either feathery or fan-

shaped, for there is not great variety in their general forms,
spreads out on all sides, the leaves being frequently from
twelve to fifteen feet in length. In some species they are
of a dark-green and shining surface, like that of a laurel

or holly ; in others they are silvery on the under-side, like

the leaf of a willow, and there is one species of palm with
a fan-shaped leaf, adorned with concentric blue and yellow
rings Uke the "eyes" in a peacock's tail. The flowers are
not unworthy of the tree : those of the Palma real of the
Havanah are of a brilliant white, visible from a great
distance ; but generally the blossoms are of a pale yellow.
To these succeed very different forms of fruit: in one
species it consists of a cluster of egg-shaped berries, of a
brilliant purple and gold*.
The most magnificent of palms are the Jagua and

Piriguao, in which, especially the former, nature has com-
bined all the beauties of the tribe. In thick groups it

crowns the granite rocks at the cataracts of Atures and
Maypure, on the Orinoco ; the slender polished stems rise
to the height of from sixty to seventy feet, so that the
crown, of seven or eight enormous airy leaves, is raised
far above the thicket of foUage among which they grow.
The light-green of the leaves, waving in the breeze on
their slender stalks, singularly contrasts with the dense
mass of vegetation below them. It is this palm which
bears the enormous clusters of seventy or eighty purple

* Baron Humboldt in speaking of the difficulties the botanist has
to encounter, in getting specimens of the palm-flowers for examina-
tion, says, " The traveller who prepares in Europe for a scientific
journey, sees in his imagination scissors and crooked knives, which
are to be nxed to the end^ of long poles; and boys, who, with their
leet tied by a string round the stem, are to climb the highest trees

;every thing is to be got at in fancy ; unfortunately, all these visions
remain unrealized. In the Guayanahe finds himself among Indians,whom poverty and uncivilization make rich and contented, so that
neither gold nor presents can nduce them to go three yards out of
their path. 1 his imperturbable indifference enrages the European
so much the more, as he beholds these same fellows climb about
every where with inconceivable facility, whenever urged by their
own capncious fancy; as for example, to gel at a monkey which
they have wounded by their arrows, and which saves himself fi-om
tiiUing by hangmg by m tail,

'

and gold berries, and the fruit is wholesome as well as
lovely, yielding an abundant farinaceous food, which is

prepared in many ways by the inhabitants of the country.

The palm diminishes in beauty and size from the equator
towards the temperate zones. The real palm-climate has
a mean annual temperature of from 75° to 83° of Fahren
heit, that of England being about 50°. South America
contains the finest portion of the Palm country ; in Asia,
the form is rarer; of the African Palms but little is as yet
known, except one, the Date Palm (Phoenix dactylifcra),

the most important to man of the whole tribe, though far

less beautiful than the other species ; this prospers in the

south of Europe, in countries the mean temperature of

which is 61° to 65°. There is but one species really

indigenous in this quarter of the globe, the Chamaerops,
found in Italy and Spain, as far as the fom-th degree of

North latitude : this is dwarfish, usually not exceeding

seven or eight ffeet in height ; hence, a real grove of palms
is the certain indication of a tropical clime. In our cut, we
have endeavoured to give an idea of one, but our readers

must not imagine it to be any real scene, for we have com-
bined species which are not fovmd growing together in

nature.

Next to the date-palm in importance to man, as aflfbrding

him food, is the Cocoa-nut Palm (Cocos nucifera), which
is nearly as handsome as it is useful, and it is familiar to

the imagination of all, even though they may never have
seen it, either in reality or in paintings. Who has not

sympathized with the circumnavigators' delight, at first

obtaining a supply of the refreshing fruit in the South Sea
Islands, after a protracted voyage has confined them to

salted meat and tainted water ; and what boy even does

not recall, at the very name of a cocoa-nut tree, Robinson
Crusoe and his desert island?

Associated with Palms, in all tropical countries, is the

Banana tribe, comprising, beside plantain or banana,

Heliconias, Strelitzias, and Amomums, plants Avith short

juicy stems, crowned with large delicate silky leaves. The
Banana has been cultivated from the earliest periods, ac-

cording both to tradition and history. There is no plant

which yields so great a quantity of food with so little care

of cultivation, and in so small a space. Humboldt has

calculated that four thotisand pounds of bananas are

grown where only one hundred pounds of potatoes, or

thirty-three pounds of wheat, could be raised ; accordingly,

in equinoctial Asia, Africa, and America, and in the

islands of the Atlantic and Pacific, wherever the mean
temperature exceeds 75°, this plant constitutes the prin-

cipal food of the inhabitants.

The original country of the banana is unknown ; Asiatic

mythology places it on the Euphrates, or at the foot of the

Himalaya chain, just as Grecian fable assigns the fields

of Enna, in Sicily, as the birth-place of the Cereaha, or

grain-bearing grasses ; but if the widely diflused cultiva-

tion of the last-named plants produces, in northern cli-

mates, monotonous fields and meadows, that of the banana,

in the hot marshy countries of the tropics, widely diffuses

one of the noblest and most graceful forms of the vege-

table kingdom.
There is a large division of plants which do not bear

flowers, and which are not propagated by seeds, as those

are which do. These vegetables are small, especially in

colder climates ; they include the Moss, the Fungus, the

Lichen, the Sea-weed, and others ; but there is one tribe,

the Ferns, which enters into our list, from some species

of it being tree-like in port in warm latitudes; in ours they

are low, though beautiful and graceful plants. They have,

in early times, been considered as mysterious, and many
poetic attributes have been given to them, which probably

originated from their secluded station, and in the physio-

logical peculiarity before mentioned, which in their case

was obvious*fi-om their size, while it was overlooked in the

diminutive moss, or fungus, or sea-weed, which indeed, in

those days, were hardly considered as belonging to this

natural kingdom. Some ferns are thirty to forty feet

high; but, though confined to tropical regions, they do

not bear great heat, and are, consequently, found on

mountainous ridges, where, in shady places of South

America, they are found accompanying the trees which

yield the febrifugal barks. The stems of the ferns are not

so slender as those of palms, and their foliage is more de-

licate and complex ; but otherwise there is a resemblance

between them, which may be traced even in the humble
and well-known ferns of our country, adorning woody

glades and shady laaes, where they have attracted th«
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sympathy and attention of poets, to whom they have espe-

cially been dear*.

The class of tlowerless plants to which Ferns belong,

merits further notice, from its affording those minute
vegetables which, by their successive production and decay,

prepare the soil to enable the barren rock in future ages to

bear the lofty tree. When a volcano divides the boiling

flood, and elevates a sterile mass from the bottom of the

deep ; or when the coral-insects have at last raised their

dwellings above the surface of the sea ; whatever it may be
that brings the germs, whether wandering birds, or winds,

or the waves, it is impossible to determine, the distance of

the nearest coasts being taken into consideration ; but no
sooner does the breeze first fan the naked rock, than there

forms on it what appear only as coloured spots, which are

the simplest lichens : these increase in time, and by their

decay afford a scanty stratum of mould, in which the

minute seeds of more perfect, though still diminutive plants,

transported thither by the same mysterious agencies, find a

suitable nourishment. These, by their successive growth
and death, increase the materials for the support of larger

plants, till after the lapse of ages, trees adorn what was a

silent desert, and man comes and takes possession of the

fertile spot.

The above three forms of plants are peculiar to tropical

countries of all parts of the world ; that is to say, the

species included in them only attain sufficient size to con-

stitute characteristic vegetation, where warmth and mois-

ture conibine their effects.

If the classes of plants already mentioned as contributing

to give a character to the vegetation of a country, are not

familiar to those of our readers who have never left their

own, or paid attention to this subject, the next tribe we
must cite will surprise them still more, for the Mallow,
only known to them as a small and insignificant weed, will

appear totally incompetent to distinguish even the I'oad-

side on which they are accustomed to see it, far less to give

individuality to a landscape. But this natural suggestion

arises from not being aware that though the name of an
order of plants is taken from one genus, which may be
considered as its type, or that combining the various pro-

perties and characters which are peculiar to the whole, yet,

botanically considered, orders of plants embrace plants as

dissimilar, in size and aspect merely, as they are allied by
more essential peculiarities of structure.

The common and marsh mallow, and a lavatera, are

the only genera indigenous to Britain, of an order of plants

that includes in it the gigantic Baobab (Adansonia digi-

tata), or Monkey-bread, of the western coast and other

parts of northern Africa, one of the most remarkable trees

with which we are acquainted. A stem, not exceed-

ing twelve or fouiteen feet in height before it branches,

but frequently sixty or seventy feet, or even more, in cir-

cumference, sends out arms which are equal to ordinary

forest trees, and which, bowed down by their weight, touch
the ground at forty or fifty feet distance from the trunk;
while the roots, equally extensive, have been traced for a

hundred and twenty feet, their extremities not being even
then attained. The leaves are compound, and resemble
those of the horse-chestnut, but have only five, instead of

seven leaflets. The fruit looks like a longish gourd, or

pumpkin, and is pleasant, nutritious, and wholesome

;

from its cool and acid flavour, it affords a grateful medicine
in fevers and other complaints. The timber of this, like

all trees of a comparatively rapid growth, is neither com-
pact nor durable ; it is, therefore, unmolested, or only

visited for its fruit. That no plant could attain such a size

in less than many centuries, is certain ; but naturalists, ap-

plying to it those vague rules by which they estimate the

age of other trees of a slower growth, have imagined, from
its magnitude, that it was aged in proportion ; and it has
been frequently asserted to be the oldest organic living

monument of our globe. (See Saturday Magazine, Vol. i.,

p. 156.)

But the Mallow-tribe has far higher claims to estimation
than any the Adansonia can entitle it to : to this order
"belongs the Cotton Plant, perhaps to man the most import-
ant of all vegetable productions. What a host of associa-
tions does the very name call up. A territory, ten times
more extensive, and four times more populous than the
small island to which it belongs, yielding an obedience,
founded on a perception of the advantages of the mild sway
of its conquerors, receiving gradually but surely the bless-

* The allusions to ferns made by our poets are Striking to edl who
are conversant with their works.

ings of intellectua. civdization ana the true faith ; and the
value of these brought more immediately home to their
conviction, from circumstances connected with the plant
under our consideration.

The Mallow-tribe, viewed in immediate connexion with
the subject of this paper, is principally confined to warm
latitudes, but in Italy the form begins to give a southern
character to vegetation.

The Mimosa-form is no where found wild in northern
countries, though we possess an acclimatized representative
of it in the favourite Acacia of our shrubberies. It is in-

digenous only in warm countries, and principally confined
to the tropics. It may easily be understood how decided
a character large groves of these plants would possess,
from their delicate airy foliage. It is one of those my-
steries of nature which, equally numerous as wonderful, set
all human knowledge at defiance to explain, that in North
America, where the chmate, under corresponding latitudes,
is more severe, vegetation more varied and more luxurious
is found than in Europe ; and to this the MimoscB contri-
bute. The tamarind-tree, the fruit of which is so well
known, belongs to this order, and is a large and beautiful

timber-tree in many tropical countries. Tlie extraordinary
degree of irritability shown in the leaves of the sensitive

plant is familiar to us, by means of our hot-house spe-
cimens.

The Heaths, a group chiefly African, is known by
name to all. In Northern Europe, the word is almost
synonymous with barrenness and aridity. The genus
which is familiar to us, consisting of gregarious plants,
the terror of agriculturists, between whom and the powerful
though humble-looking shrub-plant, there has been an un-
successful war waged for centuries. The Heaths, properly
so called, are confined to the Old World; not a single species
of Erica (and theve are 300 known) is found in America
but many other and very different genera of plants are
included in the order in our view of vegetation. The whole,
from a great similarity in port, forming a very decided
characteristic tribe. In New Holland, where the Heath
is also unknown, a numerous race of plants, called Epacri-
deoB, supply their place. Of the genera of larger plants
belonging botanically to this order, the Azalea and Rho-
dodendron are old favourites, but the real lover of nature
he who can " find tongues in trees, books in the running
brooks, sermons in stones, and good in everything," needs
no foreign beauties to interest him in the tribe, when there
are few scenes more lovely and more dear than our own
wild commons, gay in a sunny day with the gorze and
furze, and enamelled with the delicate bell-shaped blos-

soms of our Heaths. If the wastes of Australia are more
splendid with the Ejtacris, the Stenanthcra, and other
genera, yet they want that charm of association, that ren-
ders a village flock of geese, or a donkey grazing on a
common, neither ludicrous nor contemptible in an EngUsh-
man's eyes.

The CACTiTs-tribe is, perhaps, one of the most singular
of all vegetable forms. The plants composing it are leaf-

less, and the stem, Avhich is de\ eloped in the most varied

and eccentric shapes, apparently to supply the place of

foliage, presents a character little according with our ideas

of a plant at all ; it almost requires the splendid and fra-

grant blossoms of some species, to convince us that what M'e

are contemplating belongs to the same kingdom of nature

as the graceful banana or the lofty palm. The Night-
blowing Cercus, the Cactus speciosissimus and speciosus,

and many others, are the pride of horticulturists ; but
beauty of flower, or singularity of form, alone, are never

the sole attributes of plants ; in the Melon Cactus, the ani-

m.als of the extensive parched plains of South America find

a cool juicy refreshing food, to assuage their raging thirst.

There is not, perhaps, a more striking phenomenon in na-

tural history, than the fact of plants teeming with moisture

and growing to a large size.^n places where no other

vegetable can withstand the burning temperature. In the

deserts of the East, in Arabia, and those extensive plains

where nothing save sand is seen on the ground, where the

heat reflected from the earth dissipates the passing cloud,

which hastens, as it were, to shed its refreshing moisture

on a more grateful spot,—where no water ever rises from

a spring, or falls from on high, and where the burning soil

is intolerable to the foot even of the camel,—the Water-

Melon attains the size of a foot and more in diameter

;

and. while all around is parched, offers iii its cold and

copious juice a draught to the traveller, which has often

saved him from a lingering and painful death. In a similar.
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though less efficient maftner, the melon cactus refreshes the

wild henls of the Pampas ; and its formidable prickles are

not a sure guard against the powerful kick of the wild

horse, who has no other mode of getting at its interior, but

who is often permanently lamed in this extraordinary

contest.

THE PRICKLY PEAR (cACTUS INDICUs) AND COCinKEAL INSECT.

Some Cacti are thirty feet high, and rear their upright,

branching, angular stems, like gigantic candelabra. Some
of the parched plains of Cumana, New Barcelona, and other

provinces, are thickly set with these singular plants, and
present, at a distance, to the curious and astonished

foreigner, the appearance of columns, &c. When old, the

stems are very tough and durable, and the South American
Indians employ them to make oars, door-sills, &c.

There are few plants which excite more agreeable

sentiments than those belonging to the order Orchide^.
If fanciful analogies could be permitted in treating a phi-

losophical subject, these plants might be considered as

the solitaries or the poets of vegetable existence. While
grasses, trees, heaths, palms, and many others, form
societies and congregate together like the inhabitants of

cities, thriving in the brilliant sunshine of open plains,

the orchideaj often love secluded shady retreats, and ap-

pear to shun all intercourse. Without however, overstrain-

ing a comparison, by assimilating their eccentric habits to

those of the persons we have compared them with, it may
be observed, that no flowers, however complicated or splen-

did, can exceed in singularity and beauty those of the
tribe in question. One large class of the order bear
blossoms, which so closely resemble insects in form, as
frequently to mislead a person to whom they are a novelty,

and which can never be contemplated, even by one to

whom they are familiar, without pleasurable surprise. In
England we have four species of insect-like orchises, or, as
they are scientifically named, Ophryses: they are all found
on a chalky soil, as in Kent, Sussex, &c., and are early
flowers. The moist shady woods of tropical countries are
the especial locality of the richest of these gorgeous plants,
and there the number of flowers resembhng insects, or
even birds and animals, is more extensive. In South
America, there are species named mosquito, buttei-fly &c.,
from the likeness they bear to those insects ; while the
brilhant lizard that darts among the pebbles and under-
wood, or the smaller monkeys that gambol on the boughs,
have counterparts in the lifeless though gorgeous blossoms.

Besides those genera that have this character, numberless
others equally beautiful, though less singular, enliven the
recesses of the mountainous chasms, or the dense forests of
such climates. Many of them are parasitical, and one of
the most splendid in point of size and colour, climbs to
the very summits of lofty trees in Cochin China, and enve-
lops the mass of the wood in one glowing dress of the
richest crimson. This plant (Reiianthera coccinea) is a
favourite ornament of apartments in China: suspended
from the ceiling in earthen vessels, its pendent flowers are
as lasting as they are lovely. The name of Air Plant, is

given to a nearly-related genus, from the property of living
thus suspended with a very little vegetable mould, or damp
moss suiTounding its roots.

EPIDENDRUM ANTENNIFERUM (ORCUIDE^.)

It might be here demanded, how a tribe of plants not
commonly gregarious can give a feature to vegetation,
and certainly none such could do so to a champaign land-
scape ; but our hypothetical traveller through the air would
as infallibly recognise the defiles of the Andes by the
Dendrobia and Oncidia, as by a Vikunna or a Condor.
Within the Tropics, besides the Orchideae, another tribe

including the genera Potlios, Dracontium and Arum,
consists of parasitical plants, clinging to the stems of aged
trees ; this order is remarkable for being the onlv one
besides that of the Palms, that has the flowers enveloped in
large leaves of peculiar form and colour, caUed Spathes

;

which in the Calla, commonly called the white Arum, a
generally-cultivated favourite, is of a delicate white, and
forms the attraction of the plant. We have one species of
Arum, indigenous in England, known to children by the
name of Lords and Ladies, which they give to its beautiful
and curious flowers enveloped in an elegant herbaceous
spathe, the root of this is eaten in the Isle of Portland, and
a powder obtained fiom it is sent to London, and sold by
the name of Portland Sago; generally, the order is highly
poisonous, one West Indian species, is called Dumb Cane
(Caladium) from its causing the tongue to swell, and pro-
ducing the most violent pains, if incautiously bitten. In
the tropics, the plants of this tribe attain a considerable size.

The luxuriance of tropical vegetation, though manifest
on comparing any species of the tribes we have describe^
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growing in not climates, with others analogous to them in

temperate zones, is perhaps most apparent in climbing

plants. The hop, the vine, the honeysuckle of Europe, are

but feeble representatives, as picturesque objects, whatever

they may else be, of the Lianes of America, as they are

termed by the French. One of these, the Bauhinia, often

mounts its leafless stems to the very top of a gigantic
mahogany-tree, or sometimes stretches obliquely between
two, like the shrouds of a ship, and the Tiger-cat possesses
singular facility in climbing along them.
A living French author, of no ill-founded celebrity, has

given the following vivid picture of a forest scene, which
cannot but delight, even in the unfavourable form of a
translation. " Trees of all forms, of all colours, and of all

perfumes, grow mingled together, overhanging the cur-

rents of the stream, scattered through the valleys, or

ascending the steep sides of rocks and mountains to

inaccessible heights, whither the eye is pained by following

them ; the wild vine, the Bignonia, the Paullinia, interlace

at the foot of these, scale their branches, and creep to the

very extremity of their boughs, from whence they sweep in

festoons from the maple to the tulip-tree, from the tulip-

tree to the mahogany ; forming grottoes, vaults, and
porticoes, endless in numbers and variety. Sometimes
straying from their supports, the Lianes traverse creeks
of the rivers, over which they stretch verdant bridges,

radiant with flowers : from the bosom of these masses, the

magnolia elevates its steady pyramid, surmounted with
dazzling white roses, and towers over the forest without a

rival, except the palm, which balances near its fan-like

leaves.
" A multitude of animals placed in these retreats by the

hands of the Creator, diffuse over the scene the enchant-
ment of animation. At the termination of the avenues,
bears, intoxicated with grapes, are seen tottering on the

branches ; caribous bathe in a lake ; black squirrels sport

in the dense foliage ; mocking-birds, Virginian doves, not
larger than our sparrows, descend on the turf, crimson
with strawberries ;

green parroquets with yellow crests,

{)urple piverts, and the scarlet cardinal, climb round the
ofty cypress-stems ; the colibris glitters on the jasmins,
and bird-snakes hiss as they hang from the woody vaults,

swaying like the plants themselves."

—

Atala, by Chateau-
briand*.

Baron Humboldt, in his essay, speaks of the talent of

describing natural scenery in the following terms ; the

eloquence of which in the German, we can but feebly

convey to our readers. " Just as an acquaintance with
minerals is very different from a knowledge of geology, so

does the power of describing indi^adual objects in natural

history differ from that of describing these taken collec-

tively, or what we have termed the general physiognomy
of Nature. George Foster, in his travels and smaller

essays, Gothe, in the descriptions contained in so many of

his immortal works, Herder, Buffon, St. Pierre and
Chateaubriand, have with inimitable truth portrayed this

character of particular countries. Such descriptions are

not alone calculated to create a mental enjoyment of the
noblest kind. No, the knowledge of the character of

natural scenery in different climates, is intimately con-
nected with the history of mankind and its culture : for even
if the commencement of civilization was not decided by
physical circumstances alone, yet the direction of it,—the
character of nations, its sterner or more hvely tone,—essen-
tially depend on the influence of climate. How powerfully
did the Grecian sky influence the inhabitants ! Was not the
population of the more favoured portion of the globe,

between the Oxus, the Tigris, and the ^gean Sea, earUest
awakened to moral gentleness and tenderer feelings ; and
when Europe was again plunged in barbarism, did not
religious enthusiasm, by suddenly opening an intercourse
with the Holy Land, bring back to our ancestors, the
milder virtues from those milder valleys. The poetry of
Greece, and the ruder songs of the northern races, are in

great measure indebted for theii' different characteristics,

* If, in the chill north, the bark of the trees is covered with dry
Lichens and Mosses ; under the influence of a tropical sun, the
tf^uks of the gigantic fig trees are decorated by the Cymbidium and
the fragrant Vanilla ; the lively green of the Pothos and Dracon-
Uum leaves, by contrast, render the flowers of the Orchideaa more
brilliant

; climbing Bauhinije, Passion-flowers, and Banisteriae cling
round the forest-trees. It is frequenUy difficult for the natwalist to
trace the different stems, their leaves and flowers, in this abundance
of climbing plants. A single tree, adorned with PauUinias, Bigno-
nias, and Uendrobia forms a mass of vegetation, which, if separated,
would cover a considerable space of grouad CHumboldt},

to the forms of animals and plants, to those of the moun'
tains and valleys which surrounded the poet, and to the air

which fanned him. To recur to nearer objects, who has
not felt his mind very differently attuned, when under the
dark shades of a beech-grove, or when standing on a hill

crowned with isolated fir-trees, or when in a meadow, the

wind murmuring in the tremulous leaves of the birch;

melancholy, serious, or pleasing images are called up by
these vegetable forms of our father-land : the influence of

the physical on the moral, this mysterious connexion be-

tween the inner and exterior worlds, gives to the study of

Nature, when thus generalized^ a pecuUar and hitherto

little-known charm."
Diametrically opposed to the climbing Lianes, the Alok-

tribe may be next mentioned, with its rigid stem and
blueish thick serrated leaves. They are sohtary plants,

but from their magnitude, and the imposing appearance of
their pyramids of flowers, they arrest the eye, and give a
singular and melancholy feature to the parched tropical

plains where they are found. One species of Aloe,

CA. dichotoma, KoJcer-tree,) a native of South Africa, has
a stem of twenty feet high, with a cro^vn of leaves, often

four hundred feet in circumference. To this tribe belongs
also, besides the Yucca, and many other beautiful plants,

the Dragon-tree, the specimen of which, in the gardens of

M. Franchi, at Orotava, in the Island of Teneriffe, excites

the admiration of every visiter ; it is about sixty feet high,

and twelve in diameter at ten feet from the ground. It is

known to have attained, its present enormous size as far

back as the fifteenth century, when it was an object of

veneration to the Guanches, or aborigines of the island

;

though a ruin, it still bears fruit, and from the slow growth
of the genus, is unquestionably ascertained to be the oldest

living memorial of the globe.

The favourite and delicate Lily tribe, including Ixias,

Amoryllis, &c. must be mentioned as chiefly found in
Africa, where their large and splendid flowers, and reed-

like stems and leaves, enliven the scene, and form large

masses of vegetation ; while in America, though splendid

species of Crinum and Pancratia are found, yet they are

scattered, and less gregarious than our European Irideae.

It may be here remarked that the largest flowers in the
world are borne by the genera, Helianthus (Sun flower)

;

though this is really a collection of many hundreds of
flowers and not one flower as is commonly imagined

;

Rafflesia, of which an account was given in No. 12, and
which is supposed to be a fungus and not a flower; Aris-
tolochia, the blossoms of which, the Indian children on the
banks of the Magdalena, draw on their heads for caps

!

Datura, to which our Thorn-apple belongs, Barringtonia, of
the Myrtle-tribe, Carolinea ; Nelumbium ; the large East
Indian water Lily ; Gustavia, Lecythis, Lisianthus, Mag-
nolia, and the Lily tribe. Of the eleven orders of plants

producing these splendid flowers, two only, the Myrtle and
the Lily tribes fall in our list as contributing to characterize

a country : hence it appears that, however attractive in the

individual plant, large and gorgeous blossoms do not
concur to distinguish the vegetation of different regions.

The forest-trees of our northern latitudes, with the ex-

ception of the Horse-chestnut, which is only domesticated
here, do not bear conspicuous flowers ; we therefore can
hardly form an idea of some of those in the tropics, which,
much taller than our highest oaks, produce blossoms as

large and as splendid as those of lilies, yet this is the case

with the Gustavia, Lecythis, and others, besides the Palms
already noticed. Among the singular novelties presented

by tropical vegetation, the circumstance of a delicate and
beautiful flower springing immediately out of the rugged
and charred bark of the trunk must be noticed : this is the

case with the Gustavia as well as with an African tree the

Omphalocarpon found in Benin.

The Myrtle lends its name to an order wnich, including

the Eucalyptus, Metrosideros, and Leptospermum, gives

a decided character to tlu'ee very different regions. 1. To
New Holland, where the three genera just named are

found ; the first being a tree, frequently attaining a height

of 150 feet, which from its singular pale leaves and curious

flower, contributes, with the other pecuhar forms of animals
and plants, to distinguish this " fifth quarter" of the globe,

as it has been (hibernice) called, from all others. 2. To a

district which, though within the tropics, is elevated to from

9 to 10,000 feet above the level of the sea, the ridges of the

Andes ; this mountainous country, called, in Quito, Paramo,
in Peru, Puna, is covered with myrtle-like trees. 3. The
south of Eurone, especially the islands of the.Mediterra;
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nean, which are the native countries of the classic common
myrtle; "myrtle groves and orange bowers" being cele-

brated in the songs of poets of those regions at all times.

Two other orders, wliich class with the myrtle on the

present occasion, the Melastomse and the Laurel-tribe,

must only be mentioned, for the plants of the former are

not suflBciently well known to be interesting in enumera-

tion alone ; and though the second may at first appear a

more familiar name, yet the well-known ornamental slirub

does not belong to the tribe in question, the real laurel-tribe

consisting of trees found only in tropical countries, and

highly important as yielding cinnamon, cassia, and cam-

phor, yet not requiring peculiar notice.

The Willow, of which alone there are 250 species, is

spread over the northern hemisphere, from the equator to

Lapland, but the greatest variety is found in Northern

Europe, from the 46th to the 70th degree of latitude. In
our introductory remarks the common willow was cited,

and every Englishman is familiar with it.

There is a New Holland tree, which greatly resembles

the weeping willow in its port, namely, the Casuarina, found
in the South Sea Islands, where it supplies in this respect

the deficiency of the real wUlow, but there is not the

shghtest analogy further than in appearance between
the two, the New Holland tree being leafless.

The Pine and Fir tribe is, perhaps, the most easily

recognisable of all orders of plants, it being what botanists

term a perfectly natural order ; that is, the physiological

and botanical characters are in no species at variance with

those of the tribe. The most obvious, to common observers,

is the peculiar contracted form of the leaf, which resembles

a thin stalk, instead of having, as in most plants, a flat

expanded lamina. The Gennans, whose language is more
copious than other modern tongues, term the order Needle-
Wood, (Nadel-holz,) and other forest trees, in distinction.

Leaf Wood, (Laub-holz). It is mostly to this form of

the fohage, not admitting the reflection of much light, that

the dark and sombre appearance of the trees of the order

is to be attributed, though its verdure is darker than that

of others. This is peculiarly a northern order, and is most
abundant in temperate, or even cold countries, the few

species found within the tropics always growing on the

loftiest mountains, raised far above the hot plains. North
America, Poland, Sweden, Norway, and Siberia, are the

proper homes of the tribe, in which countries enonnous
unbroken forests of these evergreens constitute the prin-

cipal vegetation. But though these are the appropriate

localities, the species are numerous, and sufficiently hardy

to cause them to be found in most countries. In our own,

we have only three indigenous, the Scotch Fir (Pinus syl-

vestris), the Yew (Taxus baccata), both well-known

timber-trees, and the common Juniper, a shrub ; but many
species are acclimatized, and all plantations aud parks

are beautifully varied by the Larch Cedar Fir. and

others.

The rugged flanks and recesses ol Mount Pilaie, m
Switzerland, are covered with impenetrable and inexhaust-

ible forests of Pines, which for centuries had grown and
perished without being of use to man, from their situation

;

but, in 1818, M. Rupp, aided by three other Swiss gentle-
men, contrived, and, in 1818, accomplished, one of the most
extraordinary works ever executed, by means of which the
timber of these forests was rendered available.
The Slide of Alpnach, as it was termed, was a trough

about six feet broad, and from three to six deep, which
was constmcted for a length of eight and a half miles : it

consisted of about 25,000 large pine-trees, barked and put
together very ingeniously, without the aid of iron ; it occu-
pied one hundred and sixty workmen during eighteen
months, and cost about 4250/. It was carried along the
sides of hills, supported over defiles at a height of 120 feet,

by means of props, through tunnels, and in many places
was attached to the rugged face of granite cliffs. When
this stupendous work was accomphshed, the trees cut down
in the forests were placed in it at one extremity, and slid,

by the eSect of gravity merely, down this inclined plane
into the lake of Lucerne at the other. To diminish the
friction, the bottom of the trough was kept wet by water
introduced into it from the mountain-rills, and conducted
along it by a groove cut in the middle trunk ; the angle of
inclination being from 10 to 18 degrees. Such was the
tremendous velocity of descent acquired by so large and
heavy a body as the trunk of a pine, that they have been
known to slide from one to the other end in two minutes
and a half; but six was the usual time employed in the
passage. Workmen were stationed at intervals along the
trough, and when those at the bottom were ready, they
passed the word " lachez " (let go), along the line ; and
as soon as it reached the top, which it did in three minutes,
the persons there cried out " il vient " (it comes), to the
nearest to them, and then instantly let go the tree, which
was preceded in its rapid course by the cry to prepare the
people for it ; and the enormous mass, often 100 feet in

length, shot past with the rapidity of a cannon-ball, ap-
pearing only a few feet in length, and plunged into the
lake, where the trunks were collected into rafts, and
floated down the Reuss and the Aar into the Rhine, and
thence, when required, even to the sea.

To show the enormous force acquired by such a descent,

arrangements were made, 'for the sake of experiment, to

cause some of the trees to spring from the slide ; and they
penetrated by their thickest ends no less than from eighteen

to twenty-four feet into the solid earth *
: and one tree

having by accident stinick against another, it cleft it through
its whole length, as if it had been struck by lightning.

This magnificent structure no longer exists, the demand
for the timber having fallen off" on the continuance of peace

;

and now hardly a vestige of it is to be seent.

• The velocity of a cannon-ball is commonly estimated at eight

miles per minute ; so, that on an average, the velocity of the tree*

was one fourth tiiat of a cannon-ball ! and double that of tb*
swiftest race-horse that ever runs.

t From Professor Babbage's Economy of Machinery,

Pl.NES AND KlUS,
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THE CEDARS OF LEBANON.

The Cypresses of the countries of the Mediterranean
before mentioned, as well as the celebrated Cedars of
Lebanon, belong to this order, which contests with that

of Palms the honour of producing the loftiest trees in the

world. The Douglas Pine, which grows in large forests on
the Columbian river, sometimes attains a height of 250 feet.

We have lastly to notice the Grasses ; an order hardly

less important in our view of vegetation than it is as afford-

ing the staple of our food in the North, as the banana or

rice do within and bordering on the tropics. The universal

verdant " carpet," which strikes foreigners with such sur-

prise and pleasure on arriving in England, which, spread

over the comitry, gives it as individual a character as the

palm-gro^•es at the equator or the pines of Norway, is com-

posed chielly of grasses ; and the title of the Emerald
Isle, bestowed on Ireland from the same cause, is, we
believe, a solitary instance of an epithet being given to a

country from the character of its vegetation alone. Those
Englishmen who have never seen any country but their

own, and who have, therefore, been from infancy accus-

tomed to the smooth lawns of our parks and our rich pasture-

lands, can, with difficulty, imagine what an agreeable con-

trast is caused betneen their father-land and the naked

exposed appearance which the deficiency of this verdant

clothing gives to other countries, however rich they may
be in other plants. Most northern European nations share

with us the possession of fields of the Cerealia, as they

are termed, and several can excel us in their wheat and

other grain, though they may not be raised with such eco-

nomy of space and perfection of agriculture ; but, by all

accounts, the perpetual freshness of verdure caused by our

grass-lands, is almost peculiar to the United Kingdom
;

and we owe it to our insular and therefore damp climate,

against which, with the usual ingratitude of human nature,

we are ever grumbling. If we could trace all the indirect

efi'ects on the mind of this national peculiarity, we might

find that it contributes, in no small degree, to the forma-

tion of our national character, and then we might have

reason to prize this as far from the least of blessings we
enjoy.

It is only under the circumstances just alluded to, that

Grasses rank among the tribes of characteristic vegetation;

that is, when collected in masses, extending over the face

of a country ; and then they owe their importance, in this

point of view, to more than their gregarious habit ; their

slender stems, their thin and delicate leaves, and their

peculiar mode of llowering, cause them, when agitated by

the passing wind, to present an appearance as beautiful, if

not so awful, as the face of the deep under the same in-

tluence ; this effect can only be presented by this tribe from

these causes, and it is one familiar and cherished by all

who have seen it.

The Grasses, like other plants, are modified by high
temperature; the lofty Bamboo, found in all equinoctial

countries, and about four or five other rarer genera assume
the port of trees, but they are seldom collected together in

masses sufficient to present the phenomenon on a giant

scale, though the Pampas, or extensive plains of South

America, immediately after the rainy season, are covered

with grasses, which grow higher than the tallest man, and
must present an analogous appearance to that of the ocean

from their boundlessness ; but here again, the additional

effect is due alone to this circumstance, and not to the

peculiar plant itself.

It is an interesting subject of investigation, to trace the

effects of the agency of man as he multiphes and spreads

himself over the earth, in modifying the vegetable physio-

gnomy of it ; and it is a curious reflection that he actually

does s'o. As far as the mineral kingdom is concerned, it

is probable that little or no effect has been produced by

him ; the mighty changes constantly effecting on the crust

of the globe, are the works of higher physical powers than

his, and can be but little controlled by" him : but human
activity, aiding the great laws of organic nature, is compe-

tent to produce very distinct effects in the animal and

vegetable kingdoms. As regards the latter, the total de-

struction of vast forests which gradually disappear before

the march of our race, and the substitution of cultivated

nutritive plants, must produce the most obvious alterations

in newly-inhabited countries like America ; and to turn to

a darker side of the picture, there are many districts which,

historically known to have been formerly luxiuiantly fertile,

are now barren and uncultivated, from the moral effects of

bad government, and the consequent want of energy in

the inhabitants *. It is not impossible, though difficult, to

form an idea of the aspect of America at the time Columbus
first landed there ; that it presents at present ; and that

which it will present a thousand years hence • and possibly,

some future Saturday Magazine, published in Hobart's

Town or Sydney, may point out to its readers, the former

locality of an Eucalyptus forest, where a populous town sur-

rounded by corn-fieids may exist at that period.

• Syria, Sicily, the north coast of Africa, and the greater part of

Spain, must at once occur to every one.
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WORCESTER CATHEDRAL.
The first. Cathedral Church of Worcester was esta-

blished about the year 6S0, and dedicated to St.

Peter, but in the next century was more generally

called St. Mary's. At that time, it was in the hands
of secular priests, that is, clergy who were allowed
to marry, and to live among their relations; it being
thought that this would not prevent the faithful

discharge of their clerical duties. But King Edgar,
at the advice of Dimstan (better known, perhaps, as

St. Dunstan), determined otherwise; and Oswald,
bishop of Worcester, assisted Dunstan in procuring
the King's authority for throwing out all the secular

priests from Worcester, and fixing monks in their

place, according to a law, which afterwards, until the

reign of Henry the Eighth, was extended over all

England. The keys of the church of Worcester, with

all its estates and privileges, were accordingly given

up in 969, and from that time, the church of St. Mary
beca.ne the bishop's Cathedral of Worcester. In

983 , Oswald finished the building of a new cathedral,

in the churchyard of the former; and it is said, that

durmg the progress of the works, he frequently

preached to crowded congregations, in the open air.

The next memorable event in the history of this

cathedral is the injury which it received from
Hardicnute's soldiers, to whose fury the city of

Worcester was abandoned in 1041. These ravages

•were, however, repaired in 1084 by the good Bishop
Wolstan, the second of that name, parts of whose
structure, as we shall see presently, still exist.

After being damaged by fire in 1113, (when the

whole city was biunt, and many lives were lost,) and
having undergone a similar injury in 1202, together

with the surrounding buildings, this cathedral was
once more restored; and it soon afterwards received

within its walls the body of King John, who was
buried in the choir, before the high altar, between
Oswald and Wolstan. In 1218, it was, in the

presence of the young King Henry the Third, and a
large train of bishops, noblemen, and clergy of various

degrees, solemnly dedicated to " St. Mary, St. Peter,

St. Oswald, and St. Wolstan ." After this, many
repairs were made, and a new front added.

The form of the building is that of a double cross

:

the eastern part, erected in 1084 by Wolstan, (in-

clviding what was afterwards converted into the Lady
Chapel,) forming, with its transept, a cross of itself.

Wolstan's building includes the great cross-aisle at

the top of the nave, the body of the latter having
been built in 1 224 by Bishop Blois. At the lower
end of the nave are the supposed remains of the

church built in 983 by Bishop Oswald, united by
Bishop Wakefield, in 1380, to the present cathedral.

In 1301, the pillars of the choir and of the Lady
Chapel at the east end were beautified.

The choir was new vaulted in 1376. The clustered

pillars of the choir are very beautiful, as well as the
east window, over the communion table ; nor must
we omit to mention the pulpit, and the altar-piece,

both of oak, and the bishop's th||)ne, the latter

being a curious specimen of ancient workmanship.
In 1380, Bishop Wakefield added two arches to the
west end of the nave, and a rich and stately window

;

and, in 1386, built the north porch, a fine specimen
of the architecture of that period.

This cathedral has all the pleasing features of the
simple Gothic style, abounding in lofty pointed arches,
and elegant pinnacles, rising from each termination
of the building; but, with the exception of the tower,
it is less decorated with ornaments than the generality
of our cathedrals. The following are stated to be
the dimensions: the length in the whole, from east to

west, is 394 feet, of which the choir is 120 /eet;

the breadth of the body and side aisles, 78 feet; the

breadth of the choir and side aisles, 74 feet; the

height of the tower, which is adorned with pinnacles

and battlements, 200 feet; height of the roof, flO feet.

Beneath the choir is a crj'^pt or undercroft, 72 feet

in length, 1 1 feet high, and as broad as the church,

divided into aisles. Adjoining the south side of the
nave are the Cloisters, forming a square 125 feet in

length on the east side, but only 120 feet on the

south, west and north sides ; beyond it, is the ancient

refectory, now the King's school; and eastward of
the cloister is the chapter-house, with a curious roof,

supported by a pillar in the centre, all built in 1372.

A bell-tower, which stood on the north of the Lady
Chapel, was taken down about the year 1647.

During the troubles in England, occasioned by the
civil war, in the time of Charles the First, Worcester
Cathedral had a full share of the wanton and wicked
ravages committed by the Parliament's forces.

—

" When iheir whole army," says Dugdale, " came to

Worcester, under the command of the Earl of

Essex, the first thing they did was the profanation

of the Cathedral, destroying the organ, breaking in

pieces divers beautiful windows, wherein the founda-
tion of that church was lively historified with painted
glass, and barbarously defacing divers fair monu-
ments of the dead ; and, as if this were not enough,
they brought their horses into the body of the church,

keeping fires and courts of guard therein. Also, to

make their wickedness the more complete, they rifled

the library, with the records and evidences of the

church ; tore in pieces the Bibles and service-books

pertaining to the quire, putting the surplices and
other vestments upon their dragooners, who rode
about the streets in them."

The eflFect of some of these injuries is still perceived

in the absence of the ancient coloured glass, whose
deep and rich hues the art of these times tries in vain

to reach ; but, notwithstanding the attacks above
mentioned, on the monuments of the dead, many
interesting tombs yet remain in excellent order. At
the head of these we must place that of King John,
to which we have alluded, as situated in the choir,

before the high altar. His figure, the size of hfe,

and crowned, Ues on the tomb, on which was wTitten,

though the letters are now difficult to be made out,

"Johannes, RexAngliae," or "John, King of Eng-
land ;" in his right hand is a sceptre, in his left a
sword, the point of which goes into the mouth of a
lion at his feet. On the sides of the monument are

tW'O images of a smaller size, of Bishops Oswald
and Wolstan, between whom he had desired to be
laid, to keep off evil spirits ! He died in 1216.

A very curious search was made on this spot, in

1797, by order of the Dean and Chapter, in conse-

quence of a doubt respecting the real place of John's

interment. The result was the discovery of his corpse

under the tomb, in a dress, as far as could be judged,

exactly like that of the figure on his monument,
except as to the gloves on its hands and the crown
on its head, there having been found on the skull a
monk's cowl, in which he is said, according to his

wish, to have been bmied. On the top of the head, a
few gray hairs were still to be seen. The robe which
covered the body, appeared to have been of strong

crimson damask. The left arm bone was found lying

on the breast, the cuff to the left hand yet remaining,

with pieces of the sword and of the scabbard, which
latter was more perfect than the sword itself. On
the day following this investigation, the body and
the tomb were restored to their former condition.

To the right of the choir is the Chapel of Princk
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Arthur, which is enriched with ornamental open-

work, and contains the tomb of that amiable young
prince, the eldest son of King Henry the Seventh,

and brother of Henry the Eighth. This is consi-

dered one of the most curious and interesting parts

of the Cathedral, particularly since the ornaments,

which had been hidden by repeated coats of white-

wash, have been opened to view. These ornaments
are intended to convey to the mind of the spectator

the history of the union of the two Houses of York
and Lancaster, under the emblems of a white and
red rose, this union having been effected by Henry
the Seventh's marriage with Princess Elizabeth.

On the opposite side of the altar is the monument
of Bishop BuUingham, which is divided in two by
the wall of the choir, the image of the Bishop lying

on the tomb with the head resting on a book. In
the Dean's Chapel are two ancient tombs, one of Sir

Gryffith Rice and his lady, the other of Sir Robert
Harcourt, a crusader, whose figure appears in full

armour. The Lady Chapel contains monuments sup-

posed to be those of St. Oswald and St. Wolstan.
There are many other old and curious monuments

in Worcester Cathedral, to the memory of bishops,

noblemen, warriors, and others, once eminent in the

busy scenes of life. Our space will only allow room
for an account of a few of them. On the right hand,

in entering the north transept, is the beautiful monu-
ment to Bishop Hough, the work of Roubiliac. On
the tablet, is represented the memorable interview

between James the Second's commissioners and the

prelate, of which an account is given, in p. 191 of our
first volume.

Wolstan (the second of that name). Bishop of

Worcester in 1062, when accused of incapacity by
Archbishop Lanfranc, who wished to remove him, is

said to have struck his pastoral staff so far and so

firm into the tomb of Edward the Confessor, that

nobody but himself could pull it out. It is also told

of him, that he preached severely against the foolish

fashion of his time, of letting the hair grow to a great

length ; but that, probably finding his advice little

heeded, he took the opportunity, when any one
bowed down before him to receive his blessing, to cut

off a lock of his hair with a little sharp instrument

which he had at hand, and to urge the person to cut

off the rest of his hair in the same manner.
Walter de Cantilupe, 1236, whose tomb is

supposed to be under the easternmost arch of the

north wall in the choir, deserves notice for his spirited

conduct on an important occasion. When Rustand,
one of the Pope's legates, in an assembly in London,
improperly demanded a large sum as a tax from the

clergy, for which he had got the King's consent, Fvdk,

Bishop of London, stood up and said, " Before I will

consent to such an intolerabie oppression of the

:hurch, I will have my head cut off;" when Walter
de Cantilupe manfully seconded him, and said, " Be-
fore the Church shall be subject to such unjust spoil,

I will lose my life at the gallows !"

Adam de Orleton, 1327, took an infamous part
in the deposition, and murder of King Edward the
Second. He sided with the Queen,

" Isabel, she-wolf of France,"

and Mortimer, and having obtained the great seal

from Edward, then a prisoner at Hereford, he sent

to his murderers that line of uncertain, but (con-
sidering what followed) horrid meaning,

" Edvardutn occidere nolite timere bonum est
;"

which,, according to the place of a comma in the Latin,
may be either,

—

Do not fear to kill Edward, it is a good thing;

Hugh Latimer, the son of a husbandman in

Lincolnshire, one of the first reformers of the
Church of England, was appointed Bishop of Wor-
cester in l.'iSS, but on popery being again introthucd,
under Queen Mary, he resigned his bishopric.

Having been one of the most learned, eloquent, and
favourite preachers of the day, he was cited before
the council, to give an account of his doctrines ; the
result of which was his committal to the Tower of
London as a heretic. Shortly afterwards, he was
conveyed to Oxford, where, after undergoing the
form of a mock dispute with papists, he was burnt
at the stake, together with the learned Dr. Ridley,

Bishop of London, in 1555.

Bishop Hooper, of this see, was another sufferer

for the Reformation. He was, after a long persecu-
tion, burnt at Gloucester, in 1555.

Dr. Richard Hurd was distinguished not only
for his eminent learning, but for his benevolence of

disposition and kindness of manners, which endeared
him to the diocese over which he presided. V. Green,
Esq., author of T%e History of Worcester, concluding
the list of bishops with Hurd, speaks of him, as " the
venerable successor to a long series of prelates,

illustrious by their station, and many of them yet
more so by the brightness of their characters."

or.
Do not kill Edward, to fear is a good thing.

Bishop Heber's amiable and exemplary character, has
lately been placed before our readers. The following
beautiful passage is from a volume of his Sermoiis preached
in India.

ON THE LOVE OF GOD.

Beware how you neglect that species and degree of
intercourse with your Heavenly Father, to maintain
which. His mercy permits, and His word invites,

and His grace, if you will make use of it, enables
you ! Beware, lest by thinking of Him but seldom, but
seldom addressing Him in prayer, and seldom, hear-
ing His voice in His Holy Scriptures and His public
ordinances, you estrange yourself, by degrees, entirely

from His love, and allow the pursuits and pleasures
of the world to establish an empire in your hearts,

left empty of holier affections ! It is by daily prayer,
and daily thanksgiving, by patient study of God's
word, and by patient meditation on our own condi-
tion, and on all which God has done, and will do for

us, that a genuine and rational love for Him is kin-
dled in our hearts : and that we become unfeignedly
attached to the Friend of whose kindness we have
had so much experience. It is to be expected, that
in the earlier stages of o\ir approach to God, we
should experience but httle of that ardour of devotion,

those pleasures of earnest piety, which are in this

world the reward of love, as well as its most con-
vincing evidence. Our prayer at first will often be
constrained, our thanksgivings cold and formal ; our
thought will wander from our closets to the world,

and we shall have too frequent occasion to acknow-
ledge with shame and sorrow the imperfection of

those offerings which we as yet can make to our
benefactor. A religious feeling, like every other

mental habit, is slowly and gradually acquired. A
strong and lasting affection is not ordinarily the

growth of a day; but to have begun at all, is, in

religion, no trifling progress ; and a steady persever-

ance in prayer and praise, will not only, by degrees,

enlist the strength of habit on the side of holiness,

but will call down, moreover, and preserve to us,

that spiritual support and influence, without which
all human effort must be vain, but which no one will

seek in vain, who seeks for it in sincerity and by the

appointed means.
69—2
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MALHAM COVE, AND SUPPOSED SOURCE OP THE RIVER AIRE.

MALHAM COVE, YORKSHIRE.
Amidst the hilly and mountainous tracts of the West
Riding of Yorkshire, and almost in the centre of

Craven, is the village of Malham, near to which is

Malham Cove, the wild and beautiful spot represented

in our engraving. This is an immense perpendicular

crag of limestone, 300 feet high in the middle, and
spread across the whole vaUey in the shape of an

amphitheatre, making a scene so grand and awful,

that the mind can scarcely picture any form of rocks

within the bounds of probability, that can exceed it.

From the foot of the rock, a small stream breaks

out, which has been sometimes supposed to be the

source of the Aire, one of the most considerable

rivers in Yorkshire. The Aire certainly takes its

rise in the neighbourhood of these mountains, but

most probably, according to Dr. Whitaker, at Malham
tarn, that is, Malham lake, within a mile of the

village. This lake is circular, about a mile in

diameter, and remarkably situated on a high moor.

In rainy seasons, the waters of the lake overflow the

rocks, and rushing from the centre of the Cove form

a tremendous cataract of nearly 300 feet.
,

We stated, in our account of Fountains Abbey,

that the Percy family were its great benefactors *

:

and it appears that in 1

1

75, William de Percy, and
Maude, Count and Countess of Warwick, granted

lands belonging to the manor of Malham, including

Malham Cove, to the abbots of Fountains. Among
the particulars of this gift, Malham Water, and the

right of fishing therein are specified. Such a grant

of water, vmconnected with the land which it covered,

would not, according to the present nicety of lan-

guage in the English law, be valid.

The excellent writer whom we have just quoted

• Saturday Magazint, vol, ii., p. 147.,"

observes, in his History of Craven, that the abundant
stock of fine trout and perch with which this lake

has always abounded, must at one season of the year

have converted the fasts of the monks of Fountains

Abbey into the most delicious of all repasts.

The poet Gray visited this part of the country in

1769, and described with great force and truth, "and
with a master's hand," some of the splendid scenery

which he met with in his torn*. The following sketch

relating to Malham, is found in a letter to his friend

Dr. Wharton.
" Oct 13.—Came to Malham (pronounced Maum), a \il-

lage in the bosom of the mountains, seated in a wild and
dreary vdlley. From thence I was to walk a mile over very

rough ground, a torrent rattling along on the left hand. On
the clifiFs above, hung a few goats : one of them scratched an
ear with its hind foot in a place where I would not have
stood stock still

' For all beneath the moon.'

As I advanced, the crags seemed to close in, but disco-

vered a narrow entrance closing to the left between them.

I followed my guide a few paces, and the hills opened again."

THE CHANGES OF INSECTS.

The insect-tribes were amongst the " creeping thrags
"

which were called into existence by our Almighty
Creator, on the sixth day of the Creation. In point

of number, they are certainly the most remarkable
of all living creatures. We may form some opinion

of their \ast multitudes, when we understand, that

there are at least three thousand dififerent kinds of

insects in Great Britain alone 5 and that every other

part of the globe possesses its almost endless

\arieties. Yet numerous as they are, whoever duly

studies their varied forms, their pecuUar habits, and
their several uses, wiU naturally come to a full

conviction, that they have all been created for some
good and benevolent piirpose, and such persons may
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at the same timc^ derive from tne study as much
pleasing entertainment as valuable instruction.

It would not be just indeed to say, that the insect

kingdom is the next most favourite production of

the Creator after man, because each class of his

creatures equally comes under that description. All

His works on earth have been with Him favourite

operations , though most of all, our own most highly

favoured race. Mankind. Yet this we may safely

admit, that in no other class has He generally united

so much that is curious and wonderful, with so much
that is beautiful, and even graceful, in bodies so

minutely small, and yet so exquisitely and perfectly

formed, as in the insect-race.

It is not my intention now, to trace out those

marks of difference in formation, or habits, by which
the several classes are distinguished one from another,

or to dwell on any of those extraordinary proofs,

which these little creatures give, of their possessing

in themselves, as much as exists in any of the larger

races of animals, that amazing principle of action,

which we are accustomed to style instinct, by which,

like reason or judgment in man, their operations are

regulated and governed. I shall here confine my
observations to what may be considered the peculiar

feature of the insect-tribe.

It is well known, that most insects undergo, in the

course of their existence, a threefold metamorphosis,
transformation, or change. Any persons who have
amused themselves with keeping silk-worms, or have
watched the common caterpillar, in its changes, will

readily understand what is here alluded to.

As the common cabbage-caterpillar is well known
to us all, and may be easily observed by all classes,

we wiU take that as an instance for the purpose of

illustrating the subject. We have all, I suppose, seen

on the leaves of the garden-cabbage, the little parcels

of eggs, from which the caterpillars come forth.

From each of those eggs, in due time, there breaks

out a little caterpillar. It is seen worm-like crawling

along upon sixteen short legs, greedily devouring

leaves with its two jaws, and seeing by the means of

twelve eyes, which are so minutely small as scarcely

to be discerned without the aid of the microscope.

This is the creature's first state of existence.

After a short period, the caterpillar having several

times changed its skin, and at length grown to its

full size, seeks out some place of concealment, se-

creting itself in some hole in a wall, or burying itself

under the surface of the ground, or sometimes only
attaching itself by a silken web, to the under- side of

a leaf. There it is changed into what we usually call

a chrysalis, which in appearance is an animal shut
up in a sort of egg-shaped case, of a bright greenish

colour, variegated with spots of a shining black.

Whilst in this state, the creature is without a mouth
or eyes, without legs or wings. It takes no nourish-

ment, but lies in a torpid and dormant condition,

showing no other symptom of life, than a slight

movement when touched. In this death-like torpor,

the insect exists for several months.

flights. Of the sixteen feet of the Caterpillar *,en

have disappeared, and the remaining six are in most
respects altogether unlike those, whose place they
have taken. Its jaws [have vanished away, and in

their stead we observe a curled-up trunk, suited only
for sipping liquid sweets. The form of its head is

entirely changed : two long horns rise on the upper
part, and instead of twelve almost invisible eyes, you
behold two very large eyes, composed of at least

20,000 parts, (called lenses,) each of which is sup-
posed to answer the purpose of a distinct and perfect

eye.

After this it at length bursts through its case, and
as it were escaping from its confinement, it comes
forth a Butterfly. Now you view it furnished with

beautiful wings, capable of rapid and extensive

Now looking at these three states of the same
creature, we certainly behold in appearance, at least,

three distinct animals, as different from each other,

or nearly so, as the bird which flies in the air from
the serpent and the shell-fish : and yet all one and
the same living creature : all united by one and the

same principle of life. This alone seems to continue

permanent and abiding throughout this threefold

change. The bodily substance undergoes the most
striking transformations ; but the existing and feeling

self remains, increasing and unaltered through all.

The same animal crawls in its caterpillar-shape,

rests or sleeps in its torpid chrysalis, and afterwards

springs forth into the air on ^the feathered wings of

the Butterfly. What a stupendous wonder is this

transformation ! How overwhelmed should we be
with amazement at it, if we were now made acquaint-

ed with it for the first time, instead of being familiar

with it from our earliest days.

It is very remarkable that the ancient Heathens,
though they had notj the glorious beams of the

Gospel to guide their views on this subject, seem
to have regarded these insect-changes as foretelling

that which they hoped themselves to experience.

Hence we are told, that on some of their gravestones

which have been dug up in later years, the image of

the Butterfly is found sculptured over the name or

the inscription which they bear. They placed that

image there, as a fit representation of the soul, (in

Greek PsycM,) and as an intimation that it would
one day come forth again under a new form, and in

a new region of existence. And thus it answered to

that 'cheering word, which is read on some of the

hatchments set up in our churches, Resurgam, which

is, " I shall rise again." It clearly and beautifully

expresses what is contained in those words of not

unfrequent occurrence in our church-yards, Non
omnis moriar, or, " I shall not wholly die." Indeed,

the allusion is so striking, and so suitable, that the

writer from whom these observations are chiefly

taken, has not hesitated to express his beUef that one

of the great purposes of the Creator in forming his

Insect-kingdom, was to excite this sentiment in the

human heart, and thus to raise the thinking mind to

look forward to a future revival and resurrection

from the tomb. D. I. E.

[Chiefly abridged from Sharon Turneh's Sacred History

of the WorldJ]
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LETTING AND HIRING.
Part I.

When one man parts entirely] with any thing that

belongs to him, to another person, and receives pay-

ment for it, this transaction is called, as you know,
selling and buying. When he parts with it /or a time

only, that is lends it, to another, and receives payment
for this, the transaction is commonly called letting

and hiring.

But there are various words used to express this

kind of dealing. When any one allows me, for a
certain price, the use of his coach, ship, or horse,

this price is called hire. And so also if he lets me
himself, that is, his laboxir, to wait on me or work
for me, I am said to hire him ; and the payment he

receives is sometimes called hire, though more com-
monly, wages. But if, instead of a carriage or a horse,

he lets me a house, or garden, the price I pay him
is called rent. And if he allows me the use of his

money, the price I pay for the loan of it is called

interest. Now, though these different words are thus

employed, you are not to suppose that they signify

so many different kinds of transactions. If you
consider attentively what is meant by the words Rent,

Hire, and Interest, you will perceive that they all in

realirty signify the same sort of payment. It is only

the fashion of the language to employ these different

words according to the different kinds of articles

that are lent.

The Israelites were forbidden in the Law of Moses
to lend to their brethren on usury, that is. Interest.

As they were not designed to be a trading people,

but to live chiefly on the produce of their own land,

they were not likely to have any considerable money-
transactions together, and would seldom have occa-

sion to borrow, except when one of them happened
to fall into distress ; and then, his brother Israelites

,

were expected to assist him freely, out of brotherly-

kindness and friendship ; as is becoming in members
of the same family. For they were all descended

from twelve brothers, the sons of Jacob, who was
also called Israel, and from whom they took their

name : and they were commanded to consider each

other as brethren.

But they were allowed by God's law to receive

interest on the loan of money, or of any thing else

lent, to a stranger ; that is, any one besides the

Israelites. And this shows that there can be nothing

wrong in receiving interest, or any other kind of

hire : for the law expressly charges them not to

oppress or wrong the strangers, but to treat them
not only justly but kindly and charitably.

I have said that there is no real difference between
paying for the loan of money, and for the loan of

any thing else. For suppose I have 100/. lying by
me, you will easily see that it comes to the same
thing, whether I buy a house or a piece of land with

the money, and let it to my neighbour, at so much a

year, or whether I lend him the money to buy the

house or the land for himself, on condition of his

paying me so much a year for the use of my money.

But in the one case his yearly payment will be called

Rent, and in the other case it gets the name of Interest.

Part II. _

Every man ought to be at liberty to sell, let, or

use in any way he likes best, his house, or land, or

any-thing that is his property. There are some
countries in the world indeed, inhabited by half-

savage tribes, such as the Tartars, where land is not

private property, but is all one great common on
which every man turns out his cattle to feed. These
people of course lead a wandering life, dwelling in

tents, and removing from place to place, in search of

fresh pasture. And the land, as you may suppose
is never cultivated ; as no one would think of sowing
seed, when another might reap th-e harvest.

There are other countries, again, where any man
may keep possession of a piece of ground which he
has ploughed and sown, till he has gathered in the

crop
J
but as soon as ever it is out of his occupation,

any one else is free to take possession of it. This is

the case in many parts of Arabia at this day ; and
such seems to have been the state of many parts of

the land of Canaan, while Abraham and Isaac dwelt
there. (See Gen. xxvi. 12, and Acts vii. 5.)

But it is plain that, in such a state of things, it

would not be worth any one's while to spend money
in fencing, draining, and manuring the land j because
he would know that if he were disabled by sickness

from continuing to cultivate it, or if he died leaving

young children, it would pass into other hands, and
all he had spent would be lost to him.

In order, therefore, that the land should be pro-
perly cultivated, it must be private property : and if

a piece of land is your property, you ought to be at

liberty to dispose of it like any other property
j

either to sell it, or to cultivate it yourself, or to em^
ploy a bailiff arid labourers to cultivate it for yo\i,

or to let it to a farmer.

When land is scarce, in proportion to the number
of people, in any country, the hire, or rent, as it is

called, which the farmer pays for the use of it, will

be the greater. The reason of this is very simple,

and easy to be understood. The price of land, either

to buy or to hire, increases, like the price of every-

thing else, in proportion to the scarcity of it, com-
pared with the number of those who want it, and
can afford to pay for it. When horses are scarce, in

proportion to those who want them, and can afford

to pay for them, the price, or the hire, of a horse, in^

creases. And so it is with everything else, and with
land among the rest. A farmer desires land, be-

cause he hopes to make a profit by raising corn and
other crops from it ; and he consents to pay rent for

it, because he cannot obtain land without. And so it

is with everything that we buy or hire. We consent
to pay for it as much as we think it worth to us,

when we desire to have it, and cannot obtain it with-

out that payment. Land is desired, therefore, on
account of the crops that may be raised from it

;

and rent is paid for it, because it cannot be had with-

out rent. You may have land for nothing in the

Arabian deserts ; but no one desires it there, because
it will produce nothing. But, again, in many of the

uncleared parts of America, land may be had for

nothing, though the soil is good, and will bear plen-

tiful crops. But there the land is so abundant, and
the people so few, that any one may have as much
as he chooses to clear. In this country, therefore,

land that will produce any crops is of value, because

the supply of it is limited : in the wilds of America,

it is of no value ; not because (like the Arabian
deserts) it will produce nothing, but because, though
it is very fertile, there is enough and much more than
enough for every one who wants it. But even in the

newly-settled parts of America, the land becomes of

some value, as soon as it is cleared of wood, and
has roads made through or near it. And many per-

sons are willing to buy, or to pay rent for, such land,

even when they might have land for nothing in the

depth of the forests. But then they would have to

clear the groimd of trees, and would be obliged to

send perhaps some hundreds of miles to a market, to

sell the com and to buy what they wanted.

But as land grows scarcer in proportioa to the
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number of people, that is, as the people multiply, the

owners of it find that they can obtain a higher and

higher rent. This, as I have explained, is because

every thing that is useful becomes an article of value,

that is, will fetch b. price, when it is Umited in quantity.

Some persons fancy that the reason why land

fetches a rent, is because the food, and other things,

produced by land, afford the necessary support of

man's hfe. But they do not consider that air, which

we do not pay for, is as necessary to hfe as food
j

and that no one would pay for anything which he

might have without payment. If good land were as

abundant in this country, in proportion to the people,

as it is in some of the wilds of America, every one
might take as much as he pleased f^r nothing. It

would produce com and other necessaries, as it does

now
J
yet he would pay nothing but the labour of

cultivation. Here, on the contrary, the only kind of

land for which no one would pay rent is that which
will produce nothing, and is of no use at all ; like

the shingles of the beach on many parts of the

coast. However scarce land (or any other article)

may be, no one will pay for that which is useless

;

and however useful it may be, he wiU not pay for

that which is so plentiful as to be had for nothing.

As was explained in a former Lesson, the value of

anything is not caused by its scarcity alone, or by
its usefulness alone, but by both together.

Some, again, fancy that the rent is paid on ac-

count of the expense which the owner of the soil (or

landlord, as he is called,) has laid out in enclosing

the land, manuring it, and bringing it into cultiva-

tion. And most of our land certainly has in this

way cost the landlord a great expense, which he
would not have bestowed, if he had not expected to

be repaid by the rent. But it is not this expense

that is the cause of the rent's being paid. For if he
had laid out ever so much in trying to improve the

land, still, if he did not bring it to produce the more,

he would not obtain the higher rent. And on the

other hand, though your land may have cost you
nothing, still, if it will produce anything, and there

is not enough of it for everybody, you may always

obtain a rent for it. There are chalk-downs, and
other hilly pastures of great extent, in some parts nf

this covmtry, which have never had any expense laid

out on them. But they naturally produce grass for

sheep 3 and farmers accordingly pay rent for them.
Again, there are on some parts of the coast, rocks

which are bare only at low water, and are covered by
the sea at every tide. On these there grows naturally

a kind of sea-weed called kelp; which is regularly

cut and carried away to be dried and burnt, for the

sake of the ashes, which are used in making soap and
glass. These rocks are let by the owners of them to

those who make a trade of gathering this kelp for

sale. Now you see by this, that rent cannot depend
on the land's producing food for man, or on the

expenses laid out in bringing it into cultivation. For
there is rent paid for these rocks, though they pro-
duce no food, and though they never have been, or
can be, cultivated.

Sometimes, again, rent is paid for a piece of ground
on account of its situation, even though nothing grows
on it. A fisherman, for instance, may be glad to rent

a piece of the sea-beach, in a spot where it is con-
venient for him to draw up his boat, and spread his

nets to dry, and build his cottage and store-houses.

Part III.

Some persons are apt to think that a high price of
corn, and other provisions, is caused by high rents

;
j

but this is quite a mistake. It is not the high rent
of land that causes the high price of com; but, on

j

the contrary, the high rent of land is the effect of
the high price of the com and other things produced
by the land. It is plain that rents do not lessen the
supply of com, and the price of com depends on the
supply brought to market, compared with the num-
ber of people who want to buy. Suppose all land-
lords were to agree to lower their rents one-half, the
number of acres of land, and the quantity of corn
raised, wordd remain the same, and so would the
number of mouths that want com. The farmer,
therefore, would get the same price for his corn as

he does now ; the only difference would be, that he
would be so much the richer, and the landlord so
much the poorer : the labourers, and the rest of the
people, would be no better off than before.

But some persons say, that if rents were lower,

the farmers could afford to pay higher wages to their

labourers ; but those who talk so, confound together

a payment and a gift. Wages are a payment for the

use of a man's labour for a certain time : and as long
as the price of com remains the same, the day's

work of the thrasher would not be worth more to the

farmer who employs him, on account of the farmer's

having become a richer man than formerly. No
daubt, the richer any one is, the better he can afford

to bestow a gift, if he is disposed to do so, either on
his labourers, or on the tradesmen he deals with, or

on any of his neighbours. But a pair of shoes is

not worth the more to him on accoimt of his being
rich ; though he can afford, if he thinks fit, out of

kindness and charity, to make the shoemaker a pre-

sent of double the price of them ; and so, also, a

day's work in thrashing or ploughing, is not worth
the more to him on account of his being richer,

though he may choose to bestow a gift on the

thrasher or ploughman.
It is plain, therefore, that making farmers richer

and landlords poorer, would make no change in what
is paid as wages. The farmer would have more to

give, if he were disposed to give away his money;
and the landlord would have less ; but there is no
reason to suppose that more would be given away
altogether than there is now.
And if all rents were to be entirely abolished, and

every farmer were to keep the land he now occupies,

without paying any thing for it, this would only be
taking away the land from one man and giving it to

another ; the one would be robbed and the other en-

riched, but the supply of corn, and the price of it,

would not be altered by such a robbery. Or, again,

if you were to make a law for lowering rents, so

that the land should still remain the property of those

to whom it now belongs, but -that they should not

be allowed to receive more than so much an acre for

it ; the only effect of this would be, that the land-

lord would no longer let his land to a farmer, but

would take it into his owti hands, and employ a

bailiff to look after it for him.

This is a very common practice in some countries

abroad ; but the land is seldom so well cultivated on
that plan, as when it is let to a farmer who has been

bred to the business, and whose livelihood depends

on his making the most of his farm.

FROM THE PERSIAN.

Whate'er thy wealth, if gratitude be thine,

New wealth shall flow—new splendour round thee shine.

Should'st thou to Heaven thy thanks incessant pay,

Till the last trumpet wake the judgment day.

Ne'er could thy tongue the thousandth part recouni

Of daily mercies from the Eternal Fount.

Yet from thanksgiving cease not ; to the skies

Free from thy heart for ever let it rise.

Praise is Rt^igion's crown—perpetual praise

Forms the pure stream through Paradi.^o tliat strays.

Dr. Mason Good
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About three leagues from Nantes, in France, is a pretty

villaige called Thouare. In this vijlage flourished, a few
years ago, a Magpie, whose raeraory deserv^es to be che-

rished. Her master was a justice of peace, and Mag lived

on excellent terms both with him and his maid-ser\ant.

The justice, who was a great epicure, had a brood of ducks,
which were daily taken to the fields for food and exercise.

The servant always conducted them, and Mag accompanied
her. The maid remarked that, at the hour fixed for their

walk, the magpie regularly placed herself in readiness at

the hen-house door. One day, just as she had let them
out, she was suddenly called away, when, to her great sur-

prise, she saw the cavalcade on its way to the field, under
the sole guidance of Mag, who, with her beak, was urging
on those who lagged behind to mend their pace. Next
day the servant purposely let her go alone, when she again
took the command of the flock, and from that time the whole
charge was left to her, of conducting them, and bringing
them in at night. But the justice did not keep ducks for

the mere pleasure of looking at them ; his views were to

wards the spit : and, as they had now attained a proper fat

ness. Queen Mag saw the number of her subjects gradu
ally diminish. She bore up with firmness against these

trials, and when only a solitary duck remained, she led

it to and from the field with her usual punctuality. At
length the cruel order was issued ; the last duck was to

follow its companions, and appear at the justice's table.

The maid caught the poor victim, and was about to execute
her master's commands, when Mag, giving way to her fury,

flew upon her, tore her face with her talons and beak, till

she left her streaming with blood, then took her flight, and
never returned. From the French.

In March, 1816, an ass the property of Captain Dundas,
R.N., then at Malta, was shipped on board the Ister frigate,

Captain Forrest, bound from Gibraltar for that island. The
vessel having struck on some sands off the Point de Gat,

at some distance from the shore, the ass was thrown over-

board, to give it a chance of swimming to land,—a poor
one, for the sea was running so high, that a boat which
left the ship was lost. A few days afterwards, however,
when the gates of Gibraltar were opened in the morning,
the ass presented himself for admittance, and proceeded
to the stable of Mr. Weeks, a merchant, which he had
formerly occupied, to the no small surprise of this gentle-

man, who imagined that, from some accident, the animal
had never been shipped on board the Ister. On the return
of this vessel to repair, the mystery was explained ; and it

turned out that the ass had not only swam safely to

shore, but had found his way from Point de Gat to

Gibraltar, a distance of more than two hundred miles,

through a mountainous and intricate country, intersected by
streams, which he had never traversed before, and in so

short a pei-iod, that he could not have made one false turn.

His not having been stopped on the road, was attributed to

the circumstance of- his ha^ ing been formerly used to whip
criminals upon, which was indicated to the peasants, who
have a superstitious horror of such asses, by the holes in
his ears, to which the persons flogged were tied.

Hancock's Essay on Instinct.

REFLECTIONS ON RETIRING TO REST.
It is good, when we lay on the pillow our head.
And the silence of night all around us is spread.

To reflect on the deeds we have done thro' the day.
Nor allow it to pass without profit away.
A day—what a trifle !—and yet the amount

Of the days we have pass'd form an awful account.

And the time may arrive when the world we would give

Were it ours, might we have but another to live.

Inwhose service have we through the day been employ'd.
And what are the pleasures we mostly enjoyd ?

Our desires and our wishes, to what did they tend,

To the world we are in, or the world without end ?

Hath the sense of His presence encompassd us round.

Without whom not a sparrow can fall to the ground ?

Have our hearts turn'd to Him with devotion most true.

Or been occupied only with things that we view ?

Have we often reflected how soon we must go
To the mansions of bliss, or the regions of woe ?

Have we felt unto God a repentance sincere,

And in faith to the Saviour of sinners drawn near?
Let us thus with ourselves solemn conference hold.

Ere sleep's silken fetters our senses enfold
;

And forgiveness implore for the sins of the day,
Nor allow them to pass unrepented away.—

—

Bentham.

ANNIVERSARIES IN JUNE.
MONDAY, 3rd.

1647 King Charles I. seized by Colonel Joyce at Holmby, and
conducted prisoner to the army.

1657 D~. Harvey, Pliysician to King Charles I., and the discoverer
of the circulation of the blood, died.

1665 The Dutch Fleet, under Opdam, was defeated by the Duke
of York, who took eighteen, and destroyed fourteen ships,

losing on his side only one.

1789 Died Paul Egede, author of an Account of Greenland, and
celebrated for the zeal with which he laboured to convert
those islanders to Christianity.

TUESDAY, 4th.

1738 King George III. born,
1776 The first Stone of Somerset House, in the Strand, laid.

1810 Died The Right Hon. William Wyndham, one of the most
eminent statesmen and orators of his day.

WEDNESDAY, 5th.
St. Boniface.—This Saint, whose original name was Wmfred, was
born at Crediton, in Devonshire, and having been educated for the
Church in a Benedictine monastery in Exeter, was sent, with
several others, to Friesland, to convert the natives. His name was
afterwards changed by the Pope to Boniface, and, in 746, he was
appointed Archbishop of Mentz, and Primate of Germany and
Belgium, in which offices he exerted himself so strenuously for the
propagation of the Faith, that he obtained the appellation of
" Apostle of the Germans." He afterwards laid down his high
offices, and again betook himself to preaching the Gospel to the
Frieslanders. He suffered martyrdom on the 5th of June, 755, from
the hands of some Pagan peasants while holding a confirjnation.

1799 12,000 volunteers reviewed by the King in Hyde Park.
1816 Paisiello, the celebrated Italian operatic composer, died.

1826 Carl Maria Von Weber, one of the most eminent composers
of the time, and author of Freyschiitz, Oheron, &c. was
found dead in his bed at the house of Sir George Smart.

THURSDAY, 6th.

1487 Lambert Simnel, an impostor in the reign of Henry VII.,
taken prisoner at the battle of Stoke. He pretended to ba
the Earl of Warwick, heir male of the House of York ; was
crowned king by the title of Edward YI. in Dublin, and
from Ireland invaded England. After he was taken, the
king made him first a scullion in the palace, and eventually
a falconer.

1762 Died, George Lord Anson, who sailed round the world, and
whose numerous exploits, as a naval commader, obtained
him the honour of the Peerage.

1761 A transit of the planet Venus over the Sun's disk took place
to-day ; an occurrence which it was so important to science
should be observed at various places, that Dr. ]Maskelyne
went to the Cape of Good Hope, and Mr. Mason to Ben-
coolen, for the purpose.

1808 Joseph Buonaparte proclaimed King of Spain.

FRIDAY, 7th.

1566 The foundation of the Royal Exciiange laid by Sir Thomas
Gresham, Knight, who built it at his own expense. When
completed. Queen Elizabeth went to view it, and caused it,

by proclamation and sound of trumpet, to be called the
Royal I2xchange, instead of simply tlie Exchange.

1758 Died Allan Ramsay, author of the Gentle Shepherd, and
many other poems of great beauty. He was originally a
barber at Edinburgh.

1760 The first pile of Blackfriars' Bridge driven.

1761 The Island and Fortress of Belleisle, on the Coast of France,
taken by the British forces.

1779 Died, in the eighty-first year of his age, the deeply-learned
William Warburton , Bishop of Gloucester.

SATURDAY, 8th.

1376 Died Edward the Black Prince, eldest son of King EdwardllL,
at the early age of forty-six. No prince ever went to the
grave more universally mourned and regretted. His chivalric

courage in battle was equalled only by the humanity and
courtesy he displayed towards those whom his prowess had
overcome. In an age of notorious duplicity, his honour was
never questioned, his word never broken, while his domestic
virtues rendered him the idol of his family. As a public
calamity his death was irreparable, as it took from his aged,
and almost childish father, his councillor and director, and
caused the crown to devolve upon his weak and wayward
grandson, Richard II.

1795 Died, in the prison of the Temple, at Paris, whether under
the slow torture of ill usage, or the more direct agency of

poison, is unknown, Louis X\'II., King of France. The un-
happy prince had been consigned by the brutal Republicans
to the custody of a shoemaker, with orders to instruct him in

that trade, and was clothed and fed as a pauper.

SUNDAY, 9th.

First Svnday afteh Tiiinity.

1760 Died, at Herrnhut, a village in Upper Lusatia, in Germany,'
Ppujit Zinzendorf, the founder of the sect called Herrnhuters,
Moravians, and United Brethren.

1788 The Association for promoting Discoveries in the Interior of

Africa was established.

1825 Died Dr. Abraham Rees, editor of the new Cyclopxdia, in

forty-five volumes.
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CAWNPORE, IN THE EAST INDIES.

VIEW OF CAWNPORE.

From the number of our countrymen who are resi-

dent in India, or who are constantly going there,

accounts of Indian manners and habits cannot fail to

be interesting to the English public ; we shall, there-

fore, occasionally present the readers of the Saturday
Magazine with descriptions of some of the principal

East Indian Stations.

The Mqfussil is a term applied in India, to the

provinces : all the places beyond the Presidency,

inhabited by Europeans, are usually called Mofussil

Stations, and the residents in them are entitled

Mofussilites. Cawnpore is one of the prmcipal sta-

tions of the Mofussil, and well deserves a brief

description. It is situated upon the right bank of

the great river Ganges, and is about six hundred
miles from Calcutta, the chief city of India. From
its superior size, and the number of its inhabitants,

it enjoys advantages over most other stations.

Except that the Ganges rolls its broad waves
beside the British lines, nature has done but little

for Cawnpore: yet the sandy plain on which it

is built, and which is here and there broken into

wild ravines, has been so much embellished by the
hand of man, that it certainly possesses much pictu-

resque beauty. One objection made to the place is,

that it is too widely extended, straggling, as it were,
to the distance of five miles, along the rivers bank.
But the scene is thereby very agreeably diversified,

and the compounds, or paddocks, with which the

bungalows, or houses, are surrounded, are larger than
tiiey wovdd otherwise b^ JMaav o* these compoands

are beautifully planted, and have a very park-like
appearance, particularly during the rainy season,
when the cultivated parts of the plain have put on
their green mantle. The prickly pear is greatly in
request for fences, and the tall aloe, ( already described
in p. 5*2 of the present volume,) which at the bottom
is so much like a gigantic pine-apple, very much
beautifies the plantation.

The houses at Cawnpore are, with a very few
exceptions, cutcha, that is, built of unbaked mud,
and either ehoppered, which means thatched, or
tiled. They are generally extremely large and com-
modious. The bungalows are built on different plans,
but most commonly they have one large room in the
centre, which is called the hall, on the sides of which
a number of other rooms are built j and round the
whole house is a verandah, so necessary in that

sultry climate, to shelter them from the intense heat
of the sun. At each of the corners is a bathing
room, which is there equally required, for the health

of the inhabitants. The centre room has no other

light than what it receives through the eight, ten, or
twelve doors, of the surrounding apartments. These
doors are however always open, though some degree
of privacy is obtained, by a kind of curtain being
attached to each, formed in a manner something like

gauze of bamboo-cane, split very fine, and coloured
green. These also serve to keep out the flies, while

they admit as much air and hght as the inhabitants

consider necessary for this inner room.
Many of the Cawnpore bouses are splendidly
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furnished, the chairs, tables, and sofas, being of

valuable wood, richly carved, with cushions and
coverings of damask. But the want of curtains t»

the windows, pictures, and looking-glasses, which
would harbour the musquitos and other insects

abounding in those parts, if they were introduced

as in England, makes the rooms look bare. The
floors, which are of chunam, that is, a finely-tempered

lime, are covered first with a matting, and then with

a setringee, a manufacture only made in Ii\dia, of a
very thick texture, and usually woven in shaded blue

stripes, or with calico so well printed in the same
pattern as a Brussels carpet, as hardly to be distin-

guished from it.

At Migapore, a native city between Benares and
Allahabad, thei-e is a manufactory of carpets, which
are scarcely, if at all, inferior to those of Turkey

j

but these are too thick and warm for Indian wear,

excepting during the cold season.

The outside of a bungalow is usually very unpic-

turesque, being very likg a huge barn : the roof

sloping down from an immense height to the ve-

randah 3 and whether the covering be of thatch or

tiles it is equally ugly. In Cawnpore, the addition

of stone fronts to some of the houses, and of bowed
ends to others, makes the architecture of this station

somewhat more ornamental than that of others.

The gardens ranlc amongst the finest in India,

and there being so many settled residents, they
are much attended to and improved. All the Euro-
pean vegetables, with the exception of broad-beans,

come to great perfection during the cold season
;

and the grapes and peaches, which are not com-
mon to other stations, are very fine. The pine-

apple does not grow in the tapper provinces of India

:

but the mangos, plantains, melons, oranges, shad-
docks, custard-apples, limes, and guavas, are of the

finest quality. These gardens being intermixed with
forest-trees, give Cawnpore a very luxuriant appear-

ance ; and what makes it the more striking is, that it

is surrounded to a veiy considerable distance by a
dreary desert, and by wastes of sand. Towards one
extremity of the place, there is a long avenue, or

drive, well planted on each side, and well watered
during the dry season. This avenue forms the

evening drive of the inhabitants, after the heat of
the day is past : at sunset, it is thronged with
carriages of every description, and with persons
riding all sorts of horses, amongst which, are to be
seen the tall English charger, the smaller riding
horse, and the graceful Arab -steed, prancing along
by the side of the wild horses and shaggy ponies of
the country. This course, as it is termed, runs
along by the side of a wide plain, at the right extre-

mity of which the native city presents a pleasing ob-
ject, rising as it does with its mosques and pagodas
on the top of a wooded ridge. The plain also itself

~

affords a busy, and to a stranger's eye, an interesting

scene. Groups and parties of native Indians, are to

be seen seated round their fii-es, cooking, eating, or
singing after their meal ; whilst the noble elephant
and the stately camel, loaded with forage, look
amongst them like giant phantoms, as the twilight

departs. One evening in the week the course is

deserted by its usual visitants, who then assemble in

a convenient spot near the riding-school, to listen to
the band of the military.

During the cold season, all the foot- soldiers of the
garrison of Cawnpore, usually encamp upon a wide
plain in the neighbourhood, for the sake of room for
performing their movements. An Indian camp always
affords a very striking sight, and though the effect is

more beautiful when intermixed with trees, yet the

scene is most singular, when it arises, as at Cawnpore,
in the midst of a desert. Here regular streets and
squares, formed by the tents, extend over an immense
tract. By day, indeed, especially under the noon-tide

glare of the sun, the effect of the white walls of can-

vass stretched over a bare and sandy plain, is exceed-

ingly painful to the eyes. But in the twilight of the

evening, the usual time of moving in India, and at

night, the scene assumes a most striking and interest-

ing aspect. Innumerable fires arise in every di-

rection : horses a're to be seen picketed, whilst camels

and bullocks repose in groups, and the various forms
which present themselves to the eye are all some-
times softened, sometimes magnified, by the dark
shadows or flickering lights. The artillery stationed

at Cawnpore, consisting of horse and foot, are alone

sufficient to form a camp. They occupy another

plain of vast extent, beyond some very wild ravines
j

there they have reviews and grand field-days, to

which the inhabitants flock in great numbers 3 some
ladies on elephants, some in carriages, on horseback,

or on camels, and many on foot.

Am.ongst other amusements which occupy the

time of the residents at Cawnpore, a visit to Luck-
now, the capital of the neighbouring kingdom of

Oude, being only a few marches distant, forms a

favourite excursion, especially when any particular

festivities are going on at that court. In the season,

also, hunting-parties are frequently made to look for

tigers and wild hogs in the islands of the Ganges,

or amidst the deep jungles of the opposite shore.

To persons newly arrived from England, Cawn-
pore may seem a half-barbarous place, since wolves

stray in the compounds ; but still all must be

struck at the great mixture of things which are fami-

liar to them from their childhood at home, with those

which are entirely new and foreign to their eyes.

When surrounded by London-built can-iages, English

horses, and multitudes of their o\vn countrymen, in

the course ; or when, entering the circle of carriages

ranged, often three deep, round the band, a newly-

arrived Englishman may almost fancy himself at

home in his dear native land, until he is awakened
from his dream by suddenly turning upon a camel,

or an elephant, or some group of dusky- skinned na-

tives ; or in his way home by the cry of the jackall,

or perhaps by the sight of a hookah-badar, as the

servant is called from his office, preparing, in the

ojDen air, for his master's hookah or pipe, the fragi-ant

leaves of the tobacco-plant with rose-water, and its

other costly accompaniments.
The place is well sujiplied with e\ery article of

European manufacture," necessary for comfort or

even luxury, though, of course, at somewhat high

prices. The bazaars, or markets, are second to none
in India ; beef, mutton, fish, and poultry, being of

the finest quality ; and vegetables, of all kinds, may
be purchased. In addition to shops kept by Euro-
peans, there are many warehouses, filled with English

and French goods, belonging to Hindoos and Mussul-
men, and the jewellers are scarcely inferior to those

of Delhi. Cawnpore is famous for the manufacture
of saddlery, harness, and gloves.

Though Cawnpore partakes, in the rainy reason,

with other stations, of the usual share of fever and
ague, the prevailing diseases of the country ; and
though it suffers, like other places, from the hot

and scorching winds, it has not the character of

being an unhealthy spot. The river's bank affords

some vtry fine situations for bungalows, and the

unevenncss of the ground offers many advantages

to those who live in the inner parts of the settlement.

The roads are kept in good order, and, as they pass
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along by thick plantations, in the midst of which
ghmpses of European houses are here and there

caught, or cross broad open tracts, which are some-

times enhvened by a small mosque, a pagoda, or a

well, peeping from amidst the trees, the rides and
drives are not without their scenes of beauty.

Although this city is the station of a large body
of British forces, and there are such numbers of Eng-
lish, so many of whom are officers of rank, settled

here with their families, there is at present no
Church. There are two regular Chaplains of the

East India Company, but they have no consecrated

place of worship. The reason given is, that no
engineer officer would undertake to erect a Church
for the sum offered by Government. The service of

the Church is performed alternately at each end of

the cantonments
J
the riding-school of the King's

dragoons being used on one Sunday, a small bunga-
low, near the infantry lines, in which also marriages

and christenings are performed, being employed for

the purpose on the other ; but neither will accommo-
date the whole of the station at once. When it is

considered what effect this must have, not only on the

English themselves, coming from their own land of

spiritual abundance, but also on the minds of the

heathen who see it, the Christian cannot but deeply

regret that such a state of things should exist and
continue. There is also one other want much felt at

Cawnpore ; it is that of a Public Library. The sup-
ply of books is seldom equal to the demand j books
of instruction and reference are seldom to be pur-
chased or borrowed ; and, however anxious young
men may be to make themselves acquainted with
the natural productions of India, or to study its

political history, they must remain destitute of the

means, unless they can afford to send to Calcutta or

to England for the necessary publications. On the

whole, a Church and a well-furnished Library alone

are wanting to render Cawnpore as delightful a resi-

dence as an Eastern climate will permit. D. I. E.

[Abridged from a paper in the Asiatic Joia-nal.']

TIM2 S TAKINGS AND LEAVINGS.

What does Age take away ?

Bloom from the cheek, and lustre from the eye

;

The spirits light and gay,

Unclouded as the summer's bluest sky.

What do years steal away ?

The fond heart's idol, Love, that gladden'd life

;

Friendships, whose calmer sway
We trusted to in hours of darker strife.

What must with time decay ?

Young Hope's wild dreams, and Fancy's visions bright.
Life's evening sky grows gray.

And darker clouds prelude Death's coming night.

But not for such we mourn !

We knew them frail, and brief their date assigned.
Our spirits are forlorn

Less from Time's thefts, than what he leaves behind.

What do years leave behind ?

Unruly passions, impotent desires.

Distrusts and thoughts unkind.
Love of the world, and self—which last expires.

For these, for these we grieve !

What Time has robb'd us of, we knew must go ;

But what he deigns to leave,
Not only finds us poor, but keeps us so.

It ought not thus to be
;

Nor would it, knew we meek Religion's sway •

Her votary's eye could see
Ho.v little Time can give or take away.

Faith, in the heart enshrined,
Wou^d make Times gifts enjoyed and used, while lent;

And all it left behind.
Of Love and Grace a noble monument.—~-B. Barton.

THE SUGAR-CANE.
ALTHorcH there are many species and varieties of
the Sugar-cane, two only are cultivated for the pur-
pose of preparing the Sugar, the saccharum spicatum
or Spiked Sugar-cane, a native of the East Indios,
and the saccharum officinalis, or common Sugar-cane,
of the West Indies. Whether the ancients were ac-
quainted with this useful condiment, is a matter of un-
certainty. The earliest authentic accounts we have
of it, are dated about the time of the Crusades,
when it appears to have been purchased of the Sara-
cens, and imported into Europe ; the cane itself was
afterwards planted in the Island of Cyprus, and in
the year 1 16(> we find a mill for crushing Sugar-canes
noticed as existing in Sicily. In 1420 it was cultivated
in Madeira, a few years after in the Canary Islands,
and it was introduced into the Island of Cuba, by
Christopher Columbus in his second voyage to Ame-
rica. Since his time, however, it has been ascertained
that the Sugar-cane is by no means vmcommon in a
wild state in South America, and the West Indian
and South Sea Islands ; but although employed by
the natives as an article of food, they were unac-
quainted with the means of preparing the sugar.
The art of refining was discovered by a Venetian,

at the end of the sixteenth century, who is said to
have realized one hundred thousand crowns, a very
large sum in those days, by the invention. It was
not till the year 1 659, that we hear of Sugar-refiners
in England. In later years, the cultivation of the
Sugar-cane has been carried on to a very great extent
in most of the West India Islands, and the account
we are about to give will consist of a detailed de-
scription of the mode employed in our own Colonies.

CULTIVATION OF THE CANE, AND PREPARATION
OF THE RAW SUGAR.

Opening the land preparatory to the planting of the
cane, is considered the most laborious occupation in

which the poor negroes are employed, and in conse-
quence they ought to be at this time allowed relaxa-
tion during the hottest hours of the day, and addi-
tional refreshments.

Square holes about four feet across are hoed in
the land, the angles having been determined by
sticks placed at the requisite distance from each
other by the young negroes, who are enabled to do
this with tolerable regularity, by the assistance of a
chain of considerable length, which is sti-etched across
the field, and by this means, the rows of holes are
continued parallel to each other. While cane-pieces,

that is, fields in which the cane is cultivated, lie in
this state, the yam and potatoe are frequently planted
on the ridges between the squares, and the eddow in

the hollow, and in many cases Indian-corn is like-

wise grown. When these crops are gathered, the
cane-holes are cross hoed, and the earth being drawn
to the ridges, the square is rendered perfect ; it is

then manured, and left till the time of planting.

The Sugar-cane is propagated by means of cuttings

which are taken from the top of the plant, about
eighteen inches from the summit. These cuttings are

about twelve inches in length, and are placed in

water for about twenty-four hours before they are

planted, as this plan is found by experience to assist

materially the budding of the young plant. If, at

the time the crop is cut, the land should not be sufli

ciently moist, the cuttings are tied up in small bun
dies and placed on their ends j they are then covered
with trash or dried leaves of the cane, and watered
three or four times a day, to preserve them. Rain
is highly essential to the growth of the young cane,

and in dry weather the plant cannot be committed to

the ground with any hope of success. If the weather
60—2
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OPENING THE LAND FOR THE SUGAR-CANE.,

should fortunately favour the process of planting, the

bundles are conveyed to the piece, and the younger
negroes place two or three cuttings in each square,

while the more experienced open little trenches in the

holes about six inches deep, and place the plants flat,

so that the buds may appear on either side j the earth

is then drawn over them.
In eleven or twelve months, the cane has attained

sufficient maturity, and is ready to be cut. To assist

the judgment in determining when a cane-piece is

sufficiently ripe, a portion of juice is expressed from
a cane which appears a fair specimen of the whole
field, and exposed to the sun for the watery parts

to evaporate ; if it crystallizes and feels firm, the

crop may be considered fit for harvest. The
negroes, provided with cutting-bills, are ranged in a
row as in hoeing, and proceed in the following man-
ner. The upper part of the cane, that is, the top,

and the portion which is reserved for planting, is first

cut off; the reserved piece is then separated and laid

by, and the rest of the cane is cut into junks of
about three feet in length, and bound together by
means of the green top, in bundles of twenty and
thirty each. The cutters strip the trash from the
cane as they proceed, and pass it from one to another,
till it is collected in heaps, about twenty feet apart

;

this is done, that the junks of cane may be unin-
cumbered in the intervals, while they are being
bound by the young hands. The trash is afterwards
collected as fuel, and the green tops as fodder for

cattle. The bundles of cane are carted and deposited
as near as possible to the mill, to lessen the labour
of the negro -girls, who convey them on their heads
to the mill-door, where the tops with which they are

bound are removed.
The lower part of the mill consists essentially of

three cylinders placed close to each other, which are

turned round by means of cog-wheels, and crush the
cane between their surfaces : by the side of these

cylinders, the negro appointed to feed the mill is

stationed, but in a strong wind the operation is so
rapid, that two men are necessary to supply the mill
with caae. The expressed juice is received into a
leaden channel beneath the cylinders, which conveys
It to a reservoir on one side of the mill, where pass-
ing through two wooden strainers, it is cleansed
from particles of cane, and runs along a metal tube
to the boiling-house. The cane itself, after it has
passed between the cylinders, shdes down an inclined
plane through a hole in the mill-wall, from whence it

is removed on wooden frames by the women and the

old negroes, who spread and turn it in the sun to be
used, when dry, as fuel.

The juice of the cane being conveyed by pipes to

the boiling-house, is received into the simmering-
coppers, some of which will contain six hundred
gallons. In these huge receptacles it is brought nearly

to a boiling heat, and a certain quantity of lime

being mixed with it, most of the impurities rise to the

surface. The juice is then drawn from beneath the

scum into the next copper, which is called a clarifier,
'

where it is skimmed until it becomes transparent, I

but it is not yet allowed to boil. It is next conveyed
along a gutter or channel, into the largest of the'

evaporating-boilers,—these are generally four in num-

'

ber,—commonly called, the Grand-boiler j here the

liquor is suffered to boil, and as the scum rises, it is

continually taken off by large skimmers, until it

grows finer and somewhat thicker. This labotir is

followed until, from skimming and evaporation, it is

sufficiently reduced in quantity to be contained in

the next or second copper, into which it is then laded. .

The liquor is now nearly of the colour of Madeira
wine. In the second copper the boiling and skim-
ming are continued, and if it is not so clean as

expected, lime-water is thrown into it. When, from
such skimming and evaporation, it is again suffi-

ciently reduced to be contained in the third copper,

it is laded into it, and so on to the last copper.

The coolers, of which there are commonly six, are

shallow woodeh vessels, about eleven inches deep,

seven feet in length and from five to six feet wide ; a
cooler of this size holds a hogshead of sugar. Here
the sugar grains j that is, as it cools it runs into a
coarse irregular mass of imperfect half-formed

crystals, and separates itself from the treacle.

The sugar of each day's boiling is carried, the

following morning, in pails, from the coolers of the
boiling-house, and deposited in hogsheads in the
curing-house, where it remains for five or six weeks,
the treacle draining into cisterns placed beneath.

When this ceases to flow, the hogsheads are headed
up by the coopers, and the sugar is in a fit state for

exportation.

It is necessary that the operation of boiling the
juice should take place immediately after it has been
extracted from the cane, as in the course of half an
hour, owing chiefly to the heat of the climate, it

would be in a state of fermentation.

For the foregoing particulars we are chiefly in*

,
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THE CANE-MILL.

THE BOILIKG-IIOUSa
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debted to Mr. John Clark's work on the Cultiva-

tion of the Stiga?- Cane, 8{C., in the Island of Antigua

;

from some of whose plates our wood- cuts to this

article are copied, by his permission. The following

account of the

MODE OF REFINING SUGAR IN EUROPE,

or making the white loaf sugar from the moist sugar

imported from the West Indies, is abridged from

Professor Brande's Manual of Chemistry.

Raw sugar is chosen by the refiner by the sharpness

and brightness of the grain, and those kinds are

preferred which have a peculiar gray hue : soft-

grained yellow sugars, although they may be origi-

nally whiter, are not so fit for the purposes of the

manufactory. It is for this reason that sugars from

particular countries are never used : such as those

from the East Indies, Barbadoes, &C.5 they do not

possess the property of crystallizing so perfectly, and

approach in this respect to the nature of grape-sugar.

The proper sugar being selected, the pans, which

resemble those used in the West Indies, are charged

with lime-water, with which bullocks'-blood is well

mixed. They are then filled with sugar, which is

suffered to stand a night to dissolve. The use of the

lime-water is, that, by combining with the treacle, it

may cause it to be more easily dissolved, and thus

render easy its separation from the pure solid sugar.

Fires are lighted under the pans early in the

morning, and when the hquid begins to boil, the

albumen* of the blood coagulates and rises to the

top, bringing all the impurities of the sugar with it.

These are taken o£F with a skimmer. The liquid is

kept gently simmering and continually skimmed, till

a small quantity taken in a metallic spoon, appears

perfectly transparent : this generally takes from four

to five hours. The whiteness of the sugar is not at

all improved by this process, it is sometimes made

darker by the action of the fire ; it only serves to

remove all foreign impurities ; when the solution is

judged to be sufficiently clear, it is suffered to run

off into a large cistern. The pans are then reduced

to half their size by taking off their fronts, and a

small quantity is returned into each. The fires are

now increased, and the sugar made to boil as rapidly

as possible, till a small quantity taken on the thumb

is capable of being drawn out into threads by the fore-

finger. Nothing but practice can ascertain the

exact point at which the boiling should be stopped :

if it is carried too far, the treacle is again bound up

with the sugar 5 and if not carried far enough, much
of the sugar runs off with the treacle in the after-

process. When this point is ascertained, the fire is

instantly damped, and the boiling sugar carried off in

basins to the coolers. A fresh quantity is then

pumped into the pans, which is evaporated in like

manner.
When the sugar is in the coolers, it is violently

agitated with wooden oars till it appears thick and

granulated, and a portion taken on the finger is no

lono-er capable of being drawn into threads. It is

upon this agitation in the coolers, that the whiteness

and fineness of grain in the refined Sugar depend.

When the sugar has arrived at that granular state

in the coolers above described, it is poured into

pointed earthen moulds, having a small hole at their

pointed ends, which have previously been soaked a

night in water ; in these it is again agitated with sticks,

for the purpose of extricating the air-bubbles, which

would otherwise adhere to the sugar and mould, and

leave the coat of the loaf rough and uneven. When
• The blood of all animals contains a large portion of a liquid,

precisely like the white of an egg, which is called albumen, which,

•when exposed to heat, as we know in the case of the egg, becomes a

solid and. opaque substance, and rises to the top of the liquid in

which it is boiled.

:e, an

sufficiently cold, the loaves are raised up to some of

the upper floors of the manufactory, and the paper

stops, which had been placed in the small holes

of the mould, being removed, they are set with

their broad ends upward, upon earthen pots. The
first portions of the liquid treacle soon run down, and

leave the sugar much whitened by the separation.

This self-clearance is lyuch assisted by a high tempe-

rature ; and when it is perfected, pipe-clay carefully

mixed up with water, to the consistence of thick

cream, is put upon the loaves to the thickness of

about an inch: the water from this slowly runs

through the loaves, and washing the solid sugar from

all remains and tinge of the treacle, runs into the

pots. The clay is of no other use than to retain the

water, and prevent its running too rapidly through
the mass, by which too much of the sugar would be

dissolved; a sponge, dipped into water, acts in the

same manner. The process of claying is repeated

four or five times, according to the nature of the

sugar, and the degree to which it has been boiled.

When the loaves are perfectly cleansed from all re-

mains of the coloured fluid, they are suffered to

remain some time for the water to drain off: when
this is completed, they are set with their faces down,

when all remains of it return from their points, and
it is equally diffused throughout : they are then set in

a stove and thoroughly dried.

THE NIGHTINGALE.
I WANDERED out to take a draught of the fresh breeze,

perfumed as it was by the thousand aromatic plants that

grow wild on the mountains of Andalusia. There I found

an inducement to linger much longer than I had antici-

pated. I had been delighted already during the day's ride,

especially after sun-set and the commencement of twilight,

by the singing of Nightingales, which abound in Spain.

On this occasion, there were two, perched upon opposite

trees, in which were doubtless the nests of the females.

They sang alternately ; and evidently waited for each

other ; the one only commencing sometimes after the

other had finished. Thus they exercised a degree of

deference and politeness towards each other, not always

observed by more reasonable creatures. Their prevailing

note was as usual, that sweet and swelling strain, which

beginning in a low whistle, passes from rapid quavers, to

well-articulated modulations, and grows fuller and fuller for

a few seconds, until it reaches the pitch of force and

melody, thence declining to a close, by an equally happy

and harmonious gradation. This pleasing contest, re-

minded me of PUny's animated, and perhaps rather

imaginative description of this little musician ; how that

the young ones are taught by the old,—listen attentively to

their lesson, and strive to repeat it,—how the more expe-

rienced songsters dispute among themselves for the palm

of supremacy, and grow obstinate in the contest,—the

conquered at length losing his life, and rather renouncing

his respiration than his song.

I had passed nearly two years in Europe, and from

living mostly in cities, had missed hearing this bird until

now. A friend had told me, in reference to the received

opinion of its mournful melanrtioly note, " You will find it

a lively, sprightly bird, and its song, the joyful out-pouring

of a healthy, hearty, happy individual." And so indeed it

proved. I at once became enamoured of the little songster.

Some months afterwards, having in vain sought to steal

unseen upon him in the bushes, which resounded with his

melody ; I at length caught sight of the rusty little warbler

in a cage, which furnished his coyness with no concealment.

I wondered with the ancient naturalist, (Pliny,) that so

small and mean a body, should supply so loud a voice

—

such a fund of spirit and earnestness.

In the present instance, the music of the Nightingale fell

on my ear with the charm of novelty ; it beguiled me of

the repose required for the renewal of our journey ; and

when I at length found myself in the filthy and over-te-

nanted sleeping-room, and upon the comfortless bed that

had been assigned me, I thought it was but' a poor ex-

chano^e for the calm starlight without, the sweet breath of

the mountain, and the song of the Nightingale. A Year

in Spain, by a Young American.
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LETTER FROM JEREMY TAYLOR TO JOHN
EVELYN,

ON THE DEATH OF HIS SON, RICHARD EVELYN.

Deare Sir, Feb. 15, 1657-8.

If dividing and sharing griefes were like the

cutting of rivers, I dare say to yon you would find

your streame much abated ; for I account myselfe

to have a great cause of sorrow not onely in the dimi-

nution of the numbers of your joyes and hopes, but

in the losse of that pretty person, your strangely

hopeful boy. I cannot tell all my owne sorrowes

without adding to yours ; and the causes of my real

sadnesse in your losse are so just and so reasonable,

that I can no otherwise comfort you but by telling

you, that you have very great cause to mourne : so

certain it is that griefe does propagate as fire does.

You have enkindled my funeral torch, and by joining

mine to yours, I doe but encrease the flame. Hoc
me male urit is the best signification of my apprehen-

sion of your sad story. But, Sir, I cannot choose

but I must hold another and a brighter flame to you.

It is already burning in your breast ; and if I can

but remove the darke side of the lanthorne, you have
enough within you, to warme yourselfe, and to shine

to others. Remember, Sir, your two boyes * are two
bright starres, and their innocence is secur'd, and
you shall never heare evil of them agayne. Their

state is safe, and Heaven is given to them upon very

caay termes ; nothing but to be borne and die. It

will cost you more trouble to get where they are

;

and amongst other things, one of the hardnesses will

be that you must overcome this just and reasonable

griefe ; and indeed, though the griefe hath but too

reasonable a cause, yet it is much more reasonable

that you master it. For besides that they are no
loosers, but you are the person that complains, doe

but consider what you would have sufFer'd for their

interest : you have suffer'd them to goe from you, to

be great Princes in a strange country ; and if you
can be content to suffer your own inconvenience for

their interest, you command your worthiest love,

and the question of mourning is at an end. But
you have said and done well when you looke upon it

as a rod of God ; and He that so smites here will

spare hereafter : and if you by patience and submis-

sion imprint the discipline upon your owne flesh,

you kill the cause, and make the effect very tolerable

;

because it is in some sense chosen, and therefore in
' no sense unsufferable. Sir, if you doe not looke to

it, time will snatch your honour from you, and re-

proach you for not effecting that by Christian phi-

losophy which time will doe alone. And if you
consider that of the bravest men in the world, we
find the seldomcst stories of their children, and the

Apostles had none, and thousands of the worthiest

persons that sound most in story, died childlesse
j

you will find it is a rare act of Providence so to

impose upon worthy men a necessity of perpetuating

their names by worthy actions and discourses, go-

vernments, and reasonings. If the breach be never
repair'd it is because God does not see it fit to be

;

and if you will be of his mind, it will be much the
better. But, Sir, if you will pardon my zeale and
passion for your comfort, I will readily confesse that
you have no need of any discourse from me to com-
fort you. Sir, now you have an opportunity of
serving God by passive graces ; strive to be an ex-
ample and a comfort to your Lady, and by your
wise counsel and comfort stand in the breaches of

your own family, and make it appeare that you are
more to her than ten sons.

* Richard, a prodigy of talent, was five years old ; he died
January 27, 1657-8.—Evelyn lost his youngest son, George, aged
seven weeks, on the 15th of the following February.

Sir, by the assistance of Almighty God, I purpose
to wait on you some time next weeke, that I may be
a witnesse of your Christian courage and bravery

j

and that I may see that God never displeases you,
as long as the maine stake is preserved, I meane
your hopes and confidences of Heaven.

Sir, I shall pray for all that you can want ; that
is, some degrees of comfort and a present mind}
and shal alwayes doe you honour, and faine also
would doe you service, if it were in the power, as it

is in the affections and desires of,

Deare Sir,

Your most affectionate and
obliged freind and Servant,

Jer. Taylor.
On the 25th of February following is this notice

in Evelyn's Diary :
—

" 25. Came Dr. Jeremy Taylor and my brothers,

with other friends, to visite and condole with us."

VACCINATION AMONG THE AMERICAN
INDIANS.

When Vaccination was first introduced among the
Five Nations in North America, the following address
was sent by them to Dr. Jenner.

" Brother,—Our Father has delivered to us the

book you sent, to instruct us how to use the discovery
which the Great Spirit made to you ; whereby the
Small Pox, that fatal enemy of our tribes, may be
driven from the earth. We have deposited your book
in the hands of the man of skill, whom our Great
Father employs to attend us, when sick or wounded.
We shall not fail to teach our children to sjDeak the

name of Jenner, and to thank the Great Spirit for

bestowing upon him so much wisdom, and so much
benevolence. We send with this a belt and string of

wampum, m token of our acceptance of your precious

giftj and we beseech the Great Spirit to take care of

you in this world, and in the land of spirits."

This address forcibly shows, not only the high
value set by these rude Indians, on the important
discovery of Vaccination, but also their religious

piety, in attributing evejy good gift, and every perfect

gift, to the supreme Deity, whom they worship,
though in ignorance and superstition, under the title

of the Great Spirit.

Passion, when we contemplate it through the medium of
imagination, is hke a ray of light transmitted through
a prism; we can calmly, and with undazzled eye, study its

complicate nature, and analyze its variety of tints ; but
passion brought home to us in its reality, through our own
feelings and experience, is like the same ray transmitted
through a lens,—blinding, burning, consuming, where it

falls. Mrs. Jameson.

ENGLAND S MERRY BELLS.

Hail ! hail to England's merry bells !

How oft, when in a foreign clime,

I've heard the never-varying chime,

Which falls like sadness on the ear.

And speaks of vows and penance drear!

How oft my wandering thoughts would roam
To England's firee and happy home,
Her cultur'd fields, and woody dells.

And sigh for England's merry bells!

Hail ! hail to England's merry bells !

Long stand those holy fanes! which send

Your peaceful music o'er the land

!

May they resound to latest days

With sacred hymns of prayer and praise

!

And long may public, private weal,

Be welcomed by an echoing peal

!

I love to hear that joyful tone.

Which makes our neighbour's bliss our own
;

Of fiank and social joy it tells,

Diffused by England's merry bells

!
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Hints intended to prevent fatal Accidents
BY Drowning.

The Person who is in danger of drowning, should en-

deavour to be as quiet as possible. The human body is

lighter than water, therefore, if kept quiet, some part of

it will Uoat; that part must be the face ; therefore lean back

the head and keep down the arras and hands, or they will

sink the head;—all agitating and kicking motions are

dangerous. Dr. Frankhn recommends a motion similar

to going up stairs upon hands and knees. Any person

may lie on his back in the water, gently using the arms,

as in swimming—this should be taught to young persons.

The Spectators should cheer and encourage the person

in danger—this is of very great importance The alarm

must be instantly and loudly given for every possible as-

sistance. The swimmer will (taking off his hat, coat,

waistcoat, and shoes) jump in to preserve his fellow-creature ;

if the body be under water, let the swimmer dive, remem-

bering he can open his eyes and see under water, if neces-

sary; a body is easily moved under water;—send for drags,

boats, ropes, ladders, long pieces of wood, bladders, &c.

Take a rope and throw one end, made heavy by a stone,

to the sufferer, on the principle of Captain Manbys
invention ;— tie handkerchiefs, &c., together in safe-

knots, (learn the art,) and use them extended as the rope.

Take a handkerchief, lay a hat on it with the crown up-

wards ; cover the hat and tie the handkerchief by its

corners at the crown, and float it, (with a little ballast,)

crown downwards, to the suflFerer—a string with a weight

(as before) thrown to him will enable him to bring the hat

to himself—any one may trust to this floating hat; an

extended (not leaky) umbrella, or perhaps a parasol, will

float any one seizing hold of the ferule at the lower end.

A large bladder, tied round the neck, will force the head

out of water, the arms being down ;—join hands, and en-

deavour to make a line from the shore to the sufferer. The

services of the Newfoundland dog in saving children are

well known. Use the drags carefully and speedily. Watch

for air-bubbles, they may show where the body is.

When the body is got to land—avoid all rough usage,

avoid the use of salt, tobacco, and spirits—don't roll the

body on casks—Lose not a moment—carry the body to the

nearest house, and send for medical assistance; dry the

body, put it between warm blankets, rub it without inter-

mission, and use the other means recommended by the

Royal Humane Society.

Temple, London. • W.

Good manners are the blossom of good sense, and it may

be added, of good feeling too ; for, if the law of kindness

be written in the heart, it will lead to that disinterested-

ness in little as well as great things—that desire to oblige,

and attention to the gratification of others, which is the

foundation of good manners. Locke.

Mr. MoRiER, in his interesting account of the visit of

the Persian Ambassador to England, in 1809, remarks,

that " There was considerable pleasure in observing

his emotion, when he was taken to St. Paul's Cathedral,

on the anniversary of the charity children, where he ac-

quired more real esteem for the institutions and the

national character of England, than he did from any other

sight ; for he frequently after referred to his feehngs on

that occasion."

That species of education in infancy which is derived from

maternal care is ever the most valuable. How many are

the cases where guilt itself is checked in its career by the

force of afifectionate recollections, arising in the bosom of a

youth, when far distant from his home, and removed from

friendly counsel ; the image of his mother floats before

him, the vicious passion is repelled, and the waverer

may for ever be fixed in a life of virtue, from the first

triumph of maternal precepts. ^Macdonnell.

Bishop Heber not only discountenanced every tendency

to ill-natured remarks, but had always a kind and cha-

ritable construction to put on actions which might, per-

haps, more readily admit of a different meaning; and
when the misconduct of others allowed of no defence, he
would leave judgment to that Being who alone " knoweth
what is in the heart of man." He had so much pleasure

in conferring kindness, that he often declared it was an

exceeding indulgence of God, to promise a reward for

wUat carried with it ita own recompeuse.

ANNIVERSARIES IN JUNE.

MONDAY, lOth.

1667 The Dutch Fleet, commanded by De Ruyter and Van Gaunt,
sailed up the Thames, took Sheerness, and then ascended
the Rledway as far as Upnor Castle, near Chatham, burning
and destroj-ing several of our men-of-war laid up there.

London itself was in the highest state of alarm ; and for some
time after, the Dutch remained masters of the North Sea.

1752 The London Hospital founded.

TUESDAY, 11th.

St. BAnNADAS.—The Apostle to whom this day is dedicated was a
.Tew, of the tribe of Levi, and his Jewish name Joses. When
the Christian converts formed a public fund for the support of their

indigent members, this Joses was one of the first to sell his estate,

and appropriate the whole of its produce to that benevolent pur-
pose, on which occasion it was that he received the name of
Baunabas, or the Son of Consolation. After the miraculous con-
version of St. Paul, Barnabas first introduced him into the society

of the Apostles ; and, having been extremely instrumental in aiding

and confirming the primitive Christians of Antioch, he was after-

wards, by the express call of the Holy Ghost, separated for the
work of the ministry with St. Paul, and from that period considered
one of the apostles. He suffered martyrdom by being stoned to
death at Salaniis, A. D. 73.

On this day, in the year B. C. 1184, the city of Troy was taken
and destroyed by the Greeks, after a ten years' siege.

1294 Roger Bacon, a learned monk of Oxford, died.

1488 James HI., King of Scotland, was murdered in the twenty-
ninth year of his reign, and the thirty-sixth of his age.

1685 The Duke of 3Ion7nouth, natural son of King Charles IT.,

landed in Dorsetshire, and published a manifesto against his

uncle. King James II.

1720 A great earthquake at Pekin, in China.
1727 King George I. died in his carriage, a short distance from Os-

naburgh, in Germany, in the sixty-eighth year of his age,

and the thirteenth of his reign.

'WEDNESDAY, 12th.

1381 Wat Tyler appeared on Blackheath, at the head of 100,000
Kentish insurgents. He was soon after slain in Smithfield by
Sir William Walworth, Lord Mayor of London.

1756 Died, at the early age of thirty-six, William Collins, author
of the Ode on the Passions, and other beautiful poems.

1769 The island of Corsica taken by the French.

THURSDAY, 13th.

1625 King Charles I. married the Princess Henrietta Maria, daughter
of Henry IV. of France, at Canterbury.

1817 Died Richard Lovel Edgcworth, Esq., the father of I^Iiss

Edgeworth, the novelist.

1823 Died Robert Bowtnan, a labourer, aged 118. lie was born in

Cumberland, had never been sick but twice in his life, viz.

of the Measles when a child, and of the Hooping Cough
when he had passed his 100th year. In his 108th year he
walked sixteen miles in one day, and assisted in farming
labour. He was very abstemious, drinking only water or

milk and water.

FRIDAY, 14th.

1645 The Royalist Army, commanded by Prince Rupert and the
King in person, was entirely defeated by Fairfax and Crom-
well at Naseby, a village twelve miles from Northampton.
This battle was decisive ; the ruin of the Royal cause followed.

1800 The French General, Kleber, Commander-in-Chief of the

Army in Egypt, assassinated by a Turk.
The Austrian army entirely defeated by Buonaparte at Ma-
rengo, and forced to give up the whole of Italy, as far east-

ward as Mantua.
1807 The Battle of Friedland, in Prussia, in which the Emperor

Napoleon entirely defeated the Russians. This battle was
immediately followed by the peace of Tilsit, which deprived
Prussia of a large portion of her territory, and placed her
entirely at the command of France.

SATURDAY, 15th.

On this day the rising of the Nile generally commences. On the
precise height and quantity of this inundation depends the fruitful-

ness or deficiency of the ensuing season | the Egyptians, therefore,

watch its progress with the most intense interest, and celebrate tiie

moment when it arrives at the requisite point, with the most pompous
religious fetes and universal hilarity.

1825 The first Stone of New London Bridge laid.

1826 The Corps of Janizaries abolished.

SUNDAY, 16th.

Second Sunday afteh Trinity.
1693 Admiral Rooke defeated by a superior French force, when

twelve English and Dutch men-of-war, and eighty merchant-
men of the Turkey fleet were taken or destroyed.

1722 Died John Duke of Marlborough, of whom, as of Alexander
the Great, it was said, that he never fought a battle he did

not win, nor besieged a town he did not take.

1819 A dreadful Earthquake in India ; swallowed up a large distnct

in Cutch, and more than 2000 souls perished.
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NATIONAL STATUES. No. III.

Among the worthies of this country, who, after a

successful and honourahle employment of their

talent in life, have generously consulted the advan-

tage of generations to come after them, few names
appear more conspicuous than that at the head of

this memoir.
Sir Thomas Gresham, the founder of Gresham
Vol. IL

College and of the Royal Exchange, London,

was horn in that city about the year 1518, the second

son of Sir Richard Gresham, who served the office of

sherifiF in 1531, and that of Lord Mayor in 1537.

Gresham received a liberal educaticm, and was

sent to GonviU Hall, now Caius College, Cambridge,

where he acquired the character of a scholar, a«
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we find him afterwards mentioned in high terms of

praise by Dr. Caius, who styles him " that noble

and most learned merchant." On leaving the Uni-

versity, he was placed with his uncle, Sir John
Grcsham, an eminent citizen: and, having after-

wards been admitted a member of the Mercers'

company, he continued, with a steady and indus-

trious course, to lay the foundation of that cha-

racter and fortune, which were soon to become
eminently distinguished; the former by reflecting

true honour on himself and his profession, the latter

by affording great and substantial benefits to his

ijllow - creatures.

His father at this time held the responsible situa-

tion of King's merchant, and had the management
of the Royal monies at Antwerp, then the most im-

portant seat of commerce in Europe. To this situation

Thomas Gresham probably expected to succeed, on its

becoming vacant by his father's death ; but another

person was selected, whose unfitness for the office

occasioned his speedy recall; upon which Gresham
was appointed to it. Having proceeded to Antwerp,
he conducted himself with so much ability and
address, in the arrangement of certain money trans-

actions, to the honour and advantage of his illustrious

employer, as well as of England itself, that he not
only established his fame as a merchant, but secured

universal respect and esteem.

The accession of Queen Elizabeth to the throne,

was an event most favourable to trade ; and from that

time, this country appears to have been aware of the

benefits to be derived from its insular situation and
natural advantages for the advancement of trade and
manufactures. Elizabeth, surrounded by wise coun-
sellors, and actuated by a sincere regard for the
welfare of her subjects, applied herself to the forma-
tion of a regular navy, and to the promotion of

commerce ; encouraging the natives of England in

preference to foreigners, lending her sanction and
support to the various companies of Merchants
established in London, and united for the purposes
of trade. Qualities such as Gresham's were not
likely to be overlooked. He was at once engaged by
the Queen for providing and purchasing arms. In
1559, he received the honour of knighthood, and the
appointment of " Agent to the Queen's Highness."
At about this period, he built a noble house,
befitting a first-rate English merchant, on the west
side of Bishopsgate Street, near Broad Street, which,
after his death, was converted to the purposes of a
College of his own foundation *.

While this liberal man, by his attention, prudence,
'and good-fortune, accumulated a large property, he
showed himself concerned for the welfare of others.

In the year 1564, he made an offer to the Corporation,
that " if the city would give him a piece of ground in a
commodious spot, he would erect an Exchange at his

own expense, with large and covered walks, wherein
the merchants and traders might daily assemble
without interruption from the weather, &c."

Before Gresham's plan of the Royal Exchange
was adopted, the merchants were in the habit of
meeting twice a day to transact business in Lombard
Street, in the open air, often, doubtless, to their

great discomfort. The above offer being accepted,
the work was soon commenced on a design similar
to that of the Exchange at Antwerp. It was an
oblong square, of brick, with an arcade, as at
present, and 'beneath the arcade were shops of
various kinds. But these not answering the expec-
tations of the tenants, nor of the public-spirited
founder, he hit upon an expedient for making the

• On the site of this building the preaent Excise-office stands.

'

place more popular ; wnich was to solicit his sove-

reign to pay it a visit, and honour it with a name.
He then offered such shops as were untenanted
rent free for a twelve-month, to any person who
w»ould engage to furnish them " with wares and
wax-lights " by the time of the Queen's promised

visit. Stow gives a curious account of her Majesty,

attended by her nobility, coming from Somerset
House, to dine with Sir Thomas Gresham in Bish-

opsgate Street ; of her afterwards entering the

Burse, or Exchange, to view every part thereof;

and causing the same Burse by a herald and a

trumpet to be proclaimed, the Royal Exchange.
This building, which was destroyed by the Fire ot

London, was very expensively constructed, and orna-

mented with a variety of statues. The grasshopper
(Sir Thomas's crest) was elevated on a Corinthian
pillar on the north side, and also above each corner

of the building. The same ornament is conspicuous

as a vane on the top of the tower, and in other parts

of the present structure. This was erected in 1669,

and has, from time to time, undergone considerable

repairs. The memory of the munificent founder is

also preserved in a statue at the north-east corner f,

executed by Gabriel Cibber. Over it is inscribed,

in praise of Gresham, the words Humani generis decus,

or, translated, an honour to the human race.

From this generous act, so important to the

mterests of commerce, we turn to view the subject of

this memoir, in his character as a lover of learning.

With a sincere regard to the interests of science,

he gave his house in Bishopsgate Street as a College,

which he handsomely endowed, and in which pro-

fessors were appointed and remunerated, for giving

lectures daily in Divinity, Civil Law, Astronomy,
Geometry, Rhetoric, Physic, and Music. For this

purpose he devised his property in the Royal Ex-
change, after the death of his widow, in trust

to the city and the Mercer's company. These lec-

tures have been for many years fixed for delivery in

term-time, in a room in the Royal Exchange, but
in the midst of a bustling and crowded city, they are

seldom delivered, and but little attended.

Nor did Gresham's persevering benevolence stop

here. Though involved in important and often intri-

cate business, which is sometimes found to engross

the mind too fully, his thoughts had leisure to

dwell on the claims of the destitute and the aged,

particularly of those who had seen better days : and
we now contemplate, in his endowment of eight

alms-houses, with a comfortable allowance for as

many decayed citizens of London, that excellent

grace of charity, which was his truest ornament.
For amidst the acts redounding to the praise of
" famous men," the tender care which they have
shown for the poor distressed outshines many a
grand and brilliant achievement,

f The sweet remembrance of the just
Shall flourish when he sleeps in dust.

Sir Thomas Gresham's exemplary life terminated
suddenly on the 21st of November, 1579, when he
was sixty-one years of age. Having reached his

house, after a visit to the Exchange, he fell down,
and presently afterwards expired. His remains
were deposited in a vault, at the north-east corner
of the church of St. Helen's, Bishopsgate, his own
parish-church. This, being one of the few city

churches which escaped the dreadful Fire of London,
contains many ancient, and interesting monuments

;

among others, that of Gresham, which stands over
his vault. It is a large, oblong, table-shaped tomb,
with a slab of dark, variegated marble at the top:

t See the Wood-cut.
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the sides, of lighter-coloured marble, are covered

with ornaments, including the arms and well-known
crest of the deceased. The whole is railed round
with rich and solid iron-work. On the slab is a short

inscription, consisting of little more than the name
and dates. Formerly there was not even this memo-
rial : an old author oi A View of London (1708),
after recording with delight, the civic foundations

and benefactions of Sir Thomas, adds, in his account
of this tomb, " Here is no inscription, the places

above being lasting monuments of his charity and
goodness".

We cannot conclude our memoir, without adverting

to the praiseworthy exertions which have lately been
made, to do honour to the name of this great man,
in the district in which he lived and died, by the

establishment of a Gresham Prize and Comme-
moration. The prize is a gold medal, awarded by
three eminent judges of music, including the Professor

of Music in Gresham College, for the best composi-
tion in sacred vocal music. The first Commemora-
tion of Sir Thomas Gresham, was held on the 12th of

July, 1832, when service was performed, and a ser-

mon preached in the church of St. Helen ; on, which
occasion, in addition to other sacred music, the

successful piece, a new Jubilate, was sung. The com-
memoration was concluded at Crosby Hall*, which
stands in the immediate neighbourhood of the church.

The parties who instituted this festival, which is

intended to be annual, have, in conjunction with

many others, who respect the venerable remains of

antiquity, directed their efforts towards the rescue of

that ancient building—the time-honoured edifice of

Crosby Hall—from entire destruction. For this end, a

committee has been appointed, and subscriptions are

in progress, for the restoration of the fabric ; an object

which we should be heartily glad to see accomplished.

This architectural curiosity, besides giving proofs

of the taste and skill of our ancestors, and affording

a model of art useful for the present day, is also

closely associated with historical facts and celebrated

persons. And it may be added, that as the antique

mansion of an English MERCHANTf, and situated

in the parish in which Greoham lived, as well as

nearly adjoining the church in which he was buried,

it derives no small portion of interest from its asso-

ciation with the history of one of the most upright

and beneficent men, that this country has produced.

THE MINERAL KINGDOM.
No. I. Gold.

This metal is sometimes found in solid masses, as

in Hungary, Transjdvania, and Peru ; in a grained

form, as in the West Indies ; in a vegetable shape,

resembling the branches of plants 3 in thin plates,

covering other bodies, as in Siberia; or in eight-sided

crystals, as in some of the Hungarian mines. When
it is found under a perfect metallic form, it is termed
native gold: the largest specimen ever found in

Europe, stated to have weighed twenty-two ounces,

was discovered some years since in the county of

Wicklow, where other pieces, exceeding an ounce in

weight, were also found. Native gold, however, is

seldom met wdth perfectly pure; that which ap-
proaches nearest to perfection is of a fine yellow
colour, but it is frequently alloyed with silver, copper,
iron or platina, when it becomes of a brassy colour,

or of a greenish or gray yellow. Gold in its native
state is sometimes concealed in other minerals;

• For a view, and some account of this building, see Saturday
Magaune, vol. i., p. 89.

t Sir Joha Crosby, in the reiga of Henry the Sixth,

whence it is extracted by art, if sufficiently abundant
to defray the expense.

Many rivers contain gold in their sand^; the
Tagus and Pactolus were anciently celebrated on this
account: in Brazil it was so abundant, that the torrents
were frequently diverted into new channels, for the
purpose of collecting the gold they deposited.

Gold-mines are of rare occurrence in Europe; one,
however, was discovered in 1781, in the valley of
Oisans, in Dauphiny; but the vein was too poor to
defray the expense of working it: gold-dust has also
been found in several of the continental rivers. A
mine was discovered in the time of Peter the Great,
near Alonitz, among the rocks which skirt the east-
ern side of the Lake Ladoga; masses of native gold
weighing more than a pound were found near the
surface of the earth; this was supposed to be inex-
haustible, but when the miners had reached the
depth of a few fathoms, they were awakened from
their golden dreams, on finding that they had arrived
at a barren vein of quartz.

China and Japan are rich in this metal; but of all

the Asiatic mines, those of Siam are the most pro-
ductiv^e; the king's domestic utensils, the troughs of
his white elephant, and nearly all the ornaments of
the temples, being of solid gold.

In Sofala, Mosambique and Monomotapa, on the
eastern coast of Africa, it is found at the depth of
two or three feet from the surface. The gold-dust
which is so important an article of commerce in

Africa, is collected from earth deposited by the rivers.

Bambouk also furnishes a considerable quantity,

which is sold on the western coast, from the mouth
of the Senegal to Cape Palmas.
But it is in America that gold is found in the

greatest abundance, sometimes in the form of spano-les,

and occasionally in veins, blended with other metals:

the South American mines, and more especially those
of Brazil and Chili, are the most productive.

Gold is so ductile and malleable that an ounce of
it may be drawn into a thread of seventy-three
leagues in length, or beaten into sixteen hundred
leaves of nine square inches each : its ductility, how-
ever, is greatly impaired by the presence of tin or
arsenic. It readily assumes every form that human
art can bestow upon it: its unalterable colour, and
the beautiful polish of which it is susceptible, render
it the most eligible of all metals for ornamental
purposes. •

Gold is perfectly tasteless and scentless ; indestruc-

tible by air, water or fire; but on exposure to the
focus of a powerful burning lens, it may be evapo-
rated without losing its metallic state : for if a plate

of silver be exposed to the fumes of gold thus melted,

it soon becomes perfectly gilt. It was considered

by alchemists, during the dark ages, to possess great

medicinal virtues, and was administered as a medicine
in various forms,- but no sooner had the sun of true

science begun to ghine upon Europe, than the visions

of alchemy vanished; and gold was no longer con-

sidered to be a panacea for all the " ills that flesh is

heir to.

"

Gold is insoluble in any of the mineral acids taken

separately; but aqua regia, which is a compound of

the nitrous and muriatic acids, will dissolve it; and
if to this be added a solution of tin, a fine purple

powder is precipitated, known by the name of Purple

of Cassius, which is preferred by painters in glass

and enamel to all others : by adding volatile alkali to

the solution, aurum fulminans, a highly-dangerous
explosive powder, is produced, which explodes upon
the slightest pressure or friction, and has frequently

been productive of the most fatal effects.

61—2
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BIRD CATCHING IN THE SHETLAND ISLANDS.

[June 15,

The above engraving represents the adventurous

daring of those hardy islanders, who earn a living

by means that would crush the courage of those who
had not, like themselves, become inured to the seve-

rities of the weather, and by a simple and abste-

mious mode of life hardened their frames, so as to

render them capable of bearing up against such

severe trials and privations. The steadiness of

nerve necessary to assure them of a tolerable chance

of safety in their dangerous employment could only

be acquired by constant practice and regular habits.

The print shows the method employed by the

inhabitants of the Shetland Islands to procure the

eggs and young of the sea-birds that* inhabit their

rocky coasts,—the same means are practised for

this purpose in the Hebrides, the Feroe and other

northern Islands. The cliffs which contain the

objects of their search, are often two hundred
fathoms in height, and are attempted from above

and below. In the first case, the fowlers provide

themselves with a rope, eighty or one hundred
fathoms in length, to the end of which a strong stick

about three feet in length is attached : one of them then

fastens one end about his waist and between his legs,

supporting himself partly by the stick, recommends
himself to the protection of the Almighty, and is

lowered down by several others, who place a piece of

timber on the margin of the rock to preserve the

rope from wearing on the sharp edge; a small line

is also fastened to the body of the adventurer, by
which he gives signals that they may lower or raise

him, or shift him from place to place ; the last

operation is attended with great danger by the loosen-
ing of the stones, which often fall on his head,
and would infallibly destroy him, was it not protect-
ed by a strong thick cap; but even this is found
unequal to save him against the weight of the larger
fragments of rock. The dexterity of these men is

amazing
J
they will place their feet against the front

of the precipice, and dart themselves some fathoms
from it, with a cool eye survey the place where the

birds nestle, and then shoot into their haunts. In
some places the birds lodge in deep recesses. The
fowler will alight here, disengage himself from the

rope, and at his leisure collect the booty, fasten it to

his girdle and resume his pendulous seat. At times

he will again spring from the rock, and in that

attitude, with a fowling-net placed at the end of a
staff, catch the old birds which are flying to and
from their retreats. When he has finished his

perilous work, ' he gives a signal to his friends

above, who pull him up and share the hard-earned

spoil. The feathers are preserved for exportation,

and the flesh is partly eaten fresh, but the greater

portion is dried for winter-use. They sometimes,

for the purpose of transporting themselves from one
insulated rock to another, employ a kind of boat
attached to a running tackle, as may be seen in the

engraving.

The fowling from below has its share of dangers.

The party goes on the expedition in a boat, and
when he has attained the base of the precipice, one
of the most daring having fastened a rope about his

waist and furnished himself with a long pole with
an iron hook at one end, either climbs or is thrust
up by his companions, to the next footing-place he
can reach, then by means of the rope he hauls up
one of the boat's crew, and the rest are drawn up in
succession, each being furnished with his rope and
staff. They continue their progress upwards in the
same manner, till at last they reach that part of the
rock frequented by the birds, and wander about
the face of the chff in search of them. They then
act in pairs, one fastens himself to the end of his

associate's rope, and in places where the birds have
nestled beneath his footing, he permits himself to be
lowered down, depending for his security on the

strength of bis companion, -who has to haul him up
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again. But it sometimes happens, that the person

above is overpowered by the weight, and they both

inevitably perish. They fling the birds they obtain

into the boat which attends their motions and

receives the booty. Seven or eight days are often

passed in this dangerous employ, and during this

time they lodge in the crannies which they find in the

base of the precipice.

iWEYERS CAVE
Is a great natural curiosity in Augusta county,

Virginia, one of the United States of North America.

It was named after its discoverer, who, in 1806, when
hunting, was led in pursuit of his game to a small

hole in the earth ; this, on being dug into, proved to

be the entrance into an immense grotto, which was

explored for about a quarter of a mile j it contains a

great number of divisions, or apartments, branching

oflF in various directions, and abounding with sparry

concretions. The following description is abridged

from an account by " an Eye-witness," published in

the Boston (N. A.) Daily Advertiser.

Half-way up of the hill, we entered into the vesti-

bule or ante-chamber, the arch of which is eight or

ten feet high, abounding in spar 5 thence through a

rock of petrifaction, into what is called the Dragon's

Room, where, by the percolation of the water through

the above, there are found thousands of stalactites

and stalagmites, of the most uncouth figures. These

were formerly supposed to be petrified water, but

later researches prove them to be various kinds of

earth, carried down with the water, and collected

into bodies, which, after the evaporation of the water,

become congealed by the cementing quaUties of the

lime. This petrifaction is also of different kinds
j

there are yellow, white, reddish, marble-coloured,

transparent and crystallized.

li In the Dragon's Room there is a representation of

a Dragon, facing a stupendous vault, under which
there is a projecting rock, called the Devil's Gallery.

Ve proceeded through a short and narrow passage,
ad descended a ladder, partly hewn out of rock, to

Siomon's Temple, which is the most subhme scene
I e^r beheld. To attempt to describe what is here
imained, in entering this lurid, scarce half-illumined
recet jg q^jte vain ! no one can form the faintest
idea f the subhmity and grandeur of this subterra-
neous V)o(jg^ until he witnesses its magnificence. It
was juiy observed by an Enghsh painter, that a
correct iUneation of its extraordinary features with

the pen would require years. From the ceiling to

the floor, there is a wave-like folding of incrustations,

exactly resembling water tumbling over a precipice,

and which had become congealed in falling, called the

Cataract, or Falls of Niagara. In front is a large seat,

called Solomon's Throne ; on the left is a large trans-

parent fluted column, called Solomon's Pillar ; a
few paces further, are thousands of white pieces

hanging to the ceiling, of a spiral form, called the

Roddish Room ; beyond which it is difficult to pro-

ceed, on account of the huge masses of rocks which
have fallen o^er the floor. We then r:;iurned to the

Cataract, ascended a ladder, and went through a long

passage to the TaTnbourine, or Drum Room, which
is decorated with a variety of beautiful congelations

resembling drapery ; and throughout the room are

a number of transparent curtains, of different colours

and forms. Besides these, ai-e large sonorous

sheets, called the drums, which sound very much like

the kettle-drum, and a semicircular column, with

pedals about it of different lengths, called the Piano-

Forte.

We then proceeded up a natural staircase, and
passed Patterson's Grave, (a hollow rock into which
a gentleman by that name fell,) and by descending a

ladder we entered the Ball Room, which is about forty

yards in length and ten in breadth, the floor being

quite level. At one extremity there is a small room,
called the Lady's Dressing Room ; at the other,

there is a stalactite of spar, about four feet high, and
twelve inches in circumference, on which may be

fixed a candle, called the Recluse Candlestick. About
the centre of this beautiful apartment, there is an

imitation of a sideboard, furnished with decanters

and tumblers. Besides those in the Ball Room, there

is a sheet extending up the side of the wall, called

Tragical Sovmdboard, rernarkable for its sound j a

gentle thump with the foot will produce a sound, re-

sembling distant thunder. From the Ball Room
we passed through a narrow and difficult passage to

Jacob's Ladder, which is hewn out of a sort of calca-

reous rock ; at the foot of this ladder is a very

low and dreary place called the Dungeon. Next we
came to the Senate Chamber, which contains a

variety of beautiful spar j in this place there is a

magnificent gallery, projecting over one half of the

room, caUed the Music Gallery, on which there is a

small apartment remarkable for the reverberation of

soimd ; the voice can be heard to re-echo in this

room with such astonishing velocity as to render

speech imintelligible. We then went through an

open and grotesque, passage to Washington's Hall,

the most splendid, extensive, and beautiful room in

the cave ; where the grandeur of its height, the di-

versity of its representation of the works of art, the

reverberations of the voice, and the splendour and
brilliancy of its spar, are well calculated to keep the

emotions in a constant state of excitement. The

ciirious explorer now witnesses something amazingly

sublime j the walls are strung with musical columns,

which, by running a stick over them, will produce a

profusion of discordant sounds.

The drums, the tambourine, the piano, and each

note discordant heard alone, aid the full concert,

while the sound-board roars a melancholy mtirmur

through the whole. On the right side of this apart-

ment are a number of indications of figures, resemb-

ling a colonnade of marble statues; and as we

advanced further we saw an incrustation on the

side of the wall, which extended from the floor to

the ceiling, representing a streak of hghtning.

We now look forward and see Washington's Statue,

which, at this distance, represents a gigantic figure
;

\
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aud, from a closer view, assumes the appearance of

a large person veiled with white. Directly to the

left is Lady Washington's Drawing Room, in which
is a variety of beautiful drapery, hanging in the form
of curtains. On the right side of this ap.artment

is a declining rock, placed like a looking-glass, with
a canopy above, and a bureau just before it. We
then returned, and came to two large pillars, of a

conical form, about thirty feet high, called the Pyra-

mids 5 and another, called Pompey's Pillar. Wash-
ington's Hall is about ninety-one yards in length,

and twenty feet wide ; the arch is about fifty feet

high, the floor is level but gravelly. In the room I

fired a pistol, which produced sound equal to the

most severe clap of thunder, and for some time a

rumbling noise resounded throughout the different

apartments. We then proceeded to the Diamond
Room, which derives its name from the brilliancy of

its spars, that resemble diamonds. We had here in

view, but at some distance, a small white petrifac-

tion, resembling a pillar of salt, called Lot's Wife,

which is difficult of access, on account of the irregu-

larity of the room. The Dining Room comes next,

and it is very lengthy ; the arch is about eighty feet

above the floor. The representation of a Church
Steeple, Jefferson's Salt Mountain, and the Chande-
liers, are sublime spectacles.

We then passed through a rugged passage, called

the Wilderness, into Jefferson's Hall. This passage

forms a wild grotesque scene, and whence the nu-

merous broken pillars came, appears to be a ques-

tion unanswerable, and excites much astonishment.

In Jefferson's Hall we first saw a massive body of

spar, which would weigh probably thousands of tons,

full of flutings regularly formed round its front,

called the Tower of Babel. Facing this magnificent

monument of supernatural agency, is something that

much resembles the new moon surrounded by stars.

The Lantern, in this room, is also worthy of notice
;

it is a projecting rock, with a number of small sheets

hanging to it, not much unlike saddle-skirts, which
emit the rays from a candle, when placed between them.
Next in our view, is ^.the most beautiful piece of

spar any where to be found in the cave, called the

Lady's Toilet ; about fifty yards further is Elijah's

Mantle, where this wonderful scene finally terminates.

We were now upwards of a quarter of a mile from
the entrance, and our candles being nearly consumed
we were compelled to return. ;

ON THE POOR LAWS.
When we are accustomed to any particular mode of

life, we are too apt to consider it as the only one fit

for us, or, at least, as the most suited to us, and
can hardly find courage enough to inquire whether
it might not be improved. I wish, therefore, to

draw attention to the state in which we are now
living under the Poor Laws ; and to invite my
readers to inquire with me, how those Laws act upon
the labouring classes, and whether they are a good
or an evil to them.
The two principal things for us to consider are.

Settlement, and Allowance, or Relief. Now let us
first inquire whether the present mode of Settlement
is a good or an evil for the poor man. Does it

secure to him a permanent connexion with some
fixed and certain spot, where, in case of accident or
illness, he may make his wants known, and be sure
of kindness and assistance ? No, indeed ; but to
decide to what parish a man belongs, is very frequently,
a matter so difficult and puzzling, that not only a
poor man cannot make it out himself, but very large

sums are every year spfent in paying lawyers, to make
it out in their own way. Then, too, under the

present system of Poor Laws, it has become a matter

of so much importance to a parish, to avoid increasing

the number of its poor, that every mode is adopted

to prevent a man from getting a new settlement in it.

And what is the consequence ? A stop is put to a

poor man's carrying his labour to the best market,

namely, to places where it is wanted, and where good
wages would be given for it. He is thus compelled to

remain in idleness and want, where no employment can
be found for him, merely because it is that parish where
he is supposed to have last gained his legal settle-

ment. Thus, while one place is actually in want of

labourers, it is prevented from taking them, while

another place, where they are too many, cannot get

rid of them. Is then such a mode of granting rehef

good for the poor man ? Certainly not. For, as

the rate-payer cannot spend his money twice over,

what is paid as relief is, of necessity, taken away
from wages, and thus an honest hard-working la-

bourer is driven to receive that as a bounty from his

parish, which he ought to claim as a right from his

employer : the debt due to his industry is converted

into a donation to him as a pauper, and, consequently,

does him harm, by lowering him among his fellow-

countrymen, and changing him from an independent

man, earning his own livelihood, into a dependent
receiver of parish charity.

But some may think that, by means of the allow-

ance-system, more money is divided among the

labouring classes than would be by wages, if that

system did not exist. I believe the fact to be just

the contrary ; but, even if it were so, we see that it

is not distributed in employing more labour, and so

raising more corn, and cattle, and manufactures for

our use. It is, therefore, only more money given

for the same quantity of things produced : and what
must this do but raise their price, and then who
suffers so much as the poor labourer ? To all of us,

cheap, regularly cheap, bread, is of great importance,

but to no one so much as to him. He lives upon
his weekly earnings or weekly pay ; but these are

never raised till some time after the price of corn has
risen : he must, therefore, every time the price of corn
is raised, go without some of his usual provisions, or

else run into debt, and be obliged to pay whatever the

man who trusts him chooses to require for his goods
j

while the richer man, who has some money in store,

some capital to fall back upon, can, without diffi-

culty, live upon his means till the pressure of the

moment be past.

Then, again, if the price of bread is raised, must
not the price of hats, and coats, and shoes, and of

our cotton manufactures, rise also ? and then there

will be fewer able to buy them ; fewer, therefore,

will be wanted
J
and, as fewer hands will be required

to make them, more labourers will thus be thrown
out of work. Those, too, who, from such a cause,

are left unemployed, will probably come upon the

Rates, causing a fresh quantity of money to be given

away, without more food being raised, and thu?

again a cause is created for raising the price of breao

In either case, then, we see the poor man suffe=s.

If by the Allowance, or Relief SJ^stem, less mocy
is spent than would be in Wages if there wen no
Rates, he is deprived of the fair price of h' in-

dustry ; and if more be spent,—which only f
^s to

support people without work, or to pay marr^ men
something additicmal for their children, an i^ot to

increase our food and manufactures by e'P'oying

more labour,—it raises the price of bread, '^" leaves

labourers, on the whole, worse off than l^ore.
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Is not the Allowance System again a great hard-

ship to the careful and industrious man, making him
no better off than the laziest fellow in his parish ? Is

it not a hardship, that his thoughtless, careless, idle

neighbour, because he chooses to marry, and hap-

pens to have a large family, is sure of being highly

paid from his parish funds, (perhaps even sure of

constant employment,) whilst the man who is willing

to work, can with difficulty persuade any one to

employ him, even at the lowest rate by which he

can support himself, because the employers have to

pay, in rates, much more than fair wages to the

married neighbour and his family. What father

is not aware of the total want of comfort in, and
control over his children, when they do not look

to him, or even to themselves, but to the Parish

for support? And to what but this Allowance
system can we attribute the little care, now-a-days,
bestowed by children upon their aged or sick parents

and relations ? To the parish they themselves are

accustomed to look, and to the parish they make
over all the affectionate duties they formerly re-

joiced to perform themselves. What is the cause

of all the miserable marriages got up between boys
and girls, but the certainty of coming upon the

parish funds, instead of looking to gain an honest
livelihood by their own labour and industry ? And
what, let me seriously ask, must be the consequence
of the rapid increase in the number of labourers

which such marriages must create ? Can it be
doubted, that where there are too many hands, all

are ill off? that it is only where labourers are few,

in proportion to the work, that pay is good, and
treatment good. Indeed it is impossible but all

must see, those especially who lived before the pre-

sent system of Allowance was adopted, how changed
for the worse is the condition of the labourer ; and,

undoubtedly, so long as that lasts, and things go on
as they now do, his condition is daily getting worse.

By the Settlement Laws he cannot move from his

parish to take his industry where it might thrive,

and often, very often, when he really requires, and
ought to have, immediate assistance, he is so puzzled

by the difficulties of those laws that he is unable to

discover where to apply for it. By the system of

Allowance, the labotirer is not rewarded according

to his industry, and according to his character, but
he is either reduced to unfairly low wages, or receives,

as a charity from his parish, what should be paid

him as the price of his work by his employer. There
are, indeed, the mari'ied men with families, who seem

to be better off under the Poor Laws ; but even
these, I think, a very little consideration will prove

to be less so than they seem ; for I would ask any of

them, whether they had not rather receive ten shil-

lings a week for their ovvai earnings, than have
twelve or thirteen doled out by the vestry ? The
value of money is only known to him who has
obtained it by his own exertions ;

" lightly come,
lightly go," is a proverb of which we all know the

truth, and he who, in careless security, can reckon
upon a certain sum being weekly made up to him
from the Rates, will never be so rich a man, never
make his money go so far, and never enjoy it so

much, as he who, with something less to spend, has
the feeling of independence, and the carefulness,

which the necessity of reliance upon himself alone

must produce.

But even if no man could, on account of the

number of his children, claim allowance from his

parish, would the labourer, in reality, have less

money to spend ; Would not his friends and rela-

tions, whose earnings would then be increased, be

ready to assist him, if he required assistance? Would
not his richer neighbours, whose means were greater

from their rates being diminished, gladly, also, come
forward to employ his family and raise his wages?

Undoubtedly this would be the case. The greatest

advantage, however, would arise from the necessity

there would then be for young people to consider

before they married ; and, as wages must then be
according to a man's work, a single man would find

himself so comfortably off with his wages, that he
would wait till he could lay by something, as they do
in the North of England and Scotland, to support a

wife and family. Thus there would be fewer early

thoughtless marriages, fewer children born, and
fewer labourers in the pai'ish, while each man's

labour being fairly paid, each man would work his

best, and so more produce would be got out of the

ground, and all would have more to eat, and not

such increasing numbers to divide it amongst.

It is not my object to make things out worse than

they really are, or to cause men to think ill of the

vestries, the overseers, or the magistrates. They
only do what it is the duty of all of us to do—obey

the laws ; but my wish is to show that this law is

not a good law for the poor, for whose benefit it is

exclusively designed, and who, if it can be altered

for the better, will benefit by such alteration more
than any other class of our fellow-countrymen; that,

in reality, it will do more good to those who ai-e

paid by the rates than to those who pay them ; that

our interests are the same, and that all should wish

for a change of the present law of Settlement and

Allowance. J. P. B.

ON CONTENTEDNESS.
Suppose thyself in as great sadness, as ever did load

thy spirit ; wouldst thou not bear it nobly and
cheerfully, if thou wast sure that within a certain

space, so'me excellent fortune would relieve thee, and
enrich thee, and recompense thee so as to overflow

all thy hopes, and desires, and capacities ! Now,
then, when a sadness lies heavy upon thee, Remember,

that thou art a Christian, designed to the inheritance of

Jesus.

Or have they taken all from me ! What now '

let me look about me : they have left me the Sun,

and the Moon, fire and water, a loving wife, and
many friends to pity me, and some to relieve me

;

and I can still discourse ; and, unless I list, they

have not taken away my merry countenance, and my
cheerful spirit, and a good conscience : they still have

left me the providence of God, and all the promises of

the Gospel, and my religion, and my hopes of heaven,

and my charity to them too ; and still I sleep and
digest, I eat and drink, I read and meditate, I can

walk in my neighbour's pleasant fields, and see the

varieties of natural beauties, and delight in all that

in which God delights, that is, in virtue and wisdom,

in the whole creation, and in God himself. And he

that hath so many causes of joy, and so great, is

very much in love with sorrow and peevishness, who
loses all these pleasures, and chooses to sit down upon

his little handful of thorns. Jeremy Taylor.

Nothing hardens the heart more effectually than -literarj

trirting upon religious subjects. Where all is theory or

scholarship the conscience is untouched. Milner.

" Ever" is a word much on the lips, hut little in the head or

heart. The fashion of this world, its joys and its sorrows

pass away like the winged breeze;—there is nought for ever,

but that which belongs to the woi-ld beyond tha grave.

Scott.
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" A Quarter before." Industry is of little avafl with-

out punctuality,—a habit of verv easy acquirement ; on
this jewel the whole machinery of successful industry may
be said to turn. When Lord Nelson was leaving London
on his last and glorious expedition against the enemy, a
quantity of cabin-furniture was ordered to be sent on board
his ship. He had a farewell dinner-party at his house

;

and the upholsterer having waited upon his lordship, with
an account of the completion of the goods, he was brought
into the dining-room, in a corner of which his lordship

spoke with him. The upholsterer stated to his noble em-
ployer, that everj- thing was finished and packed, and would
go in the waggon from a certain inn at six oclock. " And
you go to the inn, Mr. A., and see them off."' " I shall,

my lord, I shall be there punctually at six o'clock ;" " A
quarter before six, I^Ir. A." returned Lord Nelson; "be
there a quarter before ; to that quarter of an hour I owe
every thing in life."

Though the real end of our studies is not to exalt our-

selves above others, yet our profiting in our studies as in

other things, ought to appear to all men.

Every branch of knowledge which a good man possesses

,

he may apply to some good purpose

If you wish to do honour to your piety, you cannot be too

careful to render it sweet and simple, affable and social.

Fenelon.

God is sometimes slow in punishing the wicked, in order

to teach us mortals a lesson of moderation ; to repress that

vehemence and precipitation with which we are sometimes
impelled to avenge ourselves on those that offend us in the
first heat of our passion, immediately and immoderately

;

and to induce us to imitate that mildness, patience, and
forbearance, which He is often so merciful as to exer-
cise towards those that have incurred his displeasure.

Plutarch.

SIGNS OF RAIN.
Forty Reasons for not accepting the invitation of a

friend to make an excursion with him.

By the late Dr. JENNER, the discoverer of Vaccination.

', 1 The hollow winds begin to blow,

2 The clouds look black, the glass is low
;

3 The soot falls down, the spaniels sleep,

4 And spiders from their cobwebs peep :

5 Last night the Sun went pale to bed,

6 The Moon in haloes hid her head

;

7 The boding Shepherd heaves a sigh,

8 For see a rainbow spans the sky

:

9 The walls are damp, the ditches smell,

10 Closed is the pink-eyed pimpernel.-

1

1

Hark how the chairs and tables crack,

12 Old Betty's joints are on the rack
;

13 Loud quack the ducks, the peacocks cry
,

14 The distant hills are seeming nigh.

15 How restless are the snorting swine,

1

6

The busy flies disturb the kine
;

1

7

Low o'er the grass the swallow ^vings

,

1

8

The cricket, too, how sharp he sings
;

1

9

Puss on the hearth, with velvet paws,

20 Sits wiping o'er her whisker'd jaws.

21 Thro' the clear stream the fishes rise,

22 And nimbly catch th' incautious flies.

23 The glow-worms, numerous and bright,

24 Illumed the dewy dell last night.

25 At dusk the squalid toad was seen,

26 Hopping and crawling o'er the green
,

27 The whirling wind the dust obeys,

28 And in the rapid eddy plays ;

29 The frog has changed his yellow vest,

30 And in a russet coat is drest.

31 Though June, the air is cold and still,

32 The mellow blackbird's voice is shrill.

33 My dog, so alter'd in his taste,

34 Quits mutton-bones on grass to feast

;

35 And see yon i-ooks, how odd their flight,

36 They imitate the gliding kite,

37 And seem precipitate to fall,

38 As i'' they felt the piercing ball.

39 "Twill surely rain, I see, with sorrow
;

40 Our jaunt must be put off to-morrow.

ANNIVERSARIES FOR JUNE.
MONDAY, 17th.

St. Alban.—This Saint is also ca'led the EnglisT* St. Stephen, and
the English Protomartyr, being the first who suffered that fate in
this country. He was born of Pagan parents near St. Alban 's, but
went to Rome at an early age, and served in the armies of the
Emperor Dioclesian. 'ITie story both of his conversion and of his
martyrdom are so obscur.e, and disfigured by monkisli miracles, that
nothing seems clear, except that he was beheaded in .303. The fame,
however, of St. Alban, blazoned as it was 400 years after, by the
Venerable Bede, made a deep impression on the superstitious; and
Offa, King of the Mercians, dedicated a monastery to him near
Veiulam, in Hertfordshire, since called St. Alban 's, the magni-
ficent church of which still exists, though in such a very ruinoin
state, that a public subscription for its repair has been opened.

This day the Long Vacation begins.
1688 The Aichhishirp of Canterbury, together with the Bishops of

St. Asnph, Bath and Wells, Ely, Peterboroue;h, Chichester,
and Bristol, were committed to the Tower by King .lames II.
for presenting a petition against one of his Papistical ordi-
nances. They were tried in Westminster Hall and acquitted,
to the unbounded joy of the whole people of England.

1719 Died Joseph Addison, one of the most elegant and accom-
plished of our prose writers. On his death-bed he sent for
his son-in-law and ward, Lord AVarwick, who was rather
dissipated, and somewhat inclined to infidelity, that he might
" see in what peace a Christian could die."

1775 Battle of Bunker's Hill, near Boston, the ^TStbattle of the
American war.

TUESDAY, 18th.

1765 The Island of Otaheite first discovered by Commodore Byron.
1814 Aleiartder I., Emperor erf Russia, Frederick HI., King of

P'nissid, Marshal,Blucher, Platoff, Hettman of the Cossacks,

and other distinguished foreigners, entertained by the City of
London, at a magnificent Festival in Guildhall.

1815 Was fought ttie Baule of Waterloo.
1817 Waterloo Bridge opened.

WEDNESDAY, 19th.

1215 The signature of ]\Iagna Charta was wrung from King Johti,

by Robert Fitz-Walter, and the confederated Barons, at

Runnymede, a meadow near Windsor.
1707 Died, in the fifty-sixth year of his age, the learned and pious

JVilliam Sherlock, Dean of St. Paul's and Master of the
Temple, Authoi of two excellent practical books on Deatti
and the Last Judgment.

1798 Buonaparte set sail from Toulon, on his expedition to Epjypt.

1820 Died, at his house in Soho-square, 'Sir Joseph Banks, K. B.,
President of the Royal Society; a gentleman, who, from his

earliest years, had dedicated not only his fortune, but his per-
sonal labours, to the advancement of natural science. He
accompanied Captain Cook in his first voyage round the
world, and afterwards went to Iceland.

THURSDAY, 20th.

1756 The City and Fortress of Calcutta were stormed by an im-
mense army, under Surajah Dowlah, and 150 of the gar-

rison, and several gentlemen of the Presidency, who had
surrived the storm, were thrust into a strong dungeon, only
eighteen feet by fourteen, and receiving no air but from two
small holes, barricaded with iron bars. The history of that

night is one of the most pathetic records of human suffering

in existence :—most of the prisoners died raving mad ;—in

the morning two-'and-twenty only were found just alive, and
received some attention to revive them. This is the dreadful
catastrophe which is alluded to when persons speak of the
Black Hole, or the Black Hole of Calcutta.

1814 Peace with France proclaimed with all the pomp of heralds,

guards, trumpets, &c. in various parts of London. At Temple
Bar the gates were closed, and one of the Heralds knocking
thereat, was admitted and led to the Lord Mayor, to whom
he exhibited the Royal Commission ; whereupon the gates

were opened, and tlie procession passed through.

FRIDAY, 21st.

The Longest Day.—At sixteen minutes after five in the aftomoon,
the Sun enters Cancer, and the summer season commences.
1652 Died Inigo Joties, the celebrated architect. He was of poor

parentage, and brought up a carpenter. The Piazza of Covent
Garden and the magnificent Banqueting H6use, now called

W'hitehall Chapel, are nearly all the existing remains of his

works in London.
1675 The first stone of St. Paiil's Cathedral was laid with great

pomp and ceremony by Sir Christopher Wren, the Architect,

in presence of the Bishop of London, &c. It is singular

that this superb temple, which cost a miliron of money, was
finished in forty-seven years, was built under one prelate,

Bishop Compton, by one architect. Sir Christopher Wren,
and one mason, Mr. Strong ; while St. Peter's, at Rome,
occupied 145 years in building, lasting out twenty popes,
and architects innumerable ; among whom may be mentioned
Raphael, Michael Angelo, and Bramante.

SATURDAY, 22nd.

1535 John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, cruelly executed for not
acknowledging the supremacy of Henry VIII.

SUNDAY, 23rd.

TninD Sunday after Tuinity.
1798 A dreadful and bloody rebellion broke out in Ireland.
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ST. GEORGE'S CHAPEL, WINDSOR.
'

The ancient town of Windsor abounds in objects

worthy of notice. The Saxon derivation of the
word, the Winding-shore of Father Thames, must
occur to the minds of many as they approach it

3

and those who are acquainted with EngUsh history,
cannot but feel a deep interest in viewing the stately

old Castle, once the dweUing of the early English
kings, and the favourite residence of some of their

successors, as well as in contemplating the venerable
chapel, within whose walls many of royal blood have
found a resting-place.

To this last-mentioned struct\u-e, the Chapel of
St. George, we would now call the attention of our
readers ; and we will begin with the Choir, that part
of the bxiilding being represented in the wood-
engraving. Here divine service is regularly per-
formed; and here the Knights of the Garter are
installed. The stalls, or seats of the Sovereign, and
of the several members of the order of the Garter,
are ranged along the sides of the choir. These are
richly carved in wood, and at the back of them are
copper plates, gilt and coloured, containing the
names, titles, and arms of the noble persons by
whom they have been, and now are filled. The
mantle, helmet, crest, and sword of each knight, are
placed on the canopies over their respective stalls,

and above the canopies are displayed the banners or
arms of the knights, emblazoned on flags of silk.

There are at present forty-two of these banners, the
Sovereign's banner being of fine velvet, and larger
than those of the Knights; his stall is under the
organ, immediately on the right in entering the choir.
The roof of the choir, which is very beautiful, was

built in 1508, when the florid and highly-ornamented
style of architecture was in use ; and it is enriched
with the rose, the portcullis, and the royal arms of
that period, as well as those of various distinguished
families, and of Sir Reginald Bray, minister to
Henry the Seventh, and a liberal contributor to the
erection of the chapel.

The great east window is a modern work, from a
design, representing the Resurrection, by West. The
same artist has also supplied, over the communion-
table, a painting of the Last Supper ; in which the
countenance of Judas, turned from the group to-
wards the spectator, possesses a terrible malignity
of expression. On the north of the communion-
table is a most ciu-ious piece of work of wrought
steel, in the form of a pair of gates, between two
towers, executed, as it is reported, by the famous
Quentin Matsys, the blacksmith of Antwerp, who
afterwards became an eminent painter.

In the reign of Henry the First, a small chapel,
dedicated to Edward the Confessor, in which the
king had placed eight secular priests, stood on the
spot now occupied by St. George's Chapel ; and in
the park was a royal chapel, for thirteen chaplains
and four clerks. King Edward the Third removed
these chaplains and clerks out of the park into the
castle, and added to their number. But that mighty
prince, wishing to raise Windsor, the place of his
birth, to still higher splendour, re-fo\maed and built
afresh this ancient chapel royal. The mode of ob-
taining workmen for the pvirpose in those times
justly appears strange and harsh at the present day.
For the building of Windsor Castle, as well as of
this chapel, a person was appointed to manage the
works, who had the power of impressing artificers and
labourers, and of employing them, even though it
were against th. ir will. We are told, that in the
course of thisxery work some of the men left the
place, m consequence of an infectious disorder pre-

vailing among them
; but they were compelled to re-

tm-n, and to labour for less pay than they could have
got elsewhere. Shortly before this, Edward the Third
had instituted th^ " Most Honourable and Noble
Order of the Garter," the first installation of which
took place on St. George's day, 1349, that Saint
having been appointed the patron of the order, as
well as of the chapel. The building was much en-
larged and improved by Edward the Fourth and
Henry the Seventh ; and, during the reign of George
the Third, miderwent an entire repair, at an expense
of upwards of 20,000/.

On approaching the nave by the tisual entrance of
the south door, the spectator is struck with the
grandeur as well as grace of the pillars, the beauty
of the roof, and of the rich west window. The latter

is one of the most perfect and pleasing specimens of
ancient stained glass we have ever seen ; and, when
sparkling in the sun with the brilliancy of jewels, it

puts to shame the efforts of modem skill which appear
in the east and west windows of the south ciisle, and
in the west window of the north aisle. The screen is

of modern erection, formed of Coade's artificial stone.

In the north aisle are many interesting monu-
ments ; among them, on the ground, on a black
marble slab, is that of " King Edward the Foiu-th

and his queen, Elizabeth Widvill." Near to this is

a simple but elegant tablet, to the memory of Louise,

Duchess of Saxe Weimar, her majesty's niece, who
died last year at Windsor, at the age of sixteen.

In the south aisle is a large flat grave-stone, under
w^hich was placed the body of the unfortimate
Henry the Sixth after its removal from Chertsey
Abbey. It bears the simple inscription "Henry VI."
Pope alludes to the affecting circumstance of this

monarch, and his powerful rival Edward the Fourth,

becoming such near neighbours after death

;

" The grave unites ; where e'en tlie great find rest,"

And blended lie th" oppressor and th' oppress'd.'

Some fine montmients in excellent preservation

are found in small chapels and chantries, which are

divided from the nave and the aisles, by stone

screens. Nearer the south door is Bray Chapel, so

called from Sir R. Bray, whose crest, a machine
anciently used for breaking hemp, occurs repeatedly

as an ornament. Here, among other monumental
figures, is one, well carved, of Bishop Brideoak in

the reign of Charles the Second. 171^

At the east end of the south aisle is Lincoln Chapel,

containing the magnificent tomb of the Earl of Lin-

coln, Lord High Admiral in the time of Elizabeth.

Rutland Chapel, in the centre of the north aisle,

contains several interesting monuments, particularly

one in the middle to the memory of Sir. G. Manners,
Lord Roos, and Lady Ann his wife, niece of Edward
the Fourth.

|» Besides these Chapels, there are Hastings, Aid-
worth, and Beaufort Chapels, which received their

names from the persons interred within their walls.

The last mentioned is perhaps the most worthy of

observation. A spacious tomb, enclosed within a

screen of strong brasswork, gilt, supports the figures

of Charles Earl of Worcester, and Elizabeth his

vrife, of the time of King Henry the Seventh, both
splendidly apparelled.

Opposite to Beaufort Chapel, and at the west end
of the north aisle, is a monument which, above all

others in the place, claims the attention of every

visiter to St George's Chape) and indeed may be

considered, in reference to the event it records, one

of the most affecting memorials that this country

can produce. The cenotaph of the lamented Prin-

cess Charlotte occupies the space^ formerly called
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Ursrwick Chapel. It was designed and executed by-

Sir Jeffery Wyatville, and is a national tribute to

the memory of one, who before she descended to an

early gra\'e, had given bright hopes of the future,

and by her moral worth had cemented the affec-

tions of the whole people. Many of those who
now view this monument, doubtless retain much
of the impression occasioned at the time by the

awfully sudden dispensation of her death ; for the

grief was as tmiversal as it was deep. But there is

something unusually solemn and touching in the tale

told by the storied marble, even to those who are

not usually influenced by such recollections. The
body of the departed Princess is represented in

white marble, lying on a bier, at the moment when
the immortal spirit has quitted its earthly tenement

;

it is covered with drapery, from beneath which a

pcirt of the right hand only is seen. At each corner

an attendant female appears overwhelmed with sor-

row. The subject represented above this, affords a

striking contrast to the scene of death and mourning.
The spirit of the departed Princess is represented

ascending from a tomb and supported by two angels,

one of whom bears her child towards heaven.

All, all of worth.

That warm'd the tenants of yon silent bier.

Hath thither fled ; her soul of heavenly birth,

And his who souojht at once a brighter sphere.

And left this world unseen, nor sinn'd, nor sorrow d here.

It now remains for us to mention the parts below
the building. In the royal vault in the choir, near
the altar, are the remains of King Henry the Eighth
and his Queen, Lady Jane Seymour, King Charles
the First, and an infant child of Queen Anne, when
Princess of Denmark. A doubt having existed

respecting the real place of King Charles's interment,

a search was made in this spot, by the Prince Regent,
in 1813. An interesting narrative of the investigation

was published by Sir H. Halford, Bart., one of the

eye-witnesses. The body of Charles the First was
discovered in a cofRn bearing his name. The head,

which was separated fi-om the body, bore a strong

resemblance to the pictures of the unfortunate king.

The skeleton of Henry the Eighth was also found,

but the remains of Lady Jane were not disturbed.

The more modem royal vault, in which some of

the illustrious members of the present reigning family
have been buried, is under an ancient stone building,

formerly called Wolsey's Tomb-house, at the east

end of St. George's Chapel, and was constructed by
King George the Third. The entrance to the ceme-
tery is in the choir of St. George's Chapel, near the
altar, from which an under-ground passage leads to
this silent sepulchre of the great. In it have been
deposited the remains of the Princess Amelia, the
Princess Charlotte, Queen Charlotte, the Duke of

Kent, King George the Third, the Duke of York, and
King George the Fourth. The bodies also of two
young Princes, Alfred and Octavius, sons of George
the Third, were removed to this vault from West-
minster Abbey. In the cloisters adjoining the chapel,
among other tablets to the memory of the deceased,
we meet with the following affectuag testimony to
the worth of a person who fulfilled her duty in that
state of life to which it had pleased God to call her

;

King George III.
Caused to be interred near this place, the Body of

Mary Gaskoijj,

Servant to the late Princess Amelia

;

and this Tablet to be erected in testimony of his grateful sense of
tl»e faithful service and attachment of an amiable young

woman to his beloved daughter, whom she
survived only three months

;

She died, the l©th of February, 1811,
Aged 31 years.

ANTIQUITY
SWOOISTED DT A VISIT TO ST. OEOBOE'S OHAPEI.1 WINDSOS.

All hail. Antiquity! thou fill'st the soul
With thoughts that tower abiove the busy throng

;

Thou grow'st more dear, as Time, with heavy roll,

Sweeps, like a vast impetuous wave, along :

By thee inspired, the child of ancient song
Bids the bright scenes of vanishd ages hail

?

Waking his wild harp ruin'd piles among.
Or, oft retiring to the listening vale.

Chants many a legend dark, and many a feudal tale.

Sacred the ground within the chapel tall.

Where deep is graved the iron hand of Time

;

Where the light fret-work dances round the wall,
And Gothic sculpture rears its front sublime :

The once right-merry bells forget their chime
;

On mould'ring stones, amid the blaze of day.
There let me trace the quaint sepulchral rhyme,

Where frowning knights in brass incessant pray.
And in the rich-stained glass the vivid sun-beams play.

Dull is the helm, that glitter'd terrors once,
Dull is the shield, that once was bright with sheen.

Dull is the steel point of the quiv'ring lance.
And deadly dull the eye of him, I ween.
Who whilome shone a knight of martial mien,

But now at rest beneath the low flag-stone
Leaves but the shade of grandeur that has been :

The sparkling eve, the heart of fire, are gone.
All, all forgotten now, neglected, and unknown.

Fame ! thou art treacherous : mighty men have stood
Chief in thy temple, where it shines on high,

And thus the great, the noble, and the good,
Fall from their niche of glory but to die.

Or live but in false honour's memory !

And yet they died not wholly. Men consign'd
Nought save the " earth to earth," their names supply

The bright example, the immortal mind,
'Midst dust and ashes, these a spreading root shall find.

For lo! keen science, with exploring hand.
Removes the envious veil that late conceal'd

The form of olden times; at her command.
In ancient garb array'd, she stands reveal'd

:

Guarding the honours of the blazon'd shield.

Rich guerdons of their great and glorious toil

Who well defended, 'midst the dusty field,

" (rod and their right," against the unrighteous spoil
O rude invading foe, or dark intestine broil. M,

In young minds, there is commonly a strong propensity to
particular intimacies and friendships. Youth, indeed, is

the season when friendships are sometimes formed, which
not only continue through succeeding life, but which glow
to the last, with a tenderness unknovra to the connexions
begun in cooler years. The propensity, therefore, is not
to be discouraged, though at the same time it must be
regulated with much circumspection and care. Too many
of the pretended friendships of youth are mere combina-
tions in pleasure. They are often founded on capricious
likings, suddenly contracted, and as suddenly dissolved.
Sometimes they are the effect of interested complaisance
and flattery on the one side, and of credulous fondness on
the other. Beware of such rash and dangerous connexions,
which may afterwards load you with dishonour. Remem-
ber that by the character of those whom you choose for

your friends, your own is likely to be formed, and will cer-

tainly be judged of by the world. Be slow, therefore, and
cautious, in contracting intimacy; but when a virtuous

friendship is once established, consider it as a sacred en-

gagement. Expose not yourselves to the reproach of
lightness and inconstancy, which always bespeak either a

trifling, or a base mind. Reveal none of the secrets of

your friend. Be faithful to his interests. Forsake him
not in danger. Abhor the thought of acquiring any ad-

vantage by his prejudice or hurt. There is a friend that

loveth at all times, and a brother that is bornfor adver-

sity. Thine oivn friend and thy father's friend, forsake
not. Blair.

Riches, authority and praise, lose all tneir influence, when
they are considered as riches that to-morrow shall be
bestowed upon another ; authority which shall this night

expire for ever ; and praise which, however merited, shall

after a few moments, be heard no more.' Rambler.
62—2
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THE MICROSCOPE.
No. IIL Radiata, Worms, Insects.

The radiated animals are so named, on account of
the different parts of which they are formed being
placed like rays around a common centre. The star-
fish, so frequently seen on the English coasts, is a
familiar example of an animal of this class. The
echinus. Sea-egg, or Sea-urchin, is another instance

;

the shell, Nvhich, when the creature is dead, is fre-
quently found on the sands, and which in that state
bears some resemblance to an egg, was, when its
inhabitant was living, covered with an immense
number of spines, or prickles, by means of which,
as if with legs, it moved from place to place

;

on account of these appendages it is called the
Sea-urchin, or Hedge-hog. In the smaller species

these spines, when magnified,
are very beautiful objects. An-
nexed are enlarged representa-

tions of three varieties. The
animals themselves • are cu-
rious in their formation, but
can only be seen to advantage
when in a hving state j on
this account great dexterity
in the observer, and the best
opportunities of observation,

are required; as the objects

must, in all cases, be enclosedm some vessel containing sea-water, and will not live
for any length of time if removed from the sea-side.
Worms of all kinds present the same difficulties

of observation as the radiated animals. We give a
magnified view of the head
of the JSchinorhi/ncus, a worm
which infests the intestines

of animals. A simple inspec-

tion will show how difficult

it must be to dislodge the

intruder, when once it has
fastened the numerous hooks
with which the mouth is sur-

rounded, in the flesh of its

victim.
Upwards in the scale of the creation, we next

come to the Insects; and here the microscopic
observer will find abxmdance of materials for his curi-
osity, for the most insignificant being of this class
will afford him amusement for hours ; its eyes, wings,
legs, sting, horns, nay, the very down with which its
body is covered, present an interesting and splendid
spectacle. The eye of the common house-fly is formed
of numerous lenses, or magnifying-glasses, placed

close to each other.

and curious both
for their form and
arrangement. The
engraving repre-

sents the order in

which they are ar-

ranged with refer-

ence to each other.

The number of

these lenses in a
single eye frequent-

ly amounts to seve-

ral thousands. The
following figures

show the curious structure of the foot of the same
fly. The two broad flat pieces seen beneath the claws
act something like suckers, and give the fly the power
of walking upon the ceiling, or upon glass, without
the danger of falling.

FOOT OF THE FLT.

STINO 0» THE ONAT.

The sting of the gnat, when its

parts are carefully separated and
highly magnified, presents a ter-

rible display of barbed darts and
cutting instruments ; this weapon
is placed under the throat of the

insect, and it is curious and in-

structing to notice the manner in

which it is employed ; if the gnat
uses it for the purpose of pene-
trating flesh, the darts are inserted,

as well as the rest of the appara-
tus ; but if feeding on fruit, it only thrusts in a
little sucking-tube, and by that, means extracts the

juices.

The manner in which various animals breathe dif-

fers very greatly. In Quadrupeds, Birds, and Rep-
tiles, breathing is performed through the mouth, by
means of the limgs : in Fish, the gills answer the

purpose of extracting air from the water : in Insects,

a number of spiracles, or little breathing-holes, are

placed on different parts of the body ; the engraving

represents two of these

breath-openings in the pupa
of a butterfly. That to the /JBHSMl //'/i

right hand is open, and sur-

rounded with a belt of fine

hairs, by means of which it

may be completely closed, as

in the left-hand figure^ to prevent the entrance of
water, or any other

fluid that would
be injurious to it.

Oil, however, will

penetrate and de-

stroy the insect.

The air-opening in

the larva of the

gnat, has a very

extraordinary ap-

pearance: the crea-

ture, in this state,

being an inhabi-

tant of the water,

needs some con-

trivance to give it

the means of ob-
LAXVA or TfU OKAT,'
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taining a supply of air ; to this end, it has a slender

tube attached to one of the rings of its body, near

the tail
J
the end of this tube is surrounded with a

fringe of hairs, which, when expanded, has sufficient

buoyancy to keep the body floating ; and when the

insect sinks in the water, these hairs are folded over

the opening of the tube, and enclose a small bubble
of air, which serves as a supply, until its return to

the surface.

Several parts of the

Spider are very curious,

and none more so than
the spinning apparatus

:

annexed is a highly mag-
nified view of this rope-

making organ. The
thread of the spider, it

will be seen, small as it

appears to be to the

naked eye, is composed
of numerous filaments,

of a still finer nature,

which unite together at

a short distance from
the openings through
which they are drawn.
The palpi, or feelers of

the spider have a curious
pointed hook at

the end of each,

which closes, for

the purpose of

taking hold of

any thing, some-
thing like a clasp-

Knue. POISON-CLAW or
THE SPIDER.

The down, with which the
wings of moths and butter-

flies are covered, appears when
examined by the microscope,
to be a series of minute scales,

varying in form in different

species, and arranged in rows,
as may be seen by the lower
part of the figure.

PALPI or THE SPIDER.

•CAIES ON THE BUTTERFLY S WINGS.

The annexed cut is a magnified view of the com-
mon Flea. The great muscular power of the flea has

caused many curious contrivances : it has been har-

nessed to carriages of various descriptions, which
have been drawn along with apparent ease, although
seventy or eighty times its own weight. With its

powerful legs, it can make the most extraordinary

leaps, upwards of two hundred times the length

of its own body. Considering the size of the
animal, this is the same as if a man were to jump
more than three times the height of St. Paul's, or about
twelve hundred feet. If the strength of an elephant
was equal, in proportion to its bulk, to that of this

little tormentor, its power would be irresistible. The
weapons with which the 'Flea is provided may, by

dexterous management, be seen through a good
microscope ; they consist of a most delicate set of
cutting-instruments, acting something like scissors,
with a sucking-tube in the centre, to extract the
nourishment from its prey.

The following are representations of the eggs of
different kinds of moths and butterflies.

Such are a few of the wonderful objects which the
Microscope has enabled us to discover in this portion
of the animal kingdom ; but the diligent observer
will find their number to be inexhaustible, and each
fresh discovery will incite him more and more to

continue his researches.

STAGE-COACH TRAVELLING.
In the Coffee-room of the Black Swan Inn, at York,
hangs, framed and glazed, and very justly preserved
as a curiosity, the following printed notice.

YORK FOUR DAYS STAGE-COACH,

Begins on Friday, the 12th of April, 1706. All that
are desirous to pass from London to York, or from York to
London, or any other place on that road, let them repair
to the Black Swan, in Holborn, in London, and to the
Black Swan, in Coney-street, in York.
At both which places they may be received in a stage-

coach every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, which per-
forms the whole journey in four days, (if God permits,)
and sets forth at five in the morning. *'

And returns from York to Stamford in two days, and
from Stamford, by Huntington, to London in two days
more ; and the like stages on their return.

Allowing each passenger 14 lbs. weight, and all above,
Zd. a pound.

{Benjamin Kingman.
Henry Harrison.
Walter Baynes.

Also, this gives notice, that the Newcastle Stage-coach
sets out from York every Monday and Friday, and from
Newcastle every Monday and Friday.

The distance from York to London is 200 miles,

and could Benjamin Kingman and his partners now
witness this distance travelled with ease by the mail
in little more than twenty hours, and which occu-

pied them at least sixty, they would be much sur-

prised. Let us not, however, value our own efforts

too much, and under-rate those of our ancestors
j

the average (fifty miles a day) was, in 1706, very
considerable ; and it is not so much as thirty years

since, that one of the Rochester coaches occupied
six hours on its journey to London, a distance of

thirty miles only. Lord Clarendon mentions that,

in 1642, the Lord Keeper Littleton " sending his

horses out of the Town, (London,) put himself in

his coach very early the next morning, and as soon
as they were out of the town, he and the Serjeant

(Lee) and one groom, took their horses, and made
so great a journey that day, it being about the begin-

ning of June, that before the end of the third day,

he kissed the king's hand at York." This was cer-

tainly then a great effort, but it was performed on
horseback, and the Keeper was flying to save his

liberty at least. W. T.

If you go near the nest of a lapwing, one of the old birds

will fly close to you and try to draw you from their nest.

I have seen my dog almost struck by one of the birds as

she flew past him, and they seem quite to forget their own
danger in the endeavour to preserve their offspring. It is

said that when a hind hears the hounds, she will allow her-

self to be hunted in order to lead them away from hoc

fawns. ^Jesib.
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THE TWO VILLIERS', DUKES OF
BUCKINGHAM.

George Villiers, the son of a Leicestershire

knight, was born in 1592. About the age of twenty-

two he was introduced into the covirt of James the

First. The households of kings were, at that time,

the svirest avenues to great preferment. Whatever'
were the talents or disposition of the sovereign, the

court was crowded by multitudes of dependants, who
trusted to attract notice by applying their abilities

to the reigning wisdom or the reigning folly. Notice

begat preferment, and preferment was at once rank,

wealth and consequence. James, who was always

taken with handsome persons and fine clothes,

became soon the friend rather than the master of the

young VilUers. The ambition of the latter was ad-

mirably seconded by his talents, and he very soon

acquired an entire ascendancy over the king. In a

short time he was made a baron, a viscount, an earl,

a marquess, a duke, lord high-admiral, and master of

the horse. Estates poured in upon him as fast as

titles. He ruled the court, and at that time the

court ruled the country. The kind of deference

then paid by the lower ranks to the gentry, by the

gentry to the nobility, by the nobility generally to

the courtiers, and by the courtiers universally to the

duke of Buckingham ( Villiers' title) is such as in

these days we can scarcely comprehend. The highest

points of rank, wealth and power, centred in this

man. Every thing calculated to gratify an aspiring

mind was his. He possessed the advantage of being

the favourite alike of the reigning prince and of the

heir apparent ; and the dominion of Buckingham
was increased rather than diminished, by the accession

of Charles the First to the throne. Yet, the end of

those things was an early and a violent death. He
was stabbed at Portsmouth, in the thirty-sixth year

of his age, by John Felton, who, having watched his

opportunity, thrust a long knife with great strength

into his breast.

The duke, when he received the stroke, clapping

his right hand on his sword-hilt, cried out, " The vil-

lain has killed me !" His duchess and sister-in-law,

hearing a noise in the hall, ran into a gallery which
overlooked it, and saw from thence the duke with
blood gushing from his breast, nose and mouth. He
pulled out the knife himself, and having been carried

to a table he soon expired. Charles the First was
at public prayers when the event was announced
to him. He continued unmoved in gesture or in

countenance till the service was ended, when he
suddenly departed to his chamber, where, throwing
himself upon his bed, he lamented, with abundance of
tears, the loss he had sustained.

The son of this duke was an infant at the period
of his parent's death. In him were united all his

father's vast possessions and rank, together with the

greatest abilities. Every thing, however, throflghout
his career, was marred by the want of principle, and
of a steady perseverance of purpose. He held the
same place in the court of Charles the Second, which
the former duke had done in that of the preceding
monarchs. His riches were increased by a wealthy
marriage, his wit and his talent were, even in those
witty and talented days, unrivalled. But his profli-

gacy was unmeasured, and self was the idol to which
he sacrificed every thing. Dryden,who knew him well,
described him as,

A man so various that he seera'd to be
Not one, but all mankind's epitome:
StiflF in opinion, always in the wrong

;Was every thing by starts, and nothing long

;

But m the course of one revolving moon.
Was chemist, fiddler, statesman and buffoon •

Then all for women, painting, rhyming, drinking.

Besides ten thousand freaks that died in thinking.

In squandering wealth was his peculiar art,

Nothing went unrewarded but desert.

He laugh'd himself from court ; then sought relief

By forming parties, but could ne'er be chief.

He had great liveliness of wit, with a peculiar

faculty of turning all things into ridicule, but he had
no principles of religion, virtue, or friendship. Plea-

sure, frolic, or extravagant temporary diversion, was
all his object. And it is no wonder that he outlived

his fortune, health and reputation. His death was
almost as remarkable as that of his father. Being
seized by a fever, the man who had been the wealthiest

peer in Britain, the delight of courts, and the envy
of the world, ended his days without friends or

attendants, in an obscure and miserable cottage near

Kirby Moorside, in Yorkshire. '^It is to this fact that

Pope alludes in the lines.

In the worst inn's worst room, with mat half hung,
The floors of plaster and the walls of dung,
On once a flock bed, but repair'd with straw,

With tape-tied curtains never meant to draw.

The George and Garter dangling from that bed
Where tawdry yellow strove with duly red.

Great Villiers lies ! alas, how changed from him
That life of pleasure and that soul of whim.
No wit to flatter, left of all his store !

No fool to laugh at, which he valued more.
Tliere, victor of his health, of fortune, friends

And fame, this lord of useless thousands ends.

In his last moments he bitterly mourned the fol-

lies of his life, his ingratitude to God, and inatten-

tion to the duties of religion : he exhibited great

contrition for his past offences, and very shortly

before his spirit left this world he received the sacra-

ment from the parochial minister. He died in the

sixtieth year of his age, leaving no heirs. He was
buried at Kirby Moorside, and the register, which is

still preserved, contains, among other burials, that of
" Gorges vilaus. Lord dooke of bookingam," as taking

place April 17th 1687.

A death-bed may always be made an instructive

lesson to survivors, and the following picture of the

state of mind of this celebrated man, drawn by him-
self, when the world and its follies had ceased to

interest him, may not be without its uses. How
many thousands upon thousands of God's jx)orest

subjects are there, who have throughout life enjoyed

more happiness than this envied favourite owns him-
self ever to have known ; and who, when upon their

death-beds will have a greater and surer reason for

the hope that is in them, than he ever was able to

give. We often need only know the real condition of

others, to be cured of all envy.

From the younger Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, when
on his death bed.

Dear Doctor,

I HAVE always looked upon you to be a person of tme
virtue, and know you to have a sound understanding; for,

however I may have acted in opposition to the principles

of religion, or the dictates of reason, I can Ironestly assure

you I have always had the highest veneration for both.

The world and I shake hands : for I dare affirm we are
heartily weary of each other. O, what a prodigal have I

been of that most valuable of all possessions—Time ! I

have squandered it away with a profusion unparalleled ; and
now, when the enjoyment of a few days would be worth
the world, I cannot flatter myself with the prospect of half

a dozen hours. How despicable, oh my dear friend, is that

man who never prays to his (rod, but in the time of dis-

tress. In what manner can he supplicate that omnipotent

Being in his afflictions, whom, in the time of his prosperity,

he never remembered with reverence ?

Do not brand me with infidelity when I tell you that I

am almost ashamed to offer up ray petitions at the thiono
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of £Tracc, or to implore that divine mercy in the next world,

which I have scuiulalously abused in this. Shall ingrati-

tude to man be looked upon as tlie blackest of crimes, and
not ingratitude to God, to whom we are indebted for all we
have enjoyed ? Shall an insult offered to the king be

looked upon in the most offensive ligiit, and yet no notice

be taken when the King of kings is treated with indignity

and disrespect?

The companions of ray former libertinism would scarcely

believe their eyes, were you to show this epistle. Tlaey

would laugh at me as a dreaming enthusiast, or pity me
as a timorous wretch, who was shocked at the appearance

of futurity ; but, whoever laughs at me for being right, or

pities me for being sensible of ray errors, is more entitled

to my compassion than my resentment. A future state

may well enough strike terror into any man who has not

acted well in this life ; and he must have an uncommon
share of courage indeed, who does not shrink at the pre-

sence of God. The apprehensions of death will soon bring

the most profligate to a proper use of his understanding.

To what a situation am I now reduced ! Is tliis anxiety of

mind becoming the character of a Christian ? From my
rank I might have expected affluence to wait upon my life

;

from religion and understanding, peace to smile upon my
end ; instead of which I am afflicted with poverty, and
haunted with remorse, despised by my country, aad, I fear,

forsaken by my God.
There is nothing so dangerous as extraordinary abilities.

I cannot be accused of vanity now, by being sensible that

I was once possessed of uncommon qualifications, espe-

cially as I sincerely regret that I ever had them. My rank
in life raade these accomplishments still more conspicuous,
and, fascinated by the general applause ch they pro-

cured, I ne\er considered the proper objects to which they
should have been applied. Hence, to procure a smile from
a blockhead whom I despised, I have frequently treated

virtue with disrespect ; and spoiled with the holy name of
Heaven to obtain a laugh from a parcel of fools who were
entitled to nothing but contempt.
' What a pity that the Holy writings are not made the
criterions of true judgement; or that any person should
pass for a fine gentleman in this world, except he that ap-
pears solicitous about his happiness in the next.

I am forsaken by all my acquaintance, utterly neglected
by the friends of my bosom and the dependents on my
bounty ; but no matter. I am not fit to converse with the
former, and have no ability to serve the latter. Let me
not, however, be wholly cast off by the good. Favour me
with a visit as soon as possible. Writing to you gives me
some ease, especially on a subject I could talk on for ever.

I am of opinion that this is the last visit I shall ever soUcit

from you : my distemper is powerful : come and pray for

the departing spirit of the poor unhappy
F. Buckingham.

He that remembers not to keep the Christian Sabbath at

the beginning of the week, will be in danger to forget, be-
fore the end of the week, that he is a Christian. Sir E.
Turner, Speaker of the House of Commons in 1663.

In evil times, it fares best with them that are most careful

about duty, and least, about safety. Dr. Hammond.

A GENTLEMAN who had filled many high stations in public
life, with the greatest honour to himself and advantage to

the nation, once went to Sir Eardley Wilmot, in great
anger at a real injury that he had received from a person
high in the political world, which he was considering how
to resent in the most effectual manner. After relating the
particulars to Sir Eardley, he asked if he did not think it

would be manly to resent it ? " Yes," said Sir Eardley,
" it would doubtless be manly to resent it, but it would be
godlike to forgive it." This, the gentleman declared, had
such an instantaneous efi"ect upon him, that he came away
quite another man, and in a temper entirely altered from
that in which he went.

He that studieth revenge keepeth his own wounds
green. Bacon.

If a man had no person whom he loved or esteemed, no
person who loved or esteemed him, how wretched must his
condition be ! Surely a man capable of reflection, would
choose to pass out of existence, rather than to live in such
a state. Reid's Essays,

THE ART OF SINKING.
Dr. Johnson was remarking, that one bad line

might spoil the whole of a beautiful poem, and gave
as a specimen the following verses extempore :

Herrait old, in mossy cell.

Wearing out life's evening gray.
Strike thy pensive breast and tell.

Where is bliss, and which the way ?

Thus I spoke, and frequent sighed.

Scarce repress'd the falling tear.

When the hoary sage replied,
' Come my lad, and drink some heer^

Another instance of the same playful humour in

the great moralist, when he thought proper to un-
bend, occurred at the expense of Dr. Percy, after-

wards Bishop of Dromore, who had just published
his simple ballad of The Hermit of Warkworth.
Johnson called it sing-song poetry. " Sir, it is an
infantine style, which any man may imitate who
thinks proper to try ; as, for instance," (this he said

impromptu,)
I put my hat upon my head.

And walk'd into the Strand,

And there I met another man
With his hat in his hand.

On another occasion, when criticizing Percy's

Reliques at Mr. Reynolds's tea-table, the sage hi-

dulged^ himself in a similar imitation of the ballad

style

:

O, hear it then, my Renny dear,

Nor hear it with a frown.

You cannot make the tea so fast

As I can gulp it down.

After these came one or two more such burlesque

stanzas^ which ended. Miss Reynolds being tea-maker
with.

Then give to me; my Renny dear,

Another cup of tea.

Dr. Percy heard of all this ; and the Doctor, find-

ing that he had given ofifence, wrote thus to Boswell.
" If Percy is really offended, I am sorry ; for he is

a man whom I never knew to offend any one. He
is a man willing to learn, and very able to teach ; a

man out of whose company I never go without

having learned something. Percy's attention to

poetry has given grace and splendour to his studies

of antiquity. A mere antiquarian is a rugged being.

Upon the whole, you see that what I might say in

sport or petulance, is very consistent with a full con-

viction of his merit."

None take reproof so well as those who most deserve to

be commended.

Cunning is a crooked wisdom : nothing is more hurtfiii

than when cunning men pass for wise. Bacon.

What different ideas are formed in different nations, con-

cerning the beauty of the human shape and countenance !

A fair complexion is a shocking deformity on the coast of

Guinea : thick lips and a flat nose are a beauty. In some
nations, long ears, that hang down upon the shoulders, are

the objects of universal admiration. In China, if a lady's

foot is so large as to be fit to walk upon, she is regarded as

a monster of ugliness. Some of the savage nations in

North America tie four boards round the heads of their

children, and thus squeeze them, while the bones are ten-

der and gristly, into a forra tliat is almost perfectly square.

Europeans are astonished at the absurd barbarity of this

practice, to which some missionaries have imputed the sin-

gular stupidity of those nations among whom it prevails.

But when they condemn those savages, they do not reflect

that the ladies in England had, till within these very few

years"'', been endeavouring, for near a century past, to

squeeze the beautiful roundness of their natural shape into

a square form of the same kind. Smith.

* The author here refers to the square stomachers which wera

usually worn whea hoop petticoats were fashionable.'
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jL lesson from nature.
A SOMEWHAT singular process is at tins time goinf^ on
Avithin my obser\ ation, which, as it is an evidence of the
harmony often found to exist in one class of created beings,
may teach a moral lesson to another.
Two canary birds, out of a number of about twenty, con-

tained in the same aviary, lately deposited their eggs in
one and the same nest ; and the sagacious mothers have
entered into a most affectionate and interesting confederacy,
to secure the indulgence of their own maternal feeling's,

and promote the benefit of their common stock. These
little creatures evince the most tender and watchful
anxiety in relieving one another from the toil of nursing,
which they effect in the most delicate manner . but the
more surprising part of their history is, that from an ap-
parent consciousness of the increased difficulties to be con-
tended with, from the unusual number of eggs, they are
frequently seen lying close and snug together, side by
side, in the same nest, with a most perfect understanding
that as they have a Joint and equal interest in their tin-

conscious charge, so they must by all means encourage
ever}- kindly feeling between themselves.
t It were well if they who have the same end to accom-
plish, in bringing any desirable system into existence,
either in the moral, religious,' or political world, could be
found to imitate the wisdom of their inferiors of the
feathered tribe—that they would manifest the same iden-
tity of interest, and concentrate their powers with the same
simplicity and judgment, that their united efforts might
accomplish that which, singly, they have no power to do :

thus increasing their present happiness by the exercise of
christian love, and ensuring a future satisfaction to them-
selves, and benefit to others, by the wise and faithflil ma-
nagement of those who shall eventually repay their care by
loyal attachment and affectionate respect.

Ware. D.

Characters in which the affections and the moral qualities

predominate over fancy, and all that bears the name of
passion, are not, when we meet with them in real life, the
most striking and interesting, nor the easiest to be under-
stood and appreciated ; but they are those on wbich, in the
long run, we repose with increasing confidence, and ever
new delight. ^Mrs. Jameson.

A. CHANCE Hit.—A distinguished Poet, now living, was
admiring the Falls of the Clyde, when he overheard a
smartly-dressed man say to his companion, " It is a ma-
jestic waterfall." The poet was so delighted with the word,
which he thought exactly suitable to the object, that he
could not help turning round and saying, " Yes, Sir, it is

majestic; you have hit the expression; it is better than
subhme, or fine, or beautiful." The man was highly pleased,
and replied. " Well, I really think it the maj'estickest, pret-
tiest thing of the kind I ever saw." •

THE ANT AND THE GLOW-WORM.
When night had spread its darkest shade,
And een the stars no light convey'd,
A little Ant, of humble gait,

V/as pacing homewards somewhat late.

Rejoiced was she to keep in sight
A splendid Glow-worm" s useful light.

Which, like a lantern, clear, bestowd
Its' service oer her dangerous road.

Passing along with footstep firm.

She thus address'd the glittering worm
;

" A blessing, neighbour, on your light

!

I kindly thank you fort. Good night
!"

" What!" said the vain, though gifted thing,
*' Do you employ the light I bring?
If so. 111 keep it out of view,

I do not shine for such as you."

It proudly then its light withdrew.

Just then, a traveller passing by.

Who had beheld with curious eye
The beauteous lustre, now put out.

Left all in darkness and in doubt.
Unconscious, stcpp'd his foot aside.
And crushd the glow-worm in its pride.

God in his wise and bounteous love,
Has given us talents to improve

;

And they who hide the prcciovis store
May do much harm,,but suffer more. l/t.

AKMVERSAIUES IN JUKE. ^ Jj^
]^IOXDAY, 24lli.

'
' —^-

TiiF. Cliurch holds a festival on this day, in comincmoralion
cf the wonderful circumstances which attended tlie birih of St.
John the Baptist, tlic precursor of the Messiah. In her service*
she celebrates, by appropriate passages from Scripture, the most
remarkable facts nf his life, ministry, and of his d'.-alh, which was
commemorated formerly on the 29th of August, still called, in our
Almanacs, the Beheading of St. Joliu, although no service is now
appointed for it. This day is also called Midsummer Day, and is

the second quarter of the year.

1494 Newfoundland, in North America, discovered by Cabot, aa
Englisli navigator.

TUESDAY,~25th.
1314 The battle of Bannockburn, between the English and Scotch,

under Robert Bruce, in which the former were completely
defeated, though greatly superior in numbers and discipline.
Edward II. narrowly escaped being taken prisoner.

WEDNESDAY, 26ih.

1752 Died, at Placentia in Italy, where he was born, Cardinal
Alheroni, Prime Minister of Spain, lie was the son of
a gardener, from which lowly station his talents, and ihe
circumstances of the times, raised him to the first dignities of
the state. After having governed Spain for several years, he
was disgraced and banished to Italy.

THURSDAY, 27th.

363 A. D. Died the Emperor Julian, called the Apostate, because,
having been educated in the Christian Religion, and professed
Its doctrines, at the age of twenty-four, he declared himself
a convert to Paganism, though, when his interest seemed to
require it, he still observed publicly the rites of Christianity.
AVhen he became Emperor, he caused himself to be pro-
claimed Sovereign Pontiff of the Pagans; and did every
thing in iiis power to destroy the Christian religion.

FRIDAY, 28th.

1461 Edward IV. crowned at Westminster.
IBSOTFiZ/Jam IV, proclaimed with the usual solemniUes.

SATURDAY, 29th.

St. PETrn's Day.—Snnon Peter was born at Bethsaula, a city of
Upper Galilee; his father's name was .Tonas, and he had a brother,
Andrew, also called to be an Apostle ; he was a married man,
living at Capernaum, and exercising his trade of a fisherman, when
called by our Lord to become a. fisher of tneu ; and it was with him
that our blessed Saviour is supposed to have generally resided. He
was the oldest of all the Apostles, and was, with James and John,
chosen by our Lord to be a witness of many facts to which the others
were not privy. Origen, as quoted by Eusebius, says St. Peter is

supposed to have preached to the Jews dispersed in Pontus,
Galatia, Bith>Tiia, Cappadocia, and Asia ; and this is the only
authentic account we have of his life, after his history in the Acts
of the Apostles closes; but it is a favourite legend, that his apo-
stolic labours extended even to this island, the most western extre-
mity of the Roman Empire. He suffered martyrdom at Rome, in
the reign of Nero, probably about the year 65, by crucifixion, as
had been foretold to him by our Saviour ; but his humility, which
was as remarkable as his zeal, led him to desire that he might suffer

with his head downwards, not thinking hifnself worthy to die the same
death as his blessed Master. On the same day St. Paul also sufferetl,

but, being a Roman citizen, he was beheaded, while St. Peter
under^vent the more painful and ignominious fate awarded to slaves

and aliens. This coincidence in the day of their death, caused their

names to be joined in the Calendai-s of the Latin and Greek
churches ; but in ours St. Paul is commemorated on his conversion

,

St. Peter on the day of his martyrdom.

1774 Died at Little Ealing. Middlesex, the eminently learned and
pious Dr. Pearce, Bishop of Rochester.

SUNDAY, 30th.

1689 This day is disgraced by the horrible barbarity perpetrated on
it by Rosene, General of King James's forces in Ireland,

under the walls of Londonderry.
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LEANING TOWERS.
No. III. The Leaning Tower at Pisa.

In concluding our observations on leaning towers,

tlipre only remains for us to notice the celebrated

tower at Pisa, in Italy. Its height is about 187 feet,

it is ascended by 355 steps, and contains seven bells.

It stands alone, unconnected with the neighbouring

buildings, and was probably intended as an orna-

mental belfry *. It is inclined from the perpendi-

cular rather more than fourteen feet. It is built of

marble and granite, and has eight stories, formed

of arches, supported by 207 pillars, and divided by
cornices. Its form and proportions are graceful,

and its whole appearance, from a short distance,

remarkably beautiful. Whilst ajyproaching the city

(which is situated on an extensive plain) at the dis-

tance of a few miles, the effect, when the tower is

seen over the tops of the trees, between two others

which are perpendicular, is so striking, that the

spectator feels almost inclined to doubt the evidence

of his senses. It was erected about A.n. 1174, by
Wilhelmus, or William, a German architect, assisted

by two Pisans. From the inclination of the stairs, it

seems to a person going up or down hastily to roll

like a ship. This beautiful structure, notwithstanding

its inclination, seems to have withstood the ravages

of time with more than usual success, as it has now
stood for more than 600 years, without any fissure,

or the slightest perceptible sign of decay. Travellers,

antiquaries, and the learned in general, have been

perplexed and divided in opinion, with respect to the

cause of the inclination : some have argued in favour

jf its being accidental ; others have merely stated

the different opinions on the subject, without giving

their own ; whilst Dr. Arnott, in his popular work
" on the Elements of Physics," distinctly soys that it

was built intentionally inclined, to frighten or sur-

prise.

It has remained for the accurate observation of an

English lady, who travelled in Italy a few years ago,

to set the question at rest, by discovering what had
escaped the notice of so many learned gentlemen.
" In that part of tlie Campo Santo f," says Mrs.

Starke, " in which the life of St. Ranieri is painted,

we see the now leaning tower upright." These

paintings are supposed to have been done about

A, D. 1300, more than one hundred years after the

tower was erected : so that it may now be considered

as certain, that the inclination was caused by the

gradual sinking of the earth, as in all the other in-

stances in Italy. This opinion is confirmed by the

circumstances of the lowest row of pillars being sunk
deep in the earth, the mouldings not running parallel

with the horizon, and the inclination of the stairs.

Very accurate models of this tower, are frequently

beautifully made in alabaster and marble ; a shop in

the Strand, near Somerset-house, is seldom without

onf; of these elegant ornaments in the window.
With these observations^ we conclude the subject of

Leaning Towers.

* Detached belfries, on a smaller scale, are still to be found near
churches in some parts of England, particularly in Norfolk and
Suffolk.

t The Campo Santo, or Holy Field, is a neighbouring burying-
ground, the soil of which was brougiit from the Holy Land. The
cloisters are ornamented with curious paintings on stucco, and con-
tain some fine monuments and beautiful remains of antiquity. The
Uiorama in the Regent's Park at present exhibits a most accurate
view of the interior.

In discordancy of sentiments, it is better to look to the
nature of things, than to the humours of men. The very
attempt towards pleasing every body, discovers a temper
always liashy, and often false and insincere. Burke.

I

A VISIT TO THE FALLS OF NIAGARA,

j
Thic following account of a visit to the P'alls of

i
Niagara has been coiiiinnnicated to us by Mr. N.
Gould. It forms apart of his unpublished A o.'es on

America and Canada.

" Mv attention had been kept alive, and I was all awake
to the sound of the c;itaract ; but, thouj^h within a few
miles, I heard nothinjr. A cloud hanging nearly steady

' over the forest, was pointed out to me as tJie " spray-cloud
;"

' at length we drove up to Forsi/th's Hotel, and the miyhty
Niagara was full in view. My first impression was that

of disappointment ; a sour sort of deep disappointment,

causing, for a few minutes, a kind of vacuity; but while

I mused I began to take in the grandeur of the scene.

Tliis impression is not unusual on viewing objects

beyond the ready catch of the senses ; Stonehenge and
St. Paul's Cathedral seldom excite much surprise at

first ^ght ; the enormous Pyramids, I have heard travel-

lers say, strike with awe and silence on the near approach,
but require time to appreciate. The fact is, that the first

view of Niagara is a bad one, and the eye, in this situa-

tion can comprehend but a small part of the wonderful
scene. You look down upon the cataract instead of up to

it ; the confined channel, and the depth of it, prevent the
astoui*ling roar which was anticipated, and at the same
time the eye wanders midway between the water and the
cloud formed by the spray, which it sees not. After a
quarter of an hours gaze, I felt a kind of fascination,—

a

desire to find myself gliding into eternity in the centre of
the Grand Fall, over which the bright-green water appears
to glide, like oil, without the least commotion.

i

" I a])proached nearly to the edge of the ' Table Rock,*
1
and looked into the abyss, A Miss C , from Devon-
shire, had just retired from the spot; I was informed she
had approached its very edge, and sat with her feet over
the edge,—an awful and dangerous proceeding.

" Having viewed the spot, and made myself acquainted
with some of its localities, I returned to the hotel (For-
syth's), which, as well as its neighbouring rival, is admi-
rably situated for the view ; from my chamber-window I
looked directly upon it, and the first night I could find but
little sleep from the noise. Every view I took increased
my admiration, and I began to think that the other Falls I
had seen were, in comparison, like runs from kettle-spouts

on hot plates. I remained in this interesting neighbour-
hood five days, and saw the Fall in almost every point of
view. From its extent, and the angular line it forms, the
eye cannot embrace it all at once, and, probably, from this

cause it is that no drawing has ever yet done justice to it.

Some faint idea of this grand cataract may be formed, by
giving its extent according to what on the spot is considered
nearest the truth,

" Lake Erie, a fresh water sea, 230 miles long, and nearly
50 miles wide on an average, suddenly contracts itself

about eight miles above the Falls, from whence the river

Niagara, (nearly a mile broad) runs with a rapid current
for about five miles, when it divides into two streams, form-
ing Grand Island, containing about 18,000 acres, and Navy
Island containing 70 acres. The two streams how unite,

and are about two miles broad, near the village and river

of Chippewa : a little below this, the river contracts to the
breadth of about a mile, and the current becomes strong

;

but when three quarters of a mile from the fall the stream
Ls again divided by Goat Island. By far the greater body
of water runs on the British side of the island, where it

is hurried into a grand rapid, lowering its height fifty feet,

before it precipitates itself by a perpendicular pitch a
height of 149 feet.

" Of the two falls, that on the British side is by far the
grandest: from its shape, it is called the Horsz-shoe, but
as it is evidenlly working backwards, the shape has become
almost an angle. As to its extent, the Horse- shoe, in-

cluding its curve, is about 2100 feet; the breadth of
Goat Island intervening, about 980 feet ; the American
Falls, 1140, making the whole extent about 4220 feet, or

full three quarters of a mile The height of the Horse-
shoe Fall is 149 feet, of the American Falls, 1G2 feet.

" The grandest view, in my opinion, is at its bottom, and
close to it on the British side, where it is awful to look up
through the spray at the immense body as it comes pouring

over, deafening you with its roar ; the lighter spray, at a
considerable distance, hangs poised in the air, hke an
eternal cloud. The next best view is on the American sid©
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to reach which you cross in a crazy ferry-boat ; the passage

IS safe enough, but the current is strongly agitated. Its

depth, as near to the Falls as can be approached, s from

180 to 200 feet. The water, as it passes over the rock,

where it is not whipped into foam, is a most beautiful sea-

green, and it is the same at the bottom of the Falls. The
foam, which floats away in large bodies, feels and looks

like salt water after a storm : it has a strong fishy smell.

The river, at the ferry, is 11 70 feet wide. There is a great

quantity of fish, particularly sturgeon and bass, as well as

eels : the latter creep up against the rock under the Falls,

as if desirous of finding some mode of surmounting the

heights.
" There is a stair-case, to ascend the clifi" on the American

side, and a cleverly-constructed bridge of eight arches

across the rapids, above the Fall, to Goat Island. No small

share of boldness and ingenuity has been displayed, in

throwing this bridge across, by General Porter, of the

United States. A small sum is required of visitors in

crossing it. The island itself is a pretty and sequestered

spot : on the side towards the British frontier, a platform

has been carried out for a considerable distance, immedi-
ately over the Fall, on its very edge, so that you may look

down upon, or rather into, the abyss. An excellent road
was forming (1828), on the British side, to the ferry, by
blasting the rock, a similar operation being designed on
the American side also.

" Some of the visiters to this singular spot, go under the

Falls, an undertaking more curious than pleasant. Three
times did I go down to the house, and once paid for my
guide and bathing dress, when something occurred to

prevent me. The lady before alluded to, performed the

ceremony, and it is recorded with her name in the hook,
that she went to the furthest extent that the guides can or

will proceed. It is described, as like being under a heavy
shower-bath, with a tremendous whirlwind driving your
breath from you, and causing a peculiarly unpleasant
sensation at the chest. The footing over the debris being
slippery, the darkness barely visible, and the roar almost
deafening. In the passage you kick against eels, many of

them unwilling to move, even when touched : they appear
to be endeavouring to work their way up the stream."

I HAD an opportunity of witnessing the case of a young
cuckoo which was hatched in the nest of a water-wagtail,
who had built in some ivy on a wall close to my house. It

required the united efforts of both the old hirds from
morning to night to satisfy his hunger, and I never saw
birds more indefatigable than they were. When the
young cuckoo had nearly arrived at his full size, he appear-
ed on the nest of the water-wagtail, 'like a giant in a cock-
boat." Just before he could fly he was put in a cage, in

which situation the old birds continued to feed him, till by
some accident he made his escape, and remained in a high
elm-tree near the house. Here the water-wagtails were
observed to feed him with the same assiduity for at least a
fortnight afterwards. This cuckoo was very pugnacious,
and would strike with its wings and open its mouth in
great anger, whenever I put my hand near him. Jesse.

It is an error, to imagine that devotion enjoins a total

contempt of all the pleasures and amusements of human
society. It checks, indeed, that spirit of dissipation which
is too prevalent. It not only prohibits pleasures which are
unlawful, but likewise that unlawful degree of attachment
to pleasures in themselves innocent, which withdraws the
attention of man from what is serious and important. But
it brings amusement under dije limitation, without ex-
tirpating it. It forbids it as the business, but permits it as
the relaxation, of life. For there is nothing in the spirit

of true religion, which is hostile to a cheerful enjoyment
of our situation in the world. Blair.

BALLOONS.
The idea of constructing a machine, which should
enable us to rise into, and sail through, the air,

would seem to have occupied the human mind even
in ancient times, but it was never realized till within
the last fifty years. The first who appears to have
speculated rationally upon the subject was the cele-

brated Friar Bacon ; he flourished in the thirteenth

century, and described a machine, consisting of two

hollow globes of thin copper, exhausted of air, which

answered the expectations of the inventor.

About the year 1630, Bishop Wilkins suggested

the idea of constructing a chariot upon mechanical

principles, in which it would be possible to traverse

the regions of air. Cotemporary with him was
Francis Lana, a Jesuit, who proposed a method
similar to that of Bacon.

In 1 709, Gusman, a Portuguese friar, constructed

a machine in the form of a bird, with tubes and
bellows to supply the wings with air ; the inventor

was rewarded with a liberal pension, but his machine
failed. Gusman, however, was not discouraged, for

in 1736 he constructed a wicker basket, seven feet in

diameter, and covered with paper, which rose to the

height of two hundred feet in the air. The success

of this experiment procured for him the reputation

of being a sorcerer. Twenty years after this, how-
ever, the science of Aerostation began to be studied

upon philosophical principles. Among the first who
wrote upon this subject was Joseph Gallien, of Avig-

non, who, in 1755, published a treatise, in which he

recommended the employment of a bag of cloth

or leather, fiUed with air lighter than that of the

atmosphere. The discovery of hydrogen gas, by-

Mr. Cavendish, in 1766, was, however, the nearest

approach to success. Mr. Cavallo made trial of

this gas in 1782; and Messrs. Mongolfier, in the

same year, discovered the art of raising balloons by
fire.

The first public ascent of a fire-balloon took place

at Annonay, in France, in June, 1783 ; and, encou-

raged by the success of this experiment, Messrs.

Robert constructed a balloon of thin siUc, varnished

with a solution of India rubber, which they filled

with hydrogen gas ; its inflation occupied several

days. When completed, it was conveyed by torch-

light to the Champ de Mars, and, on the 27th of

August, ascended, in the presence of an immense
multitude of spectators ; after floating in air for three

quarters of an hour, it descended in a field, fifteen

miles from the place of its ascent.

Joseph Mongolfier was invited to Paris, by the

Royal Academy of Sciences, and constructed a bal-

loon of linen, lined with paper ; its form was oval,

seventy-five feet in height, and forty-three in width,

which, when inflated by burning chopped straw and
wool, was found to be capable of raising five hun-

dred pounds' weight ; a storm which took place at

night destroyed the balloon and delayed the exhi-

bition ; but, in a few days after, it was placed in front

of the palace at Versailles, where having been exa-

mined by the royal family, the inflation was completed,

and a basket, containing a sheep, a duck, and a cock,

being attached to it, it was liberated, and ascended to

the height of 1500 feet. It fell about two miles from

Versailles ; the animals were uninjured, and the

sheep was found quietly feeding near the place of its

descent.

Hitherto no person had possessed sufficient courage

to attempt a voyage through the air ; but Mongolfier

having constructed a balloon of superior strength, M.
de Rozier offered to make the experiment. The ma-
chine having been inflated, he took his seat in the car

and rose to the height of three hundred feet—the

greatest altitude he could attain, the balloon having

been secured by ropes. After remaining stationary

for several minutes, it gradually descended. The

successful issue of this and subsequent experiments

induced De Rozier to undertake an aerial voyage
;

and in November, 1783, he ascended from Paris, ac-

compaiaied by the Marquis d'Arlandes : the balloon

was visible during nearly the whole time of the

63—2
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voyage, and descended in seifety at the distance of five

miles from that city.

MONOOLFIER'S BALLOONS.

A contest now arose between the partisans of the

Mongolfierian mode of inflation and those who pre-

ferred hydrogen gas : the success of the late experi-

ment gave a preponderance to the former method^

but its opponents determined to bring the affair to a

practical test : accordingly Messrs. Charles and
Robert constructed a balloon of silk, varnished with

a solution of elastic gum, the upper part being

defended by a net, having a hoop round the centre,

from which a car was suspended.

The weight of the whole apparatus

was 640 lbs., and on the 1st of De-
cember, 1783, they ascended from
the Tuileries. They soon rose to

the height of 2000 feet, and conti-

nued at that elevation for nearly

two hoTirs, when they alighted 27

miles from Paris. The balloon still

BALLOON or MM. ROBEBT rctalncd a great ascensive power
;AND CHAELES. j TIT T1 T_ ^ 1

• itand, on M. Robert leavmg the car,

reascended with M.Charles, quickly attaining an ele-

vation of .QOOO feet. The earth was now no longer

perceptible ; but the sun, which had set pr«viously

to his second ascent, again became visible, and he
saw its parting rays as it once more sank below the

horizon : vapomrs ascending from the earth assumed
the most fantastic forms, and the pale light of the

newly-risen moon communicated a thousand varying
hues; the approach of night, however, warned him
to descend ; he therefore opened the valve, and
alighted in a field, three miles from Paris.

BLANCHARD S BALLOON AND STEERINO AI'PARATfS.

M. Blanchard, who afterwards acquired great cele-

brity as an aeronaut, and whose attention had long

been directed to the invention of mechanical aids to

the aerial voyager, made his first attempt in March,

1784, at Paris, in a balloon filled with hydrogen gas.

Tlu-ough the fears and imprudence of his companion,

after having risen a few feet from the earth, they

descended with a severe shock ; but Blanchard, who
now took the sole management, rose to the height of

a mile ; and, after having been driven through various

currents of air during nearly two hours, he de-

gcended in safety.

In .September, 1784, the Duke of Orleans, accom-
panied by Messrs. Robert, ascended in a balloon fur-

nished with oars and rudder ; to this a small balloon

was attached, for the purpose of being inflated with
Nellows. siad thus supplying the means of descent

without waste of the hydrogen gas. Having attained

the altitude of fourteen hundred feet, they were
greatly alarmed at the sombre aspect of the horizon,

and the reverberation of distant peals of thunder;

being also, for a considerable time, exposed to the

fury of a whii-hvind ; from a sudden change of tem-
perature they began rapidly to descend, but, on dis -

charging some ballast, they reascended to the height

of six thousand feet, the balloon continuing to be

greatly agitated. Having surmounted the stormy
region, the rays of the sun, unobscured by a cloudy

caused so great an expansion of the gas, that they

entertained serious apprehensions of a rupture of

the balloon. In this exigency the duke pierced it in

several places with his sword, to facilitate the escape

of the gas, and, having narrowly escaped falling into

a lake, they descended unhurt, after an excvu-sion of

fiv'e hours.

The first experiment in England was made by
Count Zambeccari. On the 25th of November, 1783,
a balloon of oiled silk, richly gilt, and filled with
hydrogen gas, ascended from Moor-
fields, London. At the latter end of

the same year, Mr. Sadler sent up one
from Oxford. But the first aerial

voyage in England was made by Signor

Lunardi, who ascended from London
on the 21st of September, 1784j he
subsequently repeated the experiment

in various parts of England, and in the

following year ascended from Edinburgh
and Glasgow.

^•''*"""-

In January, 1785, M. Blanchard and Dr. Jeflferies

undertook an excursion from Dover across the

British Channel. The balloon rose slowly, and
afforded them an enchanting view

of the southern coast of England
j

but their progress was considerably

impeded by the stillness of the air.

When an hour had elapsed they be-

gan to descend, and threw out the

whole of their ballast j on arriving

midway between England and France,

they threw out their books and provisions ; still the

ascensive power was so greatly diminished, that they

parted with their anchors and ropes, stripped off their

clothes, and secured themselves with slings, intending

to cut away the car, when suddenly the balloon arose

and approached the French coast ; and, after a peril-

ous journey of nearly three hours, they descended

in the neighbourhood of Calais.

<^=^
BLANCHABS.

DE BOZIEB'S BALLOON WITH SAILS.

To possess the power of floating in the atmosphere,

or descending at pleasure, without waste of gas or

ballast, had long been a desideratum with the French
naturalists. A combination 'of the two kinds of

ball(K)n was recommended for this purpose, and M.
Pilatre de Rozier unfortimately undertook the task

of putting the plan in execution. One of the bal-

loons wajS inflated with hydrogen gas, and below it

was suspended a fire-baUoon, at such a distance as

to remove eveiy apprehension of danger from the fire.
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A short time, however, had elapsed, when the upper

balloon was seen to be rapidly expanding, while the

aeronauts (M M. de Rozier and Romain ) made every

exertion to facilitate the escape of the gas. Soon
afterwards the whole apparatus appeared to be on

fire, and the remains of the machine descended

from a height of three quarters of a mile with the

mangled bodies of the voyagers.

In July, 1/85, Major Money ascended in a balloon

of his own construction, which unfortunately burst,

and he was precipitated into the German Ocean.

For five hours he remained in a situation of imminent
suffering and peril, clinging to the wreck of the

balloon, by the aid of which he contrived to keep
himself floating. He was picked up by the Argus
sloop of war, off the coast of Yarmouth.

"EBILOUa SITUATION OF MAJOR MONET.

The excursion of M. Testu, from Paris, in June
1786, is without a parallel, having lasted twelve

hours. His balloon was furnished with wings and
other apparatus for steering j when he had reached

an elevation of three thousand feet, the distension

of his balloon gave him serious apprehensions of a

rupture ; he therefore descended in a corn-field in the

plain of Montmorenci. An immense crowd ran
eagerly to the spot ; and the proprietor of tlie field,

exasperated at the injury his crop had sustained,

seized M. Testu, and demanded indemnification ; the

aeronaut made no resistance, but persuaded the

peasant, that having lost his wings, he could not
possibly escape. The ropes were seized by a number
of persons, who attempted to drag the balloon towards
the village ; but as, during the procession, it had
acquired considerable buoyancy, Testu cut the cords,

and left the disappointed peasants overwhelmed
with astonishment. The temperature was at the

freezing point, and particles of ice floated around
bim. As night approached, the blast of a horn
attracted his attention, and seeing a party of hunts-

men, he suffered some gas to escape, and descended.

He now resigned his wings as a useless incumbrance,
and reascended through a mass of electric matter.

Shrouded in darkness, he Vi'as wafted about for three

hours in the gloomy region of the gathering storm.

The suri-ounding terrors, the lightning's flash and the

roaring of thunders, accompanied by copious drifts

of sleet and snow, did not damp his courage : a flag

ornamented with gold frequently emitted sparks of

fire, and was ultimately torn in pieces by the lightning.

x\t length the elemental conflict ceased, and the stars

began to appear ; between two and three, the ruddy
streaks of light in the east announced the approach
of day ; and after beholding the rising of the sun,

iie descended uninjured, about 70 miles from Paris.

In August, 1787, M. Blanchard, during a voyage
from Strasburg, tried an experiment with a Para-
chute, to which was appended a dog in a basket : at

an altitude of six thousand feet, he let go the

parachute, which, being caught by a whirlwind, soon

disappeared. Some time afterward, he fell in with

the parachute, when the dog testified his satisfaction

by barking : Blanchard descended in safety, and the

parachute reached the earth shortly afterwards.

In October, 1797, M. Garnerin ascended from
Paris, for the purpose of descending in a parachute.

When at the height of 2000 feet, he disengaged it

from the balloon : at first, the motion was slow and
steady, it afterwards asstimed an oscillatory motion,

but he reached the earth without injury.

In 1802, he visited England, and ascended from
Ranelagh Gardens, London, accompanied by a naval

ofiicer : such was the rapidity of their voyage, that

in less than an hour they reached Colchester, having

suffered greatly from the boisterous state of the

atmosphere. In July and September of the same
year, Garnerin repeated his experiments, and on the

latter occasion descended in a parachute* ; the result of

this voyage was similar to the one mentioned above.

DIFFERENT POSITIONS OF THE PARACHUTE.

In October, 1803, Count Zambeccari, Dr. Grassetti

and Signsir Andreoli, ascended from Bologna : the

cold was so intense that the Count and the Doctor
fell into a profound sleep ; but Signor Andreoli, who
had resisted this lethargic propensity, was able to

rouse his companions previous to their descent into

the sea. They immediately discharged ballast, &c.,

and again arose : they were afterwards driven towards
the coast of Istria, and nearly across the Adriatic,

remaining upon its surface for nearly five hours ; at

length, they were taken on board a vessel which lay

at the distance of twenty miles from the coast.

Among the most perilous ascents on record, are

those of Mr. Sadler, from Bristol, in ISIO, and Dublin,

DESCENT OF MB. SADLER IN THE IRISH CHANNEL.

* The Parachute is an apparatus with an expanding top, somewhat
similar to a large umbrella, and with a small deep basket attached to

it, in which the aeronaut sits. It wassuspended to the balloon by ropes,
so contrived as to be loosened at the pleasure of the voyager, while
sailing in the air. When this was done, the balloon rapidly ascended,
and the parachute, on the contrary, dropped downwards, with a
frightful rapidity, until the top was forced open by the power of the
air. In this form the parachute was blown about in various direc-
tions, as shown in the cut, and a zigzag and perilous descent was
eiFected,
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J
on both occasions the balloon descended in

the sea : on the latter, the MJnd forced it for some
time along the surface of the waves with great velo-

city ; a flock of sea-fowl crowded around, and boldly

devoured what remained of the provisions. The car

now sank, and Mr. S. supported himself by the net-

work ; in this dangerous situation he was dragged

tl\ro\igh the water until a vessel approached ; and,

there being no alternative, the balloon was pierced

with the bowsprit, and the sinking and nearly ex-

hausted adventurer taken on board.

At the coronation of George IV., in 1820, Mr.
Green ascended from St. James's Park in a balloon

inflated with carburetted hydrogen, or coal-gas ; the

success of this experiment so much increased the

facilities, and diminished the expense, that balloon-

ascents have become of so common occurrence as to

excite but little attention.

Such is an account of several of the most remark-

able ascents ; some of our modern aeronauts have

ascended more than a hundred times.

With the exception of some trifling additions to

our stock of meteorological knowledge, the advantages

arising from aerial navigation are far less consider-

able than were at first expected ; but, though its

utility has hitherto been circumscribed, some future

discovery may yet render it a valuable acqmsition to

science.

INSTANCES OF MEMORY.
There is still living, at Stirling, a blind old beggar

known to all the country round by the name of

Blind Alick, who possesses a memory of almost

incredible strength. It was observed with astonish-

ment, that when he was a man, and obliged, by the

death of his parents, to gain a livelihood by begging

through the streets of his native town of Stirling,

he knew the whole of the Bible, both Old and
New Testaments, by heart ! from which j'ou may
repeat any passage, and he will tell you the chap-

ter and verse ; or you may tell him the chapter

and verse, and he will repeat to yovi the passage,

word for w'ord. Not long since a gentleman, to

puzzle him, read, with a slight verbal alteration, a

verse of the Bible. Alick hesitated a moment, and
then told where it was to be found, but said it had
not been correctly delivered ; he then gave it as it

stood in the book, correcting the slight error that had
been purposely introduced. The gentleman then

asked him for the ninetieth verse of the seventh

chapter of Numbers. Alick was again puzzled for a

moment, but then said hastily, " You ai-e fooling me,
sirs ! there is no such verse—that chapter has only

eighty-nine verses." Several other experiments of

the sort were tried upon him with the same success.

He has often been questioned the day after any par-

ticular sermon or speech ; and his examiners have

invariably found, that, had their patience allowed.

Blind Alick would have given them the sermon or

the speech over again.

—

St. Jatnes's Chronicle.

Numerous individuals have been celebrated for

their amazing recoUective powers of mind; Scaliger,

it is said, could repeat a hundred verses or more,

after having read them a single timej and Seneca

says, he could repeat two thousand words on hearing
them once, although they had no dependence or

connexion with each other. Perthicus prepared his

comment upon Claudian without referring to the

text; and the learned Florentine, Magliabechi, is

recorded to have possessed such powers of retention,

as to be capable of recollecting not only the sense of

what he read, but Ukewise at times the very words

and the spelling. To prove the power of his pro-

digious memory, a gentleman lent him a manuscript
j

and he returned to him some time afterwards,

l)retending it had been lost, requesting Magliabechi

to recollect as much of it as possible, on which, it

is said, that he wrote the whole of it without missing

a word. ISIany other examples of a similar nature

might be easily quoted, but to enumerate more
appears unnecessary. For the improvement of the

memory, a habit of strict attention is of essential

importance in whatever object of pursuit we may be

engaged, as well as a systematic method of procedure

in study or business. Moderate and repeated exer-

cise is also peculiarly adapted to invigorate and
strengthen the memory; and indeed it is almost
incredible to what extent daily use will promote this

attainment. Some public orators, for example, will

distinctly charge the mind with a regular discourse

within a very limited time, who at the first experi-

enced the greatest difilciilty in attempting to do so. In
general, public speakers, especially those at the bar,

afford striking instances of the improvement of this

noble faculty, in recollecting and refuting the argu-

ments of their opponents, and prove to what wonderful
perfection the memory may arrive by active and
continued practice. Encyclo, Edinens.

AN INFANT'S PERIL.

An event, which occurred near Briancon, will give

some notion of the perils of mountain-life and
field-sports in these regions (the French and Italian

Alps).

A peasant, with his wife and three children, had
taken up his summer quarters in a chalet *, and was
depastiiring his flocks on one of the rich Alps f which
overhang the Durance. The oldest boy was an idiot,

about eight years of age, the second was five years

old, and dumb, and the youngest an infant. It so

happened, that the infant was left one morning in

the charge of his brothers, and the three had ram-
bled to some distance from the chalet before they
were missed. When the mother went in search of

the little wanderers, she found the two elder, but
could discover no traces of the baby. The idiot boy
seemed to be in a transport of joy, while the dumb
child displayed every symptom of alarm and terror.

In vain did the terrified parent endeavour to collect

what had become of the lost infant. The antics of

the one, and the fright of the other, explained

nothing. The dumb boy was almost bereft of his

senses, whilst the idiot appeared to have acquired

an unusual degree of mirth and expression. He
danced about, laughed, and made gesticulations, as

if he were imitating the action of one who had caught

up something of which he was fond, and hugged it

to his heart. This, however, was some slight com-
fort to the poor woman, for she imagined that some
acquaintance had fallen in with the children, and
had taken away the infant. But the day and night

wore away, and no tidings of the lost child. On
the morrow, when the parents were pursuing their

search, an eagle flew over their heads, at the sight

of which the idiot renewed his antics, and the dumb
boy clung to his father with the shrieks of angxiish

and affright. The horrible truth then burst upon
their minds, that the miserable infant had been
carried off in the talons of a bird of prey, and that

the half-witted boy was delighted at the riddance of

an object of which he was jealous.

* A small cabin, or shed, for tlie summer.
t Alp, in its original acceptation, does not signify mountain-

height, but moMQtaiix-herboge, fed oftbv flocks and herds sent to de-
pasture there
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Ou tne morning in which the accident happenea,

an Alpine hunter

—

Whose joy was in the wilderness—to breathe

The diflicult air of the iced mouutains top,

had been watching near an eagle's nest, under the

hope of shooting the bird, upon her return to the

eyry. After waiting with all the anxious perse-

verance of a true sportsman, he beheld the monster

slowly winging her way towards the rock behind

which he was concealed. Imagine his horror, when,

upon a nearer approach, he heard the cries and dis-

tinguished the figure of an infant, in her fatal grasp.

In an instant, his resolution was formed—to fire at

the bird at all hazards, the moment she should alight

upon the nest, and rather to kill the child, than

allow it to be torn to pieces by the horrid de-

vourer. With a silent prayer, and a steady aim, the

mountaineer poised his rifle. The ball went directly

through the head or the heart of the eagle, and in a

minute afterwards this gallant hunter of the Alps

had the unutterable delight of snatching the child

from the nest, and bearing it away in triumph. It

was dreadfully wounded by the eagle's talons in one

of its arms and sides, but not mortally ; and within

twenty-four hours after it was first missed, he had
the satisfaction of returning it to its mother's arms,—Gillies' Second Visit to the Vaudois.

ON THE SABBATH.
Without reference to the divine origin of the Sab-

bath, the appropriation of one day in the week for

religious and moral instruction, for reflection on our

duties, our errors, and the means of amendment
;

for reviewing our condition here, and weighing our

hopes hereafter, seems the wisest institution, for the

promotion of virtue and happiness.

It is thus alone that the hard-wrought labourer

finds leisure to receive instruction, or to communicate

to his children the fruit of his experience ; while the

eager man of business, as well as the abandoned
libertine, meeting with these frequent intervals of

religious worship, are led to think of their duties, as

well as of their gains or their pleasures. From this

spring of instruction and serious reflection, knowledge

and good morals naturally flow ; and the blessings

of a wise and vigorous government become inviolable,

because they become thoroughly understood.

—

Lives

of eminent British Statesmen.

Pride urges men to inquire into the philosophy of Divme
Truth. They are not contented, for example, with the
account which the Bible gives of the origin of evil, and its

actual influence on mankind ; but they would supply what
Grod has left untold. They would explain the fitness and
propriety of things. A mathematician may summon his
scholars round his chair, and from self-evident principles
deduce and demonstrate his conclusions : he has axioms

;

but concerning evil, we have none. A Christian may say
on this subject, as Sir Christopher Wren did concerning
the roof of King's College Chapel—" Show me how to fix

the first stone, and I will finish the building." Explain the
origin of evil, and I will explain every other difliculty

respecting evil. We are placed in a disposition and con-
stitution of things under a righteous governor. If we will

not rest satisfied with this, something is wrong in our state
of mind. It is a solid satisfaction to every man who has
been seduced into foolish inquiries, that it is utterly im-
possible to advance one inch by them. He inii^t come
back to rest in God's appointment. He must come back to
sit patiently, meekly, and with docility, at the feet of a
teacher. Cecil.

The religious pleasure of a well-disposed mind moves gently,
and therefore constantly. It does not affect by rapture and
ecstacy, but is like the pleasure of health, still and sober,
vet greater and stronsjer than those which call up the senses
witn grosser impressions. South.

THE MOLE. (Talpa curopecus, Linn.

There are many animals in which the Divine wisdom
may be more agreeably illustrated

;
yet the uniformity

of its attention to every article of the creation,

even the most contemptible, by adapting the parts to

its destined course of life, appears more evident in

the mole than in any other animal,

A subterraneous abode being allotted to it, the
seeming defects of several of its parts vanish ; which
instead of appearing maimed, or unfinished, exhibit

a most striking proof of the fitness of their con-

trivance. The breadth, strength and shortness of the

fore-feet, which are inclined sideways, answer the

use as well as form of hands ; to scoop out the earth,

to form its habitation, or to pursue its prey. Had
they been longer, the falling in of the earth ^ould
have prevented the quick repetition of its strokes in

working, or have impeded its course : the oblique

position of the fore-feet has also this advantage, that

it flings all the loose soil behind the animal.

The form of the body is not less admirably con-

trived for its way of life : the fore-part of it is thick

and very muscular, giving great strength to the
action of the fore-feet : enabling it to dig its way
with amazing force and rapidity, either to pursue its

prey, or elude the search of the most active enemy.
The form of its hind parts, which are small and
taper, enables it to pass with great facility through
the earth, that the fore-feet had flung behind ; for

had each part of the body been of equal thickness,

its flight would have been impeded, and its security

precarious.

The smallness of the eyes (which gave occasion to

the ancients to deny it the sense of sight), is to this

animal a peculiar happiness ; a small degree of vision

is sufficient for an animal.ever destined to live under-
ground : had these organs been larger they would
have been perpetually liable to injuries by the earth

falling into them ; but Nature, to prevent that incon-

venience, hath not only made them very small, but
also covered them very closely with fur. Anatomists
mention, besides these, a third very wonderful con-

trivance for their security ; and inform us, that each
eye is furnished with a certain muscle, by which the

animal has power of withdrawing or exerting them,
according to its exigences.

To make amends for the dimness of sight, the

Mole is amply recompensed by the great perfection

of two other senses, those of hearing and of smelling

:

the first gives it notice of the most distant approach
of danger ; the other, which is equally exquisite,

directs it, in the midst of darkness, to its food ; the
nose, also, being very long and slender, is well formed
for thrusting into small holes, in search of the worms
and insects that inhabit them. These gifts may
with reason be said to compensate the defect of
sight, as they supply in this animal all its wants,
and all the purposes of that sense, and it is therefore

amply supplied with every necessary accommodation
of life.

The Mole breeds in the spring, and brings forth

four or five young at a time ; it makes its nest of

moss, and that under the largest hillock, a little

below the surface of the ground. The Mole is ob-

served to be most active, and to cast up most earth,

immediately before rain, and in the winter before a
thaw, because at those times the worms and insects

begin to be in motion, and approach the surface.

On the contrary, in very dry weather, this animal
seldom or never forms any hillock, as it penetrates

deep after its prey, which at such seasons retires far

into the ground. The Mole shows great art in skin-

ning a worm, which it always does before it eats it^
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stripping the skin from end to end, and squeezing

out all the contents of the body.

THE MOLE.

The under-ground passages formed by the burrows
of the moles, are generally connected with a sort of

chamber, in which the nest is made, and the young
deposited. The moles often traverse these passages

to and from their nests ; and which probably act as

traps, where worms, beetles, and grubs, that con-

stitute the chief food of the moles, often are caught
by them. In gardens and corn-fields, moles often

do much damage, by loosening the earth at the roots

of plants. In meadows, they also do some injury,

but there they assist also in draining the land. The
quantity of grubs, beetles, and worms which they
eonsume is very great, and very beneficial. They
have been accused of eating the seed and roots of

plants ; but it is very uncertain whether they feed

on either. It is also doubtful whether the sight of

the mole is so imperfect as has been supposed ; it

may be suited to the obscurity of their under-ground
dwellings and habits, though the light above-ground
overpowers it. M. S. L. I.

THE MONKEYS AND THE CAMEL.

Two monkeys, passionate and vain,

Possess' cl of far more tongue than brain.

Disputed long, in language high.

On matters of Zoology.
Said .Tacko, " Well, we live and learn;

And you will wonder in your turn

;

I find there grows, (O wondrous la'^k !)

No hunch upon a Camel's back."
" Pooh! folly!" cried his brother ape,
" You quite forget the Camel's shape;
I never saw a Camel yet.

Without a hunch—my life I'll bet!

I rode one lately as my hack,
And FELT the hunch upon his back !"

" 'Tis false. Sir Pug, and very hard
Thus to be doubted: here's my card
I'll say no more about the brute.

Let pistols settle the dispute."

And then, as all was fitly timed.

The paces measured, pistols primed.
The world had held two monkeys less.

All through this mutual redress.

Had not the seconds interfered.

And thus the pomt of quarrel clear'd

:

" Error and truth to each belong,

You both are right, and both are wrong
The Camel's hunch, by Nature's laws.

When food has fail'd, and hunger gnaws,'
Oft proves a gift benignly sent,

To aid the creature's nourishment.
And, guarding thus from famine's shock,

Contributes to the general stock.

The very hunch Sir Pug admired
In yonder Camel, has retired ;

And when that hunch had ceased to be,

Then, Jacko, 'twas not seen by thee

:

Put up your pistols, use your eyes.
And learn from Nature to be wise."

The positive and angry wight,
Is seldom altogether right. M.

THE MONTH OF JULY.
This month, in the Alban Calendar, was called Quintilh, it being,

as the name denotes, the fifth in their year, which consisted of but ten

montlis, of very unequal length, some having thirty-six, while to

others were assigned no more than sixteen days. Romulus equalized

tiie number of days, giving to the months, alternately, thirty-one

and thirty ; but he did not attempt to regulate the supplementary
days used in tlie Alban Calendar, to complete the period of the

Solar year. Numa formed them into two additional months of

twenty-nine and twenty-eight days, which he placed before Martius,
(March,) making his year to begin on tlie first of Januarius ; and
thus July became tlie seventh month of the year, thougii it retained

its name of Quiutilis until Alark Antony, in compliment to Julius

Cajsar, and as a lasting memorial of the benefit he had conferred on
the world at large, by rectifying tlie hitherto confused and irregular

method of dividing the year, changed its name to Julius (July).
The Saxons called this month Hew Mon(,t, or Hey Monath, because
in it they generally mowed and gathered in their hay; it was also

called Maed Monath, because at this season the meads are covered
with bloom. On the 23rd the sun enters Leo ; therefore, in most
allegoiical representations, the principal fig.ure is accompanied by a
lion. The fact, that about this time, that bright star in the constel-

lation of Cams Major, called Siiius, or the Dog Star, rises with
the sun, has caused the period between the 3rd of July and 11th ot

August to bear the name of the Dog Days. The ancients supposed
that the malignant influence of this star, when in conjunction with
the sun, caused the sea to boil, nine to become sour, dogs to grow
mad, and all other creatures to languish, while in men it produced
fevers and otner malignant disorders; these exaggerated notions ot

its baneful eflfects are now dispelled, but still the period bears the
name, and we anticipate with dread the heat of the Dog Days,
though, in our variable climate at least, the weather during this

period is frequently less sultry than at other times.

ANNIVERSARIES IN JULY.
MONDAY, 1st.

1690 The BaUle of the Boyne, at which both James II. and Wil-
liam III. were present. James, being completely defeated,

fled to Waterford, where he took ship for France, and aban-
doned for ever his pretensions to the crown of England.

TUESDAY, 2nd.

1644 The Battle of Marston Moor, in which the Royalists wera
defeated by the Parliamentary armv.

WEDNESDAY, 3rd.

The Dog Days begin.

1819 A comet of great brilliancy appeared in the North.
THURSDAY, 4th.

1533 Jjhn Fryth, a native of Sevenoaks, in Kent, and educated at
Cambridge, having become a convert to the doctrines ot

Luther, was burnt at Smithfield.

1761 Died Samuel Richardson, author of Sir Charles Grandison,
&c. He was the first who endeavoured to render works of
fiction the medium for conveying moral instruction.

1776 The British Colonies, in North America, declared themselves
independent.

1816 Died, in the seventy-ninth year of his age, Richard Watson,
Bishop of Llandaff, the temperate, learned, and able defender
of Christianity against the gross attacks of Paine, and the not
less dangewus insinuations of Gibbon.

FRIDAY, 5th.

1100 Jerusalem taken by the Crusaders. The idea of rescuing the
Holy Sepulchre from the Infid«ls, a scheme at once so bold,
and apparently so hopeless, was first suggested by a recluse,

afterwards known as Peter the Hermit. Inflamed by his zeal,

princes and warriors entered with enthusiasm into the project;

all ranks and ages shared the phrensy of the moment ; and, if

we may believe contemporary authors, six millions of persons
assumed the cross. It was impossible to stem such a torrent

;

all Syria and Palestine fell, and the triumphant banner of the
Cross was planted on Mount Sion.

16S5 The Battle of Sedgemoor, in which the Duke of Monmouth
was defeated.

1718 Peter the Great, moved by suspicion and jealousy, condemned
to death his only son : the unfortunate young man did not
live for this cruel sentence to be executed, but is said to have
died of hoiror on hearing it read.

SATURDAY, 6th.

1415 John Huss, a follower of the doctrines of WickliflTe, was con-
demned and burned for heresy at Constance, a city in the
south of Germany.

1-484 Coronation of Richard III. and his Queen, Anne.
1553 I'^xpired at Greenwich, in his sixteenth year, Edward VI., the

last male descendant of the line of Tudor. His early virtues,

and firm adherence to the reformed religion, rendered his

death an irreparable loss.

1815 The Allied Forces of England, Prussia, Austria, and Russia,

entered Paris after the Battle of Waterloo.
SUNDAY, 7th.

Fifth Sunday after Trinitv.
1307 Death of Edward I. Having conceived the vast project of

uniting under one sovereign the whole Island of Britain, he
pursued it to the last hour of his life.

1647 Thomas Aniello, better known by the name of Masaiiiello,

raised a sudden revolt among the laszaroni of Naples, and,
for the moment, held the lives of the magistrates and inha-

bitants at his mercy ; but, being accused of betraying the in-

terests of the rabble, he was murdered, after having enjoyed
his sudden elevation but eight days.
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CAVERN TEMPLES AND TOMBS OF EGYPT AND NUBIA.

TEMPLE OF IBSAMBAL, AND BANKS OP THE NILE.

We now proceed to give some account of the Cavern
Temples and Tombs of Egypt, according to the division

of the subject proposed in a former number.

The long but narrow valley through which the river Nile
flows, constitutes the countries of Egypt and Nubia ; the for-

mer extending from the coast of the Mediterranean, through
seven and a half degrees of latitude, or about 600 miles, to

where the river, forcing its passage through the mountains,
forms the cataracts of Syene, near the island of Philae, in
24° N. This valley is on an average only nine miles in

width as far as Cairo, but from thence, the mountains
which bound it recede on either side, and the river divides
into several channels, forming the Delta of the Nile.
Lower Nubia is the continuation of this valley above, or
South of Philae, and extends for about two degrees of
latitude : beyond this the valley widens, and the country
is elevated, forming what is now termed Upper Nubia. The
vast and barren sandy deserts which lie on both sides,
beyond the mountain-chains, are the sources whence those
torrents of sand are brought by the periodical winds, which
have nearly buried so many of the stupendous monuments
of the earliest inhabitants of this ancient country.
The magnificent edifices which adorn in almost uninter-

rupted successions, the banks, islands, and adjoining
plains of the Nile, are formed of materials derived from
these mountains, which consist of granite, sand-stone, and
other rocks, best adapted for architectural purposes.
The excavations made by quarrying for this purpose

were enlarged, and appropriated to the reception of the
bodies of their dead. Whether this appropriation was sug-
gested by their existence, or whether the custom of pre-
serving the corpse caused the necessity for such receptacles,
cannot be perhaps determined; but it is certain, that
catacombs are fouud in tU neighbourhood of all the ancient

Vol. II.

cities on the Nile, some of which obviously have been
originally fonned by the removal of stone for building.
Though a general similarity of style pervades the archi-

tecture of these structures, yet they are of very different
dates, and are the works of very different people.

Neither the limits nor the object of these papers, will
admit of our entering into any detailed account of the age
or date of these wonders of Egypt, the subject being
perhaps the most obscure and uncertain of any which has
occupied the attention of historians ; but it may be
necessary to state to our readers, that in proportion as
more knowledge of ancient Egyptian history is gained by-

investigation of the inscriptions and hieroglyphics*, found
so universally on the ruins, the extravagantly high antiquity
attributed to some of these edifices is proved to be un-
founded.

* As it is impossible to make mention of any Egyptian work ol'

art, without constant allusion to the hieroglyphics so universally
found on them, it will be as well to give our readers a very succinct
account of this kind of language.
The term is derived from two Greek words, meaning sacred carv-

ing, because it was employed on religious edifices ; but it is applied
to the mode of recording ideas, by means of pictures or representa-
tions of objects, instead of by means of words, or the conventional
representations of sounds, as is done by common written languages.
'Ine trouble of giving a real representation soon caused an abridge-
ment into a symbol of the object, which, subsequently, was further
modified till it bore but a very imperfect and obscure relation to the
thing intended to be expressed.
The characters, therefore, used for this purpose by the Egyptians

before their conversion to Christianity, were of three kinds : the first,

or hieroglyphic, properly so called, was formed of real images of
visible objects ; the second, called hieratic, consisted of very coarse
and obscure outlines of the whole, or of only parts, of the objects
intended to be expressed; and the third, called demotic, was a still

further r'iduction: consequently the two latter were gradual ap-
proximations to common written characters, only that they still bora
some resemblance to the object, instead of being merely forms ex-»

64
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The assertion of the historian, Herodotus, who visited

Ef^ypt al)out 450 before Christ, that, even in his time, the

date of the erection of the Pyramids, and of the city of

Thebes*, &c., was lost in antiquity, gave rise to the belief

that the same obscurity existed relative to every building

in the country ; and this erroneous opinion was confirmed

by the incorrect interpretation of the astronomical tables,

sculptured on the ceilings of the temples at Dendera, &c.
The French scientific men who accompanied Buonaparte in

his expedition, carried away by their enmity to Christianity,

were anxious to prove that some of these monuments were
older than the Bible account of the creation ef the world;
but one of their own countrymen subsequently proved,

and the discoveries of the celebrated ChampoUion have
given additional confirmation to the proof, that the temple
at Dendera is not older than the age of the Roman
emperors.
These contradictory deductions, are in a great measure

explained, by recalling to mind the successive and per-

manent conquests of this country by very different na-

tions, each of which was interested in recording its own
occupation of it, and in obliterating as far as possible all

record of the previous occupants. Let us suppose, for

example, a splendid and perfect temple founded by Se-

sostris, existing in all its grandeur and perfection. Passing
over less known and less important political convulsions,

first came the conquests of the successors of Alexander,
who possibly erased and altered some portion of the ori-

ginal sculptured inscriptions ; next the Romans, with their

stern sway, compelled the natives to dedicate anew their

sacred fane to some profligate emperor, and the name of

Maximian, Dioclesiant, and such men, was substituted

for the sacred symbol of Osiris or Isis. Long after came

_
• A curious calculation, made from the rate of increase of depo-

sition by the Nile, corroborated by other evidence, shows that this

city must have been founded 4760 years ago, or 29-30 before Christ.

There are the ruins of a temple, bearing an inscription stating that
it was founded by Osymandyas, who reigned, according to M.
ChampoUion, Figeac 2270 B. C.

t There is more than one temple built, to all appearance, in the
most pure Egyptian style, which is now found to have been erected
by Hadrian, in honour of Antinoiis.

the lieutenants of the " false prophet," and, with still

more unsparing and barbarous fanaticism, destroyed and
defaced what they wanted sense and taste enough to

admire ; while the Greek Christians, sheltered, in other

secret recesses, from the overwhelming storm of Moham-
medan invasion, to fit them for churches, plastered over

the sculptured stories of Rhamses' conquests, and substi-

tuted a daubed painting of the holy apostles. And lastly, as

a chmax to these injuries, the Ottoman conquest and its

invariable results, misery, degradation, poverty, and oppres-

sion, came to complete the " tale of ruin ;" and a degraded
peasantry now shelter themselves in, and convert to the

vilest of purposes, the temple which Sesostris had dedi-

cated, or the magnificent tomb which contained the bones
of a Pharaoh.
Added to these political causes of injury and defacement,

every recess of every catacomb has been so repeatedly

ransacked, in the hopes of finding concealed treasure, or

for the gratification of curiosity, that no hidden tomb, the
existence of which might appear to have remained un
known from the time of its construction, can now be
opened, without the most obvious proofs presenting them
selves of its having been violated at some remote period.

We shall now proceed to the more immediate object of
this paper, commencing with the

EXCAVATED TEMPLES IN NUBIA.

At Derr, in Nubia, on the left side of the Nile, ascending
the river, there is an excavated temple, hewn out of the

sand-stone rock ; the portico of which consists of three rows
of square pillars ; four are still entire, the others are iu

ruins on the ground. In front of each of these four are the

legs of a colossal figure, similar to those of the temple
of Gome, at Thebes. A portion of one of the excavated

walls of the portico has fallen down; a battle is repre-

sented on the fragments of it : a hero is pursuing his van
quished foe, who retires to a marshy country, carrying

his wounded along with him. In another compartment,

the prisoners, with their arms tied, are brought before the

executioner; similar sculptures are found on other parts.

pressive of particular sounds or names of those objects. A fourth
class was added at a subsequent period, consisting of enigmatical
symbols, vvhich were a kind of composition of images of different
objects, united so as to convey an idea not directly suggested by
them when apart. These four species of characters were used pro-
miscuously, according to the pleasure of the artist, and are arranged
in either horizontal or vertical columns.
Thus for example, the sun, moon, ship, bull, bow, arrow, &c., are

expressed_hieroglyphically by images of the objects. The sky was

represented by the section of a flat roof, with or without stars in it.

The different gods were expressed by images of the idols which
represented them in the temples. Two arms stretched upwards,

express the word offering; water flowing from a jug, means a liba^

tion: a.bee, signifies an obedient people : a hawk flying, t/ieujinJ : a
crocodile, rapacity, and so on. The initial letters of the name of the

object were used, in one species of hieroglyphic, to express the thing

itself: thus, the letter A, signified an eagle, from the Egyptian name
of that bird, Ahom. SH, means a garden, from Shne, and so on.

SCULPTURE OUTSIDE THE WALLS OP THE MEMNONIUM.

The above piece of sculpture, taken from the walls of the
IVIemnonium, will convey to our readers an idea of Egyptian art,

and the mode of employing hieroglyphical writing in inscriptions.
It represents Amenophis or Memnon, eighth king of the 18th
dynasty, 1700 b.c, engaged in a contest with some nation, whom he
IS represented as vanquishing. In sculptures of this kind, the prin-
cipal hero is always portraved as colossal ; his name and titles
(isovereiBn of an Obedient People, Sun ; Lord of Truth and Justice,

w'^h A*^
^""'^ -^^^ shown on two tablets on the left, level with

nis head
;
and adjoining, is a hieroglyphical account of the event,

in five vertical columns.
'Ihe reader will easily comprehend, from this brief explanation,

how diAcult It must be to interpret this ancient writing, and how
uncertain and vague the explanations must occasionally ue : the
lale.Dr. Young, and MM. CtkmpoUion have, howerer, by persever-

ing industry, succeeded in deciphering much, and have accnratei
fixed the dates and succession of several of the earliest monarcbs
of this country. A considerable step was gained by the discovery,
made by the French in 1798, near Rosetta, of a stoue, on which
is an inscription in hieroglyphic, and in the Egyptian and Greek
languages, which is now in the British Museum. By means of
the latter well-known tongue, the explanation of the two former
was afforded ;

it contains a decree of the whole body of priest-
hood, for conferring divine honours on Ptolemy Epiphanes, and is

dated to correspond with March 26, in the year 196 before Christ.
Similar discoveries of inscriptions in hieroglyphic, hieratic, or de-
motic characters, accompanied with a translation in Greek, have
since been made in other places, and have thus enabled the before-
mentioned learned persons to form a system on this subject, which
is daily receiving fresh confirmation.^
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but they are all much mutilated*. The cell of the temple

consists of an apartment thirteen paces square, and is only

lighted by the principal gate from the portico, and a

smaller one on one side of it: two rows of square pillars

divide the cell into three aisles ; they are merely blocks of

the rock left standing, and are quite plain, with neither

base nor capital. The walls of the cell, and these pillars,

are covered with sculptured figures, but of a very rude

workmanship; from some remains yet visible, they appear

to have been painted in colours. In the back wall there

is a door, which leads into the small adytum (sanctuary)

;

in this are the mutilated remains of four figures, cut out

of the rock. There is a small chamber on each side of

the adytum, in one of which there is a deep excavation,

which makes it probable that it was used as a sepulchre."

There is also an excavated temple near Wady (valley)

Kostamne and Gyrshe, in Nubia, about one-third ot the
distance from Essouan to Ibsambal. It stands on the
top of a hill, the broad dechvity of which is covered
with rubbish and fragments of colossal statues. It was
dedicated, according to Champollion, by Rhamses the
Great, to Phthah (Vulcan), and has suffered much from
barbarians, probably the Persians, all except the excavated
part being destroyed. The large chamber has six colossal

statues, executed in a rude, but grand, style ; Burckhardt
states, that they recalled to his mind the temples of India,
to which these of Nubia bear a great resemblance. On the
side-walls of the pronaos, behind these figures and pillars,

are four recesses, each containing three life-size symbohcal
figures, such as are usually seen in Egyptian temples ; all

these, as well as the colossi, are covered with a thick coat
of stucco, and were once painted. A door from this pronaos
leads, as usual, to the cella, in the centre of which are two
massy pillars, and a small apartment on each side ; on the
tloor of each are high stone benches. The floors have
been broken up to search for treasure. Behind the cella

is the sanctuary, with a small chamber on each side. In
the adytum are four statues, seated, and a large cubical
stone in the middle; its sides are quite smooth. The sculp-
tures which covered the walls of this temple are very much
decayed, owing to the nature of the sand-stone in which it

is cut ; and, added to this, the walls are blackened with
the smoke of the torches and fires kindled by the neigh-
bouring shepherds, who often pass the night here with
their cattle.

A small temple, near Kalabshe, lower down the river,

has a series of historical sculptures on its walls, which
are excessively interesting in this point of view : accord-
ing to Champollion, who passed four days in examining
them, they represent the expeditions of Sesostris in his

youth against the Arabs, Africans, .^Ethiopians, &c. In
one compartment he is presenting his Asiatic prisoners
to his father Rhamses ; in another part of the temple,
the suppliant ^Ethiopian king is presented by Sesostris

to his father ; the tables are covered with chains of
gold, panther-skins, bags of gold-dust, logs of ebony,
elephants' tusks, and ostrich-feathers, with captives, Hons,
camelopards, panthers, ostriches, and monkeys in pro-
cession . The other sculptures relate to the gods to whom
the temple was dedicated, Ammon, Ra, and Cnuphis.
Burckhardt, who agrees with Champollion in the general
purport of these sculptures, says that they are the best he
saw anywhere in the valley of the Nile.

On the western shore, somewhat to the north of Assouan,
are several temples and sepulchres, hewn out of the rock,
all of them consisting of a square chamber, with square
pillars within, covered with hieroglyphics, large sepulchral
excavations remaining in several of them.
The mechanical skill of the ancient Egyptians is suffi-

ciently proved by their wonderful edifices and sculptures
;

one curious application of it must be noticed, as properly
coming within the scope of this paper ;—we allude to the
monolithic temples, so called from being cut out of " one
piece of stone," and often elaborately sculptured externally
and internally. Two small chests of this kind are seen in
the central niche, or sanctuary, of one of the temples in the
island of Philse; they were intended for cages for the
sacred hawk, as it is conjectured. In the temple at Debet,
in Nubia, there are two fine monoUthe temples, of granite,

* Champollion has ascertained that this temple belongs to the
age of Sesostris, who reigned 1473 B. C. ; and the inscriptions in it

contain an enumeration of the children of that hero. It was dedi
cated to Amon-Rha and Plire, invoked by the name of Rhamses,
the peculiar patron of the family.

in the sanctuary ; the larger is eight feet high by three in

width ; the winged globe is sculptured over each ; they
appear to have been intended for the reception of sacred
animals, perhaps beetles : the places for the hinges of the
door are yet visible. But the most celebrated was that
quarried at Elephantine, and removed thence by the
labour of two thousand men, employed for three years, ac-
cording to Herodotus, to Sais, in the Delta, on the eastern
side of the Rosetta arm; of this, we believe, there is now
no trace.

The monolithe granite temple, termed the Green
Tabernacle at Memphis, was thirteen and a half feet

high, twelve feet long, and ten and a half broad ; the
chamber within was ten and a half, nine, and seven and a
half feet in dimensions; both within and without this

temple are numerous sculptures and inscriptions.

THE TEMPLES AT IBSAMBAL.
, [See the Engraving at the head of this paper.]

At Ibsambal, on the right-hand side of the river, are the

two most celebrated excavated temples in this country:

here the mountainous sides of the valley approach very

close to the stream, so that these temples are just over the

bank ; at present there is no road to them, but probably

some change in the bed of the river has taken place here.

The smaller excavation stands about twenty feet above the

surface of the water ; it is entirely cut out of the almost

perpendicular rock, and is in complete preservation. In

front of the entrance, are six erect colossal figures, three

on each side, placed in narrow recesses, they are all of the

same size, and stand with one foot before the other ; they

measure from the ground to the knee six and a half feet,

so that their magnitude may be estimated at about thirty-

five feet. The first represents a young man with a narrow

beard, and a tiara on his head, accompanied by two small

upright figures about four feet high, one on each side of

his legs ; the second is a female with a child in her

arms and a small figure also on each side : though rudely

executed, the countenance is truly grand ; the third is a

youth with his arms hanging down, and two small figures

as before. On the other side of the door, the same figures

are repeated in order : only that Isis has a globe encom-
passed by two serpetits on her head. The spaces be-

tween the niches in which the figures stand, are covered

with hieroglyphics. A small central door leads into the

pronaos (or portico), the ceiling of which is supported by
six square columns, of three feet, the capitals represent-

ing heads of Isis. The portico is thirteen paces in length,

and seven broad. The narrow cell, which is only three

paces wide, is entered by three doors, it has a dark chamber
on each side. The adytum is seven feet square, with the

remains of a statue cut out of the rock, visible in the

back wall, and in the floor is a deep excavation. The
walls of the three apartments are covered with hiero-

glyphics and the usual sacred figures ; they seem all to

have be-en painted yellow, excepting the hair, which in

several is black, that of the female, in black and white

stripes t.

The principal excavation, for the examination and almost

the discovery of which, the world is indebted to the inde-

fatigable Belzoni, was, till his time, almost choked up and
covered with sand. On the 1st of August, 1817, he, and
three other gentlemen, effected an entrance into the large

pronaos, fifty-seven feet long and fifty-two wide, sup-

ported by two rows of square pillars, each having a figure

of Sesostris attached to it, about thirty feet high, fiinely

executed and in good preservation. The pillars are five

and a half feet square; both these and the walls are covered

with hieroglyphics, of the same kind as those of the smaller

temple. From this there is a succession of chambers of va-

rious sizes, most of them containing sculptures and inscrip-

tions ; but not requiring any particular description. The

exterior of this temple is magnificent; it is one hundred

and seventeen feet wide and eighty-six feet high ; the door

is twenty feet high. There are four enormous sitting

colossi, the largest in Egypt or Nubia, except the great

Sphinx at the Pyramids, being about two-thirds the size of

this latter : from the shoulder to the elbow they measure

fifteen feet six inches ; the face is seven feet long, and

across the shoulders twenty-five feet ; their height, exclu-

t This temple, if it be a temple, was dedicated to Hathor (or

Venus), by Nofre Ari, consort of Rhamses the Great r Sesostris).

The colossi are supposed to represent that prince and his queen,

with their children at their feet.

64—2
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INTERIOR OF THE TEMPLE AT IBSAMBAL.

sive of their caps of fourteen feet, is fifty one feet. Two
are only visible, one being still buried in the sand, and the

other, "near the door, is half fallen down, and is also

buried. On the top of the door is a colossal figure with

the hawk's head, twenty feet high, with an hieroglyphic

figure on each side. On the top of the temple is a cornice

with hieroglyphics, with a row of twenty-one sitting

monkeys, eight feet high, and six feet across the shoulders.

The heat in the interior of the temple is so great*, that

the party found it impossible to draw, the perspiration from

their faces falling on the paper and spoihng it. They

found the figures of two lions with hawks' heads, the bodies

as large as life, a small sitting figure, and some copper-

work belonging to the doors, in the temple.

Subsequent examination has led to the conclusion that

the four colossi are portraits of Rhamses (Sesostris), and

* According to Champollion, the thermometer within stood at

115° of Fahrenheit.

the bas-rehef sculptures on the walls, &c. of the first hall,

represent his conquests in Africa ; in one he is seen in a
triumphal car, followed by bands of prisoners, of Nubians,
Negroes, &c. of the natural size, in a composition of great
beauty and effect ; those in the other sixteen chambers re-

present religious subjects, highly curious and interesting.

The four figures in the sanctuarj' represent Rhamses, Amon
Ra, Phre (the Sun), and Phthah (the Lord of Justice). A
long inscription on a column consists of a decree of Phthah
(Vulcan), in favour of Sesostris, and that monarch's reply.

A few paces to the south of the great temple is a recess

cut out of the rock, with steps leading up to it from the

river; its walls are covered with hierogl}'phics and inscrip-

tions lelating to Rhamses. There is another small exca-

vated temple on the opposite side of the river, which has
sersed as a chapel to the Christian Greeks ; and figures of
the Apostles, still nearly perfect, are painted on its walls

and roof.

SCUI-ni'RES IV THE TEMPLE AT IBSAMBAL.

There does not appear to be any excavated Temple in

Egypt, or none at least which can be distinctly recognised

as such : this difi"erence between the two countries, either

arose from difi'erences in the religions of the first inha-

bitants of each, or probably the excavations in Nubia being
larger, have received the name of temples though they

were only tombs, analogous to those at El-kab mentioned
in another place, with which they appear from the descrip-

tions, to have agreed in their interior arrangements.

CATACOMBS OF THEBES, &c.

Every traveller who visits Egy^pt, gives some description
of these places ; it is difficult, among so many and such
various accounts, to select that which will be most accept-
able

; but, on consideration, we prefer that of the late Belzoni
as most interesting.

" Goumou is a tract of-^ocks about two miles in length,

at the foot of the Lybian mountains «n the west of

Thebes, and was the burial-place of the great ' city of the
hundred gates.' Every part of these rocks is cut out by
art, in the form of large and small chambers, each of which
has its separate entrance ; and, though they are very close

to each other, it is seldom that there is any communication
from one to another. I can truly say, it is impossible to

give any description sufficient to convey the smallest idea

of these subterranean abodes and their inhabitants: there

are no sepulchres in any part of the world like them; and
no exact description can be given of their interior, owing
to the difiaculty of visiting these recesses. Of some of

these tombs many persons cannot withstand the suffocating

air, which often causes fainting. A vast quantity of dust

rises, so fine, that it enters into ^he throat and nostrils, and
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chokes to sujfl a degree, that it requires great power of

Kings to resist it, and the strong effluvia of the mummies.

This is not all; the entry, or passage where the bodies are,

is roughly cut in the rocks, and the falling of the sand

from the upper part or ceiling causes it to be nearly filled

up, so that in some places, there is not a vacancy of much
more than a foot left, which must be passed in a creeping

posture on the hands and knees. After getting through

these passages, some of them two or three hundred yards

long, you generally find a more commodious place, perhaps

high enough to sit': but what a place of rest ! Suri'ounded

by bodies, by heaps of mummies in all directions, which,

till I got accustomed to the sight, impressed me with horror.

The blackness of the wall, the faint light given by the

candles or torches for want of air, the different objects that

surrounded me, seeming to converse with each other, and

my Arab guides, who, covered with dust, and naked, resem-

bled living mummies themselves, formed a scene which
cannot be described. In such a situation I found myself
several times, and often returned exhausted and fainting,

till at last I became inured to it and indifferent to what I

suffered, except from the dust, which never failed to choke
my throat and nose, and I could taste that the mummies
were rather unpleasant to swallow *. After the exertion of

entering into such a place through a passage of sometimes
six himdred yards in length, nearly overcome, I sought a

resting-place, found one, and contrived to sit ; but when my
weight bore on the body of an Egyptian, it crushed it like

a band-box. I naturally had recourse to my hands to

sustain my weight, but they found no better support ; so

that I sank altogether among the broken mummies with a

crash of bones, rags, and wooden cases, which raised such
a dust as kept me motionless for a quarter of an hour,

waiting till it subsided again. Once I was conducted from
such a place to another resembling it, through a passage
about twenty feet in length, and no larger than that a body
could be forced through ; it was choked with mummies, and
I could not pass without putting my face in contact with
that of some decayed Egyptian; but, as the passage inclined

downwards, my own weight helped me on, and I could not

avoid being covered with bones, legs, arms, and heads
rolling from above. The purpose of my researches was to

rob the Egyptians of their papyrii-, of which I found a few
hidden in their breasts, under their arms, in the space

above their knees, or on the legs, and covered by the nu-
merous folds of cloth that envelop the body."

" Nothing can more plainly distinguish the various classes

of people, than the manner of their preservation ; but there

are many other remarks that may be made to the same
effect. In the many pits that I have opened I never saw
a single mummy standing, and found them lying regularly

in horizontal rows, and some were sunk into a cement
which must have been nearly fluid when the cases were
placed on it. The lower classes were not buried in cases :

they were dried up as it appears after the usual preparation

;

mummies of this sort were in the proportion of about ten
to one of the better class, as nearly as I could calculate

from the quantity of both I have seen ; the linen in which
they are folded is of a coarser sort and less in quantity,

they have no ornaments about them of any consequence,
and are piled up in layers, so as to fill, in a rude manner,
the caves excavated for the purpose ; in general these
tombs are to be found in the lower grounds at the foot of

the mountains ; they are entered by a small aperture arched
over, or by a shaft four or five feet square, at the bottom of

which are entrances into various chambers, all choked up
with mummies, many of which have been rummaged and
left in the most confused state. Among these tombs we
saw some which contained the mummies of animals
intermixed with human bodies, these were bulls, cows,
sheep, monkeys, foxes, bats, crocodiles, fishes and birds

;

idols often occur, and one tomb was filled with nothing but
cats, carefully folded in red and white linen, the head
covered by a mask made of the same, and representing
the cat. I have opened all these sorts of animals. Of
* Before any rational knowledge of medicine existed, mummies

were used as drugs, and were exported from Egypt for that purpose
;

uut, as was to be expected, when the price was raised, from a deficient
supply; quantities were prepared by drying recent bodies with
preparations to give them the same appearance and odour ; this
" adulteration" excited great wrath among the physicians of those
days, but we do not doubt that as the spurious article was quite as
nasty, it was ]ust as efficacious as the true old Egyptian.

t The plant called Papyrus, was manufactured into a substitute
for paper, on which the ancients wrote before parchment was
employed.

the bull, the calf, and the sncep, there is no part but the

head, which is covered with linen with the horns projecting

out of the cloth ; the rest of the body being represented by
two pieces of wood eighteen inches wide and three feet

long, with another at the end, two feet high, to forth the

breast. It is somewhat singular, that such animals are

not to be met with in the tombs of the higher sort of pcoplfe,

while few or no papyri are to be found among the lower

order, and if any occur, they are only small pieces stuck on
the breast with a little gum or asphaltum, being probably

all that the poot" individual could afford to himself. In
those of the better classes other objects are found. I think

they ought to be divided into several classes, and not

confined to three, as is done by Herodotus in his account of

the mode of embalming. In the same pit where I found

mummies in cases, I have found otheirs without, and in

these, papyri are most likely to be met with. I remarked
that those in cases have none. It appears to me that those

that could afford it had a case to be buried in on which the

history of their lives was painted, and those who could

not afford a case, were contented to have their lives written

on papyri and placed above their knees. The cases are

made of sycamore, some very plain, some richly painted

with well-executed figures ; all have a human face on the

lid : some of the larger contain others within them, either

of wood or plaster, and painted ; some of the mummies
have garlands of flowers and leaves of the acacia, or Sunt-

tree, over their heads and breasts. In the inside of these

mummies are often found lumps of asphaltum, sometimes

weighing as much as two pounds. Another kind of

mummy I believe I may conclude to have belonged ex-

clusively to the priests ; they are folded in a manner totally

differing from the others, and with much more care ; the

bandages consist of stripes of red and white linen inter-

mixed, and covering the whole body, but so carefully

applied, that the form of the trunk and limbs are preserved

separate, even to the fingers and toes ; they have sandals

of painted leather on the feet, and bracelets on their arms
and wrists ; the cases in which these mummies are pre-

served, are somewhat better executed than the rest."

" The tombs containing the better classes are of course

superior to the others ; some are also more extensive than

others, having various apartments adorned with figures. It

would be impossible to describe the numerous little

articles found in them, which are well adapted to show the

domestic habits of the ancient Egyptians. It is here the

smaller idols are occasionally found, either lying on the

ground, or on the cases. Vases made of baked clay,

painted over, from eight to eighteen inches in size, are

sometimes seen, containing embalmed entrails ; the covers

represent the head of some divinity, bearing either the

human form, or that of a monkey, fox, cat,,or other animal.

I met with a few of these made of alabaster, in the tombs

of the kings, but they were unfortunately broken • a great

quantity of pottery and wooden vessels are found in some
of the tombs, the ornaments, the small works in clay in

particular, are very curious; I have been fortunate enough
to find many specimens of their manufactures, among
which is leaf-gold, nearly as thin as ours ; but what is

singular, the only weapon I met with was an arrow, two

feet long. The scarabseus, or sacred beetle, is found,

though not abundantly, in the tombs ; these are made of

basalt, verde-antico, and other stones, or baked ciay, those

with hieroglyphics are much more scarce than the com-
mon sort."

" There are various and extensive tombs at Gournou,

excavated, not in the rocks themselves, but in the plains

at their foot, twelve or fourteen feet below the surface, and
extending a considerable distance underground: the way
to these is generally by a staircase, which leads into a

large square hall cut in the rock, in some instances, ninety

to a hundred feet long ; and, opposite the stairs, is generally

the entrance to the tomb."
" One day while causing, as was my custom, the walls of

a large tomb to be struck with a sledge-hammer, in order

lo discover some hidden chambers, an aperture a foot and
a half wide into another tomb was suddenly made : having

enlarged it sufficiently to pass, we entered, and fourid

several mummies and a great quantity of broken cases ; in

an inner apartment was a square opening, into which we
descended, and at the bottom we found a small chamber
at each side of the shaft, in one was a granite sarcophagus

with its cover, quite perfect, but so situated, that it would
be an arduous undertaking to draw it out."

Among the many discoveries of the enterprising Bel-
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torn, was that of the Tombs of the Kings, at Thebes,

As immediately connected with our subject, we shall give

»n abridged account of this transaction, from the same

work, first mentioning, that many things led Belzoni to a

belief of the existence of such a place, and his intimacy

with the situation and structure of these singular excava-

tions, gave him a well-founded confidence, that he should

succeed in detecting what had escaped the observation of

all who had searched this country, from the time of Strabo

to the present century.
" After a long survey of the western valley, I could

observe only one spot that presented the appearance of a

tomb, accordingly 1 set the men to work, and when they

had got a little below the surface, they came to some large

stones, which had evidently been put there by those who

closed the tomb ; having removed these, I perceived the

rock had been cut on both sides, and found a passage

leading downwards, and in a few hours came to a well-built

wall of stones of various sizes, through which we contrived to

make a breach ; at last on entering, we found ourselves on

a staircase, eight feet wide and ten high, at the bottom of

which were four mummies in their cases, lying Hat on the

ground, and further on four more ; the cases were all

painted, and one had a large covering thrown over it like a

pall.—These I examined carefully, but no further disco-

veries were made at this place, which appears to have been

intended for some of the royal blood."

After two or three other fruitless, though very interesting

discoveries, Belzoni proceeds.
" Not fifteen yards from the last tomb 1 described, I

caused the earth to be opened at the foot of a steep hill,

and under a torrent which, when it rains, pours a great

quantity of water over the spot: on the evening of the

second day, we perceived the part of the rock which was

cut and formed the entrance, which was at length entirely

cleared, and was found to be eighteen feet below the sur-

face of the ground.—In about an hour there was room for

rae to enter through a passage that the earth had left

under the ceiling of the first corridor, which is thirty-six

feet long and etght or nine wide, and when cleared, six

feet nine inches high. I perceived immediately by the

painting on the ceiling, and by the hieroglyphics in bas-

relief, that this was the entrance into a large and magnifi-

cent tomb. At the end of the corridor, I came to a

staircase twenty-three feet long, and ot the same breadth

RS the corridor, with a door at the bottom, twelve feet high

;

this led to another corridor thirty-seven feet long, and of

the same width and heii;ht as the former one, each side and

the ceiling sculptured with hieroglyphics and painted, but

I was stopped from further progress by a large pit at the

other end, thirty feet deep and twelve wide, the upper

part of this was adorned with figures, from the wall of the

passage up to the ceiling ; the passages from the entrance,

all the way to this pit, were inclined at an angle of about

eighteen degrees ; on the opposite side of the pit, facing

the passage, a small opening was perceived, two feet wide,

and two feet six inches high, and a quantity of rubbish at

the bottom of the wall ; a rope, fastened to a piece of wood

that was laid across the passage, against the projections

which form a kind of door, appears to have been used for

tescending into the pit, and from the small aperture on the

)ther side hung another, for the purpose, doubtless, of

iscending again ; but these and the wood crumbled to dust

on touching them, from the damp arising from the water

which drained into the pit down the passages. On the

following day we contrived a bridge of two beams to cross

the pit by, and found the little aperture to be an opening

forced through a wall, which had entirely closed the en-

trance, and which had been plastered over and painted, so

as to give the appearance of the tomb having ended at the

pit, and of there having been nothing beyond it : the rope

in the inside of the wall, having been preserved from the

damp, did not fall to pieces, and the wood to which it was

attached was in good preservation. "When we had passed

through the little aperture, we found ourselves in a beau-

tiful hall, twenty-seven feet six inches by twenty-five feet

ten inches, in which were four pillars, three feet square ; at

the end of this room, which I shall call the entrance-hall,

and opposite the aperture, is a large door, from which three

steps lead down into a chamber with two pillars, four feet

square, the chamber being twenty-eight by twenty-five

feet ; the walls were covered with figures, which, though
in outline only, were as fine and perfect as if drawn only

the day before : on the left of the aperture a large stair-

case of eighteen steps, descended from the entrance-hall

into a corridor, thirty six feefT)y seven wide, and we per
ceived that the paintings became more perfect as we ad
vanced further ; the figures are painted on a white ground,
and highly varnished ; at the end of this ten steps led us
into another, seventeen feet by eleven, through which we
entered a chamber, twenty feet by fourteen, adorned in the
most splendid manner by basso-relievos, painted like the
rest: standing in this chamber, the spectator sees himself
surrounded by representations of the Egyptian gods and
goddesses. Proceeding further, we entered another large
hall, twenty-eight feet square, vnth two rows of pillars,

three on each side, in a line with the walls of the corridors;

at each side is a small chamber, each about ten or eleven
feet square. At the end of this hall we found a large
saloon, with an arched roof or ceiling, thirty-two feet by
twenty-seven ; on the right was a small chamber, roughly
cut, and obviously left unfinished ; and on the left there is

another, twenty-six by twenty-three feet, with two pillars in

it; it had a projection of three feet all round it, possibly
intended to contain the articles necessary for the funeral
ceremonies ; the whole was beautifully painted like the
rest. At the same end of the room we entered by a large
door into another chamber, forty-three feet by seventeen,
with four pillars in it, one of which had fallen down ; it was
covered with white plaster where the rock did not cut
smoothly, but there were no paintings in it. We found the
carcass of a bull embalmed with asphaltum, and also,

scattered in various places, an immense quantity of small
wooden figures of mummies, six or eight inches long, and
covered with asphaltum to preserve them ; there were some
others of fine baked earth, coloured blue, and highly var-

nished. On each side of the two little rooms were some
wooden statues, standing erect, four feet high, with a cir-

cular hollow inside, as if to contain a roll of papyrus, which
I have no doubt they once did. In the centre of the saloon

was a sarcophagus of the finest oriental alabaster, nine

feet five inches long, and three feet seven wide ; it is only

two inches thick, and consequently transparent when a
light is held within it; it is minutely sculptured, both inside

and out, with several hundred figures, not exceeding two
inches in length, representing, as I suppose, the whole of

the funeral procession and ceremonies relating to the de-

ceased. The cover had been taken out, and we found it

broken in several pieces in digging before the first en-

trance : this sarcophagus was over a staircase in the centre

of the saloon, which communicated with a subterraneous

passage leading downwards, three hundred feet in length.

At the end of this we found a great quantity of bats" dung,
which choked it up, so that we could go no further with

out digging ; it was also nearly filled up by the falling in

of the upper part. One hundred feet from the entrance is

a staircase, in good preservation, but the rock below changes
its substance ; this passage proceeds in a south-west direc-

tion through the mountain. I measured the distance from
the entrance, and also the rocks above, and found that the

passage reaches nearly half-way through the mountain to

the upper part of the valley. I have reason to suppose that

this passage was used as another entrance, but this could

not be after the person was buried there ; for, at the bottom

of the stairs, under the sarcophagus, a wall had been
built, which entirely closed this communication ; hence it

should appear, that this tomb had been opened again with

violence, after all the precautions mentioned had been taken

to conceal the existence of the greater part of it, and as

these had been carefully and skilfully done, it is probable

that the intruder must have had a guide who was ac-

quainted with the place."

All the figures and hieroglyphics, sculptured in the va
rious chambers of this place are in basso-relievo, and-

coloured ; the surface of the rock was first made as smootl*

as possible, and fissures and crevices filled up with cement,

the figures being then drawn in outline, the surrounding

surface was cut away, leaving: the subject in relief in a
greater or less degree, according to its size, the largest

projecting about half an inch, and the smallest not above

one-tenth of an inch. The folds of the drapery, and the

limbs within the contour, are marked by a line cut about

one-tenth of an inch deep ; the whole wall was then washed

over with white, and this was so brilliant and clear, that

the whitest paper appears, even now, of a yellow hue when
laid on it ; the figures were then painted, the flesh being

coloured red or yellowish, according as they represented

men or women; the drapery and ornaments are either

white, blue, or green, as four colours only appear to have

been used in those days, red, blue, yellow, and green ; but
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these are arranged with considerable skill, so as to give a

very splendid effect to the paintings when seen by torch-

hght, which they always necessarily are*. After the work

was finished, a coat of varnish appears to have been laid

on, but this has been noticed in this tomb only, probably

from the circumstance of its having, for many centuries,

beer excluded from the air." It would be impossible to

give a description of the subjects of tliese basso-relievos ;

they appear to have been allegories of the principal events

in the life of the occupant of this splendid sepulchre t, and

the hieroglyphic writing mingled with them, is an interpre-

tation of their meaning. The name of tliis king was the

Pharaoh Menephthah, whose pompous titles are painted

and sculptured in various places.

EXCAVATED TOMB OF THE KINGS AT
ALEXANDRIA.

About sixty yards east of some excavations called the
" Baths of Cleopatra," there is a little bay, about sixty

yards deep, the entrance being so nearly blocked up by
two rocks, that a boat only can obtain access. At the

bottom of this bay, in the steep slope of the shore,

there is a small hole, through which it is difficult to pass :

a passage of about thirty feet leads to the first hall, in

this the visiter can stand upright ; on the right and left

are small square chambers, much filled up with sand,

the ceiling and cornice supported by pilasters ; the for-

mer is vaulted, and covered with a crystallized cement,

on which are traced, in red, lines obviously forming
geometrical constructions on the subject of astronomy ; a

sun is represented in the middle of the vault. The upright

sides contain vaulted niches ; the hall is about twenty yards

square. From this a door, in the opposite side, leads to a

larger hall, but the sand fills it up from the floor to the

ceiling at ihe further end, so that its dimensions cannot be
ascertained. Two small chambers, as before, are excavated
on two sides of this also ; in the i-ight-hand one there is an
opening in the wall, leading to a vast corridor, thirty-six

feet long and twelve broad, half choked up, three wells

in the roof having probably served to admit the rubbish.

This leads to another fine apartment, with a portico on each
of its four sides, three of which have pilasters and cornice,

richly carved ; the other parts of the wall are left quite

plain, but there are lines traced on the vaulted ceiling, in-

dicating that it was intended to have been cut into panels,

with roses in the centres. From this chamber you enter
a beautiful rotunda, on the left, which appears to be
the principal object of the excavation ; it is seven yards in

diameter, and about five high ; it is regularly ornamented
with pilasters supporting a cornice, from which springs the

cupola of the ceiling ; nine tombs, decorated like those

first described, are seen around it. The bottom is level

with the sea ; the water filters through, and is found a short

distance below the floor; this place is quite free from sand,
so that the whole of it can be seen, and the effect, when
illuminated by many torches, the light of which is reflected

from the cement, is very grand. The chamber preceding
the rotunda also affords access to another corridor, leading
to various apartments, presenting similar appearances to

those already described ; in one of them there is the spring-
ing of a brick-arch lunning round it, intended, apparently,
to support a gallery ; beneath is a hole, about half a
yard square, which is the entrance to a winding passage,
but it is impossible to penetrate it far on account of the
sand and water ; it is conjectured to have served for some
religious mystery, or for some imposition of the priests on
the common people. Through the centre portico of another
chamber, similar to that before described, but left unfi-
nished, like many other parts of this magnificent tomb, an
apartment is entered, each side of which has three ranges
of holes for the reception of embalmed bodies, and pits of
various dimensions are dug in the floors of s<3veral of the

* Many of our readers may remember, that an 'exhibition was
prepared by Belzoni in London, in which casts of a great part of
these sculptures were arranged round the walls of apartments,
and coloured tojmitate the originals. Day-light was excluded, ana,
AS seen by the hght of lamps, a very lively idea of the appearance
of the loinb was conveyed. The alabaster sarcophagus, which
Belzoni also brought to England, was purchasea by Sir John Soane,
of whose Museum it is now one of the greatest orna'tnents.

t In one of the apartments, leading to the great saloon, Dr.
Richardson discovered a representation of a human sacrifice made
to a serpent

; three persons are on their knees with their heads struck
off, with the reptile deity opposite to them : the executioner has the
knife m his hand, and is apparently about to immoiate threo other
vicums, bound, lying on the ground behind him.

rooms. There is a great symmetry in the arrangement of
all the apartments, so that the plan of the excavation is

regular. It was probably intended for a royal cemetery,
the bodies of the sovereigns being deposited in the rotunda,
and the other chambers serving as places of burial for
their relatives, according to their rank, and two large side
chapels, with collateral rooms, being appropriated to the
religious rites of tne Goddess Hecate, as is rendered
probable by the crescents which ornament various j>arts of
the place. Whatever was its destination, like all the other
cemeteries of Egypt, it has been ransacked at some remote
period, and ttie bodies of its tenants removed.

CATACOMBS OF ALEXANDRIA.
The catacombs of Alexandria are very extensive, thev
are situated along the shore, about half a league west of
the present city, and consist of long galleries, with apart-
ments on each side cut out of the rock, and so numerous
and complicated, that the guides take the precaution of
t}'ing one end of a ball of thread at the entrance, by means
of which they are enabled to find their way out again,
which otherwise would be scarcely possible. The present
entrance is by a small hole, through which a person can
only pass on his hands and knees, and the precaution of
shouting out loud, or firing a gun, must be taken, to alarm
and disperse the jackaUs or beasts of prey, who make this

their place of retreat. After these necessary preliminaries,
the place may be explored ; but it has been so often ran
sacked by plunderers or travellers, that there is little to

reward the labour of the expedition, except the gratification

of curiosity. Some of the chambers have vaulted ceihngs
and pilasters, with cornices cut out of the solid rock, and
are consequently more pleasing to view than the monoto-
nous long galleries, which compose the greatest part of
these excavations. Many stone sarcophagi are found in

them, but no bodies are now left, the walls are unadorned
with the paintings, which render the catacombs of Thebes
so beautifiil and interesting ; this difference possibly arises

from those of Alexandria having been the work of the
Greek colonists, who peopled that wonderful city, and
whose customs differed from the native and aboriginal

Egyptians.

CATACOMBS AT CAIRO.

The catacombs near Cairo, are situated beneath a
mound in the middle of a plain, adjoining the pyramids of

Saccara ; they extend about half a mile through the rocky
stratum which lies beneath the sandy surface. Dr. Clarke,
who visited these as well as those last mentioned, descended
into them by means of a rope-ladder ; the first chamber he
entered, contained scattered fragments of mummies, which
had originally been placed on a shelf cut out of the rock,

and extending breast-high the whole length of this apart-

ment : there are two tiers or stories of these chambers, one
above the other, all presenting the same appearance of

violation and disorder, and smelling very offensively. At
some distance from these, which were apparently appro-

priated to man, are those in which the sacred birds and ani-

mals were deposited ; one apartment of which Dr. Clarke
found filled with earthen jars entire, laid horizontally in

tiers on one another, something like bottles in a wine-bin,

they were about fourteen inches long, and conical in form,

the cover being fixed on by some kind of cement ; when
opened, they were found to contain the bodies of birds,

(the Ibis) with white feathers tipped with black, or the

heads of monkeys, cats and other animals, all carefully

bandaged up in linen.

SEPULCHRES AT EL-KAB.

Nearly opposite to Edfu is El-kab, anciently Elethyia, where

are two sepulchral caverns, which rival those at Thebes in

the variety of their paintings and sculptures reprtsenting

domestic scenes. While the subjects in most other temples

or tombs, are either wars, processions, or religious ceremo-

nies, here, on the contrary, all the details of agriculture

are represented ;
ploughing, sowing, reaping, gleaning, &c.

fishery by nets, curing the fish with salt, hunthig and

cooking of the game, buying and selling in markets,

loading and unloading vessels, the processes of embalming

and burying the dead ; and, in short, a complete picture of

the private life and customs of the period. All these

subjects are sculptured, or more properly speaking, left in

low relief on the face of tne rock, and are coloured ; the

various departments are bordered by hierogtypnics, most

probably explanatory of them. Two of the principal grot-
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toes in wKicn ftiese curious representations occur, are simple

in their form and not large ; the first being about twenty-

four feet long, and twelve wide, with a vaulted ceiling ; it

is divided into two parts, the first alone being sculptured
;

at the bottom is a niche with three large sitting figures,

much mutilated, of a male and two females ; above them
is a small aperture giving hght to an inner apartment
which cannot be explored ; a small door on the right hand,
obviously made subsequent to the original excavation, leads
to another chamber containing a pit, in which were deposited
the bodies of the proprietors of this tomb. The second
grotto is very similar to this, but not so elaborately carved
and painted, hence the former is termed by the present

inhabitants, that of the Sultan, and the other, that of the

Vizier, but most probably they belonged to rich landed
proprietors. The remaining excavations do not merit parti-

cular notice ; they are nearly filled up with rubbish, and
with fragments of mummies. A similar tomb was seen by
Burckhardt, in an insulated hill about two miles from the
river, near the village of Kette in Nubia, in very good
preservation, and the paintings as bright in their colours,

as those on the walls of the tombs at Thebes.
Near to the village and to the North, a mass of rock is

seen standing distinct from the mountain-chain : this has
been quarried into its present form, which, from its regu-
larity, and from the stratified nature of the stone, gives it

the appearance of an arcliitectural erection ; it is hollowed
out into a chamber, with two enormous piers and an isolated
column left supporting the roof. From the direction of the
entrances, and the care apparent in the work, it is proba-
ble that it. was intended for some sacred use.

GROTTO AT EL-KAB.

The following narrative will give our readers some idea
of the danger that attends the examination of these com-
plicated passages ; the author, Mr. Legh, with two other per-
sons, set out to explore some mummy-pits near Manfalout,
on the Nile, having, by a reward, persuaded four Arabs of
the neighbourhood to be their guides. " After an hour's
march in the desert, we arrived at the spot, which we
found to be a pit or circular hole, ten feet in diameter, and
eighteen feet deep ; we descended without difficulty, and
the Arabs began to strip, and proposed to us to do the
same ; we partly followed their example, but kept on our
trousers and shirts. It was now decided that three of the
Arabs should go with us, while the other remained outside
the cavern."—" We formed therefore a party of six, our
torches were lighted, one Arab led the way, and I followed
him. We crept through an opening at the bottom of the
pit for seven or eight yards, which was partly choked up
with the drifted sand of the desert, and found ourselves in

a large chamber fifteen feet high ; here we observed frag-
ments of the mummies of crocodiles, and numbers of bats
were flying about or hanging to the roof. We now entered
a low gallery, in which we continued for more than an
hour, stooping or creeping as was necessary, and following
its windings, till at last it opened into a large chamber,
which we soon recognised as the one from which we had set

out.—Our guides confessed that they had missed their

way, and persuaded us to make another attempt, which we
acquiesced in doing, though fatigued by the irksomeness
of the posture we had been so long compelled to assume,
and the heat of our torches.—^We found the opening of the
chamber which we now approached, guarded by a trench of
unknown depth, and wide enough to require a good leap

,

the first Arab jumped the ditch, and we all followed him

;

the passage we entered was extremely small, and so low in
some places, as to oblige us to crawl flat on the ground,
and almost always on our hands and knees : the intricacies

of its windings resembled a labyrinth, and it terminated at
length in a chamber much smaller than the first, but con-
taining nothing remarkable.—We now entered another
gallery, but had not gone far before the heat became
excessive, I found my breathing extremely difficult, my
head began to ache most violently, and I had a most
distressing sensation of fulness about the heart. We felt

that we had gone too far, and yet were almost deprived of
the power of returning. At this moment the torch of the
first Arab went out ; I was close to him, and saw him fall

on his side ; he uttered a groan, his legs were strongly

convulsed, and I heard a rattling noise in his throat,—he
was dead. The Arab behind me seeing the torch of his

companion extinguished, and conceiving he had stumbled,
passed me, advanced to his assistance, and stooped. I
observed him appear faint, totter, and fall ;—in a moment
he also was dead. The third Arab then came forward,

and made an effort to approach the bodies, but stopped
short. We looked at each other in silent horror ; the

danger increased every instant, our torches burnt faintly,

our breathing became more difficult, our knees tottered

under us, and we felt our strength nearly gone. There
was no time to be lost ; the American cried to us to " take
courage,"and we began to move back as fast as we could

;

we heard the remaining Arab shouting after us, calling us
Cafi'res, imploring our assistance, and upbraiding us with

deserting him ; but we were obliged to leave him to his

fate, expecting every moment, to share it with him. The
windings of the passages through which we had come,
increased the difficulty of our escape ; we might take a
^vrong turn, and never reach the great chamber we had
first entered ; even supposing we took the shortest road, it

was but too probable our strength would fail us before we
arrived. We had each of us separately observed atten-

tively the shape of the stones which projected into the

galleries we had passed ; we compared notes, and only had
one dispute, the American differing from my friend and
myself; in this dilemma we were determined by the majo-
rity, and, fortunately, were right. Exhausted with fatigue

and terror, we reached the edge of the deep trench.

Mustering all my strength I leaped, and was followed by
the American : Smelt stood on the brink, ready to drop ; he
called to us for " God's sake to help him over the fosse, or

at least to stop, if only for five minutes, to allow him time to

recover his strength." It was impossible ; to stay was death,

and we could not resist the desire to push on and reach

the open air ; we encouraged him to summon all his force,

and he cleared the trench. When we reached the open
air, it was one o'clock, and the heat in the sun about 160°.

Our sailors who were waiting for us had, luckily, some water,

which they sprinked upon us ; but though a little refreshed,

it was not possible to climb the sides of the pit—they drew
us to the top by means of their turbans unfolded."

Our readers may be curious to know the result of this

event. The three christians told the Arab whom they had
left at the mouth of the pit, that his countrymen were
bringing out some mummies for them ; they then consulted

their own safety by retreating to their boat : but they were
stopped, and ran greater risk of losing their lives, from the

vengeance of the people of the village, than, possibly, they

would have done, if they had remained and tried to succour

their unfortunate guides, the third of whom, however,

succeeded in escaping : after considerable difficulty, they

established their innocence of any murder, and paid t\vo

Spanish dollars to each of the widows of the victims of

their curiosity.

END OF THE SECOND VOLUME.

LONDON —Published by JOHN WILLIAM PARKER, West Strand, and sold by all Booksellers.
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ENGLISH GRAMMAR. By the Rev. Dr. RUSSELL,
Rector of St. Botolph's, Bishopsgate, and late Head
Master of Charter-House SchooL Price 15. ^d. (?loth

Boards.

No language can be more eimple and intelligible than that in which the

Rules of this Grammar are expressed, and the heaviness of a dull treatise

is relieved by occasional queries from the Pupil. The construction of Sen-

tences, and the force of the Prepositions and Conjunctions, are illustrated

by examples from the English Bible ; while, at the same time, the tone

of the work is cheerful. Emphasis i3 treated very perspicuously ; (iBd the

Grammar closes with most useful Qaeation» oa the Rules.

II.

GEOGRAPHY. By GEORGE HOGARTH, Price lOtl.

A comprehensive Manual of the leading facts in this branch of Education,
carefully condensed from the best sources. It also comprises Tables of the

Situations and Heights of the Principal Mountains, and of the Lengths of

the Principal Rivers, a Map of the World, Five Other Maps, &nd Four Plates
of Costumes.

MI.

ASTRONOMY. By the Rev. T. G. HALL, M.A., King's

College, London, Price Ten Pence.

An elementary Work, intended to instruct, in the sublime facts of Astronomy,
those who are unacquainted with maOiematical reasoning ; and to explain
to them, in familiar language, the principal phenomena of the Heavens.
The Lessons are illustrated by numerous Engravings.

IV.

The ELEMENTS of BOTANY. With many Engravings.
Price One Shilling.

The principles of this beautiful and important science are explained in a clear
arnd simple manner, so as to render the acquisition of them comparatively
easy. The book is illustrated by numerous cuts of the different parts of
plants, &c., and the examples, when possible, are selected from our own
wild flowers, or from those cultivated in aU gardens or fields, and they are
cited by their familiar names. A Glossary of most of the terms usually
employed is subjoined, and an Alphabetical List of the most useful plants,
with th^r botanical names, &c.

ROMAN HISTORY.
Ten Pence.

VI.

By GEORGE HOGARTH. Price

/Sl complete and popular epitome of the History of the B ise, Progress, and

Fall of the Roman Empire. It is embellished with a handsome Print of a

Roman Triumph, sind numerous Figures of Costumes, &c.

With Maps, &c.

V.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
Price Fifteen Pence

By GEORGE HOGARTH.

The leading events of English History are related with simplicity, and
their connexion traced with clearness. The narratives are confined to the
most memorable and important events ; and those circumsUnces particu-
lariy marked, which have led to the gradual formation of the British system
of government. The work

, is iUustrated with numerou. Engravings of
Costumes, Views, &c.

VII.

OUTLINES of GRECIAN HISTORY
Price One Shilling.

In tliis little work, the author has commenced with the eailiest times of

Greece, and described its growth in civilization and power, until the ex-

tinction of its glory on the death of Alexander. It is calculated to form a

pleasing and useful introduction for young readers, to a history of larger

extent : and many of maturer years may find interest in its perusal, and
recall to mind the important transactions of that extraordinary country,

—

" the land of the poet, the historian, the sculptor, and the sage." A map

qf Greece, and a Flan of Athens and its environs, are added, together with

engravings of Delphi and Parnassus, and of the Parthenon. And at the end

of the booli »r« c^uestionj tfi each chapter, for the examination of pupils.

VIII.

EASY LESSONS on MONEY MATTERS, for the Use
of Young People, With Engravings. In the Press.

Many, even of what are called the educated classes, grow up with indistinct,

or erroneous, and practically mischievous, views on these subjects ; and the

prejudices anyone may have casually imbibed, are often hard to be removed

at a time of life when he imagines his education to be complete. In this

little book, care has been taken to convey elementary knowledge in such

simple language, that, it is hoped, these Lessons will be found easily intel-

i ligible even to such as have but the ordinary advantages in point of educa-

tion ; and there are few subjects on which it is, for all classes of people,

more important to incu cate conect principles, and to guard against specious

£aUacie9t

IX.

THREE WEEKS in PALESTINE and LEBANON.
With many Engravings. Price 25. 6d.

A little volume from the travelling notes of a party who made the tour. De-

scriptions of Baalbec, Beirot, Damietta, JaPii, Jerusalem, Ramlah, and other

places, are blended with remarks upon the natives, the incidents of the

journey, and the observations and reflections which naturally occur to a

Clergyman in travelling through the Holy Land.

X.

•OUTLINES of SACRED HISTORY; from the Creation

of the World to the Destruction of Jerusalem. One
Volume, with many Engravings. Price 3s. 6d.

The design of this Work is to afford a condensed view of the History of both

the Old and New Testaments, together with a brief account of the Jewish

History, in the interval between the Babylonish Captivity and the Birth of

Christ ; and in the period between Christ's Ascension and the fulfilment

of his awful Proplwey of th« Destruction of Jerusalem and the Dispersion

of the Jews,
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XI.

The CRUSADERS, or SCENES, EVENTS, and CHA-
RACTERS, from the TIMES of the CRUSADES.
By THOMAS KEIGHTLY. With Views of Antioch,

Bethlehem, Bethany, the Cedars of Lehanon, the Holy

Sepulchre, Jerusalem, Joppa, the Pool of Siloam, Sidon,

Tombs of the Kings of Judah, &c. 5s. 6d., Cloth lettered.

In this work, the Crusaders, the Greeks, Turks, and Saracens of the times of

the Crusades, will be set before the view of the reader as they lived, thought,

and acted. Tlieir valour, their superstition, their ferocity, their honour

will be displayed in as strong a light as the existing historical documents

permit, and accur.ite descii\iliotfs and graphic illustrations will exhibit the

towns and scenery of Syria, and the other countriig which were the theatre

of the exploits of the CrusaQers.

xn.

SCENES and SKETCHES from ENGLISH HISTORY.
Vol. I. , With Engkavings. In the Press.

It is our purpose to narrate the principal, and most interesting events in the

annals of England ; not to reject any topic connected with them which is

likely to entertain and instruct : Religion, Literature, Customs, and Man-

ners ; to avail ourselves of authentic pnvate memoirs and anecdotes of

celebrated personages ; sometimes to comprise the history of many years in

a brief passing notice ; at others, to dwell for a considerable period on that

of a few weeks, or even of a single day. Rejecting, in short, all th« tram-

mels of the regular historian, and rejoicing in the liberty of our own far

humbler literary station, we do not intend to impose any restraints upon

our wanderings, save those of strict chronological arrangement, and an

uiideviatiug adbeieuce to guides of acknowledged authority.

—

Jitlreiuetion._'

XIII.

READINGS in POETRY. A Selection from the Works

of the best Enghsh Poets, from Spenser to the present

times ; and Specimens of Several American Poets of de-

served reputation. With Literary Notices of the various

Writers, and brief Notes, explaining remote allusions and

obsolete words. Price 4s. 6d., Cloth lettered.

Care has been taken to select such pieces and passages as best illustrate the

style of the respective Authors, and are, at the same time, not beyond the

average capacity of youthful students. It is scarcely necessary to add, that

the most scrupulous bttention has been paid to the moral character of the

extracts, j

XIV.

SADOC AND MIRIAM. " A JEWISH TALE. The

Second Edition. Price Is. 8c?. Cloth Boards.

The chief object of the autlior has been to exhibit the Evidences of Chris-

tianity as they must have appeared to a Jew, in our Saviour's time. In

order that this might be clearly done, it was necessary to point out the

prevailing prejudices to which they were opposed : the Pharisee would not

believe, because he had concealed his own private selfishness and ambi-

tion under the cloak of religion ; the Sadducee was unconvinced, because

his worldly-raindedness and love of earthly enjoyments called him away

from all religious thoughts. The introduction of these points into a story

seemed more likely to attract the reader, than if they had been barely

exhibited to his view through the medium of an argumentative treatise ;

while such a combination enabled the writer to intermix som* portion of

Jewish antiiiuities.

—

Introduction.

XV.

PERSIAN FABLES, for Young and Old. By the Rev.

H. G. KEENE, M.A. With Eighteen Illustrative Ex-

GRAV1NG3. Price One Shilling.

Tliese Fables are, as they profess to be, taken from the Persian ; but iome
liberties have been taken in the translation, by adapting the colloquies

and incidents to our own notions and usages ; the same liberty, in fact,

which the Persian autliors have m.ide use of in embellishing the stories.

Thev were first collected for the amusement of the translator's own chil-

dreL,. and, as they answer that purpose, may, it ia preiumed, be found useful

knd pleasing to others.

XVI.

INSECTS and their HABITATIONS. A Book for Chil-

dren. With many Engravings. Price Onk Shilling.

Wo may learn many useful lessons from the History of Insects; and, by
observing their habits, we shall find th,-it they set us an example of various

good qualities. Though they are amongst the smallest of God's works, yet

His power and wisdom visibly shine forth in them, and we shall see fresh

cause, as we proceed, to adore the great and wise. Creator, who formed them
ttt of nothing.

—

Introduction.

XVII.

DOMESTICATED ANIMALS, considered mth reference

_ to civilized Society. With many Engravings. Price

3s. 6d.

This work will comprise a general surrey of Domestic Quadrupeds, and the

purposes they subserve in the great economy of nature : their connexion,

too, with the progress of ciiilization and the arts, with the history of

nations, and the peculiarities of soil and climate, are also specified ; those

countries which are rendered habitable only by the sulijugation and appro-

priation of certain species, ore generally described, with the mauners and
habits of the natives, as far as they are associated with the history of

Domestic Animals.

—

Introduction.

XVIII.

A MANUAL of INSTRUCTION ia VOCAL MUSIC,
with a View to PSALMODY. With an Historical In-

troduction. By JOHN TURNER, Esq. Jn the Press.

Among the various inventions noticed in the early annaia of the liible, as

ministering to the comforts and necessities of mankind. Music is the only

one, the chief object of wliich was to animate the affections, and delight

and refine the senses. From that time, the inspired authors of Holy Writ

lawgivers, prophets, evangelists, and apostles—the poets and philosophers

of the ancient fteathen world, and writers innumerable, both sacred and

profane, of more modern times, have united in recommending the cultivation

of music as a means of soothing the evil passions, softening the manners,

improving the mind, and contributing to devotion.

• • • • • •
~

•

With an 'especial view, first and principally, to render the kind of assist-

ance required for the improvement of the musical portion of the Church

Ser^-ice ; and in the second place, with regard to more extended benefits,

this little work was begun. The author offers it not as an experiment now

for the first time to be tried, but as the result of long experience ; and in

the fullest confidence that, if the rules and details suggested are carefully

attended to and patiently reduced to practice, the end proposed will be en-

tirely accomplished. Tliough it is chiefly designed for the use of children

collected in large numbers, it imay, with equal advantage, be adopted in

EmaUer assemblages, and in the domestic circle ; it .may CTea be rendered

serviceable to adults,

—

Introduction,

XIX

HINTS for the FORMATION and MANAGEMENT of

SUNDAY SCHOOLS. By the Rev. J. C. WIGRAM,
M.A., Secretary to the National School Society. Price 2s.

So much variety exists in the character and circumstances of Sunday-schools,

that it is hardly possible to lay down any rules respecting them. AU that

can be done is to furnish a variety of practical hints, calculated to show
the points chiefly requiring attention on the part of the managers, and

suggesting methods in which common difficulties may be overcome. The
plans given in this work are designed for this purpose, and promise succetf

wherever they are fairly applied, and time is given for due trial.

XX.

POCKET MANUAL for the SUNDAY SCHOOL
TEACHER. By the Rev. J. HULL, M.A. Price Is. 3d.

Of the suggestions here offered, some of them are general, invriving principles

which are applicable to all teachers, in whatsoever Sunrt«>-»..hool they may
be engaged ; whilst others relate to the mechanical practices and arrange-

ments, which, for the sake of time, order. &c.. are pursued in particular

Schools, and mav be retained or cancelled, as they are found to agree or

disagree with the plaiu eitablished in any paiticulat institution.
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XXI.

ADVICE to TEACHERS of SUNDAY SCHOOLS, in

connexion with the Church. By the Rev. JOHN
MEDLEY, M.A. Price Sixpence.

My object, in throwing out these suggestions, is to strengtlicn your sense of

tlie value and importance of your ollicc, and to sliow you how it may be

performed in a manuei most conducive to tlie everlasting good of the Chil-

dren in the ISchools, as well as to your own solid and lasting hapi>incss.

XXII.

DAILY READINGS FROM THE PSALMS.. With En-

gravings. Price SixpENCB.

The object of this little Manual is twofold : iirst, to provide our young

Scholars, in every rank of life, with progressive Lessons from that Holy

Book ; and secondly, to supply devotional exercises to Christians of every

age. It is Intended as a help in the school-room, in the closet, and at tUmily

worship. J. E. T

XXIII..

SACRED POEMS, for SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS.
By Mrs. "WEST, Author of Letters to a Youny Man.

Price Is. (,d.

In this little Volume of Sacred Poetry, the writer has adopted the order of

the Liturgy in the Services appointed for eveiy Sunday and Holiday in the

year, commencing with the First Sunday in Advent. At the head of each

poem is mentioned that portion of the day's service to which the compo-

sition more particularly relates ; and, in many of the instances, the Author

has thus shown the reference of the Collect to the Kpistle and Gospel, or to

the Lessons, according to the design of the Church in their appointment.

XXIV.

THE BIBLE SPELLING-BOOK. Price Ten Pence, in

Cloth Boards j or Parts I and II., at Four Pence each.

Tills Book oonfains nearly all the Words that occur in the Holy Scriptures,

arranged in divisions of from One to Seven Syllables; with short Exercises,

also from the Bible, in each division, and Tables of Scripture Proper Names.
It is embellished with many small Wood-cuts.

XXV.

THE BIBLE LESSON-BOOK. Price Ten Pence, in

Cloth Boards ; or Parts I. and II., at Four Pence each.

SllOTt Lessons, founded npon Scripture events, and given as nearly as possible

in the words of the Bible. The Book contains many illustrative Wood-cuts.

XXVI.

THE SATURDAY MAGAZINE;
VOLUME the FIRST, July to December, 1832. Price

4*. (id., bound in Cloth and lettered.

VOLUME the SECOND, January to June, 1833, uniformly
with the above. 4s. 6c?.

CONTINUED IN

Weekly Numbers, Price One Penny, and in

Monthly Parts, Price 6c/. each.

Great care and attention are bestowed in adapting thU cheap and popular
Magazine to aU classes of Readers; it may also be safely introduced into
FamrUes and Schools, and among Young people in general. Its Contents
are at once entertaining and instructive. Religious, Moral, and Social
Pnnaples, are combined with Useful lulbrmation; and a Christian characterand tendency u given to Popular Knowledge.. It is iUustrated, to a very

rirlTnl '^°'''"°°' on Wood, which comprise Portraits, Views,
remarkable Objects rn Antiquities, Science, and Manufactures, the various

si^LrardTr""^^'^'^^'^-^-^*-"^-"-
TheSATVHDAV Maoaz.ke is well pnnted, upon very superior paper, and
should be preserved for binding at the end of the year, when the Purchaser

Tf ,°'*i'"°'"^*"
^ PO^ession of a Work of extensive and varied interest,

ot^U-uly.Chnstiau, Principles, and.consequentVy of great and permanent

ORIGINAL

FAMILY SERMONS,
VOLUME THE FIRST,

Price Qs. 6d., Bound in Cloth, and Lettered,

Or Parts I. to VI., at 15. each,

CONTJIINING SEHMONS BY THE FOLLOWING DIVINES:

Part I.

The Right Rev. CHARLES JAMES BLOMFIELD, D.D., Lord Bishop of London.
The Rev. WILLIAM DEALTRY, D.D., Rector of Clapham.

The Very Rev. GEORGE CHANDLER. D.C.L., Dean of Chichester.

The Rev. EDWARD GARRARD MARSH, M.A., Hampstead.

The Rev. THOMAS VOWLER SHORT. B.D., Rector of Kingsworthy, Hants.
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THE SPITAL SERMON, by Dr. RUSSELL.

THE SPITAL PULPIT; a SERMON preached at

Christ Church, London, on Easter Tuesday, with NOTES, &c.

By the Rev. JOHN RUSSELL, D.D.
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